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is

|T

only with

diffidence that

I give publicity to the

This feeling would indeed be natural
present attempt.
all
under
circumstances, in the treatment of a subject

where one
where

is

exposed

more immediately than

else

danger of falsely freeing or falsely binding Christian

to the

consciences.

It

is

however, this consideration by which I feel

not,

I hope for the grace. of the Lord, whom I
and
who has bestowed upon me His word and
church,

myself embarrassed.
serve in

my

faith in the same, that

as to preserve

me from

He

will bless this faith to

me,

at least so far

the teaching of errors which might become

It is not, however, to the
a snare to the souls redeemed by Him.
contents, but rather to the form of that which I have attempted to
give, that

And

my

anxiety relates.
this anxiety is of a twofold kind.

whole

In the

first

place,

it

In science generally, but
in theology from quite peculiar grounds, it appears to me a matter
of doubtful propriety when a department of knowledge which is a

refers to the plan of the

common

treatise.

possession has not also a certain

common form

of treat

one immediately perceives from the style of discussion
whether what is new is meant merely to attempt a better establish
ment, so that

ment of an

old

treatment

unnecessarily departed from, there arises not only the
if
involuntarily, to that craving after

is

knowledge of the

truth.

Where

this

mode

of

danger of ministering, even

but only what is new ; but
one also cuts asunder deliberately the threads of connection which
bind to one another the different stages of culture and of knowledge,

novelty which loves not what

is

true,
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and whereby the possibility and ease of coming to an understand
ing free from mistake, as well as the consciousness of a common

And of what importance the latter circum
is secured.
one
is,
might readily become aware, if the misfortune should
go on increasing in growing measure, that in matters of universal
Christian knowledge every theologian should speak his own peculiar
possession,

stance

It

language.

must therefore

in

my case

awaken

suspicion,

whether

am in the right in deviating in essential points from the mode of
treatment which has become predominant in Protestant theology.
It will thus perhaps surprise many to find, in a system of Christian
Ethics, no trace at all of a so-called doctrine of duties (PflichtenI

It ought, nevertheless, to be a matter of satisfaction to me,
I were conscious in all my alterations of being as much in the

lehre).
if

right as in this.

itself,

Only I must be

and other

in these

allowed, for the right of alteration

development of the book

cases, to point to the

instead of an explanation of this right in the Preface.
for the clear and sufficient
understanding of the nature

But

and the design of a treatise, in which it is wished that these should
be drawn from the treatise itself, a sketch which is to serve for
lectures presents difficulties hard to be overcome.

Much must

be

over for oral explanation, if the book is not to take the
place of
the reader of the book, however, will then
the lectures themselves

left

:

need of learning more than is to be found in
True, indeed, to meet the necessities of the reader,
I have attempted to give the notes on the
paragraphs more copiously

in

many places

the book

itself.

than was

my

feel the

original design,

and

as

much

as possible in continuous

connected development.
It is, however,
possible, that one may
think too much has been given, another too little; or
that, to

more accurately, the corresponding proportion of expla
nation has not really been hit upon.
In reference to these expla
I
must
make
this
additional remark, that the historical
nations,
only
express

it

development of Ethics

the literature and

all

connected with

not been considered for this reason, because I
intend,
afterwards to give in a second volume a
history of the

if

it

God

has
will,

development
Moreover, the printing in full of the separate
Scripture testimonies, and that in the original text, will be approved

of Christian Ethics.
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by every one who approves of basing a system of Christian
knowledge on the Scripture word, and who knows of what import
of

ance

it

even for the reading of such a book, but still more for
upon it, if one has immediately before his eyes the relation

is,

lectures

word

of the divine

from

to the

exposition of the

knowledge derived

it.

anxiety which I must still acknowledge, relates to
For the convic
the individual form of setting forth the subject.

The second

upon me, that with us Germans, even those of
tendency, systematic theology suffers from a certain

tion presses itself

the

best

and abstract formulating of the thought, which
stand in a not unsuspicious contrast with the divine depth and the
fisherman-like simplicity of its apostolic origin. But in giving help
affected superiority

am

conscious of a certain weakness.

It is the tendency of
and
occupations formerly
likings
cherished under which I labour, and in overcoming which I have

here, I

the time,

it

is

what remains of

not yet always quite succeeded in the
Christian knowledge.

scientific

explanation of

With

these confessions, I should like partly to prevent unjust
censure, partly to secure a friendly discussion and correction of
those points in which perhaps this attempt, against my will, is not
destined to conduce to a fruitful study of Christian Ethics.
In

sentiment I joyfully attach myself to the earlier ethical writings
of Schwartz
to the more recent ones of Beck and Sartorius.

May

that which

is

my own

in the

form of the

scientific

treatment serve

the true interests of our Protestant theology
May God grant
that the church of Jesus Christ may be profited by that which was
written at least with the endeavour to serve her, and her alone
!

!

MUGGENDORF, Jubilee Sunday, 17th April 1842.
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ago there appeared for the
time the Treatise which I now again, in a re

]WO-AND-TWENTY years
first

modelled form, lay before the public.
Once only, in
the year 1849, was I able to bestow upon it a not very

A

tolerably changeful
important improvement and enlargement.
course of life brought me tasks which very often lay far from
my inmost inclination. Thus there was wanting to me that in
ward concentration of mind, as well as that outward leisure, which

was indispensable for fundamentally transforming

attempt of
earlier years.
I cannot say even now, that I went about the
circumstances which appear to me desirable
under
remodelling
for such tasks.
realize

Whoever

what fulness of

this

has been an academic teacher, will best

intellectual stimulus

is

irrecoverably and

with the sacrifice of such a position. And a nature
like mine, which has no
peculiar satisfaction in book-writing, does
the
mere
amount
of time which one perhaps finds for this
not, by
irreparably lost

purpose, gain the living impulse which the life of intellectual in
terchange, the perception of existing mental necessities, and the

attempt at satisfying them in personal mutual intercourse, give and
secure in ways unsought, and therefore
only so much the more
Yet
I
will
not attribute to the unfavourable character
powerful.
of the circumstances anything in this
remodelling which falls to be

reckoned as personal defect.
It appeared to me only a duty to
regard neither the one nor the other, in order finally and once for
all to

improve in a more fundamental way a book which has found

acceptance beyond

its

desert.

PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

The outward framework

XI

I have left essentially unchanged.

I

have only endeavoured to indicate better and more clearly than
before, what I intended in laying down this framework, and what
Even in the form of
course of thought floated before my mind.
the continuous exposition, I preferred thinking, as before, especially
of students of theology as my readers.
complete change of this

A

in the year 1853, appeared to
standpoint, which I contemplated
not
advisable
on external and internal
maturer
on
consideration,
me,

grounds.

On

the other hand, I everywhere filled

up those gaps
as was originally

which are wont involuntarily to remain when one,
the case here, writes a book as a sketch for academic lectures, and

thus having regard to further oral supplementary matter.
Those
the
in
has
reader
which
the
book
become
different,
essentially
parts

who

is

inclined will find out for himself,

if

he should compare the

present edition with the fourth of 1849, or the fifth of 1853 (second
impression, I860).
Only in reference to one part of the book do I
allow myself a short remark.

When,

e.g.,

at that point

relations of Christian conscience to the national

and

where the

political

munity are discussed (see especially 54), I appeal in
to J. Stahl, this is done for a twofold reason.
In the

many
first

com
cases
place,

because in questions of law I do not wish to give to myself the
arrogant appearance of self-derived authority, and also because

much
than

of that which appears to be correct I could not better
say
has said it ; but, in the second place, also because

Stalil

many

circles of readers will
Stalil,

much

that which,

if

not unwillingly hear from the
said

mouth

of

by me, they might probably take very

amiss.

I owe very

much

stimulus to a friend quite unknown to me,
whose comprehensive written observations on my Ethics,
bearing
the date of 17th May 1857, reached me from Paris.
Even in
points

where I could not coincide with them, these observations
me more instruction than all that I have seen else

have afforded

where on

my

treatise.

Everywhere

subtle,

clear,

striking, these

remarks give so much evidence of
loving and thoroughly intelligent
investigation, that I

had a

lively wish, for the sake of the author,

that he might have
published

them

as

an example and specimen of

PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.
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being permitted, alone and in quiet
That I
to make use of it for myself.
ness, to enjoy his work and
have done the latter, my unknown friend will everywhere perceive,
a good review, instead of

my

where I have not on other grounds changed the whole of
former plan.
tions

Where,

urged, I have adhered to

the opportunity

now

more

why

correctly,

my

however, in spite of the opposite considera

my

former opinion, he

will

have

at least of reading more clearly, perhaps also
I believed myself compelled to adhere to it.

Whether and where these lines may meet my unknown friend, I
know not. But if they meet his eye, I would be very much obliged
to

him

if,

for

me

to

me at
know

least,

the

he would abandon his concealment, and
of one to whose censure I am more

name

permit
indebted than to the praise and censure of others.
Among the papers left behind by a celebrated
there
theologian,
/
o

is

said to

have been found a distich on another

theologian, whose commendation
&quot;

Yet

German

closes with the censure

of system

no

:

trace.&quot;

In a certain sense, I should wish that this censure applied to
book also in this its altered shape. For I have a quarrel of

own with

my
my

It is with them often as with
the theological
systems.&quot;
In nature as in revela
the systems of the investigators of nature.

tion,

God

&quot;

has His real system, which investigators

may

well follow

after, but always with the modest suspicion whether also their
formal system corresponds with that system. But if, perchance,
they have beforehand adjusted for themselves their system like a

pair of spectacles, through

which they look

at nature or revelation,

the matter stands in very evil plight.
For in that case the systems
are in many respects only Procrustes beds, in which men lay Jesus,

and the form of His being which

is
For
incorporated in the word.
I
will
be
if
content
this
treatise
serves
as
a
small
index
to
my part,
those treasures of wisdom and knowledge which are presented by
the Scripture testimony respecting Christ,
treasures whose life-

giving power becomes here below a matter of experience only in
first-fruits, and which, in representation corresponding to our

knowledge, find only a feeble and very incomplete expression of

what they

really are,

and what of their fulness they present for
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I have now also, and still more fre
penetrating our whole being.
allowed
than
my own exposition to be inter
before, gladly
quently
of
Luther, because it was given to
rupted by quoting testimonies

man, as to few, to speak as a complete Christian and a complete
man, and not as a school theologian.

this

I might close with those words which stand at the beginning of
But I prefer to be silent here

the Preface to the edition of 1849.

respecting the present, and to

from whence cometh

my

&quot;

help.&quot;

up mine eyes unto the hills,
For the tribulations of time will

lift

turn out to be preparers of the way for His advent.
What remains
unchangeable, is the throne of His kingdom and the sceptre of His
word. All man s work, on the other hand, will pass through the
fire

of that day.

So

able therein be burnt

written in 1 Cor.

iii.

also will this treatise.

up

;

but

15.

MUNICH, 5th February 18G1.

may

that

May

happen

to

all

that

is

me which

unten
stands
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l.i.

]ITH regard
and

life,

to the peculiarity of the

development of his

to the airn of that life, the consciousness of the

Christian rests on the certainty of that

word

of Christ,

I am the way, the truth, and the life no man cometh unto the
Father but by me&quot; (John xiv. 6) (1). And in this consciousness
the cognizance of the Christian is twofold respecting Christ as the
&quot;

:

:

way, and respecting his own coming as a Christian by that way.
if he has a just appreciation of both, he perceives that the

And

substance of his consciousness of the one side of this relation

is

not comprised in that of the other and that the exposition of the
manner and the extent in which Christ is the way, is and must be
:

from that whose object is to show how and to what extent
we come to the Father by this way. For, first, we
learn here on earth what is meant by coming to the Father through
different

here below

Christ, only in

its

beginning.

And

again, no light at

all is

thrown

on the way by the understanding how we are to come but our
knowledge of the way gives us light as to our coming, not only as
;

to its truth

earth.

and

vitality,

but also as to

Thirdly, Christ becomes what

its

He

form and limitation on
is,

not from the fact of

our coming to Him ; but He is the way, the truth, and the life,
even should 110 one enter on that way. What Christ is to the
world, He is in Himself; in other words, by His own objective
relation to the

Father and

disorder (2).

Hence, that which Christ

say,

what the

will of

God

to the world, as well in its order as its

in Christ

order as well as disorder, and the

A

is

is

to the

world

that

is

towards the world in

manner

in

to
its

which God by Christ
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1.

and does draw, the world unto Himself (3) must
of explanation.
In that case,
recognisable and capable

desires to draw,

be in

itself

the immediate aim of the exposition resolves itself into a setting
forth of the divine will, of the divine acts, and of the divine means
order and disorder of the world, Christ
whereby, in the midst of the
is the way by which truth and life again return to the world, and,
in fact, not only to the world of the present, but also to that of the
But if the design is to show how and in what way the
future.

coming of men
itself

that

is,

the Christian pilgrimage on earth

shapes

amidst the order and disorder of the world, the immediate

resolves itself into a statement of those
object of the exposition

human

circumstances, struggles, and victories in which on. earth

the truth and the

life

in Christ take shape

and form

in Christians,

both inwardly and outwardly (4). The connection between these
two branches of knowledge and their exposition is as certain, as their
difference in

of

them

form and character

The second

and

justifiable.

The

first

What thinkest thou of
What thinkest thou of the
upon earth ? And both questions

to the question,

true character of a Christian

by one and the same answer. The first question
answer touch immediately and primarily upon the know

cannot be
its

clear

gives an answer to the question,

Christ?

and

is

satisfied

ledge of God and of His objective will in Christ towards the world;
the second refers immediately and primarily to the Christian s

knowledge of

self,

and that of the subjective condition of a Chris

tian in this world (5).

identical therewith.

knowledge which
the second

is

is

Each

The
called

is

supplemental to the other, but not
the business of that branch of

first is

Dogmatics while the consideration of
we have set before ourselves.
;

the task which

(1) All human life reveals itself as one in process of becoming,
which, starting from a certain fundamental life-principle which
determines the man, is ever striving after a certain fixed purpose
of life.
The same holds good of that which is called the Christian
life

on earth.

forth of this

On

life, it

the threshold of the investigation and setting
behoves us to find some universal and formal

expression for that which constitutes the specific peculiarity of the
Christian life-consciousness from its commencement onwards, but

not a material and exhaustive definition of

it

;

for this

must be

3
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The universal charac
reserved for a later part of our treatise.
teristic of Christian consciousness must embrace two objects : that
vital objective

power which determines the Christian, and his own
Both these are
highest aim of his life.

movement towards the

comprehended in the declaration of Christ (John

xiv. 6)

:

as well

the power that determines the life of the Christian, as our aim
in that life which is to be striven after and rendered possible of

attainment by

its

consciousness of a

means. The Christian life-consciousness is the
communion with God objectively secured through

to be subjectively sought after and obtained by us
The declaration of its full reality is found in that
Him.
through
I in them, and Thou (O Father) in me,
other word of Christ
that they may be made perfect in one&quot; (John xvii. 23).
Here,
on
the
threshold.
And
the
are
we
however,
only standing
saying

Christ,

and

&quot;

:

of Christ above quoted, respecting that which, according to His
of His own people, is at the
will, is to regulate the consciousness
same time fitted to make clear the nature and limits of the task

we have undertaken

in this treatise,

others which are related to
(2)

The

idea of a

and

to distinguish

Redeemer

of the world

is

the relation of Christ to the world and to the

from that of the Son
relative of the

it is

not

man

from

not formed from

human

race, but

God. The cor
not the redeemed world,

to the Father, of Christ to

Redeemer

but the world which

it

it.

of the world

is

altogether in wickedness (1
united to God, but man hostile to God
lies

John
(Rom.

v.

19)

;

v. 10).

in contrast to this state of things that Christ is the Redeemer
of the world (John iv. 42) : this
is, and does not become so only

It

is

He

through a subsequent alteration of this state of things. The full
conception of a Redeemer, and the full position of a Redeemer, is
antecedent to the acts of redemption, and is their real ground not
only in time, but before the foundation of the world. In the
beloved Son,&quot; by whom all things were made (John i. 3), all that
&quot;

made is the object of redeeming love (1 John iv. 10). In respect
of Christ, the very reverse takes
place of that which we are accus
tomed to conceive and speak of in reference to men, when we call

is

them

in a relative sense redeemers in reference to this or that error,
These are and became what they are only by

or this or that evil.

virtue of a

what

He

work accomplished by them

for

mankind.

Christ

is

Christ is
is, irrespective even of this His peculiar efficacy.
a Reconciler, whether we suffer ourselves to be reconciled
through
Him or not (@eo? r\v eV XptcTcp KO&amp;lt;T/AOV KaraXXdcrcraiv e
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2.

2 Cor. v. 19, 20). Pie
vjrep Xpicrrov, Kara\\dy7]T TCO
the Light of the world (John viii. 12), whether the world remain
in darkness or not.
He is the propitiation for the world, inasmuch
as He bears the sin of the world (John i. 29 ; comp. 1 John ii. 2).
e&amp;gt;,

is

The

and the redemption of the world
which was accomplished by, Christ (John iii. 17, xii. 47), does not
become actual merely by the fact that the whole world should be
propitiation purposed in,

thereby actually saved. This indeed will only then be understood
when we lay equally firm hold of this, that in the redemption of the
world by Christ, the heaviest condemnation of the world is at the

same time included (John iii. 19, comp.
(3) Comp. John vi. 44 with xii. 32.
(4) It is that which in the apostolic
set before

us&quot;

(Heb.

xii.

1)

;

v. 22).

epistles is called

the running in the

lists

&quot;

(1 Cor.

the race
ix.

24)

;

the following after if that we may apprehend that for which also
we are apprehended of Christ Jesus (Phil. iii. 12). It is the conflicts
(1 Tim. vi. 12) in the midst of which here below Christ is formed
in us (Gal. iv. 19), but in such a way that the end, the prize which
the heavenly calling of God in Christ Jesus sets before us, still

stands before us (Phil. iii. 14)
and our impression with respect to
ourselves remains the same humble one as that of the Apostle Paul :
;

not as though I had already attained, either were already perfect&quot;
It is the full extent of that which, according to the
(Phil. iii. 12).
of
testimony
Scripture, may and ought to become the actual reli
&quot;

gious and moral experience of the Christian in that domain of the
life of the creature which
belongs to this side of the grave ; but also
in its full limitation to this domain, and to the form of
subjective

experience brought about and enlightened by the word of God.
In reference to what should form the object of Christian ethics, I
can only assent in all essential respects to what C. F. Jiiger has
stated in his
Enleit.

Fundamentalldeas of Christian Morality (Stuttg. 1856),

4.

(5) At the basis of the inquiry lies the practical need of that
self-examination which the Apostle Paul requires from Christians
(2 Cor. xiii. 5).

2.

In the consciousness

of the Christian, that the
aim(l) set before

us in Christ can only be attained in a manner of
coming which
both
to
the
corresponds
way and the aim, there exists a formal

5

iNTBODUCTIOST,

2.]

acknowledged by general human
This formal resemblance
life.
experience in the domain of created
consists in the notion of the normal movement of life, whose nature
resemblance to that which

is

man is in a position to recognise in all that is living and
What is normal depends on this, that the movement or
ment

created.

develop

of the life proceeds in constant uniformity with the principle

has originated, arid in which, at the same time,
lies always the final destination which forms the object of this de
Wherever this development is neither instinct nor an
velopment.

from which that

life

artificial direction,

after

but the free course of rational beings,

an aim established for the whole of their

common
name of

to all,

then this course of conduct

morality.

isolated forms of life

striving-

and

life relations,

designated by the
This, which distinguishes morality from the
conceivable as mere habit, i.e. from custom,
is

the free intelligent harmonizing of human life, in its essence as
well as in its phenomena, with a supreme aim, regulating and em

general notion of morality is presupposed by
Christianity, as the object of universal human recognition. And if
Christian science may and will, for the theoretic exposition of the

bracing this

this

life,

normal movement of Christian
validity, she has

thing when

(1)

aim

life,

choose a

name

of universal

one of essential significancy for the nature of the

she speaks of Christian ethics (2).

Let one compare the

= end,

real and not abstract notion,
in the declaration of Scripture concerning fan; alw

as TO TeXo9,

Rom.

vi.

22,

and concerning TO reXo?

T^

Trio-Tews, o

How

the philosophical notion of an aim
KOfJiiZofjLeQa,
was regarded as an essential element of ethics, is shown by the his
tory of ethics.
Comp., for example, what Diogenes Laertius says
1 Pet.

i.

9.

on the division of the ethics of the later Stoics,
Diog. Laer. vii. 84, p. 415, ed. Meibom.

o irepl reXovs TOTTO?,

Custom

(?7#09, mos) appeared to the human mind only
not
gradually,
only as a contrast of form to formlessness, i.e. to
but
also
as the standard which was destined to attain or
roughness,

(2)

had attained

ascendency under the point of view of the
the
connection
of 97^09 and #09, soleo, and e6w
good.
Comp.
and the equivalent designation of one and the same tiling by
to universal

;

rj0o&amp;lt;?

and

Tpo7ro9, as well as the connection

between mos and modus ; and
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modes

similar

of expression, as rpoircov

[

rfOrf

Kal

Wit]

2.

in Plato (Leg.

Furthermore, weigh the expressions %pr)&amp;lt;TTa
p.
/ca\ol Tpoiroi, boni mores ; finally, the connection of our
yjOrj,
word morality (Sittlichkeit) with the Greek nakoKa^aOla^ or with

968 D).

xii.

Hence the perplexity of Quintilian :
the Latin honestas, sanctitas.
ut
^09, cujus nomine,
ego quidem sentio, caret sermo Romanus,
mores appellantur, atque inde pars quoque ilia philosophise rjOutrj,
&quot;

Sed ipsam

moralis, est dicta.

mores

significari videntur,

How

vi. 2).

naturam spectanti mihi non

rei

quam morum qu cedam proprietas

closely, nevertheless,

notion of that which

is

(Instit.

even in the Latin language, the

&quot;

morally

tarn

&quot;

sanctioned,&quot;

has become bound

up with the word mos, may be seen from the proofs given in
And not less so in German by
Doederlein s Synon. Pt. v. p. 75.
the term

Sitte,

came

established rule
in

Luther

s

;

Bible of

this

to

be understood the notion of an objectively

compare
DJJtD,

e.g.

the rendering

pn, ^P

word embraces

1

as

?,

*W,

by

much

this

commonly occurring
word.

In

its

various

that winch is established

meanings,
by
the determination of nature, as by free action and exercise, and
applies not less to dispositions, customs, habits, and morality, than

and arts or acquired skill (comp. Graff, Althochd. SprachBd. vi. S. 157 if). The Scriptures of the New Testament

to right
schatz,

use the word

^09

cognition as the

only under the presumption of its general re
Even
of a heathen poet, 1 Cor. xv. 33.

word

where there is a closer reference to the import of the word, the
same assumption manifests itself, the same omission of any further
explanation comp. Phil. iv. 8.
That which forms the most general preliminary supposition,
without which morality is inconceivable, is the consciousness of an
aim.
In this consciousness, the mere natural impulse, the servile
and absolutely dependent, is set aside by the recognition of the fact,
;

dependence and determinativeness, so far from excluding
personal freedom of action, arrives at its true acknowledgment only
that

all

by the

free fulfilment of the act.
For the position that I exist for
a definite end, presupposes an indissoluble
unity between the two
the
of
things
dependence
my being, and the unconstrained move
ment of my actions as the solution of the problem of my existence.
I hereby recognise not
that I am what I
but that I am
:

to

merely
am,
which I am myself to take part.
when we speak of an aim in life. Of course, morality

become something

assert this

as being the free

morality,

is

in

We

accomplishment of an act, not to speak of true
not established with the
perception of such an end ;

7
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if not
absolutely to
though, indeed, a moral view of life as opposed,
one which is immoral, at least to that which is void of all morality,
See the striking dis
course of nature.
regarding it as a servile*

cussions of Trendelenburg (Log. Untersuchungen, Bd.
and his Geschichte der Kategorienlehre, S. 369-71).

ii.

S.

86

ff.

;

3.

In addition to the formal resemblance before mentioned, there is
also a material one, wherein that which is called Christian moral con

upon the universal ethical consciousness of man.
well on the identity of those faculties and endowments

sciousness touches

This

rests as

naturally belonging to

man which

are intended for the attainment

on the immutability of those moral condi
those ordinances both of life and of the world, bestowed upon

of the aim of his
tions,

life, as

the creature and historically developed (1).

To

this concrete

world

of moral life-forces, that which proceeds from Christ holds the place

neither of supplementary completion (quantitative difference) nor
of antagonistic abrogation (qualitative diversity) (2).

That power

which proceeds from the Spirit of Christ is rather, on the one hand,
the divine Yea and Amen, by which the moral consciousness of

man

is

confirmed

In

is

He

and on the

other, the full presence

Him

and

efficacy

who, as

He

is

the Reconciler and Sanctifier of the

life

of every creature.

in the hearts of
also

;

His own

(3), of

this last relation, the Christian

the Creator, so

moral consciousness becomes at

the same time a purification with respect to the different errors of
humanity touching the nature of the highest aim of our life, its

supreme guiding rule and normal development.

But

for this very

and expositions of
man s moral consciousness, as they have been formed independently
of a vital connection with Christ, have no
prescriptive significance

reason, the various historically developed views

for Christian ethics (4).

the same

;

but the

The

ethical relations in substance

spirit of renewal which pervades

them

remain

will

have

represented from itself alone, and cannot, any more than new
wine, be contained in old vessels, nor will it serve better than a

itself

new

cloth to mend an old
garment. If in this manner we
keep steadily in view both the resemblance and the difference, we

piece of
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remain what

shall find that Christian life as well as Christian ethics

In both cases we have

they are.
of

human

life

in

its

to do, not with a

essential ethical relations,

condition of
representation of the natural

human

3.

new

creation

but rather with a
life

pervaded and

enlightened by a renewing spiritual principle (5).
that not only does the word of Christ appear
(1) It- is certain
to the natural man in the light of a new doctrine (Mark i. 27 ;

comp. Acts

xvii.

Himself speaks of a new
calls
and
His testament a new one
34),
also
Heb.
ix.
15), and that His apostles
comp.

19), but that Christ

commandment (John

xiii.

(Matt. xxvi. 28, etc. ;
designate the Christian as a
15), as a

new
the

new man (Eph.

ii.

new

15,

iv.

creature (2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. vi.
24), and the Christian life as a

vi. 4, vii. 6).
But, irrespective of
spiritual existence (Rom.
relation between the old and the new divine covenant, this

indicates only the opposition to an inveterate ten
in respect to the principle which dominates
a
conversion
dency,
over man, independent of and antecedent to his fellowship with

term

&quot;new&quot;

not a new creation in contrast with his original creation,,
new nature which was to abrogate the old nature of man, nor

Christ

not a

;

a new order of things which was to stand in opposition to that old
natural order which was from the beginning appointed and willed

by God.

Christ, as the life-giving spirit,

is called,

in virtue of this

the last Adam
very connection with the original nature of man,
x\nd when the whole heart is full of the love of
(1 Cor. xv. 45).
&quot;

&quot;

God,

it

thus becomes a

new

heart

;

but the heart

itself

the soul

the disposition
which is full of this love, is not a new-created one,
but the old and inborn one, just as certainly as the body and the
members are so, which the new man devotes to God s service (Rom.
vi.

13,

xii.

1).

What

is

omnis natura

nature

new forms no

contradiction to the old

says
quantum natura est, bona
Encliirid.
ch.
Augustine,
xiii.), but, if one may so speak, to the
nature which has become hostile to nature. Were it not so, the
in

est,&quot;

(&quot;

apostle could neither reject that which is opposed to God as opposed
to nature (Rom. i. 26), nor could he assert that nature teaches us

what

is

due to

God and what

is

becoming

(1 Cor. xi. 14), or that

men

do by nature the things contained in the law (Rom. ii. 14),
And the world which lies in wickedness is not so oppressed by dis
order as to have become entirely void and destitute of God s
regu

But rather, as it was in the very beginning placed
lating power.
in an order by God,
virtue of which it was both intended and
by

9
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able to guide us to God (Acts xvii. 26, 27 ; Rom. i. 20), so also no
sin of man was powerful enough entirely to destroy in the world that

element by virtue of which it may, in so far as it is God s creation
and made use of by man.
(1 Tim. iv. 4), be recognised as good,
which one might, from
ordinances
and
those
even
regulations
Nay,

misunderstanding of the divine

will,

be disposed to reject as being

and not of God s appointment,
New Testament Scripture shows us to have been permitted by the
divine will, and teaches us to respect them even where the spirit
that permeated their human framers was not the spirit of Christ
(comp. with 1 Pet. ii. 13 the passage in Rom. xiii. 1). So little
the destroyer, but rather the preserver and
is the
spirit of Christ
renewer, of the ancient and original order of nature.
the work of

man

(1 Pet.

ii.

13),

The vulgar

rationalism occupies itself in .such views of a
supplementary completion, no matter whether it seeks to &quot;augment&quot;
the natural moral consciousness by Christ, or to
uphold and throw
(2)

&quot;

seeks to rectify by the
or, in quite an inverse order,
to
us
of
nature
that
which
is
Christ.
The other
by
given
light
extreme is the mystical or pietistic view, which regards nature

light

upon&quot; it,

only as something opposed to God as a disturbing and impeding
element.
Even Spener has greatly erred in this respect. See bis
treatise entitled

Nature and Grace

;

or, the difference betiveen the

ivorks ivhich spring from our natural faculty, and those which proceed
from the gracious operations of the Holy Spirit, etc., Frankf. 1687,

and Theolog. Meditats. ii. 88, etc. etc., although in the last he also
warns us against running into extremes in the application comp.,
;

for example, iv. 567.
The Chris
(3) ^jWiere ri TO 6e\r)ua rov Kvptov, Eph. v. 17.
tian consciousness of the will of the Lord is, however, not
only a

knowledge of a wall of the Lord, whose injunctions impend over
us, but one which lives in us, and which has bestowed on us its
promises, in order that by these we might become partakers of the
divine nature (2 Pet. i. 4).
The communion with Christ works in
us a pneumatic divine
natural-ground of human life, which radi
cally precedes all moral activity, as Peter further describes it in the
same passage (ver. 5 ff.). But this is the mystery of the same God,

who has
and

for

attains

created

Him
its

all

things (Eph.
16), in such a

iii.

9),

and

in truth

by Christ

that the will of the Creator

(Col.
way
perfect realization in the will of the Redeemer,
i.

and in

the deed of redemption.
(4) By this introduction of entirely foreign forms as principles
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Christian ethics have at a very early period,
time of the Alexandrian fathers onwards, been
especially from the
And yet even at the present
injured in a very perceptible degree.
of ethical views of

life,

is
regarded as a genuine outflow of Chris
In the Wanderings of a Contemporary in the Domain of
we have the production
Ethics, by Anton Ree, Hamburg 1857, 8,
of one who stands on the ground of pantheistic humanism, and
who has come to a rupture, as he alleges, with revelation and Chris
What he asserts of the Christian view is partly so framed
tianity.
as if he had derived his sketches from the pattern of Platonizing
and Aristotelian definitions of ethics to be found in Stobseus

day

this

wrong tendency

tian spirit.

(Eel. mor.

ii.

and pompously

itself.

Christianity

humanism

find or invent a caricature of Christianity,
proclaim their quarrel with this as a quarrel with

They

7).

in

its

They have no

highest potency.

est pater noster, ut

quemadmodum

nostraa humanitatis, sic nos

idea that Christianity is only
&quot;Ad hoc
Deus noster factas
ipse dignatus est consors fieri
fieri suse divinitatis&quot;

mereamar consortes

says Anselm.
(5) The old stands to the

new

life in

Christ in the relation of

elementary principles (oro^eta, Gal. iv. 3). The new is the fulfil
ment of these (ir^pw^a^ Gal. iv. 3 ; comp. Matt. v. 17). Where
the fulfilment has come, there the beginnings., as such, cease.

We

cannot remain stationary at these beginnings (aireOdvere crvv XpicrTw
airo TWV GTQiyziuiV rov tcocrfjiov, Col. ii. 20).
On the other hand,
these elements are not abrogated on their fulfilment, but matured
in their perfection.
What Christ says of the law of the old cove

nant

that

He

has not come to destroy the law, but to

fulfil

it

applies equally to that law whose work and efficacy,
to
stands written in the hearts of the heathen (Rom.
Paul,
according

(Matt. v.

17)

To the whole domain of moral life before Christ the
14, 15).
in Christ is related, not as the
abrogation, but as the fulfilment
of it.
From this relation alone we can perfectly understand how

ii.

new

that aim which has been revealed to us in Christ
corresponds to a
desire
of
the
whole creation.
viii.
longing
(aTrofcapaSoKia, Rom.
19)

For the same
in

life,

reason, the formal conception of a supreme moral aim
of virtue and the like, comes not first to
light in the world

with Christ.

They are all already, in their elementary state, in
existence there, and are
presupposed as existent. But the objective
and subjective principle of their actual realization comes only with
Christ into the world.
virtue, if there

be any

What
praise&quot;

the words mean,
(Phil. iv. 8), is

&quot;

if

there be any

presupposed as what

11
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But when it is said that virtue is an
universally self-understood.
has
are ev
its root in the power of faith
which
(eTri^ofyrjyijc
offering

is

rfj

Triarei

V/JLCOV TTJV

aperijv,

2 Pet.

i.

5), this

can be understood only

life-giving energy of Him whom faith appre
In this sense also the expression holds good here,

by him who knows the
hends (2 Pet.
that

what

is

i.

3).

old has passed away,

and become new (2 Cor.

v. 17).

4.

The manner

which that

in

spiritual principle of

renewal which

proceeds from Christ pervades and ennobles the natural state of
human life, finds on earth relatively its most complete expression

only in the inner consciousness of the Christian (1). But it is
impossible for us to obtain a true objective understanding thereof

from the mere analysis of individual Christian experiences and con
ditions.
For in such are found all those subjective limitations, not
only as they occur in the individual and historical development of
life of the individual, but as they are involved in the different

the

measure of the
ethics

is

nature and of grace (2). The object of
exposition of the Christian in his individual

gifts of

not an

capacity (that would be the task of biography), but it has to do
with that quality of the distinctively Christian ethical personality

which remains the same in the midst of the most
dual forms.

And

Christian, but

it is

man

or normal

unchanged

not an abstract normal

amidst the manifold differences of individuals.
the

God-man

diversified indivi

that unvarying centre which remains

this is

Christ lives (3).

an anthropological one.
Man, however, is no

In

the EO-Q,
o / in which

this sense, the task of ethics is

isolated, solitary being.

He is what he is in

connection with the

life of his
species, which is carried on by those
which operate in the order of nature and the
world, and which at the same time modify the aim of human life.
These are related to the central point, Christ in me, as concentric

moral

vital forces

circles.

This, however,

is

that very normal relation, as

restored

by Christ in the Christian.
that
which only appertained
point
forms the tragedy of the world

s

Man

it

to the circumference

history,

was

first

would make the central
;

which reappears

and
in

this

every
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That winch man gains

being.

[

in Christ the Deliverer,

4.

he

understand only so far as he compre
hends the deliverance going on in his own person, not only in its
will for this reason perfectly

in its cosmical and world-historical significancy.
personal, but also
For man is not a self-concentrated Ego, but the centre of this

world and

its

cognition not

The concern of the Christian is the
own individual redemption, but of

history.

only of his

redemption of the world, as his supreme personal good, and
possession and

preservation as the highest

aim of

re

the
its

his life (4).

Hence, in order to arrive at a right understanding of this, we
must first become acquainted with the natural state of human life

and

existence, as well as with those rules of life laid

down

inde

pendent of and before the manifestation of Christ, in their relation
to the highest good of life given to us in our communion with

way we obtain the preliminary conditions and
preliminary steps of man s moral knowledge, in their innate rela
tion to their fulfilment in the knowledge of Christ and communion
Christ.

Him

with

vation.

in

In

this

good which bringeth sal
the knowledge of the internal process
with Christ realizes itself as a personal

as the highest, nay, the only

The

next point

is

which the communion

taking possession of the blessing of salvation, and the manner in
which, from this point of possession, the personal capacity attains
its
knowledge of, and fitness for, the solution of the task of life.

The

third point concerns the understanding of the practical exer

on the part of Christians for the purpose of
possession of salvation, and of carrying out the

cise of this capacity
this

preserving
object of the Christian
the unity of
of

its

God,

its

life

;

and, in truth, this practical exercise in

essence as well as in

all

the manifold departments

manifestation according
O to the relations of the Christian,7 to
to

himself, to his neighbour on earth,

and

to the divinely

human society upon earth. The first point of
the exposition deals with the knowledge of the objective
principle
given to us in Christ ; the second, with that of the subjective prin
ciple of a Christian moral life as it has become operative in man.
instituted forms of

The

third has respect to the

knowledge of the internal connection

of those manifestations and activities of the Christian life which flow

13
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man

this principle in those relations of

from

s life

upon earth which

have been bestowed on him by nature, and which form part of his
If this practical energy of life

history.

name

of

&quot;

the keeping of

salvation,&quot;

because the Christian looks upon

all

is

it is

called
so

by the

named

teleological

for this reason,

these present forms

o.f

his life-

nor as the perfect shape
the means for the attain
but
as
already reached,
ment of an end which lies beyond the sphere of his earthly exist
nctivity

upon earth neither

of an end of

as a self-aim,

life

is
present to him here only in its fundamental elements.
with
And
respect to the principle of Christian life and Christian
ethics, in its reality it is just Christ Himself who has taken posses

ence, and

sion of

me; and for

ethics the only question

to find

is

an expression

of the consciousness conformable to experience of the way in which
I know myself regulated by Christ as the principle of my moral
life,

and in what form of

my

inner

life

limit the expression for the relation in

and

to all

call

Him

men,

to the

I have

Him

which Christ stands

person of Christ Himself, then I

our Saviour, and that inner

life in

If I

as such.

to

me

know and

which I possess

Him

If I connect as
healing and my salvation.
to form the exposition of Christian ethics with the form of the

takes the shape of

my

universal moral consciousness, which strove after the knowledge and
notion of the good and the supreme Good, then do the terms
the
&quot;

&quot;

and

the possession of salvation,&quot;
as the objective and subjective principles of Christian life,
express

blessing of salvation

(Hellsgut)

&quot;

with reference to this universal consciousness at once the unity and
the difference of Christian ethics. For the Christian finds not within
himself the principle of a sound

which brings him

restoration.

life,

but in an objective power
of this life he wins

The beginning

not by his own struggles after this good, but he obtains it as a
gift
of grace to be possessed, into whose fulness of life he enters
(5).

*O

avOpwTros, 2 Cor. iv. 16 ; o KpvTrrbs rfjs
iii. 4 ; TO
xapBia? avOpwTrw,
irvevjua far} Sia ^LKaioavv^v^
Kom. viii. 10, and similar passages.
(1)

ecret)

f]jjL&v

1 Pet.

The

individual Christian element serves
only for the under
of
the
different
members
of
the
one
standing
whole, not for the
of
the
actual
in
the
understanding
membership
body of Christ.
(2)
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Rom.

to the first,

xii.

4

3,

ff.,

Eph.

4.

iv.

7, 16.

(3)

In

all

individual diversity of gifts, the permanent
element,
Se, QVK&TI eyco, fj Se ev e/jiol
is,

the true Christian characteristic,
os, Gal. ii. 20.

o&amp;gt;

(4) The cardinal position of Christ is pointed out in the decree
of God, dvaK(f)a\aioo(Tacr6ai TO, Trdvra ev rat
Xpio-rq), ra ev rot?

To what extent this has
ovpavols teal TO, eTrl T^? 7*79, Eph. i. 10.
fulfilment at the end of time, does not
properly belong to the
experience of the Christian consciousness in this life.
But, since

its

everything that

future in the Christian has

is

its

fundamental be

ginning already here below, the limitation to the merely individual
and personal moral wants of the Christian is not to be
thought of
without detriment to his moral relation to Christ.
(5)

The knowledge

of realities

is,

in

my

estimation, of greater

We

are
importance than the needs of a formal logical system.
willing to concede that it is possible perhaps to find a more scien
tific and
-satisfactory statement of the Christian moral conscious
ness than the above scheme in its outline shows.
But one thin a- is
all-important to me.

and not

Luther

&quot;

says,

Seek thyself only in Christ,

Him for eternity.&quot;
If this saying has its
deepest import for Christian practice, it must
also have the same for Christian science and
The
in thyself

;

so wilt

thou find thyself in

knowledge.

meaning of it is this, that,
knowledge in Christ alone,

as I
actually come to a correct selfso also a statement of Christian moral

self-consciousness, conformable to that knowledge,

must start not
but
from
the
from
Christ
the Supreme
subject,
object,
Good of life. If the ethical science which preceded Christ
bewail

from the

with the subject, i.e. man, it was therein
It
relatively justified.
sought after the object ; but that had not yet become perfectly
revealed to it.
The Word had not yet become flesh. In the same

was

relatively right when it
to it an objective

combined Ethics with Physics.
reality, which concealed in the
folds of its veil the God that dwelt
above, and yet in the world.
The veil is rent in twain. The
In its splendour,
light is there.
we now for the first time understand ourselves and the world. It
becomes not the children of the
light, who walk in the day, again
to tread the
of
and
of
the morning twilight.
paths
night
way,

it

The /cooyw was

PART FIRST,
THE BLESSING OF SALTATION.
FIRST SECTION,
THE LIFE OF MAN AND ITS RULES OF CONDUCT BEFORE THE
MANIFESTATION OF CHRIST IN THE FLESH.

CHAPTER

I.

THE NATURAL STATE OF HUMAN
5. a.

HE

LIFE.

Self-consciousness.

narrowest and most immediate sphere, in which the

striving impulse of

man

completed and presents

is

to his consciousness, is the relation of

impulse
there,

is

man, from the first moment of his existence,
but loills to be and to continue in being (3). In the

inasmuch

as

festation of that will

its

which

When

existence.

nourishment
is

instinct

which belongs

is

to him,

first

unconscious mani

developed, he recognises
a natural principle or
of
working
is

and which precedes and regulates

For man becomes aware that he

exercised his will before he

the

inherent in man, and relates to his

his consciousness

this act of willing of his as the

will.

itself

to himself

This striving
(the human being as subject-object) (1).
It is
there before he becomes fully conscious of it (2).

not only is,
child, the seeking for

own

man

existed before he willed,

was conscious of

so doing (4).

difference of his willing, however, a difference in the

nature reveals

itself to his

moved not only
serves for

its

to will that

consciousness.

which

;

In the

ground of

his

feels himself

relates to his body,

preservation and welfare
15

For man

this

and

and which

but to will something which
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from the form of bodily

[CHAP.

I.

gratification,

and the fulfilment of the ends of merely corporeal existence, as
This is the will, in the exercise of
being not of bodily origin.
which
of

man

life,

has for his object not only life and the maintenance
but also to understand the origin and purpose of that life.

In the twofold nature of
ledge, as Tertullian, de

man becomes

this

Animd

impulse after
15, says,

&quot;Vis

life

and after know

sapientalis et

vitalis,&quot;

conscious of a double natural basis of his will

a

nature spiritual as well as corporeal (5).
In the face of this alternation and interchange of spiritual and
bodily instincts, man at the same time perceives something perma
nent, which can

and does deliberately act alternatively with respect

to the different impulses

;

that

is

to say, at

one time affirming, at

another denying, sometimes with a view to self-gratification, some
times to self-denial.
This subjective centre of his spiritual and
corporeal nature, which remains permanent amid all the alternation
and interchange of his impulses, man has discovered and asserted
so soon as

he learns

himself as an

to say

&quot;

Ego&quot;

&quot;

from

I,&quot;

and

is

able not only to discriminate

his natural constitution, but also, being

determined by this natural constitution in his personal volition, is
able to react upon and determine it.
For the Ego perceives in the

mixed bodily and spiritual basis of its nature, not only the power
which immediately regulates its will and its perception, but at the

same time also the object of that willing and perceiving Ego, and
the domain subjected to its
As man, however, re
sovereignty (6).
cognises this natural constitution as his own peculiar property, as
that nature of his which either solicits his will or is solicited to
activity

by

it,

he knows his

Ego

to

be the centre both actively and

movement which manifests itself both in
and makes himself and his own gratification the

passively of that vital

impulse and

aim

of his

will,

life.

Personal inclination or disinclination becomes to

him

the motive of
willing or not willing, of doing or leaving un
done.
For the human being who is referred
absolutely to self
or
who
refers
to
has in inclination or dis
alone,

everything

self,

inclination only the test of the attainment or non-attainment of
self-gratification (7).

Supplement.
one,
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it

which

is

man

to himself is a

normal

the attainment of this
quite impossible to conceive

aim

natural to man, or the fulfilment of the object of

life,

is

without

If this relation of

But should

self-&amp;lt;Tatification.
JD

this relation of the

human

being to himself comprehend the whole conditions of his life, or
should it appear to him as the supreme object of existence, then
self-gratification

highest,

that

it

end of

becomes
It

life.

asserts the first

to
is

him the

exclusive, or

peculiar to the Christian consciousness,

and denies the second

;

rejects the second as an immoral and unchristian

Man

at least the

that

is

Egoism

to say,

it

(8).

which he loves. Self-love is pre
by which man is enabled to under
stand the manner and measure of love for his neighbour also
Gal. v. 14
(comp. Lev. xix. 18 Matt. xxii. 39 Rom. xiii. 9
v.
ii.
29
Jas.
8).
Eph.
Self-preservation, self-support (iavro*
njpetv)) forms the object of that endeavour in which the human
being actually carries out his most immediate relation. This actual
existence, directed to itself as an object, not the mere consciousness
of a condition, is the first form of manifestation of human life
which is the object of ethics, because in it is mirrored the pursuit
of ?n end of life.
Man, as exercising will, is the subject of ethics
and this will, which is directed to the object of willing, and which
affirms that object, and feels itself in
harmony with it, is love.
(1)

strives after that

supposed as the natural basis

;

;

;

;

;

;

is

The

primitive impulse of every human being is to will
the history of the development of
every human being ,
antecedent in point of time to knowing. The first is not that
(2)

and
will

;

this, in

which

1

is

brought about through consciousness, but my ethical
is
produced from what at first are unconscious acts
It has been well remarked
by one of the ancients,

consciousness
of willing.

that the doctrine of the will, in its
importance to the understanding
of the soul, resembles what the doctrine of
gravity is to the science
of physics.
See Claudian. Marnerc. de statu animce, lib. ii. c. 5 ; see
also Thorn.

(3)

We

Aquin. S.

Tli.
p. 1, qu. 20, art. 1.
are here
discussing not the form of development of

that willing which is
brought about by consciousness and idea, but
that primal and radical mode in which the reference of the human

being to himself forms the fundamental type of the tendency of

Man

his impulses
(eVi/SoA/?, opprj irpo c/?yu%, as the Stoics said).
is not so
organized, that his will is only first directed to himself,

B

it
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I.

after a series of gradations, in the development of his con
sciousness, so that what is will might be perhaps only the product

may be

On the contrary, will is the substance of his
of a development.
of the will, or willing ten
being ; and that self-directed impulse
to use the words of a physiologist (Joh. Miiller, Physio
is,
dency,

&quot;

ii.

logy,

539),

an activity conditioning the organization

itself.&quot;

willing and perceptive
(avTo6e\rj$)
is the fundamental shape of the existence of the
and
action,
creature ; and with it the first mentioned revelation of God in the
Self-will

precedes

Scriptures has to do (Gen.
(4)

As

the latter

reflex

16).

antecedent to self-consciousness, and
kindled into being by the actuality of the former, so
self-will

this
is

ii.

all

also the difference

is

between the
itself to

will

as

an actus and the

the awakened consciousness.

will as

I

a potentia^ presents
that I am what I am by no effort of my own will ; but that
means of being what I am, possess the power to will. That

my

say,

self-existence

know
by

I,
is

to

the potentiality of my will ; not my will
self-existence.
And since I do not recognise
is

the potentiality of my
either myself or my will as

my

creator, I

become conscious of a

created causality of all my actual being independent of myself,
which I distinguish as my proper nature from my willing self-exist
ence,

For

and regard

this

&quot;self&quot;

is

as a natural instinct in contrast to

not a self conditioned by

its

own

my

self-will.

abstract

will.,

but an organic composition and collective effect of different factors
or forces, which are neither separately nor collectively products of

my will.

If this were not the case, I should also be in a position to

This, however, I am
organize myself according to my own will.
unable to do. And the very perception of this will, conditioned

by the natural
for the

constitution of

my

being,

is

of the last importance

most profound questions of ethical science.

And

this,

above

in opposition to the fiction of a so-called purely
self-condi
tioned will.&quot;
And also for the ethical life which is in us,&quot; says
&quot;

all,

&quot;

F. Baader, the law holds good, that self indeed hovers over the
nature which produces it (i.e. supposing that this life is free, and in
&quot;

full

enjoyment of

its

rights),

but could as

little

free itself

from

this

nature as the flame from the smoke, or the plant from its root&quot;
(Philos. Schmften, Miinster 1831, p. 173 ; and there also on the
spiritual Selbstcombabisirung
(?) which would be
the tearing away of the will from the nature in which
&quot;

&quot;

attempted in
it is

inherent).

Here, however, we may immediately remark, that the empirical
facts of our consciousness are, for more reasons than one, totally
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insufficient for

a knowledge of that which, as effective and real
For, in the first place, our
itself out of a (so to say) uni

natural constitution, limits our will.
concrete consciousness never shapes

and undiversified uniformity, but only out of the natural
In the second place, the natural
dispositions of the individual.

versal

of the purely natural
impulses of the individual are never impulses
abstract tendency of the individual by themselves, but at the same
time reactionary workings of his ethical and historical development,
as he forms himself both under the internal influence of his natural

Thirdly, and

and under those of an external nature.

character,

which is of the highest importance for Christian knowledge, man
no longer experiences the influence of purely natural impulses, of
purely natural instincts, but is subject to that of a corrupt nature,
common indeed to all, however modified individually. Thus, from
the so-called mere natural consciousness, no human being arrives
only at a knowledge of that which is the true nature of man.
But, nevertheless, the empirical consciousness of that which is

him with the understanding of the difference
For what the
and its natural ground.
of
the
and
out
most
truest
apostle,
profound
experience, says
What I would, that I do not but what I hate, that do I. ...
Now then it is no more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me.
For the good that I would, I do not but the evil which I would
corruption, furnishes

between

his

own

will

&quot;

;

;

this
not, that I do&quot; (Rom. vii. 15, 17, 19; comp. Gal. v. 17),
reveals to us man, the Christian determined in his actual conduct
else than merely his own
That is to
personal will.
shows us the personal will in its tendency, whether to good
evil, influenced and drawn aside by something which is not

by something
it

say,
or to

We

contained in the idea of that personal will.
must, however, be
on our guard against naming, in the case mentioned by the apostle,
that also which influences the will in the direction of

what

is

evil

without distinction

a natural principle, or the natural life ; nor,
are
we
to
form
at all from it the notion of a corrupted
indeed,
natural life, and of a life belonging to the
person which has re

mained pure. But of this more afterwards. It will be sufficient
here to draw attention to the ethical
importance of that truth
which Lotze has pertinently brought forward from a physiological
and psychological point of view. He says
The fact is not put
&quot;

:

prominently enough in view, that even in our inner
the tendencies which

do not in

all

we

life,

our aims,

follow, and the means for their realization,
cases depend on the freedom of our will, but that
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find ourselves driven
likewise, in very important respects,

I.

back

upon a natural quality of our souls, from whose influence we can
by no means free ourselves. In direct opposition to instinct, we
are wont to imagine that the Ego, free from all empirical determi
forms the original basis of our
self
the contrary, determinately
on
that
all
that
and
is,
spiritual life ;
included (Inhalt), by which this Ego separates itself from what is
But
distinct from it, is an act proceeding from its own freedom.
our personality by no means consists only of that pure Ego, but of
an included substance) to which this Ego belongs as the form of its
This substance, however, is one as entirely independent
existence.
nation

pure relation to

this

of ourselves, as that of instinct can ever be for the lower animals.&quot;
Treatise on Instinkt&quot; in E. Wagner s Handworterbucli der Physio&quot;

logic,

Braunschweig, 1844,

(5) It

which we

p.

201

ff.

a delusion to suppose that the impulse arising in us by
desire and will, makes clear to us of itself
that is to say,
is

purely as an impulse and irrespective of its object the nature of
the source from which it springs, as if we ourselves felt one impulse

be purely corporeal, or belonging to the body, and another purely
This delusion is also prejudicial to ethics,
to the soul, or spiritual.
in as far as it conduces to the belief that it is of importance to
to

know and

to decide whether I desire and will by virtue of a bodily
or a spiritual impulse.
The main point of ethics is not involved,
so to speak, in understanding physiologically the genesis of the

impulse and of the act of

will, but in the weighing of the aim to
which that impulse is directed, and in the testing of the relation
in which I (not my
body or my soul) stand to this or that impulse.
Whether I will, and what is the nature of that which I will on this

depend everything connected with the ethical estimate of those
In fact, it is perfectly impossible, in
impulses, and of the willing.
the unity which exists in our organization, to arrive at a perception
in that which
impels us to will of body and spirit as two diverse
but contiguous apparatuses for willing, of which the one is at rest,
while the other is in activity.
Luther very justly remarks
I
do not at all separate the flesh, the soul, the spirit, from each other
for the flesh may and can have no desire
except through the soul
and the spirit, by which it lives but I understand by the spirit
and the flesh the whole man, and chiefly the souL Man is not two
beings opposed to each other, but is like the dawn of the morning,
which is neither night nor day&quot; (On the
to the Gal., Works,
will

&quot;

:

;

;

Epistle

Hall. A. Tli.

ix.

p.

314).
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It remains, nevertheless, just as certain that, from the difference
of aim after which our will strives, and, in truth, within the circle
in which our endeavour refers merely to ourselves, and not to

anything external to ourselves, there does also a different quality
of our nature, out of which this impulse springs, present itself
our consciousness.

For

man were an

absolutely indivisible
unity, any essential difference in the form of the gratification of
his impulses would be perfectly inconceivable.
Bat, in truth, an
of
our
essential difference in the form
self-gratification is an in
to

if

The essential nature of the
contestable fact of our experience.
difference follows from this, that the forms and means of our selfon one side of our existence are precisely those which

gratification

exclude the forms and means of that gratification on the other.
The hungry man is not satisfied with ideas, nor the inquiring
man with food. On the one side of our existence, the form of
gratification is purely material ; on the other, as purely immaterial.
Either this fact is something inconceivable, or the conception of it,

which corresponds

to the reality, essentially presupposes a duality

Only on the supposition

in our nature.

that our nature

is

a union

of something material and something immaterial, can be
explained
that twofold character of our desires, and of the difference in the

form of their

satisfaction.

It

must here

also,

however, be repeated

that I do not perceive in the desire itself this two-sidedness of
my
nature, or become aware of it as a fact pertaining to my immediate
consciousness.
It is an after-conclusion drawn from the difference
of aim, and the different forms and means of the
gratification, to a
difference of origin in my own nature.
But this my nature is a

unio perfecta duarum naturarum.
No vital excitement of the one
can be conceived without the participation of the other therein ;

no corporeal excitement without a
without a corporeal one.

spiritual

one, nor a spiritual

(See Tertull. de resurr. carnis, 14.)

It

only in the object of the actual desire, and in the form and
the means of its gratification, that we
recognise a preponderance
of relation to the one or to the other
part of our natural exist
is

ence.

The

an excitement of my whole corporealI long for nourishment, I know that,
viewed in a material light, this concerns the
body (Matt. vi. 31,
comp. with 25), but in an immaterial one the spirit. (The spirit
1 Cor. ii.
But it
inquires, Ps. Lxxvii. 7 ; the spirit
desire itself

spiritual nature.

is

When

perceives,

11.)

the language of
reflecting discrimination when I say, my body
thirsts for water,
my spirit for knowledge; while the language

is
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I

sensation declares itself
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both cases in

I.

tlio

thirst.&quot;

this twofold
ground of our
Scripture also justifies us in naming
nature spirit and body, or, still more correctly perhaps, flesh (crapf,
Eph. v. 29). That individual existence depending on the organic

Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 45 with Gen.
living soul.&quot;
from
this union with the
the
life of
ii. 7.
body, apart
spirit, does
Jba
ITVe
T0
life of
not exist (TO crw/m X^P^
^ veKpov, Jas. ii. 27).
^l
the soul resting on another basis than that of this mixed spiritual
unity of both

is

the

&quot;

A

A

and corporeal one of nature,
Consistently with Scripture,

is

just as

we may

little

to

be found on earth.

the spirit the basis of the
and
the
mixed
life;
spiritual
corporeal life, the basis of the
bodily
life of the soul in the present order of things.
(See Irenseus, adv.
hceres. v. 9, 1.)

call

But here we must guard against the opinion that
irvevjjia or tyvffl is merged in this or

in the Scriptures the idea of
any other systematic scheme.

Generally speaking, there

is

nothing

correct but that in the Scripture the idea conveyed by Trvev^a is
more remote from individual-personal existence than that conveyed

^f%?;, and that it also conveys the notion of actual conscious
But it would be no
bodily existence more remotely than ^v^)j.

by

erroneous to lay down the canon, that we should be justified
this, by the biblical use of Trvev^a and ^v^jy to ascribe these
meanings to these words without exception, as if nrvevfia in some

less

from

corresponded more to the idea of a spiritual fundamental ele
in our nature
a fundamental element with regard to tyv%ij
and that ^f%?7, on the other hand, answered more to that of the

way

ment

:

existence of the individual to its mixed
and
natural
There is in the
spiritual
life, and the like.
corporeal
no
arbitrariness
all
the
use
of
the
at
in
words Trvev^a
Scriptures
and ^v^r]. But the connections in which they are employed are

relation of the personal

much

less definite, and are rather
expressions of a concrete feeling
than the narrow and abstract framework of our ethical or psycho
logical definitions.
(If I had not long since been convinced of this,
the treatise of my honoured friend Delitzsch, System
of Biblical

&

Psychology, Leip. 1855 [Edin. T.
so much the more have convinced

T. Clark, 1867], would only

me

Irrespective of the
of
foreign expository
employment
elements to explain the Scriptures, I am bound still further to
assert, that if the system is really derived from the Scriptures, in

of

it.

fact that I cannot consent to the

place of being intruded on them, the systematic idea attached to a
word must cover and explain its use and its connection in every
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arrive at this by the mode adopted by
and
there doing violence to Scripture.)
without here

But I could not

passage.
Delitzscli,

ethical central point of the self-consciousness is the con
sciousness of myself as an Ego, which in its nature has not only its
(6.)

The

The individual
its dominatus.
its
potestas, or better,
potentia, but
a
substratum
and
becomes
tin free natural disposition
object of the
itself from its nature as the Ego, or
will, distinguishing
free possession ; that is to say, riot a

personal

sessed,

but one which I

possess.

Not

power by which I
that

am

pos

we can conclude from

nature stands over against the Ego, as something
The nature which is organized to form a
neutral and impersonal.
be
distinguished as a personality in potency from
personality, may
this

that

its

that which

is

a person actu^ without this nature becoming in

its

objective relation a neutral essence, cast adrift from personal exist
ence. For the same thing which I can make the object of the action

of

my

personal

will,

does not cease to be at the same time the power
basis of the subjective life of the

which conditions and forms the
individual.

This

/refer myself,

is

which I recognise, to which in willing
spirit,
no other than that by means of which I recognise

my

A

personal Ego conceived
myself, and in willing turn to myself.
of over against an impersonal spirit, would be an abstract phantom,
without root and without substance, which would hover over a
chaotic mass strange to me.

Man s

nature exists in the form of a

independent of which

it does not exist at all.
I
personal Ego life,
have not body and soul, but I am body and soul. When, never
theless, I distinguish my nature from my Ego, this is done not with

relation to the En;o
O as existing,
O but to the

For

my

nature in

its

totality

is

knowing
O and

GO

willing EO-O.

never the factor nor the object of

the knowing and consciously willing Ego.
It is always in isolated
emotions or relations alone and it is this or that affection, this or
;

that tendency of the spirit or the body, in which I am conscious of
being solicitous (^epifjivo)) for that which belongs to the body or

the soul.

In every such

act. of my conscious personal will, in which
individual
nature
(f^rw TO epavTov), there remains a
my
whole series of real potencies and conditions of my mixed spiritual

I turn to

and corporeal nature, beyond the sphere of the activity of
con
scious will.
Thus the totality of my nature is at all times richer

my

than the subject-matter of

my actual, differentiating, conscious Ego
For that which I am
(vovs in the sense of 1 Cor. xiv. 14, 15, 19).
to
nature is
according to my nature, and that which
according

my

excited in me, I perceive and will not
simultaneously, but succes-
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very circumstance, that I can

I.

make

alternately the object of the
my
the
factor by which is developed
forms
of
my personal will,
activity
the consciousness of the personal Ego, as the consciousness of one

natural

this or that relation of

life

that rules (e^ovo-lav %a)v Trepl TOV I&LOV 6e\riiJLaTO^. the concrete
It is the consciousness, not of an
act of willing, 1 Cor. vii. 37).
relative
of
a
but
ruler, whereby, in relation to myself, I
absolute,

am

conscious of the ability to do one thing, and to leave another
undone, to will one thing, and not to will another. Nay, the
difference in the natural

human

constitution, as a unity of

body
fundamental condition of man s
Since I can exert my will in a twofold
united Ego-consciousness.
not
but within me, I become aware, in
lies
which
without,
domain,
the non-identity between the relations of my willing, of the identity
of my Ego willing in these opposite directions, sometimes assenting,
and

soul, appears as the primitive

Whether

sometimes refusing.
velopes

the

human

Ego-consciousness de-

only in the possibility of contra-position

itself

in our

human

which

is

is

which

exists

a question which can only be answered at

nature,
a later stage.
(7) If the question is now asked, What is the end of our actual
activity of will in the sphere of its action upon ourselves ? we can
call it nothing else but that self-gratification whose forms vary, but

always consistent with itself in this, that it can never be
accomplished without an actual relation of the man to the impulses

mixed

and corporeal nature. This actual relation
what
man
considers joy and pleasure (yapav, rjSovrjv
regulated by
mentioned
as
the
f)^eicr6ai,
presupposition of this relation, 2 Pet. ii.
13 and as a motive of patience, Jas. i. 2). And the gratification
will be felt as perfect, according to the
degree in which it corre
to
that
the totality of the
embraces
desire
which
sponds
present
relations of the mixed spiritual and corporeal nature
the desire of
of his

spiritual

is

;

the heart.

Compare

the excellent grouping of passages in Delitzscb,
292-296 of Clark s translation], on

Psychologie^ S. 203 ff. [pp.
the Scripture use of ^, /capita.
bibl.

the lusts of the
If in Scripture
heart&quot;
(comp. e.g. Rom. i. 24, Matt. xv. 19) are named as the source
of immoral self-gratification, it
only refers to the possibility of an
&quot;

immoral, untrue, and consequently unnatural state of the heart, or
state of the entire
longing, loving personality of man, but by no

means does away with the

truth, that the perfect satisfaction (delecthe
satisfaction
of the heart, i.e. satisfaction
tatio,
of the individual personal relations of nature in their
entirety. But

not oblectatio)

is
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the question, whether pleasure is something
sensuous/ or whether
not sensuous,&quot; and
is
which
there does not also exist a pleasure
&quot;

&quot;

whether the one or the other

is

&quot;

is

moral,&quot;

in this alternative view

a contradiction to the fact actually established, and a consequence
of that crude Dualism, which equally rends asunder the organic

and the moral unity of body and soul. For there exists indeed no
moral s^/-gratifi cation, which my whole self, in body and soul,
hence corporeally as well as spiritually, would not feel and one
would only be justified in calling that immoral which in its prin
this mutual equality, and which, in the
ciple would tend to destroy
would
pursuit of purely spiritual or purely corporeal pleasure,
Eudorus
nature.
in
See
wrench it to a one-sidedness opposed to
;

Stobasus, Eel. ii. p. 64, p.
of the later Platonism.

74

ed.

Heer.

Compare

also the inquiry

That the proximate natural motive for the willing and acting of

man

is

his

own

even the Stoics.

The

pleasure or displeasure,
See Epictetus, Diss.

a fact that did not escape

is

22, 15 sqq.

ii.

school of Aristotle also says

rov

elvat,

yap

$&amp;gt;vaei

:
vrpcorov fiev opeyecrOai, (rov
ouceiovcr6ai Trpbs eavrov Sib KCLI

aev acr f.iev l^eiv ev TO?? Kara

Eel. Mor.

ii.

7, p.

276

passage in Stobseus

ope%i&amp;lt;$

to r]$v

Sva-vepaiveiv Be

Heeren,

1,

t. ii.

p. 36),

If therefore Aristotle, in a

apparently taken from the last

says, irdOos earlv
^rv^fi^ Kanjffi?
/cara fycuwraaiav rjSeos rj \VTrr)pov, we can allow
but the reference
0^X0705 to rest as it is in the meantime

7r\ovacnLK :Y]
the

ed.

(i.

Uepl TlaOwv,

treatise,

(pvcriv,

And, in truth, that may hold good of those
which embrace body as well as soul. Stob.

rot? Trapa (pvcriv.
relations of the Ego
eirl

and

.

.

a\o&amp;lt;yo&amp;lt;;

.

;

is

\v7rrjpov

just.

And when

the Stoics, for example

Zeno, designate the rjSovr) as a&iafyopov (Stob. i. 1, p. 91), yet Zeno
himself cannot avoid defining the rjdiKrj as e|t? TrpoaipeTifcrj TOV
KCL\OV Trepl -fjSovas KOI XvTra? (Stob. i. 1,
p. 38).
Nay, it is
say how in that evSaifjiovelv, which to the Stoic is the

difficult to
CT/COTTO?,

as the object of all endeavour, the reXo?, as the
possession

finally reached, the ySovrj should
p. 136, etc.).

Thus

it

KOI

yap

ra
and points

TI-JV

rj&ovrjv

not again appear (comp. Stob. i. 1,
remain in the proposition of Aristotle
:

When he adds, Sia
apery.
av\a TrpdrrofAev, Sta Be rrjv \VTTTJV r&v

irepl r)%ovri$

dTre^ofj.eda,

will

\i&amp;gt;7rr)s

earlv

7}

rjOucrj

to ethics as
assisting us to ^aipeiv re fcal

he stumbles on the problem of ethics, how
comes to pass that pleasure inclines us to the bad, and displeasure
makes us averse to what is good. If we concede these to be facts

\v7rela-0ai, ot? Set, A;.T.\.,
it
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of experience, and yet stop, as was the prevailing case with the
civilised nations before Christ, with the analysis of the empirical
man, we shall have to explain, from the nature of man himself,
this singular contradiction or dissension, in which the rjBv at one

time

is

Kara

to lead to the

They

(frvaiv,

then either halve

man

at another to the Trapa

body and

into

(frvcriv.

soul, or halve the

and ascribe the pleasure-exciting irdOos to a /xepo? aXojov
n}? tyvxfjs (comp. Stobseus on the Aristotelian school, Eel. Mor.
is
ii.
opposed to the rational part (comp. also
7, p. 244 if), which
Mor.
ii.
Ed.
the Stoics, Stob.
7, p. 166, with Diog. Laert. vii. 85,
If, therefore, one could not with the Stoics
p. 416, ed. Meibom).
soul itself,

reject pleasure altogether as a motive (which,

does not

:

HSovqv ov

iraaav^

a\\a

Trfv

eVi

e.g.,

Epictetus also

Kak&amp;lt;p

aipelcrOai Set),

ra&amp;gt;

but identified perverted pleasure with corporeal impulse and cor
poreal pleasure, this comes very near to opposing a rational plea
sure to sensual pleasure, as we know was done, e.g., by the Socratic
Aristippus (Diog. Laert. ii. 89, p. 132, ed. Meibom), or also by the
Cynic Antisthenes (comp. II. Ritter, Hist, of Philos. part ii. pp.

120, 121). But here, if one stopped merely at the self-conscious
Ego of man, and could not conceal from himself the fact that this

Ego

in concrete

was

just as

much Kara

fyvaiv

body and

spirit,

as

the individual and personal shape of the mixed corporeal and spiri
tual natural life, then little was gained by this canon of
rational
&quot;

pleasure.&quot;

On

the one hand,

it

the dispute of the schools proves

must have become

difficult

and

down with

certainty the
just relation of corporeal and spiritual pleasure, to both of which
they could scarcely deny the Kara fyvcriv. And, on the other hand,
it

was no

less

it

to lay

a difficulty to set up the objective nature of the

\oyiKov as TO /cptTiKov, without attributing to man a consciousness
of a universal nature and of a universal reason, of which, however,
the divergency of individual empirical experience appeared to show
trace.
It is therefore 110 wonder if the
Sophists, e.g. Prota
denied
a
universal
ethical
reduced
goras,
truth, and
everything to

no

the individual standard.

gards

most

And from

the point of view which re

man

as placed for himself alone, it would be
perhaps the
consistent course to make pleasure alone, as such, the standard

of his conduct, as we find it in Democritus of the Atomic school,
or in Epicurus.
This reference to the history of man s different
ethical views is only intended to make evident how, in
point of fact,
the most immediate sphere of the
self-consciousness
empirical
that

is

to say, the reference of the

human

will

and action

to the
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We

influenced the definition of ethical principles and rules.
meet everywhere here with that relation in which man as an Ego
himself to his natural constitution, and seeks his personal

adapts

of its instincts.
gratification in the actual fulfilling
tation of the end of life to the individual personal

That the

Ego

limi

is

possible,
their basis rests in

And wherein
proved by its historical reality.
no artificial system, but a natural one, becomes clear from the im
mediate source of human self-consciousness which we have pointed
The only question is, whether this is the sole factor
out above.

is

which constitutes human self-consciousness. The further progress
of our inquiry will deny its being so, and confirm the truth of the
to man, all that is termed the
proposition that, even in reference
manifestation of

life is

not the result of the operation of one cause,

but springs from the concurrence of many (comp. art. Iseben,
Lebenskraftj by Lotze, in R. Wagner s Physiolog. ffandworterbuch).

But

in fact

even the Stoics, for example, or the school of Aristotle,

was very far from viewing the natural destiny of man
solely organized for the purpose of placing
himself as an individual and personal Ego.

just as

of

man

as if

it

was

in reference to

It rested, however,

much on

man s

a correct self-observation, when, within the circle
relation to himself, the motive of his willing and not willing

was sought solely in the pleasure of self-gratification, or in the dis
pleasure which stands opposed to it and so in a certain degree this
pathological subject was made the object of ethics (comp. e.g. the later
Platonist, Pliilo of Larissa, in Stobseus, Eel. MOT. ii. 7, p. 39 sq.).
(8) It does not require an appeal to the experience of a living
Christian, but merely a glance at the words of revelation, with its
promises of joy and peace, and with its assurance that on our part
every life-activity of ours is only so far right and pleasing to God
as we enter into it heart and soul (e/c
etc
/capSlas, Rom. vi. 17
tyvxfis, Eph. vi. 6, Col. iii. 23), in order to know from this that
the aim which the Christian sets before himself is at the same time
pre-eminently and in the fullest sense of the word self-gratification,
;

;

pleasure, joy, the delight of our heart (a^aXXiaaOe ^apa aveKkaA^Tfo /cal SeSofacr/zez^, 1 Pet. i. 8, the aim ; ^alpere, ch. iv. 13, the
What we found in the narrowest and lowest relation of
present).

human

existence
the striving after joy and gratification of the
Scripture reveals to us not only as the intention of the
divine testimony in God s universal
dispensation in the earthly life
of nature (e^TTLTfXwv
Acts
rpotpfjs KOI eii^poo-vvr]^ ras /cap^la?

heart

?;/AWZ&amp;gt;,

xiv. 17),

but at the same time as the will of

God

in the highest
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namely, in that of the redemption, sanctification, and
The gospel is a message of joy (comp. Luke
glorification of man.
ii.
and
joy the fruit of the Holy Spirit, and the charac
10)
peace
sphere

;

teristic of

kingdom of God (Gal.

the

v. 22,

Rom.

xiv. 17, etc.

;

A philosophy or religion

which
comp. Augustine,
and
of
man
s
the
has no room for
pleasure
joy
self-gratification, is
as little conversant with the wants of man as with the will of God.
Conf. x. 22, 32).

We

here quote a very just remark of Fr. Baader s (in his
der Bildungs- und Begrundungslelire des Lebens, No. 29),
where he says
By the word feeling, as well what is highest as

may

Sdtze

aits

&quot;

:

what

is

human

lowest in the

heart

is

signified,

according as

we

being affected by what is of a lower or higher
consequently either something to which the heart is to

hereby intend

its

nature, and
elevate itself, or something above which it is to be elevated.
The
same holds good with regard to the words pleasure and displeasure ;

and hence we see what may be said of the endeavours of some phi
losophers, who would fain transform every emotion into knowledge
(light), or rob the

heart of

that is to say,
pleasure in religion
would fain place us in the very midst of sunshine, and have us to be
all

frozen by the very concentration of

Not

the

less,

however,

tianity the reference of

(eavru)

%r/v,

2 Cor. v. 15

is

it

human
;

its

rays.&quot;

firmly established, that by Chris
life to self
the
living for self

&quot;

&quot;

comp. Rom.

xiv. 7), the

seeking for one

s

o\vn (Qirelv TO eavrov, 1 Cor. x. 24 ; TO, eavrov G-icojreiv, Phil. ii. 4),
Se ov/ceri 6760, Gal. ii. 20), i.e. the Ego
nay, even the Ego-life
(o&amp;gt;

considered as the centre of
essence of the true

human

For the

life.

life

is

latter is

self-denial (Matt. xvi. 24, Mark viii. 34,
Tacro-eo-Oat, TTOLGIV
eavToi) virap^ovo-LVj
TO?&amp;lt;?

opposed to the idea and
comprised in the idea of

Luke ix. 23 comp. CLTTOLuke xiv. 33). And yet,
;

on the other hand, -that self-denial is not an annihilation of self,
but a self-preservation and he who hates his life in this world,
What can
preserves the same for life everlasting (John xii. 25).
the nature of that Ego be, which wills its own well-being rightly
;

when

it

it

own ? which loves itself when it hates itself ?
when it seeks not itself? which saves itself when
save itself, loses its life when it seeks to save its own
its
when it loses its own life ? (comp. Matt. xvi.
life

seeks not

which finds

its

itself

seeks not to

and saves
That can only be an Ego whose essence is not wholly
in
the relations of the Ego-life and in the living for self,
comprised
and which has for the constituent factor of its willing self-conscious

life,

25, x. 39.)

ness or of

its

self-conscious willing,

from the very beginning, not
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individual nature peculiar to
only its so-called pure Ego, or the
but other factors besides.

6. I.

Self-consciousness in

its

relation to the Consciousness

Nature and of

the

it,

of

World.

It has already appeared in the relation of man to himself, that
the self-consciousness of the Ego rests on an abstraction, by which

man becomes

conscious to himself of his Ego. as something which

stands in contrast to the nature which belongs to it, and which is
The
not comprised in the idea of the willing and knowing Ego.
same distinction leads beyond the sphere of man referred solely to
himself, since he recognises his
basis

own

natural

and

of a universal life of nature,

life as

his

resting

upon the

own individual and
the human race (1).

personal existence as the result of a life of
This consciousness forms the other fundamental element of the
individual and personal consciousness

by the opposition of a collec
is to
say, not assumed in) the

independent of (that
which that Ego finds itself placed, and from whose position

tive existence

Ego,

in

standing;
O
O over against

it,/ it

also arrives at the consciousness of self.

This collective existence

man knows

human

factors, partly of a factor

ence.

The word

one sense,

it is

all

human

exist

world&quot;
In the
designates both of these (2).
the collective existence of the human race, with all
&quot;

the circumstances of
part,

to be the result partly of

which precedes

and recognises

its

history, in

itself as

which the Ego finds

only one among

many

itself

others of

a
its

an individual of a species, the conditions
and relations of whose existence are not all comprehended in that
that

kind,

is

to say, as

individual and personal life that has self for
affected

by a collective existence of the

its

human

object, but are also

race and

In the other sense, the
world
that earthly place of existence, which was anterior to the
&quot;

cally developed circumstances.
signifies
life

of

man, anterior

to the

&quot;

man s

development of

to the existence of the individual as of the race.

man

its histori

recognises in the world,

history, anterior

In the

last sense,

on the one hand, that universal and

natural basis which absolutely conditions

him here below, seeing
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inconceivable

is

treasures.

its

I.

On

the

universal nature which conditions
perceives this
which includes at the same time

existence as an object,

own

ends and aims of the actual energies of his life, since he is con
scious of his own call to be sovereign over the earth, and of the

In that other
treasures for his service (3).
appointment of her
the world designates a collective existence
sense, however, in which
of relations supplied
to his race

belong

and

by nature, and
its social

which

historically developed,

fellowship,

man

feels himself

indeed

absolutely conditioned in the nature of his life, in so far as he
enjoys his present existence under the supposition of its existing,

and cannot become conscious of himself except in contrast to this
human existence. But the aims and objects of the life
totality of
of the individual, and those of his actual vital energy, do not lie by
an absolute necessity

in the collective life of

much

itself

as this

is

not of

human

society, inas

the object of his consciousness of sove

reignty ; and he can seek his calling of sovereignty also in this, that
lie has the power of isolating himself by his conscious will from the

world and the relations which belong to

But

his race

the relation of the willing, not the

the question presents

consciousness of that which

is

to society (4).

knowing man, forms here

And

alone the object of ethical investigation.
self- consciousness

and

itself,

called, in a

in opposition to the

whether or not in the

double sense of the word,

world, a principle is given to us from which man, as exercising
that of seeking the object of his
will, follows a different end from
life in

individual and personal self-gratification.

In appearance

it

is so, just because the world, as the universal, stands over
against
the separation of the individual and personal Ego and hence that
;

the

may grow upon
surrendering of the Ego to

postulate

defined, this,

will

of

man, which

the universal (5).
would
be to declare that
however,

is

More
by

called the

accurately

virtue of

man

s

consciousness of the world standing over against him, not self-

but world-gratification, would appear as the purpose of
But since no one has hitherto said this, in the so-called

gratification,

his life.

surrender of

self to

the world or to the universal must exist an
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explained by the twofold
circumstances, over against

For it appears to him either as identical with
the willing man.
that which he, by virtue of his peculiar human nature, either
him as net
general or individual, desires and wills, or it appears to
In the

identical therewith.
stitutes the

man

first case,

world the compensation

finds in that

own

of his

which con

deficiency, an object

of his longing, of his pleasure and of his love, and therefore seeks
In the
not the world, but self and its belongings in the world (6).
second case, man sees in that which constitutes the world a limit

and an impediment to his own efforts of will, to which he submits
If the Ego and the world were
unwillingly and with dislike (7).
really the only two poles round which the willing man revolved,
there would remain only a relation of variance, in which the world
never really becomes the centre of our activity, but only either a
means or an impediment to our self-gratification. And however,
amidst this discord, the Ego may seek to place itself, and what
it

may

regard as

its

attain merely to a

Ego on

itself,

ethical

seeming

medium, from

its

own

relatively practicable,

coming of the

as unjustifiable as

is

it is

resources

it

will

egoistic isolation of the

in order to maintain for itself a

restraints of the world,

it

freedom from the
is

delusive.

Only

an imaginary denial, but not an over

restraints of the world.

pretended renunciation of one
tifiable

The

solution.

s self

and delusive, inasmuch

as

The

converse to

to the world,

this,

the

is

equally unjus
can never be accomplished
crops up again in the midst of
it

without self-gratification: the Ego
apparent subordination of the Ego to the world.

this

Human

life,

which on the one hand has only a consciousness of the Ego, on the
other a consciousness of the world, remains a life which exists in
ethical conflict with itself.

Supplement.

That, as the attainment of the end of

have

life is self-

from
and passing into the universal which stands over
against it, is
The world, no less than the Ego in its substance,
only natural.
has been established by a divine act, and has
proceeded from God.
gratification, so also it should

its

sphere in goinn; out

self

Not

the

less,

however,

all

theories (quite irrespective of the fact of
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the accidental corruption of the condition of the world) which make
in this or that form the world the principle of the development of
are in their consequence theories of an abnormal development
of life, in appearance opposed to Egoism, but in fact either Egoism

life,

only under another form, or a violation of the rights and import of
the morally free personality (8).

becomes conscious of his own nature, without at the
(1) No one
same time recognising another which is distinct from that which
belongs to him as an individual, and which is not that same nature
which is common to the whole of the human race (fyvcris avOpcon-lvrjj

Jas.

iii.

by our bodily
/celv

eVt
its

This consciousness

7).

existence,

which

eVt TTCLVTOS TrpoatoTTov

Heb.

fjLara TJ) /cotX/a,

xi.

KOI

T?}? 7^5,

13),

rj

first

of all brought about

in its destination for the earth (KCLTOI,-

and in
i.
Gen.
29,
productions (comp.
7779 7^/9,

is

Acts
its

ix.

KoCkia Tot?

xvii. 26;
comp. irapejrtBiifjLoi,
dependence on the earth and
3, and 1 Cor. vi. 13, ra /3poo-

fip&jjiao-iv))

points to a relation,

which our organism must bear in itself an essential
connection with the earth, and consequently must presuppose the
existence of the latter as the mother of our human nature (rj/mels ol

by

virtue of

And as regards our personal existence, it
XOLKOL, 1 Cor. xv. 48).
certain
within
is
the history of the present life of man,
that,
equally
no one can recognise himself as man (avO ^WTTO?), without at the
same time knowing himself to be one of the children of men (u/o?
TWV av0p(*)7roov, Eph. iii. 5, Mark iii. 28), and recognising himself
as an Ego over against the existence and life of a race which stands
to

my

existence as an Ego, with its
0^09 CU/JLCITOS (?) irav
(e

a mother

6 irpwTos avOpcoTTos

e/c

7779 p^oi/to?

own

peculiar

human

Wvos avOpowrwVy Acts
(fropov/^ev T?]V etfcova

nature as
xvii.

26

;

rov ^ol /ccz),

1 Cor. xv. 47, 49).
are not here speaking of the world, in so far as it has a
(2)
definite world-position or a definite
totality of conditions; but we
of
it in the
of
the idea, according to which the
speak
universality

We

term embraces as well the

totality of created beings, as also the

community that has its existence
the kingdoms of the world,&quot;
&quot;

as a fact of history
the whole body of

on the earth

men, as well
their communities as their individual
members, which are opposed
to the Ego.
Everything which, and so far as it differs from the
Ego, and possesses, independently of it as a creature, an independent
existence, is a part of that totality which Scripture also calls the
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world.

Mark

xiv. 9, xvi. 15,
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we find #007^09, e.g. Matt. iv. 8, xxvi. 13,
Luke xii. 30, 1 Tim. vi. 7, etc. The earth,
777,

regarded as the complex of earthly possessions,
Matt. xvi. 26, and in the parallel passages in

is

called #007x09 in

Mark and Luke.

which

is used alternatively for #007609 (see Matt. v.
to designate the world of man (comp. Matt,
serves
13, 14), #007409
xviii. 7, John iii. 16, 17, 19, xii. 19, etc.), or the earth as the abode

Like

737,

of that world of man, i.e. comprising in one word the earth and
the world of man, as, for example, in John i. 9, 10, viii. 23, xvi. 28,
1 Cor. v. 10, 2 Pet.

ii.

5,

iii.

6, etc. etc.)

It is of

importance here

language of Scripture, and for this
science
since
Christian
has, following the guidance of that
reason,
same Scripture, accustomed itself, in respect of the corruption,
to consider

and hold

fast to the

same world (comp. 2 Pet. i. 4, ii. 20 1 John
16, etc.), briefly to indicate by the term world its corrupt
and ungodly condition. To distinguish this double use of the word

which prevails in
v. 19,

this

;

ii.

not only of importance for the right understanding of Scripture,
but also for the ethical conduct of the Christian.

is

(3)

The account
28-30 with

i.

of the creation given in Genesis (comp. espe
ix. 2) is also of no
light importance for the

cially
ethical destination of

man.

In that which constitutes the earth,

animals and plants, man is to become conscious of
his appointed dominion.
That animate and inanimate nature by
which man is surrounded is not only a power which conditions and
together with

its

supports the bodily existence of man, but forms also a domain
allotted to him for the exercise of his
authority.
(4) In the sphere of those relations which exist among men lies
the possibility for man of not participating, so far at least as he
lias
actually to enter on them, and of withdrawing himself in this

from all solicitude about that which constitutes the world
It is necessary to
(^epifjuvav ra TOV #007*01;, 1 Cor. vii. 33, 34).
mention this here, in order that we may not place on an absolute

-direction

equality that kind of necessity which binds
those relations which unite him with human

man

to the earth,

and

society.

The

postulate of the surrender of the Ego to the universal
can only be laid down under suppositions, of which it must first be
asked whether they are justifiable. In the first
it must be
(5)

place,
universal, as it stands over against us as the
world in a double sense of the word, is in its true normal condition

assumed that

this

This Scripture denies, and the Christian
#007609 0X09 eV
Trovrjpcp Kelrai, 1 John v. 19 ;
c

(in statu integritatis).

along with

it

(o

TU&amp;gt;
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would in
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&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;0opa$,

I.

Rom.

way be assumed that this

this

to us, is the form of exist
universal, which is at present objective
of
the
human Ego are to be
and
aims
ence in which the
destiny

denied by Scripture, and by the Christian
1 John ii. 17 ; Trapdyei TO
it
(o #007/09 jrapdjeraCj
rov Koo-fjiov TOVTOV, 1 Cor. vii. 31). Thirdly, it would also
cr^rjfjia
have to be assumed that the origin, essence, and purpose of the
comprised.
along with

This also

is

and those of that universal which is the
personal egoistic existence,
are
of
identical, if I were able and wished
my perceptions,
object
to make that which is called the essence of the world the essential
condition of the energy of my life, and of the fulfilment of the pur
pose of my existence. But the life of nature, as it presents itself to
me in the state of the earth and of the
fyvcmcd (2 Pet. ii. 12), is
&amp;gt;a

I can, however,
in all these respects unlike to man s natural life.
as
universal
either
human society,
something humanly
only regard

and the spirit animating it, or that common nature
which belongs to all men. The life of human society is therefore
its

real nature

a whole, which, as existing in family, people, state, etc., does indeed
partly regulate my individual existence, and sets before me aims for
the efforts of my life ; but in its spirit, on the other hand, is just

much regulated by the individual spiritual tendencies of those
who belong to this whole, and dependent in what it chooses for
as

its

I might thus often

aim.

fall into

the most critical conflict with

that which springs from my truest and personal life, if I considered
that which belongs to men (fypovelv ra row dvOpooTrcov, Matt. xvi.

and made the common spirit prevailing at any time the law
and rule of my views. And as to what regards man s common
nature (KOLVTI
whose existence I may indeed
dv0pa&amp;gt;7rLvrj),
assume, but whose substance, if I do not already possess it as part
of my own, I can never by any means make so, men with their
individual and personal nature are connected with that which be
23),

(f&amp;gt;vcris

longs to humanity as a whole, not as mechanical portions of the
same, which could not exist apart from the whole, or which would

have the
ence.
in

totality of this

We

whose

nature for the organic factor of their exist

are rather organisms
designed for particular functions,
alone
the
variety
totality of man s natural powers appears.

This organic knowledge,
according to which we may compare
individual men, in their relation to human nature as a whole, to
members organized for special functions, stands in opposition to the
error of that mechanical view, in which

we make men

to be,

by
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their natural constitution, parts of a nature everywhere like itself,
to be only the bearers, organs, and manifestations

whose destiny was

of this universal nature, which is common to all (comp. the survey
of the view of the Stoic Schools in Diog. Laert. vii. 87, 88, 89;

comp.

also Epictet. Dissert, iv. 7, 6).

moreover, worthy enough of remark, that, as among the
out in all their ethic force this
Stoics, they did not venture to carry
that
natural aim common to all,
and
universal
equality,
pretended
without identifying the aims of nature, as such, with the divine will
It

is,

and intelligence (see Diog. Laert. ibid.). But this is impossible
from the standpoint of Christian knowledge. For we know also of
a wrathful will of God, which rules over nature and the human
race, which suffered the nations to walk in their own ways (Acts
xiv. 16), and which placed nature under the ban of vanity and
transitoriness (see as before, Rom. viii. 20), so that both the life of
life of nations formed themselves by the divine will

nature and the

need of salvation, but never by any means is
in itself purely an expression of that order willed by God, much
less a power of redemption which is to set us free.

into a mirror of the

(6) The world in the abstract, or in its purely sensuous aspect,
known indeed by the man who is void of a knowledge of God, but
not by the Christian. The world to him is a concrete, in which not
only man exercises his power, but also God. But to the Christian
is

agency also is not an abstract one above the world, and
separated from it, but an agency in the world, and through the
world.
And since he does not divide, but only distinguishes the
this divine

of divine testimony from that God who testifies of Himself,
the Christian recognises the fact, that that which God in the world,
and through the world, offers to man, is also a satisfying of his

means

an object of his desire, of his joy, of his pleasure.
recognises the Oeo? ayaOovpy&v in all the good things of the
earthly life of nature, even though they are only destined for cor
poreal enjoyment, and the satisfying of corporeal wants (Acts xiv.
earthly needs,

He

17

;

1 Tim.

vi.

17).

He

sees in the

/eocryito?

(frvcriKos

not only the

object of a pleasure, which is also known to the a\oya %wa (^vcri/cd,
but a means of satisfying higher spiritual knowledge (Rom. i. 20).
And not less does he perceive in the various forms and relations
of

human

But

society divinely hallowed benefits, and pleasing to God,
under the supposition of a third factor in the human

all this is

consciousness, of which he knows nothing,
sensuous Ego and the world of sense.

who knows only

of the
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That the present natural

(7)

position as the world of
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I.

state of the world, or its historical

human

society,

presents itself to us as

our wants, is a fiction, which runs
facts of our experience.
The Christian con
the
to
counter
exactly
so
sciousness forms no exception to that of humanity in general
that the Christian alone should feel what is meant when it is said,

merely the

reality, satisfying

;

In the world ye have tribulation&quot; (John xvi. 33 ; comp. the TroATuu
Eorn. viii. 35). This world,
in bondage to
0\tyei,s, Acts xiv. 22,
the
dominion
of
under
death
and
corruption,&quot;
(Rom. v. 14,
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

sin&quot;

17, 21),

dream.

is

of which the philosophers
if the overcoming of the tribulation of the world is to
that self-act of the spirit in
which we recognise the

in truth not that

And

&quot;

best

world&quot;

be effected by
universal, which we falsely oppose to ourselves, as being something
different, as an integral element of self,&quot; then, if an unreal phantom
&quot;

is

not to result from this universal, with the highest
good fortune,7
O
O
arrive only at this, that we make ourselves the children of death,

we

the spirit,
corruption, and sin, not, however, as Hegel says, that
in the absolute certainty of itself, should become master over all
facts and realities, and should be able to reject them or make them,
&quot;

had not happened&quot; (Phenomenology, p. 619). If the
without
Stoics,
examination, took the reality for the truth, and laid
down as a major premiss, TOV av9pot)7rov 6Wo?
Xoyircov 6v7]Tov

as if they

a&amp;gt;oir

(in Stob. Eel.

ii.

7,

p.

132), and maintained a rational law of
(Epict. Fragm. in Stob. Flor. 108, 60

change and dissolution
Collection, No. 134), it sounds very much

;

like irony in the con
another answer to the

clusion as there given.
The apostle has
question of anguish
TakaiiTwpos
av6pco7ros,

rk

:

e&amp;lt;ya)

etc

TOV

crcojiKZTo?

the finite in

TOV Oavdrov TOVTOV

;

(Rom.

vii.

24).

It

^
is

pvaerat,

not front

not from the restraints of the world merely as
would wish to withdraw ourselves, and yet are not

itself,

such, that we
so to do (comp. 1 Cor. v. 10 with

John xvii. 15) but it is from
our
has intruded itself also on
which
something
nature,
that nature which surrounds us, and has no free-will
(ov% efcovcra,
;

hostile to

Rom. viii. 20), and which, in connection with the disorder of the
human race, makes our life appear to us like a march through
the wilderness, in which we are at one time
disposed to play,
at another to

murmur, and yet must do neither (1 Cor. x. 7, 10),
consoling ourselves with the thought that the time of suffering
is short
(0X0/0? iraOovre^ 1 Pet. v. 10 ; comp. Rom. viii. 18).
Such is the consciousness of the nature of this world that we
derive from our experience, confirmed

by the stamp

of

divine
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Ego

to

&quot;

?

In what way the #007*09 was made the principle of a normal
the ethical modes of view of the
development of life, is shown by
(8)

most highly cultivated nations of the world before Christ, although
nowhere strictly carried out, yet stamped in more or less decisive
Both forms of general life the life of nature, or the
characters.
qualify the ethical modes of
into
the closest connection either
thought, and morals are brought
true
is
we cannot say, that in the
It
or with politics.
with
historically developed

life

of nations

physics

view which prevailed, for instance, in classical antiquity, the
one or the other aspect of its existence,
Kocr/zo was, either in the
For
raised in an exclusive sense to the highest standard of life.
ethical

more physical view, the political consideration also plays its
and in the political there is a reference to the gods and the
part
divine element, whose origin does not at all admit of explanation
from either of the two previously considered spheres of conscious

in the
;

On

ness.

this

morality, and
Greeks, comp.

The

confused interpenetration of the spheres of law,
the
religion, especially in the earliest theories of

e.g.

Nagelsbach, Die homerische Theologie, p. 200 if.
is the most
complete type of that view

ethics of the Stoics

which

The

directed to nature.

is

vita secundo defluens cursu (evBai-

and giving way to the
or what Cleanthes
as
calls ojjio\o&amp;lt;yoviJiev(ds rfj
%fjv, or,
Chrysippus more distinctly
rwv $vaei crvpftaivovrwv
/car
e/JLTreipiav
expresses himself, %fjv
is the sum of the normal
and
Archidemus),
(similarly Diogenes
conduct of life. The sum, consequently, of all abomination is,
according to an Antoninus, aTroo-rrjfia KOL olov fyvfjia rov KCHT/JLOV.

fjLovia,

evpoia /3iov) consists in the perception

necessity of nature.

Zeno

s ofjLoXojov/jievo)^

V/z&amp;gt;,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;uo-et

Therefore also the counterpart, or rather the caricature, of the
apostle s saying (Rom. xi. 36), is the precatory exclamation of Stoic

wisdom

w

e/c aov
irdvra, ev aol nravra^ els ere Trdvra.
&amp;lt;^ucrt5
Thus,
to
according
Chrysippus also, all judgment respecting good and
evil begins from Jove and universal nature.
This nature, there

fore

:

which, as the world, stands in contrast to the individual

assumes at once the place of God and of divine necessity and to
this nature the individual bears the same relation as the subordinate
;

part does to the whole, as the soldier to the general (Epict. Diss.
10,

iii.

sippus

24, 34)

by

Cleanthes,

and

;

(frvcris,

rrjv

this alike

rrjv

KOLV^V

re

StW

avOp^TTiv^Vy or with
Laert.
vii. 87-89, and
(comp. Diog.

itoivrjv /cal

^iovj]v

ii.

whether we understand with Chry
t

Trjv
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p.

132

sq.

ed.

t.

Heeren,

individual this whole stands as that which
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Over

necessary

against the

and volun

;

The

our freedom to this necessity is morality.
tarily to subordinate
intrinsic contradictions of this mode of speaking are obvious.
if

the ^universal alone

the

then

&quot;

parts/

is

I.

For

the authorized principle which is to regulate
the relation of parts something unjustified or

is

delusive, and the universal alone has essential and permanent truth
Platonism affirms; see Procl. in Tim. lib. i. p. 14).
(as also the new
And if the universal is the necessary, then either the free surrender
to

it

must be a delusion (faire bonne mine a mauvais jeii), or this
is a delusion, since I can make it
depend upon my own

necessity

act.

voluntary
universal

to

is

Finally, if the purpose of this surrender to the
be individual happiness, then is this giving up of the

to the universal in every case a delusion,

Ego

and

self-gratification

recurs again in the form of a yielding of self to the necessity of the
universal.

But the view which

prevailed in antiquity was one which saw

in the nation, in the state and its laws, the embodiment of the
universal necessity, or the rule of life before which the individual

must surrender his own will so especially with the Romans. But
there, too, it was not properly the state and the idea of the state,
but the practical state interest, whose maintenance appeared to be
alike the duty and the interest of every one.
Virtue and morality
were then properly the seeking and finding one s separate and indi
vidual interest in the interests of the state (see C. L. Roth, de
satirce romance indole, etc., Heilb. 1844
cf. Eundem, zur Theorie
und innern Gescliichte der rom. Satire, Stuttg. 1848, p. 26 if.).
The power which this idea exercised may be discerned in the fact
that it was shared even by those who in another respect went
beyond it. There is a saying recorded to this effect of Socrates him
;

;

self
efyrj,

:

(j)7)fu

&amp;lt;yap

VO/JLOVS

Se TroXew?,

ab
not
With Aristotle the object of morals
but human and political good that which is practi

yivaxTKeis

stract good,

lyco rov VO^II^QV Sl/caiov elvai

;

is

&quot;

cally useful, and can be carried
to a degree unapproached

out.&quot;
Lastly, with Plato, who,
by any other Greek philosopher, recog
nised and taught an absolute
good, there nevertheless went forth,
side by side with it, a
representation of the universal, which in
contrast with the special and individual was alone
and
justifiable
the position, that that state was the best in which Trday priyav?}
;

TO \eyo/jievov I&LOV
Travra^oOev etc rov ftlov CLTTCLV e^yprjra^ led him
to a conclusion in favour of a
community of property, wives,

6.]
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and children. But independently of the immoral consequences
which actually follow, or which may be conceived to follow, from
this requirement, which insists upon an unconditional surrender
of the special and all special property to the political whole and
demands that the right of the politically
to the universal
i.e.
universal should be everything, while that of the individual should
here also the postulate goes to wreck on the fact that

be nothing

the general interests of political prosperity are certainly not striven
after, except in the sense of at the same time gratifying the indivi
dual interests. Nay, even if, amid the greatest sacrifice in other
respects, this satisfaction should take place only in such a
man should seek his own gratification in the repute of a

a

that

way

good and

patriotic citizen, then simply by this alone would the appearance of
a surrender of one s own gratification for the universal good be

destroyed

and of

;

this

pretended abandonment of one

s

own

per

sonal interest, that would hold true which one of the ancients
remarked of the philosophers renunciation of fame :
Philosophi
&quot;

quos de contemnenda gloria scribunt, nomen suum
in eo ipso, in quo prasdicationem
nobilitatemque despiBut the Chris
ciunt, prsedicari de se ac nominari volunt&quot; (Cic.).
virtue
of
knows
himself
in a relation
tian, by
revelation,
etiam in

libris,

inscribunt

:

placed

which resembles that in which he stands to himself.
in
reference
to the latter, self-love is assumed as
As,
being natural,
and yet (friXavrta (2 Tim. iii. 2) is rejected, so he also knows that
he must not quit the world, and yet must not make the world the
to the /coo-pets

centre of his affections (ol
KOO-^JLW 009 p,r) Kara^pco/Lievo^
^pca/.Levoi,
1 Cor. vii. 31). It is
for
him
under
the point of view of use
placed
TU&amp;gt;

his love.
On the contrary, there
a beacon erected with the
&quot;Love
not the world,
inscription:
neither the things that are in the world&quot;
John
ii.
the
(1
15) ;
of
the
world
is
with
God&quot;
iv.
Not
that
friendship
enmity
(Jas.
4).
in the place of the
hatred of the world should therefore
use,&quot;
right

and abuse, but not under that of
is

&quot;

&quot;

be substituted.

The key

to this

is

to

be found in the fact that the

Christian regards the world as the
object of
of redeeming love, however
iii.

(John

God s

which, like the fjaadv

the tenderest of
&amp;lt;yvvalKa,

etc.

we

are led to a

xii.

25) even in

Trjv^rv^v avrov (John

human

(Luke

;

even with

16, 17).
reference to this, there arise relations also in which
/uo-ety,

love in Christ

And

ties, as in purely trarepa, ^repa, teal rrjv
xiv. 26), has a force which not he who is

entangled in the world, but the Christian, alone can understand.
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Self-consciousness in

its

and
In the
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relation to our Consciousness

to

of

I.

God

Conscience.

relation of self-consciousness to our consciousness of the

world, and the

way

in

and of the other learns

which man in the sphere both of the one
aims of his

to recognise the definite

life,

the

facts that belong to the human moral consciousness are by no means
exhausted. The proof of this is not to be looked for in that analysis

of the individual empirical consciousness, which

is

more or

and that from very different causes, but

is

found

certain,

less

laid

un

down

in the history of the life of nations (1).

There, in whatever direc
tion we look, the fact meets us, that in the mirror of man s own
nature, as in that of the world, he encounters a power which is
a power which binds him and
him by this very restraint above himself as
well as above the world, and holds out to him, as the aim of his life,
a community, whose traces he finds in himself and the world, but

higher than himself and the world,
the world, which elevates

whose aim, notwithstanding,

lies

above and beyond both himself and

Man hereby recognises his own existence and that
the world (2).
of the world not as being in itself an end, but as forms of existence
through whose means there appears to him as the highest aim of
his will also, to be, to live, and to move in Him who is the primeval
upx&v), eternal and immutable, of the life of this
Whether men did or did not discover
transitory state of existence.
source (dpx*)

v

the name, they called the unknown and the unnamed
God (3).
In the consciousness of the reference of all creature life to God,

man

has found a rule of

(whether

it

life,

an aim of

a principle of morality

life,

appears only in obscure conjecture or in clear

know

which he can discover and gain that truth (aKrjOeia, Rom.
i.
whose
25),
possession is to free him from himself and the woiid ?
so that even in the darkest state of erroneous opinions a broken ray

ledge), in

of this truth

still

sheds

its

light

upon us

(4).

Man s

consciousness

of this higher relation which conditions the tendencies of his will,
no matter how manifold the form in which it reveals itself to him,

we name

conscience (5).

(1) It

may

appear inconsistent, when

it

is

asserted that

we can

7.]
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of men in that which
appeal to the individual empirical knowledge
is called self-consciousness and consciousness of the world, but not
in that

Why

which

refers to our consciousness of

consciousness

To

?

we

this

God and

conscience.

alleged, facts of the human
can reply, first of all, that in the first

not, if both are not less, as

is

case the question is touching a consciousness which, in reference
is
to its object
that is to say, man and the world
necessary,
because it is the result of the senses ; but in reference to God

and conscience

it

is

not

so.

We

cannot indeed conceive a

human

consciousness which should be absolutely without any inkling of
As respects all
God, and void of all whispering of conscience.
purely spiritual facts, however, they do not operate on our con
sciousness in the

manner

of a necessity, so that

we should not be

able to close our spiritual eye more or less to their significance, and
either avoid understanding them or obscure their meaning.
What

Paul says of the heathen, that their knowledge of God was not
eov ov%
knowledge, but a perversion of knowledge (yvovres TOV
&)? Oeov e&ogacrav, /c.r.X., Eom. ii. 21-23; for which reason he calls

them

Eph. ii. 12), may be said of conscience
without hearing or understanding its dic
tates aright.
and this is not the least important
Lastly, however
we must deny that, in reference
point in the question before us
also.

aOeoi ev rco

We

rcocrfj,^

may know

it

to the genesis of man s consciousness of
God, and the nature of his
conscience in the case of man as appearing in history, and not as
for
thought of in the abstract, it is merely man as

existing entirely

himself and his consciousness that can and
ought to be regarded as
the factor.
There are traditions of the history of the world and of
nations whose bearing must in this
question be duly considered, in
order to avoid taking phenomena for
pure developments of man s
individual consciousness by itself, which are but reflections in the
individual

some

mind

of a consciousness
already developed, belonging to

and prevailing over more general spheres. Above
there
needs
no
all,
proof to show that where Christianity has be
come a power not only over minds which have
actually embraced
it, but over those also which it has touched
only externally, the
fixed epoch,

forms in which God and conscience are found as facts of con
sciousness cannot be
explained by a purely developing process on
the part of the individual.
If we wish to trace out this
the
latter,

testimonies are

much more

certain

which are met with in the

his

tory of those nations which existed before the Christian era, and

which were most
developed

in ethical
respects, although

even here
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seems to me, impossible to separate the
from those of the national consciousness,
define that knowledge which man has derived

nay, as

difficult

is

it

LIFE.

it

facts of the individual

and accurately to
entirely from himself.
(2) There is somewhat
tion, as is the

way

)

E KX.

6

ical

and hyperbolical in the asser
but with regard to the
;

says : Ev
eva tSot? av ev Trday
o^ov /cal \6yov, OTL 0eo? el? TrdvTwv /3acrtXei&amp;gt;9 /cal
Oeol TroXXot, Oeov TraiBes, avvdp^ovTes 6eov.
TOVTO /cal

consensus gentium,
Br)

rhetorical

Maximus Tyrius

with

not absolutely untrue,

it is

TroXeyCtfc)

Yjv Xeryet, /cal

/cal

teal

crTacret,

when he

Bia&amp;lt;j)c0VLa

6 {Sdpffapos Xe^et, /cal o ^Tret^coT^?, real 6

6a\dr-

El

Be e^eyevovTO ev TCO ^v/jurravTL alwvt, Bvo TCQV /cal Tpeis, aOeov /cal Taireivbv /cal dvaicrOes 70/09,
/cal 7re7r\avr]fjLevov fiev rot? o^)^aX^ot9, e^TjTrarrjfjbevov Be rat9 d/coals,
TIO$, /cal 6

/cal 6

&amp;lt;JO(/&amp;gt;09,

Be TTJV
\ecov,

a&amp;gt;9

K.T.\.

acro&amp;lt;o9,

^v^v

a\o&amp;lt;yov

y

^01)9 a/cepa)s,

/cal

a&amp;gt;9

opvi&amp;lt;$

ayovov

aTTTepos,

/cal

afcapTrov,

/cal

Trapa TOVTOV

a&amp;gt;9

TOV 7e^ou9 Trevaei, TO Oelov icracri jap ov% e/covres, /cal
AevtciTTTros
\eyovaLV a/covres /cav a^eX^9 avrov TO ayaOov,
&amp;lt;W9

KCLV

TrpocrGfjs
&&amp;gt;9

(f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;Tiv,

TO

ojjLOTraOes,

^TpaTWV

K.av

A^fJiOKpiTO^

ct&amp;gt;9

B&amp;gt;s

Trjv rjBovrjv,

a&amp;gt;9

KCLV

V7ra\\dr)&amp;lt;s

E7ri/covpo&amp;lt;$

KCLV

009 I
Atayopas /cav dyvoelv ri
I have quoted this passage by way of example,
(Dissert, xvii. 5).
for this additional reason, because it is correct even where it ap

elvai

ct&amp;gt;9

^&amp;gt;5,

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;fj&amp;lt;$,

God comes,
man it is true that, even where it is
it is
perverted, it exists (for God is perverted in the perverted)
true that it is there, where man denies God, and there, where he
asserts that he knows not what God is.
For if I deny God, I bear
pears paradoxical.
as

it

It

is

true that the consciousness of

were, involuntarily to

;

;

testimony that I know about Him
is, I could not assert that I do not
;o^T69,

KOI \eyovo-iv a/covTes.

;

and

know

And

if

I did not

ivliat

He

is

know

that

He

Laacn yap ov%
Et tu
:

so Tertullian says

&quot;

tamen eum (Deum) nosti, dum odisti&quot; (De testim. animce, iii.).
In reference to the consciousness of a God, we must now fur
ther consider what testimony is given concerning its origin.
On
the one side stands the assertion, that this consciousness is not
produced except by external means namely, by reflection on that

nature which stands over against us on the other hand, we find it
asserted that it is an internal consciousness
immediately bestowed
us.
must
\Ye
be
on
our
upon
guard against assuming the latter
view in the way in which we find it laid down in the testimony
;

of

the

ante-Christian world, without further examination, as a
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It is in
fact of the immediate empirical consciousness.
instance
a
conclusion
an
resting upon suppositions
many
cherishes respecting the nature of the human spirit.

many and
which one
Whether

In
these are correct, can only be tested in the light of revelation.
the meanwhile, we have merely to state the historical fact, that we

meet with such
as

:

assertions

under very different suppositions, such
6eov TTepi^epeis,

6 #eo5 evBov earl, KOI 6 v/jierepos Sai/jicov earrl

dyvoeis (Epictet. Diss. i. 14, 14, ii. 8, 12); or as it occurs
in that saying of the oracle : tyv%r) 77 fjuepoTrcov 6eov dy^a TTW? e?
TaXtt?, /cal

eavTrjv, ovoev OvrjTov

e^ovaa, 0X77 6eo9ev

/juefjieOvo-Tai

in short, tlie

assertion of a c-vpfyvros KaTavorjcn^^ of which, however, again it is also
elsewhere said : Evefyva-e yap TL o 6eos ^oorrvpov TO) TOV dvOpooTrov

TOV dyaOov, aTre/cpv^re oe avrov rrjv evpeaiv
xxxv.
Diss.
On the other hand, the latter says
(Max. Tyr.
6).
in
the
before
very decidedly
passage
quoted (xvii. 5), of that know
of
is
from
external sources : TL ravra,
God
which
derived
ledge
&amp;lt;yevei,

r?;? 7rpoo-$OKia$

/cal

Ka\a

}

ev&amp;lt;7is ;

real

TreptoSoL, /cal fjLTa{3o\al, ical xpdareis depcov,

6eov Trdvra epya

77

fcal tcaTafjiavTeveTai, r?)?
Te^vr}^.

If

\eyet,, /cal

TOV Te^yiT7]v

we begin with

this last

we

find the apostolic testimony also confirming the fact that,
virtue of the rule which
exercises in that nature which sur

first,

by

^u^r)

rounds

He

God

has at no time left Himself without witness (Acts
xiv. 17)
that
God has placed men upon this earth, and under
nay,
their various arrangements, in order
that they should seek Him, if
us,
;

&quot;

haply they might feel after (^rrfka^a-eiav) and. find

Him&quot;

(Acts

xvii.

And in the Epistle to the Romans it is distinctly brought for

26, 27).
as a fact, which shows the guilt of the God-estranged heathen
world, that the invisible nature of God, i.e. His eternal power and

ward

Godhead, are seen and perceived from the creation of the world in
the works of His hand (voov^eva
KaOopaTai, Rom. i. 20). From
these testimonies we
conclude
with certainty that the world of
may
creation is a means of
attaining to a knowledge of God appointed
by Himself, not a means in the sense of necessitating this know
ledge, but of soliciting us to it, or of a charm leading us to seek
God and to find Him, and that as the beneficent Giver of earthly
blessings (dyaOovpy&v, Acts xiv. 17), exalted above this transitory
it with an eternal
power not derived from the world,

world, ruling

but from Himself, and
revealing Himself therein.
relations of a

There are the
and
exalted
and
power
goodness
above,
yet manifest

ing themselves in the world, within which, (according to the state
ments above cited), man can and ouht to arrive at a knowledge of
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I.

objective nature, which only through his own fault he
The means of this knowledge, however,

God from

loses or does not attain.

cannot be understood without an understanding of the organ of
And to this refers
that perception
(of that which vowv KaOopa).
that passage in the Acts (ch. xvii. 27, 28), where there is laid hold
of a testimony of the Hellenic world to a relation in which we are
to call man himself of a divine race (76^09 vTrdp^ovre^ rov Seov),
and may venture to say of him, that God is not far from every one
in Him we live, and move,
of us, because, however unconsciously,
so that even from being what we are, we are
and have our being
&quot;

;&quot;

able to seek and to find the

God who

like the bodily eye, the light of

is

an eye (TO

near unto us.

There

TO eV e/W, Matt.

&amp;lt;w?

is,

vi.

23) within us, which is organized for the knowledge of God, and is
akin to God, but which can divest itself of its nature, lose its faculty
of knowledge,

and become blind and dark.

Thus we may

that that which brings
o about a consciousness of
not only outside of man, but also within him.

God

is

But

to

assert

be sought
o

accurately to

determine these internal co-efficients has been always the most diffi
cult of problems. See Anastas. Sinaita, de hominis creations, etc., ed.

Job. Tarin, Appendix to Orig. PhiloeaHa, Paris 1624,

iv.

p. 562.

(3) Compare
judgment of Plato, Seov vor\&amp;lt;jai pev eV
/cal vorjo-at, Svvarov
%a\e7roV) (frpdaai Se a&vvarov,
(Plat. Tim.
p. 28, C), which is also cited as the Wisdom of Hermes (Justin.

that

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

ad

Cohortatio

Gentil. 38).

By

the Chinese Laotse

it

is

said

:

The

essence which can be expressed is not the eternal essence ; the
name which can be named is not the eternal name ; but this name
less

one

is

the

Author of heaven and of earth (compare

statements in Tholuck, Ssufismus, pp. 201 ff., 203, 227).
(4) The uncertainty of that knowledge of God which
to

man,

is

set forth in those verses of

Xenophanes

is

similar

natural

in Seatus

Empi-

ricus (p. 71).
But at the root not only of this uncertainty, but
even of error, of contradiction, of denial, there lies yvwaTov 0eov,
an a\-t]6eia from which man does not free himself, even when

he struggles against it, and which shines forth out of this very
struggle, although not as the light of life, yet as the fire of the
judgment. And in all perverted piety there appears a course of
action referring itself to God, in
spite of the fact that man knows
not God, and an ignorance of God in which, nevertheless, man
will

occupy himself with reference

Kai evcreftovvres dyvoovaiv,
xvii.

23, with regard to

may

to God.
Ayvoovvres evaepovai,
be said with reference to Acts

which passage John Gerhard correctly

7.]
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Sic ergo in templis Atlieniensium et reliquorum gcntilium fait iniquitas ET veritas&quot;
is the relations
(5) If that consciousness, the object of which

remarks

&quot;

:

between something above nature and man, and conversely, is named
conscience, it will be useful, first of all, to illustrate the use of this
word in its formal authorization. It is correct at least I have no
that this word, in the language of the
recollection of the opposite
world before Christ, as in that of the present day, is not identical
with the idea of that consciousness of a God, at least not with that

consciousness of a God which is developed out of the nature by
which we are surrounded. It is a consciousness dwelling in man
(crvvei&rjoris as cruzWo-^c-t?), in which man is, as it were, present to
himself in his ethical conduct, and an object of his own approba
tion or disapprobation.
In this sense it stood for the most part in
relation to the virtues and vices of men, and especially the latter,
as Cicero expresses

ratione

it

&quot;

:

Et

virtutis et vitiorum, sine ulla divina

grave ipsius conscientise pondus

est,

With

quo sublato jacent
might of

striking truth does Juvenal describe the
conscience in the well-known verses :

omnia.&quot;

&quot;Cur

tamen hos tu

Evasisse putas, quos diri conscia facti
Mens habet attonitos, et surdo verbere

csedit,

Occultum quatiens animo tortore flagellum?
Poena autem vehemens ac multo ssevior illis,

Quos

Node
Has

Nam

et Cseditius gravis invenit aut

dieque

suum

Rhadamanthus,

yestare in pectore testem.

patitur poenas peccandi sola voluntas.
scelus intra se taciturn qui cogitat ullum,

Facti crimen

conata peregit ?
Juv. Sat. xiii. 192-8, 208-10.
&quot;

liabet.

Cedo,

si

Compare, on the views of the Greeks, Nagelsbach,

die

nachhomer-

ische Theol. des griech.
Volksglaubens, vi. 11.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that we must regard
the fear of the wrath to come, and of the
avenging justice of the
gods, just as much as the working of conscience, as conversely the
fear in this form

is at the same time the effect of the traditional
doctrine of the gods on the conscience.
Comp. Nagelsbach, homerische
Theologie, p. 200, and his nachhomeriscJie Theologie des
i.
17, 26.
Enough, pre-Christian an
tiquity equally with us recognised conscience as a self-judgment,

griechischen Volksglaubens,
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I.

the apostle attributes
also, in the same sense

ii.
Thus the testimony
15).
the
voice
in
of
echo
the pre-Christian
of the apostle finds its
here
it
will
not
be superfluous to ask,
And
world, and conversely.

in

which we employ the word (Rom.

con
whether here and in what follows we understand the word
science&quot; in the same sense as the corresponding Greek word is
used generally in the Scriptures of the New Testament. And, so
far as the question is here with respect to a merely formal, so to
it will not be difficult to cha
speak, lexicographical investigation,
This use of
racterize definitely the use of the word in Scripture.
&quot;

the word differs from the sense of our

German word

(Gewissen)

only in this, that the latter has a narrower and more exclusive
Testament.
sense than awel^cr^ in the Scriptures of the
The original and general meaning of a-wetSija-is, consciousness, has

New

been preserved.

Swel^o-is

afjiapricov

(Heb.

x. 2), o-vveibrjcris

eov

of God, and
(1 Pet. ii. 19), is consciousness of sin, consciousness
cannot here be translated by the word Gewissen. In all other pas
sages o-vvel7](7i,s is equivalent to Gewissen, conscience.

In what connections, then, do we meet with the word ? (1.)
the question is about a higher obligation than one merely

Where

human,

of which

man

is

conscious

:

avdytcr} vTro-rdaaeo-Oai ov JJLOVOV

%ia rrjv opryyv, a\\a KOI Si,a rqv &amp;lt;rvvei$r)criv (Rom. xiii. 5).
Con
science is accordingly that consciousness which out of this conscious
25, 27, 28), which a man respects in
in a given case he does not feel

ground binds man (1 Cor.

xi.

another even at the time

when

himself individually bound by it (1 Cor. xi. 29). For just as in
the
vvres evcre/3elv, the evaepelv still remains a eucre/fea, so
a&amp;lt;yvoo

also the consciousness of

something supposed to be, but not actually

binding, yet remains conscience (Heb. ix. 14), and is called merely
a weak conscience, as being not yet freed from a supposed obliga
tion, and not yet made strong in this freedom (1 Cor. viii. 7, 10,
12).
(2.) Conscience is that consciousness of man by virtue of
which a feeling of approval of truth and sincerity is attributed to
him. Conscience approves of that which is true. Therefore Paul
says, rfj

(fravepcoo-ei, TT}?

TOV

aKrjOeia^ (rvvio-ravres TT^O? Traaav (jwei^aiv
eovy 2 Cor. iv. 2 ; in a similar sense also,

rat? (rvvei&ricrecriv V/JLWV, 2 Cor. v. 11.
(3.) And just
for this very reason, conscience is the
the
right consciousness of
ethically right or wrong condition of man ; and just in this way,

always according to the nature of this condition and conduct,

it is

7.]
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As a sin
good, a pure or an impure conscience.
of
his
conscience
cere consciousness of pure conduct, the testimony
is to the apostle a cause of rejoicing (2 Cor. i. 12) ; and he knows
an

either

evil or a

the sincerity of his grief from the testimony of his conscience,
which he, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, knows as doubly

guaranteed against deception (crv/JL/JLapTvpovcrr}^ pot, -ri}? cweiS^crea)?
When we find in an exhortation,
ev HvevfiaTi dyiw, Kom. ix. 1).
ejOi/T9 TO fjivo-rrfpiov TTJS Trtareco^ kv Kadapa crvveiStfcrei, (1 Tim. iii.
the pure and genuine consciousness, that
9), there is hereby meant
the state of their disposition and of their conduct
When
tion to the fjbva-TTjpiov which they hold.

is

not in opposi

Tim.

i.

19)
exhorted to fight the good fight e^cov Trump
ar/aB^v
this is said with reference to the Trpocfr rjTeiai, having
crvve&ri(Tiv
application to him, with respect to whose contents he is to have

Timothy

(1

KCLI

is

whose application for him he is to have a
Thus the
good conscience in the knowledge of his Ka\rj err pare la.
xiii.
on
the
consciousness
of
Kdkrj crvvei&7)a-is, Heb.
18, rests
wishing
to walk orderly in all things, and therefore on the consciousness of
and

faith,

in regard to

a good will

;

&amp;lt;rvpt$r)fft&amp;lt;;

1 Pet.

d&amp;lt;ya6r},

iii.

16, in contrast to the

KaTa\a\ta,
Acts xxiii. 1,

on the consciousness of good conduct.
irdarj a-vve^aei, aryaBf) TreiroKirevp^ai Sew.

however, as

is

rests

asserted in the last passage,

man

Compare
(4.) Since,

in his conduct

knows himself as being placed not only in a certain relation to
himself and his fellow-men, but also to God, his endeavours
are directed aTrpoo-KOTrov o-vveiBrjaiv
e%eiv Trpo? rov Seov KOL TOU?
avOPMTTOVS (Acts xxiii. 1) and crweibrprts indicates precisely the
;

&quot;

moral religious

relation to

The
God

God,&quot;

consciousness,&quot;

as Delitzsch

the

on Heb.

&quot;

knowledge of one s self in
9 and xi. 2 justly remarks.

ix.

true consciousness of a false relation of
is

irovripa

&amp;lt;rwft$q&amp;lt;ns

(Heb.

man s

inner state to

x. 22).

Conscience

is therefore a Swa/jus,
a eft?, and an evep^eia
1
x.
Cor.
in
KpiTiKr) (comp.
29),
opposition to Kara adptca Kpiveiv
Conscience herein resembles the law of God
(John viii. 15).

(Rom. ii. 14). But in this very similarity it is something different
from z/ou? and KapSla, otherwise a pure heart and a good conscience
could not be mentioned together
(1 Tim. i. 5), and there were no
speaking of a pollution as well of the mind
science (Tit.

Qebv

15).

6fj,o\oyov&amp;lt;nv

about that

The

i.

The

polluted

ei&epai, epyois dpvovwrai,

as of the con

(z/oO?)

mind causes

that those

and the

who

last brings it

rj crvvei^cr^ nepiavrai (Tit. i. 16;
comp. 1 Tim. iv. 2).
love which God requires is love out of a
pure heart ; and it is
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I.

also love out of a good conscience
which
This relation,
(1 Tim. i. 5).
depends on the existing state
human
of the human mind and of the
heart, and which is conse
but which is conditioned, remains
which
that
not
conditions,
quently

precisely

It is

such, that

it is

to conceive of man s character
everywhere, where we are required
and conduct as the object of conscience. The qualities of these do
not indeed determine the actual nature (^Actualitdt) of their con
It is otherwise
science, but the quality of its testimony.
will of God is conceived to be the object of conscience.

where the
There the

nature of conscience determines the quality of the consciousness
In this twofold position of conscience
of the conduct of men.

and

man knows
judged

himself to be equally the judge (o Kpivcov) and the

(o tepiOek).

But

after all these investigations concerning the empirical shape
of conscience as exhibited in Scripture, very little appears to me
to have yet been done towards determining its true nature.
For
from this very source the further questions present themselves
How is it, then, that man should arrive at the consciousness of an
How is it that the consciousness of
obligation binding on him ?
a truth should belong to man, which forms the antithesis to the
:

nothingness of his own mind, to the darkness of his understanding,
and to the estrangement of his life from that life which is from
God (comp. Eph. iv. 18 with Rom. i. 21) ? How, by virtue of
this conscience, should it be possible for man, when in a perverted

come to a correct knowledge of this perversion ?
the
force of his conscience, notwithstanding that
How can man, by
he belongs to the aOeoi
TCO tfooy^w, attain to this,
namely, the
state of his being, to

&amp;lt;!v

perception of a relation of himself not only to that self and to the
No light is thrown in answer to these queries
world, but to God?
the passages of Scripture which have been quoted respecting
Whether the assertion of the apostle in the second

by

all

the

crvveiSr)o-i,s.

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans offers a solution of the ques
From it we have here
tion, we shall reserve for further inquiry.

only to draw attention to and mention the fact, that the internal
processes which by virtue of conscience go on in man, and which
are attributed to the heathen world sunk
ness of

&quot;

in ignorance

and hard

(Eph.
18), are characterized by the apostle, in
direct contrast to an external and
a
positive revelation of God, as
heart&quot;

iv.

The ques
peculiarity of man s inborn nature (fyvcrei
Troiovcnv).
tion which is connected with this is, for this reason, not so much
what conscience may

be,

and how

it

may

manifest

itself,

but
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rather what kind of organization that of man s nature must be, by
virtue of which that which we call conscience must be attributed
to

For

it.

at this point

we meet with a twofold

character in the

man, which is quite distinct from the contrast of body
of the Ego and the world, and which recalls the saying

relations of

and

soul,

who

of that old writer,

said of the creation of

man,

&quot;

God

created

were of a mixed world, who is related to two worlds,
the heavenly and the earthly world&quot; (Anastas. Sinaita, ibid. p. 562).
And the difficulty of the question, as it exists for men as men, is
rightly brought before us by the same author, when he compares
a being as

the soul of

man
u

and
its

it

says,

know nothing

existence solely

reference to

God (a/caraX^Trro? 6)eo?) 7
at all concerning it, and believe in
the activity it manifests in the body, as in

to the incomprehensible

We

from

God we become

convinced of His existence by virtue

of His works as seen in the visible world

&quot;

(Anastas. Sinaita,

ibid-.

p. 570).

The Root and Essence of

8.

From whence
to be

conscience springs, and what

deduced from the form in which

self-consciousness,

ments of our

spirit,

and
it

self-consciousness,

is

it

is its

nature,

itself

(1).

and manifests

is

not

appears in the reflex of our

in which, in certain self-conscious

manifests

science which discloses

belong

Conscience.

For that power

itself

move
of con

in the reflex of our

dependent on circumstances which do not
but to that of man s

to the nature of conscience in itself,

condition (comp.

Note

(4) at

7 and

9).

And

here

we have

to

methods of outwardly manifesting
but
that
element
in the working of conscience
itself,
permanent
which remains the same amidst all this variety, and which leads us

consider, not the variety of

its

to a

knowledge of its real essence.
That which is presented to me under all circumstances, by
means of the working of my conscience, is a power manifesting
itself in my
spirit, and which, proceeding from the spirit, takes pos
whole man, whose manifestation I cannot summon
forth by an exertion of my conscious will, but which
involuntarily
seizes me.
In me thoughts arise, whose subject-matter I discover
session of the

to be not only certain relations of

myself to

my own

nature and to
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me and

I.

the world.

these thoughts be peaceful or hostile, whether they be

of contradiction, yet the nature of their
thoughts of accordance or
is ever such, that that which agrees with or even opposes

impression
is

me,

something in me, which nevertheless

is

not

my

And

Ego.

not from without, but have
yet I know that these thoughts come
their source within me, from the depths of my spirit.

an inexplicable one, if my spirit is so organized as
only to bring about relations of myself to myself and to the world ;
or if the organization of my individual spirit and its origin is to be
This fact

is

referred simply to that which is innate in me as a man, or acquired
by education, or a product of that cultivation which I have acquired
for myself, under the force of

influences without.

For

my own

that which I

activity within,

become aware of

in

and of

my

con

science, precedes, as in the case of the child, the process of education
it is

man

something of
is

which the cultivated

:

as well as the uncultivated

equally conscious, and brings something to my consciousness
call, not a product, but a factor of my consciousness,

which I must

without being able to explain the nature of this factor, from the
fact that I was begotten and born a man (2).
There is, to speak the matter out at once, something above
man, and above created nature, of which man becomes conscious in
the working of conscience, whether he himself recognises it as such,
and calls it so or not. The workings of the spirit in conscience donot,

it is

true,

admit of being explained, as being themselves any

in fact only the movements of the human
thing divine,
but
spirit ;
they involve something which I, when I reflect upon it,

and are

am

unable to explain from the nature of the spirit,
merely to be thought of as the natural ground of

if

the same is

my

individual

personal life, innate in me as a man (3). I stand before myself as
before a riddle, whose
key is not to be found in the human selfis
given to it by God in the word of revelation.
word we gather a derivative relation of the human spirit,
by virtue of which it is descended from God, and was placed in
its creature-existence
by God. This derivative relation is a per
manent one, because it is divinely appointed, and can, it is true,

consciousness, but

From

this
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be darkened, but not absolutely abolished.
derivative relation precedes the development of the in

to a considerable degree

And

this

self-consciousness

tellectual

man

s spirit

does not place itself in

God, but God stands in relation to man s spirit. It is a
and existence, in which the human and created exist

relation to

bond of

:

life

ence of the

spirit,

by the

fact of the creation of the spirit out of

God, becomes indissolubly connected with God, and
through the
soul

human

and body, but

man s

spirit of

procreation of

is

just simply perpetuated.

life is called

(Prov. xx. 27).

Lord&quot;

man,

as a being

And

at the

same time

For
&quot;

is

not set aside

compounded

of

this reason the

the candle of the

since the original root of the spirit

s

existence and life is God, even in the spirit itself is rooted that
which forms a powerful impulse in the conscience, and brings to
man s consciousness that he not only belongs to a human, but also

and bears something in the essence of his spirit in
its
origin not from man or his race, but from

to a divine race,

himself, which has

God

This

(4).

is

in the mirror of

of

man

s

us&quot;

which aims

at

consciousness, in order that,

reflecting itself

by the

reflection

is

and find

No

that light in

above man, and supernatural or divine, the proper life of
should become awakened, should incline its efforts towards it,

what

man

&quot;

in this

mutual relation

its

satisfaction

and blessedness.

one could have a consciousness of the unconditioned true and

gooc^

if

man

s

For God alone

spirit

had

its

existence totally independent of God.

the original and unconditioned true and
good
and in a derivatory and limited manner, that only is so which can
is

;

be conceived as His work or His working, and whose being exists
in harmony with the ends appointed for it by God
(5).
(1) What is wanted in the investigation touching the root and
essence of conscience, cannot be better or more
strikingly expressed
than in the words of Thomas Aquinas (Summa Theol.
p. 11, qu. 3,
art. 8)
Objectum intellectus est quod quid est, i.e. essentia rei,
&quot;

:

unde

in

tantum

procedit perfectio intellectus, in quantum cognoscit
essentiam alicnjus rei.
Si ergo intellectus aliquis cognoscat essentiam alicujus e/ectus, per quam non possit cognosci essentia
causce,
ut scilicet sciatur de causa quid est, non dicitur intellectus
attingere

ad causam
causa an

quamvis per effectum cognoscere possit de
Et ideo remanet naturaliter homini desiderium, cum

simpliciter,

sit.
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habere causam, ut etiam

sciat

I.

de

est admirationis et causat
causa, quid est, et illud desiderium
inqui-

As

sitionem.&quot;

have stopped

a rule, however, in the doctrine of conscience, men
Thomas Aquinas himself, while treating,

at the effect.

of conscience, distinguishes
according to the communis usus loquendi,
conscience
is not a
that
potentia,
properly speaking
very acutely,
but an act an actual application of knowledge to those things which

we do (Summa Theol.
question arises,

p. 1, qu. 79, art. 13).

What

kind of a

But then

&quot;

knowledge&quot;

is

the further

that which comes

This was called
to be applied to the individual actions ?
synscientia quse immediate versatur circa prim a
as being a
teresis,&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

principia practica

universalia,&quot;

and conscience was derived from

it

:

however, it must necessarily be ad
mitted that this was properly one and the same knowledge, when
&quot;

est

de

universalibus.&quot;

If,

resting on general principles, and when applied to particular cases,
the same conclusion might be arrived at as by Duns Scotus (Com-

mentar. in IV.
&quot;

libb. sententiar.

lib.

habitus proprius conclusions

ii.

dist. 39),

practice&quot;

the

of attributing to the
name of conscience.

namely, how the
question, however, always remained,
intellectus naturalis&quot; arrived at such
principia universalia&quot; (the

The main
&quot;

&quot;

presentiment or the consciousness of a

bonum

universale).

For

in

know

nothing, if I do as the older Protestant
ethical writers did, and call conscience a
faculty of the mind,&quot;
and an
operation of the human intellect,&quot; and assert, finally,

this

way I

properly

&quot;

&quot;

Conscientia est argumentatio hominis de actionibus suis ad legem
That is, at most, to stop at the communis usus loquendi ;
and more narrowly examined, it is not even correct. The
argu
&quot;

relatis.&quot;

&quot;

only one form in which conscience manifests itself, but
not the form in which are comprised all its methods of manifesting
itself.
the
actions of man&quot; merely should be regarded as

mentatio&quot; is

Why

&quot;

the object of conscience,

not evident, since the state of man, or
When Thomas
thoughts, might just as well be so called.
Aquinas, in the secundce secunda, as the subdivision of a whole,
begins with the notis actuum humanorum, this is quite intelligible.
is

his

But when

later Catholic ethical writers still
appeal to him, and
begin their system with the chapter de actionibus humanis (as, for
instance, Andr. Jos. Haehnlein, Princip. Theol. mor. Wirceb. 1855,
I. P.
Gury S. J. Compend. Theol. mor. edit, in Germania altera,

Hatisb. 1857), it is perfectly incomprehensible.
arrive at the proper
signification of conscience, if

view

its

relation

to

human

actions.

And when

We
we

shall

never

only keep in
the above-men-
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tioned Protestant ethical writer designates, as the object of con
actiones ad legem relate,&quot; we must now further ask,
science, the
&quot;

How

does the

What

&quot;

kind of a

intellectus
&quot;

law&quot;

it?

is

arrive at a

naturalis&quot;

and

is

what I

call

&quot;

a

scientia legis

?&quot;

&quot;

law&quot;

actually
the correct or comprehensive expression for that which presents
itself to the human conscience as something which is placed above
ought not to rest satisfied with isolated manifesta
humanity ?

We

and workings of conscience,
understand what conscience really is.
tions, declarations,

if

we wish

truly to

In the question concerning the root and essence of con
science, we view the latter only on one side of its relations or of
its nature.
It is not the consciousness in which the conditions,
(2)

tendencies, or the deeds of a man s individual Ego come before
him, but the consciousness in which something becomes present to

him, which transcends the sphere of his Ego and the world, which
does not correspond either to his individual circumstances and ten

and tendencies of the world, but
and
contradicts
them, and causes man, who fondly
again
again
dencies, or to the circumstances

imagines himself to be the absolute lord of himself, to perceive that
he is under the influence of a power which constrains him, and
which, when he opposes it, strikes him down and crushes him.
This is the sense in which certain of the ancients
supposed con
science to be portrayed by the term
adversary&quot; (avrlSiicos) with
&quot;

whom we

are

&quot;

in the

way&quot;

(Matt, v. 25, 26).

How

The

question

comes it that man by nature (^vaeL) should
accordingly is,
find within him a higher and
directing power ruling over him ?

Man

so organized
physiologically, is the answer of modern
All
ideas
of
a higher system of the world, and of our
physiology.
relation to it, arise from
The
perceptions of the senses.
is

&quot;

supposition
of a so-called intellectual
revelation, in so far as is meant thereby
a particular way and a
special kind of knowledge, rests only on a
delusion&quot;
(so Spiess, Physiologie des Nervensy stems,
self-pleasing
Braunsch. 1844, p. 345 ff.).
the same physiologist should
come to speak of a
revelation of God in nature, and

How

&quot;

pre-emi
nently in history,&quot; is inconceivable. For neither the one nor the
other is a perception of sense.
But conscience
(so the author
not
a
distinct
says, p. 346)
power within us, by means of which
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;is

we

is

from the bad, and the beautiful
nothing distinct from our ordinary
an immediate voice of God in us but it

distinguish infallibly the good
it
;
is, in short,

from the ugly
empirical Ego,

least of all

our entire empirical

;

Ego

itself,

this association of series of ideas
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and of substances, as it has formed itself out of the two factors, the
innate physical organization and the human external influences brought
means of the senses in process of time and with the
into
play by

attention.
Whatever is in accord with
co-operation of voluntary
this empirical Ego for the time being, this appears to us, according
as it has respect to a moral or an aesthetic object, to be right or

and conversely. It is for this reason that our views of
what is right and beautiful vary so much,&quot; etc. Thus argues
modern sensualism, in the garb of the ancient sophist Protagoras.
beautiful,

But

the assertion that conscience conforms itself to the empirical
for the time being, flies in the face of every fact, from the

Ego

empirical knowledge of which we come to speak of a conscience.
That conscience does not harmonize with the empirical Ego at any

given time, but most frequently places
antagonist to

human

itself

thoughts and inclinations,

feature of that consciousness which

we

I beg that physiology should explain.

in the way, as an
is

the most striking

and which
Does it lie in our physical
upon which all our ideas are
call conscience,

organization and its sense-perceptions,
to rest?
Where, then, have I this sense-perception of a
nature at strife with itself of a concordia discors natural mece ?

made

Or

if

Ego has for its factor not only the innate phy
but also the various external influences brought

the empirical

sical organization,

into play by means of the senses, what sort of a corrupt organiza
tion is it, which is never in a position to keep off from my body
those
external influences brought into play by means of the
&quot;

which disturb my harmony with my empirical Ego for the
senses,&quot;
time being ?
Conscience is represented as punishing us a for an
idea, a feeling, a desire, and a deed, which has obtained a tem
porary ascendency over us, in spite of the fact that it does not
harmonize with our proper nature, with our empirical Ego.&quot; But
if that
empirical Ego for the time being is my own proper nature,
and if conscience is the consciousness which accords with my
empirical Ego for the time being, how then does it come to pass
that my conscience should allow anything to obtain an ascendency

over

me which

moreover, does
knows, i.e. if I

does not harmonize with
it

come

to

punish

me

my empirical Ego 1 How,
afterwards ? Or if conscience

know by means of conscience, about my own proper
a statement
nature, in contrast with my actual empirical Ego
that physiology certainly neither could nor would make
then let
some one show me, on physiological principles, by what sensuous
perception man, by virtue of his conscience, arrives at the con-
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from the empirical
takes his stand on
he
who
Ego for the time being. But, indeed,
not
move from that
will
and
the
nervous
of
the physiology
system,
sciousness of

position,

&quot;

liis

nature&quot;

proper

would do better not

as distinct

to speak of conscience at

all,

nay, not

even of morality. For that has not its origin in physiological pro
cesses which we can examine with the microscope, or measure out
millimetres.

by

But if, indeed, we might regard the spirit of man in the sense
of the porch, as TOV A LOS /-ie/309, TOV TOV KOCT/JLOV SLOLKOVVTOS drroppoia,
divini spiritus pars ac veluti scintilla quondam, the question would
be easily answered
and we might say, in the words of Sextus
ev
which
he
used in justification of Xenophanes
Empiricus,
;

:

of Acts xvii.

ru&amp;gt;

But the TOV ^ap KOI 761/09 ecrfMev
KaTi\7]cf&amp;gt;ev.
has not this meaning. The Scriptures speak, indeed,

eavTco Seat TOV

e /ero?

of our becoming partakers of a divine nature (#e/a? (frva-ecos, 2 Pet.
i.
4) through Christ ; but they say nothing of our participating in

The assertion
non est pars Dei anima&quot; of
ad
has
a certain and incontestable
Augustine (Ep. 28,
Hieronym.)
in
If
the predicate 6eios to
one
should
attribute
ground
Scripture.
the spirit or soul of man from the standpoint of Christian know
ledge, then must we half affirm and half deny it, as the example of
Isidorus of Pelusium may show.
He says (Epp. iv. 124) Oeiav
it

without Christ.

&quot;

:

fjtev

KWTaTTjs
KOI

OeiOTaTrjs KOI /3acri\i,KOI
dOdvaTOV
6/jioovcnov)
(aA-V ov TTJS dvdp^ov
dlSlov /jLepos).
e/ceLV )^ rr?
El
dpprJTOV r\v

rjyovjLLeOa TTJV tyvxfjv elvai (ov urjv TTJ?
(ucre&amp;lt;9

TroLr}TLKii$ teal

OVK

cuv

1

&amp;lt;yap

ova-Las

Troi^^a

although
its

it is

originated

TavTa

8e

&(.Kal(0s civ TrLCTTevOeii])

6e(a $VCTLS Kpivovcra
in

El

T^jLapTev^ ov/c civ GKpiOrj.

^&amp;gt;wpaOelrj.

by God,

is

The

Tracr^et, r^9
r
ov juepos, lva
creation (rroLrj/jLa),

^

not to be considered as divine

nature.

When the new Platonism, starting from entirely different pre
mises than the facts of conscience,
assigned to man two souls, and
designated the one alone as capable of beholding God (OeoTrTi/cr},
Jamblich, de Myster. viii. 6) ; when, in connection with the doctrine
of the threefold, i.e. the
vegetative, sensuous, and intellectual soul
of the world
Yarro
in
(see
Augustine s Civ. Dd, vii. 23), there is
attributed to the human soul, as an efflux of this soul of the
world,
this last

pars animce as animus, and

mundi deum,

in nobis

phenomena

said

&quot;

:

hanc partem animse

such entirely hete
in explaining
serviceable
true, appear
or relations in the life of the human
spirit,

rogeneous views might,
different

it is

autem genium
it is

vocari,&quot;
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but could not be maintained either on the ground of Christian
knowledge as warranted by Scripture, or upon that of rigid selfFor the characteristic of self-consciousness is an indi
inspection.

and my soul is well aware of a natural
it
which
employs according to the difference
ground of its existence,
of
twofold
of the objects, as of an organ
form, but never of a spirit in
which it would not be itself the soul that was recognising, and never
of a body in which it would not be itself that was feeling corpo
Proinde et animum sive mens est, vovs apud Grsecos, non
really.

visible totality (avrbs eya)

;

&quot;

aliud quid intelligimus,
tatis

se

quam suggestum

animce et insitum et nativi-

proprium, quo agit, quo sapit, quern secum habens ex semet ipsa
in semet ipsa, atque ita mover! videatur ab illo tan-

commoveat

de anima, 12).
Praestruximus
aliud
animge
animam
quid esse, quam
suggestum et structum,
neque
extraneum
et
quid, quam quod
ipsa per flatum (Gen.
neque spiritum
sensualiurn
et
Et
nunc
ad
differentiam
intellectualium non
ii.
7).
substantia

quam

alia,&quot;

etc. (Tertull.

&quot;

aliud admittimus, quam rerum diversities, corporalium et spiritualium,
visibilium et invisibilium, publicatarum et arcanarum, quod ilia)
sensui, istse intellectui attribuantur,

apud animam tamen

et istis et

obsequio deputatis, quce perinde per corpus corporalia sentit
quemadmodum per animum incorporalia intelligit, salvo eo, ut etiam

illis

sentiat,

dum

intelligit&quot;

internal vision possessed

(Ibid.

by

c.

18).

the soul

is

This spiritual faculty of
what is meant by Clau-

also

dianus Mamercus, when he says,
Huic (animse) superpositus est
non loco, sed vi ac potentia oculus quidam, qui sive spiritus, sive
&quot;

mens, sive intellectus
tur&quot;

unum

(de statu animce,

an anima

i.

atque idem est, etsi diverse nomine dicinot an anima rationalis alongside
23),

nor an anima animalis alongside an anima
wherein from of old the church was united alike against

irrationalis,

spiritualisj

Gnostics and Manicheans, Eutychians and Apollinarists, as against
still more
immediately affected the questions

that Pelagianism which
of ethics. Comp. e.g.

August, lib. de duabus animis cont. Manich.
8 ; in Genes, ad litt. x. 13 Gennad. Massil.
Faustum,
de ecclesiast. dogmat. 10 and 15 ; Concil. Constantin. iv. (the eighth
c.

14

;

cont.

vi.

;

oecumenical), act. x. can. 10.
(3) But are we not, then, able to discriminate something in us,
which we may contrast with the mere human creaturely element as

something divine, and which we

may

perhaps name, as does Chry-

sostom, the Kpirtfpiov
(frv&iicov fcal Trapa rov Seov rjfjblv Trapa rrjv
evreOev, or Oelov /col Trapa TOV deov rat? rjuerepais evtSpvuevov
Here it is. where a full
(in Ps. vii. horn. 3, in Jes. vi. 2) ?
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Kom.

understanding of

14, 15 appears unavoidably necessary.
been repeated (by Delitzsch, System der
101 ff. [p. 163 ff. in Clark s translation]), that
knowledge of a divine law which every man

For only recently has
bill. Psychologiey p.
conscience is the

&quot;

bears

ii.

it

Even the heathen have

in his heart.

TO

&quot;pyov

TOV vo^ov

that is to say, the course of action
ypaTTTov ev TCUS Kapbiais CLVTWV,
is fulfilled : of what nature this is, stands
of
law
the
God
which
by

written in ineffaceable characters in their hearts as an objective
for Israel on the tables of stone, and on the
precept, as it stands
If this word written&quot; is to be referred
of the Thora.&quot;
&quot;

parchment

one naturally wishes

to a divine act,

how

to

know more

precisely

how

each individual, and the
it,
repeated
to
the
in
which
it
organization of our nature, so
way
appertains
that we do by nature
nroiovcriv, ver. 14) that which God has
But the only state
written in our hearts in ineffaceable characters.

we

are to think of

in

it is

(&amp;lt;u&amp;lt;m

ment afterwards made by Delitzsch
translation])

:

(p.

103

ff.

[p.

167

ff.

of Clark s

The powers

of the spirit and of the soul
the
were,
decalogue of this Thora implanted
&quot;

this

is

themselves are, as it
by the Creator.&quot;

This I do not understand.

in us

The powers

of

the spirit and of the soul are no objective commandment ; and if
the objective commandment is identical with the powers of our
spirit and our soul, it is not a commandment within us, but at the
same time a power of fulfilling it. Or if the powers of the spirit
and the soul are, like the decalogue, of a legislative kind, I am at a

loss to conceive

how

I ought to call this decalogue of the faculties
my spirit
my soul a divine law.&quot; However, not only do I
not rightly understand this exposition, but I understand the passage

and

of

&quot;

Bomans in quite a different sense. In the
we must remark that it is not said of the heathen Ev-

in the Epistle to the
first

place,

:

rov vofiov rypaTTTov ev r.
TO epyov TOV vofjiov ypaTTTov ev /c.r.A.

Sei/cvvvTai,

TOV vo/uov rypairTov ev
text of our passage
the law of God is

mits

sin, is

is

T.
Kap&amp;gt;.

brought

&quot;

Further, epyov in the con
the course of action by which

He who

without positive law com
law to ruin this is the

also without positive

thesis so far as concerns the

the question

avTwv.

anything but

fulfilled.&quot;

/capB. avr. ; also not, evSeuc.
;
but, evSettevwrcu TO ep&amp;lt;yov

heathen world

not whether a law

;

for the real point of

heard, but whether
the supplement, which establishes and
justifies alike the cnroXovvTai, as applying to the heathen, and the
But in what way we are to
KpidrjcrovTai as applying to the Jews.
it

is

is,

carried out

:

that

exists, or

is

is

conceive the az/o^oj? a7ro\ovvTai of the

heathen,

is

shown and
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confirmed by that self-judgment which the heathen exercise on them
also will at some future day
selves, and according to which they
be judged by God (ver. 16). Of this self-judgment vers. 14, 15

What

meant by these words, that the heathen, without
do by nature the things of the positive law
(VO/JLOV),
shown
by the explanatory sentence, ver. 15 (omj/es).
(rov vo}jbov\ is
The positive law is the accuser and judge accuser and judge are
the heathen to themselves, in the testimony of their conscience and
The
in the thoughts, which accuse or else excuse one another.
heathen, when they by nature do that which belongs to the positive
treat.

is

having a law

:

And when
law, without having a law, are a law unto themselves.
their conscience bears testimony, and the thoughts accuse or else
excuse one another, they show that the work of the positive law
stands written in their hearts.

The work

of the positive law,

how

accuse and judge.
In their hearts they accuse and
ever,
themselves
thereby showing, that what is the work of the
judge
is
law
engraven in their hearts. He who so understands
positive
is

to

and it seems to me it must be so understood neither
the passage
regards TO epyov rov vo^ov as that course of action by which the law
nor the ypctTTTov ev rcus KapBtcus as a commandment of
The time and circumstances
law engraven on the human heart.
in which God will put His law into our mind, and write it in our

is fulfilled,

hearts, belong to the fulfilling of the promise (comp. Jer. xxxi. 33;

Heb. viii. 10).
Of a decalogue engraven ineffaceably on the
hearts of the heathen, no more trace is to be found in the passage
of the Epistle to the Romans, than in the history of the heathen
Just as little
world, especially in what concerns the first table.
does this passage in Eomans serve to explain the origin and the
nature of conscience. For now, for the first time, the question
How is it that the human heart, under the
justly presents itself
:

testimony of conscience, and the mutual accusing and excusing of
its
thoughts, comes to do that which belongs to the positive law,
namely, to pronounce on itself a righteous judgment ? Whence is
that engraven on the heart, which
comes
positive divine law ?

How

is

otherwise only a work of the

that those, in whose hearts the
law of God is not written, do by nature what belongs to the law,
and are a law unto themselves ? To all these questions the passage
in

Romans, when

it

rightly understood, gives NO answer.
of the Lutheran Church says

The Confession

(4)
ratio seu naturalis intellectus

scintillulam reliquam habet,

hominis obscuram aliquam

quod

sit

Deus,

&quot;

:

Humana

notitiaB illius

et particulam

aliquam

(Rom. i. 19 ff.). We name the spirit, in so far as it
moral and religious consciousness, conscience. The faculty of

legis
is
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tenet&quot;

human knowledge (TO Trvev/Jia olSe, 1
who wishes to understand the nature

Cor.

ii.

11)

is

the

spirit.

must

He

have
factum
of
the
that
understood
Everything, however, quod
spirit.
is understood not in the light of its existence, but
et natum
in that of its origin.
Man, consisting of body and soul, is now
of conscience,

first

&quot;

est,&quot;

But by procreation the substance of
originated by procreation.
human nature is only so perpetuated, as in the beginning it came
into being, not by human generation, but by divine creative act,
and divine creative ordinance (see Claudian. Mamerc. i. 23). That
corporeal nature which is perpetuated by bodily generation, never
loses or falsifies its original source, by virtue of which God did not
create it directly from Himself, but took it from the earth, made it
by means of that earth which He Himself had first made. And
the spirit, which is also perpetuated by generation, never loses
or falsifies its original source, by virtue of which God, without
any intermediate means, created the spirit from Himself, and made
it the vital factor of the
earthly body, and thus, by means of a
existence
taken
from
a creature condition, and a spiritual
bodily
existence formed in the state of a creature, made man a living soul
(Gen. ii. 7 1 Cor. xv.). It holds good in a much more striking
manner of the soul than of the body, a Deo factus, a Deo datus.
The immediate character of its created origin from God, is that
element which belongs especially to the spirit,
principale, divinum
;

&quot;

et proprie

atque germanum,
the human spirit implanted in the
spirit

which

is

naturale.&quot;

life

With this characteristic is
of the human race; and that

perpetuated and which enters into every individual

existence never loses
its first

God.

its
peculiar essence,
namely, that of being in
a
creature
created
most immediately from
origin
substance,
Omnem autem hominis in utero serendi, struendi, fingendi

&quot;

paraturam aliqua utique j otestas divines voluntatis ministra moduVis animae, in qua
latur, quamcunque ilia rationem agitare sortita.
)

naturalia peculia consita retinentur, salvo substantial
modulo, quo a
cum
carne
primordio inflata est, paulatim
producitur
(Tertull. de
&quot;

anima, c. 37). The traces of this origin may indeed be obscured,
but cannot be altogether blotted out. God stands in so marked a
relation of creative Fatherhood to the human
that even to the
spirit,

most degenerate child

ment

that

is,

the presentiment must
It remains still, and manifests

to the spirit in its greatest estrange

still

belong,

itself

Tov

&amp;lt;yap

even in the

KOI yevos

fierce hate in

ea/tez/

!

which
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I.

blas

phemes the nobility of a divine race, and takes pleasure in placing
Nosti dum odisti&quot; And this
himself on a level with the brutes.
&quot;

presentiment remains so much the more, from the fact that even
fallen man is, without being aware of it, supported by a nearness
of God which preserves the bond of that primeval authorship of
our spiritual life, although too often man does not in any way seek
after it.
It is to the human race, not to nature, to which it has
been falsely transferred, that the saying applies In God we live,
and move, and have our being. And not because we live, etc. in
God are we a divine race but because we are a divine race do
we live and move in God, who is not far from any one of
that is to say, God Himself supports the creature of His hand,
His work that man should be able
places it not once only as
to think, to speak, to act, and effect anything,&quot; but does not allow
him to depart from that vital connection in which the conscious
ness, when he seeks after it, can be attained, that the thinking,
speaking, acting, and working of the spirit rests on a power which
springs not from a nature void of God, but from a God whom
:

;

&quot;

us,&quot;

&quot;

the Scriptures call the Father of spirits (Heb. xii. 9).
When I
named the spirit as organized for the intercourse of

previously

God

and of us with God, and viewed it as an actual
relation, it was not my intention that a continuous speak
of
in us, and the like, should be thereby understood.
God
ing
It is a vital connection which man must first comprehend in
with

us,

mutual

presentiment, thought, or word, but could not do so without that
connection.
The last and deepest root of the spirit is the root of
conscience
if the
continue to be a
spirit were not and did not
:

spirit derived from God, it could neither comprehend,
conceive of God.
This is asserted by one who was the

feel,

nor

first

and

most decided opponent of every sort of Creationism of every
heavenly, divine, transmundane origin of the human soul and

human

Inest et bonum animse illud principale, illud diviiium atque germanum, et proprie naturale. Quod enim a Deo est,
non tarn exstinguitur, quam obumbratur. Potest enim obumbrari,
&quot;

spirit.

Sic et
quia non est Deus, exstingui non potest, quia a Deo est.
divinitas animge in
conscientia
et
bono
ex
priori,
prsesagia erumpit
Dei in testimonium
Deus bonus est, Deus viclet, et Deo
prodit
data
&quot;Minim, si a Deo
(Tertull. de animd, 41).
novit
novit.
?
divinare
data
Tarn
a
si
homini,
est,
mirum, eum, quo
Etiam circumventa ab adversario, meminit sni auctoris et bonitatis
:

commendo&quot;
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Sic mirum, si a
et decreti ejus et exitus sui et adversarii ipsius.
Deus suis dedit nosse. Sed qui ejusDeo data, eadem canit,
quaB

modi eruptiones animse non putavit doctrinam esse natures congenital
dicet potius, diventilatis
et ingenitse conscientice tacita commissa
:

in vulgus opinionibus, publicatarum literarom

sermo quam

litera, et prior

prior

homo

liber, et prior
&quot;

ipse

When

quam

philosophus et poeta

usum, jam

et quasi

Certe prior anima

vitium corroboratum taliter sermocinandi.

sensus

quam

quam

stilus,

et

(Id. de testimon. animce,

with the same eloquent witness, feel compelled to say,
6(
(Deus animam) de suo efflatu ad similitudinem suae vivacitatis
animavit&quot; (de resurrec. carnis, c. 9), by the similitude vivacitatis is
5).

I,

just this : that as God has life in Himself, so the spiritual
the soul springs originally from God, and, in truth, in a
sense in which it can be asserted of no other creature ; in such a

meant

life of

way, however, that not the spirit indeed, but its individual form of
existence, springs from man and the life of his race.
By virtue
of this relation, to which

Jamblich

we may

justly apply an expression of

Lutheran dogmatic divines,
already quoted by
Seov KOI Trvevparas, or ^L^?, the last factor of the
the

s,

&quot;

&quot;

(7v/ji7r\o/tr)

God or of conscience, is really God, not
are probably to understand what the abbot
Jo. Raytu, in S. Joannis Scholast. Climacem Scholia (in the second
half of the sixth century), intends when he says,
Conscientia est
is
spirit that

man.

In

cognizant of

this sense

we

&quot;

scintilla divini

or

luminis in homine condito subseminata in primordio

;&quot;

when

Petr. Cellensis, lib. de conscientia (twelfth century), called
conscience a &quot;creatrix imago in imagine creata.&quot;
In the same

sense I

when he

must

at the present

day agree with Joh. Wessel,
the
Aristotelian
scholastic definition of
protests against
still

conscience by intellectus, conscientia, synteresis (as

it

prevailed espe

had been so developed by Thomas Aquinas, and is
ever and anon brought forward in the compendiums of Catholic theo

cially after

it

as, for example, in Gury, Hgehnlein, and others), and when
he designates conscience according to its deepest root and its most
Non animse potentiam aut naturalem habitum
peculiar essence
animal, sed magis inspiratum spiraculum vitae divinitus et divinam

logians

&quot;

:

turn voluntatis turn
intelligentise assistentiam
(Jo. Wessel, farrago
rer. theol de
The proposition would be false
provident. Dei, c. 11).
only if we were obliged to imagine the naturalis animce habitus
&quot;

For precisely on the naturalis animce habitus
absolutely excluded.
everything in the manifestation of conscience depends and on it
hinges, whether the natural man, ever according to the harmony or
;
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the discord of his spirit with the ultimate Origin of the existence
and the life of the spirit, feels his conscience as approval and admo
nition, or as reproof and warning, or as judgment ; and in the last
named case finds by experience also that the natural man can carry
who is a consuming fire (Heb.
about in the midst of his heart

Him

That man

can never yet have felt the torment of
29).
that
who
conscience,
nothing is here at play but the spirit
supposes
For this reason, however, quite irre
of man and his thoughts.
spective of the misunderstood passage in Romans, conscience is still

xii.

at least

from being man s consciousness of a law within him. It has
indeed also this form, but it is not totally comprised therein.
And
it
man
s
is that
well for us
spirit has not been bound down as by a
far

natural necessity to the stone of

&quot;

that letter

which

For on

kills.&quot;

very account, and from no other ground, can Luther say of
This same bride and queen shall remain of right
conscience

this

&quot;

:

unspotted and undefiled by the law, but be kept unmoved and pure
for her right, her only and true Bridegroom, Christ.&quot;
How would
that be possible if man s conscience consisted of an indissoluble
connection of the spirit with a law ineffaceably engraven on the
See Anastasius Sinaita, ibid. p. 606 ff.
spirit ?

mere words, but in the nature of the
the idea and the consciousness of the unconditioned

(5) Not, however, in the

thing

itself,

good coincides with that of God (good is in Gothic gods, middlehigh-German guot ; God is in Gothic Goth, middle-high-German
The unconditioned good, however, presupposes the uncon
Got).
ditioned true.
For the true, when conceived of ontologically, and
not noetically, is the being consistent with self and the good is in
;

If I, therefore, name
self-consistency, the being self-sufficing.
this the unconditioned
and
can
I
true,
only derive it from a
good

this

consciousness of the unconditioned dwelling in me.
For in the
alike
of
own
that
of
the
state
and
of
whole
experience
world, I
my

never find

self-sufncino;
O being
O nowhere do I
and absolute goodness, but everywhere
only relative truth and relative goodness, in which a being which
has fallen into discord with itself, and
lacking contentment, has
this self-consistent,/

;
7

perceive this absolute truth

only a share.

know

and good,

be a reflex either of

tive

Ego

If, in spite of this, I
this consciousness cannot

or of the objective world, but

unconditioned essence in

named

my

spirit itself.

of an unconditioned true

my

the &quot;incommutabilis et vera veritatis aeternitas infra

mutabilem&quot;

(Conf.

vii.

17, 23).

I

know

objec

must be a reflex of the
This is what Augustine

of this truth

mentem

and goodness
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something placed above me, nay also as of something testi
and struggling Ego is
fying against me, by which my changing
as by the Source of all life, and is attracted thereby as
supported,
by a goal of its being. In this sense, what Simplicius says is right
as of

(Comment, in Epict. Enchirid. i. 1, p. 5), ravra yap eanv ev KOI
/cal @eo?, and when he calls this one thing that
dpvriy KOI d&amp;lt;ya0ov,

And

ov Travra lateral, ov irdwra dvareiveTai.

in

comparison with

the relative good it is the consciousness of a highest good, which
under all circumstances is inherent in our thoughts of God. u Hoc

Deum

omnes

consentiunt esse, quod ceteris rebus omnibus ante(Augustin, de doctr. Christ, c. 6). But considered in itself,

ponunt&quot;

God is the consciousness of the absolutely
The dK^Oeia is TO ^VWCTTOV rov &eov (Rom. i. 18,

the consciousness of

and good.

true

19).
good, the acceptable, and the perfect, is TO Oekrjfia rov Qeov
(Eom. xii. 2). The predicate good, Christ bids us give to none
but God (rl fie epcoras -rrepl dyaOov Els earlv 6 dyados, Matt. xix.

The

;

And

anything good in a derived sense, it is so only
a creature of God, as descending
O from
above (/crtoy-ta @eov, avwOev /carafialvov, 1 Tim. iv. 4 ; Jas. i. 17),
and stands and has maintained itself in the same relation in which
17).
so far as

it

there

if

is

manifests

itself as

was created for God (e avrov /cal Si avrov teal els avrov ra
Rom. xi. 36 ; comp. Col. i. 16).
Quia fecisti nos ad te,
Domine, inquietum est cor nostrum, donee requiescat in
(August.
it

&quot;

Trdvra,

te&quot;

Conf.

i.

(Gregor.

M.

9.

ilium suspensa est anima nostra, a
quo formata
moral, xxvi. 16).

*

&quot;Ad

1).

/3.

The way

The Form of

the Manifestation

of Conscience.

which conscience may manifest itself depends on
other grounds than those which are given in the essence of it. The
mere development of the human consciousness implies, that even in
in

the case of a perfectly normal relation, conscience cannot possibly
be reflected in like manner at the different stages of its develop

ment, or with the different kinds and degrees of the spiritual
And then in the personal Ego of the man, as well
receptivity (1).
as in his position towards the world, there is
implied a possibility that

he

may
he may

from other sources than conscience, that
or that other element with one or other of the

receive impulses
yield to this

forces of his spiritual

life,

and indeed

may make

this other

element
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movements
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measure, therefore, in

which

this
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I.

Exactly accord

life.

goes on,

man s

position

conscience changes, and therewith the manifestation

with respect to
of the latter in the

human

In

consciousness.

itself,

according to

God, would be be
the True and the Good,

its essence, conscience, as the consciousness of

yond contradiction the inbeing of God as
around which, as their centre, all the faculties of human nature
would revolve in yearning love. It would be in its working on my
self-consciousness,

my

being and

my

a consciousness of the dependence of
will on a higher being and will
but there would
it

is

true,

;

bond of the communion of our nature with God, a con

be, as a

sciousness of the unison of

above

me

Such, however,

(2).

the world

my

will with the divine will standing
it

no longer

is.

The language

of

before Christ knows nothing of a conscience which
man s consciousness such a relation of God to us, and

brought

to

of us to

God

and that which we

;

still

at the present day, in

com

mon

with Scripture, call conscience, does not manifest itself to us
as the consciousness of an undisturbed and perfect communion with

God.
There even,

feel this approval as

which I think,

by

where our conscience approves of us, we
one which holds good in this or that matter,

in cases

will, or do,

but not in our whole conduct.

life in
&quot;

God

virtue of conscience, of a life in

virtue of this same conscience, that

thou

God.
shalt,&quot;

my

Conscience holds before

;

I know,

I know, however, by
not merged in this

life is

me

the

demand

of

God

in a

which has not the significance of setting before

me

the divine will objectively, but rather of making clear the
apostasy
my own will from the divine. It is predominantly in the form

of

of accusation and self- judgment that conscience manifests

itself in

our experience and in this, with reason, the ante-Christian world
also found the chief
import of conscience. This position of con
can
science, however,
only be explained by some superinduced but
;

now

habitual peculiarity of
of conscience (3).

human

nature,

and not by the essence

(1) We hold fast, in what follows, to the distinction which
must be made between the objective
reality which lies at the root
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and the consciousness which springs from this root.
it reveals in every form a
depend
ence of the human spirit upon God, resting on a causal relation.
But the form in which it manifests itself is accidental ; that is to
itself felt in my self-consciousness,
say, the way in which it makes
whether -it be as a foreboding or as knowledge, whether it be as
impulse or as remorse, whether it be as a yea or as a nay, and the
like.
Conscience is no formulated codex, but an informal, substan
It is the same
tial relation of God to our spirit, and the converse.
the same in him who yields to it,
in the child as in the old man
but always according to the degree of the
as in him who resists it
of conscience,

It

essential to conscience, that

is

;

natural development or the ethical position attained by the indi
Conscience is, as
vidual, it manifests and reveals itself differently.
the fathers of the church justly remark, an CL^VKTOV, aSeKaarov,
It is, as Chrysosfyei evSov 6KO0TO? TO &amp;lt;rweto?, tcav JJUT] ftovXtjrcu.

tom

says, a Kplcris rov /ca\ov.

But how

&quot;

the voice of the crier

&quot;

makes itself felt in us, whether as a Kartfyopov or as a
whether as rapa^ij or as eixfrpocrvvr], whether as divinatio
all this is independent of what conscience in its
judiciu&ij
ia,

or as

essence

is.

A real,

(2)

human

spirit

substantial relation of dependence of the creaturely
that is the essential fact which, in the

upon God

phenomena of conscience, presents itself to the consciousness of
man. How that shaped itself in the primal man, we have natu

We

no facts of experience to enable us to decide.
can,
however, define it according to that which the apostle allows to
remain as a relation even of fallen man.
It is the relation of
rally

God s

(09

nearness
ov paKpav airo ez^o? e/cdarov
virdp^wv^ Acts
27) which nearness the apostle defines, on the side of man,
not as a task of approaching unto God, but as
living, and moving,
and having our being in God (xvii. 28). By virtue of this exist
ing relation God is near to us, and by virtue of the same existing

xvii.

;

we

are and continue a divine race
(70/05 vTrdp^ovre^ rov
The natural and adequate expression of this
29).
relation, in the reflex of our consciousness, cannot be otherwise
conceived, than that we are conscious of this relation as of one
relation

Oeovj

xvii.

For it is one that is, and has actually taken
actually existent.
place in us as creatures, not simply one that ought to be, and which
only exists in the will of God. When, therefore, one stopped at
this or that form of the manifestation of
conscience, and changed
the relation of our
to God which conditions conscience into
spirit

E
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for example, Origen lias already done, de Princip.
in this way the just view itself was

(as,

ed. Redepenn.),
p. 299,

Much more

lost sight of.

correctly says Tertullian

dos est.&quot;
primordio conscientia Dei&quot; (not legis Dei)
in
et
sumus
hoc
totum
testimonia
quo sumus
quod
&quot;

AnimsB a
Habet Deus
&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

i.

And

10).

even in reference to Rom.
is
legal, that

concerning the

festation of this consciousness,

and

&quot;

naturalis

&quot;

natura

(adv. Marcion,

where the question is
judging and judicial mani

to say,

ii.,

he correctly varies the terms
lex
(de coron. Milit. c. 6), and says in
&quot;

&quot;

legalis

another place (adv. Marcion, v. 13), &quot;Is Deus judicabit, cujus sunt
et ipsa natura,
et ipsa lex
(namely, the law of Israel),
quce legis
&quot;

&quot;

est instar ignorantibus legem&quot;
If, therefore, by virtue of our
natural consciousness in conscience, a feeling or judgment takes
are indeed, through the relation of God
possession of us, that we

and

to us

our

to

spirit,

a divine race, and

live,

and move, and have

our being in Him, but that in the movements of our spiritual
tendency toward God we do not show ourselves to be a divine race,

and move, and have our being in Him, but that
we ought to become or to be all this first, this is not the result of
that spiritual relation of our essence in which we originally, accord
and do not

live,

ing to the conscience-qualification of our spirit, stood to God, is
not the manifestation corresponding to the nature of our spirit as
conscience, but is the result of a depravation not originally belong
ing to conscience as such, but superinduced at a later period.
to explain the above stated
(3) It is quite in vain to attempt

manifestation of conscience from the nature of man, that

is,

the

nature inborn in him, divinely implanted and divinely willed. If,
according to the account of the creation in Genesis (ch. ii. 16, 17),
God took up His position over against man with His thou shalt&quot;
&quot;

and

thou shalt

we

self-evident, apply this to
cannot,
can
explain the original nature and contents of conscience.
at most conclude therefrom, that God from the beginning wished
&quot;

that

man

should

not,&quot;

know

yet

that he

it is

We

was not

left to his

conscience alone.

has
testifying of the will of the personal God to man in words
indeed no other form.
Conscience is, however, no personal testify

The

ing of the will of God, immanent in man. Man is not an incarnate
God. But such would be the consequence, if we should choose to

regard what

is narrated in Gen. ii.
16, 17 as simply the language
or the form of manifestation of conscience.

But

it

may

here be further said

:

The relation to God which
human spirit, by means

has been implanted in the essence of the
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are a divine race, and live, and move, and have
relation of the conscious
is, as a substantial

our being in Him,

same time the object of

the

at

spirit,

my

will.

And

since

not comprised entirely in this relation, I am thus
able to turn away, according as I will, from this one relation

man s

nature

is

of my nature, and to turn myself to another ; for I am not con
strained willingly to live, and move, and have my being in that
which belongs to my spirit, by virtue of its relation to God. Over

against this free disposition of man with respect to the tendency
of his will stands his relation to God, which is given in conscience

This is quite correct, if in speaking of this free dis
I
of a possibility of an apostasy of my will from
conceive
position
that which is my original and proper nature.
For there can, out of
as obligation.

the consciousness of

my original
by my own

self the requisition

and proper nature,
will to turn

arise in

my very
myself again to that

from which I strayed, and to restore that which was my original
nature.
But even this is by no means the question. The question
whether
the proper and original relation of my spirit to God
is,
consists in a requisition of which I am conscious, and addressed to

my

will, so

late of

that either this relation

God

to

this postulate.
But
exists neither as a

is

exhausted in a simple postu

only real so far as man by his will performs
what man is, as man of a divine race, that

me, or

is

simple divine postulate ; nor does man become
such simply by his performance of this postulate. And it is more
than a play upon words it is a confusion of ideas when I assert
that what man is, that he also
ought to be, in so far as this relation
of existence

is

also

one willed by God.

I denote the will of
tinct

from that

God
&quot;

&quot;

shall

For that

as the cause of

which

is

&quot;

shall,&quot;

by which

anything existing,

addressed to the will of

is

man

dis

as a

requisition to him to realize a relation.
True, I may say that, from
the relation in which I
to
a
divine
belong
race, and live, and move,

and have my being in God, under the
supposition of an apostasy of
from this relation, the requirement
may present itself to me,
that I should live, and move, and have
my being in God. But in

my will

itself this relation is

and

neither a divine postulate
only, nor simply one

by my human will.
From another point of view it may be also said, that
certainly
man in this relation is not actually such, but
only becoming such.
That which man, as man of a divine
race, is at the termination
fulfilled,

to

be

fulfilled

of his process of
development, presents itself to him during this
development as a &quot;shall,&quot; in the sense of a perfection not yet
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that can only be said with some show of reason
attribute to the innate and inborn conscience a nature

But

attained.

when we

does not possess. As if the spirit in the conscience bore the
man
Conscience is a
stereotyped image of the ethically perfect
ferment of ethical development, not a prototype of human ethical

which

it

!

By the force of conscience nothing presents itself to
but a permanent relation of dependence of my
consciousness
my
it mirrors itself in me as a relation of
If
on
God.
dependence
spirit
perfection.

am

in which I

to stand with

my

will,

and

if

I understand again

this, that this relation is one willed by
by
is the
then
God,
obligation as a claim on my will or a demand on
in its substance is will, now also conformably to
which
my spirit,

this

its

to

&quot;shall&quot;

not merely

nature to will in God, only possible

make

my

myself, as to

the nature of

my

my

its

independent of that which I

For a dependence

spirit.

stands by virtue of
quisition to

will,

when I have endeavoured

own

will to place

innate nature

is

in

which

never in

am by

my

itself

spirit

a re

myself in such a dependence.

Most untenable of

all was that opinion which appealed to the
which by the term sensualism a false notion
for
man,
corporeal
was all at once substituted, and saw in it that side of existence
which, as not being admitted into that union with God which
belongs to the human spirit as conscience, had in conscience that
with a force of necessity.&quot; For
opposition which works upon it
if we do not start from the
supposition of the extremest dualism, it

of

life

&quot;

how it should be the property of the
of man s earthly existence, to have,
substratum
divinely originated
as it were, an
independent tendency, a principle of life, which

is

absolutely inconceivable

should find
principle

When,

itself

opposition to a no less divinely established

in

con science.
therefore,

it is

asserted that, consistently with that which

holy Scripture declares to us concerning this relation in which man
by the nature of his spirit stands to Gocl, we are unable to explain

from this original and innate relation the inward form
which conscience now manifests itself, yet the demanding and

to ourselves

in

judicial position of conscience has not thereby lost its import for
s ethical
development, but has rather only rightly attained it.
is it at the same time the source of a
Hereby
just self-knowledge

man

in our present state.
does
Conscience, with its demanding
shall,&quot;
not portray to us a friendly light in whose
glow we might disport
ourselves (veritas lucens, in the sense of
Augustine), but it steps
&quot;

before us as a creditor before his debtor (veritas redarguens).

It is
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not perverted by the darkness
a light that shine tli in the darkness
shall&quot;
but
this
into a
shall,&quot;
asserting its form and authority
by
the darkness.
For that which I might feel as a higher
&quot;

&quot;

against
relation of

me, so as to love and

in
spiritual nature created

my

with the same natural affection as I love, nourish, and
cherish my own flesh, that I now feel as a power standing over me,
cherish

it

with a strange and ever binding presence. Not, however, that con
science, whether the will of man be conceived of as in unison with

God or in opposition to Him, explains to me the nature of the per
sonal will of God, as of a will superior to man s will, in a series of
requirements. Conscience is not such an interpreter of the personal

God or of the divine law. For this, God has already before
the fall adopted other means (Gen. ii. 16, 17).
But conscience
is the
of
so
that
this higher
and
man,
really
organized
spirit
shaped
will of

nature of the spirit if I do not in my per
allow myself to be carried along, swayed, and led by it in
comes upon me as a spiritual power of nature, of un
joy and love
satisfied hunger, of
disappointed longing, of violated shame, subdues

relation, innate in the

sonal

life

me by

its
power, and makes me to perceive the perverted emanci
of
pation
my personal life from the most peculiar and permanent
of
ground
my nature in the consciousness of unsatisfied higher

requirements, and accusations not to be gainsaid, and sorrowful
self-condemnation.
True it is, that man knows not from himself

what that peculiar nature

is.

Sine ulla divina ratione, said Cicero

even of conscience for this reason.

But, in truth,

man

experiences

which the thoughts accuse or else
excuse one another, as facts not of his spirit as merely self-defined
and appealing to itself, but of the spirit as bound by conscience to
a higher ground of life animce ad ilium
suspenscej a quo formata.
those inner ethical processes in

:

Therefore are the facts of conscience

also, in

spite of their indivi

dually modified forms of manifestation, not thoughts originated and
suggested in a purely individual way, but universal and universally

And

valid truths.
&quot;

applicable

:

to conscience also the

Veritas tua nee

omnium nostrum quos ad
biliter

ejus

words of Augustine are

mea est, nee illius aut illius, sed
communionem publice vocas, terri-

admonens

Nam

mur

ea.

sibi

proprie

communi

nos, ut earn nolimus habere privatam,
quisquis id quod in omnibus ad fruendum

vindicat,

et

quum

vult

esse

ne priveproponis,
est, a

quod omnium

propellitur ad sua, hoc est, a veritate ad mendacium&quot;

(Augustin. Confess,

xii.

25, 34).
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I.

respecting the Inclination

When

man, laid hold of by the power of conscience, sits in
on
himself, he carries out this judgment both in the
judgment
thoughts of his heart, and on the thoughts of his heart that is
;

the inmost personality of the man which forms the
subject (o icpivnv) as well as the object (o icpiOek) of the judicial
activity of conscience, as we have to look at it as the self-performed

to say,

it

is

act of the conscious

anima ad

man.

Just as the

Deum

spirit,

considered as con

the deepest and peculiar
svspen&a&quot;))
natural basis of man s ethical personality, in the same manner also
the reflective activity of man s spirit, when set in action by con
science

is

(&quot;

science, has reference to the direction of the will in the personality

man

not to this or that which man, in distinction
from his personality, may term nature, natural state, natural pecu
That also which man in individual
liarity, or natural life of man.

of the

himself,

cases desires, thinks, wills, or does,

subordinate object,

judgment

is, it

is

true, the occasion

and

not, however, the chief object of the reflective

The

of conscience.

chief object

is

the character of the

personal tendency, or the state of man s heart (1).
This state of the heart never appears, however, in the light of
conscience as identical with that goodness (/ca\6v) which we know
of

by virtue of conscience.

Conscience

is

never a consciousness of

a goodness of the heart, by virtue of which we might ourselves be
immutably like that immutable goodness of which we know. In
conscience
It

is

we know

at best only of a

has never

known how

to

speak of a purely good conscience, but just

much,, and still more, of an
names as the result of conscience
as

changeable state of our heart.

for this reason that the world,
independently of Christ, also

evil one.

The

apostle,

however,

in the self-consciousness of

man

only thoughts, which accuse or else excuse one another, and as the
result of the same before God never
speaks of our being void of

blame, but of our being inexcusable before God.

For our object,
for the exposition of the
premises of Christian ethics, it is there
fore of no further importance to
inquire in which way and to what

i.e.
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which developes itself under the
degree the ethical life of man,
sway of natural conscience, shows elements of harmony along with
elements of opposition to conscience. For the Christian this forms
no part of

his experience,

and revelation furnishes nothing more

But the

history of the development of the
a more cultivated perception
with
nations,
of conscience, winds up with a universal condition, which they
find objectionable according to the testimony of their conscience

concerning

explicit

it.

among whom we meet

itself (2).

The

that
principal point remains this,

man

in his conscience

is

aware of a contradiction in which he, according to his personal
tendency, stands in disunion with himself and the conscience of his

And

spirit.

man

that

as in

no case either Scripture or experience testifies
by virtue of it, to do away

able in his conscience, or

is

with this disunion, we must name this contradiction habitual, be
cause though at times it may be made to cease, yet ever again it
reappears, and is never eradicated. Furthermore, if such a relation
is

not conceivable without an inclination of

verted from that good of which

then

shall

we

mands and

aim of

in conscience,

also find in conscience, with its ever
recurring

But

de

Ego with

life,

conscience an impulse and capability
man, to subordinate the individual and

finally, if in

given to the spirit of

personal

personality per

accusations, the testimony to a habitually evil personal

inclination.

were

man s

we become aware

its

then the

relations to itself
evil inclination

and the world

to a

can only consist in

higher
this,

in

seeking in the individual Ego, and its relations to itself and the
world, the highest aim of life, and in wishing to make this predomi
nantly or exclusively the centre of human life and endeavour
(3).

This
it

is

makes no

life

the evil inclination as testified to
essential difference

or world-life

may form

which

by conscience, and

side or relation of the EO-QO

this central
point.

For every

incli

nation to displace, to subvert, or to subordinate to other ends, that
relation of the highest end of life of which man, by the
agency of
conscience,

has an inborn perception, must be called hostile to

conscience,

and consequently

hostile to

conscience, in accordance with

its

God, or

evil (4).

nature, offers to

man

Since

the pos-
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it shows itself in this its
acquiring a knowledge of this,
conceivable effect on man, as a preparatory school in which he

sibility of

may

learn what Christ requires of him,

namely, to hate his

own

soul, or himself (5).

of conscience, as a preparatory
position and import
estimated
in the same measure as we
be
will
teacher,
justly
only
observe and fix down in their mutual relations alike that
(1)

The

accurately

in reference to ourselves, and the
presents objectively to us
this
in which it brings
objectively before our consciousness

which

it

way
when under the operation of conscience. As to what regards
in the first place, keep steadily in view, that
last, we must,
and

the
the

of our spirit are just as organi
in
our
as
formed
spirit
impulse, instinct, and the like, as in our
cally
is a
Conscience
predisposition of our spirit, which no man
body.

relations of the existence

life

summon up in himself, or acquire
and
the like.
It is an inborn impulse
by learning,
by
a power and faculty of its action
and as a natural
of our spirit
our
natural
of
it is at once an
and
faculty
spirit,
object and
quality
can by an

effort of his

own

will

practice or

;

a potency of the self-conscious, self-active personality. Conscience,
therefore, when it determines us, works in no other way than this,

we by virtue of this faculty stand in the relation to ourselves
That is to say, the critical ethical power
of determining ourselves.
is innate in our
reveals itself in us always as
conscience)
(which

that

self-criticism, first of all in the sense, that in thoughts,

flowed out of our

which have

we

spirit,
place ourselves in a sifting relation to
ourselves.
the
Here, however,
thoughts, as they form themselvesin us as reminiscences of the workings of conscience, and can be

summoned up and imagined by

ourselves by the imaginative power
must
be
carefully distinguished from those thoughts
memory,
which are the immediate reflex of the working of conscience in our
self-consciousness, the first and truest prototype of all human ethical

of

is this,

The

characteristic feature of the thoughts of conscience
that they are thoughts which arise without the intervention

judgment.

any process of thinking, not thoughts derived from other thoughts
but thoughts (Xo^tcryu-o/, comp. Rom. ii. 15) which
are the most immediate impress of a personal spiritual sensation,
and bear the stamp, not of a derived certainty, but of an immediate
self-conviction.
So indeed must it be, provided conscience be not
of

(&amp;lt;7uXXo7icryu,ot),

a relation of ourselves to

God

effected

by the operation of our owa
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thoughts, not a formula of our conduct toward

God

with which

impregnated, but a simple natural determination of the
spirit
human spirit (which constitutes the person), by virtue of which the
in its original relation as a spirit derived from God, forms the
our

is

spirit,

human personality. For that which precedes all
discursive thinking, as an immediately given relation of the spirit,

natural ground of
is

also primarily discovered

and

not through reflections, but

felt,

And
through immediate consciousness, as a fact of experience.
that which is a natural determination of the spirit, which conditions
and supports the personality, is felt as a relation of the person in
For this reason Scripture
the inmost recesses of the personality.
calls that which is excited in us by means of conscience, and which

we do by means
(Rom.

ii.

15).

of conscience, a something written on the heart
the working of conscience is just for this reason

And

a working of the heart, the judgment of conscience, the judgment
of the heart (?; /capita /caTa&amp;lt;yiva&amp;gt;o-tcei,, 1 John iii. 20), because the

working of conscience lays hold of the totality of our personal life,
and makes its force actually felt from that centre of the personality
in which feeling and knowledge and all capabilities and powers of
the personal life form an undivided unity.
Not less is the object to which the working of conscience is
directed, and to which the right investigation of conscience applies,
the personal state of

man s

When

the apostle says,
I
know nothing by myself&quot; (1 Cor. iv. 4), he points in what follows
in the clearest manner to that which is here the
question, since he
heart.

&quot;

speaks of that God who in His own time will make manifest the
counsels of the heart (ras {3ovXas rwv KapSiMV, ver.
And this
5).
very thing denotes that direction of the conscience which corre

sponds to

its

nature.

The

criticism of a false

moral reflection upon

ourselves keeps clinging to individual
expressions of our tendency
of heart. It criticises this or that lust, this or that deed, and never
reaches to the knowledge which Christ reveals to us in the words :

Out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, forni
the
cations, thefts, false witness, blasphemies&quot; (Matt. xv. 19).
contrary, we stop at the several spheres of relation of human life
&quot;

On

which the corrupt state of the heart reveals itself, and hold the
domain of this manifestation as the root of all
Thus

in

corruption.

we bring

charge against human nature, or ascribe entirely to
external circumstances and relations, what is the fault and aberra
tion of the heart and of the
personal tendency, and even perhaps
in this

as a

way

find

an excuse for

&quot;

the

heart.&quot;

And

yet the ex-
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pression for the varying forms of corrupt lusts, as to their root, is
lusts of the heart&quot; (eTriOvfjiiai, TWV
concentrated in the word
&quot;

lusts of men&quot; (avOpooTrcov linQv^iai^ 1 Pet.
i.
24),
fcapSiwv, Rom.
iv. 2), as the mark of the lust of the individual and personal man
&quot;

concentrated on himself, in opposition to his impulse toward God,
or to the divine will standing over against him.
of conscience against man, and on the
(2) On the testimony
inexcusableness of man before God, compare the already cited

passage Rom. ii. 15 with i. 20. The whole result, even in refer
ence to those of whom it is said that they know the testimony of
conscience, and are by nature a law unto themselves, comes to this,
that all are under the dominion of sin (TTCLVTCIS vfi afjuaprlav elvai,

Rom.

iii.

9).

When

it

is

said,

that in the

word of revelation we have no

precise testimony as to the way and as to the degree in which
the ethical life of man, which developes itself under the natural
conscience, exhibits elements of agreement as well as of discord

more

with conscience, our chief object thereby was to guard against the
false application of Rom. vii. to this question.
The connection of

down by the apostle has again very
been
the
made
subject of a comprehensive and circum
recently
the statements there laid

by Delitzsch (System of Biblical Psychology, pp.
320-340 [pp. 433-459 of Clark s translation]). When he there
there is no section of the Bible which affords
justly says, that
spect exposition

&quot;

a deeper insight into the inner state of the regenerate

Rom. vii. in connection with ch.
that we are wrong to apply the
characteristic of

man under

man

than

follows simply from this,
declaration of the apostle as a

viii.,&quot;

it

the influence of his inner conscience.

Since, however, the above-cited section of Romans must hereafter
be brought under discussion, this is not the place to go more deeply
into it.
Only it may be as well to repeat what follows, in order to

We

it to remembrance.
must guard against identifying
those facts of experience which we observe in ourselves and others,
and which we call workings of conscience, with those which we

bring

perhaps find in the pre-Christian world as testimonies of con
science (vid.
Let a man only represent to himself
7, note (4)).
the involuntarv results of the hearing
of the divine word,/ and of
ZD

may

i/

We

the receiving of Christian baptism, and so forth.
should accu
rately analyze, too, the testimony of the pre-Christian world, in

order to avoid stamping the traditions of the schools of philosophy
religious doctrines and the like, without further inquiry, as

and of
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testimonies of conscience (vid.
However, as to what
7, note (4)).
concerns the testimony of the pre-Christian world against itself,
12.
Only in reference to these it must
compare afterwards at
be borne in mind, that they are isolated voices, and that we can

by no means assert that the pre-Christian world had, by virtue
of conscience, a just and universal perception that their whole
That it is just as little to the purpose to
condition was blameable.
imagine, as the result of conscience, a consciousness of righteousness
before God, to say nothing of a being righteous before God, will,
as being superfluous, scarcely need to be explained more exactly.
No one surely will again appeal in earnest to the history of

Cornelius (Acts
that this

had been

x.).

Even

if

the fact were not to be dwelt upon,

man

appears to have been affected by the revelation that
given to Israel, and to have forsaken the worship of the

gods (vers.

2, 22, 33), this at

righteousness, as

it

forgiveness of sins.

any rate would be a rare instance of

required for

But

if

its

perfection the baptism of the
read, that this man felt him

we here

impelled to pray to God, and to the exercise of benevolence
towards the people of Israel, and that the state of his heart was
self

well-pleasing to God, and appeared to the apostle to be such that
he judged him worthy of baptism, it does not follow from this, that
we are to call this state of mind righteousness before God, nor this
disposition of mind the effect of conscience, in such a sense as we
attribute conscience even to the heathen unaffected by the word of

God.

The whole history,
we should learn how

surely,

is

related to us, merely in order

the Apostle Peter received the know
that
not
from
Israel, but also from the heathen world,
ledge,
only
some were attracted to the kingdom of grace in Christ, and that
that

God did not regard the person, that is to say, his position in this or
that people, but only the heart, that felt itself moved to
prayer,
and to the fear of God, and to the performance of works of right
eousness.
might be justified in calling the last a working of

We

conscience, if the history did not attribute to Cornelius a
ledge of the God of Israel, in a way which did not

know

spring from

conscience.
(3) When we say that in his conscience man becomes conscious
of a perverted
tendency of his personality , this is just that essential
point in which the present natural condition of man differs from
that opposition and dissension of
which, according to the apostle

(Rom.

vii.),

selfish in its

the Christian also

is

conscious.

It

is

the

propensity to live for itself, to seek its

Ego become

own,

to strive
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by the lusts of the
In the words of the

their

own

desire

their

suffices perfectly to indicate the perversity of this

lusts

pro
pensity (Kara ras 18 las e4ri0vpia$, 2 Tim. iv. 3, 2 Pet. iii. 2, Judo
16, 18
comp. 5, note (8) at the end). This state of personal aim
determined by an habitual propensity, or the selfish man, as per
;

verted from that higher tendency which is innate in his spirit
natural
man
(irvevua), we might with the apostle also call the
&quot;

&quot;

(i/rir^/eo?),

although indeed this word, in the passages bearing upon

this subject, indicates primarily the apostasy of the selfish man from
the Spirit of God (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 14, Jude 19, tyw%iKol, 7rvev/ua /./,?)
or as predicate of a wisdom proceeding from man s own

e^o^re?;

spirit,

Jas.

side

iii.

For the

14).

avrov ev

side with eVi/yeto?

by

TOJ KOO-JJLM

&quot;

natural

&quot;

and

voty ia

Sa^oi/tooo?;?,

man

TOVTW in opposition

is

just o

$i\wv TIJV
(John xii. 25).
and
propensity
tendency is
to o fjiiawv

this perversion of personal selfish
again not to be derived from an abstract, non-existing,

Only

pure

Ego

of

man

5, note (4)), but from that Ego which, being under
(comp.
the influence of man s own corrupt nature as well as of a corrupt
state of the world, follows not the higher impulse of the spirit,

self-gratification in the corruption and vanity of this
existence.
But neither the corrupt nature, which is
transitory

but seeks

its

man s own
(TTCLV

TO ev

(adp%), nor the corrupt world standing over against
KOCT/JLM,

ru&amp;gt;

rj

liriQvf&ta rrjs crap/cos,

fcal
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ETriQv/jiia

it

T&V

aka^oveia TOV /3lov, 1 John ii. 16), would suffice
in itself to drive man to a dissension with his better knowledge,
o / if
he did not at the same time know both as the object of his own
o(b6dXjjiMV KOI

TI

as the coveted means of his selfish gratifica
i.
14)
from
the
tion, perverted
higher impulse of the spirit. This is what
conscience testifies to man, since it accuses simply ourselves, not
something in us, or on us, or outside of us, and reveals to us that our

inclination (Jas.

Ego, our heart, our personality,

lies in

discord with itself; while

the thoughts of our conscience, springing from our heart, sit in
judgment on the lusts of our heart, and hold up before us the fact
that is, we ourselves, in our personal propensity
are
a
of
whose
we
have
nevertheless
an
following
tendency
corruption
conviction
in
is
the
tenor
our
conscience.
Such
equally personal

that our hearts

according to Scripture of the declaration of conscience, when man
It is a testimony
his conscience.

knows nothing but himself and

to the deepest personal
disunion,

which

in its inmost significance

77
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man

himself, without the aid of revelation,

and which in

this its deepest

import

is

unable to understand,
be made clear at a

will first

So much for those who long to return
future day (Rom. ii. 16).
to the pure state of man under the guidance of his conscience, and
who understand neither w hat they say nor what they wish for.
r

(4)

KOI

When

7ri6vfjLiai&amp;gt;j

1 Pet.

eTTiOvfjiiai,

same

Scripture at one time speaks of worldly lusts
Tit. ii. 12), and at another of fleshly lusts
i.

14), these are but appellations of one and the
according to the domain in which this pro

selfish propensity,

pensity
ATOCTyLtft)

is

KOi

indigenous, and out of which
K ToC KOCTfjiOV, 1 John U. 16

For the

T?y? c-apKos).

world becomes
pensity meets
aapiavoS)

my
it,

Rom.

vii.

,

by

my Ego

its

SO also

lust of the flesh as well

lust only

and

takes

it

V

impulses (eV rw
K
T7] (Tap/cl KOL

as the lust of the

means, that my personal pro
becomes a fleshly (or carnal, eyo)
this

14) or a worldly Ego.

The Ego,

to

which

all

in obedience to the higher impulse of the spirit is un
palatable, seeks its gratification in that sweet slavery (SovXevew
C7rt#u/uat5 KOI rjSovals Trot/aXcu?, Tit. iii. 3), in which the higher

dominion

element (ra

John

ava), Col.

iii.

1,

2) subjects itself to the lower (TO, KCLTCD,

23), in order to escape the bitter contest in a self-pleas
fallacious peace.
Conscience disturbs the fallacious

viii.

ing and
peace,
without being able to restore the true peace. The heart, which has
fallen into discord with itself, cannot do this.
Beyond this limit
conscience cannot reach (vid.

11).

But what

is

of importance in

the testimony of conscience, is not the perception of the manifold
character of those relations or attractions into which our
personal
propensity enters, not the perception of the individual cases in

which we are conscious of

this in

our

own actual

life

;

but

this,

that

neither those various allurements nor those individual cases would

have been

possible, if

proceed, and

if

by

&quot;

out of the heart

&quot;

wicked thoughts did not

virtue of this state of the heart the

life

had not

become, instead of %fjv ev @ew, a ZTJV ev TOVTOIS &j a ep^erai 97 0/3777
TOV Oeov.
life of corruption precedes all corrupt conduct; all
of
the
corruption
tendency of our life rests upon a corruption in
the tendency of our heart.
That is the declaration of the heart s

A

testimony in conscience against the lusts and thoughts of the heart.
And for this reason the apostle also declares in so pointed and
striking a manner of the condition of man before his conversion

through Christ, and of his walking in sin: eV 0^9
ore eV;re eV rot/rot? (Col. iii.
7).
In what sense conscience of itself
brings about in
,

man

a con-
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sciousness of an evil propensity of heart, cannot be so easily deter
If we are unable to attribute to conscience alone a distinct

mined.

consciousness of God, or a consciousness of the explicit will of God ;
manifestation in us resolves itself into that which the apostle

if its

says, that the

thoughts

would be advisable

to

among each

remain

other accuse each other, etc., it
with the fact, that conscience

satisfied

in itself brings about for man the consciousness of an evil pro
dwelling in him in the form of an internal discord, which

pensity
robs man

s

consists

namely, hostility to the living

heart of peace.

For

that in which wickedness properly
God supposes an antece

dent consciousness of God, as factor or factors of which I nowhere

named in Scripture. The potency of this
in the organization of the human
indeed
perception
spirit.
it
is
Where, however,
actually present, there Scripture everywhere
find conscience alone
lies

points to other factors besides, which exist outside of
this

also

must be brought prominently forward

in

man.

And

order not to

overrate the importance of conscience.
(5) It is indisputable that traces of such a working of con
science are to be found in the history of nations.
Quis enim,&quot;
&quot;

non in hoc magnitudinem ingenii sui concitavit,
consensum humani generis tendentis ad vitia?&quot; And to
the testimony of the poets respecting that sin in which all are
involved, he adds: &quot;Fugiendum ergo, et in se redeundum est, imo
etiam a se recedendwn
(Natur. qucest. iv. pnef.). The displicentia
which
the
same
author
calls e/ectus vitii (de tranquilL an. 2), is,
sui,
on the other hand, nothing else but the working of that conscience,
which Seneca is equally well aware of. Yet, according to the
&quot;

says Seneca,
detestatus

&quot;

history of the world before Christ, the energy of conscience expires
in manifold conceits concerning the manner in which it lies in man s

nature (Tre^vKore? afjuaprdveiv) to sin ; and conscience shows itself
indeed as a thorn against a state of perfect lethargy, but nowhere
as a life-giving
So much is the nature of man organized
light.
with the tendency to find his peace and salvation in nothing that

belongs to his nature in its highest relations.
Compare, moreover,
on the testimony of conscience to the all-prevailing propensity to
according to the Greeks, in Nagelsbach (Die nachhomerische
Theologie des griech. Volksglaubens, vi. 3 ff.).

sin,
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The Testimony of Conscience
the Will

S.

to the

from the analysis of conscience, and

If,

Powerlessness of

its

manifestation in

results as to the character of the personal ten

man, a conclusion

dency of the heart of

by conscience, there follows

as testified

man,

Whether man, so far as
thence naturally the further question
nothing else is to be regarded than his inclination and conscience,
:

possesses the power,

ban.

Here

it

by

and

his will

freedom, of breaking this

its

must be premised, that we must distinguish the will
from the will as an act (actus, motus). For our

as a substance

question, the will as substance of the spirit does not

come

into con

that is to say, in the sense in which the existing man is
a
necessarily
willing, knowing, sensitive being, and the like.
rather
with the self-determining will, or the impulse of
have to do
the will per accidens, turning towards this or that object or end,
sideration

;

We

Of

with will in the concrete.
will in its actual

nature

is

the last the fact holds good, that the
not free in the way that it should be

able to will independently of the quality of the

not free in the sense, as

if

with

its

human Ego

of the will for this or that end, an ethical quality of the will

supposed
asserted,

;

but that with the freedom of the will nothing
except

that

the

willing

directed to a definite object,

man,

limited

is

For where the

proper inclination.

5)

(

;

freedom, as such, a disposition

his

in

is

were
to

be

concrete willing

by nothing but

his

own

inclination ceases to be the

determining reason of the act of willing, there enters a compulsory
force ; but forced will is no longer free-will (1).
In opposition to
this compulsion, conscience itself testifies to the freedom of the

human

will, since it

reckons to

to, and equally whether it
is bad or to what is
good.

The

man

man s

account whatever

it testifies

attests that his willing is directed to

question consequently

that he has a free will.

is

not,

whether conscience

This indeed

is

what

testifies to

by it under
Whether con

testified

Rather
this the question
science bears testimony to this, that the will of man, not because
all

is

circumstances (2).

free,

but because

it is

is

a power, by which

:

man

it

can make himself

THE NATURAL STATE OF HUMAN
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I.

the object of his willing energy, renders him capable of overcoming
the selfish direction of his heart s desires, and gives him the power
to

change the

by

We might
in the

conformity with that which he perceives

latter to a

his conscience to be

good and

true.

now conceive this possible in the same way as it lies
man to overcome propensities which are rooted in

power of

the domain of the body, through the exercise of a will directed to
the body, in a system of corporeal asceticism, and finally to make
acceptable to himself that to which before every inclination was

But here

averse.

that with the

the bodily

the

at the

same determination

life is entirely

so
spirit,

now

power exercised

must

certainly be supposed,

of nature

by which a sphere of

same time

it

subjected to the exercise of the

also the spirit should

But

by the will.

be submitted to

in this the question

In what, then, the power of the will lies,
substance of the will itself. Enough, however we

unsolved

power of
the same

:

remains

still

if

not in the

may

imagine

and such things
It has
o have been imagined.
o
been conceived, after the analogy of the relation in which the

things
o of this kind

;

willing spirit stands to a part of the bodily
tion

may

exist, in

which the willing

spirit

life,

that another rela

stands to

itself

;

and an

unlimited power over the ethical tendency of the spirit has been at
a cheap rate theoretically attributed to the will in the abstract.

Whether

this,

must be decided not by
which are testified of every

is

however,

correct,

theory, but

by those life-experiences
where by conscience. If this testimony is true, it is at the same
time a witness against all theories which attribute to man s will the
power of overcoming the

way

that

man, by

conscience

knows

his

own

holds before

tendency of the heart, in such a
inclination alone, wills that which his

selfish

him

as

a requisition.

For conscience

just as little of such a conformity of the actual

human

will

with conscience, as of a conformity of the inclination of the heart,
which conditions the free-will, with the dictates of conscience. The
testimony of conscience contradicts also that other falsity, with
w hich man deceives himself, and supposes that one is conscious in
r

one

s self,

partly of a discord, partly of a conformity of the will

with conscience.

The moral

personality does not permit itself to
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be thus divided, and conscience does not allow itself to be imposed
and
will which is only half good is simply not a good will
on.

A

;

in the particular impulses of will struggling with each other, no
power of the will over the evil inclination, but a weakness thereof,

no freedom

be able to

to

The testimony

light.

what

good unconditionally, but a
comes to

is

of conscience consoles

no man on account of

men

that they are not good (3).
in
the inner discontent and
in the light of conscience, (I mean,

his half goodness,

And

will

in this very respect, a latent bondage,

want of freedom

want of peace,)

but

it

shows

to all

appears as a delusion,

this also

when man dreams

and strengthening the power of his good will in
this way, that contrary to his own inclination, and thus properly
his will, he O
against
eives to his external actions that form in which
O
of demonstrating

&quot;

they carry on their face the appearance of good, or of that which is
For these have only the form and
indicated as good by conscience.

shape

On

(//,o/3$ft)&amp;lt;7t?),

not the essence and the

the contrary, this

reality, of

mere external show

of

good

good

actions.

actions,

which

does not correspond to the inclination of the heart, shows only the
will, and the powerlessness of the will to break the

want of a good

For that which, in the domain
perverted inclination of the heart.
of morals or in the testimony of the willing personality and of the
undivided man, is not done from the ground of the heart and with
the whole soul (compare
5, note (8)),
of the approval of conscience (4).

We

can perhaps,

true, call

it is

it

is

not good, nor the object

in individual cases a

working
man, alarmed by his conscience,
actions the appearance and form of being the fruit of

of conscience, in the sense that

gives to his

a conscientious inclination of the heart.

than that depraved will wherein

man

wills

That

this will is better

and does the very con

which conscience holds up to him, is not to be denied.
But that which is better than depraved is not yet on that account
trary to that

It is an endeavour
good, and least of all proof of a free good will.
to constrain one s self to that which one has no inclination to
will,

in such a

of a will

form that one gives to the outward action the appearance
filled with and conditioned
by the desire of good. In this

procedure

is

shown,

it is

true, the

power of the

will over the exter-
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nal behaviour of man, but not a power of

man s

tendencies of

By

heart.

tlie will
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I.

over the proper
indeed de

man may

such actions

ceive his fellow-men, but not his

LIFE.

Conscience in

conscience.

the heart brings a charge rather against the heart, that that heart
is

man

not in what

does.

conscience follows us in

So long, however, as this happens (and
this manner our whole life
through), so

long does it remain absurd and an internal contradiction, to speak
of a free will directed towards what is good, while its own inclina
tion

averse from

is

In order

it.

know whether my

to

the selfish inclination of

my

will

is

heart,

it is

moment

whether I do and can do that which bears on
goodness, but whether
do that which of itself
that

whether

to say,

is

I,
is

to

powerful enough

of no

its

crush

to investigate

face the form of

out of a good and willing heart, will and
good, and remains good also in

I, in willing

and doing what

my willing;
good, seek

is

not myself, but that good which the voice of conscience admonishes
of, in opposition to the selfish tendency of my own heart.

me

And

Conscience says, No.

power

man the
The reason

here conscience denies to

of overcoming the selfish dictates of the heart.

very simple. That which is to subdue me, must be more power
ful than I.
This, however, I cannot find in myself, nor in that

is

which

is

mine own

myself, in

my

Him

I can only find it out of myself, and above
to whom I belong.
And towards this the voice of
;

conscience draws

Opposed

me

(5).

to this stands the desire of the will to free itself

from

the dictates of conscience, the displeasure at the feeling of knowing
one s self bound by conscience, the hankering of the Ego to find its
pleasure in that which is not approved by conscience, and the in
All this
a new heart.&quot;
ability of the human will to give to man
is attested to us as a fact of
itself.
conscience
experience by
&quot;

(1)

man

The

question which arises from the selfish inclination of

testified of

by conscience,

is

this

:

whether

\ve

ought

to

regard

this inclination as a natural
necessity in the sense that man suffers
it
like
the sensations of corporeal want in
involuntarily, perhaps

hunger,
without

thirst,
first

and the

like.

getting for one

No
s self

explanation of this can be given
beforehand a clear idea of that
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A

and free-will.
part of what has
But here, above
5.
has already been discussed in
the
mind
that
it
in
must
be
borne
all things,
analogy of corporeal
the
for
forward
was
instincts
purpose of illustrating a
only brought
which we

call inclination, will,

reference to this

false conception.
this case exists

For, in point of fact, not the slightest analogy in
with that which is called selfish desire. It is no

if we understand by nature the original and
It is not connected with
established
divinely
organization of man.
the natural difference of our nature as consisting of body and soul,
nor with the different natural relations of our Ego to this its two

natural determination,

fold natural constitution.

The

selfish inclination

in this or in that, but in all the relations of the

and

shows

Ego

itself

not

to its nature,

world which stands over against the Ego. Nothing,
that
man has in himself as his nature, or over against
however,
himself as the world or the earthly nature, is the point from which
to the

the selfish inclination developes itself and has its home.
It has its
root and its throne in the inmost recesses of the individual person
ality, whose nature is an object of experience to every man, and, at
the same time, an object of the accusation of conscience in the case

of those

As

who

to

are willing to listen to conscience.
will in itself, or the assertion that

what regards the

a being that

man

the organization of his spirit,
constitutes its essence, without which wr e cannot conceive of the
spirit at all, and the question cannot be of an inclination to will or
is

not to

It

will.

wills, this

is

lies

in

a natural necessity of the

human

spirit to

know

and

to will, or to set
But it
objectively before itself and to strive.
is not so with that
which
is
directed
to a
knowledge
consciously
definite object, and as little is it so with the actual will when con

This willing, when it is actual
sciously turned to a definite end.
and free willing, is not to be conceived of without inclination,
whether its exercise may be directed to an acquisition in
knowledge
or to the taking part in an action.
This has long ago been recog
nised and expressed.
In reference to the substance of the spirit as

knowing and

willing, Claudian. Mamerc. remarks (de stain anima},
under
the heading,
24)
Quod non est aliud anima, aliud
vel
cum
haec eadem una sit anima,&quot;
voluntas,
memoria, cogitatio

lib.

i.

c.

&quot;

as follows

&quot;

enirn cogitat, accidens ejus
(anima?) est ; subHoc
de
volantate
quse cogitat.
equidem
agnoscas.
sicut tota anima
cogitatio est, ita anima tota voluntas est&quot; etc.
:

Quod

stantia vero

Nam
In

this

sense Jo.

77/o-T. lib.

ii.

c.

Damascenus

distinguishes (e/cSoo-t? TT}? op6o$o%.
22, p. 189, ed. Lequien) 6e\r)(7i&amp;lt;; and /Bov^a^, and
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I.

Sum/u? rov

The first is voluntas, the second
TI OeXijcris.
the sense of Thomas Aquinas.
And of the

same author

&quot;

says,

Ipse motus voluntatis est inclinatio

aliquid, et ideo sicut dicitur aliquid naturale, quia est
inclinationem naturae, ita aliquid dicitur voluntarium,

qusedam in

secundum
quia est secundum inclinationem
art.

qu. 82,
6k\eiv,

This

1).

2 Cor.

viii.

voltmtatis&quot;

(Summa

theol.

Th.

i.

the disposition to will (rj irpoOvfjuia rov
and
forms the opposite to the concep
11),
is

Hsec coactionis necessitas,&quot; says
omnino repugnat voluntati. Nam hoc dicimus
And what
esse violentum, quod est contra inclinationem
has been taught in relation to this from the beginning is briefly
indicated by Jo. Bonaventura (breviloq. lib. ii. cap. 9) in the
tion of a necessitas coactionis.

Thomas Aquinas,

&quot;

&quot;

rei.&quot;

&quot;

words,
and the

Hoc

est

de natura voluntatis, ut nultatenus possit cogi

;&quot;

Lutheran dogmatic theologian Gerhard mentions, as
the harmonious acknowledgment of Christendom, that
libertas
a coactione, qua lit, ut non possit voluntas cogi ad faciendum
&quot;

aliquid contra

suam

It is this negative

inclinationem.&quot;

which we, in reference

judgment

to the inclination to will this or that, wish

keep in view. But what, then, is meant by inclination of
we be able to take our stand merely upon pure will ?
It does not indeed belong to the substance of the will to be deter
first

will ?

to

l

Shall

mined by

this or that inclination, that is to say, by the impulse of
in
any certain direction. Furthermore, there exists no ab
liking
self-determined
will.
The will is dependent on the quality
stract

of the Ego
and the Ego is, by the nature of its spirit, at the same
moment knowing and willing. Of a self-conscious inclination we
cannot speak at all, without w e keep in view the totality of the
;

r

knowing and willing at the same time. When the will,
some determinate object, with the possible conception of
several objects higher or lower, which is given in the natural cir
cumstances of the man himself, was called choice, and the power
of choosing was spoken of, one looked for this rightly, not in the
man,

as

directed to

What has been said
be
in
the words of Hildemay
briefly comprised
bert of Tours (tract. Theol. c. 29)
Liberum arbitrium consistit
in duabus, scilicet in voluntate et ratione.
Liberum namque dici
tur quantum ad voluntatem, arbitrium quantum ad rationem.&quot;
voluntas alone, but in the liberum arbitrium.

about this subject

&quot;

:

Compare, in

earlier times, Pet.

subsequently

Lombard. Summa

Thomas Aquinas, Summa

dist.

theol. p.

ii.

24,

c. 3e,

and

qu. 1, art. 1.
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I would wish certainly to use, in place of ratio, in order that we
should not exclusively think of ratiocinatio, rather the term intelIcctus

;

but with this reservation, (which I shall immediately explain

more fully,) will that inclination also,
ment of the will towards anything,

as

it is

called

up by the move

rest just as much on a dis
in this sense we may call a ratio

criminating consciousness, (which
on a yearning will, which does not yet partake of a
consciousness of an end, and thus both in common upon an appecollativa,) as

titus intellectivus.

poseless will.

The

For
will

conceived purely as will, is blind, pur
strives after a purpose and an object

will,

which

conscious will. In knowledge man realizes that which he can, in
the exercise of will, lay hold of as a purpose and object of his will.
is

Whether

this object

which

is

present to his knowledge becomes

really also the object of the will, depends upon the relation in which
the object which is present as an end stands to that which funda

mentally moves the will as a motive to the loving desire of the man.
For this there exists only one form, namely this, that the foresaid
is
present to the consciousness of the man as something good
(bonum), and its attainment as happiness (beatitudo), no matter
whether this consciousness wears the form of imagination, of re
The proposition remains true under all cir
flection, and the like.

object

cumstances

:

Voluntas in nikil potest tendere nisi sub rations boni.

Let us now apply

this to the selfish

tendency.

Its natural basis

of all in the experience, by virtue of which the individual
knows
its will as individual self-will ; then further in
spirit
this,
that it knows the relation of the will to the individual
Ego, as one
lies first

present

to

himself, so

by

become objectively present
desire, since to

man

knowledge man is objectively
knowledge the Ego can
the will. It becomes the object of

As

of the relations of this will.

in

virtue of this
to

this his individual existence, its
preservation

and

satisfaction in the attainment of those ends as
they lie in the
sphere of the Ego-life, appear as something good, and as happiness.

Thus

far the perverted inclination of the will, which is
opposed to
This comes rather with that expe
nature, is not yet supposed.

by virtue of which the individual man becomes aware that
Ego (which belong no less to his nature) to a
universal existence standing outside of himself, and to a
higher
nature which is placed above him, include in them ends whose
rience,

those relations of the

pursuit
nation.

Man

is

impossible for the

In

wills,

this discipline

Ego

without the discipline of subordi
is not felt to be the sweet,

the good

however, that what

is

sweet should be the good.

Thus

3G
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the position of the Ego becomes self-perverted in the exaltation of
the Ego over everything which is called non-Ego ; and that which

we name

selfish desire, is not, in fact,

an affection which we

suffer,

but a continually recurring, actual contraposition of our Ego
against all the relations of our nature, which do not promise ad

vantage to the individual Ego, and are not comprised in its grati
The selfish direction is an actus personce, not an affectio
fication.
natural, contra naturam.

a tendency, because these acts of the
refractory Ego habitually recur, wherever in the relations of our
nature something presents itself to us as an end, which can only be
It

is

The selfish tendency is
mere
no
calamity arising from a corruption of our
consequently
the
factor
which continually corrupts that nature.
is
but
nature,
For we selfish men not merely suffer from a corruption of our
nature, but are, as such, also the actual corrupters of our nature.
This is proved by conscience, which accuses of crime the man who
reached by the subordination of the Ego.

lives for himself.

A

Whence, then, does
question of quite another sort is this
the universal ascendency of this propensity arise ?
is it found
all men without
in
? and on what
existing
exception
grounds does
:

Why

which conscience testifies to the individual, as a testimony
which recurs to all, point to a propensity lording it over the human
race ?
It is quite impossible to answer this question from the

that

experience of the individual. It extends far beyond this domain,
and far into the history of the human race, concerning which we

have no empirical consciousness, and no solution derived from con
science.
What Scripture testifies (especially Rom. v.) is unintelli
gible only to those who represent to themselves the first man as the
first human individual ; while he is that one in whom the human

species has its origin and its historical development, in such a sense
that in him is fashioned beforehand the type of the later species.

But

this innate
if

we

type would not be in
by our

did not ourselves,

all its

corruption our corrup

own

perverted personal pro
pensity (nostro arbitrio), show our esteem for what is corrupt, and
make it the object of our desire.
tion,

(2)

rum

In

this sense the older divines of

our church said

&quot;

:

Libe-

voluntarium sunt synonyma, ac voluntatem non liberam
est
dicere,
perinde ac si quis dicere velit calidum absque calore.&quot;
Anselm
so
Just
Quis ergo potest voluntatem dicere non esse
et

&quot;

:

liberam ...

si

nulla tentatio potest illam, nisi volentem, avertere a

11.]

rectitudine
lib.
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peccatum,

i.e.

ad volendum, quod non

(De

debet?&quot;

c. 5.)
9

(3)

acl

/2 7TW? irovripov ccrriv uvdpcaTTCDV Aliens TO (rvvoKov, says

tli

at

maxim recognised by the pre-Christian conscience. Suppose even
hold good in this form,
it were
permitted, which I cannot allow to
to regard the description in Bom. vii. as applying to man in his
to the testimonies of the
present condition, or to say, according
world before Christ, that man in his conscience has not only a per
to act according
ception of what is good, but also an inclination

thereto,

of him,

nay even, partly performed that which conscience requires
I would simply ask, in opposition to this, whether a man

ever quieted the qualms of his conscience in this way, when it
made itself heard in him? That which is said in reference to
the law of God, that he who will keep it, and fails in any one
ii.
10), applies
particular, is guilty of breaking the whole (Jas.
also in reference to the true goodness of the moral personality.
I just only in one respect will that which is not good, and

When
by

this will

do that which

is

evil,

there

is

thereby given simply

Much less still in such
the proof of a ruined moral personality.
manifestations does the isolated act merely come in question, as if
perhaps we could conclude from the one act that man possessed in
himself the freedom to will and to do what is good, and from the
other that he had the freedom to will and to do what is evil.
I
will allow the misapplied

term freedom

to stand here,

although in

means unhindered power, unhindered ability.
But when I assert of one and the same person that he wills and does
what is good, and he wills and does what is evil, this personality has
in no respect an unbroken freedom, an
unimpeded ability, an un
its

proper sense

it

limited power; but there is revealed in the man a
power of attrac
tion to the good, and a power of attraction to the evil; and as to his

own

personality, he stands between the two, powerless and incapable
of deciding unconditionally for the one or for the other.
He
as
not
the
lord
of
his
own
but
stands
on
the
one
appears
will,&quot;
&quot;

hand under the dominion of his conscience, like a slave who fears
for himself, and under the dominion of
sin, as a slave who loves
this master.
When Christ our Lord says, Verily, verily, I say
unto you, Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin
(John viii.
&quot;

&quot;

34) when, according to the apostle, even the conscience of the
Christian is still conscious of
being relatively sold under sin (irejrpafjbevov elvcu, Rom. vii. 14), it is thus not only a foregone conclusion
;

as to the condition of

man

outside of the
fellowship with

&quot;

the

Lord
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who maketh

free,&quot;
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but at the same time a fact attested by

man

I.

to his

conscience, that the will of man shows itself in the conduct of man
For God wills not
as not free to will in the way God would have it.

man

should serve two masters, or should will in opposite direc
and in the long run, man cannot do so without falling into a
love for the one, and into hatred against the other (Matt. vi. 24).
in the most general application what Paul
(4) It holds good
that

tions

;

eKGDv TOVTO Trpdo-cra),
says in reference to a definite relation : el
ix.
or
when
Peter
1
17
Cor.
;
/jLicrOov
requires of others that
%co,
&amp;lt;yap

what they have
as of constraint

to

do they should do cheerfully and willingly, not

aAA

1 Pet. v. 2).
of Canterbury says (de concordant, prescient.

(/JLT)

aVarymcrTco?,

e/coucrt o)?,

Anselm
cum lib. arbitr.

(5)
cet.

voluntas non

quasst. iii. c. 3) :
vult recte, nisi quia recta

&quot;

Dubium
est.

noil

Sicut

est,

Dei
quia

namque non

acutus visus, quia viclet acute, sed ideo videt acute, quia
acutus est ita voluntas non est recta, quia vult recte, sed recte

est

:

quoniam recta est. Dico, null am earn (volunt.) posse velle
rectitudinem, si non habet rectitudinem qua illam velit.&quot;
If, in
of
the
will
were
identical
with
the
freedom
of
will,
goodness
deed,
then all would be well.
Semper est autem in nobis voluntas
Aut enim a justitia libera est,
libera, sed non semper est bona.
mala
aut a peccato libera est,
servit
et
tune
est
quando
peccato,

vult,

&quot;

;

quando

servit justitise, et

arb.

15.

c.

tune

est

bona.&quot;

August, de

grat. et lib.

chief point is however this, that man from the
organized to seek the fountain of all goodness, and

The

beginning was

From
the goodness of the will also, not in himself, but in God.
this fountain the will, becoming selfish, has become estranged, and
from the channel of conscience

flies

12.

e.

The Darkening of

as a well of bitterness.

the Consciousness in regard to Conscience.

If conscience were a table of laws engraven on the heart of

which by a natural necessity mirrored
the

human

have
that

consciousness,

we might,

its full

man,

contents uniformly in

in accordance with

what we

men to be only such,
men the permanent consciousness
which man is incapable of overcoming

as yet explained, conceive the state of

we had

to

presuppose in

all

of an internal ethical discord,
by the effort of his will. But this

Another danger
is not the case.
near at hand, which again, it is true, must not of necessity occur
to every individual, but which not only may occur to individuals,

lies

12.]

DARKENING OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN REGARD TO CONSCIENCE.
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and actually does so, but even, according to Scripture and experience,
becomes the distinctive character of the condition of whole peoples.

There

is

given in the constitution of man,

knowing and willing being,
tion comes to be reflected in
a

who by

form

full

his nature is

mental percep

this element, that the

have a permanence in the subjective consciousness, only
proportion in which man turns himself with his will
perceives,

and preserves the

become conscious.
general, so far as

it

and

in the individual,

recollection of that of

same

in the

what he

to

which he has

This holds good of the mental perception in
has something else for its basis than the im

pressions of the senses, which operate

by a natural necessity on the

body.
good especially of everything which springs
me out of the nature of my spirit (which unconsciously to
It holds

full of matter,

and which builds up

win form and consistence
It

comes

no desire

to

to

no shape,

in

my

in
is

consciousness), in order to

my

subjective personal consciousness.

nothing of a permanent hold,

to say

up

me

if

I have

unformed thoughts which present them
shape, and to impress them upon my mind

to hold fast the

selves, to give

them

full

in durable recollection.

Quite in a peculiar manner
perceptions.

For from

its

this applies to conscience

organization

it is

and

its

destined to bring before

our consciousness our inmost being, in relations which concern the
whole spiritual man, and can only be understood in their full extent
in the

same measure

which

man

not only is willing to perceive,
but is ready to follow, the movement of the
spirit in a comprehen
sive examination of conscience.
And in order that we
take
in

may

our stand by that which we by virtue of conscience
perceive to be
above ourselves, our conscience exhibits to us the
image of our
spiritual ethical condition.

will this forgetfulness

the case of that

If

come

we

desire to forget this
image, then

to pass

even

much more

easily

than in

man who, having

seen his natural face in a glass,
of man he was (Jas. i. 24).
Now

straightway forgot what manner
since the image, as we behold it in the
conscience,
disagreeable, and to us an unwelcome one, there
not the desire to recollect

it,

is

an ill-favoured,
near at hand

lies

but that of forgetting

it

clination to meet, but that of
fleeing from, conscience.

not the in

In the same
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measure, therefore, in which we yield to that, and in which our
selfish heart fights shy of allowing itself to be punished by the spirit
of conscience, the sensitiveness of the soul decreases ; as also its
the testimony given by conscience, and
capability, by meditating on

by yielding to its warnings, to examine itself and its condition, and
to lay them to heart.
Nay, this can proceed to the extreme of a
of sensibility and of consciousness

loss

desires of the heart, with its thoughts

this

means, that the

its will,

sink entirely into

by

and

that which does not belong to conscience.
For then in appearance
of
conscience
to
our
evil
inclination ceases, while the
the opposition

proper condition of the heart

Against

this

danger no

is

one of apathy and callousness (1).
which

irresistible barrier is conceivable,

Out of the natural
given in the nature of man himself (2).
under
of
of
man
the
conscience
only a twofold
position
working
kind of need could arise First, a certainty, relieved from the vacil
is

:

lations

and disturbances of the human consciousness, concerning

the nature of that higher will affecting

which man

of that discord in

mony
ness

of his conscience.

knows

both,

is

to

man

;

secondly, a solution

finds himself according to the testi

In what manner the Christian conscious

be set forth in what follows.

And

first

of

we must show, how and in what manner the Christian arrives at
a consciousness of a divine law, which, in spite of all its connection
all

with the essence of conscience,
(1)
its

The whole

development

it

is

not

human

conscience.

spiritual nature of man is so constituted, that in
is
just as much conditioned by an inner law of

The per
being, as by the free, personal self-activity of man.
sonality of man is just as much receptivity as spontaneity. The soul
becomes aware of that which belongs to the spirit, only in the same
its

proportion in which it, which has a spiritual hearing, affords that
And the last depends on that heavy weight of incli
hearing.
&quot;

&quot;

nation or aversion which belongs to the soul.
tion for

what

Continuous inclina
and
perverted, perverts
corrupts even that faculty
the soul.
Those relations which the human spirit has
is

of hearing of
in conscience are, as divinely established, insubvertible.
But the
the
heart
s
of
its
For
is
subvertible.
soul,
faculty
preser
hearing,
vation is a matter of human fostering.
It is destroyed, as respects

conscience and

all

natural knowledge of God, through the conceit
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Rom. i. 22 ; (rofyia e
of self-wisdom (Qda-fcovres elvai
iii.
Jas.
15; ao$ia a-ap/ciKy, 2 Cor. i. 12 ; 1} crania rov
&vxiK)j,
1 Cor. ii. 5
i.
1
Cor.
avOpw20, iii. 19;
dvOpc&Trwv,
ic6a-/jiov,
rov
OVK eyvto o /cooyzo? Sia TTJS
1 Cor. ii. 13
&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;oi,

;

ero(f&amp;gt;ia

jrivrj (Todtla,

Qeov, 1 Cor

;

i.

21

iva

pcopbs ryeveo-0a&amp;gt;,
that love of man

&amp;lt;TO&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ia&amp;lt;S

el TI$ So/cet

;

cro&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o9

elvai ev vjuv ev raj alwvi

TOUT,

Self-wisdom is
iii.
18).
&amp;lt;yevr]T(U
cro^o?, 1 Cor.
for himself, in which it is repugnant to him to

of life, and happiness of life, anything
recognise as his highest end
else than that which man sets before him in the inclinations

and thoughts of his own heart. In self-wisdom man places in
himself the end of life, and seeks the means of its attainment, in
of conscience, exclusively
opposition to the monition and warning
in himself.
Self-wisdom is the negation of all higher wisdom, for
the reception of which, however, the spirit of man itself is organized:
is wise
it is the
(Rom. xvi.
negation of God, as of Him who alone
27,

Jucle 25)

above (Jas.

iii.

the negation of the wisdom which comes from
exalt
15); the negation of conscience which wishes to
;

the consciousness of

man

above the limits of the Ego, and which

convicts the Ego, while persevering in its egotism by the antago
nism of its thoughts, of folly. With this self-wisdom the heart

becomes

foolish

(Rom.

i.

the consciousness with

21)

;

with

respect to

it

commences the darkening of

conscience, which, by various
to that hardening of the heart

stages and degrees, finally leads
which the Apostle Paul describes as the prevailing condition of
nations (Eph. iv. 17-19).
This last-cited passage points, when compared with Rom. i. 18,
21, 28, to the phenomena and internal process of this darkening, in
a manner which is also applicable to the position of man in relation
to his conscience,

and deserves a more narrow examination.

For

the history of the heathen world is a type of that of the natural
heart of man, when it enters upon that process by which the man

hardens himself against the voice of his higher and better conscious
ness.
The heart is not by nature callous, nay, not even in the
It is not devoid of
present corrupt condition of the human race.
higher aspirations, nor does it want the capability of following them

The process of darkening begins with the keeping down of
a truth which dwells in man, and which presents itself to his
a keeping down by unrighteousness, or by an act of
consciousness,

out.

injustice

which one does

We

to this truth

(Kare^eiv ev doucta,

Rom.

i.

esteem this truth undeserving of being kept fast hold of in
our knowledge (ov So/cifjid^ovo-lv
e%eiv ev eV^z/oJcret, Rom. i. 28, the
18).
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and accordingly our own mind becomes

Rom.

worthless (yovs aSo/a/xo?,
this knowledge
O of no value

LIFE.

?

i.

And why

28).

Because

it

do we reckon

lowers the worth of

man

and the self-importance of
eyes, destroys the self-glory
rid
of
that
his self-wisdom ; and we wish to be
higher element

in his

own

&quot;

&quot;

to

And
glorifying and all thanks are applicable.
which
of
our
element
admonishes
us
in
spirit
higher

which alone
it

this

is

all

yet
conscience as the alone real, so that, torn away from its connection
with that, everything else that exists is valueless and unreal. In
the avoidance of this, which alone

what

is

real,

our thoughts

fall

away

Horn,
shadowy
and
ir.ind
become
our
itself
i.
foolish;
vain, nugatory,
21): they
foolish
and
iv.
TOV
is vain,
17 ;
^009, Eph.
(fjbaTcuoTrjs
nugatory,
of
the
the
remarks
the
word
excellent
on
Greeks
in
^curaiov
comp.
to

(/JLaraiov^eda ev rot? SiaXo^tcr^ot?

is

?^u,wi&amp;gt;,

Nagelsbach, NacJthomer. Tlieol. vi. 2, p. 321 ff.). This holds good
of the mind, the disposition, as the tendency of the knowing

and willing soul (yovs as in Rom. i. 28, xii. 2, etc.). The state
which is there represented is, on the side of knowledge, a darken
ing (ecrKOTLcrp^voi rf) Siavoia 6We9, Eph. iv. 18), seeing that the
is closed to the
perception of that higher
spiritual eye of the soul
truth.

It

is,

however, also at the same time an internal estrange

ment from the

life

which proceeds from God (aTr^XAoTptco/ic

z

ot TYJ$

0)779
eovy ibid.), since the desire of the will turns away from
For this state is not
those vital bonds which knit the soul to God.

TOV

that of an internal ignorance (ayvoia), so that the truth might not
yet at all have presented itself to the consciousness, or only as in
forgetfulness might have again become obliterated from it, but a

rr? tcap oias), in
hardening of the receptive personality
which one has become callous to the sting in his heart (a 7rr) \ yr)Ka)$) )
(nru&amp;gt;pu&amp;gt;cris

r

apathetic,

and thus

yields himself with his eyes

open

f

to the lusts of

Blindness of the spiritual eye goes hand in hand with
this
hardening of the heart ; compare the prophetic word in John
his heart.

xii.

xiii. 14, 15.
What is most shocking in this state is
taken subjectively, it becomes a certain truth, when such
asserts he feels no trace of conscience.

40, Matt.

this, that,

a

man

The

ancient world knew well this very condition, and Epictetus
moral petrifaction (aTroKiOcocn^). But he knows not the
central point from which it proceeds. And the difference of degree
which he draws between the
rov VOTJTIKOV as the less,
and the cnroXiGwcris TOV TrporpeTTTLfcou as the greater, is so far
calls it

aTro\i6u&amp;gt;o-i&amp;lt;$

untenable, as they mutually condition each other.

To

a

certain
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extent, however, he perceives this himself, since in the latter case
he calls the soul a tyv%rj ajroveKpovfjievr), and describes such a state

in the words

:

e/creTfji rjrai

TO

alSrj/Jiov

avTov KOI evTpeTTTLKov^

/cal

TO XoyiKov OVK tt7roTTyiM7TU aXX aTTOTeOripitoTai.
of the heart was,
(2) As already remarked, this hardening

according to the apostle, the state which characterized the prevailing
tendency of the whole of the then heathen world. The nations had
xiv. 16).
They were those of man s
of
the
heart was their result.
the
and
hardening
self-choosing,
with
its testimonies confirms the words of the
In
History
apostle.

followed their

own ways (Acts

the face of this twofold witness, it is absurd to talk of the possibility
of conceiving that any other result could have followed, so far as
men were concerned. But it is only right that that which charac
terizes the

whole condition of the fallen heathen world should not

necessarily be conceived as that of every individual in this assemblage
of nations. Exceptions are to be made of all those who w ere able to
r

And

recognise and

to deplore this universal corruption.
the testi
of such are not wanting in the history of the ancient world.

monies

The same

apostle attributes even to the heathen a natural capacity of
in
sitting
judgment upon themselves, and by this doing that which
to
the positive law of God.
This formed a barrier
belongs

against

the entire hardening of the heart

broken through.
free.

It did not

;

not, however,

one that could not be

And this barrier was still less a power of making
remove that inner discord which conscience reveals.

The

natural man, however, is never a
self-dependent, isolated
He
is
a
member
of
a
of
a
person.
family,
people ; and in all these
relations he is not only a child of
but
also a child of
nature,
history,
who in the course of his moral life is not merely left to himself, but
is conditioned
by historically established and firmly settled common

forms and rules of human life.
In this relation, again, it is not to
be denied that, among the nations who walked in their own
ways, an
element is found in the laws made by the
as well as in the re
state,

ligious traditions, which may be called
and exists as an objective barrier

an embodiment of conscience,

against the subjective degeneracv

what regards the laws of the state, Nagelsbach,
Nachhom. Theol. v. 53). In all these forms,
however, an element
of truth appears mixed with elements of
falsehood; and in the
(comp.

e.g.

as to

objective external forms of the moral consciousness

are stamped
the same dissension and
antagonism which we
meet with in the subject in man himself, as we have to think of
him in his present condition, when he finds himself thrown back
in their

own manner
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on nothing save on his conscience. Last of all, the whole barrier
which men erected in their laws and worship against moral de
generacy, crumbles down in the hands of those very parties for

whom

it

ought
it

to hold
is

Finally,
of the common

good (comp. sec. viii. in Niigelsbach, I.e.).
not to be denied that, in opposition to other sides

forms and rules of ethical life, as the heathen
world before Christ had developed them, there reacted a spirit
which, though in effect a spirit destructive of heathen religion and
morals, was yet in its essence also partly a spirit awakened by
a spirit of longing, of wrestling, and conflict to break
conscience,
the barrier which their walking in their own ways had brought

upon the races of men. Of
in that day to which
heathen world (Eom. ii. 16).

known
ever,

is

the greater part will only bo
forward the

this

also the apostle points

A

not unimportant element, how
which the world before Christ

obvious in the manifestations

wisdom
which moved a Tertullian
called love of

(&amp;lt;pi\oo-o&amp;lt;p{a).

What, however, could

to appeal

for

his testimony

it

be

against

paganism much rather to the simple, untaught consciousness of
the soul, as he supposes it to exist among the heathen of his own

The
day, than to the &quot;educated&quot; mind? (see De testlm. an. i.)
reason why Tertullian did so was simply this, that his clear and
sober judgment could not soar to the giddy height of the Christian
Alexandrian and Platonizing fathers of the church, so as to discern
in the development of the Hellenic philosophy a schoolmaster to
lead to Christ, or to forget, in the partial connection with the correct
truth, the difference of principle, the human
self-formed conceits of the philosophical schools.
The philosopher

knowledge of divine

could, like Cicero, bear testimony to the universal depravity

surrounded

man from youth up

which

but philosophy
was incapable of arresting the ever increasing stream of licentious
ness.
Philosophy was obliged to confess that we, while our spirit
is sick,
animus de se ipse
pronounce judgment upon ourselves
(Tuscul.

iii.

1)

;

(&quot;

quo judicatur, segrotet&quot;) but just as
at
the
same
the medicine which she offered
that
time,
strongly,
found no acceptance
animi medicina nee tarn desiderata, antequam inveiita, nee tarn culta, posteaquam cognita, nee tarn multis
turn judicat,

quum

id ipsum,

;

(&quot;

grata et probata, pluribus etiam suspecta et invisa,&quot; Tusc. iii. 1),
nay, that the philosophers did not even apply it to themselves
The ideal man of philosophy was even by its own
(ibid. ii. 4).

testimony nowhere to be found
Stoic discovered no

(see

Cic.

ibid.

ii.

22).

The

marked example anywhere, nay, not even
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a Stoic practically apply

criteria of

Bat perhaps it
19, 24 ff.).
this
not
conceived
this
said,
man,
ideally
may
conception
of a perfect philosopher, a means of sharpening the conscience ?
By no manner of means. The effect of the whole Grecian philo
ing his

precepts (Epictet. Diss.

ii.

Was

be

sophy was to weaken the conscience, owing

to its ignorance of the
source and magnitude of the evil, owing to its delusion concerning
the means of eradicating it, owing to its affectation of a height of
perfection w hich stands in opposition not only to the facts of our
T

corrupt nature, but to the fundamental conditions which belong to
true human nature.
Where this was not done, they turned that
which was actually existing into what was naturally and divinely

They knew not God,

justifiable.

in

whose mirror alone man can
have

arrive at correct self-knowledge. How, then, would
philosophy
been able to render conscience more healthfully acute, not to

speak
being able to deliver us from that discord of which conscience
convinces us ?

of

its

CHAPTER

II.

THE POSITIVE LAW.
13.

The Existence,

the

Nature, and the Import of the

Positive

THE
and
as a

Law.

inkling or the postulate of a divine law, standing above man,

ethically determining

and regulating

his will,

may

be described

But the

working of conscience

actual existence of such,
(1).
in its full manifestation before the
of
man, is not given in
eyes
conscience.
Such a self-explication of the divine will

the whole relations of

human

life,

is

found neither

in

touching
nor in

man

the natural organization
peculiar to him, nor in that of universal
nature, standing over against him, as the latter is antecedent to the
existence of

man, and the supporter of

of the divine will, should

it

Such a

it.

within the sphere of the historical existence of
act on

God s

part.

Out

self-explication

be actually present, can only come

of this sphere

it

man

as a historical

has no existence

;

for
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to the experience of all

men.

II.

This should

follow as the result of our previous investigations.
The question is therefore this, how the Christian consciousness

comes

to the

knowledge of

Christian consciousness,
is

s.uch

it is its

a positive divine law.
For the
connection with Christ which

vital

the guarantee to the Christian of the existence of an historical

divine law in the law given to the people of Israel, and which
unfolds to him as well the unity as the diversity of what he has in

the law, and what he has in Christ (2).
As, however, the law,
the
of
Christ, was calculated to be recog
appearance
already before
nised by man as a divine one, so now also the recognition of its

not only in the declaration of the incarnate One,
that it proceeds from God, but at the same time in the position
which this law occupies in respect to the requirements of the soul,
divine origin

as

lies

awakened by conscience, and seeking

law alone shows
education of the

itself as

human

for salvation.

part of a historical

race

and

For

this

in itself united

and

its
divinity is recognised in the
with the preceding, as with the
following historical manifestation of one and the same God, whose
;

essential connection of this fact

the completion and key of the whole revelation (3).
significance, however, of the declaration of God, promulgated

incarnation

The

is

and embodied

historically,

in words,

touching the nature of His

For the
will, as He wishes to have it fulfilled by men, is twofold.
undarkened conscience the law has the import of explaining, that
the human knowledge of which conscience is the medium has its
conscious of being at the
conformable to a divine will, which exists over and

essential position only in this, that

same time

also

it

is

external to the spirit of man.
For the darkened conscience, how
the
of
the law consists in its being a declaration
ever,
significance
of the divine will,
independent of
tion, applicable to

all,

and

human

available for

vacillation

all,

whose

and obscura

intelligibility is

by no means taken away by the darkening of conscience
(1)

From

(4).

the doctrine of conscience the reason becomes evident

the existence of a law, or of
legal determination, is in general
of no importance for ethics, unless a law exists in fact, whose exist

why

ence can be derived neither from the Ego-life nor the world-life,
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Only when such a law

is found, which has
there
accrues to con
from
which
causality,
science in its original nature the import of an unconditioned rule of
man s life, can it form a subject of consideration for ethics. The
necessity of a divine sanction for human legislation was therefore felt
also by the heathen world.
That ancient proposition of Heraclitus,

nor from conscience.

proceeded from the same

Tpefyovrat, yap nrdwres ol avOpwirivoi, vo^oi VITO evos rov Oeiov,
in this sense also serve as proof.
Nay more, the enlightened

mature

may

and
wisdom of the times of Cicero knew not how

(alternde)

human legislation than the order of the
world proceeding from the gods, in which ordaining power man
takes part, as possessing reason in common with God ; so that out
to find a firmer basis for

of this alone, not from the laws historically existing and the like,
the truth of the
of the
lex,&quot;
jus per se expetendurn et colendum,&quot; was to be derived.
Comp. De Legg. i. 7 with 15, 16, and
&quot;

&quot;

other passages, especially

hominum

ii.

4,

where

it

is

said

&quot;

:

Legem neque

ingeniis excogitatam, nee scitum aliquod esse populorum,

sed asternum quiddam, quod universum mundum
regeret, imperandi
prohibendique sapientia. Ita principem legem illam et ultimam

men tern
ex qua

esse dicebant,
ilia lex,

But

data.&quot;

quam

omnia ratione aut cogentis aut vetantis
dii

that lex vera

dei,

humano
et

generi dederunt, recte est lauprinceps, that ratio summi Jovis has,

however, no manifestation for the heathen world, but just again in
the recta ratio of the
The restoration
lawgiver, of the philosopher.
of the true law, therefore, is for
abandoned
man,
merely to himself,
a problem whose solution, it was
imagined, might possibly be found
in that fiction, which
framed
for themselves concerning the
they
nature of the mens, of the ratio hominis. But in the creative in

word-forming in the German language, all unconscious as
there are likewise shadowed forth the various factors of this

stinct of
it

is,

idea.

That which

lies before
time, as well as that which is histori
coming from ancient times, is right and law (Recht und
This is expressed by the old
Gesetz).
high-German ewa, root eu;
kindred in stem with csvum, aloov.
Comp. von Raumer, althochd.

cally valid, as

Spr. pp. 329, 330.
(2)

Christ

s

The commandment of the Old Testament is,
according to
word, the commandment of God (6eo? eVretXaro, Matt.

xv. 4; comp. TO
pyOev v/uv VTTO rov Seov, Matt. xxii. 31). And
just for this reason it cannot be broken ;
comp. Matt. v. 17.

Comp. vopos Kvpiov, Luke ii. 23 ff., 39
viii. 7.
The will of God in the form
;

25,

G

vofjio?

rov Seov,

of the law, that

Rom.
is

vii.

to say,
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forms at the same
prohibitions affecting men,
to
was
which
time the contrast to that
brought
pass through Christ.

of
f

O

commands and

%/W

teal 77 a\r)6eia SLCL Irjaov
$ia Mcovo-eo) ? eSoOrj, 77
This is said in that passage, to make
Xpicrrov e&amp;lt;yeveTo, John i. 17.
the disciples of the Lord had received out of
sense
in
what
plain
His fulness, and in truth, grace for grace. The fulness of divine
1

vo/j,os

truth was not yet suited to the previous revelation.
By Moses
God gave the law, the sum of requirements which the true God

From this requirement man receives nothing but
an indebtedness of performance. But from the fulness of Christ
he was to receive. For by Him came into the world the grace of
makes upon men.

God who gives exceeding abundantly (TrXouro? T?}? %api,TO$)
and herewith, the whole undivided truth of God, the necessity for
17.
which the law awakens and confirms. Compare afterwards,
the
confirmed
character
of
law
and
As
the
divine
of
Christ
(3)
so
also ought, according to His
the whole Old Testament revelation,
that

9

words, the Scriptures of the Old Testament, in their turn, divinely
His mission and divinity.
El yap eirurrevere Mwvo-fj,
eTnorrevere av e^iol, Trepl yap e/jiov eypatfrev, John v. 46; comp. with

to accredit

f/

v. 39.

Ort

Ma&amp;gt;t &amp;lt;7e&)5

KOI

Here

it is

;

also

Sel

Tr\r)pa&amp;gt;6r)vai,

Trdvra ra yeypaftfieva ev TCO

VOJJLM

e
Luke xxiv. 44.
Trpoffrrjrais Kal ^raKfJiol^ Trepl yaoO,
the essential connection of the historical manifesta

God upon which

mutual attestation rests and for this
was
only Jesus Christ who could remove
very reason, therefore,
the veil from the words of the Old Testament which rests upon
them (2 Cor. iii. 13, 16).
To the Christian consciousness, therefore, comes first of all,
through its genetic connection with Christ and the relation of Christ
to the words of the Old Testament covenant, the knowledge of a
law which has proceeded from God, and has been promulgated at a
fixed historical period.
Not, however, in the manner of an external
tions of

this

;

it

acknowledgment, in which, as it were, we only repeat after Christ
what He has said concerning the law of Israel, but in the way of
an inward satisfying of a moral and religious want. In order to
understand
such, at the

this,

we must

not,

law isolated from

however, stop at the law of Israel as
its real connection, but must take a

it in the
historical-organic position in which
That is the inseparable connection of the law
with the prophecy and promise of Israel. In this twofold position
Moses himself appears in the New Testament comp. John v. 46,

comprehensive view of
it

actually stands.

:

Luke

xxiv. 27, Acts

vii.

37, xxvi. 22, with

John

i.

17,

Eom.

v. 14,
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revelation, not for the revelation of a divine

law

And he who, impelled
longs the conscience-awakened man.
by such longing, becomes aware of the true position occupied by the
law of Israel, then learns from the bottom of his heart to say with

per

se,

&quot;

Christ,

Salvation
Pie

17, 24).

who

is

Jews

of the

does not

know

&quot;

(John iv. 22 ; comp. Rom. xi.
from living experience, pos

this

no perfect Christian consciousness.
things, namely, man must become aware of through the
a relation of God to him, and a relation of himself to
conscience,
The
God.
first, so far as it becomes known to us in conscience,
is a
permanent requisition on the part of God the second, a per
manent shortcoming on the part of man. Such a state of things
cannot be what God wills. The communion of God with us cannot
have for its object merely to reveal and to establish the defect of
our communion with Him and if He brings before us in our con
sesses

Two

;

;

science this

communion with Him

as the object of our life, this

cannot be for the mere purpose of letting us conceive that the
frustration of our life s object should be the only thing which God
will bestow upon us by the fact of this testimony of our conscience.

Conscience certainly impelled even the heathen world to fear, to a

yearning for change, and to prayers to their gods. The God who
in our conscience makes a demand upon us, will therefore reveal to
us our false relation to Him, which has become historically fixed
and now natural, as something which He will not have so, but

which we
that

man

If God, however, wishes
so have and so wish to have.
should abandon this false relation so historically fixed,
inconceivable that this His will should be made known

then

is

to us

by Himself only

it

in the

form of a

requisition.

That

is

to say,

communion with God is to appear to us as an
attainable end of life, then must this communion be equally that of
a God who makes demands, as of one who imparts (i.e. the needed

in other words

:

if this

That this relation, however, of God to the human race is as
grace).
old as the history of this race, is declared to us by one history alone,
that of Israel, which at no time

except in connection with promise

no place knows of law
nay, resting on the ground of

and

in

And Israel is the bearer of this
previous blessing and promise.
relation in such a way, that even, according to the express terms of
the revelation peculiar to this people, it should avail not alone for
This is the
the people of Israel, but for all nations of the earth.
Christian-ethical and inwardly necessary recognition of the his
itself on the basis of the fact
torically revealed law, as it developes
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of conscience, taken in connection with the history of the salvation
of the human race in Christ.
(4)

The

first

import of the

commandment appearing

in words,

and of the declarations of God given in words (Gen. ii. 16 ff.), is
this, that man should recognise the law of his spirit and his natural
inclinations not as an autonomy of his own spirit and his own nature,
but as ordained by God, and as the effects of the will of a personal
God standing over him. Man s conscience was intended to be a
But man struck
depository of divine command and prohibition.
out of his recollection these divine words, and his inclinations turned
towards that which God did not wish. And this took place in
those human beings whose species and nature were destined, as root
of the race, to set forth the nature and kind of the whole stem
throughout all its branches and ramifications out of themselves as
out of a root.

And

thus

it

was, that that aversion to call to

mind

which belongs to God, became the nature of the human race.
Conscience itself becomes a thorn to man against which he kicks, a
voice which he wills not to hear, or would wish to drown.
Nothing
that

of greater importance, as opposed to this tendency of the race,
than a law proceeding from God, not latent in the human spirit,
but a law of the divine will expressed in words.

is

When,

therefore, in spite of this,

we

shall not in

what follows

enter upon the contents of this law in its whole extent, this will
be chiefly from the reason, that what is peculiar to the moral con
sciousness of the Christian

is

given not in the law, but in Christ the

end and object of the law (reXo?
VO/AOV Xpicn-os, Rom. x. 4).
The analysis of the law of Israel, together with the whole position
&amp;lt;yap

of Israel, belongs to the preparatory teaching of the divine acts,
not to the characteristic of the existence and life of the Christian,

which root themselves in Christ.
law of Israel which conditions for

Therefore that element of the
all

time the moral consciousness

of Christians, is to be derived and understood not so much imme
diately from the law of Israel, as from Christ the fulfiller of the
law, as it is also objectively present to the Christian in Christ
in communion with Him.

and

If, consequently, in what follows, the question is of a position
under a law of God, the position indicated by God to Israel is not
hereby intended. For Israel was placed under law and promise.
But it is a position which Israel attempted arbitrarily to assume
and thus, while seeking after a law of righteousness, they failed to
;

attain to the

law of

God

in

its

true signification (or, according to
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the other reading, to a law of righteousness, which would have pro

duced righteousness), Rom.

ix.

31.

And

because throughout

all

times the temptation crept upon Christendom even to place itself
under law, we shall only have to point out in what follows, what

would be the import of that will of God revealing itself in the
form of a law, and making requisitions from man, and how far its
effect reaches, if we should have to think of man merely as placed
under a law of God, as we, however, have not so to think either of

And the firmer the
the children of Israel, much less of Christians.
conviction of the Christian that God is a lawgiver and judge, the
more deeply he

feels

what

the nature of the law that

is

&quot;

worketh

much

the more clearly and definitely must this his con
wrath,&quot;
sciousness stand up before him, that he may know why he shud
so

ders at

any attempt again to seek
and truth.&quot;
&quot;grace

in Christ either a

law or the law,

instead of

True

it

indeed, that conscience and law are not stages of
man has left behind him when he stands

is,

development which the

And

as a Christian in the faith.

we

this so

much

the

less,

the

less,

as

show

hereafter, the actual condition of the Christian is
in
that
life which is born of faith.
So far, however, as
comprised
he lives in faith, not only are conscience and law not against him,
shall

but he does not even stand under his conscience and law, and law
and conscience are not above him, but both live in him, and he lives
in both, but not

by

True

new

it is,

That

virtue either of conscience or of the law.

which the Christian finds peace and freedom,
from his own conscience nor from the divine laic.

in

is

derived neither

however, that in the Scriptures that principle of a

stands, whether we call it Christ,
or the spirit of life, or freedom, or faith, is also called a law (o
TOV XpLo-roVj Gal. vi. 2; o i^oyito? rov irvevjAaros TTJS &f)s ev
life in

Irjcrov,
z/o/&amp;lt;to9

which the Christian

Rom.

viii.

2

;

e\ev0ptas, ch.

vofjios
ii.

12

;

reXeto? rfjs

e^evOeptas, Jas.

1/0^09 TT/CTTCO)?,

Rom.

iii.

i.

27).

25

;

And

is that, which remains the task even of the Christian, in
called
general
keeping the commandments of God (rrfprjcris eVroXcoy
1
vii.
Cor.
Qeov,
19), but that specially which Christ gave and left

not only

behind

Him

is

time after time called a commandment, or

com

mandments, and indeed a new commandment (Kaivrj eWoX^, John
xiii. 34, 1 John ii. 8
comp. generally the whole of this epistle).
;

And

thus just here will be the proper place to investigate the
reason why, when we are speaking of a divine laAv, the law of
Christ also, the

commandment

of Christ, the law of the Spirit, or
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the law of faith, and so forth, are not drawn into the circle of
The question is indeed not settled in this way, by
inquiry.
our asserting, perhaps, in reference to those expressions of a z/oyu-o?
Xpio-Tov, and so forth, that this is only a figurative mode of speak
ing, arising out of a comparison with another vofjios mentioned at the

same time

(as in

Eom.

speak there of a law

27

viii. 2, iii.

;

Jas.

ii.

only in a certain sense,

12), so that

we could

and by way of com

For this mode of expression
occurs also where no parallel is drawn with another law (Gal. vi. 2
And the Christian knows and feels in his inmost man,
Jas. i. 25).
parison, or relatively and not literally.

;

But from our own language,
is
rightly and truly meant.
are convinced that the word law (Gesetz) does not always mean
the same thing, that is to say, that we thereby do not always
that this

we

understand a requisition made to

man from

without.

When

the

a law of sin,&quot; by this is
23, 25) speaks of
apostle (Rom.
meant that internal necessity which belongs to the nature of sin,
&quot;

vii.

by which, where it has its hold, it regularly works that of which the
The law of faith (Horn. iii. 27)
apostle had before made mention.
is not a law which demands faith, but a law which
belongs to the
nature of faith, by which regularly and necessarily all boasting on

man s part

is

excluded.

The law

of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus

power indwelling in the spirit of life by an
internal necessity, by virtue of which this spirit of life effects that
freedom which is there spoken of. That which James (ch. i. 25)
calls the perfect law of liberty, is nothing else than that New
Testament word of truth before mentioned by him (ver. 18), by
which we Christians are regenerated (a-Tre/a^o-e). Its perfectness

(Rom.

viii.

2)

is

that

consists just in this, that
activity, but

it

is

not merely the

norm

of free moral

the power thereof that it does not demand, but
this
freedom.
If we wish to be judged by this law of
produces
ii.
then
have
we so much the more necessity to
liberty (ch.
12),
is

;

inquire whether we have fulfilled the positive law of God, the
more the power of fulfilling the law which is awakened in us by

the

word

of truth surpasses the

demand

for the fulfilling of the

law (compare Wiesinger on both passages). Finally, Paul (Gal.
vi. 2) calls the mutual
bearing of each other s burdens the ful
Who he is who can fulfil it, was pre
filling of the law of Christ.
those who do not stand under the law, but who,
viously stated
led by the Spirit of God (ch. v.
18), live in the Spirit and walk in
the Spirit (ch. v. 25), and are therefore called
spiritual men (irvevl,

ch. vi. 1).

These

fulfil

the law of Christ in the mutual

13.]
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bearing of each other s burdens. It is not an isolated command of
Christ that is named or intended, but the law of Christ.
Ought
we to explain the expression &quot;law&quot; of Christ from an &quot;antithesis&quot;
of Christ with the law of the old covenant, of which we find no
Or if a definite commandment
trace in the immediate context ?
of Christ were meant, as

TOV vonov, not

John

e.g.

Is

rrjv evroKrfvl

it

xiii.
34, why is it called here
for this reason, perhaps, because

commandment

of love is the whole law ?
But Christ regards
not one, but two commandments, as including the whole law and
and the mutual bearing of burdens
the prophets (Matt. xxii. 40)
is the fulfilling of only one side of that love which Christ
requires,

that

;

not the fulfilment of the

commandment

in its entirety.

I imagine,

however, that I take quite a correct view of the words of Paul,
when I here think of Christ as the bearer of our burdens, and

understand by the law of Christ that law embodied for us in
For this is certain,
Christ for the bearing of our mutual burdens.
that the unattained majesty of the fulness of love and of the longsuffering of Christ stands over against us Christians insfar legis :

only that Christ the Lord is not merely the embodied law, nor the
embodiment of the fulfilment of the law which has been realized in
Him, but the Lord who, as He places before us His nature as the
law of our nature, so also He pours forth in the Holy Ghost the
law and the virtue of His nature, by whom we must be led, in
order to

fulfil

the law of Christ.

Christ the bearer of our burdens

not merely the law which regulates our conduct by a demand,
but also, at the same time, an embodied type of the way in which
is

the Spirit of Christ works in us, and makes us able to follow Christ.
And just because I must keep both things unchangeably in view in

thoughts of Christ, Christ falls not under that idea of the law,
which I cannot think of both, but must think only of the one

my
in

that the law requires, but does not bestow.
Similarly the case stands also with the

new commandment

of Christ.

That

this is

commandments, or the
a charge, a

command

in the true sense of the word, there can be no doubt (comp. John
But as the commandment of love it is not at all new, but
xv. 17).

That in
something primeval.
not to be sought either in its
ment, or in its having a wider
even in this, that perhaps the
like the love of Christ.

which

this

being in a

commandment is new, is
new form of command

range or a higher degree of love, or
command demands from us a love

Rather does the novelty, not of the com

mandment, but of the love demanded, consist in

this,

that this love
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in its source rests upon the love of Christ, that is to say, springs up
in us out of the love of Christ towards us, and presupposes that
state of things which is equally true in Christ and in Christians,
is
past, and that the true light now shineth
That we should hold fast to that love which has

that the darkness
(1

John

ii.

8).

been kindled in us by the light of Christ s love streaming into our
this is the new element in the commandment of love, as
hearts

A

new commandment give I unto you,&quot;
love
one
or &quot;since (tca0a)s) I
another;
ye
have loved you, that ye love one another
(John xiii. 34 ; comp.,
He who believes in Christ is born of
xv. 12, and /cadoos, xvii. 2).
it

springs from Christ.

says Christ,

&quot;

&quot;that

as,&quot;
&quot;

God, and loves

Him who

has begotten him, as well as

him who

is

begotten of God (1 John v. 1 ; comp. 1 Pet. i. 22, 23). And since
in this commandment of love, as in all Christ s commandments, I

cannot stop at the commandment in
mandment of Christ the fulfilling
O
Christ commands does not therefore

order to derive from the
of that
fall

com

commandment,7 what

under the notion of the

and in truth as certainly
law, which merely makes demands on us
His essential aspect is not the requirer of a
so, as that Christ in
life in God, but the giver of this life (&rjv StSou? TM Kov/jiw, John
;

vi.

33).

What
Christian

shown by

the true character

leading features, in

makes

is

life, as to its principle,
the history of ethics.

a glance at

of that hankering to place the
under law and commandment, is

We
its

will briefly sketch

beginnings.

merely

Quite gently

its
it

appearance in the apostolic fathers in the Shepherd of
in the second book.
The life of the Christian is based on

its

Hermas,
mandata.

Faith also

is

of which the Christian

a mandatum.
is

to

With

these

commandments,
them all,

suppose that he can obey

the Christian arrives only, so to say, at a common everyday Chris
When, on the other hand, he adds to these something
tianity.

more which Christ has not enjoined
(lib.

God.

who

iii.

as, for example, special fasts
then he gains especial honour and merit before
the man
indeed, man does not do of himself, but

similit. v.)

All

&quot;

this,

heart.&quot;
But yet it is just man s own
the
of
the
doing,
commandment, the going beyond what
fulfilling
is commanded, which is the
ground of justification, nay, of especial

has the Lord in his

honour before God.
To Hermas we must join in the third century Clement of Alex
In a certain way, however, after the manner of the Stoics
andria.
and Neo-Platonists, he reverses this relation. The sum of the
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and of the course of action corresponding to
only a preparatory training for the higher
Christ Himself is our Schoolmaster
Christian perfection.
(Pcedag.
The difference between the new and old covenant consists
i.
7).

commands

these

of Christ,

commands,

is

merely in the nature of the commandments. There the command
ment of fear here that of love for the Lord (!). Thus to him the
;

law of Moses becomes a

%pt?

TrdXata

;

the law of Christ

is

distin

guished by the mildness of the ^0709, by that alternation of praise
and blame, of exhortation and prohibition, which is suited to the
constitution of

man.

Faith

is

obedience.

Obedience

rests

on

The

obedience shown in our manner of acting
O is
of
the
the
of
commandments
the
Lord.
At
the
system
guided by
head of these commandments stands the proposition
And as ye

commands.

&quot;

:

would that men should do

(Luke

do ye also to them

likewise&quot;

This might also be expressed in the propositions

vi.

Thou

to yon,

31).
shalt love the

:

Lord thy God, etc., and thy neighbour as
x.
25-28). But in this the Schoolmaster gives only
thyself&quot; (Luke
and food for children, and prepares for the
for
children
teaching
of
the
reception
knowledge of wisdom (Strom, vi. 1). To this
&quot;

knowledge the Decalogue ceases to be ten moral precepts it is the
symbol of the (frvo-ifcr) ^{jLiovp^la (Strom, vi. 15). The goal of
It consists in a
this higher knowledge is Gnostic holiness (i. 7).
with
of
he
who possesses
union
virtue
which
God, by
contemplative
this knowledge, himself in a certain sense a God, acts like a God
;

in a state of perfectly passionless existence (Strom, ii. 19, iv. 23,
If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and
vii. 5).
the truth is not in us,&quot; does not stand written in this codex of
&quot;

Gnostic perfection.
It

is

otherwise with those

who

in other respects represent the

church system. They know nothing of this height of perfection
but they separate works from the vital ground of grace received,
place them side by side with this grace as a fulfilling the command
;

ments of Christ, and characterize them as means of again obtaining
the grace which has been lost through after offences. On this rests
the doctrine of penance.
What Origen had taught in this respect
iii.
contra
Cels.
71), and what he meant when he calls
(comp. e.g.
of
works
the
justification (Comment, in Ep. ad Rom.
good
perfecting
iv. 6),

the

et Eleemosynis, shortly after
of this salutaris operatio is not
the nature of faith, but the effect

reappears in Cyprian (De opere

commencement).

The whole

a living energy springing from
of a knowledge in which the believer knows that

God and

Christ
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command

and that

this or that,

this Christ gives to that man
Eleemos. p. 237, ed. Paris).

this

who

is
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commandment

is

truth.

For

saved by grace a law (De op.
it is

said of

et

him who

Thus, therefore,
Operatur ideo quia credit, quia scit vera esse,
nee scripturam sanctam posse menquge prasdicta sunt verbis Dei,
steriles
homines excidi
i.e.
arbores
infructuosas,
(I.e. p.
tiri,
is

active in deeds

&quot;

:

cet.&quot;

239).

That

the believer

arising

from

this

knows

knowledge

is

this is quite true.

But

the terror

neither the substance of his faith nor

the power of that love to God in Christ, from which the vital energy
And still more suspiciously is it said
of the Christian life springs.
u Prasclara et divina res ... salutaris
in another passage
operatic,
solatium grande credentium, securitatis nostrce salubre presidium,
:

munimentum

spei} tutela fidei,

medela peccati, res posita in potestate

FACIENTIS.&quot;

If the peculiar principle of the Christian s life had not gradually
lost to view, the appearance of such a book as that of Arn-

been

that transfer of Cicero s book to the domain of
have been utterly inconceivable.
would
life,
This downward path was crossed by Augustine in a way that

brosius, de

officiis,

Christian

This is not the place for entering into an exposi
Non . sumus sub
I will only cite three passages
non
dante
sed
sed
sumus sub gratia,
;
quidem jubente

forms an epoch.
tion of this.

lege

bonum

&quot;

:

.

.

quaB id quod lex jubet faciens nos amare, potest liberis imperare&quot;
Quia lex per literam jubet, non per spiri(De Continent, c. 3).
&quot;

tum

juvat, quicunque sic audit literam legis, ut ei sufficere videatur,
cognovisse quid jubeat aut prohibeat, quo id se arbitrii sui virtute

impleturum esse confidat, nee fide confugiat adjuvandus ad spiritum
vivificantem, ne reum factum litera occidat, is perfecto zelum Dei
habet sed non secundum scientiam&quot; (Ep. 186, c. 3).
In quantum
&quot;

quisque spiritu dicitur, non est sub lege, quia in quantum condelectatur legi Dei non est sub legis timore, quia timor tormentum habet,

non

delectationem&quot;

(De

nat. et grat. c. 57).

This evangelical principle laid down by Augustine traverses and
combines itself in the further development of theology through the
course of the middle ages, in the most diverse manner, with the
legal type, with the mystic contemplation, and with formal defini
tions, which are borrowed from the ethical systems of philosophy

of the pre-Christian world.
I would refer, for this development
this complication, to the sketch
given in my Encyclopedia.

and

The

had become
some precursors

true knowledge

rarity, until, after

at the
like

end of the middle ages a

Joh. Wessel and others, the
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And
evangelical principle again burst forth in the Reformation.
yet at the end of the eighteenth century, one who calls himself a
Protestant theologian, in reference to the complaint of Luther,
that

&quot;

great and excellent

many

men

did not

know how

rightly to

preach Moses, but wished to make a Moses of Christ, a law-book of
the gospel, and works out of the word,&quot; in sober earnest made this
&quot;

declaration,
exist&quot;

my

(see

On

these principles

Encyclopedia, p. 241).

The Working of

14.

no true Christian morality could

a.
If, first of all,

we

the

Law

on the

The Knowledge of
look altogether

Human

the

Consciousness.

Law.

away from the nature

of the

and contemplate it only in its form as a system of divine
commands and prohibitions, in order to ask ourselves the question,
divine law,

What man

hereby becomes conscious

manifest therein which

is

of,

then something becomes

partly analogous, and partly distinct

from

the working of the conscience in the present state of mankind.
of the law is analogous in this, that I, by virtue of

The working

the law, acquire the knowledge of a higher determination for my will,
without gaining in the law, and by the law the identity of the in
clination

and direction of

of the law

is

my

will

distinct in this, that

with the law (1). The working
by virtue of this law I can on no

account view this higher determination of my will as an autonomy
my nature or of my Ego, but I recognise it as a rule outside

of

of me, established

by God.

And

in this the

law brings

to light a

human conscience. The nature, however, of
not an interpreter of the nature which belongs
to the universal human conscience, although in so many points the

latent relation of the

the law of Israel

is

testimony of the human conscience, which has
in history, accords with the nature of the law.

made
For

itself

heard

the essential

design of the law of Israel is not to promulgate the contents of the
human conscience, but the thoughts of God respecting Israel and
the whole

human

race, in preparatory connection with the

tion of that race (vid.

redemp

13).

The points, then, in which the nature of conscience comes in
contact with that of the law, are the relations of man to himself
and to other men. For an adequate knowledge of God is, accord-
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ing to the evidence of Scripture and the experience of history, not
a result of the testimony of conscience (2). But even in those
is the result of the divine law, is not
points the knowledge which
consciousness which is conditioned by the
precisely similar to that
For that which, according to the law of
spirit of conscience.

development of the human spirit, comes to man s knowledge sub
in his conscience, presents itself objec
jectively and successively
its commands all at once, and is
with
in
the
law
present to
tively

him

in

And

full extent.

its

that which, in accordance with the

man, may become dark and uncertain in relation to
conscience, the same presents itself to him in the law clearly

corruption of
his

and unambiguously

(3).

Before everything, however, the relation to the living, personal,
self-testifying God is that element wherein the knowledge which is

brought about by the law, has, in comparison with the conscience,
its characteristic trait.
This, not the formal conception of the law
as such,

it is,

by which the power

conscience arrives at

God

(4).

And

its

of self- judgment given in the

standard, the requiring and judging will of

same knowledge by means of the law, which,
God to man lying under the dominion of sin,

in the

as the requisition of

does not subdue the evil tendency, but only gives occasion to sin to
break forth in all kinds of lusts, there is produced in man a con
sciousness of sin as

holy will (5).

In

it

this

namely, a rebellion against God s
the law unveils the true nature of the

really

way

is,

moral position, which has not yet been revealed to man by his con
science, of which he has an inkling in conscience, but knows not
with perfect clearness.
(1)

Whether under

&quot;primordialis

pra3ceptorum

Dei,&quot;

the term

&quot;law&quot;

we choose

to think of that

in paradiso quasi matrix omnium
or of all the later manifestations of the requir

lex data

Adse

et

Evse

ing divine will up to the final revelation of the law by Moses, it
always is, and continues to be, a declaration addressed to man from
without,

by which he

The nature

is

instructed in

what God requires of him.

of this declaration as a law

is

absolutely comprised in

u docere
requisitions ; so that this
proceeding
legem, erudire
from God, as Tertullian rightly calls it (Adv. Judce. 2), has this
only for its result, that man learns the requisitions of the will of
its

&quot;
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man, in connection with this his knowledge of the
something besides, e.g. that he willed that which

also

law,
the law required of him, or that in actual fact he discharged the
requirements of the law, then would he know that he could will,
For in the law, as such, we
or do so, not in reality from the law.

have no revelation of the divine

will to

bestow on us the power to

consequently, I knew of such a power,
and if, at the same time, I knew not of the revelation of a divine
will granting to me such a power, then I could derive such power
fulfil its requisitions.

If,

from man s own resources
the law, would be exactly

alone.

To endeavour to derive it from
make out of a de

as if I should wish to

mand for payment the proof of my ability to do so. By virtue of
the divine law considered in itself, I Jcnoiv only of a divine requisi
God teaches (comp. Deut. iv. 1, etc.),
tion, and nothing more.
and causes Israel to know His judgments (comp. Ps. cxlvii. 20).
Here we find the capacity for a complete knowledge of the require
ments of the divine

will,

but not the least trace of any necessity

given of imagining that, by virtue of the law, the law should also
be one with the inclination of the heart, and so the vital impulse
The Old Testament
and centre of our free vital movements.
revelation speaks indeed of a nearness of the law, by virtue of
which it is in our heart as well as in our mouth (Deut. xxx. 14). But
all this is under a
supposition, which can by no means be regarded

man given him under the law as law,
namely, under the supposition of his turning, not to the law, but
to Jehovah the Lord (comp. the 21&WJ, vers. 8 and 10, in opposition
to
^1^ rusTDK, ver. 17). To attempt to derive this free act of the
heart from the law, would be just as unreasonable as to say, I will,
as the result of the position of

because I ought, and to assert, that this was a genuine, free, and
perfect will of the heart.
Compare with this passage of Deutero

nomy, the

Kom.

x. 6

significant application of this passage
ff.

Our

Christian consciousness

by the

is filled

apostle,

with the

testi

mony of the apostle to the fact that the law is not there to give to
man life and righteousness. Speaking of the final revelation of
the law to Israel, written on the tables of stone, he calls the law
the letter (7/&amp;gt;a^//,a), which kills (2 Cor. iii. 6) and the ministry of
;

the law a ministry of death (2 Cor. iii. 7), a ministration of con
demnation (2 Cor. iiif 9). Opposed to this TrdXcuorr)? ypdfjL/JiaTos
stands the word of the new covenant, the fulfilment of the old pro

mises in the word, as Kaivorrjs Trvev/jLaros (Kom.
had been a law given which could have given

vii.

6).

life,

&quot;If

there

verily right-
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eousness should have been by the
not the case.

Compare, on the

(2)

law&quot;

[CHAP.

(Gal.

iii.

But

21).

II.

this is

relation of conscience to the consciousness

It is not by this to be denied,
reason or natural intelligence has a glimmering spark
of the knowledge that a God exists
(Form. Cone. ii. 2, 9), or &quot;that

of a God,
man
that
&quot;

10, note (4) at the end.

s

&quot;

God from natural
we have before discussed.

the heathen have in some degree a knowledge of
law&quot;

(ibid. v. 22).

The

&quot;

quod

sit

Deus

&quot;

Is there, however, a testimony of conscience as to these questions,
find, according to the history of
quid sit and quid velit Deus ?

We

the heathen world in reference to the quid sit, that it is nowhere of
such a nature as to correspond to God s revelation of Himself in

And

in respect to the quid velit, we find only a relative
humana ratio naturaliter intelligit aliquo modo
approximation
iv. 7 ;
particulam aliquam legis tenet,&quot; Form. Cone.
legem,&quot; Apol.

His word.

(&quot;

&quot;

ii.

2, 9),

and indeed in reference

of the

knowledge of a divine will
standard, by which the

human
&quot;

Ab

altero

in regard to man, but of a mutual
will of the individual is limited.
&quot;

expectes,&quot;

Compare

:

av rot?

rjfjiiv

man

there not in the form

alteri quod feceris.&quot;
says Seneca,
Laertius
relates
of
Aristotle (v. 21)
Diogenes

what
TTco?

which

to the relations in

But even

stands to himself and other men.

&amp;lt;tXot9

Trpocrfapolfjueda

7rpo(Tcj)epea0ai.

Tldvra ovv o&a av 0e\7)re iva
vjmeis Trotetre

12

;

009
&amp;lt;jyr}

av ev^al

This has been compared to the words of Christ:
ovros

avTois&quot;

comp. Luke

Troiwcriv vfuv ol dvOpcoTroi, ovrcos /cal

ecrnv o
&amp;lt;ydp

VO/JLO^

KOI ol Trpoc^rjra^ Matt.

Formally, these expressions are per
fectly alike.
They assert that we ought to have the same standard
for ourselves and for others, and that the good we desire for our
vii.

;

vi.

31.

we ought

to show towards others.
But the expressions
a
the supposition of
different
to
acquire quite
meaning according
what we conceive to be that good which we wish for ourselves.

selves

For, according to this supposition alone, this equal standard obtains
a moral or immoral character, and one
pleasing or displeasing to
God. Nay, the true standard of that which man has to wish for
himself, he finds at
in the will of

God.

no time in himself or his own

Under

the supposition that

inclination, but

man

has such an

objective standard for the good, this equal standard, according to
which he does to others that which he wishes to receive from them,

But never without this supposition. To
simplest guide.
such a leading proposition is the discourse of Christ joined. When
the question is of the love which tolerates an association with the
is

the
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unholy neither with carping censure nor with profanation of what
holy, and the power of which one obtains by prayer, we may go
on to say,
Therefore, all things whatsoever ye would that men
And just so we find
should do to you, do ye even so to them.&quot;
the word in Luke, after an exhortation to a self-denying, longis

&quot;

suffering love, at all times ready to be shown even towards our
enemy. This love fixes the standard for that which is morally

By this alone is to be determined what we should wish for
good.
ourselves from others, and what we should voluntarily do towards
Isolated from such connection, the proposition that from the
measure of our own wishes we ought to measure and to satisfy those
And yet, after the example
of others, is not at all a moral precept.
of Clement of Alexandria, it has been endeavoured to make this
the leading proposition of the moral precepts of the Lord, or to

them.

trace herein the identity of the natural requirement of conscience
with the principle of Christian morality. The law of God, how
with the relation of man to man,7 but
ever,7 does in nowise beo-in
O

man

with that of
(3)

The law

to the revealed

God

of

and personal God.

in Israel

is

not the product of a develop

ment-process in the people of Israel, in which they had gradually
become conscious to themselves of what is right and good in the

man

whether of

relation,

God

His

man, or of man

to

to

God.

On

the con

gradual revelation, in opposition to
The law is not im
the spirit predominating amongst the people.
planted in the people by God as a spiritual principle, whose develop
trary,

testifies

ment He might have

human

relations of

will in

them

left to

;

but

life in this people,

it

places the totality of the

through the manifoldness of

commandments of the law (o VOJJLOS T&V eWoAoji&amp;gt;, Eph. ii. 15),
under the rule of the divine requiring will. It is not left to the
vacillation and investigation of human knowledge, and nothing is
handed over to the doubtful settling of man but it stands, (which
the

;

could not be said either of conscience or of any human law,) inconholy,
testably before us as the
holy law,&quot; and its commands as
&quot;

&quot;

just,

and

good&quot;

(Rom.

vii.

And

12).

thus

it

stands before even

the apostle of Jesus Christ.
(4)

The

conscience,

There are
yovfjievoi,,

The law
iv. 5,

dissension,

is,

in the

as

form

makes its appearance by means of
which it shows itself, an internal one.

it

in

fjuera^v aXX^Xwy KaTTyyopovvTes r) /cal aTroXoIt is otherwise with the force of the law.
15.

\oyiorfjLol

Rom.
is

the

30, etc.).

ii.

word

of revelation

&quot;

:

lam the Lord thy

In and by these words

God

is

God&quot;

(Deut.

Judge upon earth.
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II.

The

blaze of the lightning which accompanied this revelation is
the visible sign of that power of judgment belonging to the word,
which, as the word, inherently announces to the creature-life the
presence of God as Judge (comp. Ps. 1. 1-4, Iviii. 12, Ixxxii. 1, vii.

And

not only on Sinai, but from paradise onwards, the selfthe people of Israel produces the con
testifying of God among
sciousness of God as a Judge (Gen. iii. 8 ff., xvi. 5, xviii. 25 ; comp.
12).

afterwards Eccles.
(5)

The

xii.

14, Isa. Ixvi. 15, 16).
law in reference to the

effect of the

can be no other than

this,

that

knowledge of

evil

we should now

recognise that evil is
done to a better knowledge

not altogether comprised in the wrong
dwelling in us, but is also an offence against the person of the holy
judging God, standing over against the Ego. What Niigelsbach
is not
(horn. Tlieol. p. 268, Anm.) says, that the word
adapted
to express the idea of the ajmapTTJ/jiaTa of the Homeric man, might
in a certain sense apply to the whole of that self-judgment which
&quot;sin&quot;

was extraneous to Christianity, and to the law of that holy God who
had been historically manifested. The element is wanting which
consists of the personal guilt which at the same time supervenes in
the offence against a present and holy God, as it is unconsciously
expressed in our word
(Siinde, sunta, sons ; peccatum and
at
the
same
To
do
evil in the presence of a revealed
culpa
time).
sin against God&quot; (^n^ Ntjn, Gen. xxxix. 9
God, is to
comp.
xiii. 13, xx.
And this also not merely as the form of the con
6).
sciousness developing itself under the law, but in consequence of
Whosoever hath sinned against me, him will
express declaration,
I blot out of my book&quot; (^&quot;Npn 1K N, Ex. xxxii. 33),
a repetition of
that which was spoken to our first parents, and suspended over
We have sinned
them, Gen. iii. 8 ff. Hence also the confession,
Thee&quot;
the
law
the
consciousness
against
begins
(Deut. i. 41). With
&quot;

sin&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

?

&quot;

(reits, VITO^LKO^).
(Ol^ajjiGv Se on ocra 6 VO/JLO^
f
rot? ev TO) vofAq) XaA-eZ, iva . .
UTroStKOS ryevnrat, vra? 6

of being debtors

.

TO)
itself as

@e&amp;lt;5,

e%6pa

Rom.

et?

iii.

@eop, Horn.

Oeov)

opyrjv (scil.
relation the discord
vofjios

19).

For the
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;/;

viii. 7.

Karepyd^eTat,,

0^77/10. TTJS crap/cos

And
Rom.

shows

e^Opa 6
mutual
between holiness and
against

iv.

15.

this

In

this

which necessarily exists
unholiness reaches its acme, and at the same time is fully revealed
sin has showed itself in its true nature, as a
separation between
man and God, for whose removal a third element an atonement is
required
comp. Ex. xxxii. 30. Hence John s definition of what
:

;

lie calls sin

:

Tra? o TTOIWV rr]v afjiapriav teal TTJV avofjiiav Trots?, KOI
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early rj avofjbla, 1 John iii. 4.
AvQfda stands here, not
fj aftapria
in the general sense of what is contrary to law and ordinance (as
in Matt. xiii. 41, etc.), but in the special sense of what is
e.g.

God s law. And
God shows itself as what is

directed against

in this light,

dren of

in

their position.

v. 1

Comp.

of evil becomes

first

vrapd/Sao-is (Rom.

and

manifest.

9.

sin in the chil

inmost nature opposed to
With the law the true nature
its

Ov yap OVK

ecrri,

VO/JLOS,

ovSe

Along with the testimony which

iv.

15).
bears to Himself in the law, sin becomes conscious trans
Not that sin first became sin
gression of the known will of God.

God

when

It has been in its nature present from
the law was given.
But before the law divine justice silently,
the beginning onwards.
(i.e. without a distinct testimony placed before the eyes of all,)

executed in the case of the

\evaev
is

6 Odvaros,

Rom.

human

v. 14).

race its judgment on sin (e/BaaiIn and with the law, however, sin

formally and solemnly imputed (eXXo^etrat, Rom. v. 13) as
Iri this act of eK\o&amp;lt;yeicr6at, the relation of sin to
it
really is.

what
what

is

good

is

manifested as the discord between two personalities,
who hear

the person of God and the person of man, to all those
the law : in this eXXoyelcrOai, appears at the same time in

its

whole

But the law brings about the
extent the judicial majesty of God.
in
this way, that it calls sin sin, not
not
of
sin
merely
recognition
merely

so, as

the apostle says, Bia

VO/ULOV eTTLyvaxn,? a/Jbaprla^^

Rom.

Rather does the apostle at Rom. vii. 7-13 explain himself
respecting the import which the law has for his inner life as well
And this very position of the law it
as for every individual man.
is which enables us at the same time to recognise why freedom from
iii.

20.

sin

is

not to be obtained from the law.

we

we

bound

We

give to the apostolic

to look at

them, their general
alone
as
law
the
we,
experience,
self-acquired
expression. Through
derive a perception of the true nature of sin. For, on the one hand,
I know not what it is to covet, unless the law speaks to me, and
thoughts, as

think

are

Thou shalt not covet.&quot; In this way only do I rightly
understand coveting as an offence against the will of God which is
over me. And, on the other hand, sin, that perversity which kicks
&quot;

says,

against everything which prevents man from giving way to his own
impulses, takes occasion from that very command not to covet, to
And
excite and set in motion within me all kinds of evil desires.

hereby alone I learn by experience rightly the nature and power
of sin.
For without the law, sin is dead. True, it is there ; but
for my consciousness it is as a lifeless body, which moves not, and

H
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whose

stirring

I cannot trace.

find in the life of

all

And

[CHAP.

before the law comes to us,

of us a section of that life in

which we

IE.

we
live

the law, whose cleaving sword has not yet smitten our
forth to the decisive contest. But
consciousness, and summoned us

unmoved by

when

the

command,

that

we must not

allow ourselves to covet,

comes forth before our souls, in such a decisive hour sin revives in
us it wrests this very commandment into an occasion for deceiving
me, inasmuch as it excites me to lust by the very prohibition of it,
:

and

at the

that he

who

lusts

slays

Thus I

of death.

power

me by the commandment, which declares
against God s command has fallen under the

same time

by me found

die,

and the commandment destined for

be the bearer of death.

This, however, does
not destroy the holiness of the law, nor the holiness, righteousness,
and goodness of the commandment. It in no way proves that it is
life is

to

good which brought about my death. Rather is it
brought death upon me. But the object is, that sin
should be manifest to me as that which, through what is good, works
that which

is

sin that has

my death, in order that by the commandment the exceeding sinfulness of sin should be presented to me in living reality.
This is the testimony of the apostle against those who are of
in their knowledge of the law, the power
opinion that they possess,
How otherwise could the same apostle call the
to fulfil that law.

law the power of sin (1 Cor. xv. 56 comp. Rom. v. 20) ? The
law forces out the disease that is spreading under the skin. Such
;

But healing it does not bring.
the exposition given of the apostolical declaration I only add
It appears to me, that we are not justified
a few more remarks.

is its task.

To

in concluding, from the passage in the Epistle to the Romans, that
the working of the law and its commands, under all circumstances,
The
is this, that sin arouses by it desires contrary to the law.

he characterize the
apostle does not use the present tense, nor does
relation as a constant one, and always remaining identical.

He

an experience through which he has passed, from
which he has concluded how it stands in respect to the law with sin
and evil desire. This, however, is the experience, that when the
law comes into conflict with sin within us, the law in itself does not
become master over our evil desires, but only greatly inflames them.
speaks only of

It

is

the old experience

:

nitimur in vetitum.

But then we

are not

so constituted, that the sin which dwells in us has actually and
simultaneously, at all points of our life s relations, evil desires

opposed

to

God

;

nor

is

the nature of the law such, that

it

actually
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and simultaneously presents itself before our soul with all its com
mands. It is rather isolated critical moments in which such a con
flict between law and sin arises.
And if nothing stands before our
souls but command and prohibition, then in such cases, at all times,

we become aware
prohibition, and

that our evil desires are

more powerful than the
up thoroughly by the

are, in truth, first stirred

And this disposition of our heart is the decisive point
prohibition.
for the question, whether then the holy law, the holy, just, and
good commandment, makes us holy, just, and good men.
answer to this is, and remains, a most decided No.

15.

With what has

b.

The

Legal Obedience.

hitherto been discussed

is

associated the ques

tion, whether the law as a requisition of the divine will addressed
to man, inasmuch as it does not as requisition include in itself the

bestowing of any power for

its

fulfilment,

for the Christian consciousness,

becomes of no importance
requisition to which

and remains a

no response of any kind at all can be made on the part of man. If
this last is denied (1), and it is notwithstanding asserted that the

God requires something of man which cannot be performed
by man in the power of the law, and that what man, placed under
this divine requisition, may perform is not fulfilling of the law in
law of

a true sense, then
of the divine law

By

be shown that notwithstanding the object
attained in both cases.

it is

is

to

virtue of the law I

sonal and holy

become conscious

God over me can

only

that the will of the per

arrive at its just

accomplishment

The more definitely, however, law
me my own unholiness, so much the more

out of a sanctified will in man.

and conscience reveal

to

decidedly does the law drive me from the requisition of holiness to
that revelation of the divine will, by virtue of which God will begin
with this, that He sanctifies me. If this desire takes possession of
the purpose of the law attained (2).

us,

then

me

In the separate commandments, the requiring God holds up
that which it is my duty to do, and what is right before Him,

is

the manifold relations of the
stands before

my

life

of

man

;

and the task of

my

to
in

life

soul as energy in every direction in the perfor-
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But

of a dutiful obedience.

before God, and which

is

my

[CHAP.

so long as that

duty, stands before

which

me

is

II.

right

as debtor as

the requisition of God the creditor, and so long as I feel this obe
dience to be not the fruit of a willing heart, but only perform it at
the command of this requisition ; so long is my obedience the obe
dience of a servant,

but to be ashamed of

who has reason not to rejoice at his position,
Hence springs up the longing after free
it.

dom, not after a freedom from right, duty, and obedience, but after
that freedom which, instead of being bound by a law from without,
is bound
by a law of its own inner essence so that we, sanctified
:

for

communion with God, should have

life

that which

is

right before

God

in all the relations of our

as the inclination of our

own

our duty as an instinctive impulse of our love, and our
obedience as the lordship over those servants of righteousness, in
which we have not to strive to pay God our creditor that which we
hearts,

have not of ourselves, but to offer to God the bestower that which
He has given to us men. Where this desire is awakened in every
relation of

my

schoolmaster

Where

life,

unto

the design of the law as that of a
promises of God accomplished in me.

there

the

is

this does not occur, there the design of the

law remains,

not by the fault of the law, but by my own fault, unattained, inas
much as I obstinately adhere to the law ; which, however, was not
destined,

and

and therefore

in this

also has not the

renewal to make

me

my

heart,

For

this is the obedience of a heart sanctified to

God

renew

capable of a true obedience.

power

to

God, and

sanctified

by

(3).

So

long, therefore, as an unsanctified heart stands over against

the law, no true fulfilling of the law takes place.
For it fails,
above all, in obedience to the chief commandment, namely, to love

God

with the whole heart, and with the whole soul, and with the
And if I merely recognise the law as the holy, just,

whole mind.

and good

will of

will with all

my

which the heart

God, without, however, yielding lovingly to this
heart, it comes only to the forsaking of acts for
performance of the law with half
a union of the moral personality with the

lusteth, or to the

a heart, but never to

requiring will of God, but to a mere conformity of

my

action with
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man

that which the law prescribes as the form of

which corresponds

to the

s

course of action,

commandment

This, in contrast to
(4).
a course of thinking and acting opposed to the law, we may call
thinking and acting in accordance with the law ; or we may call it,

and a facility and readiness acquired by practice,
but
never
nor in any wise genuine fulfilment of the
legal virtue,
law (5). For where the principal commandment remains unful
as being practice,

there a perfect fulfilment of the law

filled,

whoever would derive

is

never reached.

But

from the law, must do that which

life

belongs to the law, not this or that commandment out of the law,
but the whole law, and that, moreover, in the spirit and in the
power of that love, which the law requires indeed, but does not

He who

give.

by

is

his obedience

not aware, in reference to the law of God, that
fulfil that law, that man, with all this

he does not

pretended keeping of the commandments, has not as yet in true
obedience executed on himself the sentence of the law (6).

When

it is denied that man can in any way at all meet the
made
by God in the law, we may realize to ourselves
requirements
the instance of that young man to whom Christ quoted the com

(1)

mandments,
and the rest
I kept

&quot;

;

Thou
to

shalt not

&quot;

(Matt. xix. 18-20).

doubt of the truth of

As

thou shalt not commit

kill,

which the former

As

adultery,&quot;

All these things have
as the Lord expressed any
&quot;

replies,
little

this answer, so little will

we

also

throw doubt

one point, whether he really had loved his
upon
The keeping of
will here pass that over.
as
we
himself,
neighbour
the other commandments, however, in the sense of actually refrain
ing from what is forbidden in them, we concede we can confirm
it.

to the

:

from our own experience or from our knowledge of others, and
may call it a keeping of the law in a certain sense. But in a
certain sense only.
In the first place for this reason, because the
it

keeping of individual commandments does not involve the conclu
sion as to the keeping of the whole law.
Secondly, because along
with the non-commission of the forbidden deed, it is not yet asserted
also that we do not allow ourselves to lust against the law.
Thirdly,

we must first ask, whether then such keeping of individual
commandments flowed from that love to God as the law requires it,
because
or

from other motives

(e.g.

Matt,

xxiii. 5, iravra,

?rpo9 TO Q&aQr\vai rot9 avdptoirois).

Se

TCL

avrwv
ep&amp;lt;ya

First let this question be
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answered before we make a panegyrical epitaph out of the whitecl
If the Apostle Paul,
sepulchre of a pretended fulfilling of the law.
as over against the boasters, designates himself Kara SiKcuoo-vvrjv ev
this was just as true a
vo/jLw yevofievos a^e^Trro^ (Phil. iii. 6),
plea
tribunal, as he knew it to be untrue before the
of
God. This kind of blamelessness did not prevent
judgment-seat
him at an earlier period from being a Pharisee and a persecutor of

before a

human

the church of God.
is
radically false to say that the law of the old covenant
with
the deed, instead of entering upon the intention
stopped
at the work, but not at the heart.
looked
that it
Such distorted
views could enter the mind of ancient and modern Pharisees only.

(2) It

;

Whoever

wishes to understand the difference between the law and

the gospel, let him take into view 1 Pet. i. 15, 16, and
ver. 16 the Old Testament commandment is repeated:

v. 2.

In

Ye

shall

be holy, for I am holy&quot; (vid. Lev. xix. 2, xi. 44, xx. 7, 26).
words of the Old Testament have not indeed the sense, that

man

ought
which

to

The

be holy because God, by virtue of His nature, is that
Luther justly remarks on Ps. xxii., that even

called holy.
in reference to God,
is

&quot;

But God speaks not
He who had entered

&quot;

as

a thing

He who

is

called holy that

was separated from

into fellowship with Israel,

is

separated.&quot;

Israel,

but as

when He

says they
should be holy because He is holy. He is the God of the cove
nant which He has made with Israel. Israel has entered into a

God, in which they are enabled to take part in that
which belongs to God. God is holy as a light in which there is no
darkness (1 John i. 5), as an essence distinct from all that is not
like to this essence.
In a derivative way, that man is holy who
In the
himself
from
all that is not conformable to God.
separates
relation with

command, however, &quot;Ye shall be holy,&quot; God does not establish
communion of man with God, but under the supposition of
this communion He makes the
And such a supposi
requisition.
this

It rested, however, not upon the law,
but upon the covenant of promise. And in the time of the fulfil
ment, therefore, a beginning is not made with the requisition to be
holy, but reference is made to a ayiao-fjios Tlvevparos (1 Pet. i. 2),
to a reception of man into that communion with God, brought
about by the Spirit of God, in which those are regenerate (i. 3)
tion belonged to Israel also.

according to God s great mercy to whom the requisition is made,
conformably to the Holy One who has called them to be also holy
as He is holy.
But he who appeals to the law alone may consider
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whether indeed that which he boasts of in himself as a
is

by God,
from all unholiness.
divine

fulfilling of

really the result and working of that holiness required
of that holy keeping of its essence which separates itself

the law,

If not, then

commands not

is all

this alleged

And

a fulfilling
o of the law.

keeping of the

man

if

sees this

then can the working of the law on his consciousness only
be such, that he turns from the God who demands of him this holi
clearly,

same God who

ness, to the
&quot;

(Lev. xx. 8).

you

Kxxi. 18)

;

That

14).

am

the

Lord who

sanctifieth

I shall be turned

&quot;

(Jer.

O

Lord, and I shall be healed&quot; (Jer. xvii.
then the prayer which takes the place of the boasting

&quot;Heal

is

I

&quot;

says,

Turn thou me, and

&quot;

me,

of pretended holiness.
And where it does so, there
of
that
Ye shall be holy.&quot;
design
requisition,

is fulfilled

the

&quot;

The commandments

(3)

contain

that

6e\7]fjLa TOV Oeov, Col. iv. 12 (comp.
exhibit to us all the relations of man s

which

is

grounded not on the

will of

which Paul

calls

irav

14, at note (3)).
They
life, arranged in an order

man, but on the

will of

God,

by the will of man subjecting
the substantial relation in which

which, however, attains its realization
itself to this

man

ordinance of God.

Now

himself through the law with its commands
namely,
that relation of indebted obedience in which man is determined, or
finds

by that which is just before
iv. 19), and which, for this
(BlfccLLov
is
a
very reason,
higher obligation binding on him this substantial
relation, presaged by conscience, declared by the law, corresponds
to relations which were already laid down at the creation of man,
and which were not first realized with the law, and do not cease
with the gospel. There exists no stranger mistake than the opinion,
that we strike out the idea of divine right and human duty
conse
that
of
and
conditioned
obedience
quently,
subjectively
objectively
from the consciousness of the Christian, by asserting that in
ought

to consider himself determined,

God

principle

va)7r(,ov

it

is

TOV &eov, Acts

not the righteousness fixed by the law, or the duty

prescribed in the law, that stands before the Christian, and con
ditions his obedience.
the contrary, hereby is only said, that
the Christian in far higher potency knows what is meant by right,
But the Christian consciousness, in its pecu
duty, and obedience.

On

liar

principle,

of right

is

never to be derived from the general human idea
as it can be built up out of premises which have

and duty,

no connection with the communion of the spirit with Christ. It is
no abstract idea of right and duty, or one to be separated from this
relation to Christ, if

it

is

to

have any value for Christian

ethics.
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The same

holds good of the relation of the Christian to that which
he recognises as divine law. This latter does not exist for him
apart from the connection of the law, as well as of the Christian
What is right before God what is man s
himself, with Christ.
This and nothing
is revealed to the Christian in Christ.
duty
&quot;

dignity of that conception of duty as recognised by
But the relation of the Christian to Christ is not
the Christian.
else is the

&quot;

exhausted in that idea of requirements which have become objec
This is only one side of
tively present to the Christian in Christ.
the relation, and indeed not that which in principle determines this
relation.
On the contrary, we must hold fast the fact, that in
Christ it is not the law, even were it the so-called most perfect
If this is and remains an incontro
law, which has been given us.
vertible truth, it remains just as necessary to keep steadily in view
that the Christian s consciousness of right, duty, and obedience is

brought about in the Christian, as to its principle, not in the manner
that should lead us to suppose that all was effected in us by a divine
law.
Only that which is laid down in the law is not abolished, but

How

fulfilled in Christ.

it is

so, is

hereafter to be shown.

Here I would

Even

follows.

wish, in anticipation, to bring forward only what
in the Christian, the objective rule of the divine

not changed into a mere subjectively-inherent conformity of
his nature to the law.
The antecedent conversion, by the renewal

law

is

of his mind, in the Christian

is

intended to serve just this end, that

he should perceive more and more fully the objective
and herein that which is just before God (comp. Rom.

will of

God ?

xii.

Eph.

2;

the acting of Christ towards men is derived a duty
the active
of
Christians to others (Rom. xv. 1-3)
(6(f)el\ojj,ev)
of
to
the
of
exhibits
of
love
in
God
Christ
us, by way
pattern,
proof

From

v. 17).

:

we

a duty which
(1

John

iii.

16,

iv.

Christians have on our part also to discharge
The whole course of Christian conduct,
11).

over against the revelation of the will of the grace of God in the
evayyeXiw, Rom. x. 16,
gospel, is called obedience (vTra/covetv
in opposition to 2 Thess. i. 8, iii. 14), obedience to the truth
r&&amp;gt;

(1 Pet.

Christians as
22), obedience to Christ (2 Cor. x. 5).
Christians are called children of obedience (re/cva uvra/co)}?, 1 Pet.
i.

14)

their position as $ov\eveiv TCO

;

xvi. 18.

(Rom.

God s
26)

;

ii.

19)

vi.

;

16,
will in Christ,

is

obedience

is

XpiGTu&amp;gt;

and Christians are Sov\oi
For even their faith,
17).
(vTratcor)

obedience (Rom.

inraKOYJs

in

its

Tr/area??,

an obedience to the faith (vTraKoveiv Ty

et?

SiKaioavviiv

ethical relation to

Rom.

Trio-ret,,

i.

5, xvi.

Acts

vi. 7).
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this, however, which is expressed in the passages cited, would
be understood in the most one-sided way, and just in this way
fundamentally misunderstood, if the attempt were made to take,

All

exponent of this Christian consciousness and conduct, some
which
essentially resolved itself into the idea of a divine law
thing
as the

13, at note (4)).

(comp.

If, however, we return from this digression to that which may
be viewed as a course of conduct conformable to the command

ments,

we

VO/JLOV, to

find this

which

is

nowhere passing beyond that idea of epya

unconditionally denied the possibility of justifying
iii. 20;
Gal. ii. 16).
When, therefore, it

man. before God (Rom.
is

elsewhere asserted that the doers of the law are justified before
ii. 13 ;
Gal. iii. 12), these works of the law must be

God (Rom.

wanting in something which we should have to attribute to them,
they actually were the fulfilling of that which the law requires.
This, however, is nothing else than the want of a pure undivided

if

of a personality penetrated with the holiness of God. There
the works are dead (epya veicpd, Heb. vi. 1, ix. 14) ; they spring
not out of a heart regenerated unto life, but only serve to veil the

heart

dead heart.

Nay, what

is

worse,

tion to himself to establish his

man makes from them a tempta
righteousness before God (Rom.

own

law were given to produce righteousness, instead of
the knowledge of sin (Rom. iii. 20).
(4) It has been thought necessary to combat the idea, that from
the law as such nothing further is derived than a conformity of

x. 3), as if the

action with

it.

This action,

it

has been alleged,

is,

in truth, only

mind consonant to the law. An inward
harmony with the law must thus precede such action conformable
to the law.
But here the question at the very first presents itself,
What do we understand by law ? and, What do we term conformity
of disposition?
That I do not fulfil the law when I keep and have

the result of a frame of

kept this or that commandment, which enjoins or forbids this or that
The law, moreover, is not a collection
action, needs no repetition.
of commandments to be added up, but the detailed exposition of
that many-sided course of action in life which is well-pleasing to
The supreme
God, and which flows from a supreme postulate.
postulate is that of the holy frame of mind, \vhose character is
And this postulate is
perfect love of God and of our neighbour.
addressed to human hearts that are void of this love, and no iota of

the law mentions as presupposed by this postulate, or as a result of
the law, our hearts being filled with this love. If I, therefore, do
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not attribute something to myself which I do not in reality possess,
there remains to me, in every single keeping of a commandment,

only the consciousness of the want of conformity of
mind with that supreme postulate of the law. But

state of

my
if

I suppose

that I possess that which this supreme postulate of the law requires
(the supposition also being conceded as just), then would this in
ference be surreptitiously drawn, that I imagined I had to thank
the demand of the law for. this frame of mind. For, as before said,

But if it is supposed that we
the law demands, but gives not.
have a testimony to the conformity of the mind with God s law in
such as those in which he says,
expressions of the Apostle Paul
I delight in the law of
I consent unto the law that it is good,&quot;
&quot;

&quot;

God

inward

after the

man&quot;
(Kom. vii. 16, 22), this, upon closer
be
to
a
delusion.
I will, first of all, altogether
examination, proves
waive the consideration that in those words the apostle is portraying

how he

as a Christian, in the light of a true self-knowledge, feels
with respect to the law.
It might be conceded that at least a

recognition of the law as being good, and that a delight therein,
might be found in man, as we have to think of him apart from
communion with Christ. But is that, then, a conformity of mind,
of heart, of the whole undivided
ception of some one excellence

man, where an intellectual per
forced from me, against the

is

grain of my own inclination, where I am compelled to say,
indeed that this or that is good, but I will have none of
where at most it is said,
I do it, it is true, because it

&quot;I

&quot;

know

it?&quot;

is

or

com

And what, then, does he
my will
has
done
this
or
that
for this reason only,
confesses
he
declare,
because the law required it ?
Does he not just in this way confess
manded, but

in reality against

?&quot;

who

own proper will with that of the Lawgiver ?
world know that, if this were not the state of

the discordance of his

Or

does not

all

the

the case, the confession would run I have not done this because I
was commanded, but out of my very heart, with deepest love, with
:

freest inclination ?

much
nance

sin
;

as

there

&quot;

For

is

this

&quot;

reason,&quot;

says Luther,

there

is

as

unwillingness (iioluntas\ difficulty, repug
as much merit as there is will,

and then, on the other hand,

freedom,

cheerfulness.&quot;

(5) In the above proposition it is only meant, in the first place,
to be maintained that, although the law declares the whole world
as fallen under sin (Rom. iii.
19), it does not follow from this, that
we should have to regard man s relation to the law of God as an

unconditional rebellion against that law.

We

not only concede
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that individual cases of internal acquiescence and external obedi
commands of the law are to be admitted, but that also

ence to the

a continued practice (a ovc^crt?) is conceivable, in which the indi
is
capable of conforming his course of conduct to the com-

vidual

mands

We

grant this, with the exception of the supreme
of
the
in
which the question turns not upon our
law,
postulates
but
the
of mind which lies at the root of all
frame
actions,
upon
of the law.

our actions.

from

If, therefore,

Conformity, as

this

we have

is

certainly follows, that this

it

not a fulfilling of the law,

it
pointed out,
of
to
this
conduct
from
that
is, however,
importance
distinguish
which carries with it the declared form of opposition to the law.

For thus only can be explained the possibility of that colossal selfdelusion, by which men come to this, that they desire to establish
a righteousness of their own, and consider themselves as doers and
fulfillers of the divine law.
If in due obedience they executed the
law on themselves, then would they judge themselves in order that
they might not be judged (1 Cor. xi. 31, 32). Thus, with the con

having fulfilled the law and of the righteousness of the law,
there comes upon men the being full (KeKopecr/jbevov elvai, 1 Cor.
iv. 8), and the thinking themselves rich (1 Cor. iv. 8 ; Rev. iii. 17),
ceit of

the very opposite of that which the law is intended to work, namely,
poverty of spirit and hunger and thirst after righteousness (Matt.
v. 3, 6).
For he who places himself exclusively under the law,

supposes that he has his righteousness in this, that lie has fulfilled
the requirements of the law, and knows nothing of the reception of
a grace which excludes all boasting (1 Cor. iv. 7; Rom. iii. 27). He

knows not the

inefficiency of the

law which

rests

on the nature of

man (TO dSvvarov TOV VO/JLOV, Rom. viii. 3), the fleshly enmity to
God which belongs to man, by virtue of which he cannot obey the
viii.
For this reason, that supposed ability of ful
7).
the law, and everything which, as contrasted with the viola
tion of the law, wishes to be called legal virtue, and as such, wishes

law (Rom.
filling

to boast of itself,

demned by

is

burdened with such internal

the law of

God

And

&quot;

His apostle

says,

&quot;It

both to will and to do of His good

however,

is

When,
intention

and

is

con

&quot;

does Christ point and say,
xv. 5).

falsity,

Not to the law, but to Himself,
Without me ye can do nothing (John

itself.

is

God who worketh

pleasure&quot;

(Phil.

ii.

13).

in

you

That,

the voice of the promising, not the requiring God.
above paragraph, we used the word virtue, our

in the

was not

to

sphere of the law.

do so as

On

if this

whatever

is

had

force only in the
called virtue, the Christian s

idea

its
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thoughts also are to be steadily fixed (Phil. iv. 8). But this word,
which in the Greek and Latin tongues in its strict and proper
sense

proclaims

what belongs

glory that naturally belongs to

to
it,

manly power, along with the
to shame by the law of

comes

law we perceive how it stands with man s virtue.
in
what follows we do not place in contrast with that
If, however,
virtue which we have designated
legal virtue,&quot; a doctrine of

God.

In

this

&quot;

gospel virtue, or at all make the idea of virtue the basis of Chris
For if we take the
tian ethics, the reason of this is very simple.
sense
an
of
to
fulfil the end of life,
word in the general
ability

without an understanding of the divinely appointed end of life, and
the means ordained by God for the attainment of this ability, no

made of the bare word virtue. What is most prepos
the giving to this formal idea a signification from premises
which belong to the ancient pre-Christian civilised world. Not
use can be
terous,

is

even from the law of God, to say nothing of such premises, do I
I have to consider as an ability of attaining the object

know what

God, and actually to be attributed to man).
the Christian merely from his knowledge of
Christ as the reXo? voftov (Rom. x. 4), and of His powers, gifts, and
If a play upon words might be allowed here, I might say,
grace.
he alone who knows the virtues (1 Pet. ii. 9,
for &quot;^nn )
of life (well-pleasing to

This unfolds

itself to

LXX.

Isa. xliii.

21

;

comp. 2 Pet

Him who

glorious powers of

marvellous

light,

and extent.
(6) In place of
iv.

all

is

the law, and

it is

is its

to

rightly to think of

be said touching

its

human and

object, source,

further inquiry, compare Luther, Sermon on
:
On the People of the Law and of
who still walks in the works done under
Thelaw is his tutor and governor, and he

1-8, on Christmas

Grace. There

how

understands

Christian virtue, and what

Gal.

i.
3), that is to say, the sum of the
has called us out of darkness into His

Day

said of one

slave

&quot;

:

walks thereunder as under the hand of a stranger. And it is given
him, in the first place, that he may remain at home and be
brought up, that he may refrain from evil works externally from
to

fear of punishment, that he may riot become too wild, and risk all
he has, that lie may not estrange himself entirely from God and
His blessedness, as do those who, as a matter of course, abandon
themselves to sin. In the second place, that he may learn to know
himself, and may arrive at understanding, may see how unwilling
he is to be under the law, and performs no work as a willing child

but

all like

a constrained slave

;

that thereby he

may

learn in what
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wanting namely, in a new, free, willing spirit, which the law
and its works are unable to give him nay, the more he works, the
more unwilling and the more averse he becomes to work, from the
want of such a spirit. When, therefore, he finds this in himself,
he perceives how he merely keeps the law externally by his works,
but inwardly in his heart is an enemy to it, and opposed to it with
Thus is he certainly without
his displeased and unwilling heart.
intermission inwardly a sinner against the law, and externally a
saint acording to the law, i.e. a veritable Cain and a great hypocrite;
and it becomes plain to him that his works are works of the law,
he

is

;

but his heart

law in
alone

its
is

a heart of

is

inclination,

bound

and

to the law.

For the

sin.
is

heart

opposed to the

is

surely inclined to sin, and the hand
Therefore St. Paul has well named

such works works of the law. For the law forces them out, and
nothing more falls to it but the works. But the law will have the
heart also, and will have its injunctions willingly performed, that

we

should not alone say works of the law, but also hearts of the
not alone the hand of the law, but also the will, mind, and all
;
the powers of the law, as is said in Ps. i., Blessed is the man whose

law

delight

is

Such a

in the law of the Lord.

disposition -the

law

in

deed requires, but does not give; and as nature cannot bestow this
of itself, so the law presses upon them, and condemns them to hell
for disobedience to God s commandments.
Then, in such a case,
there is anguish and a miserable conscience, and yet no help
(this
&quot;

is Cain s
Then, however, it is said, &quot;But those who are the
race).
future Abels, they learn by the law respecting themselves, what
unwilling hearts they have for the law, fall from their presumption,

go their hands and feet, and are reduced to nothing in their
Then comes, however, the gospel
eyes by this knowledge.
then God gives grace to the humble, who receive His testament
and believe. And together with and in their faith they receive the
Holy Spirit, who gives them a new heart, which brings with it
does willingly and cheer
delight in the law and hatred to sin, and
let

own

;

fully that which is good.
but there is a heart of the

Then are

16.

If

it

there

no more works of the law,

law&quot;

c.

Fear.

stands thus with the nature of the law, and with the

obedience which

may

be conceived

to arise out of

places himself under the law alone

it,

must continue

the

man who

in a threefold
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manner

the slave of fear (1).

with fear of the law

God

with

undivided love to
either

Him

from a dread of

places himself under the law,

mind, or of a fear of God in
Further, he does what the law requires

(2).

all his

threaten ings or from a fear of losing the
and this is the fear of a servile mind (3).

its

reward of such doing

And

II.

for he finds in himself nothing of a love to

;

heart and with

all his

He

[CHAP.

;

by the law as such this alone is declared to man,
Cursed is every one that continueth not in all things which are
and notwithstanding
written in the book of the law to do them ;
finally, since

&quot;

&quot;

from the law

itself

we become

conscious that

we

neither

fulfil

the

whole law, nor do that which we do in obedience to isolated com
mandments of the law in. the spirit required by the law, therefore
the

man who

places himself under the law alone remains a slave to

the fear of the threatened

judgment of death and the wrath of

God, knows that when called to a reckoning he has nothing to say
his defence, and obtains no peace at the thought of God s

in

judgment

And

(4).

God

purposes in His law, in order that we
should seek our rest in that God who is not merely the God of the

law

this

it

is

that

Should we

however, to find our rest in the law,
and in our obedience thereto, then this fear comes upon us as a just
(5).

punishment,

desire,

not that fear which

that restless fear which

is

the beginning of wisdom, but
the end of hope and the commencement
is

of despair.
This, however, is the fruit of our guilt, that we do
not allow ourselves to be guided by the law of God to Him to

whom

the law, as our

&quot;

schoolmaster,&quot;

is

intended to bring us (6).

An

observation, professedly derived from history, has been
what
may be immediately concluded from the nature
opposed
of the case
and it has been asserted that to the saints of the old
covenant, right and law, instead of being objects of fear, were
But here, as well in general and
objects of the most intense joy.
on the whole as in reference to individual testimonies, it has been
(1)

to

;

overlooked that nothing at all can be said of a position of the Old
Testament saint with respect to the law thus in the abstract.
The

law

is

to Israel the revelation of his

God.

But God

is

not his

God

through the law, but by virtue of the promise. The first revelation
of God to Israel coincides with the promise, and the fuller revela-
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tion of the promise Is older than the full manifestation of the law.
Then God reveals Himself in actual fulfilment as the Saviour of

the apparently lost people.
Finally, first as Lawgiver in the wil
And even this revelation is to the Israelites a manifes
derness.

God. But in this very consciousness the
Promiser and the Lawgiver coincide ; and the praise of this God is
not the praise of the law, but the praise of that gracious God rich
tation of the glory of their

who

in promises,

The

reveals Himself also in the law.

justice of

confirmed by means of the very passages cited to
the
contrary,
namely Ps. xix. 8, 9, cxi. 3, and cxix. For, as
prove
those
else,
passages also can only be rightly understood
everywhere
the praise of the law in unison
in connection with the whole text,
this

remark

is

with the hope and the prayer for forgiveness of sin (Ps. xix. 13), in
unison also with the praise of the certain promised redemption (Ps.

And

so the whole 119th Psalm is on the one hand praise
and on the other prayer and hope that the Lord will
make good His promise of help and assistance to those praising

cxi. 9).

of the law,

Him. This confidence, however, is not the effect of the law. The
law, considered by itself, completely excludes a confidence of such
a kind.
Consequently, because the Old Testament revelation has
promise and law, the result thereof

not fear in our sense, but a

is

This is the beautiful
fear which essentially includes in it trust.
(P s cxv.
acknowledgment of the 115th Psalm: nirr? inipa njn;
It is the fear which is due to the holy majesty of God,
11).
&quot;*n&amp;lt;

.

without which no humility, no true piety exists so that those who
would wish to know nothing of fear have no inkling of genuine
has endeavoured to find
piety. Only the sheerest misunderstanding
;

&quot;Perfect

/c6\ao-Lv e

fore,

John

the well-known passage, 1

this fear in

^et,

as

it is

iv.

18,

where

fear.&quot;

has this fear to do with that reverential fear which

confidence

?

wicked one

;

it is said,

This, however, is that fear which
said even in the same passage.
What, there

love casteth out

is

full of

from the

That love which has not (fro/Bov Seov
and this is testified by the revelation of the new cove
is

nant plainly enough (2 Cor.
iawfjiv eavrovs

.

.

ev

.

ravra^ ovv e^ovres e
Oeov 1 Pet. i. 17, elirarepa

vii. 1,

(f&amp;gt;6/3cp

rov aTrpoo-coTroXrJTrTa)? Kpivovra

,

.

.

.

e

TO

ev
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o/3

comp. Phil. ii. 12, 13). Therefore,
under all circumstances, fear remains the beginning (principium,
not initium) of that wisdom which maketh wise unto salvation (Ps.
cxi. 10
Prov. ix. 10) while a wisdom which imagines itself re
In the
lieved from this fear is the wisdom of diabolical pride.
xpovov

;

avacrTpdcjirjTe

;

:
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we were

obliged to point out as mere legal
obedience, and therefore the opposite to the fulfilling of the law,
there is naturally no question concerning this kind of fear.

relation,

however, which

When

it is

asserted above, that fear necessarily comes upon the
himself under the law alone, two points are hereby

man who places

intended to be made prominent. First, namely this, that such an
effect is not the final end of the law intended by God, in so far as
&amp;gt;

God has appointed the law not for itself alone, but in connection
with the promise ; while it is the act of man, and not of God, this
disregard of the promise, and placing one s self under the law alone.
Secondly,

it is

intended by this statement to be brought into view,

come upon those who, in this their
do
not
perverted position,
entirely free themselves from the law of
still
allow
but
themselves
to remain under its influence.
For
God,
that the terrors of the law only

it is
men stand to the law
perfectly just what Luther says, that
in a threefold position.
The first are those ivho hazard everything,
and boldly act in opposition to it in a free course of life ; and to these
&quot;

The second class are
just the same as if there were no law.
those who restrain themselves from this wild life, and live a re

it is

life, who thus subject themselves outwardly to its dis
but
cipline,
inwardly are enemies to their taskmaster: all their
performance arises out of a fear of death and hell. Consequently
they keep the law outwardly only nay, the law keeps them out

spectable

;

and are not even kept by
both inwardly and out
of Moses written within and without

wardly, but inwardly they do not keep
it.

(The

third class are those

wardly. These are the tables
by the finger of God itself.)

it,

who keep

it

&quot;

(2) The diversity of the position of a Christian man, in respect
to standing under the law, is
pointed out by the apostle (Rom.
viii.
eXd/Bere trvevfjia Sov\elas ira\iv et?
15) in the words, ov

yap

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o/3oz;;

comp. 2 Tim.

&6i\ia$) a\\a
of fear this

is,

i.

7,

ov yap

eScotcev rj^lv

6

@eo?

Kal dyaTTTjs KOI aw^povio-fjiov.
and in what it differs from that fear of
Svvd/jbecos

irvevp.a

What kind
God which

becomes the children of God,

all this belongs to those rudiments of
/
o
Christian knowledge, as they are to be found in the earliest of
Luther s sermons. It is the fear of the evil, dismayed conscience

which the law alarms, but cannot pacify. It is that terror of God
which is to be distinguished from the fear of God. And this terror
is
just the fruit of a love not directed to God, while the fear of
God is the fruit of love to God. Comp. Luther s Sermon on the
Fear of God (in the year 1515; Works, pt. xii. p. 2188): &quot;The

FEAR.

one has of

terror

The

hatred.

Him,

in order that

reverential fear

esteem, and

and

one

tiling,

and the fear of God

is

another.

is

Therefore

loved.

who

is

the fruit of love, but terror the ground and source of
Man, therefore, should not be in terror of God, but should

latter

fear

God
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he

this fear of

may not hate Him who ought to be
God will be better understood as that

which we have towards those

whom we

fear to offend.

But

whom we

love, honour,

this is impossible to

one

loves aught else but God ; for since he strives after this love,
trusts himself to it, in this way he necessarily falls into terror

when such a thing is taken away from him which he loves&quot; (Sermon
of 1516). Servile fear &quot;loves something else than God, and there
fore fears God, since it gives God fear without love, and the
creature love without
iv.

18

&quot;

:

Some have

fear.&quot;

fear

Luther therefore remarks on 1 John
and terror to those love is wanting.
:

Others have fear without terror: in these is love perfect.&quot; On Rom.
&quot;Those who have or know
viii. 15, however, he says
nothing more
:

than the law, these can never possibly attain to this, that they should
have a just, heartfelt confidence and comfort in God, although they
may do much and exercise themselves with great zeal in the law.

For when it flashes before their eyes in its true light, then they see
what it requires of them, and how far they still are from fulfilling
and thus there is nothing
it reveals to them God s wrath
it, and
from
but mere terror, dread, and fleeing
God, under which they
is
not
must finally perish, if help
brought them by the gospel.
;

what the apostle here calls a slavish spirit, which only terri
fies and makes us flee from God.&quot;
the work as
(3) He who places himself under the law goes to
to a drudgery, for the sake of fear and of reward.
epyafoov \oryiertu Kara %apw, d\\a /car o^e/X^a, Rom.
lAevcp o fjLKrOb?
This

is

(To&amp;gt;

4

We

SovXetas eVe^erat, Gal. v. 1.)
must, however,
remark that no one likes to fulfil the law, except he be free from the
For this reason we must here again
law, and no longer under it.
iv.

&quot;

;

firya)

mention the discourse of Paul, where he speaks of the being under
the law that we may know who is and who is not under the law.
All those, then, who do good works because that is so commanded,
out of fear of punishment or the desire of reward, these are under
the law
must be pious and do good, yet unwillingly. Therefore is
the law their lord and driver, but they are its slaves and prisoners.
For were there not the law urging them, and the punishment or
the reward, but were every one allowed his own free discretion, that
he might do what he wished without the fear of punishment or
I
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hope of reward, then would he do what was evil, and leave undone
what was good, if beforehand temptation and motive allured him.
But now that the law, with its threatening and promise, lies in his
way, he refrains from evil, and does what is good, not from love
of the good and hatred of the evil, but from fear of punishment
Therefore they are under the law, and
or looking for reward.

bondmen: these are the saints of Cain s race&quot;
People of the Laiv and the People of Grace).
(Luther
is
in
the
which our conscience is incarcerated, and
The prison
law
with aversion we are under it. For no one does freely what is
good when bidden by the law, nor leaves the evil undone when the
law forbids but from fear of the penalty one must do it, or he
constrained by
s

it

like

Sermon on

the

&quot;

;

does

it

This fear or the threatening,

for the sake of the reward.

and the reward or the hope of it, are the two chains which hold us
in bonds under the law&quot; (ibid.).
(4) The law of God itself breaks in pieces the chain of selfconceit and self-righteousness, when we would have our
recom
The
is the
which
law
bears
witness
pense.&quot;
handwriting
against
us (Col. ii. 14)
it works the wrath of God
(Eom. iv. 15). It
&quot;

;

pronounces its curse against every man who does not keep the
whole law, against all who range themselves under the law and
desire to obtain righteousness by their fulfilling of the law.
law therefore is also a light which shines forth, making visible
&quot;

The
and

manifest, not the grace of God, and not that righteousness by
which we may obtain everlasting life and blessedness ; but sin, our
frailty,

death,

proper work of
further&quot;

God s wrath and judgment
the laiv, with

which

(Luther, Table Talk, chap.

it

is

this

is

&quot;

xii.).

true and
and go no

the

to rest satisfied,

Whatever brings before

sin, or wrath, or death, that exercises and performs the office of
the law, whether it is done in the Old or New Testament.
Law and

us

conviction of sin, or manifestation of wrath, are expressions which
the same thing, and may be used one for the other.
Since,
however, there is nothing else but the law to show us whence sin

mean

and death come upon us, it is abundantly manifest that the law
very necessary and useful to
(Luther, Second Disputation
against the Antinomians).
Nay, in the highest degree necessary
and useful against all self-justification.
For our proud heart

is

us&quot;

requires the goad all our life long to alarm it, in order that man
may learn to despair of himself. The terror and alarm which arise
from the law rests not on a misunderstanding, but on a right know

ledge of the law.

&quot;

For the

law,

when

it

is

rightly understood,
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when, however, it is not rightly
makes
us
understood,
hypocrites&quot; (Luther, Table Talk, chap. xii.).
(5) That was already understood by the pious of the Old
Testament. In their case, along with the fear of God s righteous
judgment, prayer and hope in a gracious and forgiving God were
quite common, because they knew the God who had given the law
and the promise. And so, on the other hand, even in the times of
the fulfilling of the promise in the New Covenant, the law remains
in its rights and use, in order that it may alarm us at our state, and
drive us to Him who knows how to wound us by His law, to excite
pain in us, and through the word of His grace to heal our pain
and wounds. &quot;In such a way does the law resemble a driver who
;

it

drives the

hungry

He may

to Christ, that

And

them with His good

fill

the true office and work of the law, that
this, then,
things.
it should accuse, humble, kill, and
plunge us into hell, and take
from us everything, that there may be nothing whatever which we
is

might have to comfort

And

us.

finally, this is

done by the law
and loving,

for this end, that we may be made by faith righteous
exalted, led to heaven, and may attain everlasting life

and blessed

(Luther, Exposition of the Epistle to the Galatians,
(6) If the law works that fear which the Apology in

ness&quot;

fession calls servile fear, because

it is

&quot;

without

faith,&quot;

iii.

our

23).

Con

and on

this

only wrath and despair,&quot; this lies so far in the law,
as it does not in itself bestow on us the comfort of faith, nor is it
intended to bestow it ; but it does not lie in the God of the law,
It is man s own
since He at no time placed man under law alone.
For if he
the
law
who
neither
understands
nor
uses
fault,
rightly.
understood the law, or rather the God who has given the law, he

account works

&quot;

would know that the same God who

in the

does not wish the death of the sinner.

If he

God s

fault, but man
the dominion of sin

s,

who

law threatens death,

knows

will place himself

it

not,

it is

not

under the law, while

powerless only over him who stands not
VJJL&V ov Kvpievcrei ov jap eVre VTTO
For in
a\Xa
VTTO
Rom.
vi. 14 ; comp. Gal. v. 18).
VO/JLOV,
^apiv^
law
the
his
of
as
in
of
the
earliest
Luther
one
sermons,
this,
says
is

under the law (a^apria yap

&quot;

and teaches us to
thus
and
wretchedness,
urges us to seek for the
is the
of
our
cure
For
the
knowledge of our
good.
beginning
is the
the
Lord
and
the
fear
of
beginning of wisdom ; but
malady,
the law puts us in fear, in order that man may be humbled, while
he sees that he does not keep the law, and consequently incurs the

is

the best thing, since

recognise our

own

it

points out the evil,
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judgment of God.&quot; He who does not recognise this result of the
law as the best thing,&quot; may, however, expose himself to the curse
which is attached to a misuse of the law. Nothing is and remains
under all circumstances the import of the law but its being the
&quot;

TraiSaycoyos els Xpicrrov (Gal. iii. 23, 24), if man has not yet found
Christ, or stands in danger lest he should use the freedom in Christ

The law for ever remains the goad
from
that law to God in Christ, the
away
of the law, the Mediator of the forgiveness of sins.

as a cloak for his wickedness.

which impels us
Fulfiller

to flee

SECOND SECTION,
THE GOOD TIDINGS OF THE NEW COVENANT.

The Existence,

17.

tlie

Essence, and the Import of the Gospel.

God and man,
whose existence both our conscience and the law of

reconciliation of that discord between

jHE
of

God

convince us,

is

not nor can be regarded as a fact
consciousness.
For although the

human

of the natural

not only on the subjective feeling of man s
also on the objective
position of all prepara
the
consciousness
of
its
tory revelation, yet
accomplishment does
not run parallel with the traces of this yearning in history (1).

yearning for

it

rests

want and misery, but

And

least of all

can

man

conceive the idea of brino-inoo o about this

reconciliation out of himself without obliterating the truth of
is

attested

by conscience and the law

witness that the discord in
that wrath of

God which

its

rests

For

(2).

what

since the law bears

ultimate ground is conditioned by
on the unholy man, so a certainty

that this wrath is turned aside can never possibly let itself be con
ceived as a fact proceeding from man.
Therefore, as the gospel
as
to
our
bears witness to itself
knowledge and consciousness, as

the revelation of a mystery hitherto hidden from the world, and as
something only promulgated in the fulness of time, and hereby

excludes the idea that our consciousness of this reconciliation, like
conscience, is something innate in the human spirit, so also it repu

it

human agency and

authorship in such redemption, since
derives that which neither conscience nor the law of God can

diates all

bestow exclusively from an act of

God

in Christ (3).

verification, that this act proceeds from the

science

and law

sits

in

judgment upon
133
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us, as

it

the

in con

has been given
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connection of the gospel with all the
historically in the historical

has made to us of Himself from
preparatory revelations that God
the beginning of days, so does it lie for our moral consciousness
just in this, that the deliverance

accomplished in

Christ

is

from God

s

wrath which has been

declared and offered to us in a

way

which, far from destroying the testimony of the law and con
This confirmation may be traced in
science, only confirms it (4).
this,

that the

word which proclaims

to us, for Christ s sake alone,

the forgiveness of sins, is presented to us as the security for whose
sake alone also we are to consider ourselves as freed from the wrath

For although herewith the will of God in Christ towards
of God.
us does not attain its accomplishment without a moral procedure on
our part towards this word, yet does the same word testify to us
that God bestows upon us that grace in the way of promise (not
on account of this our moral procedure, but for the sake of Christ
alone),

by

virtue of

For His own
wrath.

And

sake,

which we are delivered from the divine wrath

God

in Christ rescues the world

to the universality of the judicial

(5).

from the divine

word of God

in the

law corresponds the universality of the grace-offering word, not
only in
its

being designed to be preached to

its

having
available for the whole world

this gracious will in

all

the world, but in

respect to the grace of

subject-matter, as

(6).

The

the midst of a world

God

realization,

still

exposed

in Christ,

however, of
to the

wrath

of God, corresponds to the universal relations of that self-conscious
ness and world-consciousness, (ordained for us as creatures,) in this
respect also, that it is announced and offered to us in the form
of a kingdom,

here below

is

and of a fellow-participation in a kingdom, which
destined, as a kingdom of grac6, to be an all-domi

nating and pervading power of human

society, until in its future

perfection as a kingdom of glory, in the full purity and glorification
of the whole man, both body and soul, and of the whole world, as

well of heaven as of earth,
of

God

manifests

the perfected will
towards His creatures, and the perfect contrast to this
it

itself as

present world placed under the curse of sin and the ban of transitoriness (7).

What

influence on the moral consciousness of

men God

in-
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this is

speci

from that working of the law, which on the
the divine purpose of the law itself, and on the

fically distinguished

one side
other
law,

lies in

the fault of man,

is

and seeking

by

his placing himself
purely

under the

his justification in a
fulfilling of the law,

all this

be investigated before the question is answered, how man
and
when he has come, to receive in his inner man the
comes,
gospel as the principle of a new moral life, and to carry this prin
to

is first

ciple in him.

(1)

There

yearning of
guarantee of

common

exists a

man
its

saying, according to which the
deliverance bears already in itself the

after

But

accomplishment.

in as far as this
yearning

is

only a creature excitement on man s part, it is a proof of the need,
not the promise of a possession. The history of the heathen world
bears testimony to this.
ported by a conviction of

mises of God.
at note (1),

This

is

and Jer.

Where

this yearning,

however,

is

sup

accomplishment, there it rests on pro
proved by the history of Israel (comp. 16
its

xvii. 13,

1.

7

;

Ps. cxxx. 8).

But where the

about the entire fulness of the deliverance, there the
question
words of the old covenant point beyond themselves to a new cove
is

nant (Jer. xxxi. 31
(2)

The sum

and the law

is

ff.

;

Heb.

viii.

8

ff.).

the yearning excited in us
comprised in the knowledge that no

of

own redemption.

all

To

by conscience

man

can effect

the question,
apa Svvarai, (7wQr\vat^
the answer of Christ holds good universally and unconditionally
irdvra Sward,
rovro a&vvarov earns, Trapa Se
Hapa

his

T/&amp;lt;?

:

@ea&amp;gt;

av6pu&amp;gt;rroi&amp;lt;;

Matt. xix. 25, 26.
(3)

God,

the possibility of man s being saved lay with
preparatory revelation was intended to excite man to ask.

As

all

to

how

The

full revelation and disclosure, however, is expressly testified to
be the announcement of a mystery hitherto hidden and withheld
from the world (Rom. xvi. 25 Eph. i. 9; Col. i. 26; 1 Cor. ii. 7-10).
;

give the explanation of this economy of God in the history of
In this place, our business
salvation, is the sphere of dogmatics.

To

with

it

is

merely to press

this as

an ethical determination of the

Christian consciousness, that it has the root of saving knowledge
only in that which before the advent of Christ was hidden from

the world, and which is given and revealed in Him alone, and
indeed as the last, conclusive, and ever-enduring revelation, after

all
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which no further, least of
to be looked for (Heb. i. 1,
vvv

all

fCTos&amp;lt;

Now

15.

i.

TWV

TrA^&^a TOV

is

^povov^ Gal.
i.
3, 1 Pet.

4;

iv.

Eph. i. 10 (comp. Tit.
eV eo ^drov TWV ^povwv).

icaip&v,

(f)avepa&amp;gt;0els

II.

a different, revelation of salvation is
TSoy vvv fcaipb? evrrpoo-fa
ISov
2).
2 Cor. vi. 2. Now holds good, 7T7r\ijpcoTai, o

rjfjiepa o-corTjpla^,

Mark

[SEC.

i.

20,

the testimony to this divine deliverance of man s race from
the wrath of God has this for its characteristic sign, that it declares

But

to

us an act of

deliverance

is

God

which once for

in Christ as that in

concluded.

a

Ta

8e Trdvra

Irjcrov

e/c

Xpiarov

TOV

&&amp;gt;9

on

(9eo9

all

this

Kara\\d~

eov TOV

ev

rjv

XpicrTa&amp;gt;

The facts of the
eavTw, 2 Cor. v. 18, 19.
death and resurrection of Christ were those by whose testimony
(comp. Acts i. 22, ii. 24, 32, iii. 15, etc.) the apostles conquered the

The

world.

fact of the death of Christ

the consummation
v.

(Rom.

is

that which

named

as

No

10).

all be
spoken
an
of
and
that
act
alone.
Christ,
by
by

accomplished by Christ could at
effected

is

of the reconciliation, &quot;ivhen we were still enemies
reconciliation and redemption of the world
of, if it

By

were not

virtue of this

eavrbv dvrtXvTpov virep TTCUVTWV^ 1 Tim. ii. 6 ;
Els vTrep TrdvTcov ciTredavev, 2 Cor. v. 14) truly the Redeemer of
the world (d\7]6cos 6 awrrip TOV /cocy-toO, John iv. 42), the propitia
Christ (o

is

tion for the

801/9

whole world

(tXacr/zo? irepl

o\ov rov

/cocr/nov,

1

John

2), the deliverer from the wrath of God (o pvo^evos dirb TTJS
1 Thess. i. 10 ; comp. with Rom. v. 9).
And
0/0777? rrjs ep%o/jievr)s,

ii.

is offered to us
by God as our justification, is nothing
but justification in the blood of Christ (Rom. v. 9), and abso
rjv
lutely identical with forgiveness of sins: 2 Cor. v. 19,

that which
else

&amp;lt;9eo?

ev&amp;gt;

KaraXXdo-craiv eavra), fjirj \o&amp;lt;yi%6/jivos avrols
;
Eph. i. 7 ; Col. i. 14, TTJV a7ro\vTpwa iv, rrjv

TO&amp;gt;

TMV dfjiapTia)v. As also Christ says of Himself, TO alpd
rb Trepl TToXXcoz/ eK ^yvop.evov et? a$eo~i,v afjbapTi&v. Matt,
xxvi. 28.
Therefore a0ecr^9 a^apTiwv is the comprehensive ex
a

6cr LV

(f&amp;gt;

/jiov

pression for the salvation which has been offered and is still being
offered to us (Luke xxiv. 47 ; Acts ii. 38, v. 31, x. 43, xiii. 38,
xxvi. 18).
For the imputed righteousness consists only in the non-

imputation of sin
8).

As being

(&amp;lt;

0eo9 ov

fjirj

\o&amp;lt;yicr7]Tcu

Rom. iv. 7,
Rom. iii. 24),

dpapTiav,

freely justified (c lfcatov/jievos Scopedv,
to feel and know himself.
Such Lf he,

and remains
such only if God for Christ s sake alone declares the sinner right
eous.
Since we all, as being born in sin and enemies to God,

the Christian

&quot;

is
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less than eternal wrath and
damnation, so
we are and can do is condemned, and no help or counsel
can be found for our state for sin is too grievous for any creature
to abolish, and the wrath so great that no one could still or appease
therefore must another man step into our place, namely Jesus
it;
Christ, God and man, and by His suffering and death must do
enough to expiate and atone for sin. That is the cost laid out
for that end and expended upon us, through which sin and God s
wrath are extinguished and taken away, the Father reconciled and

have deserved nothing
that all that

made our friend&quot; (Luther).
(4) That Christ, with that which

He

is

and brings, did not

He

to destroy the law,
himself says (Matt. v. 17). And the
more
in
shows
detail
how
he, by his preaching of righteous
apostle
ness in Christ, casts no dishonour upon the law, but in truth only

come

establishes

it

(Rom.

iii.

31).

How

this is done,

can scarcely be

The gospel
tersely expressed than in the words of Luther
is a narrative of God s
and
in
order
that
God alone
honour,
glory
be
of
the
honour
of God
Such
may
praised.
preaching, however,
more

&quot;

:

brings along with

it

the preaching of our shame ; for
lie
together in the same bed.&quot;

God s honour

and our honour cannot

Precisely in
the specific difference of the gospel from the law lies the essential
confirmation of the law and of the judgment of condemnation
against us which is to be derived from it. This confirmation dis
appears only in the same measure in which the specific difference
is

obliterated,

weakened, or destroyed.

For

in this case, contrive it

justification before God comes to depend upon a
relation which takes up the ground of a requisition fulfilled by us.

as

we may, our

We

may

qualify this act of our fulfilment as

we

will,

by represent

an internal operation of grace, that is to say, the grace of
ing
God in us the fact, however, remains always the same, that we
wish to let pass, as adequate to the holy will of God respecting His
it

as

:

creatures, a something of our own, and belonging to us, of which
with
certainly wish to affirm that it is achieved entirely

we do not

out our co-operation.
Or if we call it inadequate, and consequently
not truly a fulfilment of the divine will, but something which God
of His grace allows to hold good as adequate, then in this manner
not only to a perfect elimination of the requisition made
and of the divine sentence of condemnation to be
derived from it, but we hereby destroy all moral truth of our own

we come

to us in the law,

Both are only preserved by this means, that we
self-knowledge.
hold fast as the ground of our righteousness before God, not a work
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be carried out by God through our own instrumentality, much
less one to be attributed to ourselves, but a work accomplished by
to

God-man.

That

the revelation of grace, by virtue of
which man depends for his justification and righteousness before
God in no conceivable manner of any kind on his own work and

Christ the

is

work and doing of Christ. While in
is termed law and man s
which
fulfilling of the
everything
way
law is excluded from justification and our consciousness of it, it is just
doing, but absolutely on the

this

is in itself, and in
respect to us, is
That which, in reference to the revela
alone properly confirmed.
tion of God to men made in the word, specifically belongs to Moses,

hereby that what the law truly

viz.

the law, the same

is

unconditionally excluded from that which

specifically belongs to Christ, viz. grace and the truth which maketh
free ; just in order that what saves us from wrath should be grace,

and all salvation should come to us by virtue of
and
not by virtue of law comp. John i. 17, o vofio?
promise only,
and grace

alone,

:

$ia Mayvaecos eSoOij

f]

%/ot&amp;lt;?

KOI

97

a\r]9eia Bia ^Ir]crov Xpicrrov

jap ex VO/JLOV fj /cXrjpovofAia, ov/ceri, e
The law is that which lays down what man is to do the
7eX/a9.
For it is quite a differ
gospel reveals whence man is to obtain it.
ent thing to know what we ought to possess, and to know whence
we may procure it. As if, when I place myself in the hands of
the physicians, there is one branch of the art to say where the
disease lies, and another to say what course we are to take to get
So is it here also. The law discovers our disease, and
quit of it.
eyevero

Gal.

;

iii.

18, el

7ra&amp;lt;y-

&quot;

;

&quot;

the gospel supplies the remedy
(Luther).
As the idea of that righteousness which

imputed to us for
sake essentially confirms the judgment of the law of God
against us, so does it also form the most important ethical element
for the consciousness of man when delivered from the wrath of God
Christ

by means
with

is

s

its

of the gospel.
&quot;

It is purely

absurd to reproach

this idea

Possibly we may

being
represent
externally juristic.&quot;
the work of Christ, for the sake of which God reckons the sinner
righteous, in so one-sided a way as to make this reproach applicable.
Possibly also we may, with the doctrine of imputed righteousness,
omit and tacitly pass over what belongs to the complete picture of
the operations of God in Christ which act upon us.
Nothing,
however, of all this need take place, and everything be said which
belongs to the perfect conception of that restored communion of
God with men, and of men with God, which is effected through
Christ, not only in Christ, but in man ; and yet the idea of imputed,
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freely

the palladium of true
of
the
of
the law, of true selfself-knowledge,
right understanding
and
self-condemnation.
Under
shelter
thereof alone,
judgment
inviolable.

It

is

everything that God works at the same time within us, pours out
upon us and brings into being as a new life, remains preserved pure

and unpolluted from the poison of self-admiration, self-exaltation,
It remains true in all ways, and for the whole of

self-justification.

this earthly life, not only for its beginning, but also up to the end,
that Christ came to call not the righteous, but sinners to

repentance,

such (Matt. ix. 13
1 Tim. i. 15).
And he who does
not understand the contradiction of sinful saints and sanctified

and

to save

sinners

;

whose solution

lies

alone in the idea of imputed righteous

as yet ignorant of the whole gospel in general.
(5) Hitherto, in the first place, the question was of the act of
God in Christ, in which the reconciliation, redemption, and deliver

ness

is

ance of the world from the divine wrath was accomplished.

Now

word in which this act
the more a mode of view

there comes also under our consideration the
is

And
offered to us for our acceptance.
is alien to the
gospel placed this act in the background, or set
that
aside, in order to give a value to the word only as doctrine,

which
it

to say, not as an announcement of the facts of redemption, but
as a setting forth of new propositions (laws, maxims, rules of life,
and the like), so much the more must we guard against the other
is

extreme, by which w e are wont to undervalue the import of the
circumstance, that the redemptive act of God in Christ is offered to
r

Rather is the question just as
us in the word for our acceptance.
much concerning the knowledge, what import for the ethical con
sciousness of the Christian the offer of the redemption in the word
both in general and in special connection with the justifi

may have

cation of the sinner.

In the

of that
first
place, then, and in general, the objectivity
power which determines the Christian, nowhere presents itself
to us more plainly than in the fact that the Christian finds himself
pointed away from his own thoughts to thoughts of God, which are
comprised in words which claim for themselves eternal duration and
force, and whose abiding appropriation and keeping is made the
vital

He who speaks
condition of an abiding communion with Christ.
of
this His own
this word, and at the same time asserts such things
word,
wills,

is

Christ Himself.

By

His words

and does, even before the last

is

He

removes what

He

is,

interaccomplished, from, the
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words of the Son
what
He Himself
thoughts,
He
what
that
He
does
denies
He
since
says
forbids,
say of Himself
a
air
TCL
xiv.
eyco V/JLLV XaXw,
e^avTov ov XaXw
10,
pijfAara,
(John
xii. 49), but characterizes His word as the word of His
comp.
to regard the

human

is

;

heavenly Father (John xiv. 24, xvii. 6, xiv. 17). The declarations
of God to Israel of old through human organs, in many parts and
divers manners, reached their climax in the speaking of God to us
by His Son (Heb. i. 1). As the final historical revelation of God
taking place in time, in comparison with which no other has any

though an angel should come from heaven to preach
i.
7, 8), this word is exempted from that
is the lot both of heaven and earth, and never
which
away
passing
Mark xiii. 31 Luke xxi. 23 1 Pet.
passes away (Matt. xxiv. 35
value, even

another gospel (Gal.

:

;

;

23, 25, TO 8e pr^a Kvplov fjievei ets TOP alwva&quot; TOVTO Se CCTTLV TO
In this word of the good tidings
TO eva&amp;lt;yrye\icr6ev et? u^a?).
prjfjia
Acts
xv.
TOV
euayyeX/ou,
7), as we have before said, is
(o Xcyo?
i.

the mystery of salvation, which was hidden from former genera
tions (Rom. xvi. 25 Eph. iii. 5, 9; Col. i. 26), made known not
as something absolutely new, but just as the word of the &quot;new
;

founded on the blood of Christ (Matt. xxvi. 28,
and the parallel texts), and which is the fulfilling of the promises
made in the Old Testament (Jer. xxxi. 31 comp. on the idea, as
appearing in the history of salvation, conveyed by the word
SiaQij/trj, Delitzsch on Heb. vii. 22, pp. 302, 303), and the disclosure
of that which is hidden in the revelation of the Old Testament
covenant,&quot;

which

is

;

JV&quot;i2,

(comp. with 2 Cor.

iii.

15, 16, passages such as

Luke

xxiv. 27, etc.).

word (Xoyo?) which comprises the eternal thoughts of
and
their
God,
development and accomplishment in the history of

It

is

that

salvation

;

that declaration of

to the world,
brings near

and

God
is

(pfjpa TOV

the

medium

eov) which,

spoken

of our salvation,

without the hearing, understanding, reception, and keeping of
which there is salvation indeed present for us in Christ, but it is

own

portion, one of which we are self-conscious, freed
from selfish lusts as well as from our own thoughts.
And this word is offered to us not merely in order that we may by
it
rightly understand the work and history of Christ, which in

not truly our

and

purified

themselves might be misunderstood or misinterpreted, but in order
that with the first disciples of Christ we might hold it fast, that we

might be pure for the word s sake which Christ has spoken to us
Hence the expressions, holding fast to Christ,
(John xv. 3).
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holding fast to the word which has been spoken to us, resting
ourselves upon nothing but the word for whose sake we are pure,

and with the blessed confession that Christ is the Son of the living
God (Matt. xvi. 16, 17) associating unmixed and inseparate that
other, that He, Christ, has the words of eternal life (John vi. 68,

Word is the salvation of the whole human
be
so
to
the individual only in His word, which He
race,
and
offers
for
our
Without His word, Christ
brings
acceptance.
He is so only in, with, and through His word.
is not our salvation
As

69).

He

the incarnate

will

:

of true discipleship, Christ names the
in
His
word
e^w, John
(eav //-?? fjLeivrjre ev rc3 \6y(p
abiding
r
viii. 31) ; as conversely w e abide in Him, if His words abide in us

For, as the condition

TU&amp;gt;

(eav /uelvr)T6 ev /jiol KOI ra prf/mard fiov ev vyCiv pelvy, John xv. 7).
does not receive the words which have proceeded from

He who

Christ, has already his

Christ proclaims

(John

xii.

48).

;

and

judge in the word of the Father, which

this

Where

word will also judge him at the last day
word takes no hold (^copet, John viii.

this

37) in the inner man, there abides open or hidden enmity to Christ;
and conversely, the communion of life with Christ abides only there
where His word is kept (rTjpel), as Christ keeps the word of His

Father (comp. John viii. 51, 55).
For not without reason are
both things the word of the historical testimonies to Christ (pi
Xoyoi), and Christ Himself
placed in juxtaposition, where it is said
that Christ hereafter will be ashamed of him who here below is

ashamed of Christ and of His words (Mark
That Christ whom we, as it were, portray
to our

own

ideas,

we might perhaps be

viii.

38

;

Luke

ix.

26).

to ourselves according
loth to feel ashamed of, as

being the work of our own imagination. But what is implied is
the not being ashamed of that Christ as He represents Himself to

own words it is the finding spirit and life in the words
which have been declared to us by Christ, and which in this
their historical form are spirit and life (John vi. 61).
Therefore,
us in His

:

just as certainly as Christ has brought salvation to us, not by a
certain doctrine, but in His person and His work of redemption, so
certain is it that both are not only for us a riddle without a key,

and a closed book with

seals that

cannot be broken, but they are

also for us not present and not effective for our salvation, and are
to be in no wise and
by no means appropriated by us, except by
that which Christ Himself calls His doctrine
which, as

(SiSa^y),

He

man, in which light they looked
but His heavenly Father s, who sent Plim, the Only-

says, is not His,

upon Him,

that

is,

as a
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begotten (John vii. 16, 17). Nay, the ethical position which we
to take in regard to Christ, depends most essentially on the
offer of salvation through the word, and has its decisive test in that
which is called the doctrine, or the word of God and of Christ, and

have

way in which we act toward the doctrine of this word. For
he who abides in the doctrine (o fievcov ev rfj SiSa^y, 2 John 9),
says John, hath the Son and the Father: he who will know whether
he hath the Son and the Father, let him make the attempt by the

in the

promulgated and given word, whether he can, without
corrupting and dealing deceitfully (/caTrrjXeveiv., $o\ovv, 2 Cor. ii.
As the
17, iv. 2) with that word, confirm his possession by it.

historically

knowledge of the will of that God who makes demands in
His law is given to us by the embodiment of this will in human
language, even so by the same embodiment in word we have certain
certain

knowledge with respect to the salvation-bringing, divine

will in

Christ.

Where, however, we are to find this word, on this point Christ
Himself refers us to appointed bearers and messengers of His word.
We have not merely that command to the apostles who were chosen
by Him personally, which makes the teaching of that which the
Lord has confided to themselves a duty (Matt, xxviii. 20), but we
have also the prayer of Christ, in which, at His departure, He
prays for those who, through the word of His chosen messengers
So
(Sia TOV \6yov avrwv), should believe on Him (John xvii. 20).
s
and
are
the
of
command
word
Christ
Christ
prayer
completely by
and that of His

combined together in one, that a distinc
and
thus
surely also the word of the disciple has
impossible
for
its basis and
always
presupposition the word of Christ Himself.
the
word, the doctrine which the word hands down,
True, indeed,
and the instruction which bases itself upon this doctrine, branch
out from each other (\6yos, StSa^?/, 8fcoWm\i a, comp. Tit. i. 9
tion

is

with

Rom.

disciples
;

vi. 17
so, side by side with the \oyoi, TOV Kvplov TI^WV
or with
Xp.j the fear evcre/3eiav Si,SaorKd\ia, 1 Tim. vi. 1
Xo709, the StSacvcaX/a, 1 Tim. v. 17 ; the Ka\rj SiSaaKaXia with
:

Iyer.

;

\6yot, T^? 7rtcrT6&)9,

1

Tim.

iv.

6

;

the vryiaLvovar)

&acrtca\ia with

eva&amp;lt;yye\tov
80^775 TOV juaKaplov Geov, 1 Tim. i. 10, 11
Siao-fca\ta
by itself, 2 Tim. iv. 3, Tit. i. 9, ii. 7, 10). But
comp.
all this is organically interwoven ; and as we, by Christ s will, are
to have and obtain His word in the word of His disciples, so do the

the

:

Tr)&amp;lt;?

messengers of Christ receive it without any error with thanks to
God, when one receives their word as God s word (7rapa\a/36vr?
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TOV
eou, eSe^acrOe ov \6yov avOpooTrcoVj a\\a
\oyov Qeov, 1 Thess. ii. 13), and know that
not human wisdom, but the Spirit of God, has taught them to speak
what they speak (1 Cor. ii. 13). He, therefore, who will take his
stand on Christ s will, must take his stand without distinction on
the word of Christ and the doctrine of His messengers he alone

\6yov aKorjS Trap
(Ka0o)s

ry^wz^

eo-Tiv d\7]6a)$)

:

stands under the curse

But

who

seeks any other gospel (Gal. i. 8, 9).
for the ethical determination of our own conduct one mode of

judging alone is of value, in order to ascertain whether this gospel
be really God s word. This mode of judging is traced out for us
If any one will do the will of Him that
in the word of Christ
&quot;

:

sent me, the same shall know whether my doctrine is of God, or
whether I speak of myself&quot; (John vii. 17). That will of God of

which Christ speaks, is just that which was preached by Christ
Himself, and delivered to His apostles, to be afterwards preached

Wherein the doing of this will consists, is hereafter to
Enough that we are pointed by Christ to the way
the test of experience as the earthly physician
and
experience

by them.

be described.
of

;

can return no answer to the sick

man

to the

critical question,

whether the physic will help him, but that he should take the
This holds good beyond all comparison of the final
medicine.
revelation of God, the revelation of the grace of God in Christ,
which bears no proportion to any other which we may call a reve
lation of God, as it is the highest and all-overtopping summit, and
in reference to its working is intended to bestow upon man a some

working of grace in the
it was revealed and
before
no
and
he
has
which,
word,
inkling,
of
means
men
revelation, had never
inwardly experienced by
by

thing, a life of which, independent of the

man

For the divine
ii.
9).
there
exists no
influence
and
power
position
and our
ourselves
when
we
but
that
of
subject
proof
experience,
its effect
have
to
that
word
the
and
to
word,
thinking
permit
entered into the heart of
of a

(comp. 1 Cor.

word of such

upon us.
But just exactly

in this circumstance, that the grace of God
man in the word, in that mixed spiritual

in Christ offers itself to

and corporeal form of divine thinking and

willing,

whose contact

man

cannot possibly be conceived without a pro
cess of our own thinking and willing, consenting or not consenting
thereto, do we find the proof that this salvation is not presented
to man as a power not to be grasped and not to be comprehended,

with the

spirit of

unconsciously transforming us, and entirely removed from

man

s
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own conduct; but

as a good whose influence cannot possibly be
imagined without a corresponding ethical position and activity,
affecting the knowing and willing of the whole man, and following

up the end

of life held out to us

by God

in Christ.

Since the

presents Himself to me in the word, just in this
circumstance I become at the same time aware that no forcible
seizure is intended against which I could not defend myself, but an
offer which, from the nature of its instrumental means, can only be
Spirit of

God

designed for freest, conscious, spiritually accomplished acceptance.

Thus Christ Himself

testifies.

He

attributes to

His word no power

without adoption by the understanding (aKoveiv teal vvvikvai, Matt.
xiii. 19, 23), without
voluntary acting out (aKoveiv KCLI Troielv, Luke

comp. Matt. xii. 50, Mark iii. 35), and without constant
and
keeping
holding fast in an honest and good heart (comp. Luke
xi. 28 with viii.
15).
The form, however, which is specifically peculiar to the word of
the gospel, whether we here think of the preparatory or the final
viii.

21

;

God of grace, also determines essentially the
of the working on man which proceeds from this word, as
well as the nature of that conduct on the part of man which corre

revelation of the

manner

And the specific form of the whole gospel
which
God for His own sake, determined by
promise promise
and
on
Himself,
dependent
nothing but the will of His grace, gives
in the word, and causes to be preached.
The last period of the
world is the reign of grace (TJ %a/c*t9 /3acrtXeua, Rom. v. 21). And
where grace reigns in the word, there also can it only reign in the
sponds to this working.

is

word of promise. For as certainly as grace has nothing to do with
law and requisitions of law, so certainly can the word of that grace
which thus gives be no other word than a word of promise. And
indeed of that promise which is peculiar to grace in this respect,
s
that it also grounds the
fulfilment of the promise entirely on God
those
are
of
law
the
as
Luther
the
grace.
For,&quot;
says,
promises
&quot;

&quot;

which, if I may so say, let themselves down to our works the pro
mises of grace, however, stand not upon such works, but absolutely
on God s goodness and grace that He wills thus to
Hence in
;

do.&quot;

Scripture

%ap&amp;lt;?

and

7rayye\ia form an indissoluble unity (Rom.
end is Christ the Mediator of the New Cove

For to this
16).
that
we may receive the promise of the eternal inheritance
nant,
ix.
The promise of life which is in Christ Jesus is the
(Heb.
15).
iv.

also

New

Covenant (2 Tim. i. 1 comp. 1 John ii. 25), as
the difference between the gospel of the Old Covenant (the

word of the

;
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eTrayyeXta^ Eph. ii. 12 ; comp. Horn. ix. 4) and that
rests alone on the
transcendently greater

rrjs

$i,a0r)fcai,

New

of the

glory of

its
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Covenant

promise

CTTL

SiaOtf/cr)

(97

KpelrTocriv 67rayye\iais vevo-

comp. the entire eleventh chapter of this
/jLoOer^ra^ Heb. viii. 6
That
these very great and precious promises are given to
epistle).
;

us (ra /jLeyiara KOL TI^LIO, r^uv eTrayye^/jLara SeSco/^Tm, 2 Pet. i. 4 ;
Tavras e^ovres ra9 eVo/yyeXio.?, 2 Cor. vii. 1) this fact establishes

and if he calls himself a son and
the position of a Christian man
other
title
for
this except that of the
is
to
know
no
he
heir,
promise
of
alone, purely
grace (tVc^eX/a? re/cva, Gal. iv. 28 ; /car
;

\[av

fcXypovo/jioi,

Gal.

iii.

29

;

ra

re/cva rf)s eTrayyeXlas

That, and how God for His own sake
16).
blots out our transgressions, and remembers our sins no more (Isa.
this is the substance of the word of promise given in the
xliii. 25)
New Testament, which fulfils the promise given in the Old.
But not only does this characterize the word of the gospel, that
els o-jrepfjia,

it

is

itself

Rom.

iv.

promise, but that it has the promise of possessing through
the power
that is to say, through Christ, whose word it is

In this sense the prffjiara of Christ are
working salvation.
and the word of promise of the
vi.
and
forf
irvevfJia
63)
(John
New Covenant stands opposed as KCUVOTTJS Trvev/jLaros to the TTO,For this reason
AatoT??9 ypafi/JLaros, i.e. of the law (Rom. vii. 6).
that is to say, by virtue of the connection of this word with the
of

;

working of the Lord who is that Word it is called a
and evepyrjs (Heb. iv. 12). It is compared to the rain
\6yo$
which falls upon the earth (Heb. vi. 7), and has the promise that
it shall not &quot;return void&quot;
Nay, more still it is the
(Isa. Iv. 12).
are born (comp. 1 Pet.
we
seed
of
which
Christians
imperishable
the
word of the cross of
the
i. 23 with Jas. i.
For
gospel,
18).
unto
salvation
is
in
itself
a
(Rom. i. 16
Christ,
power (Svvafw)
effectual

,wv

:

;

1 Cor.

i.

18

;

Jas.

i.

18).

the
is
appointed to go out into all
Mark
xxviii. 19
to
all
nations
and
to
be
world,
(Matt,
preached
xiii. 10
Luke xxiv. 47). But this just by virtue of the universal
(6)

That

is

the word which

;

;

gracious will of God in Christ towards all flesh.
2apt9 TOV Qeov awrrjpios TTCLGIV avOpwTroiSj Tit.

God
iv.

is

6 (7wrr]p rjfi&v

10) 09 Trdvras

Oetas e\0e/, 1

@eo? (comp. acor^p

av0pa&amp;gt;7rov&amp;lt;$

Tim.

ii.

3, 4.

6e\eu

TTCLVTCOV

(j&amp;lt;&amp;gt;Qr}vai

Therefore

is

For grace is 97
and our
11
1 Tim.
avOpcoTTtoV,
ii.

;

KOI et9 errfrfvoxnv dXfr]attributed

(friXavOpcoiria

God loves not the
on which Luther remarks
but
person, but the nature and is not called gracious to the person,
to

God

&quot;

(Phil.

iii.

4)

:

;

;

K
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to the race, in order that His honour may remain entire, and that
no one may boast of his worthiness, that no one may be terrified at

but that one as well as another

his unworthiness,

He

with the undeserved grace, which

self

so universally offers

and

may

comfort him

in so friendly a

way and

bestows.&quot;

In accordance with

relation, the
also called the
gospel of the
kingdom (evaryyekiov TT}? /3acn\ela^ Matt. iv. 23, ix. 35, xxiv. 14;
Mark i. 14, etc.). But in reference to the existence of this

(7)

gospel of the grace of

God

are, at the

dom, distinctions

this, its

in Christ

world-embracing

is

same time,

king
be steadily kept in view.

to

For the kingdom

is one
thing, as it already is present and existing
and with Christ, by virtue of the sovereignty hidden in Him.
In this relation it not only will be, but is already.
In Him to
whom all power is given in heaven and in earth, both heaven and
earth are already comprised in one (Matt, xxviii. 18
Eph. i. 10 ;
And in this relation Luther says very justly
Col. i. 20).
The

in

;

&quot;

:

of

God

not preparing, but

is

but the

chil
prepared
dren of the kingdom are being prepared, and do not prepare the
Just as much, on the other hand, however, this king
kingdom.&quot;
dom already existing in Christ is one which is growing upon earth

kingdom

is

;

from beginnings like a grain of mustard seed, and spreading itself
In this sense the kingdom,
(Matt. xiii. 31, and parallel passages).
which is already come, is the subject of the prayer that it may come
(Matt.

vi.

10).

And

this

coming kingdom has again a double

rela

tion, according as it is to be regarded in its present form upon
earth, or in the state of its future perfection (/3acri\ela -nj? %dpLro&amp;lt;?,
1 Thess. ii. 12 ; 77 /3acrtand jBao-i\e[a TTJS Sof?;?, ftaa-C\eia KOL
o&amp;lt;z,

\eta

TI

eirovpavios, 2

Tim.

iv.

18).

In

these relations

all

it

is

the

subject of the evangelical preaching.
This element of the gospel comes here so far
deration, as

it

has the power of

itself

the Christian moral consciousness.

under our consi
of working determinately on

Here there

is,

first

of

all,

the

knowledge that the power which has and will have dominion in
this kingdom upon earth, is just no other, and is meant to be no

The gospel or kingdom
other, than the grace of God in Christ.
of God is such a state or government in which there is simply
&quot;

forgiveness of sins.
Forgiveness of sins are not more than two
wherein
the
whole
words,
kingdom of Christ consists&quot; (Luther:
/rfao^Xeucr?;, quoted
comp. the passage, Rom. v. 21, iva 97
towards the end of note (5)). In this sense Christ will have His
kingdom and the righteousness which belongs to it sought (Matt.

%/w
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vi.

the

is

kingdom

of the

Lord who
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remits debts (Matt,

23, 32)
kingdom where not compensatory righteous
free
but
ness,
goodness and grace prevail (Matt. xx. 1-16). The
who
have their portion in it, are for this very reason
righteous,

the

xviii.

those who, in the name of Jesus Christ, and in the communion of
And from the
the Spirit of God, are justified (1 Cor. vi. 11).
same ground that which (inside this kingdom) comes within the
circle of its subjects to spiritual

and peace, and joy

in the

dominion,

is

Holy Ghost (Rom.

called righteousness,

xiv. 17).

The

universal relation of that reign of grace which prevails in
kingdom of Christ has its outward expression also in this, that

the
this

As

kingdom, by the

will of Christ,

in this fact, that this

kingdom

is

is

one embracing

all

nations.

taken from Israel (Matt. xxi.

43), there is at the same time accomplished a judgment, so its
transfer to all nations (comp. with Matt. xxi. the passages Matt.
viii.

11,

Luke

xiii.

29)

is

were given to Israel (Ps.

Hag.

ii.

8,

etc.).

equally a fulfilment of the promises which
Ixxii. 11, Ixxxvi. 9 ; Isa. Iv. 5 ; Jer. iv. 2 ;

That Christ

will fulfil the purpose of grace to

He

declares
Israel, as well as to the nations of the heathen world,
in the prophecy of one Shepherd and one flock (John x. 16) ; and

His apostle

dawning of its fulfilment (Eph. ii. 19
and hopes for its still more glorious fulfilment (Rom.
xi. 11, 25 ff.,
That gracious will of God, which from the
32).
of
held
days
beginning
good for the whole race of man, and which

Eom.

sees already the

;

x. 18),

was deposited with Israel by way of promise only as in a place of
manifestation
security, comes in the message of the kingdom to its
and realization. The miracle of tongues on the first Whitsuntide
the salvation-proclaiming symbol of the final fulfilment of God s
And the fellowship of this kingdom
great purpose of a kingdom.
is in itself one
all national limitation.
of
independent
is

Thus, consequently, the domain on which the kingdom of grace
here below reaches, and is to reach its manifestation and realization,
is

the world, that is to say, the entire human race dwelling upon
But the instruments of its dominion are not worldly.

this earth.

The kingdom

is

not of this world, that

is to

say, not

founded on

but the means of do
earthly power and might (John xviii. 36)
minion is the scattering of the word of the Lord (Matt. xiii. 37 ff.),
and those who receive this word are members of the kingdom. To
of a child
this kingdom
belong the simplicity and the humility
it unless through a new
to
attains
xviii.
and
one
no
(Matt,
3)
birth from God (John iii. 3, 5, 6). In so far, this kingdom, and he
;

;
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who belongs thereto, are indeed in the world, but separate from
the world, and yet not less for the world and for the service of this
For it is the kingdom of ministering love, which has in the
world.
ministry of the love of Christ its source and its standard (Matt. xx.
25-28), the kingdom in which, from Christ s sin-forgiving com
is to be learnt
a
(Matt, xviii. 23 ff.),
not
for
this
must
the
whose
members,
quit
very reason,
kingdom
world, nor pray to God that He should take them out of the world
(John xvii. 15), but rather that God should make them fit for that
end for which they are appointed, namely, to be the light and the
salt of the world (Matt. v. 14-16
Phil. ii. 15).
Therefore, so
certainly as the godless and unrighteous have no abiding portion in
this kingdom (1 Cor. vi. 9 ff.
Gal. v. 19 ff.), so certain is it, that,

passion, sin-forgiving love

;

;

according to the nature of this kingdom, the boundaries thereof are
not so firmly closed, that in its domain wicked men also (irovqpoly
xxii. 10
fyfyivia, Matt. xiii. 38
aairpd, Matt. xiii. 48)
should not be found, to whom, without anticipating the judgment
of the final separation (Matt. xiii. 29), just as much as to the frail

Matt.

;

;

and weak, and to those in need of many kinds, internal and exter
nal, suffering under much affliction, conflict, and struggle (Matt.
x. 34-36
Acts xiv. 22), the instructing, helping and supporting,
and
reproving
correcting love of Christ, which also alleviates want
and misery, is to be shown (vovOerelre rovs ardxTovs,
OelcrOe TOU?
oXt70i|ru^of ?, dvre^eo-Oe TWV daOev&v, fjia/cpodvf
Trdvras, 1 Thess. v. 14
comp. Matt. xxv. 31-46, etc.). For in this
kingdom it concerns us that the gifts we receive from grace should
gain interest (Luke xix. 11 ff.) and that we should serve, not rule,
in the same same way that Christ came not to be ministered unto,
;

;

;

but to minister (Matt. xx. 25-28).

kingdom

the Christian forsakes

fication before

God, and of

in all the relations of

life,

of

all

With
selfish

his peace with

these relations of the

enjoyment of

Him,

his justi

in order to

which he considers none

in

show

themselves

to be unclean (ovSev KOIVOV Si CIVTOV, Rom. xiv. 14), his mastery
in Christ (nravra fjuoi e^ecmv, aXX ov/c eja) e^ovcriaa-OrjcroiuLai, VTTO
,

1 Cor. vi. 12) in right use (ol
rov Kocrfjiov co? /AT)
^poo/Jievot,
1 Cor. vii. 31) ; and in their sanctification through
to/jievoi,,

God s word and

prayer (1 Tim.

for the purposes of the

the

kingdom

iv. 5),

to

make them

serviceable

of Christ.

But this kingdom is perfected only with the second coming of
Lord (Matt. xxv. 2 Thess. i. 7 ff., etc.). Then only is all
;

sorrow with the dominion of death destroyed (1 Cor.

xiii.

26; Kev.
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and those who have been raised from the dead for perfect
have as their abode a new heaven and a new earth,
wherein dwelleth righteousness (2 Pet. iii. 13 Rev. xxi. 1). This
xxi. 4)

;

blessedness, will

;

time of universal restoration (Acts iii. 21) is the goal of all promise,
and the conclusion of that kingdom of grace which prepares for this

And with this promise which marks the end, whose riches
can only here be hinted at (comp.
20), the Christian becomes
end.

conscious of this, that his calling in this world, and for this world,
nothing but a preparatory step ; and that if in this world alone

is

in Christ, we should be of all men the most miserable
the contrary, this also belongs to the triumph
(1 Cor. xv. 19).
of the cross of Christ, which reigns in the kingdom of grace, that
through the same the world is crucified to me, and I to the world

we had hope

On

(Gal.

vi.
&quot;

word,

(Heb.

and all thought and endeavour are comprised in the
have here no continuing city, but we seek one to come&quot;
14 comp. Rom. viii. 18-23).

14)

;

We

xiii.

18.

;

The Working of the Gospel on
a.

the

Human

Consciousness.

Evangelical Faith.

Since in the gospel, on account of that fulfilling of the law which

was accomplished in Christ, grace and forgiveness of sins are held
out to us in the word in the way of promise, an ethical procedure
is

its

hereby called forth on man s part (that is to say, one which has
root in his will), in which he takes his stand for his justification

before

God

entirely

him by God

and alone on

in Christ,

This procedure of

mise (1).

this grace,

and made over

origin, justly appreciated in a

his

is,

to

which has been given
in the word of pro

him

however, conformably to

its

moral point of view, and kept pure,

same proportion as man recognises and holds firmly to
from the word of
its
possibility and reality as an effect proceeding
God s grace, and which makes him free for such self-action, and

only in the

seeks the appropriation of the grace offered to him in the word of
the
promise in no act which is prejudicial to or altogether sets aside
offered to us,
gift of grace proceeding from God, as a gift freely

and that purely for Christ s sake (2). This renunciation on our part
of everything in us which might be conceived as a ground of God s
grace,

is

the ethical continued characteristic of that appropriation
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word of promise which is called by Scripture justifying
Since man perceives from the working of conscience and
(3).

of the
faith

the law, that he has nothing in himself which could justify him
before God, he is enabled by the working of the gospel-word to

grasp in faith that gracious relation of God in Christ, which his
eye cannot see, and which far transcends his inner knowledge and
experience, but which

and
of

to receive

God

it

is

guaranteed to him in the word of promise,

in confident assurance of the all-powerful efficacy

in Christ as also availing for

him

(4).

And

here presents

a change of the whole relation in which man would have to
stand, if law only prevailed, since by means of the gospel he is not
only to learn, but also to be rendered capable of appropriating to
itself

himself, the justification

munion

of peace with

end and

and forgiveness of

God

sins,

the whole

com

(which he in vain struggles for as the

beginning and
of
a
life in God, by virtue of the grace
foundation
new
permanent
made over to him for Christ s sake in the way of promise, in a
effect of his fulfilment of the law), as the

which he himself recognises not as the result of his own work
and deserving, but as the gift and bestowal of God (5).

faith

We

have already, at an earlier stage in our investigations
(1)
of the workings of the law (15, note (3)), alluded in anticipation
to the fact that the gospel also, when it exercises its influence and
attains

part of

ing to

its

purpose, cannot be conceived without there being on the
obedience (vTra/cor), not merely a/coij) correspond
This obedience, as regards its nature
specific nature.

man an
its

generally, has this in common with every relation of moral govern
ment, that it is a subjection of our own will to a higher one.

Indeed, every ethical determination involves the will, and every
submission to ethical guidance is rooted in the will of man (comp.
5, p. 17).

If

we had

so to think of the effect proceeding

from

the gospel as that it did not solicit the co-operation of the will of
man, or if that which the gospel bestows did not, under all cir

cumstances, presuppose for its reception an inclination rooted in the
man in favour of its acceptance, we should not have to deal

will of

all.
But now, as often
to
men
have
allowed them
with
Scripture truths,
respect
happens
the
formal
from
enticed
selves to be
apparent
opposition of the one
the
one
to
throw
side of the truth to the other,
overboard, in order

with this relation in an ethical treatise at
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act to our

recep

tion of the gospel has been avoided, because on the other side it is
as if a gift in its actual existence could take effect
called a gift
otherwise than in the form of an energy excited in the will.
Thus,

the reception corresponding to His word of salvation is
doubtedly required by Christ as an act well pleasing to God.
also,

un

To

f

the question of the Jews, Ti iroiwjjiev, iva epya^cofjieda ra epya TOV
06ov ; He answers, Tovro ecrnv TO epyov TOV Seov, iv
And how this is to be
KGLVOS (John vi. 28, 29).
t? bv airecTTL\ev

understood, Luther has not hesitated to point out in the sharpest

Here God will so have it, that this
and most pregnant manner
shall be called His work and true service
that thou shouldst
He speaks consequently of the work that we are
believe on Christ.
to perform,
namely, to believe. For that is to be the right conduct,
zvork, life, and merit wherewith God will be honoured and be served.
Without faith God accepts of nothing as a service done to Him.&quot;
And then, for the first time, he goes on and says with a reference
to vers. 44 and 65: &quot;Whence, however, faith comes (for no one has
faith of himself), that does Christ afterwards teach.
For faith is a
divine work which God requires of us, but which He Himself also
must bestow on us; for of ourselves we cannot believe.&quot; Now the
&quot;

:

tenor of this discourse of Christ

is

also that of

our investigation.

The

import, however, of that knowledge placed at the commence
ment, that the gospel requires a voluntary operation of our own as

the form of

depends upon this, that where this recep
even when the gospel is heard, listened
to, and understood, the deficiency lies in our not having so willed.
This it is with which Christ upbraids Jerusalem in that OVK

its
reception,
tion does not take place,

In the same sense He makes the
yOeXijcraTe (Matt, xxiii. 37).
citizens of the city in the parable say, Ov 6e\ofjiev TOVTOV (BaaCKevcrai
97/xa?, Luke xix. 14, comp. 27.
(See also John v. 40, ov #eA,ere
(

\0lv

vrpo?
del

fjii

T&&amp;gt;

;

and comp. Stephen with that accusation of
0.7/0) avTiTriiTTeTe, Acts vii. 51

iTvev^aTi

i&amp;gt;Tcr]Kov(jav

real

rco

avTikiywv,

TU&amp;gt;

evay&amp;lt;ye\tq),

Rom.

Rom.

x. 21.)

x.

And

16;
the

Israel

reason

his,
;

ov

a Xao?

why

our

must be broken, when we come, and have come, to a
reception of the gospel, lies just in this, that we must take the
shame to ourselves, when God in His gospel gives the &quot;honour&quot;
to Himself alone
that we prefer having honour amongst men than
selfish will

&quot;

&quot;

;

with

God (John

ourselves, that

43) that it is repugnant to us to judge
not be judged (1 Cor. xi. 31) ; that it grieves

v. 44, xii.

we may

;
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us to have nothing but what we have received (1 Cor. iv. 7) ; and
that with the reception of the gospel all self-glorification is at an

end (Eom.

iii.

27).
receives the grace of God in Christ, has only then
truly received it, when he at the same time holds fast the fact that
he has to thank this grace alone that he has received it. It stands
(2)

but

ill

He who

with the

TreTTtcrTeu/cco?

same time esteem himself
If

xviii. 27).

we

et&amp;lt;?

are saved

he does not

rrjv j/cipiv, if

as a TreTrio-Tevictos

8ta

by grace through

rr}$

at the

%dpiTo&amp;lt;$

(Acts

faith, yet is all this

It is God who assigns the measure of
what
sense otherwise would there be in the
(Rom.
3)
I
of
believe; help Thou mine unbelief?&quot;
cry
supplication, &quot;Lord,
ix.
In
the
same
discourse in which Christ requires
(Mark
24.)
faith as our
He
No one can come to me, unless
work,&quot;
says
the Father, who hath sent me, draw him. No one can come to me,
unless it be given to him of the Father&quot; (John vi. 44, 65)
or, as
He elsewhere says (John xv. 5)
Without me, or apart from
me, ye can do nothing.&quot; When it is said that faith comes by
preaching, and preaching by God s word (Rom. x. 17), it is not
meant as if by the preaching of the word we had only the out
ward occasion which led to that acceptance by man which is there
named faith. On the contrary, the preaching of the divine word
is the divine means by which faith comes as a divine
operation.
For faith is numbered among the gifts of the Spirit of God (1 Cor.
xii. 9).
Nay, nothing is more strongly incumbent on us than to

God s

gift

faith

(Eph.
xii.

ii.

;

8).

or

&quot;

&quot;

:

;

&quot;

:

distinguish the
from that faith

human
which

faith, or

is

divine,

human

opinion that

and which

u

is

worked

we have
in us

faith,

by God.

than that faith is a thing
says Luther,
They think nothing
or
in
own
to
have
not
which rests
their
to have, as any other
power,
natural work.
Therefore, when a thought springs up in their heart
&quot;

else,&quot;

which speaks on

this wise,

i

Verily the doctrine

is

true,

and I be

they imagine immediately that they possess faith.
And when they see and feel in themselves that no change has
taken place, and they remain as before in their old ways, then it

lieve that

it is

so,

occurs to them that faith

is not
enough there must be something
Lo then they fall, therefore, and
and
more,
something greater.
exclaim and say, Ah faith does not do alone.
These are they
whom Jude in his epistle, ver. 8, calls dreamers, who deceive them
For what else is such a thought of
selves with their own dream.
the
name of faith, than a mere dream
which
to
they give
theirs,
and a semblance of faith, which they of their own power, without
:

!

i

!
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the grace of God, have produced in their hearts

?
They become
more wicked than they were before. But the true faith,
of which we speak, cannot be built up out of our own thoughts
but it is purely God s work in us, without any co-operation of ours.

thereafter

;

Therefore

it also a
powerful, active, restless, busy thing, which
renews
the
man, makes him a new creature, and leads
immediately
him into an entirely new mode of conduct and behaviour.&quot; All
this, however, just because it is God, and not man, of whom it is
said
rfj TrlaTei /caOaplo-as ra$ /capSlas avrwv (Acts xv. 9).
This reception of the gospel, then, which is brought about by
God, may be called by any name we please but one thing must
always remain essential to it that it never claims, in contradiction
to that which it has to receive as grace, the wish to
pass current as
which
for
its
own
sake.
deserves
something
grace
Certainly Christ
is

:

;

denies this very claim with respect to the perfect fulfilling of the
One has
law, in the case that such should be thought possible.

only done what he was bound to do, and remains an unprofitable
servant (SoOXo? a^peto?), even when he has performed all he has

been commanded (Luke

xvii.

10).

How much

more does

this

and
same degree as it
is received as a
^apiaOeVj i.e. as a freely bestowed reward, which
is not a reward in the sense of a
recompense due to us, and which
we have a right to, but is reckoned rather of grace, and not of
apply to the offer of grace

!

Its reception really takes place,

what we receive remains uninjured, only

in the

obligation or of debt (ov /car o^e/X^fta \oyl%eTcu, Rom. iv. 4, 5).
matter that this reception, as an actual subjective laying hold
of, in distinction from the antecedent being laid hold of, which pre

No

cedes and conditions our laying hold (Phil. iii. 12), bears the form
work : this act or this work does not, however, come
into the reckoning
and in this sense also the words in Rom. xi. 6
of an act or a

;

ovfcert ylverat,
^dptrL, OVKETL ef epywv, eVel rj %/)?
to
the
it
comes
rather
%pt9.
oft-repeated simile of the
to
is not a merited reward, because
whom
the
of
beggar,
grace
gift
he reaches out his hand to receive the same.

apply

:

el Be

Here

While the objective ground of our justification before God
grace, and nothing but grace, which is offered to us in the word
in the w ay of
promise, there also is named, as the subjective
ground or the subjective means of our justification, faith (that is to
and
say, the true and real faith, not the self-imagined and false),
(3)

is

r

nothing but
avails before

which the promise of the righteousness which
is laid hold of.
exists, and by which that promise

faith, for

God
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this,

that the gospel is the promise of a gift of grace, in words of God
which pronounce an acquittal and not the requisition of a duty to
be performed, in words of God which are commands. Just as it is
;

that he has received the law who believes
inconceivable to imagine
O
that God gives him this or that command, equally inconceivable is
&quot;

he has received the gospel who &quot;does&quot; that
declared in the gospel that God alone does, and gives
the power arid the will to do.
Law stands in no connection with
faith (o vdfjios OVK e&amp;lt;mv etc Trlcrreco^, non nexa est efi.de, Gal. iii. 12),

it

also to think that

which

it

is

and the gospel
TricrTevovTt,

avrov

et?

$e

in just as

eirl

little

with doing

TOV SIKCLIOVVTO. TOV

Sifcaioo-vvrjv,

Rom.

iv. 5).

(TO) Se

d&amp;lt;rf3rj,

But

if

fj,rj

\oji^erai,

we wish

to

rj

speak of a

course of action corresponding to the gospel, i.e. to the word of
promise, which offers the grace which freely justifies, nothing else

could be mentioned than the epyov rrjs Tricrreo)? above described,
man renounces all claim to self-righteous

the act of faith in which

God
is

and

in faith permits the righteousness which avails before
be bestowed upon him by God. But all other work which
not faith would remain excluded, as the ideas z o/z-o? rwv epycov

ness,

to

and

It
VO/ULOS TrtWew? mutually exclude each other (Rom. iii. 27).
a perfectly inseparable connection, an absolutely necessary mutual
A La
relation, which binds together Tr/cm?, %/ot?, and eTrayyeXta.
TOVTO K Tricrrect)?, I va Kara ^apM, et? TO elvai fteftatav TTJV liray-

is

iv. 16).
When, in any one point of this triad, any
To be
out
of
thing
put
place, the whole falls to the ground.
found in Christ, means not to have a self-righteousness springing

ye\tav (Rom.
is

out of the law, but that which comes from faith in Christ, the
righteousness which comes from God on the ground of faith (Phil,
iii,
The rock on which Israel split, and on which all pseudo9).
Christianity also

splits,

is

the establishing a righteousness of their

ow n, derived from the law, in opposition to the knowledge reXo?
yap vofjiov Xpio-rbs et9 ^iKaLoavvrjv Travrl TO) Trtcrreuo^Tt (Rom. x.
If a man will have righteousness, OVK GK TT/CTTCO)?, a\V w?
3, 4).
ef epyo)V) then will he be dashed in pieces on the stone of stumbling,
which is meant to be for us a rock of salvation (Rom. ix. 32, 33).
For this reason the whole conception of that revelation, to which
r

:

the revelation of the law stood in the relation of a preparatory
education, is comprised in the revelation of faith (efc TIJV /Jie\\ova-av
vrla-Tiv a7roKa\v(f)07]vai,j

testified to the

Jews

Gal.

iii.

in Antioch

23)
:

;

CLTTO

as in the

same sense Paul

irdvTwv wv OVK

BvvTOrjTe ev
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7ra? 6 Trio-revoiv

justified

Therefore the design of faith in Jesus is to be
of this faith in Jesus, and not by works of the
means
by

law

XpiaTov

xiii.

(Acts

39).

f

(ei?

ITJCTOVV eTricrreucra/^ez

,

iva SifcaLwOw/jiev IK Trlcrrew^

This is that righteous
/JUT}
epywv VOJJLOV, Gal.
16).
faith
of
Horn.
ness
iv. 11, 13, ix.
(Siicaioauvri Tr/crreo)?, /c.r.A.,
30,
x. 6 ; Phil. iii. 9 ; Heb. xi. 7), in which faith, which in itself is not
e

Ir)(7ov /cal

righteousness,

Kom.

avvTiv,

is

ii.

counted for righteousness (A-o7/erat et? Sircaioin order that man should be justified
by grace

iv. 5),

sc. TOV
alone (Bucai&Oels rfj
X/jtcrroO, Tit. iii. 7), and all
that is called work of the law should remain excluded from justi

%pm,

yap SiKaiovaOai, Trlo-rei, avOpwirov
vo/jLov).
%&jpl?
passage, it is well known, is the one
in which Luther interpolated in his translation the word
alone.&quot;
It is more than a prejudice when the ancient opposers of the
fication

iii.

(Rom.

38, Xo^tto/xe^a

The

ep&amp;lt;ywv

last

&quot;

doctrine of salvation, even to this day, are not weary of
complaining of this addition as an intentional falsification. Inten
apostle

s

tional

it

certainly was, but in a just appreciation of the sense.

Luther has himself repeatedly explained this. It will suffice to
quote the one passage in the famous letter to Wenceslaus Link, of
the date 1530
&quot;True it
these four letters sola are not to be
is,
found in the text. But do you not see, that notwithstanding it
contains the meaning of the text ? and if we wish to express this
sense clearly and forcibly in German, the word assuredly belongs
to it.
For I intended to speak German, not Latin or Greek for I
had undertaken to speak German in my interpretation. But this
c

:

;

the nature of our German tongue, that if we are speaking of
two things, of which the one is admitted and the other denied, we
use the word solum (alleiii) next to the word not (nichi) or no
is

(kein)&quot;
Enough; thus much is clear as sunshine, that if I propose
the alternative, whether we are justified on the ground of works
or of faith, and strike out works, nothing remains but faith alone.

And

since the apostle often enough in his epistles speaks of the
same subject always in the same sense, we need only to compare
the other passages, in order to be convinced that Luther has quite

rightly interpreted the sense of Eom. iii. 28.
The real ground of offence, also, does not at all lie in the word
but in this, that it is not understood what it is that the
only,&quot;
&quot;

Apostle Paul
false
sion.

calls faith.

As

soon as I substitute for this faith a

and unapostolic idea, justification by faith becomes a perver
Nay, I must, in the face of this self-devised, perverted, and
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The

errs.

When

my

faith, alter

bring him who

whole manner of speaking,
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I wish to

if

so deceives himself to a perception of that in which
proof for this is supplied by the Epistle of James.

some theologians, because

James, supposed that

James

had to differ from Paul and
from Paul touching justification

they

differs

faith, this was a strange transference of their own intention to
James. The writer of this epistle had to do with people, no matter
whether apostates from Christianity or still far from it, whose pre
tended faith was not far removed from the faith of devils, who
believe and tremble (Jas. ii. 19).
Only their faith was worse in

by

this respect, that in place of trembling, they prided
in the one God&quot;
a faith
the fact that they believed

themselves on

&quot;

which, indeed,

nothing to do with justifying faith. Such people as
Paul had nowhere to deal with in his epistles; and there
fore never had he the same occasion to speak to his readers in the
same terms as James had to his. He says, indeed, apparently the
very contrary of that which Paul says, namely, Opare, on e| epycov
in itself has

these

SiKaiovrai

av6pa&amp;gt;7ros,

fcal

in addition to this, with

ovfc 6/c

7rt&amp;lt;7Tt5

an appeal

to the

fjiovov

(Jas.

ii.

And

24).

same example of Abraham

which Paul appeals (Rom. iv. Gal. iii. 6, 8), with the limitation,
however, that Paul does not mention the act of believing obedience
to

;

in the offering of Isaac, because

it

vias not at all necessary

for his

Now, let any one imagine that it was related in Scripture
object.
that the faith of Abraham was reckoned to him for righteousness,
although he refused to offer up Isaac for a

sacrifice.

We

imme

diately feel that this is perfectly inconceivable ; for by his refusal
of faith s obedience, or in refusing this act of faith, the fact would

have been immediately revealed that Abraham had no faith. What
further follows from this ?
That a difference exists between works
and works, but that faith never exists without some specific epyov
7r/crT6ft)9

KOTTOS

(comp. 1 Thess.
This
ayaTrr}?).

T?

faith of the believer

me

thy

show

it

is

i.

3,

may

Trtcrrect)?, along with o
be very different, according as the

TO ep^ov r^?

put to the

test.

But when

it

comes

to

&quot;

Show

(Sel^ov \JLOI TTJV iria-nv crov, Jas. ii. 18), then can I only
this or that act which happens to be the specific mani

faith&quot;

by

festation of faith corresponding to the given circumstances. Rahab
might have offered up I know not how many sons, and Abraham

have received spies after spies that would have been neither for
the one nor the other that act of faith by which God had put them
to the test.

Still less

does the specific act of faith require to be
Faith has every day works to do by

any particular external work.
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which it inwardly overcomes unbelief, weakness of faith, lusting
after self-justification, or attacks of despair ; and where such specific
operations of faith do not exist, there, in short, a justifying faith is
not present. When, therefore, any one comes to me and says much
about his faith, and yet I see nothing of that which either under
all circumstances, or in the given and special circumstances,
ought
to

be looked

for, not as this or that self-pleasing

the law, but the one thing which

work of fulfilling
and immediate

is the entirely special

operation of the energy of faith, then I say to him : By a faith which
wishes to be a mere faith, without that activity of faith \vhich is
inherent in true faith, thou art not justified.
As, for example, if

God and tremblest, instead of
Lord
master
over such trembling.
Jesus
become
Such
letting thy
are the works which James means and both of the instances cited
by him out of the Scriptures of the Old Testament show this in the
It is precisely the same which Paul preaches, for
clearest manner.
he knows of no Tr/crrt? without vTra/corj iriarew^. We require not,
however, in any way to explain James by Paul, but only to under
stand James from himself, and from the opposition which he alone,
but Paul nowhere, has to contend against, to get at his manner of
and thus we shall soon give over harassing ourselves
speaking
with a supposed contradiction between Paul and James without
any necessity. The whole perversity consists in this, that we con
ceive that faith which Paul requires, to be the same as that dead
faith which James contends against, or also vice versa, and that we
thou, like the devils, believest in

;

;

do not consider the distinction which

exists

between the idea con

For that w hich
in James and by epya in Paul.
veyed by
Paul understands by epya is either the works of the fulfilling of the
law attempted without justifying faith, or, on the other hand, those
works which flow out of a justifying faith works of love towards
God and our neighbour operations of faith in a wider and derived
r

ep&amp;lt;ya

manner, but not the operation of faith or the act of faith the work
of faith in the narrowest and most specific sense of the terms.
(4) In order rightly to understand the nature of justifying faith,
we must consider that the frame of mind in which faith comes to
the

man who

has attained a perfect consciousness of himself has
This fact the church has well
its factor.

not the gospel alone for

brought forward in its Confession, when it names the preaching
of faith a preaching for the
alarmed conscience&quot; Hence the in
&quot;

separable connection between repentance and faith, turning from and
turning to, conversion of heart from sin and to holiness
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7rt,a-TptyaT6 els TO e%a\ei,(j)6fjvai, vacov rds djmaprlas, Acts iii. 19;
peravoelv /cal eTna-rpefyeiv eVt TOV
eov, ibid.xxvi. 20; jjieravoelre Kal

Kal

Trio-revere ev

TTLcms

el$

TI

TO&amp;gt;

evayye\t(o,

Mark

TOV KvpLov rjuwv

i.

15

Irj&ovv,

;

els

77

eov [Jierdvoia Kal

Acts xx. 21

;

Kara

eov

2 Cor.

vii.

TI

\V7T7j fierdvoiav els o-corrjplav dfjieTaaeX rjTov epyd^erai,,

It is the drawing of the Father, who strikes in the conscience
10).
and by the law, in order to prepare the soul for faith in the Son.
Thus true faith is not arrived at without the most definite moral

self-knowledge (eTriyvoocris duaprias, Rom. iii. 20).
reason
Christ and His work appertain only to those
&quot;

state of

to those

alarm

;

in the usual

&quot;

very clear and defi
on the other side, include in itself a
There is nothing more perverse than

this side, faith is the fruit of a

nite knowledge, so does

knowledge not

for this

are in a

the law, the threatenings, terrors, and so forth, only
secure (Luther).

who fancy themselves

As now, on

And
who

it,

less definite.

manner

of speech to speak so of faith, as

that faith

if

which Scripture preaches stood opposed to knowledge and percep
On the contrary, this faith is perfectly
tion, and excluded both.
inconceivable without knowing and perceiving.
Olfia jap co irercKjTcerr iarev Ka^ev KOI e&amp;lt;yva)Ka/jLev, on crv el 6 ayios
rev/ca, 2 Tim. i. 12
;

TOV
e/jiol

John vi. 69 TTtcrreueTe, iva
Tranjp, John x. 38 (comp. 1 John

eov}
6

;

Kal tywGocrKrjTe,

&amp;lt;yv&Te

iv.

16, 1

Tim.

on

ev

iv. 3, etc.).

Wherefore Luther does not scruple to compare faith to the dialectic
It is nothing else than wisdom and prudence
it
art, and says,
and
is
science
and
For
dictates, distinguishes, teaches,
knowledge.&quot;
&quot;

;

it

bears in itself the yvwo is I^o-oO Xpiarov (Phil. iii. 8, comp,
iii. 18), in whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and

2 Pet.

knowledge (Col.

ii.

3)

;

and the end of

all

growth of believers

is

unity of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God (Eph.
iv. 13;
comp. TrXrjpocfropia rrjs crwecreo)?, els errijvwa iv TOV
rov
eov, XpLcrroVj Col. ii. 2 ; comp. 1 Cor. i. 5, eVXoim
ev

Trdcrr)

jvooaeL).

Nay,

so inseparable are faith

and knowledge,

that where the position of the Christian is the theme, and where we
might expect the mention of faith, the same is designated by a

knowledge of grace and truth (^/covo-are Kal eTce^vwre rrjv X.dpiv
eov ev d\7]9eta, Col. i. 6 ;
rov
eo?, 05 rravras dvOpcojrovs 6e\et,

ercL^vwaiv d\7]0etas e\6elv^ 1 Tim. ii. 4; perdvoia
The divine power has
els eTrlyvcocnv d X. rjOeias, 2 Tim. ii. 25).
to
life
and
St,a TTJS
us
all
that
on
bestowed
pertains
godliness
acodrjvai Kal els

:

eTTiyv&crecDS

TOV Ka\ecravTos

Only the knowledge

of this

^a?,

2 Pet.

i.

3,

comp. 8

7

2,

20.

truth bears the same character which
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the truth itself has.
a\r)6eia

(77

It

is

the truth which serves unto godliness
i.
1), the truth which announces

rear evaefteiav, Tit.

rj

the great mystery of godliness (1 Tim. iii. 16), given for life and
for godliness (2 Pet. i. 3), destined for a knowledge whose object
is

moral deliverance through the truth

rrjv akrjQeiav Kal
truth for the sanctifi-

(&amp;lt;yva&amp;gt;crea-6e

a\TJ0eia eXevOepwaei, vp.as, John vi. 32),
cation of our souls (ra? ^rv^a^ ijyviKOTes ev
f)

rfj

viraKoy

T?}?

a\r]0ia$,

which is intended to make wise
unto salvation (cro^iWt et? crwTvjpiav, 2 Tim. iii. 15) in that Christ,
who has been made of God unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and
sanctification, and redemption (1 Cor. i. 30). Thus this knowledge,
which is of faith, has nothing in common with that gnosis which is
puffed up and puffeth up, which knoweth nothing as it ought to
1 Pet.

i.

22)

;

know, because
viii. 1,

2).

in a word, a truth

it

allows itself to think that

It has nothing in

common

it

has

known

(1 Cor.

with those learned discourses

human wisdom (1 Cor. ii. 13), with that earthly, sensual, devilish
wisdom (Jas. iii. 15), which cometh not from above, is full of bitter
envy and strife, destitute of all meekness of wisdom (rrpavrr]^
a
full of false boasting, and of lying against the truth,
&amp;lt;ro(iW),
wisdom of this world, because it is a wisdom far from the mind of
a wisdom not born of the
Christ (yovs XpicrTov, 1 Cor. ii. 16),
Spirit of God, but of the spirit of this world, which shuns nothing
If any man among you
more than the words of the apostle
seemeth to himself to be wise in this world, let him become a fool,
that he may be wise
for the wisdom of this world is foolishness
with God&quot; (1 Cor. iii. 18, 19). To all this, the knowledge which
cometh by faith is the very opposite. This is knowledge which
makes us to be filled with the fruit of righteousness which comes
of

&quot;

:

:

through Jesus Christ (Phil.

i.

9-11), not knowledge for the sake

of knowledge.

knowledge not fully adequate, but &quot;belonging to the
economy of salvation, a knowledge which does not lead us beyond
It

is

also a

the limits of faith to sight, but to a confirmation of faith without
a knowledge that lies far more in a distinctive perception of
sight,
the opposition between good and bad, falsehood and truth (BoKifJuxr

fav ra $ict(j)epovTa, Phil. i. 10), than in exhausting, because never
indeed to be exhausted (*/vwvai TTJV vTrepflciXXovaav TTJ? tyvcoa-etas
dyaTrvv rov Xpivrov, Eph. iii. 10), knowledge of its divine sub

The completely certain and sufficient know
of
needs
ledge (which
nothing supplementary) of the nothingness

ject-matter
all

itself.

other pretended ways of salvation,

is

the ground from which
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knowledge: &quot;Neither is there salvation in any other;
none other name given among men by which we are

to

is

to be saved, than the name of Jesus Christ&quot; (Acts iv. 12).
But
before the depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of
God, this very knowledge of faith stands still, as before an un

And

searchable fulness.

the modesty, truth, and purity of faith

rest exactly in the consciousness of, and in the keeping within the
The consciousness of the state of salva
limits of, its knowledge.

and grace in

this world must consist in this, in walking not by
but
faith
&quot;Now we see
by
(in the word)
sight,
(2 Cor. v. 7).
a
to
I know in
but
then
face
face
now
through
glass, darkly

tion

:

;

part

;

but then shall I know even as also I

am known

&quot;

(1 Cor.

xiii.

doth not yet appear what we shall be but when it
12).
shall appear, then shall we see God as He
Now
(1 John iii. 2).
all
knowledge is concentrated in that which God in Christ is for us.
&quot;Now it

;

is&quot;

But

this

knowledge I have in the word, and from the word.

And

the transcendent ethical power of faith consists in this, that
I pass out of myself, and beyond myself, and, contrary to all feeling
and experience of life, hold fast to what is declared and promised to

me

There

in the word.

is

much

unnecessary talk carried on about

But whatever may be
feelings of faith and experiences of faith.
true therein, still that faith would be utterly unsound which should
have no other guarantee of its certainty than the feelings and
experiences of man, instead of that word which cannot deceive.
&quot;Faith
against faith; faith against feeling&quot; (Luther).
not experience, although we often also experience that which we

is

&quot;Feeling

is

believe
&quot;Faith
truth&quot;

but yet faith must always be put before experience

;

looks (merely) to the
(id.).

Nay,

so

much

word or

to the promise,

i.e.

&quot;

(id.).

to the

does faith renounce everything that

man, that no true believer wishes to be justified for the sake
his
of
faith, but exclusively for the sake of the grace of God in
Christ which is promised in the word.
Faith, if it is genuine,

is

of

&quot;

is

of

this sort, that

but holds
lets

the same be

not to

its

it

does not rely upon itself, upon its faith,
and betakes itself to His righteousness,

itself to Christ,

own

guard and protection, just as the chicken trusts
and running, but shelters itself under the body

its

life

and wings of the hen&quot; (Luther).
Thus, under all circumstances, it remains correct that faith is a
confidence in that which one hopes for, and an evidence of things
not seen (Heb. xi. 1). And much more than to understand what
and e\ey%o&amp;lt;; mean in this passage, is it incumbent on us
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we should hold

that

fast the eX-Trifo/AeWz/

and the ov
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(3\eTro/.ieva)v,

in

order that our faith

may never lean upon what is present and visible,
but may ground itself on the comfortable promise alone, which lifts
us above the present and makes us confident of the future. But
this is the

nature of this justifying faith El e^Opol oWe? /carv\~
Seu) $ta rov Oavdrov rov viov avrov, TroXXw fjiaXXov
:

\dynfiev TO)

wO^orofjieOa ev

ry

avrov.

0)77

Ov povov

Se,

a\\a

KOL

OeaJ Sta TOV Kvptov r^L^v J^croD Xpicrrov, 01 ov TTJV
These are the great acts
e\d{3o/jiev (Rom. v. 10, 11).

ev

ra&amp;gt;

of salvation of

God

in Christ, in their value for us.

Not

belief of

the facts merely is a justifying faith, but to believe that not for the
sake of my faith, but for the sake of these acts, God in Christ is

That Christ is what He
gracious to me, and forgives my sins.
declares Himself to be, the Son of God, the Sent of the Father, who
is one with the Father,7 and so forth,
all this belongs also to faith,J
Z3
and is, equally with Plis death and resurrection, defined in Scrip
But to believe, or to hold as true, that
ture as the object of faith.
as
all this is and took
it is detailed, i.e. the so-called historical
place
faith, is

not justifying faith.

The

latter rather looks to that

God, in the person of Jesus, has wished to be to me
has done for
is for me and what
me, what

and

to

which
do for

He

He

me, and pro
mises to me as the effect of all these acts in the word of promise.
And thus Christ comes to us this very clay in His word, and asks,
IltcrTeueTe, OIL Svvajjiai rovro iroir}(jai

and commits

this question,

itself

with

;

all

And

faith answers

Yes

to

the powers of the soul to

the gracious promise of the Lord
Kara
Trlcrnv vfjL&v yevwdiJTco
For thus says Luther, with refer
VJMV, dd)ea)vraL crov ai d/jLaprlai.
ence to John iii. 16;, &quot;Faith is, and means, not a mere abstract
:

T?)I&amp;gt;

idea of God, that He was born of the Virgin, suffered, was crucified,
rose again, ascended into heaven, but such a heart as comprehends
in itself and embraces the Son of God,7 according
O to the tenor of

and holds for a certainty that God has given up His
only-begotten Son for us, and has so loved us that we, for His sake,
shall not be lost, but have everlasting
Or, as he says in
these words,

life.&quot;

another place
a person

who

&quot;

:

is

God and man

way but that this very person
sakes has come forth from God,&quot;
;

But when

not believing that Christ is
ivould help no one in any
that
for
that is, that He for our
is Christ

Believing in Christ

is

etc.

the Christian in faith ventures to call Christ

liis

Lord, his Saviour and Redeemer, and to comfort himself with that
grace and forgiveness which the same

L

Lord promises by

the gospel

162
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on the other hand, the same word strengthens
him from esteeming this as presumption.
hinders
him, and powerfully
For thus testifies the apostle : &quot;No one can call Christ Lord except
to the believer; then,

by the Holy

Ghost&quot;

(1 Cor.

xii. 3).

And

thus to the believer his

becomes neither boasting before God, nor dread of presump
tion, but simply a testimony that God has actually had pity on him,
and has given him the Holy Ghost, by whose power he can call
faith

Christ his Lord.

And

also the

word

of the Lord, iravra Svvara

received in faith by the believer ;
23),
(Mark
not indeed because he believes in the omnipotency of his faith,
but in the power of that God who has given him the promise
TO) TncrrevovTi

is

ix.

(Rom iv. 21), and because he knows that all the promises of God
in Christ are yea, and therefore also through
amen, to the
i.
For
thus
of
us
Cor.
God by
20).
(2
speaks the man who
glory

Him

truly justified by faith
makes us His&quot; (Luther).

is

&quot;

:

Faith makes Christ ours, and His love

(5) Because it is Christ s love alone which makes us to be His,
and permits us to esteem ourselves so not our faith, not our love,
not our obedience, not our works and we have the certainty of
this nowhere except in His word and by His word, which promises
us grace and forgiveness of sins, and directs us to seek herein our
justification, herewith an ethical relation presents itself which runs
directly counter to all

human

imagination of righteousness before

God, and which, previous to the revelation of God in Jesus Christ,
had never entered into the heart and mind of man. For there
God begins the work, and not man, and bestows on us as a free
conceived to himself as the object and
gift what man otherwise
end of his works and ways, and for which he vainly strove. And
not this merely. It is not only a treasure which was presented to
us at the beginning that we perhaps should imagine, that we might
afterwards console ourselves with its possession on account of our
good conduct but the same treasure becomes a two-edged sword,
;

which cuts asunder

all

conceit of a conduct satisfactory to God,
down at the

sentence of judgment, and hews
assaults of conscience and despair, since

confirms the law

s

it is
same time all
required
from us always and every day to comfort ourselves purely with the
grace which God has given us in Christ, in order that in it alone
we should have and hold the ground and foundation of our justifi
And God has known far better than human
cation before God.
wherefore and how
self-conceit and human wisdom can iinamne.
O
the
of
self-secure servants
such
which
need
we
comfort,
only
greatly
/

EVANGELICAL LOVE.
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of sin or the proud Pharisees wish to know nothing.
But he who
with the apostle learns the complaining cry even of the redeemed,
wretched man that I am
(Rom vii. 24), he knows what he
&quot;

O

!&quot;

has in this comfort.

Not only

for the beginning of a

new

life

do I

need, above all things, a conscience free from the accusations and
the judgment of the law, but also for the continuance and perfection

my conscience may remain free equally from
the thunderbolt of judgment, as from dead works (Heb. ix. 14) and
the pollution of self-righteousness.
There is at stake peace and
joy of conscience, which no one can restore, no one preserve, no one
thereof, in order that

place in safety against assault, and keep accessible under all cir
cumstances, except God alone, who holds out to us in His word of

grace forgiveness of sins and justification for Christ s sake. That
the sun which daily rises in the heavens, and not only chases

is

&quot;

its course, and
lights up the
comes into darkness and is enveloped in
thick clouds, nay, although a man may shut out its light from him
self with closed doors and windows, yet does it remain the same

past night, but ever pursues

away the

whole day.

Although

it

and breaks forth again, that we may continually look upon it
Christ commands to preach the gospel in
(Luther). For
His name, and therein is proclaimed grace and remission of all sins,
and how He has for us fulfilled the law thus the heart is freed
from the ban of its own conscience, and obtains grace, which makes
the heart and the inner man free and joyful, willing and glad to

sun,

&quot;

&quot;

again

:

perform and to undergo all things. And thus is the man released
not from the law that he should do nothing, but from the cheerless
and burdened conscience which he has from the law, and which

makes him an enemy to the law, which threatens him with death
and hell and now he has a good conscience in submission to Christ,
and is faithful to the law, and never does he dread death and hell,
and does freely and cheerfully what before he did unwillingly&quot;
;

(idem).

19. b. Evangelical Love.

Out

of the faith,

which takes what no man

is

able to give,

born the love, which gives what no man can give of himself.
For it only gives back that which faith has received from God,
the service of God and man.
viz. a
joyous and cheerful heart for

is
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Therefore

it is

makes us

which makes us free for

faith

me

I do not believe that

if

Him

before I loved

are inseparable, so certain

before

we come

is

And

(1).

For only the

first

its

own,

it

knows

son with that love with which

well, that

God

than love

God

proceeds from

it

faith

to faith

born of

it

does not

such love

nothing in compari
has loved us in Christ, and has

given up His only-begotten Son for
because

God

is

least of all does it seek a righteousness of

Rather

before God.

and

come

love which

faith can prove its truthfulness in this, that in such love

seek

of

in Christ first

just as love

we must

that

it

to true love.

God

II.

which

love, not love

For the heart-constraining love

free for faith.

comes not upon me,
loved

[SEC.

us,

it

is

and cannot do otherwise

has so loved the world (2).
And
is
a
fruit
not
faith,

in return

who

such responding love

of the natural, but of the purified heart, delivered from the wrath
of God and justified.
In this heart dwells through faith the word
of the living

and because
love to

God, which announces and promises such love of God
this word is spirit and life, it works in the heart that
;

God which

is

a fruit of the Spirit of God, yea,

love with which the Father loveth the Son, so that

we

are in

God, who

is

But

love (3).

since

God

in

is

the same

by such love

His love loves

not only the beloved Son, but in Him loves the whole world, and
has loved it, so the love which is wrought by God through faith

embraces

in

God

the whole world, just as the love of

who

Christ avails not only for those
afar off from

thus the love which flows

also as are

still

from God

in Christ, produces first the brotherly love to all

are born of

the

God, and in that the love

Lord Jesus Christ has

that love which

by

its

died (4).

nature

to all

men,

Thus out

for

all

who

whom

of

of faith there arises

a fulfilling of the law.

is

in

are in Christ, but for such

And

Him.

God

For

it

stands entirely in the freedom of a heart, freed not indeed from
the fear of God, but certainly from terror at the idea of God, and
fulfils the highest law of the love of God and of one s neighbour
just in this, that it springs not out of a command of love, but out
of the stream of the love of

God

towards us and towards

all

men,
poured forth into our hearts by means of faith (5). Herein it is
at the same time the leaven of all true sanctification, in which we
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sanctify ourselves for the service of
is

the mother of good works,

God and

whose father

formance of which true Christian virtue

from everything which
of the law (6).

itself

is
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is

our neighbour, and

faith,

and

in the per

specifically discriminates

and works

called legal obedience

(1) Here, where we begin to speak of the relation of faith to
love, and of both to hope, it may be remarked in the outset, that
this threefold working of the gospel is undoubtedly an organic, and

whole ; and yet that it is not well to incorporate in
a certain measure the parts or several relations of this united whole,
instead of distinguishing them from one another in the most definite

in itself united

manner.
wishing

Into this mistake I myself have previously fallen. By
mechanical juxtaposition, I fell into a false com

to avoid a

For although this threefold effect springs from
plication of them.
the one united root of the evangelical word of promise, yet in their
inner origin and existence the one is conditioned by the other, has
distinct relations, manifests itself in distinct forms and functions,

and has

distinct reflex influences

on

its

own

disposition

and

its

own

natural conduct, whether internal or external.
Since I do not
arrive at faith through love and hope, but by faith arrive at love

and hope believing, therefore, is also something different from
loving, and loving something different from hoping, and hoping
something different both from believing and loving. I arrive at
faith when, by the working of conscience, the law, and the gospel,
I have first lost faith in myself
at love only then, when I have
and at hope only in this
first won faith in God s love in Christ
of an inheritance which
that
faith
I
have
become
certain
way,
by
here below is worth the continual aspiration of my love, and is by
;

;

;

And the relations also,
divine appointment to become its object.
as well as the forms and functions, in which faith, love, and hope
and have their actual existence, are distinct. Faith
on
the
word of promise, love on that God who gives, hope on
hangs
the promised inheritance.
Faith receives and has, love gives, hope
waits.
Faith makes the heart firm, love makes it soft, hope
expands it. Faith holds fast to what it has received, love gives up
what it has received, hope triumphs over what is wanting. Faith
are exercised

to
capacitates us for dominion over this world, love for ministering
rests on
Faith
world.
of
this
for
renunciation
hope

this world,

has for this present time full sufficiency love acts
and finds employment in that in which it can never satisfy itself ;

that wherein

it

;
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loses itself in that

hope

which

lifts

Faith
insufficiency of this world.
for
of
this
love the proof
;
hopes

it

is

above
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the sufficiency and

all

the confidence in what one

that one has faith

hope the

;

taking possession, before we have reached the goal, of that which
we have learned by faith to love and to yearn after. Faith is what
it ceases to be in
sight ; hope is what it ceases to be in full posses
sion

love

;

After

is

that which

it

never ceases to be, for
remark, we must

this

God

is

love.

yet add one thing

preliminary
contained in the paragraph, that it is self-evident
that this idea of
love&quot; has
nothing at all to do with that which is

more

to

what

is

&quot;

so

named

in the

domain of natural

love of self which

is

spoken of in

for example, the natural
but with that love

life (as,

Eph.

v. 29),

alone which the gospel requires and at the same time bestows.
In the kingdom of grace holds good that universal and funda

mental law, that we have nothing which we have not received
(1 Cor. iv. 7), and that no one has first given anything to God, and
has had it recompensed to him (TI? trpoeSco/cev aurco, KOI dvraTroSG0r}creTai,

avrw, Horn.

xi. 35),

And

but the reverse.

it

specially

holds good, that we must first have received grace (Be^aorOai TIJV
%dpiv, 2 Cor. vi. 1), in order to show ourselves servants of God in
Oeov Btdfcovoi* . . ev dyaTry
unfeigned love (avvtcrT)VTe&amp;lt;$ eavrovs
.

o&amp;gt;9

dvvTTOKpiTw^ ibid. vers. 4, 6).

as to

how

Then,
grace is received,
that
been
has
namely through faith,
already
spoken of. But if
the reception of grace renders us capable of the service of love,
faith must first exist, and then alone comes love on the scene.

We

cannot infer the contrary from the fact that

who

are

(2 Tliess.

before

we

&quot;

lost,

They had

it

not received the love

said of those

is

of the

10), and hence conclude that love must
receive the truth in faith.
For when I say

ii.

first

truth

&quot;

be there,

is want
he comes to

what

ing to any one, it is very unreasonable to conclude that
this want by the very
thing which is wanting to him.

And

as our

whole inborn shortcoming is this, that we love the lie rather than
the truth, so are we all by nature wanting in genuine love to God
and our neighbour. And again, as to what specially concerns love
to God, even in the eyes of God the effective ground of the want
of perfect love

is

the well-founded terror of

God s

wrath.

Our

love, however, does not overcome this wrath, but God turneth
away the wrath in His love. Of this He convinces me in His

and only when I have appropriated this to myself in con
become free for that love of God which
from
the
and
exempt
pain
punishment of fear (1 John iv. 18

word

;

fident faith, does iny heart
is

;
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consists in this, not that ive

have loved God, but that He has loved us, and sent His Son to be
the propitiation for our sins (1 John iv. 10).
He, therefore, who
believes that God has so loved him, his heart becomes free for
that love, in which he now truly serves the living God (&ov\evei,v,
At a perfect love, how
\aTpeveiv, 1 Thess. i. 9, Heb. ix. 14).
ever, we cannot arrive, if it has not before been received by faith
that
lieve

God
;

has such love for us.

but

in such a

my

way

faith causes

My

me

love does not cause

me

to

be

And

that, moreover, not
that it lies in the abstract nature of faith that it is
to love.

inseparable from love.

I may have faith so as to remove mountains,
and yet may be without this love (1 Cor. xiii. 2). Sin can divide
the tie which by God s gracious will unites faith and love, and sin
can falsify faith. But if my faith is the right faith, and in truth
fixes itself only on the word of the love of God in Christ to me,
then must it produce of itself the love which, according to God s
gracious will, forms an indissoluble unity with faith (ayaTrr) pera
irlan? KOL aydjrr) j] ev XpLcrra) I^crou,
TT/crreo)?, Eph. vi. 23
For in Christ Jesus that faith alone
1 Tim. i. 14, 2 Tim. i. 13).
And although in that
avails which worketh by love (Gal. v. 6).
;

passage this

is

spoken of love to one

s
neighbour (ver. 14), \ve may
This same
also to the relationship Godward.
shows that faith is the power of love, not love

reasonably transfer

passage, however,
the power of faith

it

that faith

;

love, not love active

is

and powerful

and powerful
work by faith.

active
to

to
&quot;

work by

Therefore

Paul does not say that love is active, but that faith is active that
faith puts in exercise and makes love active, and not that love does
so with faith&quot; (Luther).
Nay, it would be the same thing as to
overturn the whole gospel, if we wished to teach that we could love

God

before

we

believed in

Him,

we were

we could

or that

our love bring about our having in

Him
Him

in

any way by

a gracious God.

&quot;As

if

It is certain, however,
obliged to begin by loving
not
begins by loving us (1 John iv. 10). Nay, if He were
one
to bernn,
then should we never be able to love Him. For no
CD
can love Him, except he who believes that he was first loved by

that

!

He

7

Him, and
flees

that he has in

before

Him, and

is

Him

a gracious

God

secretly hostile to

otherwise the heart

;

Him

as

One who

wishes

knows what

plunge us into hell&quot; (Luther). And he who really
a dreamer or as an idle talker,
is, and speaks of love not as
that man knows also most certainly that he must first have God

to

love

Himself before he

will

have

love.

For

&quot;

love

is

a living essence in
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the divine nature which burns there, full of all that is good.
Love
does and practises the very same works which God Himself does.

He who

God

has love must also have

God, however, dwells

(Luther).

Himself, and be full of

in the heart

by

(2) In that 13th chapter of the first Epistle
which Paul praises love, he also describes

in

And
God

Him&quot;

faith.

to the Corinthians,
its

characteristics.

although there also the question is not so much of love to
as of love to our neighbour,
these criteria of true love remain
O

God

the same in their relation to

For when

this love is true,

is

it

as in that towards our neighbour.
C5

just our love to

God which shows

our love to our neighbour, just as the love which is born
in the Christian is a reflex operation of that love with which God
itself in

in Christ has loved the world (lav TLS etV?;, OTI dyaTrco TOV Geov,

Kal TOV

d$e\&amp;lt;j)ov

avTov

ytucre?,

^revcrTr,?

dBe\fj)ov CLVTOV ov etepa/cev, TOV

eaTiv

6
&amp;lt;ydp

eov 7 ov

fjurj

dyajraiv TOP
SvvaTat,

ecopa/cev, TTCO?

ov%

Of love, however, Paul says, &quot;Love
djairav ; 1 John iv. 20).
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, seeketh not its own&quot; (vers. 4, 5).

Now we

ask,

Whence cometh

If there ever has appeared in

this ?

the world anything which is boastful, puffed up, seeking and claim
ing its own that is to say, honour, glory, and righteousness it is
that which the world calls love.
Nay, the apostle s glorying over

the humility of love has been converted into an article of pride*
How is this possible ? Just because the world does not know what

and

not acquainted with that love which the apostle
That, however, is the love which is born from faith in
praises.
God a love overcome and kindled by the love of God. This love

love

is,

is

does not say, Behold how great a love we have, that we are called
God s children but, Behold how great a love the Father has shown
!

to us, that

we

are called the children of

God

!

(1

John

iii.

1.)

As

a drop compared to the ocean
as a small spark to the world-em
is our love
fire
such
compared to the love of God. And
bracing
the

more

certainly

our faith in that

we know
God who

we derive our righteousness from
has manifested His love in this, that

that

we were yet sinners (Horn. v. 8), so much
we from the presumptuous dream of wishing

Christ died for us while

the more remote are

our righteousness before God from our love. Nay, this
the very peculiarity of love, whether it is love to God or love to

to derive
is

our neighbour, that

it

can never do enough, and always feels itself
we cannot speak of our love in compa

a debtor.

For

this reason

rison with

God

s

love in Christ, in

which cannot be discharged.

And

any other way than as a debt
has only this meaning for us ?

it
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the manifestation and proof of our

it

certainly not there where love is not; but the
And although the works of
contrary shows itself, and follows.
love do not make us righteous and blessed, yet are they to follow
faith.

&quot;For

as fruits
(3)

faith

is

and true tokens of

Not

that

we

faith&quot;

(Luther).

of ourselves should love

and have

love,

but that

God should dwell in us that is the design of the revela
God in Christ. Nothing more wonderful and more glorious

the love of
tion of

can be conceived, than that which Christ (in John) mentions as
the purpose of His declaring the name of the Father namely, that
the love with which the Father has loved Christ may be in us, and
Christ in us

(John

xvii.

26

God

;

comp.

xiii.

And when Paul

34, 35).

shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy
Ghost which is given unto us, he means that same love by virtue
of which Christ, when we were yet without strength, died for the
says that the love of

ungodly (Rom.

own

v. 5, 6).

portion in faith

:

is

The power of this
we are to

love

is

to

become our

abide, after our stony
the working of the Holy

in this love

heart has been softened by it through
As the Father hath loved me,&quot; says Christ, so have I
Ghost.
loved you
continue ye in my love&quot; (John xv. 9). And because
&quot;

&quot;

:

God

gives the spirit of love (nrvevfia dyaTrr)?, 2 Tim. i. 7), therefore
are enabled to walk in love, as Christ also hath loved

we ought and

For

God

and every one that loveth
that loveth not, knoweth
not God; for God is love&quot; (1 John iv. 7, 8).
Hence, not he who
knoweth God, but he who loveth God, the same is known of Him
us (Eph. v. 2).

is

&quot;

love

is

of

(el Se

And

;

He

born of God, and knoweth God.

T? ayaTra rov eov, ouro? ^vwarai VTT avrov, 1 Cor. viii. 3).
because that which is truly love is like in nature to God, and,

even in the shape in which
earth, belongs to the things

it

takes possession of our heart

which never perish

upon

(oL/Sevrore TT/TTTC^

and hope, which
xiii.
8), therefore it is greater than faith
endures
for ever.
and
here
below
in
remain
only
equal importance,
Faith has only to do with God in our hearts in this life but love
1 Cor.

;

God and

Faith justi
the whole world to eternity.
the
word
But
both
fies by the word, and
love.
(that is
brings
and faith cease ;
to say, the word in its outer form and testimony)
and righteousness and love, which are attained by means of them,
remain eternally, just as a building, which is completed by means
has to do with

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

of scaffolding, remains after the scaffolding
But our attaining to such a love is God s
that love

which adoringly recognises

this,

is removed&quot;

is

love

(Luther).

and only
which
God
by

work alone

;
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God has overshadowed us with His own
and
has
out
Himself upon us, with all that He has
nature,
poured
and can do for us upon us who were sinners, unworthy, enemies,
and servants of the devil so that He can do no more for us, and
can give us no more. He therefore who considers such divine
flame of love, which fills heaven and earth, and yet is not contained
such an
thereby, and does not allow himself to be won to love,
one will in truth never, through law or command, doctrine, driving,
or compulsion, become pious, and arrive at this love&quot;
(Luther).
Briefly, love must first be in the heart,7 otherwise nothing
O comes
of a man s keeping the law.
show
how
one
First, therefore,
may
truly dwells in us.

&quot;

;

&quot;

7

*/

get the love ; then afterwards will he be able to execute the law.
Christ wills not that we should keep His word with the hand, as
the laws of

men

are kept

;

but with the heart, with cheerfulness

and love. But what gives this cheerfulness and love ? The Holy
Ghost gives this love, and none other but He&quot; (Luther).
Faith makes us masters, love makes us servants&quot; (Luther).
(4)
&quot;

&quot;Faith

him

to

receives, love gives; faith brings man to God, love brings
man ; through faith he allows himself to receive God s

men he draws good from
and bestows good below by love&quot; (idem).

kindness, through love he does good to

above through
&quot;

For where

faith,

;

so strong a confidence exists, that thou doubtest not

God is thy Father, it must certainly follow, however weak the
faith may be, that it break forth with the mouth, with our acts,
that

and with the hand, and care for our neighbour with teaching and
When thy heart is fixed in faith, so that
And,
help&quot; (idem).
thou knowest that thy God has thus shown Himself to thee so
compassionate and kind, without thy deserving, and purely gratui
a child of the ever
tously, when thou wast still His enemy and
&quot;

lasting curse
to

show

:

when thou

love to God,

and

believest this, then canst thou not fail

to thy neighbour also ; and all this from
kindness to thy neighbour. Therefore see that

thyself the

same

thou makest no difference between friend and
if

the heart

is

foe,

worthy and

thus established in faith

Nay,
(idem).
(Pepaiovjjievos ry Trio-ret,, Col. ii. 7, Heb. xiii. 9), and grounded and
rooted in love to Christ (Eph. iii. 18), then will the service of our
unworthy&quot;

God, and the poor love of sinful men will be a
God s. For we are children of God
but
us heirs of all divine benefits
makes
which
through faith,
do
makes
us
which
Ixxxii.
good
6),
through love are we gods (Ps.
love be a service of

course of acting like unto

&quot;

;

to our neighbours&quot; (Luther).
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As

is

it

love, that

it

of the most essential importance to the birth of this
springs from faith in the love which God has to us

Kal TreTTlcrTevKajjiev TTJV dydTTTjv r\v e%et o @eo? ev TJ/JLIV,
love because He has first loved us
(1

(eryvtoKajjuev

John iv. 16), and that we
John iv. 19), so it is of no
love, if we abide in it, God
1

w

ev TO)
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fjievei

Kal 6 @eo?

He

less

importance, that by virtue of this

abicleth in us (o jxevcov ev rfj djaTrrj
9
v avra), 1 John iv. 16), who so loved

gave His only-begotten Son (John iii. 16) and
become imitators of this God, and to walk in

the

world that

we

therefore are to

;

He

love, as Christ has loved us (Eph. v. 1, 2), since as
we also in this world (1 John iv. 17). Hereby is that

is,

so are

self-seeking
of love broken down, where we only love those who love us
and
that command to love our enemies (Matt. v. 44-48), which as a
;

command was not at first expressed even by Christ, comes to its
true fulfilment in the spirit of Christ, and through the power of
And just as certainly as the impulse of God-born love at
Christ.
first

draws us only

to those

v. 1, ?ra9 o TTicrrevoyv, DTI
r

ys

r
yevvr)&quot;rai,

V7]jmevov e

who with

us are born of

I^croO? larlv 6

XjO&amp;lt;JT09,

God

(1

John

CK TOV Seov

KOI Tra? o dyaTrcuv TOV &amp;lt;yevv)]cravTa dyajra KOI TOV ryeyevCIVTOV), so certain is it that this love has yet only this
7

true criterion, that it extends beyond these limits, to bring
in
Christ to the far off as well as to the near (Eph. ii. 17 ;
peace
ol et9 fiaKpav, Acts ii. 39 ; ^tXaSeX^/a and dyaTrr], 2 Pet. i. 7), and
for

its

not to remain by the sheep of the fold alone (John x. 16), but, in
and with the love of Christ, to embrace the whole world. For not

where

love,

but where misery

is,

there the love of the Samaritan

neighbour whom it has to serve, just as
God in Christ has not accepted our offered love, but has had com
passion on the misery of our loveless condition.
(5) As Christ characterizes the love of God and our neighbour

(Luke

x.

25

ff.)

finds the

command, and the sum of the law (Matt. xxii. 3740;
comp. Mark xii. 28 ff., Luke x. 25 ff.), so also does His apostle call
the love which flows from the love of God to us (Rom. v. 5), and
which is poured into our heart by the Spirit of God, the fulfilling
of the law (Rom. xiii. 10
comp. the VO/JLOS /rtacr^Tu/co?, Jas. ii. 8).
But we must mark well that it is only this. For herein is it the
as the highest

;

takes place in the
fulfilling of the law of love, that this fulfilling
This
free impulse of the love which is born of the Holy Ghost.
s
one
holds good just as much of the love to God as of the love to

neighbour. That
Spirit of the Son,

God Abba, Father
whom God sends into the

we

call

!

the working of the
hearts of those who,
is
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have become children of God (Rom. viii. 15).
Son alone comes also the true love

the same Spirit of the

s
Those, however, who are moved by the Spirit
neighbour.
God, stand not under the law (Gal. v. 18), but fulfil the law in
freedom. For where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom
Called to this freedom by the word of the gospel
(2 Cor. iii. 17).
and the power of the Holy Ghost, we can and ought to serve one

of one
of

another in love ($ia rfjs ayaTTTj^ BovXeveiv aXX^Aot?, Gal. v. 13).
only in reference to the power of love rendered possible after

And

the measure of the love of Christ to us, and flowing out of it, is the
command which proceeds from Christ a new one, which was not in
existence before (/cawr] eVroX^, John xiii. 34, 1 John ii. 8).
For
commandment rests on the preliminary overcoming of the

this

darkness by the light (1 John ii. 8), and applies to the God-given
power of the new birth, of the new man (el rt? Iv XpiaTa), Kawrj
KTicns, 2 Cor. v. 17, Gal. vi. 15, Eph. iv. 24, etc. ; comp. above,
13, at note (4)).
But if, in the Scriptures of the
Testament, this love is
called a fulfilling of the law, it is so called in the sense that hereby

New

is
&quot;

expressed what love effects without
one has love, no law is necessary

if

its
:

if

For
needing the law.
he has it not, no law is

(Luther). But that any one so lives in love, that he
the law of love, is nowhere asserted.
remain only in

sufficient&quot;

fulfils

We

debt to love, as towards God, so towards every man (fATjSevl fAqSev
But when it is
el firj TO d\\tf\ovs ayaiTav, Rom. xiii. 8).
o&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;eiXeTe,

said that love covers a multitude of sins, this

passage (1 Pet.

is

meant, in the one

iv. 8, ayaTrrj tcakvTTTei 7r\r)6os afJLapriwv), in

the sense

that brotherly love, by forgiving, covers a multitude of sins ; and
in the other (Jas. v. 20, Ka\vtyei 7r\rj6os afjLapTiwv}, in which it

spoken of the conversion of the sinner by the saving effort of
brotherly love, the sense is, what effect such saving act will have
is

for the sinner

namely, the forgiveness of

sins.

And

when, in a

47), the extent of the forgiveness of sins
(Luke
to
be
made
appears
dependent on the greatness of the love, it is
sufficient to refer to the conclusion of the narrative, where Christ
third passage

says,

&quot;Thy

vii.

faith

hath saved

thee&quot;

(ver.

50).

Rather

is

the

greatness of thankful love in that very passage set before us as
the fruit of the forgiveness of sins previously received in accord
ance with the greatness of that forgiveness (co Se o\lyov d^lerat,
6\iyov d&amp;lt;ya7ra, ver. 47, comp. with vers. 41, 42), and opposed to the
coldness of self-righteous pharisaism.
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(6)

ndvra

wish to be done

v/jioov

we

ev ajaTrrj

God

be done on earth, as it is in heaven.&quot;
be done by us, follows hence of itself
comprised in

will.

out of the whole
lias

in us, then it
heart.
we

If this will

bour.

in the prayer,

How that

What we
&quot;

Thy

will

done and has to
thus, namely, that His will
respecting us, as has been said, is

But His will
the commandment of

should be our

1 Cor. xvi. 13.

&amp;lt;yivear6w,

present daily to

173

is

How

is

;

love to

God and

to

our neigh

so only in the love which flows
come to this love through faith,
is

What takes place in us by virtue of this
a union of love, and therefore a free union of our will with
will.
In it alone is perfected true sanctification, which con

before been shown.

Jove,

is

God s
sists

in the

union of our will with

proceed good works, which are the
of a heart by faith

made

God s

Out

will.

of this alone

fulfilling of the divine

free in love

and

to love.

law out

Grace, faith,

good works such is the indissoluble chain, outside
which no work is good
while within the same every work is
because
it
from
the God of love, who makes us
good,
springs
in
work
to
do
His will, and works in us that
ready
every good
which is well-pleasing in His sight, through Jesus Christ (Heb.
xiii. 21).
But the element in which every good work that is to
love, freedom,

;

say, all true fulfilling of the law, or fulfilling of the divine will
is
There must first be love :
perfected, is and remains love.
&quot;

thereafter perform your works, and thus will they be pleasing to
God ; for all works of the law are directed to this point, that one

should thereby show the love of God which lie has in his heart&quot;
&quot;All the commandments
(Luther).
require love for all the com
that is, without an
love
if
without
mandments,
they are obeyed
;

remain unfulfilled,
ready, cheerful, and well-disposed will
ix. 14) &quot;works are done,
Heb.
the
external&quot;
although
(&quot;dead,&quot;
since there remains in that case a disinclined, that is, a sinful will&quot;
easy,

The word from Prov. xxii. 9 which Paul quotes (2 Cor.
(Luther).
God loves a cheer
holds good of each and every relation
&quot;

ix. 7),

:

ful (hapov, JT^B) giver.&quot;
Our sanctification is a participation, an appropriation of the
divine holiness (fj,eTa\aj{3dveiv rfjs aytoT^ro^ rov Seov, Heb. xii.

10).
selfish

This God, however, as the Holy One, stands opposed to our
nature just in His absolute love. And for this very reason,

no sanctification proceeding from God is conceivable otherwise
than as a sanctification in love. Who will imagine to himself,
as the
as
being without love, that sanctification without which,

also,

Scripture says, no

man

shall see that

God who

is

love ? (comp.
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faith

we become
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free to the love

of God, we become by the same love servants of God, and of all
that is conformable to the divine will
KOI JJLT}
d\ei&amp;gt;9epoi,

&&amp;gt;?

(&&amp;gt;?

SouXot
eoO,
e^oi Te? rr;? KaKias rrjv e\ev6epiav, a\V
16; eXevOepwdevres diro rrjs d/napTias, eSoi/Xco^re rfj

eTTiKakvfjufjba

1

Pet.

ii.

Sifcaioa-vvrj,

&&amp;gt;?

Rom.

1 Thess. iv. 7).

18

vi.

And

the call of grace, and

/caXecrev

;

^a?

o

@eo?

.

.

.

ev

a7taay&amp;lt;ic3,

since the operation of this love springs from
the gift of the grace of God, all the works

which faith worketh by love are just as much an operation of
Geov yap
as they are a free act at the same time (avrov
ev
eTrl
eo-jmev Troirjjuia, KTicrOevres
epyoi?
Xpicrra) Irjo-ov
I. Xp.
eavrov virep rjfjiMV, iva
Eph. ii. 10 eSco/cev
CLTTO rrracrri^ dvop,ia&amp;lt;$, Kal
KaOaplarj eavra) \abv
KCL\WV epywv, Tit. ii. 14
Karavow/Aev aXX^Xci;? et?
Heb. x. 24; comp. on the
^aiTiqs KOI Kokwv

in

God

;

;

ep&amp;lt;ya&amp;gt;v,

relation of %/ot9 to the epya d&amp;lt;ya0d, 2 Cor. ix. 8).
In the practice
of these good works consists the specific character of that Christian

from

virtue which, springing

pare afterwards

30

faith, exercises itself in love.

Com

ff.

20.

c.

Evangelical Hope.

What man

needs here below for his mastery over the accu
sations of conscience and of the law
what he needs for the assur
ance of his justification by grace before God, that is given him in
the word of promise, and that he has in faith.
What he requires
for the service of God and of his neighbour, that he receives in the
divine spirit of love, which springs from the love of

the grace-

promising God. But that which extends beyond this world, and
lifts man above this world, is
presented to him in the promise of
benefits which, destined for future possession in another world, are
here below benefits of hope, and remain the object of hope. The
comprehensive expression for them, in contrast with the future

judgment which awaits those who obey not and
gospel,

is

believe not the

the complete redemption of believers (comp.

concluding note) (1).
goal, given in Christ

the divine promise of

In

as far as this

is

hope
and recognisable, of our own
its

17 and the

identical with the

perfection, with

actual future possession, with that which

guaranteed to us of future glory in

Him who

calls

is

us and the word

EVANGELICAL HOPE.
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means nothing

of our calling, the hope of the gospel

good

itself

as this

which we look forward

good

is

given us in the

175

to in

hope

(2).

however,

far,

of promise, to the

way

than the

else

In as

end that an

inner tendency corresponding to it should become the power of our
earthly life, that hope which is rooted in the grace of God in Christ,

and wrought in us by the Holy Ghost, designates the disposition
which is proper and becoming to the Christian upon earth (3). Its
certainty rests entirely on the truthfulness and infallibility of the

God who
hope

(4).

promises

;

Its goal,

on which account, without faith there
on the contrary,

is

no

has purely in the heavenly
hence hope has not the same
it

perfection of the kingdom of God ;
sphere as that in which faith rests (5).

But

since hope waits for

that of which faith has already laid the foundation,

it

is

only the

understood expression and the consciously apprehended working
of that relation in which the earthly already stands to the heavenly ;

and the present already embraces

in

itself

the future

;

and he

who

hopes, already possesses the beginning and foundation of that
whose accomplishment he is waiting for (6). On the peace and
and
joy which faith has, rests the perfect self-assurance of hope
on the glorious aim of that hope which is realized in Christ, and
;

presented to us in the way of promise, rests that onward striving
which is peculiar to the believer that heavenly frame of mind

which looks forwards and upwards

(7).

with faith, that it looks towards
(1) Hope has this in common
invisible things (o yap /3Ae7ret rt?, rl /cal l\TTi^ei; o ov (3\67ro/j,ev

Rom. viii. 24, 25). But it is distinguished from faith
the latter seizes on something invisible, whose saving
that
by this,
is destined for the present, while in the latter case the
efficacy
But again, the twothe future.
saving operation is reserved for
each other,
run
both
that
is
not
sided relation
parallel with
this,
is destined to
which
the one directed to
invisible,
eX-Tr/fo/zez;,

something

of the other is future
bring about a present benefit, while the object
with each
interwoven
are
and
faith
the
On
hope
contrary,
good.
and indeed in such a way that it is not hope that supports
other,

and upholds

but faith that does so for hope. For faith
from which both the present and the future
that is, the word of promise of the living God ;

faith,

fastens on the root
salvation

come
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but hope embraces the crown which is held out for it there in the
life
everlasting, but which is also objective to us only in the word
of promise.
Hope, therefore, has not immediate access to the
future benefits, but only by means of faith, which, in its laying
hold of the word of promise, is a confidence in that which we hope
for (Heb.

For which reason

xi. 1).

faith also resembles the

watch

man under whose
is

protection we are shut in for the salvation which
ready to be revealed in the last time (ol ev ovvdpei Seov cfrpovpov8ta TTtcrrece)?, et? (TtOTijpiav erolfjirjv a7roKa\v(j)Orjvai, ev /caipw

arw, 1 Pet. i. 5), so that we are capable of hoping perfectly
for the grace presented to us in the revelation of Jesus Christ
eXTr/crare eVt TTJV (frepofjievrjv Xapw kv aTroicdXvtyet, I^croO
1 Pet. i. 13).
And just in this way the words of faith
,

(ol XOJOL rrjs

TT/cTTea)?)

are the promises of the present and the
in the living God, who is the

life, from which springs hope
Saviour of all men, but especially of
When, on the other hand, it is

future

things (1 Cor.
all

xiii.

7), as it is

believers (1 Tim. iv. 6, 8, 10).
said of love, that it hopes all
also said there of it that it believes

things, this is said not in reference to God, but to men, of
that love of one s neighbour which is born of God never

whom

Well, however,

despairs.

may it be said, on the other hand,
man hopes, is at the same time

the future salvation for which

is

also

yearning love; and yearning, Godin itself God-justified hope.
And for this reason,

loved at present: for hope

taught love,

that

is

then, the hope and appearing of the glory of the great God and
our Saviour Jesus Christ (Tit. ii. 13) lie at the heart of those only,
and has any value for such only as here below have loved this

appearing (f^/aTT^Koa-iv rrjv eTricfrdveiav avrov, 2 Tim. iv. 8).
That, however, which the Christian hopes for, is called by the

same name which that bears which he already

possesses

redemp

tion, salvation (or blessedness), righteousness, adoption, everlasting
life.

All

this,

What

however, in the form of future perfection and glory
deep, internal significance this may have, is here

(Sofa).
after to be told.

Here we have only to remark, that over against
the present day of salvation (yvv rj/jiepa er&m^/a?, see 17, note (3))
there stands another and coming day of salvation and redemption
aTroXuTpwcrew?, Eph.
Phil.
Xpicrrov, 1 Cor. i. 8
(rjfjiepa

;

\v(f&amp;gt;0ijvaij

Rom.

viii.

iv.
i.

30

;

rj

rj/jiepa

6, 10, etc.

;

rov Kvpi ov

^JJLWV I.

^eXXovaa $6a

18), which stands in the same relation

a7ro/ca-

to the

first as the completion to the beginning, as the finishing of a build
ing
S to its foundation, as the full &quot;revelation of what is now con/
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the specific object of Christian hope. That which
unconditionally is already perfected and received here in faith, that
is the atonement and justification
vvv
(SLKaiaOevres ere Trlo-reco?
cealed,

is

.

.

.

The full deliverance
Tr]v fcaraXXayrjp eXa/So/ie^, Rom. v. 1, 11).
from evil, however, for which we pray, is the object of hope, be
cause of future fulfilment. This hope of faith forms the opposite
of that which awaits those
i.

8

Rom.

;

ii.

who have not obeyed

the gospel (2 Thess.

8, etc.).

That the Scriptures speak of hope in a double sense of the
well known.
The word hope is used in Scripture in a two
In the first place, it means that great courage which
fold manner.
in all temptation remains firm, and looks forward to victory and
final blessedness. In the second place, it means this victory and final
blessedness itself, which the hope and courage of the heart look for
ward to, and are to obtain&quot; (Luther). That this is so, is of no slight
importance to ethics. Hope is hereby removed entirely from the
domain of what is merely subjective. It rests on objective grounds.
When an ancient author says, Spem metus sequitur, nee miror ista
(2)

&quot;

is

word,

&quot;

utrumque pendentis animi est, utrumque f uturi expectatione
spes incerti boni nomen est (Senec. epp. v. 10), then is
from the standpoint of the natural heart psychologically quite

sic ire

;

7

solliciti

this

.

.

.

But the heart of the Christian, with its subjective hope,
This is given in
established on the basis of an objective hope.
Christ s deeds of victory, whose victory, resurrection, glorification,

correct.
is

to become our victory and our
and this is guaranteed to
portion
us in the word of promise connected therewith, which promises us
such final victory through the power of Christ. For this reason
is

;

Jesus Himself

Xpiaros

77

is

called our

hope

(

eX7ri9 r?79 Sof?;?, Col.

J^croi)?

i.

27

;

77

e A/Trt?

1
?7//.coz&amp;gt;,

see also Tit.

ii.

Tim.

i.

1:

And

13).

thus also the expressions, the hope of the gospel, the hope of the
calling of God, the glory of the hope, indicate not the subjective

hope which is awakened in us, but that objective good of hope
which is the basis of, and produces our hope, that our deliverance
is offered to us
only in the way of hope, and of the hoped-for
eXms rrjs K\ijcrea&amp;gt;$
rj
good (77 e A/Trt? TOV evayyeXloVy Col. i. 23
TOV
eX-Trl? 77 aTroKei/jLevi] vytiv ev
77
eoO, Eph. i. 18, iv. 4
;

;

ovpavols,
Col. i. 5
j

rjv Trpotj/covcraTG
;

ev TCO Xoiyo) TT}? aXyOeias TOV

Kav^rj/jia rfjs eXTT/So?,

Rom.

viii.

&amp;lt;yevr]0a)/j,ev

24
/car

same objective sense

Heb.

Iva SifcaLcoOevres

;

e Xvr/Sois

0)779

iii.

6

rfj

aicoviov,

;

rfj

yap e\7rt&

e/cetvov %dpiT(,,

Tit.

iii.

7).

K\rjpo-

In the

the hope of Israel spoken of (Acts xxviii.

M
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That which characterizes the subjective hope which

is

the

;

e X7rt9

Acts xxvi.
(3)

Trj&amp;lt;?

et?

TOI&amp;gt;?

vrarepa?

6).

just this, that it is not of human origin,
and does not pursue earthly aims. It is effected by the consolation
of the Scriptures (Sia rfjs 7rapaK\rjcreaJS rwv
Horn. xv. 4) ;

peculiar to the Christian

is

&amp;lt;ypa&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;wv,

comes from, the God of hope, in the power of the Holy Ghost
(Rom. xv. 13) it has its origin in Jesus Christ and God our
Father, who has loved us, and who gives us everlasting consolation
and good hope through grace (2 Thess. ii. 16) it is a living hope,
through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead (1 Pet. i. 3 ;
comp. i. 21), and is entirely directed to the salvation which is to
come (e\7rls o-corypLas, 1 Thess. v. 8 see also Heb. ix. 28 ; Rom.
it

;

;

;

viii.

23).

(4) The unwavering profession of our hope rests on the truth
and trustworthiness of Him who has promised (Trto-ro? o e7rayyei\dfievos = ofjio\o^ia TT)? e\7r$&amp;gt;05 afc\wr}S, Heb. x. 23). From that God

who
lie

lies

lieth not (a-\|reu8r)9 Oeo?, Tit.

before us of everlasting life
and assured (irkijpofopia
:

so certain

Rom.

2), for

whom

impossible to
the
18), springs
hope which
therefore is the Christian s hope

i.

(a&vvaros ^reva-aaOai 0eo?, Heb.

it is

vi.

rrjs

eX-m So?, Heb.

vi.

11

;

comp.

12).
Hope just as little as faith has
%aipovT6s,
its assurance in itself, in
things which belong to the inner condi
tions of man s nature : not because it hopes does it infer the cer
TTJ eX-TT/St

xii.

tainty of the fulfilment of its hopes, but because the God of hope
who promises cannot deceive it. Hence also arises its inseparable

oneness with faith. Nowhere is this more distinctly expressed than
in the prayer for blessing of the Apostle Paul (Rom. xv. 13) :
The God of hope fill us with all joy and peace in believing, that
we may abound in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost.&quot;
&quot;

(5) Faith attaches itself to the

come the

word

And

of Christ

&quot;

:

I have over

the victory
(John
which has already overcome the world (1 John v. 4). Thus by
faith we enter into rest (Heb. iv. 3, comp. v. 10).
But the longingglance which hope casts after us is first directed on ourselves, on
our circumstances, our struggles, our misery, and our remoteness
from the goal set before us. To the sufferings of this present time,
world&quot;

xvi. 33).

thus this faith

is

to the straitened circumstances of beginning, to the pain of longing,
in which we lift up our head for full deliverance, the hope given

us by God forms the counterpoise (comp. Rom. viii. 18-25). It is
the impelling but gentle goad which will not let us rest in false
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For since we know that we are now indeed tho children
security.
of God, but it hath not yet appeared what we shall be, and we
direct our glances of hope to that goal, when we shall see God as

He

is,

same hope impels us

this

to a continual self-purification
(wyvt&iv

God is pure (1 John iii. 2, 3). And because such
supported by hope, that abiding patience enters our
hearts, which God will give and bring about just through His word
of promise, rich in hope as it is (97 inro^ovri TT)S eA/7r/So9 TOV
Kvpiov
I. X/3., 1 Thess. i. 3 ; o @eo? 7-779 vTro/jiovrjs, Rom. xv. 5 ; rj virop.ov^
avrov)j even as

a work in us

is

TOV XpicrTOVj 2 Thess. iii. 5 ; Si vTrofjbovrs tt7re/ce^o//,e#a,
The oil for the limbs of the wrestler is faith ; the
25).

wounds

is

Rom.
oil

viii.

for his

hope.

is more
perverted than the opinion, that hope,
directed to something future, stands out of all connec
tion with the present.
It stands certainly in indissoluble connec
tion with that which faith here below already possesses.
But just

Nothing

(6)

because

it is

because that which

man

possesses in faith has a double side, of
to the relation of grace in this
present

which the one corresponds

world, the other to that of the glory which is to come, one and the
same name serves both for the designation of that which man by
faith already has here below, and for the designation of that which

he

only looking forward to in hope. For to him only
be given (Matt. xiii. 12, xxv. 29 ; Luke viii. 18).

is

shall

much

who bath

And

so

future good the development of that which has already
been received here below, that we can neither rightly possess what
is all

we have

received, nor rightly hope for the future, without under
standing and justly appreciating both in their mutual relation to
each other. All false over-estimation or under-estimation, all false

exaggeration or depreciation, is connected with the displacement of
the limits of both these sides, or with the misapprehension of their
mutual relation. What we have in us of God s power, is the
earnest of the Spirit (airap^ HVeu/mro?, Rom. viii. 23).
What
we are by faith namely, God s children has not yet so appeared

we

be (1 John

We

have eternal life, but it is hid
are accounted righteous
3, 4).
(Col.
is no more sin is not
where
there
the
but
by grace ;
righteousness
have
no
our
that
we
If
we
sin, we deceive our
yet
say
portion
and
saved
redeemed ; and yet
are
1
i.
John
We
selves,&quot; etc.,
8).
as

shall

with Christ in

God

iii.

2).

iii.

We

(&quot;

we

are

We

still

have

perfect life

be saved and redeemed (crco^o-o^etfa, Rom. v. 9, 10).
justification, but not yet a justification which brings
to

(Sifcaiooa-t,?

0^9,

Rom.

v. 18).

For

this reason

we

wait
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hope for the adoption (Rom.
ai&viov,

Tit.

iK.aio&amp;lt;Tvv7]&amp;lt;$

viii.

23)

;

7)

;

;

v aireK^e^pfJievoi

et&amp;lt;?

o coT rjplav, Heb.

II.

for eternal life

for

righteousness (^efc
for
aTreKBe^o/jieOa, Gal. v. 5)

iii.

[SEC.
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28).

etc

redemption

All

this,

how

ever, because the gift which is given us here below is not intended
to be, nor can be, given us in such a manner as to exclude the self-

conquest and the self-victory, in which, by virtue of this
are to
(et?

become

TratSetW

ripe for perfection.

Heb.

vTTO/JLevere,

xii.

It
7).

gift,

we

for training that we endure
To him that thirsts does the

is

Lord

give of the fountain of the water of life without price, but
only he who conquers will be heir (Rev. xxi. 7). But the confi
dence of hope is this, that we shall be more than conquerors

through Him that loved us, and that nothing neither things pre
sent nor things to come
is able to
separate us from the love of
God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord (Rom. viii. 37-39).
(7) Compare the passage, Rom. xv. 13, before quoted in note
The place where our hope rests is not an
(4), at the conclusion.

earthly, but a heavenly one (17 e Xvrk r) aTro/cei/Jievr) Iv rot? ovpavois,
1 Pet. i. 4). Hence
Col. i. 5 ; KKripovoyuia
rer^p^fjieprj ev ovpavols,
the striving of the Christian is a striving after things above (TO, ava)
.

fyrelv, (frpovelv, Col.

.

iii.

.

1,

2

;

a contrast to

TO,

eVl

TT)?

7^9).

But

the mystery of the ethical power which lies herein is declared by the
apostle, when he says that he forgets those things winch are behind,

and reaches forth unto

those things ichich are before,

that he presses
God in

towards the mark for the prize of the heavenly calling of
Christ Jesus (Phil. iii. 14).

PART SECOND,
THE POSSESSION OF SALVATION,
FIKST SECTION,
THE ENTRANCE OF THE BLESSING OF SALVATION INTO THE
SPIRITUAL LIFE OF THE INDIVIDUAL.

21,

The Principle of Christian Life and Christian

E

have shown, in the

How man
salvation, in such a

power of

and

faith, hope,

our salvation, and in what manner

is

love,

part of this work, that the

first

as being the vital

gospel,

Ethics.

it

is

so.

attains to the possession of this blessing of

way

that his life

may

effectively

become

faith,

the question we have next to answer.
When
the
end
of
note
we
as
the
essen
previously (at
17)
(5),
specified,
tial
of
the
word
of
in
of its
virtue
peculiarity
promise, that,
gospel
love,

and hope,

is

connection with Christ Himself, the Dispenser of life (Jiw?}z; Si&ovs
power dwelt in it of bestowing such a life, in this

TO) Kocr/jLw), the

word the objective means
of such a

life, is

alone,

indicated.

and not the actual commencement

And

if

we have pointed out

faith as

subjective reception on our part, answering to this word of
promise ( 18), in the mere fact of our laying hold of it there
its

has not yet been mentioned that working of God, the Giver of the
word, which renders us capable of so doing. For the Scripture
certifies that

reception of

a
it

or operation of God is antecedent to any such
us in faith, qualifying us for it ( 18, note (2)).

work
by

This work of

God

Christian

the source of

hope.

life

And

since

by

in

us

is

the origin and groundwork of the
its

this divine

power

agency
181

to believe, to love,

God

and

effects in us the

to

com-
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mencement

of a

new

from the

distinction

since nothing

a Christian

life,

first

it

is

called a birth

[FT.

life,

as laid

as specifically a

down by

SEC. L

from God, and

ethics,

all

in

And

movement

can exist previous to this regeneration,

tion of Christian

II.

birth of the flesh, regeneration.

which we can regard

life

LIFE.

of

exposi

must begin with

regeneration.

In the testimony furnished us by Scripture concerning the
birth, we find a new confirmation of what we had at an earlier

(1)

new

It is a
stage to deduce from the nature of the law and the gospel.
corroboration of the judicial sentence of the law ; for, according to

we

man

has nothing of himself and in himself by
enabled to begin living a life in God. And it is for
this reason that Luther also, with reference to the commencement

this,

find that

which he

is

discourse with Nicodemus, remarks :
In order to dis
such
vain
at
once
Christ
Ly
courage
boasting,
begins
rejecting 1dm,
And the doctrine of regeneration is also
both works and person&quot;

of Christ

&quot;

s

a confirmation of what

For

we

derive in another

way from

the gospel.

human

ideas, by His gracious gift of
God,
bestows
on
us beforehand that which we
before
Him,
righteousness
are wont otherwise to regard as the fruit and object of our own
so He begins by living in us,
conduct (comp.
18, note (5))
and giving us as our own the power of His new-creating and trans
forming activity, in order that we may be enabled to live our life
in Him.
This fact must be definitely apprehended and expressed
before I will speak of any working of life, by virtue of which I have
my life in God. &quot;For birth is the beginning of the whole life and
of the whole man, who works not for this, that he may be born, but
He who
is first born to the end, that he may work&quot;
(Luther).
must
first have come
of
and
heaven
to
God
the
kingdom
belongs

since

contrary to all

;

&quot;

into existence, before he begins to do works pleasing unto

God&quot;

(idem).

we must first
respect, however, to the idea of this birth,
that
it is referred
in
view
the
fact
solely to God.
stedfastly
1 John ii. 29, iii. 9, iv. 7,
a &amp;lt;yevvacr0ai e /c Qeov (John i. 13

With
keep
It

is

;

more

clearly defined, etc TOV IIveu^aTos (John
The word is named as the means (ava^&^evvY]\jukvoi SLCL \o&amp;lt;yov
Seov KOL /juevovTos, 1 Pet. i. 23 ; 09 ajreKv^crev 77^0.9 \6j(ty a

v.

18)

1,

Jas.

i.

John

;

18),
iii.

5

iii.

8).

and baptism in like manner (e f vSaros KOI
SLO,
\ovrpov TraXiyyevealas KOI dvaKcuvoocrecos Uvev;
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The avwOev (comp. the Seurepov of Nico5).
4) points out, like the avd and 7rd\iv, the position
of this birth in relation to the first birth into the natural life, as
Tit.

demus, John

iii.

iii.

beginning over again from the commencement, a second birth.
first, as the birth of the flesh, forms the contrast to the birth

The

of the Spirit (TO

new

birth

&amp;lt;ye&amp;lt;yevvr]/j,evov

from God

is

etc

rfjs

a creative act

result affects the spiritual life

crap/cos^

John

a tcrftpiv; and

iii.

The

6).

immediate
of the whole man, inasmuch as he
its

made partaker

of a new vital energy
a new principle
able to guide the ethical tendency of his nature in
conformity with the will of God (/card Seov\ because it is from
God (IK Seov). For this reason the regenerate one is called a new
is

thereby

of

life

which

creature

a

is

new man

KO.IVOS dvOpaiTTOs 6

(KCUVTJ /mo-*,?,

Kara Seov

JCaiVOVfJLGVO S) AT.T.X., O7TOV TTaVTO,

And what is new
fact of

death

its

(co?

2 Cor. v. 17, Gal.

tcricrOek)

Eph.

iv.

24

;

vi.

15;

o

6 1^09, 6 dva-

KOI GV irdoriV XpKTTOS, Col.

iii.

10).

characterized as being absolutely new also in the
being contrasted with our former condition as life with
IK veicpwv JaWes, Rom. vi. 13).
And in this new vital
is

principle is involved also the final and complete mastery over the
death of the body, inasmuch as the resurrection of the body to a
life of blessedness is to be accomplished by God through the Spirit

which dwelleth in us (Bid TOV evoiKovvros avrov Trvev/jLaros Iv viuv,
Cod. Sin ait. Rom. viii. 11). Moreover, this new power, so far as it
concerns only the life produced in man, or the new man, resembles
the natural birth also in this, that, just as man passes from the new
born child to the perfect man, so it has its stages of development.

Such

expressions, however, as dpTvyevvrjTa /3pe(&amp;gt;r) (1 Pet. ii. 2),
Cor. iii. 1 ; Heb. v. 13 ; Eph. iv. 14), by no means de
note the evolution of the new vital principle in itself, but obstacles

vririoi (1

to our progress and improvement, which have their root in the weak
ness of the flesh and the opposition of the old man. Nay, the whole

growth of which Scripture speaks is connected not only with the
creature existence, and the process of development which goes on
in the receptive man, but just as much also with that power which
death holds in our old nature, which can only be gradually over
This new principle of life is, how
this new vital energy.

come by

ever, in regeneration as incontestably present, wholly and indivisibly,
as by the operation of the Holy Spirit not the half, but the whole

There
is
regenerate.
lives, works, and operates in him who
then occur no difficulty in personally adopting this doctrine of
to
regeneration in a manner not only intelligible, but consonant
Christ
will
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we sufficiently separate the first creative act from its.
and do not wrongly divide what is created from Him
who is constantly creating, the operation from Him who is con
stantly operating, the birth from Him who is constantlv begetting,
and regard ourselves in the light of a product divorced from its
producing cause, like a world perchance that, loosed from its
Maker s hands, continues to maintain an independent existence.
It is called, indeed, an accomplished act
a birth like everything
which has its beginning in time. That, however, which in this
experience,

if

ufter results,

case has taken
spiritual

life

in

beginning, is not merely a newly-originated
men, but a spiritual communion of the living and
its

everlasting God with us, which we can in no possible way destroy,
unless by virtue of offences on account of which God is resolved to

cause

ment

to cease.

it

Regeneration

communion

of that

of

God

is
consequently the commence
with us, by which He in Christ

by the Holy Spirit with the light of life (&amp;lt;amaz;
&rjv, 2 Tim. i. 10), and creates in us a new thing which was not
before in us.
For the Beginner and Perfecter of the good work
illumines us

in us

is

God

(6 evap^afjievos ev

VJJLLV

tpyov ayaObv, eVtreXecret a^pi

Xp., Phil. i. 6), and all gifts and operations in us are
manifestations of the present and acting God (1 Cor. xii. 4-6),
J.
rj/jiepas

whose Spirit dwells within us (eVot/ca, 2 Tim. i. 4, Rom. viii. 11).
Hence it is purely impossible to separate the operation from Him
who operates, the /trlais from the KTL^WV, the yevvrj/Jia or the
from the ryevvwv. And if we keep steadily in view the fact,
that there must be the perfect communion of the regenerating God
with us, even when the new life only commences in us, then there
&amp;lt;yev-

VY]cri&amp;lt;$

vanishes also the altogether untenable supposition of a regeneration
only half accomplished of a man half regenerate, and half not
as we should have to view the opposition between
new man, if in our conception of regeneration we

the old and the

should only have
But the idea of

regard to what takes place internally in man.
regeneration is not exhausted in that of a finished operation inter
nally wrought on us and the complex state of our natural condition.

Rather is it the commencement within us of an essential relation
between us and the regenerating God. This relation, when once
the bond
it has begun, is not half, but fully and entirely present
of our union with the God who regenerates us is by that same
God restored and with the commencement of this bond of union&amp;gt;
:

;

is
complete.
regeneration within the limits assigned to it upon earth
For this very thing belongs to the nature of regeneration, that it
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does not

once and mechanically transform the whole man, but

at

all

185

transplants us into a perfect communion on the part of God
with us, who comes to meet us with the fulness of His grace, in
order that we may thereby obtain the power for a gradual trans
that

it

But wherefore and

to what extent does this
belong to
This can only be clearly and distinctly
answered in proportion as we discriminate between the idea of

formation.

the nature of regeneration

regeneration and that of

?

Form. Cone. S. D.
and narrowest sense as an act
and work of God in us, by virtue of which He bestows on our
inner man, with the indwelling of His Holy Spirit, that which is
to become the power of life and the commencement of our life in
Him, by which we are once for all rescued from death and made
alive, and indeed in such a manner that that which is bestowed
p. 613),

and view

in

it

its

after-results (comp.

strictest

its

upon us by God s grace in our regeneration as the
destined to have dominion over us, is recognised by us

vital

power
same

at the

time as an entirely new life, notwithstanding that we still feel in
vis the death of the old man.
But how is it, then, that we are

made

alive

by God,

not a life in

God

has

in spite of the fact that our life

God ?

made

The Apostle Paul

it

explains
us alive with Christ, since He has of

was not and
(Col.

ii.

is

13)

:

His grace freely

forgiven us all our sins (&amp;lt;rw%GWirofycrV avv avrw^ %apicrafjLvos yjMv
iravra ra TrapaTrrco^ara).
And inasmuch as this God, who in

Christ forgives us our sins, enters into communion with us in the
power of the Holy Ghost, we are saved from wrath and born again

new life, whose power triumphs in us over sin and death,
and whose continuance and certainty rest not in the life bestowed
into a

upon

us, but in the

continuance of the unchangeable truth of the

merciful and gracious God
Faithful is Pie that calleth us, who
also will do
Thess.
v.
(1
24).
Of the act of God in itself and as such, by which, through the
&quot;

:

it&quot;

operation of the Holy Spirit, He enters into communion with us,
and effects in us the groundwork and beginning of a new life, we
are never conscious, but only in its results, which are at the same

time impulses of our

own

life

actuated by the Holy Ghost.

The

divine operation in itself by which we are regenerated, at whatever
is and
period of our existence it may be conceived as taking place,

remains to our spiritual apprehension an unapproachable and hidden
our pro
mystery, and is effected as unconsciously to ourselves as
creation

Thus also in the domain of
and birth in the natural life.
life procreation and birth have already taken place,

the spiritual
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when our

So much the more

consciousness of the same

first arises.

II.

SEC.

I.

of extreme importance that God has established the
guarantee
for the new birth which He accomplishes in us, not merely in the
is it

facts of our consciousness, but, above all, in His word and sacra
ment. He who receives this pledge has perfect certainty ; but he

who

facts of his consciousness alone, has at least in
them a certainty not altogether free from doubt. It is neverthe
less these facts of our own conscious life-impulses which,
along with
relies

upon the

the guarantee which God has placed in His word and sacrament,
must afterwards occupy our attention so much the more, since

dawn

that gracious

from

&quot;

us.

For,&quot;

of a

new

says Luther

life

which God works in us is hidden
which regeneration is
indeed a great, a mighty, and an

in a passage of

the subject, &quot;the grace of God is
active thing, not lying dormant in the soul, as a painted board bears
its
colour, as the preachers of dreams represent.
No, it is not
thus.

It supports, it leads,

it
impels, it draws, it changes, it effects
the
and
makes itself truly felt and realized.
man,
everything
It is hidden, but its works are not hidden; and ichere it exists, it
shows itself in words and deeds, just as the fruit and leaves of a tree

in

manifest

The

its

fact

that the rise

an

act of

species

and

nature.&quot;

we have wished to
of a new life in the

God, which the Holy

establish in the foregoing is this,
individual is in its origin purely
Ghost accomplishes in our spirit,

though not in our consciousness, in order that it may present itself
to that consciousness as an act accomplished by God, and may be
become new creatures not
accepted by us with conscious will.

We

by any act of our own, but by God s act. If we consciously accept
this gift of a new life, which is the indwelling of the Holy Spirit

God who

and willingly and consciously
enter into it, it is not by this means that this indwelling is first
made complete, but thereby it only attains the object for which it
was accomplished by God. Just as we have the natural life com
plete by means of our birth, and do not first make it so by our
consciousness of it, so also we have by that birth from God our
new life complete, which is a living and working of God within us,
and do not first make it so by the fact of .our becoming conscious
of it.
In our conscious possession, and the conscious entrance of
of the

forgives us our sins,

our will into the potencies of the one life as well as of the other, we
only fulfil the design for which both the natural and spiritual life

were bestowed upon us. We obtain by this conscious entrance of
the will on the life thus given, in the one case as in the other (so
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far, that is to say, as we understand by the natural life, not the
corruption which cleaves to it, but what God has willed and given
it to be), not the life itself, but
only the blessing of this life intended

by God. The life itself, however, is by the divine operation present
before our conscious participation.
And since this indwelling of
God by the Holy Spirit may also become for us a consuming fire
6 0eo9 rj/^wv irvp KCLTavakicrKov, Heb. xii. 29), that is to
(/cal yap
say, a curse instead of a blessing, if we consciously and willingly
withdraw from it; for this reason, and not in order first to make the

new divine birth complete, which it is already in itself,
of such importance here also not to stop at that which God
alone effects, but forthwith to take into view that which as its con

idea of this
is it

sequence takes place, and must take place, in our own conscious
and willing nature, if that which God has accomplished is to acquire

a blessed permanence in us.

An
stance,

example
it is

will

said that

more distinctly explain this. When, for
we become regenerate by faith, or that

in

re

generation comes by faith, I could only assent to this with a
reservation
but, on the other hand, I can without any reservation
admit that we become and are regenerated to faith. For faith is as
certainly already a fruit of this life born of God, as it is our own
;

by the working of the Holy Ghost. He, however, who has
become a partaker of the Holy Ghost, has already that life from
God, and does not first receive it through faith. When I, there
at least
fore, say that I become regenerated through faith, by this
act

cannot be intended the origin of the

life

born of God, but only a

means

for the transplanting of that divine life (bestowed upon us
in God s communion with us) into the conscious and willing life of

our

own

souls.

Or, in other words, God, who, according to His

gracious will (y3ouX??#e/9, Jas. i. 18), has His life, working, and doing
own person a
in me through the
Holy Spirit, becomes to me in
of our church
The
life
Confession
faith.
blessedness
of
through

my

marks with equal emphasis both these

points.

It says,

&quot;

Spiritus

and
Sanctus operatur fidem,&quot; or fides est opus Spiritus Sancti
on the other hand, &quot;Fides affert,&quot; or accipit Spiritum Sanctum.&quot;
Hence it follows that I do not receive by faith that Holy Ghost
who produces faith, but conversely, that I must first be a partaker
&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

of the

Holy Ghost before I can believe. Even so must that mode
Holy Spirit, in which by means of faith He works

of action of the

and operates in me, consist in something else than in producing
and bringing about faith. Moreover, this further working belongs
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II.

SEC.

I.

not to the beginning, not to the birth of our life from God. Rather
might I say, faith is the beginning of my life in God. If I wish to

speak of my conscious life in God, then can I justly so speak; but
not so, if I wish to indicate the beginning of that life that is, of
the creative energy of God in us, which produces faith.
For faith
itself is only the effect and
product of this life and operation of

God

within,

the part of
believe,7

and

which regenerates us. First must a regeneration on
God have taken place in us, before we are able to
in order to

our being
O able to do

so.

And

this I call

the primal and fundamental regeneration, by virtue of which God
begins a new thing in us, and not we in Him. And this new thing
is

the gracious presence

of God

the

Holy Ghost

in us.

Before

this

we can

conceive of nothing which can be called a life from God ;
and after it, nothing which does not presuppose this inward change

in our relation to

the

Holy

new

God.

The entrance

Spirit into our inner

man

is

of this

communion

of

God

the hour of our birth into a

the regenerating starting-point and groundwork of a life
where God works and acts in us ; and all regeneration to faith, to
life,

love, to hope, and everything which may be called Christian life,
where we live in God, is only the further result of that awepfjia

whose presence the regeneration from
do not yet ask here, how the man must be consti
that regeneration which proceeds from God alone

eov implanted in us, with

God

begins.

tuted in

We

whom

The question is rather only this
its end and
purpose.
In what, then, does this new creation, this new work of God in us
consist, by virtue of which \ve also are enabled to begin to live a
new life of faith, etc., in God ? He who will answer this question
has reached

:

rightly has nothing else to name than the entrance of the energy of
God the Holy Ghost into us, when the life of estrangement from
God disappears, and that of nearness to God, and the presence of

This regenerating presence of God is
be
everywhere
thought of where we have a word of promise
from God to this effect, that His Holy Spirit will dwell and work

God

in us,

commences.

to

in a

man.

22. a.

The Working of the Spirit of Regeneration on
Marty and on the Personal Consciousness.

Along with the operation

of the

Holy

the Spirit

of

Spirit in our spirit, there

natural condition, a
begins, in contrast with our

new

relation

and

WORKING OF THE
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God toward

procedure of
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us, in the

in consequence of which a

new

shape of a real vital energy,
course of conduct toward God on

our part also is rendered possible. Inasmuch as the spiritual basis
of our life becomes a partaker of the divine nature, there dwells
within ourselves a divine ground for the determination of our
conscious personal conduct (1).

God

fundamental working of
in

originally organized

its

who

The connecting
and upon

us,

is

point for this
the human spirit

conscience for the reception

agency of the Divine Spirit (
enter by the operation of the
with that Christ

in

The new

8).

Holy

relation into

Spirit, is

a

of

this

which we

communion

of life

died and rose again for us, in order that

He

might Himself become in us a power enabling us to give up our
old life unto death, and to rise to a new life.
By virtue of this

bond

of

communion,

in

which we are joined

to

God

in Christ

by

Holy Ghost, we

are no longer under wrath, but under grace ;
dominion of the law which brings death, but
the
no longer under
under that of the Spirit which giveth life. And this is accom

the

without any co-operation on our part, at baptism,
wherein we at the same time receive the divinely-appointed means,
plished in

us,

and the divinely-appointed pledge that such things can be effected
and are effected in us by God (2). But all that is effected and
accomplished in us has for
of a growing

its

object to form the permanent ground

and conscious creaturely

become obvious

to

life.

And

this

our consciousness in a double form

:

can only

as grace to

one who

is conscious of deserved wrath ; as the receiving of a good
conscience by one who is conscious of an evil one ; as an internal
quickening of the law of God in our hearts, while we are conscious

of the unfruitf ulness of the external letter thereof

;

as a peaceful

and joyful resurrection through the power of the God who forgives
our sins, while we are conscious of that state of death into which
the old

man had

fallen

;

as sorrow in joy, and as joy in sorrow.

These are the pains of that divine birth, on whose dark background
alone we become aware of and understand the peace- and joybringing power of the same birth. For that Christ who desires by
the Holy Spirit to take up His abode in us, and to make us like
Himself,
life,

is

no other than

He who

through suffering unto glory

has passed through death unto

(3).
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SEC.

wished to assert in the above proposition

not to be found expressly taught in the passage, 2 Pet. i. 4 ; but
may be deduced from it and other testimonies of Scripture, and

I.

is
it
is

consistent with a just knowledge of our own nature. In this
passage
of his second epistle, Peter mentions participation in the divine

nature (wo, yewjaOe 0elas Koivwvol c^ucreco?) as the aim of the pro
mises given to us. And this takes place only when that which
God Himself is, has become the normal ground of our own nature.
This, however, is the case when that which we name the gift of
God is not resolved into any quality of our creature nature pro

duced in us by God, but is the communion of GodjHimself with
And this view we have steadily adhered to in the former
paragraph
Spiritus Sanctus non est separatus a donis suis, sed
us.

&quot;

:

in templo

illo,

Gerhard).

It

of the

quod donis suis exornat, etiam ipse habitat&quot; (Joh.
the Father and the Son who, in the communion

is

Holy Ghost, take up

their

abode with us (John

The

true significance of such a communion
the incarnate glorified Son.
In Christo

we

xiv. 23).
see revealed to us in

&quot;

&quot;

natura nostra facta est consors

divinse.&quot;

enim,&quot;

And

says Athanasius,
in the

same way

Quantum quisque habet Christi formitatis sive cum
Christo conformitatis, tantum habet verse Christianitatis
(com
pare Joh. Gerhard on 2 Pet. i.). If, therefore, we wish to cha
another

&quot;

:

&quot;

which belongs to a divine nature in such a way as in
what we may conceive as purely the funda
mental destination and purely the aim of our own life, we might
venture to say with Scripture, that it includes everything which is
called good.
Luther wrestles with language in his endeavour to-

racterize that

one word

exhaust

to indicate

all

that

is

&quot;

contained in that assertion of the Apostle Peter.
is such a
saying, that its like is not to be found

&quot;

This,&quot;

says he,

New or the Old Testament, although to unbelievers
a light thing that we should have communion with the divine
nature itself. What, however, is the nature of God ? It is eternal
either in the

it

is

wisdom eternal life, peace, joy, and pleasure^
and whatever we can call good. He, therefore, who is made a

truth, righteousness,

;

partaker of the divine nature, has the whole of this falling to his
lot, that he lives eternally, and has everlasting peace, happiness,
and joy, and is clean, pure, just, and all-powerful against the devil,
sin,

and

death.&quot;

In which words Luther evidently takes for

granted what the apostle himself afterwards asserts, that all this
which God has given would remain in us, if we remain in Him,

and

flee

from that which

is

contrary to

Him.

If,

however, that
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may be truly called the regenerating communion of God
with us, can take place in us, then must it enter into the spiritual
basis of our natural life and being, no matter whether I regard the
\vliich

hearing of the word, or the taking of the sacrament of the new
What some one said, Christianity must
birth, as the means.
&quot;

become natural

to

us,&quot;

than he himself meant

is

be taken in a

to

If the

much more

exact sense

varies always according to
the nature of the means, the end, the intended result, the true lifegiving and regenerating communion of God, is reached in one and
it.

the same hidden fountain of
of our

What

life.

is

all

way

the creaturely and spiritual impulses
up from that inward source must

to spring

have become in the unconscious depths of our spirit a creative and
in other words, this which is laid hold of in our
impelling power
consciousness is to be the genuine fruit of a sound root, the actual
;

property of our nature, the homogeneous, evermore manifest working
of that power which rules us in the inmost depths of our existence.
If not, then that which

is

laid hold of in

my

consciousness remains

something foreign to me, something indeed that I have apprehended,
but which has not apprehended me. Then is it a mere external
If, how
apprehending, but not a being apprehended inwardly.
of
a con
in
form
not
the
ever, this last takes place, it shows itself
scious action of mine, but as something conditioning that conscious
action.
It makes itself felt as a power which comes upon me, and
seizes

way

upon

my spirit, not

as a

power which I consciously, and

of self-determination, impart

to myself.

My

own

in the

action in

domain is only that of consenting, of receiving into the form
of what is self-perceived and self-chosen, and not an action selfIf it is not so, then does the word
derived and self-determining.
heard cease to be a faith-producing power, and receives its power
only from faith and through faith. Faith, however, is not a con

this

dition of the power of the word, but only the condition of the con
tinuance of the blessed and saving operation of this power. There
remains, under all circumstances, an act of God which lays hold of

and quickens our spirit, i.e. the unconscious root of our conscious
an act of God whence all true, living, life-giving^
existence,
And
thinking, willing, and doing of our consciousness proceeds.
that God
only thus it remains true in reference also to the word,
has regenerated me through His word, and not I myself through

rny faith.

from

his

obtained,

He who
own

actually a believer
For true faith
experience.

except

in

is

knows
is

that right well

never and in no case

not
consequence of a spiritual quickening
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springing from myself, nay, which stands opposed to my natural
knowledge and will, which presents itself to my consciousness as an

overpowering force, and to which, as a truth and actuality coming
not from myself but from God, I say in faith, Yea and amen. And
the fact remains quite the same, whether I regard this operation

God

through the word heard, or through the
This, however, has nothing in common with
the so-called efficacy ex opere operate, inasmuch as the blessingbestowing permanence of this work and working of God in all
of

as effected either

sacrament received.

those

whom He

faith,

is

made

of, and who are capable of a conscious
on
the
depend
presence and permanence of that

has laid hold

to

faith.

myself clearly the distinction which marks
of
the
communion
regenerating Spirit of God with us, as it is
to be conceived of w hen effected by the hearing and reception of the
If I

had

to define to

that

r

word

in faith, in the case of those

who have not

yet been received

with us by baptism into the full communion of Jesus, I should only
be able to express it as follows. In this case, we are never to expect
that the efficacy of the Holy Spirit, when it commences, is at once

For though Christ indeed, in all His
present in all its fulness.
stands
me
in His life-giving word, yet the full
over
fulness,
against
measure of His presence and efficacy is given only in proportion to
the faith in which I appropriate the word to myself.
itself the life-giving efficacy of God in the word was
possible

by

my

word when unbelief
reference to

its

is

the contrary,

it

is

of the

it

that in

rendered

the working of the
But in
is born.

overcome in me, and
my whole nature, the greater or
faith

pervading

degree of the power

communion

On

faith.

Not
first

displays,

Holy

Spirit

less

whereby the commencement of the
through the hearing of the word is

accompanied in us, is conditioned by the greater or less intensity with
which I consciously turn to that word. For the conscious will of
the natural man is of such a nature, that it closes as with bolts the
approach to the inner man against that working of the Holy Spirit
which comes upon him from without through the word so that
;

one after another give way, does
the efficacy of God the Spirit penetrate deeper and deeper into our
The true and precise central working of the Spirit of
inner man.
God upon the spiritual ground of our nature is, when the question
only in proportion as these bolts

turns upon the commencement of its agency through the medium
of hearing the word, the successive result of a series of conducive
in proportion to the measure in which, when aroused
spiritual events
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in conscious action, I

It

unlock

my

otherwise with the sacrament

is

There that fulness of God s fellowship with us,
for
us in this life, is bestowed as a free gift. The
appointed
fountain of life sinks into our inmost man ; and this full entrance
of regeneration.
as

it is

of the fellowship of God with us is conditioned, not by the measure
of our faith, but purely by the will of God touching His sacrament.

Out

of the spiritual

of my being there spring up then,
the
waters
which are destined to fructify
agency,
consciousness
unto
eternal
life.
Not that I have to
my personal
obtain by means of a struggle a measure of God s fellowship pro

groundwork

through God s

portioned to the measure of my own faith ; but by God s will this
fellowship has fully taken place, and only the degree of its blessing
depends on that of my faith, and my faith can only guard against
the conversion of that blessing into a curse.
repeat what we formerly had

on

And

here

we have

to

21, note (1) ;
(
of
the
the
note
18,
exceeding glory
grace of God in
(5)) touching
and
us
in
all
viz.
that
it
freely bestows upon
Christ,
things,
prevents
to say

us for the beginning and ground of our
God in Christ is for us.

this point

life in

God, the

full

measure

of that which

(2) If Christian ethics is an exposition of the life which, as
produced by God, is realized in Christendom and in a Christian

Christ
it can take no other
starting-point than baptism.
affirms baptism to be the condition of entrance into the kingdom of

man,

heaven (John iii.)
and baptism is the means entrusted to the
church by which, among all nations, men are to be made disciples
of Christ (Matt, xxviii. 19).
Our next task, therefore, for the end
we have in view, will be to declare more precisely the way in which
;

by baptism the commencement of a new life is brought about.
That which takes place in baptism, Christ affirms to be something
effected by the Spirit, and the man born of water and the Spirit to
be one born of the Spirit (John iii. 6, 8). And if in the command
of Christ baptism is made to bear an equally prominent relation to
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost (Matt, xxviii.), it is so
this reason, because the Holy Spirit, who by means
of baptism begins His work in man, is both of the Father and of
the Son (John xiv. 26, xv. 26, xvi. 7 ; TO Tlvev^a TOV 0eo&amp;gt;, TOV

done just for

iii. 17 ; Phil.
Kvpiovy ^ITJCTOV XpicrTov, TOV vlov\ Rom. viii. 9 ; 2 Cor.
19 ; Gal. iv. 6, etc.) ; and because that which He bestows He
takes from what belongs to the Son ; but what the Son has, the

i.

Father has just as much (John

xvi. 14, 15).
T

ls

That, however, which
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the gracious presence

And

this is

never to

be softened down into a mere operation of the Spirit taking place
on our spirit. Rather is it just God the Holy Ghost Himself who

makes the

Son to the Father actually vital within
who, as the Spirit of truth, of grace, and of
life (John xiv. 17, xv. 26, xvi. 13; Heb. x. 29; Rom. viii. 2), in
our hearts cries to God, Abba, Father (Gal. iv. 6), and hereby
us

;

relation of the

seeing that

He

it is

renders possible to us a similar appeal to God (Rom. viii. 15), and
confirms by His testimony that we are the children of God (Rom.
viii.

16),

(Rom.

and Himself with supplication maketh intercession for us
Wherefore also all ungodly conduct on the part
26).

viii.

of the Christian

termed, in the truest sense of the word, a grieving

is

of the Holy Spirit (Eph. iv. 30).
The way, however, in which this
presence of the Holy Ghost in us, and that especially in baptism,
aims at bringing about our communion with Christ, may be briefly

We

characterized as a fellowship of death and of life with Christ.
are buried w ith Him by baptism into His death for the resurrection
r

(Rom. vi. 4, 5 ; Col. ii. 12), transplanted into the fellow
of
His
sufferings, conformed unto His death, in order to feel
ship
the
inwardly
power of His resurrection (Phil. iii. 10). And since
in such a manner, by virtue of the presence of the Holy Ghost,
of life

that Christ, who died and rose again for us, lives in and is present
with us, therefore we who are baptized have
put on Christ (Gal.
iii.
27), are made dead to the law (Rom. vii. 4), appointed by God not
&quot;

&quot;

unto wrath, but to obtain salvation (1 Thess. v. 9), are heirs of the
grace of life (1 Pet. iii. 7), washed clean from our sins (Acts xxii.
16), freed from an evil conscience (Heb. x. 22, 23), (since baptism
secures to us that which we desire with God, viz. a good con
science (1 Pet.

iii.

21)),

and now for the

first

time,

by the aid of the

indwelling Spirit, bear in our hearts the law of God, together with
God s sin-forgiving mercy (Heb. viii. 10, 12), and are freed from
the body of flesh (Col. ii. 11, 12), since the body is dead indeed
because of sin, but the spirit is life because of righteousness (Rom.
viii.
In such a way is baptism the washing of regeneration
10).

and renewing of the Holy Ghost

(Tit.

iii.

5).

Our

life is

hid with

God (Col. iii. 3) ; but it is just a life of Christ in us, who,
having died and risen again as the Fulfiller of the law and the
Deliverer from the curse of the law, is for us and makes inter
Christ in

as

cession for us with

God.

And

bears the shape of first-fruits

this indwelling of the

that

is

to say, of that

Holy Spirit
by which a
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is made
(aTrap^ Kom. viii. 23) but is at the same time
a guarantee, an earnest of future complete redemption given in our
hearts (Sou? rov dppaftwva TOV Uvev^aro^ ev rals /capital? rjfjL&v, 2
Cor. i. 22 v. 5 ; Eph. i. 14). The outward and sensuous man, who

beginning

7

given over to the doom of transitoriness, bears no trace of this
but the inward man, the hidden man of the heart the heart,&quot; the
is

;

&quot;

is the
central point of the human personality
place where it desires
become effectual (comp. Eph. iii. 16 ; 2 Cor. iv. 16 ; 1 Pet. iii.
4). And this dawn of light in our heart is compared to the creative

to

of God, who caused the light to shine forth out of darkness
The work of the Holy Ghost, however, only then
(2 Cor. iv. 6).
retains this creative character when all our life in Christ is preceded
fiat

living presence of Christ in us through the Holy Ghost, as a
result of which our life can no longer be a living to ourselves

by a

(o&amp;gt;

Be,

a

ovKen

life for

ejcoj

Be ev

,f)

Him who

efjiol

died and

Xpto-ro?, Gal. ii. 20), but may become
rose again for us (2 Cor. v. 15; comp.

the end of note (8)).
In all that takes place in baptism there is supposed not an
acting of ours, but an acting and an internal, real, and effective
5, at

becomes a partaker, whom Christ
same according to His will ratified
in His word and sacrament.
convert like Paul requires the
same, and receives it at his desire (Acts xxii. 16), just as much and

relation of Christ, of which he
desires to make a sharer of the

A

in the

same way

as

cannot as yet desire

who know what
also, as to

it
it,

bestowed upon the little children who
but who are brought to the Lord by those

is

Christ desires to be and to become to the child

every one

who

is

born of the

flesh

(comp. respecting

and the parallel passage, von Hofmann, ScliriftThat all flesh stands in need of
beweis, ii. 2, p. 197, 2d edition).
is
baptism, and that the promise of Christ concerning His baptism

Matt. xix. 13

ff.,

valid for all flesh, forms the ground on which rests the certainty
of that faith in which infants are brought for baptism, and not a

or law enjoining infant baptism.
Baptism is free, and
There
circumcision.
like
not demanded or made compulsory,

command
is

&quot;

be fettered and restricted to times, ages,
free in itself&quot;
places, and other externals, because it is quite
a
stands
plain declaration
(Luther). Here, however (John iii.),
There
ordinance.
divine
is
a
which
and
to
fore also

it

was not

to

&quot;

applies universally

fore

it

all,

behoves us not willingly to despise or postpone

it,

for this

would be wilfully to despise and neglect the ordinance of God&quot;
It is he alone who should wish to baptize only on faith,
(idem).
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who would baptize on a peradventure&quot; (Luther), because he does
not know the heart. He, however, who on God s ordinance and
&quot;

promise brings the child for baptism, he baptizes rightly. For he
whom the Lord Jesus Christ takes in His arms, that one reposes
there, whether sleeping or waking, whether man or child, hid in

Him and before all anxiety whether I may receive him, this must
be my principal concern, to know whether He receives and has
received me. And hence there exists no greater seal (olsignatio) of
;

all

subsequent faith than baptism, by which the Lord Jesus Christ
freely gave me His fellowship even before / was

owned me, and
able to desire
call

it.

That a great part of those who

themselves believers

day
which makes,

know

so little of this,

is

at the present
a circumstance

to
eyes, the Christianity of many so lame and
so
little
slothful,
courageous against death, and confident of victory.
But he alone can cradle himself in false security, who, aroused to a

my

perfect self-consciousness, desires to attain the blessing of baptism
without faith, and forgets the warning words against a wicked,
unbelieving heart (/QXeTrere, /jLTjirore carat, tv TIVI v/mwv tcapBia

TTOvqpa aTTifTT/a?, ev TO) airocrrrvai diro Oeov fw^ro?, Heb. iii. 12).
(3) It lies in the nature of that relation in which Christ gives
Himself to us in the fellowship of the Holy Spirit to become ours,
it can
only become known to our consciousness in the form of
an opposition overcome by Christ, and continually to be overcome
by us in Him. Our heart ought not to be troubled, and will not
be afraid, if Christ leaves us peace, and gives us His peace, not as

that

He who in Christ is not at peace,
the world gives (John xiv. 27).
has in Him at the very same time one whom John the Seer reports
whom

I love, I rebuke and chasten
(Eev. iii. 19).
And hence a change of mind never takes place or continues
without a godly abiding sorrow preceding it (17 Kara Oeov XUTTT;,
as saying,

2 Cor.

vii.

&quot;

All

10).

Since, then,

&quot;

we have our

life in

Christ as a life

out of death, as a continual death and resurrection, how shall I
comprehend the riches of Christ without a consciousness of my own
poverty, and His comfort, unless I feel also the smart of my own
sorrow 1
How shall I be satisfied through Him, without a hunger

and thirst after righteousness 1 (Matt. v. 3, 4, 6.) How shall I
seek His righteousness without the knowledge of my unrighteous
ness, and His forgiveness of sins without a consciousness of my
ing

How

shall I seek the strength of His life without the feel
of the death that is in me ; and His acquittal of me from judg

sins ?

ment, and the dominion of the law, without the feeling of the goad
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and condemnation of the law, and His grace without the feelinoGod upon me? Nay, in the death of Christ,
the wrath of God, and that tender compassion which swallows
up
that wrath, are so far concentrated, that, when this Christ becomes
alive in me, His life can only be experienced by me as a fire which
consumes my old nature, and as a light which, with a new life
rescued from God s wrath, illumines my darkness. There is no life
with Christ without a dying with Plim, no partaking of His do
minion without sharing His endurance, no partaking of His glory
without participation in His sufferings (2 Tim. ii. 11, 12 ; Rom.
of the wrath of

viii.

17).

There is, nevertheless, no description of the phenomena of that
form of life and consciousness which developes itself out of the
spirit of

regeneration in

The

itself.

divine pedagogy has not only

bound up from the beginning that offer of salvation as it has to be
made by the community of believers in Christ in baptism, with the
teaching of what Christ has enjoined (Matt, xxviii. 26) but the
work and working of the Spirit are just this, to put us in mind of
;

all

that Christ has said (John xiv. 26).

Therefore,

if

thou wishest

to find thyself in Christ, then hast thou to seek and to find thyself
not in the incomprehensible spirit of thy regeneration, but in Christ s

If thou findest thyself and thy life in this word, then hast
it the same
Holy Spirit, who for the con

word.

thou indeed to thank for

have His work in the word
if thou losest
thyself and
wishest
thou
to
seek
and to
then
thou
lose
it
because
dost
thy life,
find it purely in the Spirit, and independent of the word, that is to
say, of God s discipline.
By the word it will be shown whether
scious life of thy soul has

and by the word, and by

and

desires to

this alone.

But

the spirit within thee is the Spirit of God, who has sealed the word,
and says to the word, Yea and amen (comp.
17, at note (5)).
And all phenomena connected with the faithful believer, who is

born of

God and

arrived at a consciousness thereof, will always be

whom shall we
And we have believed,
Holy One of God (John vi. 68,

concentrated in the blessed confession
?

Thou

hast the words of eternal

go
and known, that Thou
69).

art the

&quot;

:

Lord, to

life.

&quot;
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of Regeneration in our

Conversion.

human

It belongs to the original organization of the

every impulse thereof, no matter whence
the individual

and continues

its

who has reached the maturity of
its own actual
personal property,

sonant,

He

that what
Spirit

that

God

that

his creature life, is

only so far as that
is and continues

by which we feel ourselves spiritually determined,
to be at the same time willed by ourselves (comp.
therefore, to the will of

spirit,

source, that arises in

It is con

5).

the Creator and Redeemer,

bestows upon us by the working of the regenerating
to say, the property assigned to us
should be ap

is

propriated by the conscious individual, and should be voluntarily
embraced by him. So much the more so for this reason, that the

working of the regenerating Spirit has for its object to subdue
will, and to awake in us a life in which we no longer
O
wish to live unto ourselves. Freedom to this end that is, the

the selfish

7

power and the actual inclination thus

to

springs from

will

a

the Spirit
God upon our spiritual nature, by
working
virtue of which God Himself renders it possible for us, in Him
of

of

and through Him, to be able to will that which is of God (1).
So far, therefore, as this willing on our part has for its ground
a causality which we must attribute not to ourselves, but to God
who prevents us [with His grace], such willing is not the work of

man, but of God.

So

in us attains the object at

appropriating, but

operation of God,

still

when

on the other hand, as the work of
which it aims only by a voluntary,

far,

God
self-

self-abjuring action of the individual, this
it

has thus reached

its

object,

is

perfected

by an inward deed and an inward acting on the part of man. It
is
only where that inclination of the heart, (never to be separated
from God

s

which the

God who

active working^) exists, voluntarily to enter

has thus

made Himself

ally to experience, that the design

Spirit

is

attained in the conscious

God s Holy

Spirit upon our

upon

that

ours causes us spiritu

and end of the regenerating

man

(2).

But

as a result of
spirit,

agency of
which our hearts
this
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are disposed voluntarily to apply themselves to this work of God
within us, is not to be termed a general, or virtually an indefinable

On

one.

the contrary,

God s Holy

Spirit causes us to realize a

something quite distinct, which as a passive experience precedes
all inward
acting of our wills, and which works in us that dis

which determines our

position of heart

that of

God.

alike holy,

will in conformity with

We

and

are to regard as the working of that God who is
a God reconciled and graciously disposed to us in

Christ, on the one hand our anguish of conscience, and on the
other our yearning after peace with God, which inclines us to lay
hold of that which God in Christ is for us and has done for us
(3).

This twofold passive experience worked in us by God is the ground,
which determines us voluntarily to desire what God in Christ
holds out to us in His word as our highest good.
actual disposition of the human will springing from
call, as

man

s

well at

its

commencement

as in its

And

it

is

the

this,

which we

permanent

existence,

conversion (4).

(1)

So far

as

what we have here

said has reference at the

same

time to the understanding of our own spiritual organization, we
refer back to what has been discussed in
8, note (4),
5, note (4),
and 11, note (1). The chief point, however, in connection with
ethics, which we must keep steadily in view, consists, on the one

hand, in the fact that our life in Christ can in no wise begin
without a fundamental and actual relation of God in Christ to our
spirit,

a relation whose substantial nature

is

withdrawn from our

consciousness, but whose effective energy is guaranteed to us in the
word of promise, and its sacramental effect upon us and that, on
;

the other hand, the continuance of this actual relation of

God

to

us becomes a blessing only when it is presented to our consciousness
in a series of effects, whose common characteristic is, that we become

aware of them as impulses of our own will, the causality of which
we are unable to find in ourselves and our own nature, but in God
the
alone, as the real ground of the deliverance of our life from
compulsion of our natural

proclivities.

And

herein

is

perfected,

in

the sense of our restoration, a state of mutual relation between God
and man, for which the spiritual nature of man was from the very
takes
beginning organized. This restitutio in integrum, however,
the one
on
are
which
under
those
modifications
determined,
place
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hand by the now corrupt tendency of man s nature, on the other
hand by the peculiarity of that act of redemption in which God
again turns to man, and, by a bond of communion proceeding from
Himself, and which has a delivering and redeeming power, unites
Himself with man. For that which is primitive in regeneration is
a new and actual relation of God to man ; and on such relations
of the real ground of our existence to our spirit rests altogether all
so-called power of man, which is purely and truly spiritual, and which
And if I call this power freedom, I do
specifically belongs to him.
so also for this reason, because
that which we justly designate
with the name of the freedom of the human spirit, lies exclusively
&quot;

in the mutual relation between

God and man,

not, however, in the

creature as such, conceived of as separate and void of this actual
That which is able to take us out of the domain of the
relation.&quot;

purely earthly tendency of our nature, is to be sought for, not in
nature by itself, but in God, the Creator and Preserver of nature.

That, however, which by virtue of this mutual relation appears in
our nature as so-called qualities, consists only of functions which
arise within us, as the result of that mutual relation between the
Creator and the creature which

we have

regard as uninter
ruptedly at work. And that which presents itself to our conscious
ness is not the substantial relation in itself, but it is rather the
to

phenomena, results, workings of the mutual relation of two
quantities, God and our spirit, which form the real ground of our
But wherever these effects have really penetrated into
existence.
effects,

the inmost

life

solicitations of

of our spirit, there they reveal themselves to us as
will, as that in which man has the true actuality

our

of his organization.
Such, as
of that relation of God to the

we have

human

already seen,
spirit,

is

the nature

whose phenomena we

of conscience,
phenomena also, that we
were only able to explain by an actual relation of God to the
That which constitutes its
spiritual groundwork of our existence.

comprise under the

name

that position
peculiarity, however, depends at the same time upon
turns
which God Himself assumes in this relation, since

He

Him

self against our selfishness only in such a way as to make us sensible
of the antagonism of His nature and will to our depraved nature

and

will.

Herein

lies

the reason why, in those relations which are

supposed in conscience in themselves, there lies no power of being
able, in that God who testifies against us, to will in conformity with
His will. The new relation, however, into which God in Christ

through the Holy Ghost enters with

us, is of a purely opposite
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that relation in which

God

turns to us, because
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He

and with us. If this relation is to become one
and one that shall stimulate our will, this can
be
accomplished
only
by the taking place of an actual mutual rela
tion between God and the spiritual basis of our nature.
For just
as little as there exists an abstractly conceived will of man, which
as such might subsist or become a reality, isolated from man s
for us,
full of effect in us,
in Christ

is

natural spiritual basis, so little is there a supposed abstract causality
of the Holy Spirit, which might call forth an effect of the will, if

Holy Spirit of God had not first in some other way entered
into a relation of communion and attraction with the basis of our

the

own

Only that this attraction does not solicit our
spiritual nature.
will without the instrumentality of another operation, which stands
in the relation of the negative pole to the positive.
For if this
entrance of God within us is to become an effectual determining
ground for our willing, then is it impossible to conceive this to take

place without our feeling ourselves at the same time impelled to go
out from and to turn from ourselves unto God. For God enters

new relation with the human spirit, as we must conceive
have been according to its original organization, but as it is in
And
actual condition, swayed and corrupted by selfish desires.

not into the
it

to

its
it

is

in

the breaking

down

of these selfish tendencies, that the
who enters into fellowship with us

operation of that Holy Spirit
first
negatively reveals itself.

And this rupture with our selfish
moreover, only accomplished in such a way that we our
selves become to ourselves an object of that aversion which the
desire

is,

a hate by which we gain
Scripture terms a hating of one s self,
ourselves, since we strive to seek and to find ourselves not in our

no longer a seeking which takes
place while we are still far from God, nor a finding in which we by
our seeking establish and effect a fellowship with God. Both are
rather an irresistible working of that fellowship of God with us
which has already begun, which shines as a light into our darkness,
reveals to us the darkness of our selfish nature, and makes us
the
deserving of hatred in our own eyes. And from this hatred,
His
let
disdain
to
not
of
does
light
God, who in His grace
energy
shine into our darkness, becomes our own energy, by which we turn
own
against ourselves ; and thus, in that abnegation of self and our
selfish nature, the
basis of which can by no means be
selves,

but in God.

Only

this is

possible

God
thought of as in our own nature, but only as proceeding from
and His working on us, we become participators of the only true
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divest ourselves of self-will,

the will becomes free for the enjoyment of that freedom which is
But
essentially freedom, because it is not of ourselves, but of God.

accomplished within us only in such a way, that what we
effect of God s Spirit becomes in us an affection which

this is

term the

from

tears us off

not that which

ourselves,

and thus

inclines

and enables us

to will

of ourselves, but that which is of God.
This is
the sense in which Luther bids us distinguish between self-will and
u
never rightly name or understand free-will, unless
free-will.
is

We

be adorned with the grace of God, without which
rather term it self-\tiX\. than free-will&quot;

it

Freedom, according

to Scripture, only exists

we should

where the

Spirit

And just when delivered through
(2 Cor. iii. 17).
Christ from his selfish nature, does the man who is so delivered by
Christ actually become the servant of Christ (am-e\i&amp;gt;6-epos Kvplov

of the

Lord

= SoOXo?

is

Xpio-rovj 1 Cor.

vii.

22).

And

in this relation he ex

For only when the Son makes us
periences what true freedom is.
free are we truly free (John viii. 36).
It is a law of the Spirit of
life that makes us free in Christ Jesus from the law of sin and
death (Rom. viii. 2). For it is a relation equally consistent with
to say, established in the nature of the case, that man
to himself, and taking himself as his only standard,
neither has nor can have the true life, which exists not in the

law, that

is

abandoned

man to himself, but to God. Where, however, the
Spirit of freedom from God enters, there is His first business to
direct Himself in the way of winnowing and judging against that

relation of

spirit of

bondage

to selfishness.

And

just to this purpose also

is

the instrument of the Spirit, the word of God, applied, which pre
sents itself as a discerner (tcpvnicos) of the thoughts and intents of

the heart, powerful and sharper than any two-edged sword (Heb.
For he who is to be born of God unto life, the same must
12).

iv.

first

be given over to the bitter pangs of death. And where the
God to us and our love to God is to enter into us, there

love of

must

first
&quot;

He

says,
his life in

our

selfish

love to ourselves be buried.

that loveth his life shall lose

it

:

For, as Christ

and he that hateth

keep it unto life eternal&quot; (John
xii. 25).
To arrive, however, at such a hatred, man must first
have become conscious of something else than that life of his
this

world,

shall

which stands related merely to this world. The relation of the
man as the
living God to his soul must first have dawned on
is that he shrinks in horror
result
of
whose
a
good,
experience
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an object worthy

of his love.

is

(2) If we wish to represent to ourselves the relation of that which
effected by God s regenerating Spirit, to that which by virtue of

His operation arises within us, we have something analogous in all
that takes places in the willing and conscious spirit, by the force of
a natural creaturely endowment (talent). There also an effect is
antecedent to all conscious willing, which proceeds from an effec
tive combination of those real elements, as they form the basis of

our individual existence and our individual organization, calling
forth effects which first form the contents and object of our con
scious will.

Without such antecedents,

absolutely void.
effect
it.

will

and consciousness are

own power

to allow this or that

by an

act of will either consenting to it or rejecting
the possibility of this willing adoption lies not in the will

to pass,

But

It lies within our

as will, but purely in the effect, which springs from the
combination of those real elements of our individual existence

itself

which are beyond the reach of our consciousness. If we name this
a natural gift or natural endowment, this term is not quite suitable,
inasmuch as the gift is not a fixed product, but a constant process
of the substance of our organization in its state of action and reac
tion.
At all events, there is something which we can neither
make nor bestow upon ourselves by our own will, and which we
must possess beforehand, ere there can be a procedure of our will

Under all circumstances, however, this indi
corresponding to it.
vidual determination of nature, which is not produced by our own
will, is the only real ground of the possibility of a productive act of
the will corresponding to it.
Hence we possess, by virtue of the
so-called natural endowment, in an effect which is independent of

our

but which takes place antecedently in our spiritual life, the
from the
possibility of effecting something by our will, which rises
will,

form of a natural tendency
selves.

If

now we wish

to that of a

to designate that

something willed by our
which takes place inde

pendently of our will within us a passive state, and to distinguish
the operation of willing which it renders possible and conditions as
inner action, then the assertion would run thus, that in general,
without something passive as well as something active, no perfect
result follows.
But the very notion of this passivity itself presup
action
some
actual
poses
energy within us, which we avoid naming
in that specific sense alone in which our action is to us that which
has for its immediate causality our will when excited by something,
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or struggling after something.
And so that which we name passi
is not an absence of excitement, but
only the designation of

vity

our subjective relation to some causal excitement, which is distin
guished from the conscious excitement of our will as a motus primus

from the motus secundus.
in the

phenomena

So

far the analogy, as

of the natural

life.

Now

it is

it
presents itself
in the same sense

are able also to say, that man stands as passive in his
relation to the operation of the regenerating Spirit of God in him.
this, however, nothing more is affirmed, than that the causality

only

we

By

of that excitement, as it here takes place in the spirit of man, is to
be sought not in man, but in God alone. The operation itself is,
however, a stirring of the spirit of the creature by God. And

where

this stirring attains its

end and purpose, there

it

comes to

movement which is conditioned by the first, that I
namely, by my own act turn myself willingly to that which, in
that second

dependently of my will, has presented
a solicitation of my will.
(3)

The

becomes a

effect

consciousness as

my

will

Spirit takes of the things that are Christ s.
ally our Peace, and the Prince of peace, that
ciler of the

my

spirit by the Spirit of God, as it
and
desire, resembles the truth of
my
which has been revealed in Christ. The Holy

produced in

solicitation of

that actual relation

itself to

rupture between

God and man.

Now

Christ

is

actu

to say, the Recon
is so not as
But

is

He

the denier, but as the affirmer of this rupture.
He does not so
deliver us from the accusations of conscience and the judgment of

the law, that

He

should deny their truth and righteousness

;

but

He

He

affirms both, since
vicariously allows the sentence of the law to
take effect in His own person, and perfects the triumph of God s
Such He desires by the
mercy over the righteous judgment.

working of the Holy Ghost to make known to our inner experience.
And thus, from Christ the Prince of peace, something arises in us
which does not in any way resemble peace.
And the point of con
nection which is organized in the creature for this energy of Christ
in us, is just the human conscience.
And thus the work of peace
resembles in one aspect a work of destruction, for it is the destruc
tion of the slothful and false peace of conscience.
It is a solicita
tion to the

hunger

of conscience.

after grace, in a keener feeling of the anguish
above the despair, which such anguish in itself

And

would bring with it, the Lord lifts us only by allowing really to
happen in us that which He testifies to us in His word, namely,
that in our groaning after complete deliverance, the Holy Spirit
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Himself intercedes for us before God with groanings that cannot
be uttered (Rom. viii. 26) as also already in the Old Testament
;

the comfortable certainty, that God does not despise the
broken and contrite heart (Ps. li. 19 ; comp. Isa. Ivii. 15). And
also it is certainly not the case, that such groaning forms
merely
this

is

the beginning, but ceases with the full possession of grace in this
On the contrary, here below it forms the dark but perma
world.

nent background of the bright peace in Christ (Rom. viii. 23; comp.
2 Cor. v. 4, Rom. vii. 24). Wherever, in opposition to this, a false
feeling of supposed riches and of a need of nothing will make its
appearance, this
fact, of

is

destined to be destroyed by a recognition of the
r
miserable, poor, blind, and naked w e are

how wretched,

(Rev. iii. 18). This is the call with which Christ stands at the
door and knocks if any one listens to this voice, and opens the
door, Christ enters and sups with him, and he with Christ (Rev.
This opening of the door on the part of man I call his
iii.
20).
:

conversion (eVto-r/oo^, Acts xv. 3).
(4) In the same sense Luther also employs the word conversion.
&quot;What is conversion?&quot; he asks, in the Exposition of the Prophet

Hosea.

&quot;Nothing

else

than obedience to the gospel, which re

proves the world because of sin, righteousness, and judgment.&quot; It
is the same use of the word which older
dogmatists designated
conversio intransitiva, and distinguished from the conversio transitiva
Intransitive accepta
as the fundamental operation of God in us :
&quot;

conversio significat actum voluntatis immanentem et reciprocum,
quo peccator seipsum convertere denominatur. Conversio intransitiva est terminus et effectus conversionis transitivae estque ipsa poenivires, a gratia convertente collatas et passive
tentia,

qua peccator per

receptas, seipsum convertere dicitur. .
tiva notari merentur verba Petri Act.
et convertite

.

.

iii.

De
19

:

conversione intransi-

Agite poenitentiam,

vos (KOI eTria-Tpefyare), ut deleantur peccata vestra.

ob rem peccator, poenitentiam agendo, se convertit viribus
It
nativis, sed dativis&quot; (Hollaz, exam, theol. pp. 853, 854).
word which corresponds to our term
correct that the

Quam
non
is

Scripture

serves also to designate the converting energy of God upon us
(comp. with Jer. xxxi. 18 the passage 1 Pet. ii. 25, where eirearpawill
&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;rjT6

have perhaps a passive

however, the converse also

is

to

signification).

be found (comp.

Quite as often,
Isa. vi. 10 with

John xii. 40 with 2 Cor. iii. 16, 1 Thess. i. 9). If,
the word exclusively in the latter sense, we do so
use
therefore,
for this reason, that otherwise, in our conception, regeneration and

Matt. xv. 13

we

;
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conversion coincide, and it becomes difficult to keep properly dis
and separate, for the object of understanding it, that which is
indeed essentially bound together, but is not one and the same in
tinct

the form of

its

inner process.

earlier divines, as

This was

Buddeus and

also the

Pfaff, after the

ground why the
example of Quen-

stedt (Syst. theol. T.

ii.
p. 705), Konig (Theol. posit. P. iii.
451),
in the narrower sense of the word from
conversion
distinguished
regeneration, and indeed attributed the latter to the baptized infant ;

And it appears to me they were fully
not, however, the former.
in
so
For
justified
doing.
by this means alone we can keep a
inward process of
conversion, is of such infinite practical importance,
namely, that
in this it is not a question of a relation of God to us, which once
for all has really taken place, and has at its entrance a complete
existence, but of a procedure on man s part, which has its course,
its definite stadia, its
beginning and its progress in short, has its
which
are
to be explained not from the nature and
vicissitudes,
attributes of the God who works in us, but from the nature of
man, and the relation in which he stands to that operation of God.
stedfast hold of that which, in reference to the

That

that assertion of Chemnitz,/ the
Thomasius has justly brought forward with
Conprominence (Person and Work of Christ, iii. 1, p. 417)
versio non est talis mutatio, quse uno momento statim omnibus
is

also the signification
of
O

importance of which

&quot;

:

suis partibus absolvitur et perficitur, sed habet sua initia, suos
(Comp. Joh.
progressus, quibus in magna infirmitate perficitur.&quot;
th. T. v.
In regeneration I fix my gaze
p. 204.)
in conversion, on man s
on
of
the
God
stedfastly
great power

Gerhard,

locc.

;

great weakness.
above hinted at,
scious soul-life

And

with respect to the
in contrast to

it

may,
which is conceivable, occur

act taking place but once.

happened, yet here below

from and turning

24.

c.

an

it

If,

&quot;

course&quot;

of conversion

earlier state of

as a definite

however,

moves on only

it

con

has once decidedly

as a continual turning

to.

The Nature and Permanence of Conversion, and
of

my

and decisive

the Converted

Man

the Criteria

which result therefrom.

the
experience of the force with which God can break
first
the
is
heart, and rebuke us by means of our conscience,
to
impulse towards conversion, which removes the internal obstacle

Our
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our reception of grace. Where, however, conversion itself has
taken place, there this passive sorrow
(AUTT??) has led to a change
of mind, and a mental revolution (/-teredo
ta), in which we our own
selves alike forsake that within us

which constitutes the

bitter root of

such a sorrow, and turn to the God who stills and
lays to rest the
sorrow of the soul and the anguish of conscience
For the
(1).

work of the Holy

He

Spirit in our hearts consists in this, that

the truth of the twofold word, and
quickens it in us,
the twofold word which, as the word of one and the same
God,
testifies to

condemns us

in the law,

demnation, in such a

and

in the
gospel rescues us

manner

from

this

con

we become recipients of grace
which we judge ourselves rightly. To
that

only in the proportion in
this relation of the
regenerating Spirit of God to us, in which the
of
the
law
and the gospel coincide in one
mathematical
working
&quot;

&quot;

We

must be equivalent (2).
do
not yet ask what further conditions and activities must follow,
where conversion has actually taken place. Rather is this alone
point, the nature of conversion

the question

:

How

and where conversion has

so taken place, that

we

willingly permit the working of that which the regenerating
Spirit of God works in us.
gather this just from the way and

We

manner

in

which the one and the same

operates as a convincing

and

Spirit of regeneration in us

also as a comforting Spirit (3).

Such

the relation, namely, in which the Holy Spirit as the Spirit of
stands to us, whose wrath is so swallowed up in grace that He
delivers the sinner unto death, not to leave him in death, but in

is

God

order by this very death to make him alive.
And since we become
conscious of this in an undivided way, the passive sorrow of our
conscience also undergoes a change. For the change of heart, if
it

in this point of view

may

in this, that I, in so
suffering

be named genuine repentance, consists
from the stings of conscience, have also

myself be rebuked and condemned, and to
acknowledge the justice of this rebuke and of this condemnation
with my whole heart. Otherwise I do not become free of the lie

become willing

to let

and a partaker of the

who judges

truth, in

rightly (4).

perception of the rebuke

But

which I give honour

this readiness

is

to the

God

not attained by the
itself, but

and the merited judgment by
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through a contemporaneous consciousness and belief of the consol
ing design with which God s regenerating Spirit causes me to feel
the conviction of the [judgment I have deserved.
For the conso
which I am made certain by the Holy Ghost is this, that

lation of

in such rebuke

God

desires not the death of the sinner,

he should turn and

live.

This, however,

is

but that

not the case in

a

which I perhaps imagine that, on account of my
repentance, I shall become a recipient of grace, or be justified
before God. For in repentance I recognise only the justice of the
conversion in

judgment I have merited, and willingly allow myself to be judged,
because in the very midst of this judgment I at the same time, and
out of the same source, but through other means, experience con
solation.

That, however,

me

is

the consolation of which

the

Holy

namely, that for Christ s sake, in whom
is swallowed
in
up
judgment
grace, God makes over to me forgive
ness of sins in His word of promise.
If I receive this grace, which

Ghost makes

certain,

serves only to confirm

God s judgment impending

me and all
God accepts

over

I cheerfully consent to this, that
a sinner, not on account of my repentance, but for Christ s
then has my conversion fully taken place.
Such willing
sake,

flesh; that is to say, if

me

acceptance comes to pass, however, only in faith ( 18). For in
repentance, in so far as it only feels the anguish of the conscience
and the brokenness of the heart, there is accomplished in me only
the operation of

In

law.

faith,

kiss the rod, to
itself

God

the

Holy

Spirit as confirming the truth of the

however, which makes the alarmed soul willing to
submit to judgment, and nevertheless to comfort

with grace, the agency of the Holy Spirit, as confirming the

consummation.

truth of the gospel, reaches

its

must be indissolubly united
For if I surrender

in one, if salvation

result.

as expressed in the law

my own

and the

Both these
is

effects

really to be the

will to the ivhole will of

God,

gospel, I can make this surrender
Hence we can name nothing else

only in faith and repentance.
but faith and repentance as the essential marks of that conversion,
in which the law and the gospel coincide in one saving result.

Repentance impels me to that faith which appropriates salvation,
and faith conditions the saving character of repentance, and makes
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ance, I receive the

power

and not in repent

in faith alone,

of life

209

but I do not arrive at faith

;

without repentance, by which I perceive my need of grace, and the
necessity of an appropriation of the same in faith.

The

(5)
is

not

relation in

which the

this, however, that

God

Spirit of regeneration stands to

me

extirpates the old man, in order by

an act of creation to put a complete new man in his place; but God
by the gracious presence and operation of the Holy Spirit,

desires,

me

bestow upon

the real possibility of overcoming the death
of the old man, and, in spite of sin which still cleaves to me, of
appropriating the grace of forgiveness of sins, and the free gift of
to

God

This relation of
righteousness before God.
below a permanent one ; and just because it

whole of

this

at

life,

no stage of

my

appropriation of this saving relation of
that in which I in

my

God

conversion for the

If, therefore, this surrender

God s

to

is

life is

to

me

is

here

endure for the

any other form of

me

first

to

to

conceivable, than

time enter upon

gracious will,

it.

which takes

becomes permanent, we can
have no other mark of a converted man than the permanence of
place once for

that

penitent

all

in our conversion,

nor other criterion for the decision of the

faith,

question whether or not he is in that condition in which he may
confidently comfort himself with the grace of God in Christ as

being sure to him

(1)
(4).

(6).

18, at the commencement of note
of
the
change of
signification
Scripture word /j,erdvoia,
a wider one than that of the German word Busse (repent

Compare on

this point

The

mind,&quot;

is

&quot;

For it serves equally to denote the
from
is
what
turning away
opposed to God (/jieravoeiv anro rrjs
Acts viii. 22 fjuerdvoia diro vefcpwv epycov, Heb. vi. 1 e /c
=
epycov r?5? Tropveias, Rev. ii. 21
comp. ch. ix. 20, xvi. 17,
diro T&V Trovrip&v, Acts iii. 26), as the turning to God
Seov fjierdvoia, Acts xx. 21, = eTrio-Tpefao-Qai, els Oeov). But
(77 et?
because
the word embraces both relations, it serves to indicate
just
at one time the one
other by itself (ev crd/cKa
aspect, at another the
ance) in

original sense.

its

;

;

,

:

/cal o-TroScG fjieravoeLV,
iii.

19, xxvi.

compare

20

this

;

Matt.

xi.

21

;

Acts
peTavoeiv KOI etna? pefyeiv,
2 Cor. xii. 21 :

imeravoelv enrl rfj citaOapa-iq, /c.r.X.,

with the passage above

O

cited,

Acts xx. 21), where,
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to the idea conveyed in the word, the
change brought about by repentance does not yet express the con
version effected by faith.
In the nature of the thing itself, how
ever, the true signification is always given only where these two

for example, according

elements coincide. And in this sense alone we here employ it.
In both points of view, however, in yueraz/ota, fteravodv, change
of mind,&quot; it is indicated by the word itself that this process is to
be regarded as having its seat in the conscious, individual and
&quot;

in the disposition directed to a determinate
to say, capable of impelling itself in an actual direction
of the will.
For the word 1/01/9, like our German Sinn and Gesin-

personal
end, that

spirit-life,
is

nung serves
y

directed.

Thus

ficnmoT?79

rou

Rom.

mind

to denote the

of

man somehow

the conduct of the heathen

1/009,

Eph.

iv.

17

;

d$6/cijuio&amp;lt;;

z/ot/9,

is

or other ethically
characterized as

iroielv

ra

fjirj

icaOr)-

On

the other hand, the fellowship with Christ
has its expression and its realization in the unity of the same mind
And in
(z/ofc) and the same judgment (71/0)^77), 1 Cor. i. 9, 10.
KOVTO,,

i.

28,

where (in things not to be decided by ethics) there arises
difference of opinion, there it becomes incumbent on us at least to
attain in our own mind (ez/
ZS/&) z/ot) a clear and full conviction

cases

TO&amp;gt;

of that which therein

it

is

ethically lawful to desire

(7r\7]po(f&amp;gt;o-

comp. 6). The root of everything which
shapes itself in the mind, lies of course in (so to say) an affection of
An ethical result, however, is reached only in
the spirit (Trvevfjia).
the form of a definite, individual and personal tendency of mind.

Rom.

pelcrOa),

xiv. 5,

meant, when

it is said that he who has become a
partaker
the
Trz/eu/^arttfo^, has the mind of Christ (vovv
Holy Spirit,
Xpio-rov, 1 Cor. ii. 16), or when it is said that we need a renewal

This

is

of the

in the spirit of our mind (avaveova-Oai, rw Trvev^aTi rou 1/009 ty-cwz/,
Eph. iv. 23), that is to say, in our spirit, as it is the impelling and

And
determining power of the conscious tendency of our mind.
in
its
ethical
deter
of
our
in
the
rule
because
the
z/ou9
just
spirit
mination comes to

light,

1/01)9

may

stands (comp. Rom. vii. 23,
however, serves to denote that in which it differs

the ethical relation in which the
25).

If

z/ou9,

be precisely used for irvev^a in

spirit

from Trvevfjia, and has its own characteristic peculiarity, it every
where signifies that which has entered into our conscioas intelli
gence and the conscious tendency of our will. This is not a mere
formal and complementary notion&quot; with respect to irvevfjia (Gr. v.
Zezschwitz, Profane Greek and Biblical Forms of Speech, p. 73),
&quot;

but an entirely concrete

name

for real psychological processes*
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in this sense I assert, that that

which takes place in regenera
accomplished in the spirit (TrvevfAo) of man ; and that which
takes place in conversion (eVicT/oo^
jjLerdvoLa) is accomplished

tion

is

=

mind

or disposition (vovs) as a conscious, individual and
personal tendency of the will. From a similar relation, that passage
in his

be explained where sorrow (\v7rrj) is distinguished from that
repentance which is not to be repented of (/jLerdvota ayLterayLteX^To?),
is

to

and the
vii.

first is

10).

This

declared to be that which leads to the second
(2 Cor.
sorrow lays hold of the spirit, not the
&quot;godly&quot;

and makes the mind meet for wholesome repentance. Just
same way also, conversely, we may conceive of processes in
the spirit in which the vovs remains unfruitful (comp. that state
flesh,

in the

ment, TO

Trvevfjid JULOV

TTpoaev^eTaiy 6 Be

vov&amp;lt;$

afcapjros

fjiov

ecrrtz/,

where the process perfected in the spirit has
working in the individual and personal existence,
there is it brought to light in the vovs of man, and makes him able
to enter with his full consciousness into that which moves in his
In brief, that which is called irvev^aTi ayecrOai, must come
spirit.
to an dva/caivco(7L&amp;lt;; TOV voo$
(Rom. xii. 2).
This is not an idle and merely theoretical distinction, but of the
There are not a few who, in the
greatest practical importance.
domain of the spirit, never in their life pass beyond what I call
1 Cor. xiv. 14)
had a fruitful

:

for

temporary affections of the
beginnings beyond which we

By

spirit.

these 1 understand not
t

may pass in our progress, but rather
radical elementary conditions, which do not produce the fruit for
we do

which they were bestowed,

if

them with our conscious

will.

not concentrate ourselves upon

For then we

change, but never reach conversion.

And

stop at the fitful

with such

of which experience supplies instances enough,
ourselves, and regard them as conversion.

fitful

we then

changes,
console

of
(2) Since the regenerating Spirit, in the essential peculiarity

His nature, is called a Spirit of grace and life, of peace and joy,
and so forth, one has often been tempted to overlook the means by
which, as such, He manifests His activity, and has torn asunder
the totality of the relations in which God stands to us by His Holy
Spirit, and regarded it in the light of a partial and fragmentary
work. Just as if the law ceased to have force where the gospel
where
has its work; God s
against sin had none,
holy indignation

His grace prevails judgment had none, where the forgiveness of
sins rescues us from its sentence.
Thus we come to imagine that
the entrance of conversion is the restoration of a condition in which
;
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nothing but peace and joy exist, and, as in the future glory, there
And yet the Confession of
neither sorrow nor crying any more.

is

our church already justly says, that the Holy Ghost

He

kills, and makes
us out again
which office

offices

:

;

alive
is

;

He

leads into hell,

both

fulfils

and brings

not only to comfort, but also to

When

reprove, as it stands written :
will reprove the world (and in this

is

the

Holy Ghost

the old

Adam

is

come,

He

also included)

and of judgment (Form. Cone. P. xi. Sol.
Decl. p. 642). In practice, says Luther, the law and the gospel
are &quot;more closely associated than any mathematical point&quot; (on
of the Holy Ghost.
Gal. iii.). And so is it also with the
practice&quot;
And just for this reason, because it is the office of the Holy Ghost
to bring to life in us that which the gospel is in its relative position
to the law.
This is, however, even while it delivers us from the
curse and judgment of the law, a confirmation of the law (see
17,
of sin, of righteousness,

&quot;

note (4)).

For what I have

(3)

iv
,

(John

xvi. 8),

as Christ

asserted above, I refer neither to the

nor to the signification of the word Ilapd-

names the Holy Ghost

in

John

s

Gospel.

To

the

passage, which in the following verses is extremely difficult to
understand, I do not appeal ; for this reason, because the question

first

there is of a reproving, convincing position of the Spirit (appro
priated to the disciples) as He stands towards the unbelieving world,
which, as far as I can see, has nothing in common with conversion,
of which
to

His

we

are treating.

disciples

(John

He, the Holy Ghost,

xvi. 7), will in

whom

Christ sends

reproving convince the world

Jude 15, John viii. 46) and sin, righteous
and
be the object of this conviction by the
will
ness,
judgment
For
the
of the world believe not in Christ
Ghost.
children
Holy
therefore in Christ s stead the Spirit of God will convince them by
reproof of what sin is. Christ goes to the Father, and His disciples
behold Him no more
therefore in His place will the Spirit of
God convince the world by reproof of what righteousness is. The
and
prince of this world, moreover, was then already judged
(eXery^ei* Trepi TWOS,

;

;

;

;

therefore in Christ

s

stead will the witness of the

Holy

Spirit be

only a reproving witness of condemnation, and that against the
world (similarly also, if I rightly understand him, v. Hofmann,
If this, therefore, is really the
Schriftbeweis, 2d ed. ii. 2,
19).
p.

sense of the passage, then it speaks of something else than that
which I understand as the reproving office of the Holy Ghost, as
In like manner, it is not my
that is accomplished in conversion.
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opinion that Ilapd/cXrjTos in the true idea of the word signifies
At least the import of that TrapdKkjjGis which is
Comforter.
ascribed by Christ to the Holy Ghost after the departure of the

Son

will not

the same

be exhausted in the notion of comforting

John does not employ

the

word everywhere

;
as, besides,
in such a sense.

For, speaking of Christ, he uses it to denote that position which
Christ, as being the propitiation for our sins, assumes with the

Father as our Advocate (1 John
it

also serves to denote

similar to that of Christ

the likeness

is

ii.

1).

And

Holy Ghost which is
(a\\ov IIapdfc\7]Tov, John xiv. 16) but
;

immediately indicated by

Truth (John xiv. 6),
whose business it is

in the Gospel, indeed,

a position of the

this, that as

Christ

is

the

so the Spirit is the Spirit of truth (xiv. 17),
to teach them everything, to bring to their

recollection everything which Christ has told them (xiv. 26), to
testify of Christ (xv. 26), to lead them into all the truth (xvi. 13).

the task of that TrapdtcXrjo-^ which is attributed to the
Ghost, it is certainly not exhausted in the narrower sense of

If such

Holy

is

comfort.

which

&quot;

One who

speaks to

more than a

this signifies

speaking (Trapd/cX^crts)

is,

same intensive sense in
the Holy Ghost. His
that of Christ, and to the use of

us,&quot;
&quot;

like to

in the

is
teacher,&quot;

the word TrapdtcXrja^y as much admonition as comforting ; and, in
That is the truth
truth, just because it leads into all the truth.

which, as

which

is

much

man as to God,
And this testimony

in reference to

true in both aspects.

testifies
is

of that

the testimony

of the whole truth, both as an attestation of the judgment (John
Hence the
16) and of the grace which is in Christ Jesus.

viii.

office of

the

Holy Ghost

is,

at the

same

time,

an

office of

reproof

and one of comfort.
in us, and it is only so by the Spirit of truth,
confess our sin.
thing is, that we acknowledge and
If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth
is not in us.
If we say that we have not sinned, we make God a
(4) If the truth

then the

is

first

&quot;

Therefore, when
(1 John i. 8, 10).
is to be made alive
His
word
of
the
the
Ghost
by
Holy
operation
in us, it must be that word which reveals to us our sin
accuses,
is the word of the
sin.
our
condemns
and
That, however,
judges,
law (see 14, note (5)). And because this word is appointed by
God s will to be the schoolmaster unto Christ (see 16, note (6)),
liar,

and His word

is

not in us

&quot;

no operation of the Holy Ghost upon us is conceivable without its
this crush
bringing to our inner experience, as a preparatory aim,
a
It
is brought to our experience not in
law.
of
the
ing power
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general anguish of conscience, but in the definite consciousness of
sinfulness and guilt before God ( 14, note (5)
Ps. li. 6, comp.
;

Delitzsch on the passage). And when this is presented to his con
sciousness in a just manner, the man is not only bowed under the

burden of such guilt, but he bows himself under it, and justifies
God in His condemnation of himself. This willingness
to bow
O
down characterizes the true repentance of the converted man ; but
this willingness springs not exactly from the law, which by the
working of the Holy Ghost has been made alive in the heart, but
from the contemporaneous inward confirmation of the evangelical
word, that in heaven there is more joy over one sinner who repenteth, than over ninety and nine just persons, who need no re
pentance (Luke xv.

The

7).

course of conversion resembles that

of the prodigal son to his father.
I have sinned against Heaven,
and before thee, and am no more worthy to be called thy son
that is the confession (Luke xv. 18).
But then the prodigal son
&quot;

&quot;

arises

and goes

to his father.

The way

to the Father,

however,

is

Holy Ghost by means of the gospel of
Christ.
The cutting sword of the law would neither point out nor
open up this way. On the contrary, the end of that way, which
he goes who knows nothing but the stings of conscience, is shown
to us in the repentance of Judas (Matt, xxvii. 3, 5).
This repent
ance exhausts itself in that sorrow which the world also knows but
this sorrow worketh death (2 Cor. vii. 10).
If sorrow is to work
life, then must yet another factor be contemporaneously in opera
tion.
This, however, is not the law which bringeth death, but the

pointed out only by the

;

life-giving gospel (comp.

But the deeper the
to

lie

17).
of self-righteousness

judge ourselves are rooted in us, so

and the reluctance

much

the more earnestly
this earnestness con

work with repentance. And
that
we do not measure by the standard of human
this,
self-conceived ideas that which is called sin and guilt, but let it

must we go

to

sists in

and

That, however, which
is thus revealed to us, is
not, as it were, a mere reluctance to be
subject to the law of God, but that hidden enmity to God ( 15,

be revealed by the word of the divine law.

note (5)) which poisons our natural and individual life, and
which without God s working on us is irremediable. &quot;True re
does not consist in such thoughts as are
our own and self-devised, which the monks call contritio and
but is seen where conscience
attritiOj whole or half repentance

pentance,&quot;

says Luther,

&quot;

;

begins really to bite and torment thee, and thy heart

is terrified
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in earnest at God s wrath and judgment, not only on account
of open and notorious sins, but on account of those very strong
and root sins, when thou seest and feelest that mere unbelief, con

tempt of God, and disobedience towards Him, and, as
(Rom. viii. 7) says, enmity against God, stick fast in thy

Paul
and
blood, and stir in thee with all kinds of evil concupiscence and
desires, etc., by which thou hast drawn God s wrath upon thee, and
deserved that thou shouldest be eternally cast out from His presence
and be consumed in hell-fire. That, consequently, repentance goes
not to work piecemeal in regard to particular deeds which thou hast
openly committed against the ten commandments (where, however,
stops the dream and conceit of the hypocritical penitence of the
monks, who imagine

to themselves a distinction

and notwithstanding

find something

among

St.

flesh

their works,

good in themselves), but deals
with the whole person, with all its life and character, yea, with the
entire nature, and shows to thee that thou liest under God s wrath,
and art condemned to hell. Otherwise the word repentance sounds
also still too juristic, as we are wont in worldly matters to speak of
sin and repentance as of a work which one has done, and afterwards
taken another view of and wished that he had not done it. Such
repentance and earnest horror proceed not from mans own inten
tion or thought, but must be effected in man by God s word, which

denounces

God s wrath and

strikes the heart, so that

tremble and to shake, and knows not where

it is

to rest.

it

begins to

For human

by itself incapable of seeing and understanding such a thing^
which is within human powers and faculties is under God s
such,
wrath, and is already condemned to hell at His bar. Hence
are to be guided
things must be preached and proclaimed, if people
and brought to true repentance, that they may become aware of

reason
that

is

all

and of God

wrath, and so first of all permit themselves to be
thrown under God s wrath and condemnation by the ivord, in order
that on the other hand also they may, by that other preaching of
the forgiveness of sin, be helped to right comfort, to divine grace,
their sin

and
to

their

own

salvation.

discover his

grace

;

still

s

less

Otherwise would

man

never

at all

be able

own misery and wretchedness, and to sigh after
would he learn how he is to pass from God s wrath

and condemnation to grace and forgiveness of
to the fact that this whole
(5) The more necessary it is to cling
some repentance, as it forms the criterion of conversion, springs out
of a willing heart so much the more impossible is it to regard this
as the work of the Holy Ghost, unless here the law becoming a
sins.&quot;

;
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willing state of the heart, however,

is

1.

the

a postulate

With perfect justice Luther says
absolutely necessary.
Every
one ought to search his heart whether he thoroughly, from the desire
of a willing hearty hates sin ; and when lie does not find it so, he
&quot;

:

first fall down and
pray
and
others
for
that
he may obtain a true
to
him,
Lord,
get
pray
and genuine repentance, and then reflect on his sins. It is indeed
a rare thing, and a high attainment of grace, this repentant heart, and
is not to be
prepared by thoughts of sin and hell, but is to be poured
into us by the Holy Ghost alone.&quot;
Now I would ask every one
who has had individual experience, every one who knows human
nature and human souls, whether he thinks that from anguish of
heart and the stings of conscience of themselves proceed the willing
heart and the inclination to submit one s self to it, and
thoroughly&quot;
to hate sin and one s self.
What has the fetter in common with

should only despise his own repentance, find
his

&quot;

freedom, torment with joy, anguish with delight ? What this bowing
under the punishment of sin with the being lifted above it ? Truly
not through anguish do I become free from anguish, not from the
curse of sin by the experience of this curse, nor from the divine
wrath by feeling the same. On the contrary, if a pause is made
here, sin only entangles me ever deeper, for it strikes a defenceless
and unarmed creature into its toils. Nothing, therefore, is more

dangerous to the soul than the mere yielding one s self to the
anguish and smart of repentance, and therewith supposing that

freedom from guilt and sin will come with and from the bonds of
sorrow.
That would be a tearing asunder piecemeal of the work
and design of the Holy Ghost, a mistaking of the subordinate
means for the chief business, the preparation for the object aimed
the
at, the discipline for the deliverance itself, and a putting of
But
law as the power of redemption in the place of the gospel.
through such repentance and suffering we are not yet freed from sin ;
but it is needful for that, that we believe the gospel, and comfort
ourselves with that which is promised us in the gospel and in bap
For forgiveness of sins rests on Christ alone (Luther). If
tism.
&quot;

&quot;

the

He

therefore, is working in us, it is right that first
should drive into our conscience the goad of the law. With

Holy Ghost,

He

and he who allows this alone to happen
and deprives himself of the
whole. Nay, he withdraws himself precisely from that which the
That is the
Spirit desires to bestow out of the fulness of Christ.

this,

however,

begins

;

to him, stops in the midst of the work,
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righteousness in Christ, in the delight and love of which repentance
becomes perfect and saving. Of this the bull of that ecclesi

first

astical court of justice

ing proposition of
is

knew

Luther s

nothing, which

condemned the

as a heresy

The repentance which

&quot;

:

follow

prepared by inquiry after, consideration, and hatred of his sins,
a sinner reflects with bitterness of heart on his life,
thinks

when

upon the greatness, number, and filthiness of his sins, and, besides,
thinks upon the loss of eternal happiness, and the gain of eternal dam
this makes a hypocrite arid a
nation,
greater sinner.&quot;
Speaking
the
of
condemnation
this
Just
against
proposition, Luther says
&quot;

:

as out of the beautiful rose the spider sucks poison to

ment, out of which the good
miserable

its

own

detri

bee sucks honey unhurt, so this
(as Christ calls them) have treated

little

generation of vipers

my sermon on repentance, in which I have taught that repentance
should spring from a love of and pleasure in righteousness, as they
themselves also write and teach, and yet do not understand. And
where this love does not exist, there remains a hatred of righteous
ness.
Where that remains, there repentance is feigned and false,
and makes only hypocrites, nay, greater sinners; and for this reason,
that it arises not from a love of righteousness, but is such repent
ance as was that of Judas.&quot; For, much as the proposition may be
misunderstood, that repentance flows from a love of and pleasure in
righteousness, so true is
sufferings of repentance

it

that the willing reception of the deep

nowhere appears, where the heart is not
inflamed by the contemplation of that treasure which God offers
to the penitent sinner in the gospel.
For this reason it is, also,
that this repentance alone is the work of the Holy Ghost, and the

commencement

of true conversion, in which the heart is at the
to a faith in Christ.
Where, however, this is

same time kindled

the case, there, according to the contents and nature of the gospel
should
(
17), is that conceit also annihilated, that our penitence
of
account
be
meritorious before God, and that we, on

anything
our penitence, should be pleasing unto God. and obtain righteous
ness before Him.
This is a conception so full of internal contra
cleave to a
diction, that it is difficult to imagine how it can ever
soul

which has once experienced what the pangs of repentance
but the feeling, consciousness, and
are.
For this is

really

nothing

How, then, is
perception of our extreme offensiveness to God.
of God, or
side
on
the
such a perception in itself to work pleasure
us a consciousness of our well-pleasingness to the holy and
All true knowledge of God and all just self-knowliving God?

in
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ledge must have been at the same time destroyed, ere any one
pretended to feel himself in his repentance, and because of that
For
repentance, in a state of favour with and pleasing unto God.
this

would right properly be called wishing to make a glory of
Nay, that such shame does not inwardly consume us

our shame.
(unless
is

we make out

God s

caused by

of our pride a heart-petrifying preservative),
grace alone, which we lay hold of, not in the

despair of repentance, but in that faith which annihilates at once
doubt and despair. And this faith is of such a nature, that it

excludes

idea of any meritoriousness of faith ( 18, note (2)) ;
it
stamps the anguish of regret
having any degree of worth or meri

all

to say nothing of the notion, that
at our own worthlessness as

For

toriousness.

all

is

repentance

the consciousness of not being

Wherefore it is the greatest folly to call
righteous before God.
repentance a beginning of justification, or even to bring it in any
way into juxtaposition with justification or a consciousness of the
same.

For

then, can

justification is

despair in

the silencing of our despair.
How,
the means of stilling my despair,

me be

at its beginning or at its end ?
If repentance in me re
sembles the burning sand of the desert, which excites the torment
of thirst, shall I then say, the sand quenches my thirst, or that to

whether

If in the wilderness I find not the spring of
not exactly burning sand, but spring water, then
does the desert remain a desert, and the thirsty one pines away.
His thirst produces no water, and the fever in him still less a
thirst is to

drink ?

water, which

is

quenching of

his thirst.

fication before

God

;

As little does repentance produce justi
to pass over in perfect silence the fact, that

no man can be found on earth who could say that he has a re
pentance which sufficiently corresponds to the divine judgment.
For if the man should say that he has truly repented, then would
he be driven to self-presumption, and to the impossible work of
knowing all his sins and wickedness. Nay, since all the saints have
still
something evil and sinful in them, it is impossible that any one
should have repentance which would satisfy God s judgment, but
all of them exclaim with David (Ps. cxliii. 2),
Lord, enter not
for
in
servant
into judgment with Thy
Thy sight shall no man
If no one is found justified, how then shall he
living be justified.
be found to have repented, if repentance is a beginning of justifi
For this reason it remains certain at the outset, that a
cation ?
sinner who has nothing but repentance, stands only under God s
&quot;

:

&quot;

wrath, and in the consciousness of the same.

When

he

is

delivered
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ever,

of God in Christ alone, which is
appro
not in repentance, but in faith.
Since, how
not faith but repentance alone which shatters the security

this, it is

priated

for one

it is
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by the grace
s

self

of the sinner, faith, therefore,

is

not inwardly attained without

And because repentance does not attain to assurance
repentance.
of the forgiveness of sins, the sinner has his life not from repent
from faith alone. Since, however, faith has nothing in
and about man to hold up before God, on account of which God
should be gracious to the sinner, and absolve him from sin and
has nothing but Christ alone, the Propitiator and Intercessor,
guilt,
therefore we know7 that we find favour and are justified before
ance, but

God
faith.

in penitent faith, not, however, for the sake of our penitent
If this permeates our consciousness, then are we freed from

and converted to Christ ; only in this sense are repent
ance and faith the mark of conversion, and of a state of favour
with God.
ourselves,

(6) If the question

is

raised,

what we must conceive

to ourselves

converted, which witness to the man him
self the permanent state of his conversion, we must first rightly lay
down the sense in which this question is put. It is rightly put,
as

marks of one who

is

partly under the right presupposition of that which is called regene
ration, partly under the right limitation of that which here below is
called the state of grace of the converted.
In regeneration an
effective relation of God the Holy Ghost to our spirit has com

menced, by virtue of which we are able to turn away from our own
and to turn to that which Christ is to us. In the

selfish nature,

conscious and willing entering upon this relation is conversion
achieved.
Now, we do not inquire, what are the conceivable re
us ;
sults of this relation,
proceeding from God and entered into by
but within what limits here below that which may be truly called a
of grace becomes our portion.
This excludes the state of
future glory, that is to say, the state of that likeness to God which
to the next
will be the inheritance of that
perfection which belongs
world (ofjioioi aura eo-ofieOa, 1 John iii. 2). This unlikeness has
state

no reference
to

to that in

everything which

as

our nature which is still hostile to God, but
God s working has been received by us into

a willing consciousness, and has become our own endeavour, will,
and doing. All this is outside the relation of likeness to God ;
and for this reason, nothing of all that which may be called the
can be
inwardly appropriated working of the Spirit of God in us,

mentioned as anything which in

its

be an adepresent state would
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quate object of divine complacency. But just because it is so with
him, not merely at first, but up to the end, the position of a Chris
is one under
For,
grace, and indeed purely unmerited grace.
with the exception of that perfect grace which is in Christ and for
Christ s sake, everything which belongs to our life, even in the
very highest degree of development on earth, is in the state of im

tian

We

never cease in the light of truth to be an object of
perfection.
dissatisfaction to ourselves ; nay, the brighter this light becomes in
us, so

much

which

is

the more clearly do we see the depths of that darkness
still within us.
Now, it is of course certain, and guaran

teed to us in the promises of the gospel, that by the penitent and
believing reception of the same, not only does a fulness of good
things fall to our lot, the future possession of which is the object
of our hope (comp.
20), but that already at present there enters
into our hearts a fulness of impulses of
spiritual and God-born love

which are not at all comprised in the conception of
and
faith.
The spiritual man, and that which he is and
repentance
are
not
possesses,
exhaustively described by the designation of a
and
But he is to be described by no other
penitent
believing man.
criterion when I wish to express the condition under which alone
he stands in the spirit of truth and in the state of grace.
For he
slides from the truth and falls into the meshes of falsehood in the
same measure, as he views the spiritual life which he has in himself
as his righteousness before God.
Then certainly he makes out of
that which is unlike God, and which as yet is polluted with sin, a
something which resembles God and is pure before God. And
he falls away from grace in the same measure, as he regards the
spiritual life which dwells in him as an inherent righteousness, and
just in this way will have it that the grace which for Christ s sake
pronounces him righteous is no longer grace, but an inner contra
diction, that is to say, a grace which recognises a righteousness
which dwells in man. For grace which recognises a righteousness
before God inherently belonging to man, is just no longer grace.
(comp.

19),

And

the man who desires such a thing stands not in grace, but in
self-deception, self-delusion, self-conceit, and the pride of that
affectation, in which he wishes to be as God, or that God should be

as he is.
Not, however, on the proud, but on the humble, does God
bestow His grace, not on him who is something, but on him who is
nothing in his own eyes. And to attain to this, costs certainly no
is
affectation, but only a small spark of that self-knowledge which
kindled by God s Spirit through His word. Never does a feeling
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consummate

silliness steal

upon me

so

much

as

when
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I desire, in

my spiritual, God-born, and God-bestowed life, to
for
something in the eyes of God. Nothing, on the contrary,
pass
humbles me so much in the dust as the fact, that in spite of my

the emotions of

unfaithfulness, God, for Christ s sake, not for my own, does not
forsake the work of His hands, and ever and ever again breaks
through the death of my old nature with the gracious power of His

Of all this, however, I see and discover absolutely nothing, if
I do not judge myself daily in repentance, and comfort myself
daily in faith, in which faith I lay hold not of my own righteousness,
but of that righteousness which God, for Christ s sake, bestows
life.

upon me in the way of promise.

He

therefore who,

when con

verted, desires to remain in the state of grace, in which grace God
merely for Christ s sake alone accounts us righteous, can do so

He then is the
only by continual repentance and constant faith.
of God, who thinks no higher of himself than as of a lost
lamb, which feels itself saved, not because it follows its Lord, but
because the good Shepherd follows it, and takes it in His arms, and

man

And only thus is our whole
it to the eternal home.
continual exercise of that which was given to us in baptism
note (2)).

bears

The knowledge that he

is

in a state of grace, in

whom

life

a

(21,

penitence

have a permanent place, guards against more than one
error to which precisely the domain of the Christian life is liable.

and

faith

Only, this statement with respect to the continuance of repentance
and faith must itself first be rightly understood. The chief stress

upon the connection, that is to say, the simultaneity, of these
Nothing have we more
dispositions and emotions of the soul.
is without faith, and a
to guard
which
than
a
repentance
against
And the surest, nay, the only
faith which is without repentance.

lies

two

by turning ourselves directly in spirit
from which we derive the assurance
of the forgiveness of sins and the justification of the sinner before
God. That is the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, the fact that
Christ could only by the ransom-price of His blood redeem the
For if our redemption was
world and me from God s wrath.
this and lay it to
possible only at such a price, who can reflect upon

way

to

guard against

this, is

to the divine act of salvation,

heart, without at the
sin,

He

same time trembling

at the heinousness of

and the earnestness of God s wrath against the human race ?
however who sees on the same cross wrath swallowed up in

the
grace, cannot perceive this without recognising in repentance
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wrath that he has merited, in order to receive grace in faith, and so
to overcome this wrath.
On which account also the Confession of
our church says (Form. Cone. P. 1, Epit. v. 9, 10)
Accordingly,
although the preaching of the sufferings and death of Christ the
Son of God is an earnest and fearful preaching and proclamation
of God s wrath, in order that thereby the people, having been first
led rightly to the law, after the veil of Moses is removed for them,
&quot;

:

rightly understand how great a thing it is that God re
quires from us in the law, of which we are able to keep no tittle,
and hence are to seek all our righteousness in Christ ; yet, so long

may

first

and death of Christ) proclaims
alarms man, it is not yet the true preaching of
the gospel, but Moses and the preaching of the law ; and hence, a
work strange to Christ ( alienum opus Christ! ), by means of which
as all this (namely, the sufferings

God s wrath and

He

( per quod accedit ) to His own office, that is, to preach
comfort and make alive, which is properly the preaching

comes

grace, to

And just for this reason, the way to experience
faith
this, Christ s &quot;own&quot; office, is this, that we
by
should permit the strange work of Christ to take effect on our

of the

gospel.&quot;

in our heart

&quot;

&quot;

own

hearts in repentance.

This

is

the reason

why we have to guard

so strictly against a repentance without faith,

and a

faith without

repentance.

With
and

regard, however, to the lasting character of repentance
faith, what is hereby meant is, that these two must be con

stantly together if the sinner wishes to comfort himself with the
grace of God. It is not, however, meant that this continuance is
to be taken in the sense of an equality of measure, in which I be

come

as

much

and

my repentance as of my faith. For,
a different thing to have repentance and

conscious of

in the first place,

it

is

become aware of repentance and faith in their reflex
influence on the consciousness.
Upon this, however, depends that
which we on purely subjective grounds call a measure of the one
faith,

to

or the other.

But no weight whatever

is

to

be laid on

this sub

self-examina
jective decision.
Nay, if I arbitrarily require in
tion an equal measure of repentance and faith, then in the time of

my

the greatest danger that in the anguish of
should
become perplexed as to my faith, and that
I
my repentance
in the time of quickening, in the confidence and joy of faith I
should doubt of my repentance. It avails nothing whatever, in the

temptation I

fall into

second place, to prop one s self up on a measure of inward consci
ousness of repentance and faith, if I do not wish to let myself be
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my confidence toward God in repentance
my repentance, and in faith on my faith, so far as I am conscious
But my confidence must rest wholly and entirely upon
of both.
that God who in His word chastises and comforts me.
And before
led astray, so as to build

on

God no

this
if

repentance and no faith are so weak and so small, that
it before Him, He will not have
compassion on our

we bewail

weakness
that

God

and no repentance and no

;

will not reject both, if

and great,
them on a level

faith are so strong

we wish

to place

with the greatness of His compassion. It comes therefore simply
that never without repentance before the face of the holy
to this,

God

should I seek in faith the countenance of the gracious God, in
He for Christ s sake

order to comfort myself with that grace which

promises me.

The importance

of the knowledge of this consists herein, that I

myself against the mistake of considering repentance
and faith as a something which might here below ever be done

may guard

away with, so that I might perhaps reach beyond the one by
means of the other, or might reach, as it were, some higher point
beyond both by means of some other third thing. A passing be
yond repentance would be possible only to him who leads himself
A passing
astray, and by a denial of his sin makes God a liar.
the
truth of
who
him
to
puts
beyond faith would be possible only
no
man
has
favour
below
the gospel to shame, and denies that here
and righteousness before God, except by virtue of the promise in,
which God offers us grace for Christ s sake. By either denial we
should fall from a state of grace; if we remain therein, it is by
virtue of that twofold truth, only in faith and repentance that we
can remain in

In
&quot;

this state.

this sense the

This penitence abides

Smalcald Articles say (P. iii. Art. iii. 20)
for
ivitJi the Christian to the end of his life;
:

as
life
keeps quarrelling with indwelling sin through his entire
his
of
law
the
with
war
he
that
Paul
St.
testifies (Rom. vii.)
wages

it

:

and that not by his own strength, but through the
sins.
Holy Ghost which follows on the forgiveness of
This same gift purifies and cleanses away day by day the rest of
our sins, and labours to make the man thoroughly pure and holy.
(Compare also what has been before said, 18, note (5).)

members,

etc.,

gift of the
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POSSESSION OF SALVATION.
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The Activity of

the Converted

Man

in the

Work of his own

Renewal.
as

|ERTAIN

it is

that out of a true justifying faith love

it is
equally certain that in him
converted
and
delivered by the grace of
truly
with
for
the
the power
free fulfilling of the law, which
God, along
he possesses in that very love which is born of God, and devoted to

is

born

who

(

19, note (6)),

is

God, the struggle must arise to keep himself from all things which
the same Spirit of grace rebukes and condemns in him. And in
that lively hope to which he

is

born again in faith

(

20), he has

before his eyes that aim of future perfection which he, provided
that he has laid hold of it in love and hope, can pursue only by
For the free gift of righteousness before God is
self-effort.

bestowed on us for the purpose of a resurrection to a new

And
God

the regenerating fellowship of God the
has entered into with our spirit, has for

entrance into this

sanctification (2).

And

forgiveness of sins

and of

its

sanctification of the

the truer

it

is

(1).

Holy Ghost, which
object our

communion with the holy God, by

which we are called in the

life

own

virtue of

Spirit to self-

that the blessing of the

justification before

our blessed possession in repentant faith, so

God can only become
much the less can we

conceive the permanence of this possession without a turning away
mind (z/oO?) from that of which we repent, and the entrance

of our

mind upon what is
For persistence
(3).

God and

of our

of

Him

in sin,

in itself well-pleasing to

and seeking of God

repentance and faith, mutually exclude each other (4).
224
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God and

justified

by His grace, that he, on the ground of having received such grace,
strives after that righteousness which consists in a conformity with
and

God and

with the mind (yovs) of Christ (5).
And
something which the converted and faith- justified
sinner adds to that which God does and has done for him
but it
the nature

will of

this is not a

;

is

which God does and has done for

that wherein he employs that

him

as a

power of

for

life

And

working on himself.

since

God

has entered into a relation of gracious fellowship with the sinner,
which is new to the latter, and which did not proceed from himself,
his self-sanctification

is

holiness dwelling in his

he

work

sets to

power of that relation of
Christ has entered with him by the Holy

in himself the renovating

God

grace into which

Ghost

not a manifestation or preservation of a
nature, but a self-renovation, in which

own

in

This, however, takes place

(6).

who by virtue
make Him the

when we

sanctify Christ,

of regeneration dwells in our hearts by faith, and
centre of all our thoughts, desires, and actions, and

Him, permitting no
be
antagonistic to our
pleasure or affection to sway us which would

in

these keep a right state of heart toward

Him, and forsaking everything which might
and joy of a good conscience in Him, and which
might convert the blessed knowledge of His grace and truth into a
In our knowing and willing to live
witness against ourselves (7).

love for or pleasure in
disturb the peace

more and more

Him, but
renewed

of

in Christ, not for the purpose of

becoming

like

And

this

state (8).

Him
is

the struggle of our
which, here below, is con

that

a work

knowing about

is

be carried on, but is never completed ;
not the ground of our justification in God s sight,
stantly to

it is

the fruit, but

the practical de

monstration of our regeneration and conversion, if they are to bear
fruit unto ourselves ; and of such a practical demonstration we are
first

rendered capable by our regeneration and conversion (9).

Compare

(1)

with baptism.

Bom.

v.

18)

;

eternal life (iva

Kom.

v.

21

;

22, note (2), on the relation established along
is the result of justification (SiicataMTis &fc,
in reference to the hope of
this not

Life

and
f)

merely

Sia Sifcaiocrvvr)*; efc &?)V alcoviov,
%a/ot? paa-iKevvr)
but also in relation to
1 Pet. iii.

comp. %dpK

7),

?o&amp;gt;i}?,

p
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the present condition of our spiritual existence (et fjuev Xpiorros ev
f
r
v
v
v
S*
^ V S
vfJMVy TO jjiev crw/jia veKpov oi a/jiapTiav, TO oe TrvevfJia fyrj oia cucaioThat we should live through Him, was the
crvvrjv, Eom. viii. 10).

\\

v

-&amp;gt;

1

&quot;

John iv. 9). And this life has just
we no longer live unto ourselves, but
and rose again for us (2 Cor. v. 15). He who

mission (1

object of Christ

s

this form, that

henceforth

unto Him. who died

has entered into the fellowship of the death and life of Christ must
consider himself as dead unto sin, but alive unto God in Christ

For

that of which he has become a partaker
which is in Christ Jesus (2 Tim. i. 1), the
word of life (Phil. ii. 16), whose power he has felt. Through this
the Holy Ghost has His work in him.
But if he lives in the Spirit,
it concerns him also to walk in the
Spirit (Gal. v. 25).

Jesus (Rom.
is

vi. 11).

the promise of the

(2)

The

life

life

of Christians begins with a sanctification proceed

ing from the Spirit of God (07^00740? Tn eu/mro?, 1 Pet. i. 2), in
which, from the very fact that the Holy Ghost enters into fellow
ship with them, and makes them His own in grace, they are placed
in a region of life in which they cannot continue without their
striving, with all the strength imparted to them, after a conformity
of their own conduct with that God who has called them (KCLTCL TOV

ayiov

teal

avTol

ayiot, ev irdcrr) avacrTpofyf) ryevtfQrjTe,

&quot;

A&amp;lt;yioi

ecrecr$e,

OTL

eyo&amp;gt;

cfyto?, 1

self-sanctification, however, consists in

making the God whose absolute

Pet.

nothing

i.

else

love has rescued us

which

15, 16). This
but this: in

from our own

He

has wrought in us,
the present and future determining principle of our own creature
conduct, desires, and thoughts (comp.
19, note (3)). The deeper,
the
the
of
consciousness
however,
perfectly undeserved character of
selfish nature, in the
reciprocal love

loved us, so much the more
inseparable from our reciprocal love is the fear of forfeiting by any
of God, and so much the
unholiness of conduct this
goodness
more earnest is our striving to perfect holiness in the fear of God
that love with which

God

has

first

&quot;

&quot;

(ravTas ovv e%pvres eirayyeXias, KaOaplacDfjiev eavTovs
@eo{), 2 Cor. vii. 1 ; ft?)

Xouz/re? ajKoo-vvrjv ev

a\\a

fojSov,

(3) If,

Eom.

by

.

.

.

&amp;lt;o/3

xi. 20,
comp. 22, Heb. iv. 1, and
the truth which has laid hold of our

16, note (1)).
our souls
spirit,

have really become pure in obedience to the truth (^VIKOTG^

r9

aXyOetas, 1 Pet. i. 22), in that case only
T?) vTra/cof)
^1/^5
does the exhortation rightly find a place, to transform ourselves by
ev

7%

the renewing of our mind (i^eTa^op^ovG-Oai Ty avaKaivtocrei TOV
order to prove what that will of God may be, which is
z/oo?), in
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good, and acceptable, and perfect

and with

(Eom. xii. 2). For, to stand fast
full certainty, in all the will of God
that is the

perfect,
aim of Christianity (Col. iv. 12). And that which inwardly impels
him who has become conscious of the difference between the life in

Christ and the

conduct

(ecj)

which

life

shame

is

conduct,

is

Him to renounce his old
which grew for him out of that

outside of

at the fruit,

ol? vvv eTratcr^uz/ecr^e,

Rom.

vi.

21).

With

reference to baptism, the apostle excludes persistence
How shall we, that are dead
in sin as something inconceivable.
(4)

&quot;

therein?&quot;
(Rom. vi. 2 ff.) In that victory of
the
Christ over
deadly power of sin, which is made ours in baptism,
whole
lies the
possibility of a conduct on our part in conformity to
the
blessed permanence of this gift is itself again con
God. But

to sin, live

ditioned

any longer

by the right appropriation of

it

on our part, which

it

renders

Where baptism has not produced penitent faith, there
possible.
It is not possible for us by baptism
also it loses its power to bless.
only, when unaccompanied by repentance and faith, to abstain from
sin and to arrive at holiness.
If we desire to know whether the

grace given us in baptism is working in us, what is more necessary
than to try whether we stand firm in faith ? (eavrovs Treipd&re, el
2 Cor. xiii. 15; 7/07770/3 etre, crr^/cere ev T$ TTtWet,
1 Cor. xvi. 13.)
And on the ground of the divine gift of grace
proceeds the exhortation to employ all diligence, and to display our
virtue in our faith (2 Pet. i. 5), by which faith the blessed result of
of a self-proving ability are
the means of
and the
kcrre ev rfi 7r/crm,

power

grace
equally conditioned.
(

O

TTOLCOV rrjv SiK(uocrvv7]v S/Attwo? ecmv, /caOoos eicelvos
(5)
That we, having escaped from sins,
S//OU09 ecmv, 1 John iii. 7.
should live unto righteousness, was the object for which Christ
died on the cross (1 Pet. ii. 24) ; since the freedom from sin

obli
by Christ involves in itself an equally binding
an
because
on
His
to
servant
obligation to
gation
righteousness,
holiness
unto
fruit
our
in
have
which
to
we are
(Rom. vi.
God,
us (^opwithin
formed
is
Christ
In
such a manner
18, 22).
flesh
His
of
in
the
who
ev
iv.
sought
days
(povrat,
rjfuv, Gal.
19),

effected for us

not His

own

will,

but the will of

In like form our aim also

is,

Him who

sent

to live the rest of

Him

(John

v. 30).

our time in the flesh

no longer to the lusts of men, but to the will of God (1 Pet. iv. 2).
For he who doeth the will of God abideth for ever (1 John ii. 17).
that which in the Scriptures
(6) We must carefully distinguish
is

characterized as the working of the fellowship of grace, as

it
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appears in regeneration, from that conduct of our own which the
same Scripture exhorts us to follow, on the ground of that relation
of grace bestowed upon us, especially as both are often denoted by
the same terms. It is just one and the same relation of grace,
whose powerful working is bestowed upon us as a gift, and by which
we are to show ourselves as powerful over ourselves. It is a result
of this relation of grace, if we have put off the old man, and have
put on the new which is just nothing else but that putting on of
Christ as it takes place in baptism (XpicrTov eveSvaacrOe, Gal. iii. 27
;

;

Eph. iv. 22, 24). We become clothed with
the strength of Christ, which makes us free from our old nature,
in that fellowship into which Christ Himself enters with us.
But
the conduct which corresponds to this, therefore, bears no other
name than the putting on of Christ (ev^vcraade TOV Kvpiov I.
comp. with Col.

XpLdTov KOI

iii.

TTJS

10,

crap/cos Trpovoiav

JJLJ]

TTOLelorQe els eTTiOv/JLiav,

Rom.

The

further working which accompanies the relation of
14).
Christ to us in grace, when once established, is that continual being

xiii.

renewed

in the spirit of our

TrvevfJiaTi

mind

or disposition (avaveovaOai
to
which, as conduct in a similar
23),
in
the renewing of our mind
ourselves
transforming

TOV vooS) Eph.

sense, the

corresponds

djLerajjiopcfrovo

The new man

TG&amp;gt;

iv.

Oai, rf} dva/ccuvGOG-ei,

TOV

z&amp;gt;oo?,

Rom.

xii. 2).

righteousness and holiness of
truth (Eph. iv. 24)
is being renewed unto knowledge after the
image of Him that created him (Col. iii. 10), and indeed day by
day in the inward man (2 Cor. iv. 16); and purifies himself (ayvi%ei

has been created in
;

He who
;
KaOapi^ei eavTov, 2 Cor. vii. 1).
have
been
he
which
not
might
neglects it, neglects
something
directed to do by his own strength, or in his own way, but despises
eavTQVy 1

John

iii.

3

God, who gives unto us His Holy Spirit (etca\ecrev 97/^9
Toiyapovv 6 aQerwv dderec TOV Seov TOV

ev ajLacr/jia).
Trvevfjia

avTov TO aytov

els vj^as, 1

Thess.

o

&amp;lt;9eo?

.

8tS&amp;lt;Wa

.

.

TO

iv. 7, 8).

(7) Christ s fellowship with us is effected by the Holy Ghost.
For the self-agency which is to preserve this fellowship we have
the most characteristic expression
to sanctify Christ in our hearts
:

1 Pet. iii. 15).
(icvpiov TOV XpiaTov dyidcraTe ev TCUS Kap^iais VJJLMV^
For this comprehends the sanctifying of Christ, who has taken up

His abode in
expression.

us,

And

has given Himself

and the sanctifying of our own

hearts, in one

this takes place when we allow that Christ, who
to us to make ours as the only true and essential

ground of life and of all our individual existence and nature, to be
and to remain what He is, and when we strive against everything
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which tends to displace Christ from this central position to us, and
us from our position to Him.
He in us, and we in Him
His love, our all-mastering love.
For our heart is where our
treasure is, and our treasure where our heart is (Matt. vi. 21).
To have God in our heart is to depend continually on Him ;
abandoning one s self to Him, to trust Him, to have pleasure, love,
and joy in Him, to have Him continually in our thoughts. Heart,
therefore, signifies great and forcible love
He, there
(Luther).
&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

fore, to

whom

Christ

s

love to us

sanctifies his heart, since

is

the sanctuary of his heart,
love, or joy to arise

he allows no pleasure,

which would militate against

him

of

&quot;our

this sanctuary of his heart, and cheat
The deceitful lusts (Eph. iv. 22) are, however,
blessing.
lusts
(at ISiau liriOvpiat,, 2 Tim. iv. 3 ; at TJJULWV eavrwv

its

own

&quot;

Jude 18), those which spring up out of our own selfish
and
which covet only the satisfaction of this our heart,
heart,
as
it is from God and turned to the creature
estranged
(eTriOvfiiai
V) Rom. i. 24
eTTiOvpla r% tyv^s, Rev. xviii. 14
TWV o(#aX/x(w, ibid.; CTriOvfiia
crap /co?, 1 John ii. 16
fariQufilai,

;

;

;

TT}&amp;lt;?

TOV

1

Kocr/jiov,

John

ii.

17

;

Ko&fuxal

eiriOvftiai,, Tit.

ii.

12

;

rj

ev

ra&amp;gt;

Cornp. the heart as the
of
all
these
Matt.
xv.
Luke
vi. 45, arid the seat of
19,
spring
lusts,
all
and
resistance
to
what
is
divine, Matt. xiii. 15, xv. 8,
obduracy
Acts xxviii. 27, Rom. ii. 5, etc., and
What we
5, note (8)).
Koo-fjiw iv eiriQvpla cfrQopd, 2 Pet.

i.

4.

we struggle against these lusts, is the condemna
own hearts and the loss of cheerfulness (irapp^cria) before
John iii. 21). This, however, is fundamentally nothing

wish to avert when
tion of our

God
else

a

(1

than the desire to prevent Christ from becoming in our hearts
us, and from taking away the peace and the
the peculiar work of the Holy Spirit (Gal. v. 22 ;
xiv. 17 ; 1 Thess. i. 6).
As little as we can bestow upon

Judge

to

joy which

Rom.

condemn

is

ourselves this peace, so little is everything that is called self-renewing
a maintenance and development proceeding from ourselves of those
powers, which are purely those of our Lord Jesus Christ, and not

The renewing, as it is accomplished by us with the powers
bestowed on us by Christ, is rather a constant conflict with all that
which aims at exalting itself in us against Christ and in this
our own.

;

is

a preservation of faith and a good conscience (tva aTparevrj

Ka\r]v o-rpareLav, fycov

TTLCTTIV /cal

dya6r]V crvveL^rio-iv^ 1

The weapons which are mighty through God
down strongholds, since we cast down (not
above

all

in ourselves) devices (\oyio-fj.ovs),

Tim.

are given

ri]V

i.

18).
us to cast

only in others,

but

and every high thing
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which exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bring
into captivity every rising thought (irav voifaa) to the obedience of
Christ (2 Cor. x. 5 ; comp. Kapiai and vorjfjLara, Phil. iv. 7, and
as a contrast the corruption of the vor)^ara airo r?;? aTrXor^ro? rrjs
6i9 TOP XpLcrrov, that is to say, in the estrangement from the un
divided and sole direction to Christ, 2 Cor. xi. 3).
In the conflict

against the opposition which rises in us to Christ, and obedience to
Christ, we find the work of our self-renewing ; and in the appre
hensible and perceptible weakening and discomfiture of these

thoughts which are opposed to Christ, we possess the testimony to
our progress, not in the inapprehensible and, by our hands, in
tangible growth (wisely removed from self-contemplation and selfreflection) of the spiritual, new man, born of God, and to be

commended

to

the power of His grace only.

however, to feel
as

much

and perceive

after the

manner

We

should

of the earthly

man

as

we do

is

By

and

fall into that

tianity of

feeling.&quot;

which has been justly called

For not only

is it

&quot;

and

the former,

to say, that against which we are struggling,
continually to struggle.
wrongly desiring this, and
both the object and standard of our self-renewal, wr e

that

like,

this latter as plainly, sensibly,

and have

making

it

go astray,

the false Chris

the case that

we thereby

are

easily apt artificially to produce and force ourselves into feelings
which at last destroy the truth and purity of our self-knowledge,

but

we

also desire to build

our peace with God, in the midst of the

struggle of self-renewal, on our own feelings of peace, instead of on
the infallibility of God s words of promise. Or do such understand
I am, however, Thy loved child, in spite
those words of the song,
of devil, world, and all sin 1
On the contrary, the new man sighs
&quot;

&quot;

with the whole creation after complete redemption (Rom. viii. 23,
comp. 23, note (3)) the old man, on the other hand, would fain
dispense with such sighing, and would at once have in feeling that
;

which he ought to possess in faith only. It is for this reason that
Luther, from his own experience, warns us so earnestly against this
This is the high art and power of faith, that it sees things
error.
and
sees not that which yet it feels, nay, represses and sub
unseen,
dues this, just as unbelief only sees what it feels, and desires to rest
&quot;

upon nothing which it cannot feel.&quot; &quot;No such righteousness, holiness,
blessedness are seen and felt as those of which Scripture
life, and
This point
certainly speaks, and which faith must lay hold
in the gospel is the most important and most worthy of observation,
that we must give the honour unto God, that He is good and
&quot;

of.&quot;
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gracious, although He may assume another aspect in regard to us,
and declare Himself otherwise, and all ideas and all feelings tend
For iherelty is feeling killed, and the old man perishes,
otherwise.
in order that faith only in God s goodness
remain in us&quot; The peace of God, however,

standing

(77

elp^vv)

rov Seov

and no
surpasses

feeling should
all

our under

vTrepe^ovaa Trdvra vovv^ Phil. iv. 7).
the state of the case is not such that the

For

17

this reason, also,
of
the new man, the impulses of the divinely .born life, as
powers
they present themselves or have presented themselves to our con

sciousness, should be placed before us only as a material at our
True
disposal, with which we had to work out our self-renewal.
it

is,

no self-renewal

conceivable without the efforts of the

is

The new man, however,

new

not precisely one who subsists by
like
the
branch
on
the vine (John xv.), one who
himself, but,
without Christ can do nothing (%G&amp;gt;/JIS eaov ov Svvacr0e iroieiv ovSev,

man.

is

xv. 5).
The question, therefore, is not, what the new man,
that he is and has
if we
may in general, and thus in him
self think of him
can and ought
to do for self -renewing,
O 7 but how
O

John
with

all

he can maintain himself in Christ s fellowship, and establish him
self more and more deeply and firmly therein
for without Christ
he can do nothing. Hence it is incumbent to seek Christ where
we may find Him, to embrace and to lay hold of Him wherever He
is
But He is not to be in His secret presence
really to be grasped.
;

His open presence

in our hearts, but in

in

His word.

When

our

Father, sanctify them in Thy truth,&quot; He
adds thereto, &quot;Thy word is truth&quot; (John xvii. 17). All redeeming
power which has a real existence is comprised in this word, and is
to be imparted to us
by means of this word (comp. 17, note (4)).
If we, sanctified and regenerated by the word, desire to sanctify
and
ourselves, then must this word be sanctified and revolved over

Lord prays

for His own,

&quot;

over again in our hearts. If the apostle exhorts us to mutual
strengthening, &quot;Let the word of Christ dwell among you richly&quot;
(Col.

iii.

16), in like

manner, no other way, no other means, and no

other exhortation avails for our

word

of Christ dwell in

you

own self-renewal than this,

richly.&quot;

A

Christian, even

&quot;Let

if

this

he were

who

forsakes this way, and, in the struggle
that which he
after self-renewal,
attempts the work merely with
bears in himself, such an one returns (provided the spirit of complete

ever so far advanced,

favourable cir
self-deception does not ensnare him), under the most
natural
the
of
back
to
the
condition
man, and has
cumstances,
again

one another
nothing else but thoughts which accuse or else excuse
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(Rom. ii. 15). To bring our thoughts into captivity to the obe
dience of Christ, the word, and nothing but the word, is given us.
Nay, when the fulness of the living apostolic word still lived in the
Christian communities, then the apostle referred to the Scriptures
Old Testament, and better understood the method of training

of the

Holy Ghost than that pseudo-spirituality which emancipates
from the word, since he wrote
For whatsoever things
were written aforetime were written for our learning
that we through patience and comfort of the Scriptures
) might have hope
(Rom. xv. 4). And in the same de
on
the
of self-renewal, lies also a further
as
a
means
word,
pendence
of the

itself

&quot;

:

&quot;

confirmation, that we are not referred to the real or supposed
measure of our renewal as the power of self-renewal, much less
that our sanctification should be only the manifestation of an inward
that is to say, a conformity of our whole nature with
holiness,

God, attributable

to ourselves

but that for

;

this

we stand

in

need

of a power which, as given in the word, God points out most
evidently as one which does not absolutely belong to or reside in
ourselves. He, therefore, who strives to maintain a good conscience

him take heed that, not only in reference to
what he proposes to himself as a good conscience,
with regard to the way and the means of renewal, the

in his self-renewal, let

the object,

but also

i.e.

word should not bear witness against him.
18, note (4), on the knowledge which belongs to
(8) Comp.
faith.

God

The

(ofjboioi

object of our future perfection is that we shall be like
1 John iii. 2). More accurately defined,
ecroyu,e#&amp;lt;x,

avTM

a being transformed into the image of Christ (2 Cor. iii. 18).
Towards this, which is the goal, must all preparatory self-renewing
strive, otherwise it deserves not the name of renewal.

it is

The new

man

not perfected in an hour,
Christian must,
therefore, not be slothful, nor allow himself to imagine that he
&quot;

(9)

but

is

to

inner

in us

become stronger from day

is

to day.

A

necessary, but must grow and increase . . . But
I have heard of faith, ten commandments,
that
happens
and
baptism,
sacrament, but go away, feel secure, and suppose I
understand it all, and need neither to learn anything further, nor
possesses all that

where

is

it

nor to combat, then I do nothing else than deceive
with
a false presumption, for there can be no earnestness
myself
to practise)

or true faith there

renewal,

&quot;

(Luther).

consequently,

dissipated.

Not

less,

all

With

the earnestness

presumptuous and pretended

however,

is

of

self-

faith

is

every delusion of self-righteous-
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an indwelling conformity of our whole

to say, of

is

IN

God

destroyed; and that which we previously stated
concerning the constant necessity of a state of repentant faith is
only confirmed if we wish to remain in the state of grace which

nature to

alone

justifies

(

24,

note

we should

credible that

It appears, in fact, scarcely
(6)).
entertain the idea of reo;ardino;
O
O ourselves

God, on account of our self-renewal and selfnowhere is it easier than in this point to detect
own experience the want of a perfection conformable to

as righteous before

sanctification

;

for

by one s
God. But here one error produces another. He who is too highminded to allow himself to be absolved of God by grace alone, and
for Christ s sake, makes, in the first place, of the faith in which
he embraces the promise of justifying grace, a ground of his justi
fication before God.
And if he then reflects that this would be
too poor a title to

God s

approbation and our justification before

Him, he adds something thereto, and finds the ground in this, that
But if he
in such faith he renews, sanctifies, and purifies himself.
does not regard this addition with the eye of a Pharisee, he must
be fain to confess that the plea. of his justification before God on
this ground would be still more pitiful than that of faith, the sup

posed ground of this justification. At least one might more easily
indulge in the dream of the conceivableness of a perfectly corre

spondent

faith,

however, who

than of a perfectly correspondent holiness.
He,
would wish to make out of holiness a

in earnest

ground of our justification and righteousness before God, must
Cursed is every man who is not holy as God is holy.&quot; This
say,
would be spoken according to the earnestness and truth of divine
and
righteousness in God s law, but not according to the truth
&quot;

He who stands by this does not allow the
grace of the gospel.
falsehood
to
first
grow up, that we are justified before God on
account of our faith ( 18, notes (2) and (3), and
24, note (5)).
Hence also he does not reach the second falsehood, namely, that
we are justified before God by faith on this account, that we
ourselves
means of this faith. He will rather adhere

by
whole truth, that no one here below is accounted just before
God except for Christ s sake in His word of promise. To wish
to be justified on account of his holiness, would be to trample this
word beneath his feet. If he desires, however, to cling to this
word of promise, I know not how he could do so with this holiness.
In no other manner but in faith only can he lay hold thereof (18,
embraced the promise of
note (3)).
If, however, he has in faith

sanctify
to the
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to cheerfulness of

in short, to all
conscience, and joyful love, and a willing heart,
that is requisite for the true fulfilling of the law.
Such a man of
God is furthest from afterwards making out of this his fulfilling of

the law an

idol,

he practises

it

by which he allows himself
because he cannot help

it

further verification and proof of his faith,

to

be

and

But

justified.

in

he has the

it

not, however, the reason

God by

for which he feels himself justified before

On

;

faith.

account, he who does not wish to deceive himself
the
efficacy, the truth, and the blessing of all self-renewal
touching
and self-sanctification, must absolutely expunge them from the
this

For our life consists in that
chapter of righteousness before God.
inward holiness, which is the word, or the blessing which is made
Hence, we ought to
over to us, and consists not in our works.
&quot;

make

a right distinction,
namely, that there is one holiness of
The latter overcomes
works, and another of the word, or of faith.
the devil and makes me a child of God, which is not effected by

the holiness of the flesh or of works, even of the ten command
ments, wherein we do not even comprehend this holiness, for we

have only in some measure a beginning of

26. a.

it&quot;

(Luther).

The Form of Renewal as a Struggle on
Converted

It is manifest,

the

part of the

Man.

from what has hitherto been

said concerning

regeneration and conversion, that our renewal is only conceivable in
the form of a struggle, in which he who is born of God and con

God

verted to

strives to

maintain in

its

integrity the fellowship of

Holy Ghost, which has been bestowed upon him as the
power destined to exercise over him a dominion which is to set him

God

the

free, in opposition to the rebellion of his old

struggle has this in common
contradiction which makes itself

nature (1).

And

with his former condition, that

What

is

ever, as

and

new and
much in

known

in the

man

this

it is

a

himself (2).

this struggle consists,
specifically peculiar to

how

the pow er with which the contest is carried OB,
and converted man to this
r

in the relation of the regenerate

power, as in that form of inward resistance hereby conditioned,
and of the peculiar consciousness of the regenerate convert concern
ing the nature of this contradiction and

its

ultimate causes.

For
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in the regenerate

Ghost upon

and converted man, by the operation of the Holy

his spirit, his

own

individual

mind

(VoO?)

is

turned to

the renewing Spirit of God, and the heart freed from the bondage
That nature, on the contrary, which belongs to man
of sin (3).

and generally, which comes

individually
flesh,

and constitutes

to

him by

his birth in the

body and

in the inseparable junction of

the nature of fallen man,

is

still

subject to

spirit

those affections

all

which have their origin in the relation of this nature to the corrup
and that of the world, and which seek again to
the
human
entangle
Ego, whom the drawings of grace have set
tion of his race

this corrupt nature, the
Ego of the new man, made
the
of
the
by
fellowship
Holy Ghost, is engaged in perpetual
warfare (4). And at the same time the converted man, by being

free.

Against

free

transplanted into the kingdom of Christ, becomes first fully con
scious that the opposition he has to contend against is not peculiar
to his

own

individual existence,

much

less still

but that over against the kingdom of Christ
devil,

and that

his

own

struggle

is

has in him

is set

a

its

origin;

kingdom

of the

only part of a world-struggle, of

a struggle with Christ against world-corrupting powers, superior
and external to human nature. From this last point of view alone
a full insight into the import of this struggle to be gained, to
which the Christian is called in Christ and with Christ (5).

is

(1) The result of regeneration is not this, that sin should cease
to exist, but that its power is broken and its curse removed from us.
thereof are in the
of sin and
Besides, a

knowledge

strictest sense

a

mark

repentance

of the converted

man

(

24, note (4)).

That

is
merely the
incompatible with such a state of grace
dominion of sin (d^aprla vfjLwv ov Kvpuevcrei ov yap are VTTO

which

is

a\\a VTTO %ap^, Rom. vi. 14). For those who
abundance of grace and the gift of righteousness, these shall live
and reign through Jesus Christ (ev &f) flacriXevaovo-iv, Rom. v. 17).
On this, ground we are admonished Let not sin reign in your
mortal bodies, that ye should obey its lusts (Rom. vi. 12, where Cod.
receive the

VO/JLOV,

:

avrov instead of avry).
with the knowledge of
perversity which is incompatible
a Christian, is the seeking the origin of his struggle purely outside of
and not within himself, that is to say, in that nature which belongs
Sinait. also reads

(2)

The

peculiarly to

him

as a fallen

man. To the question,

&quot;From

whence
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James replies, Come they
fightings among you?
not hence, even of your lusts that war in your members ?
that is
to say, war not among each other, but in order to possess what one
come wars and

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

has not, and what he might perhaps obtain, to consume in lusts
And even so all internal conflict has its rise in
(Jas. iv. 1, 2, 3).
the fact that the desire of the flesh goes contrary to the Spirit of
God, and the desire of the Spirit contrary to the flesh (Gal. v. 17).
Considered in itself, and in accordance with our own inner expe
rience, this stands in the relation of a

mutual opposition, and has

a tendency to prevent the doing of that which we desire to do,
either in the one or the other direction.
And this conflict in which
the two forces are in equilibrium can only be put a stop to in this
way, by those who are led by the Spirit also walking in the Spirit

(Gal. v. 18, 16, comp. v. 25), that is to say, that we should not
merely adopt a passive course with one as with the other potency, but
that we should allow only the one to influence us as a determining
ground of our conduct, in order by means thereof to crucify by our
own efforts the flesh, with the affections and lusts thereof (Gal. v.
24). For even the blessed fruits of the Spirit have no permanence,
if the
power of the Spirit does not become the instrumental means
of our own acting in opposing the flesh, i.e. where in the case of

the ev Trdar) $vvd/j,ei Svvapov/jievoi, it does not reach the TrepLTrarrjaai,
If then, in this way, even in the
d%ia)s TOV Kvpiov (Col. i. 11).
a
and
converted
man, conflict of opposing forces makes
regenerate
the domain of his inward experience, yet is this expe
rience essentially distinct from that which presents itself to the un
converted and natural man, and which was before discussed ( 10,
itself felt in

For the regenerate and converted man discovers in this
opposing power an obstruction to his personal tendency, which is
supported by God s Holy Spirit, but not an overpowering might

note (3)).

good tendency and enslaves his heart.
Within the fellowship of the Holy
in which relation the man who is born of God or

which overmasters
(3)

Comp.

Ghost with

who

us,

this

23, note (1).

21), sinning is inconceivable.
regenerate is placed (comp.
In such a relation no man stands of himself; but rather the condition
is

man

in itself brings with it this alone, that we cannot look upon
as a sinner. The possibility of conceiving, on the
other hand, that in the idea and essence of regeneration and of the

of

him otherwise than
regenerate
is

man

what John

in itself, the possibility of sinning should find a place,
contends against (1 John iii. 9), in opposition to the

erroneous idea, that any one could remain in Christ, in

whom

there

is
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no sin, and yet commit sin (?ra? 6 ev avrw /Jievwv ov% anaprdvei, ver. 6),
as if rather such an one would not practise righteousness, in order
to be righteous, even as He is righteous (ver. 7). In this connection,
against this false doctrine, and not as an answer to the question
whether a Christian is a man without sin (which he has already
before expressly denied, i. 8 and ii. 1), John says,
Whosoever is
born of God doth not commit sin, for the seed of God remaineth in
him and he cannot sin, because he is born of God.&quot; By this it is
not denied that a man may fall from that of which he has become
a partaker in regeneration but it is indeed denied that one who
desists from the practice of righteousness, and lives in sin, may dare
&quot;

;

;

as a regenerate person, who abides in Christ.
The comfort, however, contained in the wwds of the apostle is this,
that he who is born of God, in the fellowship of the Holy Ghost,

to look

upon himself

which as a seed of divine life abideth in him, has really a power
which otherwise no man possesses, viz. the power of being able not

He

to sin, the potentiality of sinlessness.
who in faith can- lay hold
of this power, wages quite a different conflict from his who dreams

of being able to

combat

sin

his

by

own

The

(4)
necessity of regeneration
self in John, in these words :
That
&quot;

iii.

flesh&quot;

5).
(John
kingdom of heaven.

What

strength alone.
pointed out by Christ

which

is

Him

born of the flesh

is

of this nature cannot enter into the

is

Related

is

to this,

though not

in the

same

sense,

the expression of the apostle, that flesh and blood cannot inherit
the kingdom of God (1 Cor. xv. 50) ; for there is only meant that
the corruptible cannot inherit incorruptibility.
Both, however,
is

coincide in this, that that which

is

subject to death

is

at the

same

as
that, in short, man is viewed
in his nature as he receives it at the

time subject to sin and guilt
crdpt;.

For

in adp%, that

is,

birth of the body, is established that connection with his species by
reason of which his mixed spiritual and corporeal organization this
is
s life
degenerate
indissolubly united natural basis of his soul
it would be to iden
as
truth
the
note
from
Far
( 5,
(5), p. 22).

which is called flesh with the body and bodily existence,
were equally wrong to separate this nature from its corporeal
connection with the race, and to attribute it entirely to the soul,
which has no existence except in connection with the life of the
body. But since the nature of mixed spiritual-corporeal existence

tify that
it

nature
brought about by corporeal birth, the degeneration of this
likewise can only come to light both in the affections which attach
themselves to the spiritual and soul portion, and those which

is
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belong to the corporeal and the sensuous. And in regard to this
twofold tendency, the basis of these affections is, as our inborn and
degenerate nature, called the flesh. How little by this we are
warranted in asserting that this degeneration may perhaps only
affect the body and not reach the spirit, becomes as clear as day,

where the difference is distinctly expressed, and that self-purifica
tion which is incumbent on the Christian is expressly called a
purifying from all pollution of flesh and spirit (CLTTO TTCLVTQS JJLO\VCTaapKos KOI Trvev/jLaro?) 2 Cor. vii. 1). But since all this
has for its source an inborn and corrupt basis in our nature, the
most diverse errors of a corporeal and sensuous kind, as well as
IJLOV

those belonging to the soul and spirit, are called in one and the
same line works of the flesh (Gal. v. 19). Nay, in the same degree
in which we may say of the regenerate and converted man, that his
spirit is life

because of righteousness, but his body dead or exposed

to death (ve/cpov, Rom. viii. 10) ; in the same degree the apostle
bids us direct our weapons against this body of death (Rom. vii.

24), this body of sin (Rom. vi. 6), and know that our old man was
crucified with Christ for this very purpose, that the body of sin

should be rendered powerless (fcaTapwOf]), that we should no longer
be the slaves of sin (rov ^KGTL SovXevew rfj a^apTta), that sin
should no longer reign in our mortal (^Z^TCO) body, to be obedient to
the lusts thereof (vi. 12), but that we should yield our members as

God (vi. 13), by mortifying
iii.
these
are upon the earth, and in
Col.
members
which
(ve/cpovv,
5)
which the different lusts are excited, and giving the deeds of the

instruments of righteousness to serve

to death (Oavarovv ra? irpa^e^rov a-cofiaTOS, Rom. viii. 13).
This entire mode of expression would lose all signification, if it were
not meant that precisely in this corporeal nature of man sin de

body up

veloped

itself.

existed in

man

But

this,

again,

is

not so to be understood as

if sin

because he possesses a body, but because by reason

body (TO crcoyLta rfj? crap/co?, Col. ii. 1), through a corporeal
medium, he stands in a generic connection with his race, in which his
nature is subjected to the flesh and the affections of a mixed cor
And these,
poreal-spiritual kind, which are in hostility to God.
to his
over
of
his
become
affections
therefore,
personality, pass
TWV
become
iavoiwv,
0e\^fJbara
thoughts (the OeXrjpara -rijs (rap/cos
Eph. ii. 3), and the (^povrffjia rfj? crap/cos (Rom. viii. 5) becomes a
of this

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;poveiv

ra T^?

crap/cos

(Rom. viii.

4).

And

result
just to prevent this

the struggle of the Christian is directed.
For this purpose, spiritual
and individual freedom has been won by him through the fellow-
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ship of the Holy Ghost, which is called, in reference to this, its effect
a putting off of the body of the flesh
in setting us free
(comp.
22, note (2)).

This putting

off of the

body of the flesh is a deliverance from
and
predominating
enslaving power, but not an annihilation of
For even the Christian has the crdpt;, the flesh, still in
the same.

its

him, not merely as the mortal flesh (Ovrjrr} a-dp^ 2 Cor. iv. 11) in
which he lives (o Se vvv S ev crap/cl, Gal. ii. 20 6 eV/XdtTro? ev
;

vapid xpovos, 1 Pet. iv. 2), but also that flesh in which sin dwells
(Rom. vii. 17, 18 comp. ev crap/d TrepiTrarovvres ov Kara adp/ca
;

But

G-rparevofjueOa, 2 Cor. x. 3).

when

thing,

it

denotes those

that

who

&quot;being

in the

flesh&quot;

know nothing

as yet

is

one

of Christ

(ore rjfiev Iv rfj crap/a, Rom. vii. 5), or who have again relapsed into
the old nature (ol ev vapid 6We?, @eco dpicrai, ov ^vvaviai, Rom viii.
8) ; and another thing, when the same is to be spoken of the Chris

He

tian.

is

crdptcivos

him, notwithstanding,
not in the flesh (Rom.
not according

adpKa

to

elvai, tfiv,

(^&amp;gt;p6mjfjM)

it

vii.

viii.

14), but not
said that he

o-apfci/cos.

And

of

in the spirit and
9), because, although in the flesh, he is

may be

is

the flesh, nor lives or walks after the flesh (nara
irepiTrarelvj Rom. viii. 5, 12, 13, 4), and desires not

nor directs his mind

mind

(Rom.

(fypovel,

Rom.

of the flesh goeth.

viii.

He

which the

5) to that after

feels himself rather, in his

new

state of life, under obligation to the spirit, and not to the flesh,
in order to live after the flesh (o^e/Aerat eapev, ov rrj trap/el, TOV

Kara

%f)v, Rom. viii. 12).
greatly, notwithstanding, this inner strife
object of the bitterest experience, is shown

crdp/ca

How
tian

an

Paul,

when

deliver

me

O

the cry of woe,
wretched
from the body of this death ?
&quot;

is

to the Chris

by the Apostle

man that I am

&quot;

is

!

who shall

blent with the thanks

thank God, through Jesus Christ our Lord&quot; (Rom.
vii. 24,
That the apostle is here (ver. 14 ff.) speaking of the
25).
nature of the Christian s experience is manifest from the context,
and I shall not again have to prove it, after the recent and excel
lent investigations of Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, 2d ed. i. p. 551 ff.),
Delitzsch (Bibl. Psychol. p. 433 ff. [Clark s translation]), and others.

giving,

&quot;.I

Every Christian can find the best proof of
ledge and self-experience. But it is as

it

in his

little

own self-know

the case that the

of this
experience of the Christian is exhausted in the perception
inward strife, as that the apostle stops at this mere exclamation of
without
wretchedness, or at the consideration of his inward state,
and
to
on
to
that
and
Christ,
joyful upward glance
going
grateful
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the means of triumph which he already has in Him (viii. 1 ff.).
That, however, which the apostle declares in the seventh chapter of
the Epistle to the Komans, has for us in this place, first of all, only
the import of proving

even

this

by

exclamation

how much

in the Chris

he limits himself to that which he can consider as
tian,
his internal state hy itself and irrespectively of the power of Christ,
if

the consciousness of his strife differs from that which

is

in appear

man in
The
26).

ance analogous in the experience of the natural

himself

(jrav d/j,dprr)fjLa fjud^fjia Treyote^et, Epict. diss. ii.
apostle,
however, acts under the influence of a twofold limitation, and in
deed as certainly as his glance in his cry of woe is directed to some

thing other than in his thanksgiving.
eye that which he is in himself (avros

In the

he has in his

first

670),
25), and irrespec
of
that
of
which
he
is
in
1 ff.).
And even
certain
Christ
tively
(viii.
in such a light does he view himself in the keen and judicial exer
vii.

by the context and conditioned

cise of self-examination, occasioned

by the nature of the case, as he feels himself to stand over against
the law and in the light of the law.
That, therefore, which he in
this relation,

when regarding himself

in himself alone

(i.e.

purely in

the state of his inner man), is able to say of himself, is, if we begin
from the closing point of his declarations concerning himself, in
reference to God s will and law the following : He knows himself
in his

own mind

Bov\va)

to

be the servant of the law of

God

(rc3

fjiev

vot

eov, ver. 25).
This, however, not in a slavish sense.
has in his inner man, or in the inmost recess of his nature, his
joy in the law of God (crwrjSofj&i roS vofjiw TOV Geov Kara TOV eaco
ver. 22).
wills that which is good, and desires not
av0p&amp;lt;mrov,
vo/jLO)

He

He

that which

is

opposed

to this (vers. 19, 20).

If he comes to the doing

Thence he
of this opposite, he does that which he hates (ver. 15).
concludes that he is enslaved by sin as by some alien power, when he
what
(ov ryLvcao-Kcu, ver. 15, the expression for being alien)
he does, just because that which he desires to do he does not per
form, but does that which he hates (ver. 16). And so he is no more

knows not

able to say that

lie

or his

desires not to do, but

This

Ego

it is

effects

it,

when he

does that which he

the sin which dwells in
is

not his

him

that does so

but his

&quot;flesh,&quot;
him,&quot; however,
&quot;Ego,&quot;
(ver. 17).
And thus over against the
in which dwells nothing good (ver. 18).
law, which has become a law of his individual mind, or a power
&quot;in

him (o z^o/zo? TOV oo?, ver. 23), there stands another
in his
another
law,
determining power, which wars against this
is in his
which
of
sin
the
to
law
takes
him
and
members,
captive
prevailing in

z-
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is, to that law by which, when he desires to
with him (ver. 21). Thus the apostle judges
when he looks only upon that which he finds in

(ver. 23), that

good, evil is present

own

inner state,
himself, and asks of himself, What would become of him, if he had
nothing but the law of God. But he gives thanks to God when,
his

turning away from himself, he regards that which he has not in
And to this very expression of thanks he
himself, but in Christ.

comes after, and because he has fully concluded his judgment on
that which he is in the mere condition of his inner constitution

and

after his flesh.

We need only

compare that which the apostle here says of him

self, with that which he in another place describes as the condition
of men without Christ, to perceive that one and the same person

could not intend to portray an image of the natural man in such
For where in the inmost heart of man, in his individual
colours.
of enmity against God, there has entered in assent,
instead
mind,

His law, there the inner man precisely
from
the
dominion of the flesh (Rom. viii. 7, TO
removed
already
eov ov%
TTJ^ crap/cos, ^6pa efc Oeov TOO yap VOJJLM TOV
yap
to
neither
And
this
is
ovSe
VTTordo-o-erai,
possible
yap Svvarai).
the natural strength of man nor to the law of God, but to God s grace
This it is which puts God s laws into our mind, and writes
only.
them on our hearts (Heb. viii. 10 comp. 22, note (2)). But he
who knows Christ, knows at the same time that not even his per
sonal acquiescence in the law makes him free, but the law of the
from the law
Spirit of life, which has delivered him in Christ Jesus

joy, delight in obedience to
is

(j&amp;gt;povrjjjia

;

of sin and of death

(Rom.
and anon mounts up from

viii.

1

ff.).

To

this the Christian ever

frames, and lives in the full
assurance that everything which is born of God overcomes the
world ; and that not from the contemplation of our own frames, but
from our faith, arises the victory which has overcome the world
John v.
For in faith he embraces Christ daily, our only
(1

his

own

4).

Redeemer.

That

:s,

to speak according to the course of thought

of this epistle, the Christian daily goes over from the seventh to
the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans.
(5)

The tempter who overcame the first man, was overcome by
Adam (Matt. iv.). The works of him who, from the

the second

viii. 44),
beginning of history onwards, was a murderer (John
The perfect victory
Christ has come to destroy (1 John iii. 8).
over him has already been achieved by the death of Christ upon
the cross (Col. ii. 15; comp. Heb. ii. 14); but those who are in

Q
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Christ have no less to undergo the conflict with Satan, and to over

come him through Christ (Eph. vi. 12, comp. 1 Pet. v. 8 Jas. iv.
For their conversion is in itself a conversion
7 ; Eph. ii. 2, etc.).
from the power of Satan unto God (Acts xxvi. 18 comp. in oppo
;

;

sition to this, 2 Cor. iv. 4).

And

in faith in Christ the Victor, the

victory is already gained over the wicked one, and over the world,
the domain of the power of the wicked one (1 John ii. 13, 14, v. 4,
;
comp. John xvi. 11). At this point also commences the struggle
of the Christian, in the victory of Christ which is made his, and
in the consciousness of a power to conquer.
This is the essential
for
the
inward
and
point
genuine disposition of the Christian.

5

What

import this recognition of the ultimate basis of all evil and
wickedness in the world, of which every leaf of the New Testament
speaks, may have for the inner development of our struggles con

formably to experience, will hereafter be discussed. It is of the
highest importance for the understanding of the historical develop
ment of the world and its kingdoms,
and our own relation to the
J
O

We

cosmical signification of this struggle.
are called in Christ
Him to overcome the monstrous offence of a creaturely

and with

not, however, belonging to this world, although affecting

apostasy,

It involves in itself that
history and that of the human race.
of
the
s
is
world
which
us
for
enigma
history
only half solved. At
the same time, however, there is revealed to us herein both the
depth of our need of redemption and the ground of our capability
its

We

of redemption.
are not the contrivers of the fall of Satan,
but the perverted, and therefore redeemable. And if we conquer,
It is a
quite distinct from one over our own flesh.
share in the final victory of Christ, in which He will establish the

our conquest

kingdom

is

of His glory
in triumph over all the powers of darkness
^

(1 Cor. xv. 24).

27. b.

The Struggle as

the

Acceptance of a divinely appointed

Probation.

The struggle of the converted man conduces to the end for
which we become partakers of the spirit of regeneration ( 26),
namely, to his education for freedom, for a voluntary, self-active

mastery over

which alone

and for a free embracing of the grace of Christ
able to make us free (1).
This our freedom we are

evil,

is

to experience here below, not as our

own

the
strength, but as

power
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this reason it will

be at the

same time accompanied by a consciousness and conviction of our
own helplessness (2). God removes us, therefore, neither from the
sinful flesh,

which

at the

same time convinces us of our weakness,
affliction and
misery we become

nor from the world, amidst whose

conscious just of the infirmity of the flesh, in order that
learn

from

faith alone in the

world, and at the
like

Him

to

same time,

subdue the

mercy towards

all

in the compassionate

evil external to us

men, even

we may

power of Christ to overcome the

as

we

mercy of

Christ,

with good, and to practise

ourselves have experienced

This relation, however, in which we are
(3).
called upon to struggle against the sin that is within and without
us, and the sufferings of this present time which spring from it,
nothing but mercy

serves for the trial or probation of our faith, so long as

we

feel

it

as a suffering in and with Christ, to which we continually oppose,
not a barren hope of final triumph, but the power of the received
grace of the promise in patience and joy (4).

(1) In

and with that freedom which

is

born of God, we are at

the same time subjected to a trial of that freedom.
the dominion of Christ in our hearts must show

mastery, through

Him,

over

all

which

is

That

is

itself as

not of Christ.

to say,

a

We

self-

have

His victory over us by subduing ourselves. This
exercise of dominion constitutes our royal priesthood (ftacriXeiov
And inasmuch as we are assured by faith,
lepdrev/jia, 1 Pet. ii. 9).

to take a share in

not through ourselves, but through Him who loved us (Rom. viii.
that which afflicts
37), of more than conquering every hostile power,

us becomes an object of our triumph in

faith.

This, however, only
as service

on the supposition that we preserve inviolate our freedom
to Christ (o e\ev0epos

And

K\rjOel&amp;lt;;

this takes place in

SouAo? ea-rtv XpicrTov, 1 Cor. vii. 22).
off the bondage of the flesh,

our casting

nay, every occasion of fleshly lust (eV \ev0pla

etcXrjQrjTe

JAOVOV pr)

rr)V eXevOeptav
TpeTrere or /Jberarldeo-de ei? a^opfJb^v rfj aapKi,
co? eV^/caXi^o- e%ozT9 rfjs /ca/cla?
Gal. v. 13 ; co? eXevQepoi, Kal
soil.

^

@eo, 1 Pet. ii. 16). But inasmuch
of the Christian has to approve
freedom
the
to
as, according
this,
is also not taken away from that in which it has to ap
he
itself,
rrjv e\ev6eplav,

a\V

a&amp;gt;s

SouXot

and is our
itself.
Nay, the relation in which Christ became
in the manner
and
our
and
Kedeemer, corresponds exactly,
help

prove
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peculiar to it, to that in which we are to become aware of our own
need of help, and are to receive His help. He was to resemble His

brethren in all points, sin only excepted (%w/ok ajuLaprias, Heb. iv.
a in order that He
15),
might become a merciful and faithful high

God

priest before

tempted,

He
To

17, 18).

;

for in that

able to succour

is

He

Himself hath suffered, being
are tempted
(Heb. ii.

them that

help such as (not without

&quot;

sin) are tempted, is the

very ground He did not withdraw
Himself from the temptation inconceivably greater of sinless and
guiltless suffering, in order that out of such a depth He might be
office of Christ.

And

on

this

able to sympathize with the depth of our misery.
Hence also as
do
we
realize
what
is for us.
Christ
TreipaCp^evoi only

The relation in which we are exposed to a constant conflict,
not make it necessary that it should always exist in the form

(2)

does

of a struggle against that hostile antagonism in which the flesh
itself to the will of God.
It is, however, an inevitable

opposes

consequence of our carnal nature, that we should feel ourselves,
both with respect to the will of God and to the sufferings of this
present time, burdened with a weakness which renders difficult for
us the accomplishment of the one and the endurance of the other.

But

neither

do,

and who

is this
anything which is to lead us astray. For as, in
of the divine will, we are referred not to
to
the
fulfilment
respect
our own strength, but to
who works in us both to will and to

Him

ii.

13,

ever

it

i.

6)

;

may

is

the Beginner and Finisher of the good work (Phil.

so also, with respect to every guiltless suffering, what
be, and although our weakness in the endurance of it

not blameless, there holds good what the apostle reports as
addressed to himself,
My grace is sufficient for thee for strength

is

&quot;

;

made

&quot;

(2 Cor. xii. 9)
perfect in weakness
himself also, in the acceptance of this saying,

is

&quot;When

I

am

weak, then

am

;

and that which he
might and could say,

I

strong&quot; (ver. 10).
we are thus brought, corresponds
($)
in
the one hand, the
the
world.
our
Christian
als^/to
calling
declaration of Christ applies to all His disciples, that He prays to

The

school into which

On

the Father, not that He should take them out of the world, but
that He should keep them from the evil ; just as, on the other

hand, does that statement of His, that as the Father has sent Him
into the world, so also He has sent His own into the world (John
ing, that, as

weak, and

And

in accordance with the object of this send
being strong, they should bear the infirmities of the
should not please themselves (Rom. xv. 1). Everything,

xvii. 15, 18).

it is
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meant hereby, or in the requisition to a mutual
s burdens, and so to fulfil the law of Christ
13, p. 126 ff.), or to the receiving of one

bearing of each other
(Gal. vi. 1, 2 ; comp.

all this ho
another, as Christ also hath received us (Rom. xv. 7),
is
of
in
out
who
his
own case
capable
carrying

one understands or

knows nothing of burdens and infirmities, nor measures thereby
what is implied when it is said that Christ notwithstanding has

As it is only in our personal struggles that we
reason
of use, senses exercised to discern good and evil
acquire, by
so
also
it is from the
v.
14),
sufferings of our own conflict
(Heb.

received him.

we learn sympathy with the suffering members (1 Cor.
and
26)
only by our conformity to our High Priest, who
was in all points tempted like as we are (Heb. iv. 15), do we learn
what moves to compassion in the mind of Christ, and is called com
passion in His spirit.
(4) We must begin first of all with the distinction which exists
between trial as such and temptation. This distinction we meet, e.g.,
One and the
placed in the clearest light in the Epistle of James.
same word there serves to denote things in their nature distinct. At
one time it signifies something which assails us from without (orav
alone that

xii.

:

Treipaa-fjiois

Trepinrea-riTG. TTOIKI\OLS, Jas.

i.

2)

;

at another,

something

emerging from within (springing forth from the 18 la eirtBvfita, i. 14).
Forasmuch as, in regard to the latter, all causality on the part of
God is denied (God cannot be tempted with evil, and in this sense
in His own person He tempts no one, ver. 13), it lies in the nature
of the antithesis to regard the former as proceeding from God.

And

since in this epistle the writer

is

going not upon general possi

also easy to express what is
the antithesis of poor and rich (vers. 9, 10),
this disparity which is the result of God s providence, every such
there consisting in de
disparity with the temptation peculiar to it,

bilities,

but upon concrete relations,

here intended.

It

it is

is

be overcome only if there
pression, here in elevation, and both to
arrives in the one case a consciousness of exaltation, and in the
other of abasement,

a consciousness which each can and

is

destined

to attain by his portion in Christ, so soon as he reflects that Christ,
in His compassion for the sinner, regards neither the lowly condi
the
tion of the
estate of the rich.
nor the
If, however,

poor

high

which he stands becomes a temptation to evil to the one
not to God, but
party as well as to the other, he must attribute this
become aware
we
to his own perverted desires.
In this example

relation in

how something

ethically neutral

in this case the greater or less
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amount

of worldly possession
becomes a source of ethical tempta
through a position which does not belong to the objective rela
tion in itself, but which the subject takes with
The
regard to it.
tion,

means, however, by which

this last is
brought about, lies in an effect
in the objective relation, which involuntarily calls
forth a certain disposition on the part of the subject,
in the one
instance a sense of adversity, in the other one of prosperity, in the

which has

its rise

This involuntary
positions which they occupy in this present life.
result is also one divinely appointed.
Not, however, for itself, but
for a divinely appointed ultimate aim ; namely, in order to this,
that in these mutually opposite states of mind the power of Christ

might be proved in a manner equally opposite

:

here, in lifting

up

above depression, that is to say? in disregarding the absence of
worldly wealth in comparison with the greatness of the spiritual
possession

;

there, in the

subduing of pleasure,

that

is,

in the dis

regarding of transitory prosperity as compared with the greatness of
the everlasting possession.
Where this possession is the delight of
the heart, there in neither case do arise perverted desires.
Where,
however, such is not the case, then both earthly possession and the

want of

although not in themselves

it,

evil,

become an occasion

to a

desire tempting to evil, through that involuntary working upon us
which in itself also is not evil, but only then turns to evil when we

allow

it

as

mastery over us, instead of making it the
alike to our elevation and our humiliation, according

to obtain the

means leading

we measure our

owe

earthly good, from the feeling of

its

deficiency

which we
superfluity, by the standard of that other good
riches
are
in
with
our
to Christ.
Christ,
happiness
Compared

or of

its

not happiness, nor poverty unhappiness.
What, therefore, God
desires in permitting a condition accompanied by various and in
voluntary effects, is not temptation to evil (the ireipd^ea-Oaty ver. 14),
but probation (TO SoiclfjLiov, ver. 2), the trial of our freedom,

whether we have become free enough in Christ
voluntary

effect of riches as well as of

poverty to

to allow the in

conduce

to a just

appreciation on our part of the good which we possess in Christ,
and which makes us equally free, though in a different manner,
from the attack both of riches and poverty.
The first Epistle of Peter exhibits to us another domain of
probation.

There

also

it

is

a question of manifold temptations

he, however, attributes to them the
exclusive effect of heaviness (\v7ri]0evTe&amp;lt;i), we find ourselves on a
(Treipao-jjiol,

1 Pet.

i.

6).

As

more limited area than with James.

And

if

that of which the apostle
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be gathered from the

epistle itself, these
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manifold

temptations are pointed out to us in ch. iv. 12 ff., and how they are
associated with the reproach which we undergo in Christ s name

and for Christ

Hence

it

s

sake

follows in

(eZ

what

ove&L^evOe ev avo^aii Xpiarov, iv. 14).
specific sense the apostle characterizes

their sufferings as a partaking of the sufferings of Christ (iv. 13).
The undiscretionary or involuntary effect which may become a

temptation, is the divinely appointed sorrow which such reproach
is to cause us.
But it would become a temptation leading to evil
if we wished to estimate the
only,
temporary and transient sorrow
(o\iyov apriy el Seov ecrTiv, XvTrrjdevres, 1 Pet. i. 6) higher than
that everlasting heritage of glory which is prepared for those who
love Christ (i. 4, 7-9), and preferred the honour which is from men
is of God.
When God thus permits the sorrowhatred
of
the
world
to arise and to fall upon us, it is
bringing
to
His
according
design just only a probation of our faith (TO SOKL-

which

to that

fjLiov TT??

Tr/crreo)?,

i.

7),

whether we have become free in

Him

to

subordinate the pain of such experience to the joy over the posses
sion in Christ, and allow even this sorrow to turn to the occasion of
all the more closely to that
unspeakable joy transformed
into glory (SeSogao-pevrj) which is the hope of our future in Christ
(1 Pet. i. 8, 9). It is in the same sense that Paul bids us overcome

clinging

the sufferings of this present time, with the thought that they are
not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed
in us (Rom. viii. 18).
And the same sufferings which Peter calls

a fellowship of the sufferings of Christ, Paul names in the same
sense sufferings of Christ which abound in us (2 Cor. i. 5), fellow
ship of His sufferings (Phil.

iii.

10), afflictions of Christ,

which are

continued in our sufferings, and are to attain their full measure in
us (Col. i. 24), just because the disciple is not above his Master, the
position of the disciple resembles that of his Master, and therefore,
like His, our task is a task of suffering, wherein we suffer from the

same enmity from which Christ also suffered (Matt. x. 24 John
These are all divinely appointed relations, whose
sorrow and suffering are to serve for our probation, and whose puri
;

xv. 18, 20).

fying virtue, like a fiery furnace (1 Pet. iv. 12), we do not perceive
in such a manner that what causes us pain might and ought in
the sorrow with the joy
itself to become
joy, but that we overcome
ful thought either of standing in the service of Christ under such
sorrow (Col. i. 24), or of possessing in it a means of confirmation
(Jas.

i.

2, 12,

paKapios 6 avrjp o?

virofjiivet 7reipacr[Jiov),

or of arming
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by a glance
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unchangeable joy
ev

w

Here

r

TJJ
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aya\\iao-0e

also,

;

however,

the source of temptation does not lie in that which happens to
us through others in itself, but in our own capacity for suffering,

which again

We

connected with the weakness of our flesh (aorOevela

is

are therefore justified also in asking the question, In what
what extent that weakness of the flesh, which leads us

sense and to

an inward antagonism between the flesh and the spirit, is and
remains a divinely appointed probation. That this state is divinely
willed is unquestionable, since, although not introduced by God, it
to

is

nevertheless not absolutely removed by Him in regeneration.
It
as something that we must continually strive to overcome in

is left

the power of God. In this respect it stands in the category of a
pedagogical ordinance of corrective grace belonging to this present

The carnal will, when it obtains the mastery over that which
the will of the Spirit,? becomes a movement which withdraws
itself from this ordinance.
But this takes place only when our
personal will enters into the carnal will, and when the temptation
world.

is

becomes what we personally will, because we find pleasure in being
tempted (comp. Luther in the Larger Catechism on Petition vn. of
the Lord s Prayer).
So long as that which inwardly tempts us
remains for us a grief and suffering, in which we yearn after de
liverance from temptation (Eom. vii. 24), and pray to God not to
lead us into temptatior., and that we may avoid it (Matt. vi. 13, xxvi.
41 Luke xxii. 40, 46), so long also does this antagonism of the
flesh remain in us a probation; for the carnal will does not become
;

our

own

personal desire.

Only when we wish

to free ourselves

from temptation common to man (Trapacy-to? avOpcoirivos, 1 Cor.
x. 13), look
upon it as something foreign, which has not been
ordained for our salvation (1 Pet.

we

yield

tempt us (1 Cor.

iv.

12

;

1 Thess.

iii.

to temptation, the anxiety enters

ourselves

vii.

5

;

1 Thess.

iii.

5).

4), or

when

lest

Satan

Otherwise the promise

stands fast to the Christian in faith, that God is able to deliver the
godly out of temptation (2 Pet. ii. 9), and that He is faithful, and

be tempted above our strength, but will with the
a way of escape, that we may be able to bear
the foundation of
This
13).
faith, which embraces

will not let us

temptation also
it

(1 Cor. x.

make

the promise of our hope of final victory,

enduring patience

in

which we have

to

is

the mother of that

undergo

trial,

and

to
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inherit the promise (Heb. x. 35, 36).
But patience is no barren
state of expectancy ; but it has and is to have its perfect work

by

asking in faith for the strength it needs, and with that strength
which God bestows making resistance to temptation (comp. Jas.
He who goes to meet temptation as a self-probation
i.
4-6).
divinely ordained, gains, in the knowledge of this, joy in the midst
its assaults ; and in whatever
shape it .may present itself, whether

of

comes upon us from without, or springs up from the conflict in
our own bosom, it is still probation, so long as our &quot;heart&quot; does
not allow itself to lust after that which tempts us in opposition to

it

our

will.

be

decide in a hundred practical cases of selfwhich
examination,
merely measures the forms of the internal
where
process,
probation ends and temptation begins. Much more,
however, depends upon the position and the disposition in which
we meet every individual case, than upon our decision as to the
It will

difficult to

individual case. And here the chief point appears to me to be this,
that the Christian should guard himself against false terrors.
He
not
to
him
is to
in
much
that
which
as
that
view
so
happens
keep
to God s will such a thing happens to him.
the
This, however,
self-probation and trial of faith, in which the
of
effectual divine help is to stand nearer to the
assurance
promised

for

which according
is

Christian than aught beside.

28.

c.

The Struggle

as a

In the same element

Warding

in

Ungodly Temptations.

off of

which there

is

given here below the

trial of
opportunity for the confirmation or the divinely appointed
to renounce that farth may also
our faith, the

ungodly temptation

develop

itself

(1).

Temptation presents

belonging to the creature,
to

man s

given

i.e.

relation

any
and
existence,
creaturely

in the relations of

man

itself so

soon as something

we may think

of as proper

it be
arising therefrom (whether
what is external to

to himself, or to

in the
him), becomes the object of selfish desire or our own lust,
sense that we adopt, as a standard of that which we may venture to
desire for ourselves, our

own

lust,

and

raise this in

of
equality above our love to God, above the will
us,

and above our obedience

desires to divide itself

to this will.

For

an apparent

God

concerning

in the heart

between opposing desire and

which

love, love to
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already overcome (2).

Hence, in regard to that which
becomes a temptation to us, we have to consider not so much the
object with which the temptation is associated, as rather the state of
is

the heart

itself, in

we have

order to test against what

to

guard

On

the energy and
constancy of the resistance which our heart wages by the power of
ourselves as offering temptation to us (3).

God s Holy

Spirit,

which

it

from

derives

His promises,

faith in

depends whether the temptation becomes momentary or perma
and in proportion as the
nent, and one that gains the mastery
it

;

temptation assumes the form of

lust,

propensity, or passion, the
The more, however, the

danger of the temptation increases (4).

increasing danger of the temptation lies not so much in the object
of our selfish desire (whether real or imaginary) as in the state of

our heart relative to the object which excites our

desire, so

much

the more intimately is the guarding against the entrance of the
temptation, and the conquest of it when it has entered in, con
nected with that self-examination and self-knowledge by which we
are not only on our guard against that which

God

has expressly

forbidden us to desire, but also are circumspect as to the manner
in which we either wish for or enjoy that which God has per

mitted us to wish for and enjoy, in order to oppose in both direc
tions every

commencement

which threatens

of

that lust

which enslaves

us,

and

be prejudicial to our freedom and lordship in
In order to proceed surely here, we
things (5).
must neither palliate the selfish lusting of the heart with the
Christ over

to

all

unobjectionableness of the object in

itself,

nor deceive ourselves

with a pretended unobjectionable state of the heart concerning

we desire we must
neither wish to be sure of our heart while we expose ourselves to
the charm of things which have a temptation for us nor must we
what

is

objectionable

in

the object which

:

;

wish,

by mere outward abstinence from things which have a temp
which

be reached by fighting with
since we take equally into view ourselves in

tation for ns, to reach that

is

to

the heart (6).
And
the
to
state
of our heart, as well as the objective nature of
regard
the task of our lives, which has become ours in Christ, it is incum

bent on us to judge what we have to

flee as

temptation to ungodli-
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ness, as much by the standard given by the divine word respecting
us as by the subjective experience of our own personal condition,
not so as to apply individual standards to what ought to be objec

tively

condemned, but rather

so as to adapt the individual nature

of our resistance to the individual

form of the temptation

;

looking,

however, for the victory in the proper use of the universal means
of grace, according to the rule of the divine word, and not in our

own

self-devised

means and methods

(7).

We

are here speaking not of temptation as it presents itself
(1)
to the natural, but to the regenerate and converted man.
The
possibility of temptation lies without doubt in the same relations
which he as man partakes with other men. Since, however, he

has by faith become partaker of a power of resistance which the
natural man does not possess, in him the temptation also takes the

form of a conflict which in that manner is unknown to the natural
man. And this is a conflict not merely between evil propensity
and better will, but between that love to God which is born of
faith, and the awakening of a love which draws him away from
And the
this power which has been bestowed on him by faith.
wider the life-relations in which the Christian stands by the power

much greater also is the manifoldness of the conceivable
And as he
temptations which are calculated to assail his faith.
must rest assured of this fact, that he possesses in faith the power
of faith, so

to overcome ; so also must he cling to the conviction, that every
temptation has for him the grave significance of an enticement to
a renunciation of his faith.
Thus alone can he keep steadily in
view both what he possesses in his faith, and what significance his
has for him. The object of his faith is not merely
being

tempted

the reception of justifying grace before God, but also to fulfil in
the power of God all the will of God respecting himself. And
temptation occurs to him not merely to induce him to think, will,
act contrary to the will of God, but to force him from that
state of possession in which he is enabled by God s grace to think,
And whereas a
to will, and to act conformably to the divine will.

and

mode

of thinking and speaking understands by renunciation
of faith that only which is directed against our faith, so far as that
false

for us, we
comprises what God in Christ is for us and has done
must bear steadily in mind that renunciation of faith no less takes
place where we allow ourselves to be tempted to enter with personal
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and pleasure on any one thing which stands in opposition
which we ou^ht
to be and to do in God through
o
o Christ.
That which in him who is not a Christian may be termed a viola
tion of natural affection, of human law, and of the divine will as
far as he can know it
as, for example, the neglect of a proper
affection

to that

is named in
Scripture, when it happens in
provision for his own
a
the case of a Christian,
renunciation of the faith (rrjv TUCTTW

1 Tim. v. 8).
And this just from the inseparable connec
which faith stands with love, the fulfiller of the law ( 19).
It is, however, not one and the same position which we take up
as Christians in the power of faith and of the love (which is born
of faith) towards God, towards ourselves, and towards other men.
We have previously seen in what sense faith makes us masters, and

jjpvrjTCU,

tion in

Hence we may say that everything
19, note (4)).
(
for us the nature of temptation, which leads us into danger of
injuring or destroying either the power of our mastery in Christ,

love servants
lias

or our

power for faithful
we may try what

service in the

same

Christ.

By

this

this
a temptation to us.
And
cannot continue seeking the essence of temptation

standard

from

is

point of view we
in those relations only which in themselves
appear objectionable
before God but it is the totality of all creature relations, as we
;

may regard them

in involuntary reflex influence upon ourselves, as
either
exciting
pleasure or pain, and as they hereby form a means
of trial for the confirmation of our faith, to which may cling the
temptation to a denial of our faith.

(2)

place

We

Where

that temptation to evil which

is

not divinely ordained

It takes
in, James tells us in his epistle (i. 14).
when any one is drawn away and enticed by his own desires.

has entered

trial

have no intention in

this place of entering into an explanation
from which such desires arise. The per
verted tendency which had taken possession of those to whom the
epistle was addressed, is held up to them afterwards in express
terms as a love of the world
and their
TOV KOO-^OV, ch. iv.)
own conscience must have told them with how good reason that was

of the several occasions

(&amp;lt;pi\la

;

them which stands here in the first chapter. Here, how
stands at the same time as a universal truth not applicable
ever,
to them alone
and, indeed, for the purpose of making them
sensible of the difference between such temptation to evil and those
divinely ordained trials under which those who love God are to
prove themselves, in order to receive the crown of life. For the
natural course of that temptation to evil which, whenever it occurs,
said of

it

;
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desires, is quite different.

man

permits himself to be enticed and drawn away,
instead of offering resistance, he is thus led by his own covetous
It does not remain mere desiring : the desire, with which
instinct.

In

this case, if

man has united, conceives and brings forth sin ; but sin,
has come to ripeness (a7roreXecr#eo-a), brings forth death
And the fact that, where
(ver. 16, in opposition to farj, ver. 12).
man permits himself to be drawn away and allured, that temptation
the will of

when

it

has occurred which in

its

nature has sin for

mark of distinction from
The impulse and allurement
a

to

its fruit,

that trial which
of his

man, and are never of God

;

own

is

may

serve for

ordained by God.

desire belong exclusively

and no divinely appointed

trial is

so constituted as, according to its nature, to have sin as its fruit.
Such only occurs when our own desire draws and entices us to

consider the element of our temptation which we ought to reject as
something worthy of being desired. The commencement of sin is
that permitting ourselves to be enticed

and drawn away.

A

sinful

And this lies not only in the
root alone produces sin for its fruit.
nature of the thing, and remains therefore unsaid, but lies also in
the context, since this kind of temptation is said to be ungodly, and
springing purely out of the nature of man. Thus it suffices to

name

the nature of the fruit, in order to arrive at a certain conclu
The sinful desire is followed by

sion about the nature of the root.

This itself, however, has, in its reflex influence on
And
a
definite
man,
course, in which it tends to a definite goal.
And its
this goal is the subjection of man to the lordship of sin.
the act of sin.

fruit stands in diametrical contrast to that

which constitutes the

in
object of divinely appointed trial ; for the fruit thereof is death,
is revealed the whole extent of
of
the
Herein
of
life.
crown
place

that danger, which is imminent where man allows himself to be
drawn away and enticed by his own desire.

The

short declaration of this passage serves this practical pur

in this place
pose. It suffices for this, without there being required
causes of this desire,
the
further

any
exciting
explanation touching
the relation of the sinful prompting of our nature to the yielding
of the individual will thereto, the difference between the sin thence
arising

and the sinful beginning, and the genesis of the death-

bringing ripeness of

sin.

Even

the idea of our

own

(IBia)

lust is

mark it as sinful, in its opposition to that which comes
from God. For man has already fallen from his relations to God
and his communion with Him, when he makes his own lust the
sufficient to
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to

be

This is always a relapse
25, note (7)).
into that living for self (eavraj %r)v) instead of living to Christ.
The various forms of selfish desire, as they are bound up with its

guided thereby (comp.

manifold objects, are not here taken into consideration in fixing
all circumstances

the characteristic of that which remains under

ungodly temptation. For where man lusteth to seek for his own,
there he desires that which is not of God, and is tempted in a
way which is not from God. Within what life-relations he does

For in all
is, considered abstractly, quite immaterial.
it behoves us to serve one master, and not two ;
of
life
departments
and in all life-relations it is impossible so to divide our affection, as

this,

however,

and love equally that which belongs to the creature and
that which belongs to God (Matt. vi. 24 ; Luke xvi. 13) ; and in
every department of life we have lost the standard of lawful desire,
to desire

we

follow only the impulse of our own lust.
has been said may be deduced the universal canon,
under what supposition those divinely appointed trials, which have
if

From what

their beginning not in our own desires which spring up within,
Under all circumstances,
for us a temptation to evil.

become

may
it

so

happens that the involuntary working proceeding from them to us
becomes to us the object of a desire in which we do not subordi
higher aims and designs settled in the divine
scheme of training, but only view it as deserving our desire in pro
And this is
portion as it corresponds with our own peculiar views.
in which we find ourselves placed
the
relations
true
whether
equally
without our own co-operation, excite in us pleasure or pain. For in
nate this effect to

its

the one case as in the other, this effect is not intended to subserve
that which is pleasing to ourselves, but that which is profitable for

God in Christ (comp. 27, note (3)).
that
make
If
we
involuntary working (whether as producing
(3)
is destined to serve higher ends, in selfish
which
pleasure or pain),
mode the object of our own desire, we convert that working of
us in our relations to

divine trial and proof which was appointed for a blessing, through
our own fault, into a curse and a temptation to evil. And that not

which
merely that object which excites pleasure, but even that
causes pain, can become the object of such a selfish desire, which
is disconnected from the divine will with respect to us, is taught to
For
others.
every one by observation, whether of himself or of
even there, where the element of temptation presents itself in the
its final destructive worksufferings of the present time, and ends
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ing with despair, in which, the joyful communion of grace is aban
doned, even there the temptation to evil commences by our making
the indulgence of our sorrow a desire of the heart, to which the
heart becomes more prone than to the delight in God s comforting
promises. This suicidal pleasure in affliction often accompanies the

most severe actual sufferings, but changes the blessings that belong
to that suffering into a curse, and the disciplinary virtue of the
inward sorrows into a ban, which finally w ith overpowering might
enchains the soul and destroys the good that appertains to the
r

And all this arises when, with self-indulgent
fellowship of grace.
down
into
that
which, according to God s will, is merely a
sinking
trial for higher and divine ends, we elevate the means to
O
a selfish end, separate the temporal experience from the divine will,
and place the indulgence of momentary feelings above the clinging

means of

*

God s purposes of training, and, by yielding to temporal
and creaturely dispositions, deprive ourselves of that power which
we have and hold only by faith in God s gracious will, which is not
visible or tangible, but guaranteed to us in the word of promise.
Whether, now, this takes place from our cherishing this temporal
affliction as a kind of enjoyment, or
(which is more frequent) from
fast to

our coveting that only which brings with

it

a spiritual or bodily

and in the

selfish desire
gratification of this
ordained
those
at
God, in
by
resisting
sufferings
both cases the real element of temptation does not lie in that which

state of self-satisfaction,

and murmuring
to us

happens

from without, but

determine by the standard of our

God s

will in

cling to

In

respect to us,

what

is

worthy of our

desire,

and

to

it.

this sense

of temptation to
things,

in that inner proneness to wish to
own self-will, and not by that of

i.e.

to

I said that, in order to guard against the approach
in view not so much
evil, we must steadily keep

real relations of ourselves, to

which we attribute a power
it
depends

but the state of our heart, on which alone

tempt
whether the involuntary sorrow- and pleasure-giving excitement
which springs from those relations becomes an occasion of selfish,
and consequently of evil concupiscence.
We are not justified
in so dividing these relations, as if those only which have a ten;

with
produce pleasure were capable of being associated
distin
or
temptation to evil. Neither can we so venture to divide
the
guish them, as to consider the relations which give rise to
sensuous
sensation of pleasure or pain in a corporeal and
point of
the
which
view, as more dangerous in themselves than those within

dency

to
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same may occur to the spirit and the soul. In itself it cannot be
done we cannot do it even for the inner life of the natural man
who stands aloof from Christianity still less can we do it in the
case of the regenerate and converted man, of whom Christian ethics
must treat. And if we admit it to stand as a fact of experience,
confirmed by history and Scripture, that the greatest danger of
temptation to selfish desire opposed to God s will and ordinance
threatens the natural man from the side of excitement of corporeal
and sensuous pleasure or pain, this can just as little be admitted as
being exclusively the fact. History and Scripture point quite as
much on this side to aberrations upon the purely spiritual domain,
in the false conceit of wisdom, and the like.
And just as little is
scheme of the
it
determine
on
an
abstract
to
beforehand,
possible
of
a
the
one
or
the
other side of
Christian
whether
man,
position
his creature-relations may bring him into more or less danger of
He
temptation.
Scripture and experience are equally against it.
who has read the apostolic letters knows that there was enough of
;

;

occasion for both, for warning alike against a relapse into carnal
conduct, and against the voluntary humility of spiritual error (Col.
ii.

18).

Least of

all is

it

practicable to

make a

distinction in the

nature of spiritual and corporeal relations, of such a kind as to call
one sphere, with its temptations to selfish desires which pervert
God s will and ordinances, more dangerous for the Christian than
For, in the first place, it is false, and associated with a
the earthly
spiritualistic view of the world, to look upon relations of
the other.

life

of the body in themselves as something ethically lower

and

further removed from the divine will with respect to man and the
Here
Christian, than the relations of our soul-life and spirit-life.
there has been formed out of the organic subordination, in which
that which is of the body ministers to the ends of the spiritual life
of the soul, a false ethical estimate of their respective value. Body
and soul, regarded in themselves, are vessels organized by God to

the end that, in the inseparable and mutual relation of both spheres
of life here below, man should live to God ; and hence man stands
no further from God when
his selfish lusts he disorganizes the

by

body, than

when he

does the same to his

Again, it is quite
spirit.
as false to suppose, that corrupt spiritual desires estrange us less

God, who is a spirit
but that corrupt bodily and sensual desires remove us further from
God, because that which is corporeal is more unlike to God, who is
not body, but spirit. For man is not a spirit in the same sense that

from God, because

spirit is

more

allied to

;
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God is and in that creaturely sense in which we call our spirit the
He who sins either in the one
image of God, the body is so also.
or the other commits sin, neither more nor less, against that God to
;

whom both man s body and spirit belong. And if it is asserted
that corporeal and sensual desire enslaves us more than desire of
the soul and the spirit, and that therefore the Christian must
guard more
Christian.

than against the second, this is
equally applicable to the state of every
not true in itself, because the pretended &quot;more&quot; of

strictly against the first

neither true in
It

itself,
is

nor

is it

enslaving power rests on a confusion, in which, from the percep
tion of the extension of an evil, we draw a conclusion respecting

For what we really perceive is this only, that
greater intensity.
with the majority of men the tendency to allow themselves to be
come enslaved by their corporeal and sensual desires is more per
its

ceptible

the

than their bondage to perverted desires in the domain of
I say more perceptible ; but even hence a certain con

spirit.

clusion touching the extent of this evil is not at all allowable, much
less respecting the excess of its intensity or the power exercised by
it.

For, in the

first

place, this alone

is

a matter of certainty, that
and sensual lusts

the corruption which is
and therefore more
is, from the nature of the case, more discernible,
is in itself not
which
That, however,
exposed to observation.

manifested in the bodily

bondage proves nothing but the
preponderating force of bodily and sensual desire. Does not the
not the result of
question now first arise, whether such a force was
of some
relations
divine
and
a spiritual apostasy from spiritual
Not
from
?
the
of
selfish aberration in the domain
any pre
spirit
i.
ponderance of bodily and sensual desire does the apostle (Rom.
from
God
world
heathen
the
of
21) deduce the spiritual apostasy
their
but, on the contrary, from that very apostasy he deduces
of
their
A
lusts.
sensual
abandonment to the bodily and
tendency
in
hearts
of
their
a
and
darkening
thoughts to vain imaginings,
certain, is the notion that such a

;

the apostle, that
spiritual matters, preceded, according to
to the mastery of bodily and sensual desires.
How, then,

bondage
can it be

and
pretended that these desires are in themselves more dangerous
reference
in
life
our
of
spiritual
enslaving than a selfish corruption
to its spiritual

and divine

relations ?

And how

are

we

justified

in

in particular, as a
establishing such a proposition for Christians
truth of universal application ?
It may be said that with the

has experienced in his spirit the full power of
of this death,
redeeming grace, while yet he lives in the body
Christian,

who

R
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temptation within the sphere of his corporeal relations, we
presume, lies nearer to him than in the domain of the spirit.

not even

is

occasions.

II.

may
But

presumption generally suitable and applicable to all
There exists no absolute equality of the Christian state

this

from which, without any reference to individually inherited predis
positions and individual (natural as well as spiritual) life-develop
ment and life-history, we could draw the conclusion, that for him
the being tempted and permitting himself to be tempted in one
sphere of his life, lay nearer and was more dangerous to him than
in the other.

What may

be said with the utmost confidence

is

this

one thing alone, that the Christian can oppose in comfort, and with
the certainty of victory, all temptations, whether in the spiritual or
the bodily sphere of his nature, only in proportion as he does not
allow the personal and spiritual state of his heart toward God in

The direct assault on this position lies in
Christ to be perverted.
of
a
weakness of faith, unbelief,
temptations
spiritual nature

The indirect assault comes
vanity, high-mindedness, and the like.
with temptations of a bodily and sensual nature, as in the desire of
and so forth. Which of these is in itself the
more dangerous cannot be determined, in the first place, because
there is no necessity in the nature of these several temptations that

excess, unchastity,

they should tarry in their own peculiar domain, without passing
over into that of the other in the course of their development

from the sphere of the bodily and sensual to that of the spiritual
and of the soul, and conversely. Again, the direct attack upon the
central position of a Christian may in itself be called more dan
gerous, because it is immediately prejudicial to the root but, on
;

the other hand, less so, because its antagonism to that salvation of
which the Christian has become cognisant is more open while we
:

and sensual nature less dan
may
not
because
do
gerous,
they
directly undermine the chief strong
hold of the Christian and, on the other hand, more so, because
they may indirectly, and consequently more secretly, injure and
undermine the spiritual stronghold of the Christian. But the real
occasion of either of these dangers exists absolutely nowhere in the
call the

temptations of a bodily

;

nature of the temptation in itself, but is conditioned by the conduct
of the Christian with respect to it.
And if I might assume from
the nature of the regenerate and converted man, that

him

it

must have

to subject his spirit to discipline than his
must be
and
;
again, that, from the nature of the body, it
body
easier to bridle it simply by bodily habitude than to bridle the spirit

become

easier for
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tions have not a universal value or truth.
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such universal
assump
And all this, because

there exist no universal rules for the historical development of the
individual Christian, or for his conflicts with temptation ; because

the confines of bodily and spiritual temptation in their course can
not be kept invariably asunder; and because, if a temptation to evil

has occurred, I do not thereby recognise whether it proceeds in this
or in that sphere of life, but whether in the one or the other sphere
of
it

life,

be

it

a relation that excites pain or one that excites pleasure,
me an object of my own selfish con

becomes, or has become, for

cupiscence, by virtue whereof I am induced to place the standard
of what is admissible in the satisfaction of this selfish desire,
apart
from that ordinance of God s will which is recognisable and recog
nised

by me.

True

it

is,

I can feel and declare out of

my own

individual experience whether the temptations of the one or the
other domain of my life are the more perilous for me ; but I cannot

convert this into a universal rule, not even for myself, much less
It does not even apply to myself,

for others, or for all Christians.
since the experience based

from

my

on past

facts does not entitle

me

to

draw

an unconditionally available conclusion for the future of
The opinion, on the contrary, that temptation
earthly life.
it

may become at last a notion
which exposes me, unwarned and defenceless, to temptations from
new quarters. All this forms the ground why, in order to guard
against temptation to evil, and to decide whether temptation to evil
threatens us only on this or that side,

direct our eyes to that
stirring in us, we ought above all things to
attitude of our heart which we take up with respect to painful or

is

as they are
pleasurable emotions, whether corporeal or spiritual,
conceivable in the manifold relations of our mixed spiritual and
because
corporeal existence and life, and affect us involuntarily,

naturally.

On

this state of the heart, and not on the various kinds or
(4)
sources of involuntary pain- or pleasure-giving emotion, it depends
whether this is to become a temptation to evil, and whether it is to

How
bring us into a greater or less degree of danger of bondage.
converted
this state of the heart is constituted in the regenerate and
man, and for what course of conduct it equally qualifies and binds
has
him, on the strength of the freedom bestowed upon him by grace,
The
been before discussed (see 25, especially notes (4) and (5)).
man is placed by
position in which the regenerate and converted
the working of

God

in Christ,

is

that of freedom in Christ, in con-
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His state is
no tempta

him

him.

as possessing in itself the power to enslave
power only in the measure in which the Chris

no resistance (avTicr^^Te

ta/3oXw, KOL fav^erai, afi
resistance, however, and the capability of
v/bicov,
lie
in
that
we should in faith oppose to that feeling
resistance,
this,
of pain or pleasure, which has a tendency to take our minds captive,
tian offers

reo

The

Jas. iv. 7).

the power of Christ and of His word, by virtue of which He is
willing to aid us against all feeling, and to gain in us the victory over

For

just as this faith in us ceases to be the centre of our
life, and we bear in us the desire to yield to our feeling a mastery
over our faith, that bondage commences in which the impulses of
feeling.

our effort and aim

lie

beyond those

relations within

which Christ

willing to remain with us and in us as Overcomer and Conqueror.
For His will it is, that we should cling to
in faith against all
is

Him

feeling of our natural desires, as to the Lord who overcomes all our
feeling, and hereby either turn it into the paths of that order of
nature sanctioned by Him, or mortify it where it is directed against
this order.

But

duct, our heart

which

we make our feelings the law of our con
aw ay from that command over our nature

just as
falls

r

and our Ego, thus forfeiting this
;
possess in Christ, relapses into the bonds of
corrupt life, which, in itself enslaved, involves
our selfish desire in emotional appetite (TrdOos

given us in Christ

is

command which we
our natural and
more and more
)

j

1 Thess. iv. 5), in sin-producing passions (TraO^ara rwv
vii. 5) ; and, as the materia peccans, sin, which

Rom.

works every kind of concupiscence (Rom. vii. 8), gradually re
This relapse into old ways is, however, not
gains mastery in us.
the
result
of
a
merely
process of natural necessity, but at the same
time the consequence of judicial abandonment, whereby the Lord
turns away from those who sell themselves to their personal feeling,
instead of opposing themselves to all feeling, in faith on their
merciful Redeemer.

Therefore here also I abide by this opinion,
chief point is
in
the
that,
struggle against temptation to evil, the
not to investigate what kind of painful or pleasurable feeling ex
cites our selfish desire, but to prove ourselves, whether in each

moment of such excitement we betake ourselves in faith for refuge
to our Lord and Saviour, who forgives our sins and delivers us,
and by His help mortify the power of those feelings which enslave
us.
For only by faith in His grace, which overcomes sin (dpaprla
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ov

ov
eore VTTO vopov, a\\a VTTO
%apiVj Rom.
we become master over all sinful temptations, and are
make that calling of ours and election sure (2 Pet. i.
10),

KVpLevcrei,

14), do
enabled to
vi.
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whose strength

lies

power we

&amp;lt;yap

in this, that in full assurance of that divine
that power which, in

set ourselves
against our feeling
midst of our conflict with sin, has

the very
bestowed upon us all
things that pertain to life and godliness (2 Pet. i. 3).
That confidence, moreover, which enables us perse veringly and
energetically to resist the rising of a temptation to evil, I would
describe in the words of Luther, when he says :
It matters not
that a man feels evil desires, provided only that he strives
against
&quot;

For

them.
as if

this reason

he were therefore

such a one must not judge by his feelings,
but must wrestle with the remainder

lost

;

which he feels, all the days of his life, and must allow the
Holy Spirit to work in him, and must sigh without intermission
that he may become free from sin.
Such a sighing never ceases
with the believer, and reaches deeper than can be expressed (Rom.
viii.
But he has a precious Hearer namely, the Holy Ghost
26).
Himself who feels that yearning deeply, and also comforts such
consciences with divine consolation.
Thus must there always be a
so
that
we
feel
both
the
mixture,
Holy Ghost and our own imper
fection ; for it must always be with us as with a sick man who is
under the hands of the physician, yet in order to be cured by him.
Let no one therefore think thus This man has the Holy Spirit ;
therefore he must be quite strong, and do only meritorious works,
and have no infirmities. Nay, it is not so for it cannot come to
of sin,

:

;

that, while

we

live in the flesh

out weakness and defect

upon

earth, that

we

should be with

therefore the holy apostles themselves
And thus the
also often lament over their conflict and sorrow.

Holy

is

Spirit

:

indeed hidden from themselves according to their
He strengthens and sustains them in their conflict

feeling, except that

through the
(5) It

word and faith.&quot;
is

of importance for our conduct toward ourselves, for

the regulation of our daily life, to ascertain and to keep in view the
relation within which we feel ourselves tempted by ungodly desires.

But here the point

not the quality of the original cause of the
is,
the diagnosis of the passive emotion we
in
nor
itself,
temptation
both
undergo, but this, that we test ourselves, whether our state,
with regard to the things which supply the allurement of temp
is regulated
tation, and to the emotion excited in us thereby,
of our conself-examination
mere
The
our
faith.
to
conformably
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from this, and of those relations which
and
call
them
forth, does not lead to the right goal.
regulate
that
For herein is wanting
ofifjua irvev^arLKov^ that eye of faith,
which, although at moments obscured, has yet learned and is
capable of testing and of determining man s inward state by the
That which Paul demands under special and
light of the word.
definite circumstances, and for a particular object, that we should
examine ourselves whether we be in the faith, that we should prove
ditions,

our

own

as distinguished

selves, in order to

know

ourselves as those in

whom

Christ

5), holds good universally as a means of pro
and
remains
the principal task in all those manifold temp
tection,

dwells (2 Cor.

tations in

xiii.

which

yet without

He who

sin, wills to

was tempted in all respects like ourselves,
show forth by us and in us the power of

His rich and sin-subduing grace. But whether we stand in the
faith, is not to be learned from such considerations as these, whether
or not we feel and experience temptations to sin, and of what sort
they are, still less from the circumstance that we are in no wise
aware of this or that, or perhaps of any kind of temptations least
of all from our supposing, by aid of means which lie outside of
Christ s fellowship with us, and of our fellowship with Him, to
obtain the mastery over our temptations to evil, but from the fact
that at the very first rise of tempting thoughts we oppose the same
with the confidence that the Lord knows how to deliver us from
temptation (2 Pet. i. 9), that we are more than conquerors through
Him that loved us (Rom. viii. 37), and that this our faith is the
No kind of
victory that overcometh the world (1 John v. 4).
analysis of ourselves and of our frames strengthens us for this
;

certainty, but only the believing grasp wherewith, in spite of them,
lay hold of that power of our Lord (assured to us in the midst

we

of temptation and in the word of promise) which overcometh the
world.

On

the other hand, for a just and successful practical manifes
tation of our faith, for that effective concentration of its power
which is required by the nature of the temptation (the pr) efc aepa
26), for that which consistently with faith we have
to leave undone in temptation (the ey/cpdreta of faith ;

Sepew, 1 Cor.

do and
comp. 2 Pet.
to

ix.

i.

6 with 1 Cor.

ix.

25),

clearly to ascertain the individual nature
tion springing up in us.
Only this again

it

is

of great importance

and root of the tempta
must be so accomplished,

that, in order justly to estimate the commencement of temptation,
and effectually to resist it when it has commenced, we should look
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much in the* concrete world of
that
surround
as
in
that
selfish
us,
things
perversion of the mind
we
convert
the
which
order
of
their
relations
to us into disorder.
by
for the enticement to evil not so

We regard that

which in the last instance is of
and last instance is our own,
own voluntary disposition, and then attribute
pensity with which we attach ourselves to our
which in the

first

God, as something
and subject to our
the perverted pro
relations with ex

ternal things to the things themselves, while its root rests in our
perverted position with respect to these things. In other words,
we make the human depravity which prevails in this world, the

world in which evil predominates, identical with the world of
divinely constituted relations, in which the evil nature that lies in

man exercises its destructive lust. From this error and confusion
we must first be free in that self-knowledge and a knowledge of
the world which belong to faith, in order that we may oppose a
proper resistance to evil temptations. The earth is the Lord s, and
the fulness thereof (1 Cor. x. 26).
Nothing is in itself impure
Unto
xiv.
the
all
14).
(Rom.
pure
things are pure ; but unto
them that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing pure, but even
their mind and conscience is defiled
True indeed,
(Tit. i. 15).
&quot;

&quot;

there is no creaturely goodness which is also unobjectionable, in the
sense that anything creaturely possesses in itself an absolute good
ness and perfection, when separated from God and that order and
object of

But

its

being which have been established for

and received
good, and nothing

as a creature of God,

giving, everything is
relation it has its sanctification in
sanctified

it

in this relation.

in this light with thanks
to be refused ; for in this

itself,

and

is

by us through our prayer, which brings

also subjectively

God s word

be

But if we strip the creature of
fore Himself (1 Tim. iv. 4, 5).
this its relation to God, and ourselves (in our position with respect
to the creature) of our relation to God, then do the so-called pura
become impura, and take the shape of a world of tempta
not by their own nature, but through the depraved nature of
our selfishness, in which we place nature out of its relation to God,
naturalia
tions,

of His relation to nature, and place ourselves, i.e. our
from
God, over against a godless nature and a God iso
Ego
lated from nature, as a spiritus rector, and hence fall into bondage.

and God out
isolated

And not less do those who, as they say, desire to keep their
God pure, fall under this curse and righteous judgment

relation to

since they

tread under foot the created nature in them and outside of them,
as
severed from its connection with God than do those

something
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were, tread God under foot, while they concede to
creaturely nature, severed from God and His will, a kind of divine
and sovereign right to its impulses over us. For there is no will
others who, as

it

God in us and over
God which extends to

of

us which

is

not at the same time a will of

the totality of all those actual conditioning
elements of our existence which support us, and to all those rela
tions therein implied of ourselves to God as well as to the world,
to spirit as well as to body, to ourselves as well as to the fulness of

things external, to the end of a harmonious superiority and in
Where man isolates himself from this organically com
feriority.
posed, divinely established reciprocal relation, and by his selfish
choice subordinates the higher to the lower, or breaks the chain of

those relations which are appointed for our training and the prac
tical manifestation of our faith, and only permits to
separate and

members a power of influence, making of these objects of
exclusive partiality and nurture,
there this disorder which we thus
introduce continues to produce new and inordinate desires,
in
isolated

ordinate, because turned against that comprehensive order, by whose
instrumentality the Christ-restored man has practically to manifest
his

dominion over every domain of

life,

as a

power of

life

and not

of death, as a power of sanctification and glorification, not as one
of unsanctification and destruction.
Wherever any one withdraws

himself from this task, placing individual relations within which
this task is to be performed by us, whether it be in selfish aversion

and rejection, or in selfish partiality and fondness, out of connec
tion with that calling of Christians to dominion and to holiness,
there those relations of life, though in themselves divinely appointed,

become

to us a constant leaven of

ungodly temptations.

And

all

because there arises in us a self-pleasing desire, either not to
rest at all in those divinely established relations, or not so to rest in

this

them as we have been appointed for them and they for us by God,
and as they have been organically arranged for the totality of our
life relations.

Thus, in order to avoid temptation, and to resist it when it has
entered into us, the chief motto must not be this This or that is in
All things are ours ; but we are
itself impure ; but rather this
:

&quot;

:

Christ

s&quot;

(1 Cor.

&quot;

iii.

22, 23)

;

All things are lawful for me but
any&quot;
(1 Cor. vi. 12).
;

I will not be brought under the power of

And

good universally of all created things, and of their
established
relations to us, as exciting pain or pleasure.
divinely
Whether we remain their master in Christ, and make them, through
this holds
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the instrumental service of their working. on us/ serve as an exercise
of our dominion over the whole domain of life, is really what it comes
to,

and

is

we must look. When in all these relations
Lord over all things, there is temptation over

that to which

Christ in us abides the

come.

And

weaken

this

wherever and in whatever way anything tempts us to
dominion, there there exists a temptation to evil, which
comes not out of the things, but out of ourselves. The chief point
always

is,

in faith

to

keep the

(T7]pei,v

faith,

rrjv irio-Tiv,

and with
2 Tim.

it

iv.

the obedience of the heart
7).

The domain

of

life,

however, in which temptation of our faith presents itself, conditions
only the secondary form of our resistance, and of our self-struggle

The primary

in faith.

point

is,

that our resistance should be

but in the second rank

made

of importance
that the form of resistance should also be adapted to the form of
temptation, and that the subjection of the body (yirwind^eiv TO
in the strength of faith

;

it is

c&fjia KOI Sov\aya)jetVj 1 Cor. ix. 27), as well as the bringing into
which exalteth itself
captivity of every thought and imagination
x. 5), should be present where
obedience
to
Christ
Cor.
(2
against

the nearest form of the temptation, or its nearest relation, demands
For the aim of our preservation
either the one or the other.

embraces us wholly spirit, soul, and body (1 Thess. v. 23). And
whatever the aims and objects of our inclination and love may be,
which are external to us, there is no naturally sanctified love of
such a nature, that the sanctification of our hearts in Christ does
not demand the subordination of this love to our love of Christ.

Wherefore the requisition that applied to the Levites in the Old
Testament (Deut. xxiii. 9) is to be held sacred by all Christians,
to love nothing, not

law of their heart

as the vital

and mother, beyond, that

is

more than, Christ (Matt.

even father

x. 37).

Yea,

sorrow and joy,
in all gain and use, to elevate the heart in Christ above all this,
and so to secure ourselves from the danger of abuse. (Comp.
rather does

1 Cor.
firj

vii.

exovre?

it

concern us in every possession, in

29-31, TO \OLTTOV earns, iva KOI ol e^oi/re?
WCTJ,

KOL ol KKaiovres

to? prj ^aijooz/re?, /cal ol
fjievoi,

TOP

all

Koo-fjiov do? fir]

&&amp;gt;?

dyopd&VTes

/-w)
a&amp;gt;9

tfTuuWre?, Kal ol
firj

Kare^ovre^

/cal ol

%pc*)-

/cara^pcd /leva i.)

infallible certainty of a struggle
recognition of the
with temptation, is the best weapon against the highly dangerous
It stands in
in the Christian.
spiritual state of false security
has
Lord
direct opposition to the prayer which our
charged us with,
rests on a
delusion
this
as
And
Lead us not into

(6)

The

&quot;

temptation.&quot;
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misapprehension alike of the proper state of the soul of one who is
converted and regenerate, and of the way in which even that which
is in itself
unobjectionable may become for us an occasion of ob
jectionable desire, so it also entices us to a false line of conduct,
both towards ourselves and towards those external things which
constitute the sphere of life which supports our earthly existence.
The Christian is in a false state of security if he is ignorant of the
sin which so easily besets us (evTreplarciTos a^apria^ Heb. xii. 1),

and

in the willingness of his spirit forgets the weakness of his flesh
(Matt. xxvi. 41). To him rather must the words ever be applicable :
&quot;Let

him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he
(1 Cor.
For in the opposition between the old and new man the
fall&quot;

x. 12).

danger impends over the Christian of a divided soul ($tyv%ov elvcu,
i.
And we can only avoid this danger by a constant
8, iv. 8).

Jas.

purifying of the heart (ayvfoare tcapSla^ Jas: iv. 8). For the evil
comes not from without into us, but from within, out of the heart
(comp. Matt. xv. 19 with vers. 18 and 11). In general, therefore,
it

is

to be called
&quot;

Touch

wrong

to suppose that

not, taste not,

handle

we ought

not&quot;

ii.

to place the
21), either in

precept,
(Col.
place of, or before and above the purification of the heart. But, on
the other hand, since the heart of the Christian even needs a con

To the pure all things are pure,&quot;
stant purification, the statement,
does not become an opiate to the Christian, but rather a goad to his
For precisely on that account he is careful over him
conscience.
&quot;

self,

that not even that which

become

to him, in

is

in itself unobjectionable should
state of mind, the source of a

an objectionable

And this so much the more, the more decidedly
defiling pleasure.
he knows how delicate the relation of the Christian is to Christ,
and that the slightest leaven of impurity tends to trouble and
corrupt the whole of that relation (in the same way that he who
offends the law in one point is guilty of all ; Jas. ii. 10). And since,
a perverted propensity and direction of heart has once estab

when

lished itself, abstinence cannot be practised in us without at the
same time abstaining from those things which exercise a charm over
us, which acts perversely upon our perverted nature, although it is
in itself not opposed to God ; therefore an honest purification of
heart must have, as its result, abstinence even from such things as

have a creaturely
the perfect power
creature, even if
but the fact that

power of

attraction,

which threatens to injure
which are above the

of those relations of ours

we here took

into consideration

nothing

else

our delight in things temporal must not stand

28.]
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no excuse, that that transitory delight is in
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this case it
itself

truly

blameless.
(7) That is blameless which is in nowise prejudicial to us in the
solution of our life s problem as appointed by Christ ; while that is
more than all else to be desired which avails for this solution, and

furthers

it

This problem of our

either directly or indirectly.

life is

pointed out to us in the word, and comprises not only our personal
and individual relations to God in Christ, but also the totality of

our relations to the world which Christ has come to redeem, as well
as to those who have become participators of the same
redemption

For this reason, we have first of all not merely to
decide
deduce and to
from ourselves and the state of our own per
as ourselves.

and individual experiences, that which, as furthering us in all
these relations of life, we have to oppose to what is a source of
temptation for us but we must herein be guided by the standard
sonal

;

of the divine will as laid

down

in the word.

It

is

this sure objec

which guards against the false subjectivism of
our judgment concerning that which we have to avoid as a source
of temptation. On the other hand, however, we have to do no less
with a question of accurate self-knowledge in reference to our own
tive standard alone

and personal nature and character, in order to guard
against and subdue, in true watchfulness and abstinence, those
temptations which lie nearest to us, which might injure and disturb
individual

problem, in our position alike towards
God and ourselves, and towards the world and the brethren. And
here, along with that maxim, &quot;All things are lawful for me&quot; (1 Cor.
x. 23), this other also
but all things are not expedient
applies,
the right solution of our

life s

&quot;

;

things are lawful for me, but all things edify not&quot; (ibid. ; comp.
1 Cor. x. 33).
For that power over all things which I possess in

all

freedom by faith in Christ, becomes itself a tempta
tion to me, if I allow myself to be led away by it, to free myself
from that bounden duty of love to my neighbour, and allow my
virtue of

freedom

my

to

become

to

him a stumbling-block
arid converted

the Christian, regenerate
caution against temptation, the words,
to

&quot;

of temptation.
&quot;

Ego,&quot;

Even

apply, as a

Let no man seek

his own,
In so far

man what belongs to
of the
comprises at the same time a positive testimony
for
reserved
be
will
it
in
its
Christian character
outward relations,
neces
was
as
so
far
it
after discussion.
To this
belongs
only
but every

another&quot;

(1 Cor.

x. 24).

as this

sary to point out

how

place
the standard of that which, as a source

little
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of temptation for ourselves, and for the position in which we stand
to Christ (when viewed as limited to ourselves), suffices to determine

what we have

to

put away from

the task of the Christian

The

us, as

being a temptation hostile to

s life.

struggle against all temptation

is,

however, erroneous and

fruitless in proportion as the Christian desires to carry

fare with other

on the war

weapons than those which have been given him by

means of self-renewal (comp.
The
25, note (7)).
which forms the distinction between Christianity and heathen

Christ, as a
state

ism

is

thus characterized in Scripture, that

walk in

their

own

xiv. 16).

&quot;

God

suffered

Hence nothing

is

men
of

to

more

ways&quot; (Acts
importance than that the Christian, in the struggle ordained for
him, should shun all ways of his own, all ways of merely human

commandment and teaching (Col. ii. 22). The armour of God, in
which we become victorious, is that alone which the Apostle Paul
describes (Eph. vi. 13-18).
And the chief pieces of it are the
and the sword of the Spirit the word of God.

shield of faith

With

these the might of Satan is to be overcome, of which the
apostle there expressly declares that against it, and not so much
against flesh and blood, lies the warfare of a Christian.

Touching the universal importance of
Christian, comp.
immediately arise

this

knowledge

to the

The question which might here
Whether it is important to the Christian,

26, note (5).
is

this

:

and in what sense, in that warding off of temptation to ungodliness
which is incumbent upon him, to become conscious in the individual
instances of the satanic origination of such temptation ; or in this
way perhaps to distinguish individual temptations as satanic, from
others whose origin we seek in our own heart, in the condition of
our natural state, or in the form of a corrupt state of the world

around

us.

In

this inquiry, it will

the outset what follows.

be necessary to bear in mind at

This in the

first
place, that in every
the firm assurance
has
the
Christian
temptation
ungodliness
that it is connected with him who opposed Christ as tempter, and
whom Christ, for us and for our advantage, has overcome.

to

We

cannot distinguish in their origin satanic from non-satanic tempta
tions, but must remain convinced in every temptation with whom,
far as
in our struggle
it. we have in the last instance (so
*
OO against
O
the creature is concerned) to do. For all that is opposed to God

know
belongs to the rule and sovereignty of the tempter. By the
that
it is in one case our own carnal incontinence
ledge, therefore,
1 Tim. v. 11-13), or in another case the
Cor. vii. 5;
(1

comp.
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world s hatred, and the oppressions and sorrows which arise from
it (1 Thess. iii. 3), or in a third case the lusts which come from

own

the world (Jas. iv. 1 ff.), that prepare temp
not excluded that other knowledge, that in
all this the tempter has at the same time his work (1 Cor. vii. 5
1 Tim. v. 15; 1 Thess. iii. 5; Jas. iv. 7). Just as little is the parable
of Christ, of the way in which in different souls the word of God

our

selfish love of

tation for us, there

is

;

dishonoured, so to be understood as if at one time the destructive
influence came from Satan (Matt. xiii. 19 ; Mark iv. 15 ; Luke
is

viii.

12)

(Matt.

;

at another

xiii.

21

Mark

;

and pleasures of
xiii.

22

;

Mark

iv.

time from persecution for the word s sake
Luke viii. 13), or from the cares
iv. 17

this

19

;

life,
;

and the deceitfulness of riches (Matt,

Luke

viii.

14).

For

as

even in the

first

of

the instances set forth in the parable, not only Satan is taken into
consideration, but the heart also (there likened to a hard-trodden
road), which is only so far moved by the word as its sound reaches
the ear without the word being opened in the heart to the under

Mark iv. 15)
standing; so also the mention of the immediate (evOvs,
entrance of the satanic power serves only to portray the state of
the hardness of their own heart, the
those in whom,
through
dominion of Satan is still entirely unbroken, so that there

is not
yet
or
enticements
or
other
pleasurable
painful
any special need, by
in
the
as
But
word.
from
the
heart
to
detach
the
where,
assaults,

other two instances, the word has begun to cleave to the heart, and
the power of that
just in this way a beginning is made in breaking

dominion, then it happens that by means of other enticements, i.e.
if I
may so say, in roundabout ways, Satan endeavours to re

For those who become children of
establish his half-broken sway.
the evil one, or, in the words of the other parable, tares among the
wheat, become so by the influence of the enemy of Christ (Matt,
those intermediate instru
xiii. 38,
39), without hereby excluding
ments by which Satan again seeks to acquire power over those

who had begun

to free

themselves from his ascendancy.

From

all

this it follows, that it is not permissible for us to be unwilling to
of the tempter, in the case in which
of the
trace a

display
power
are able to perceive and name the instrumental means of our
or in the conditions of the
temptation, existing in our own state

we

world which stands over against us, or to wish to call those temp
tations alone satanic for which we suppose ourselves unable to
of contact either with ourselves or
find or to detect

any point

our relations to the external world.

For (and

this is the other
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we cannot speak

at all of
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any satanic temptation

to

ungodliness as having actually taken place, except the heart in its
own desire has consented to enter on that which, in its ungodly ten

dency, reveals itself as appertaining to the kingdom of the tempter
(see above, note (2)).
Only this, again, is not to be understood,
either as if the consciousness of our own selfish, ungodly propensity

excluded the perception of the influence of the tempter and its import
ance, or as if the seduction of Satan to ungodliness is only present
to us,

when an

ivithin us.

actual selfish

This

and ungodly

desire

last supposition is false for this

already formed
very reason, that

is

the tempter has a domain not only in the actual ungodly lusts of men,
but in the whole state of man s nature, as well as in that of the world,
so far as this has fallen a prey to unnatural corruption,
a domain
which in itself is exposed to the wrath and judgment of God, but
which is appointed by God to be experienced even by the Christian
as an object of the divine wrath and judgment, not in order that he
may continue under this wrath, but in order, through his experience
of it, that he may ever again and again flee to God s grace, and let
himself be satisfied with this grace alone. The whole of this domain,
which we have to distinguish from actual sin, as an evil resulting
from the divine wrath on account of original sin, and which meets
us in the weakness, destructibility, and frailty of all the conditions
of created nature, is in itself not one willed by God, although
brought to pass by His wrath but now a domain received into the
economy of the divine scheme of salvation, within which an agency
And indeed this
of the tempter is both conceivable and real.
;

takes place in such a way, that the tempter
who, not of his own
the decree, will, and
of
his
own
but
not
to
by
speak
power,
right,
in
the
of
is
to
become
allowed
God,
sphere of existence
permission

thus subject to the divine wrath, the executor of divine visitations
and judgments (comp. 1 Cor. v. 5, 1 Tim. i. 20 ; and, in another
way, Rev. ii. 10) at the same time has for his object falsely to

mirror forth to the

human

that effect of the wrath of

imagination, as an absolute judgment,
God which, in His designs, is intended

Thus

the apostle saw in the
bodily sufferings which fell to his lot a result of the power of Satan
decreed by God, the triumph over which was already consummated
to lead to a laying

in this, that

hold of grace.

he understood them

to

be a means of corrective

disci

on
pline against spiritual exaltation, and gave himself up to repose
the
In
xii. 7-9).
his
Lord
of
certain
Cor.
the
(2
him)
grace
(to

same

sense,

the divinely decreed sentence of death

is

elsewhere
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power of Satan

(6 8ta/3oAo? o TO
not
as
if the devil
14)
absolutely
decreed death, but because death, as the final accomplishment of
that corrupting power of the tempter which allures to sin, takes

Kparos eywv rov Oavdrov, Heb.

ii.

where the

looking to Christ, the Subduer of the prince of
death, has not taken away the power of Satan, and hereby brought
about also the deliverance from the bondage of the fear of death.
place,

reflect on all this, we shall, in the first
place, not everywhere
speak of the agency of Satan as if it stood apart from divine
government; but we shall distinguish the place where Satan, against

If

we

so

his

own

will,

must become the executor of God

he intends to serve for corruption, while in

s visitations,

which

God s

purposes they
(Luke xxii. 31

are to serve for probation, for &quot;sifting the wheat&quot;
comp. the passages already quoted, 1 Cor. v. 5, 1 Tim.

;

i.

20).

For

the decree as well as the fear and terror of death, the decree as
well as the fear and terror of suffering, become an effect of Satan s
to his designs there alone, where the tempter
and at the same time divinely
appointed, disciplinary feeling of such decrees into a slavish terror
contrary to God s word, by which we abandon faith in God s

power answering
gains

room

to pervert the immediate,

triumphing grace. Again, we shall not so speak of any power of
Satan to tempt to ungodliness, as if such could take place, where
our own heart had not at the same time given way to the evil
desire of rather believing the lies of Satan than God s word and
God s truth. For it avails not to accuse and condemn Satan, but

we wish to endure temptation, .and to abide in the
Finally, we shall not venture
sin-forgiving fellowship of Christ.
to divest this or that temptation of its final connection with the
ourselves, if

as exclusively
tempter, and, on the contrary, to characterize others
has
satanic, but only to describe that shape in which a temptation
in
which,
openly assumed a satanic shape. Such is that temptation

by reason of being and becoming tempted, we come to this, to
that word by
allow the word of Christ to be torn from our hearts
whose instrumentality He desires to be just with those who acknow
ledge to Him their temptation and liability to be tempted, provided
and His
they ask, at the same time, exclusively after His thoughts
the
after
intentions revealed to them in His word, and not
thoughts
and designs of the devil, in order to acquire and to keep in these
all temptation of
thoughts of comfort and promise power against
This conflict
the
world.
Satan, of our own hearts, of the flesh, and
truth
and
between the lies of Satan and God s word
is, according
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to the nature of the case, only experienced

word has taken

and

by those

[FT.

in

II.

SEC.

whom

II.

the

possession has to undergo the fiery
ordeal of the high spiritual assaults, of which just as naturally
those know nothing whose heart is estranged from the word of God,

root;

its

and lies in unconscious bondage to its own lusts. Hence the pre
dominant renunciation of Satan, whose existence, mode of action,
and power reveal themselves to those alone who are truly in Christ,
and have learnt in Him to resist and overcome the tempter. For
the perfect, light alone reveals the whole depth of the darkness, and
becomes master over the evil in subduing its deepest root, while at
the same time in Christ we recognise the foe as one already judged
and overcome by Him one who has no more part in those who are
in Christ and abide in Him.
What it is, however, amidst and in
of
all satanic assaults, to be and to abide in Christ, of this
spite
Luther has borne testimony in innumerable passages, of which I
will here only bring forward one, in which he makes the following
application of the words of the fifty-first Psalm,
Against Thee,
Thee only, have I sinned
Satan, by the law, harasses and
&quot;

&quot;If

:&quot;

torments the conscience, as

it

stands in the Revelation of St.

John

the face
(xii. 10) that he day and night accuses the saints before
him
meet
of God, then is it time, and highly needful, that we should

with this verse, and thus address him What do my sins concern
I have not sinned against thee surely, but against
thee, Satan ?
I
am
not thy sinner: what right, therefore, hast thou
God.
my
:

me ? If, therefore, I have sinned and committed what is truly
and indeed sinful (for Satan is wont sometimes to terrify us with
pretended and fictitious sins), on which account thou blamest and

over

accusest me, yet have I not sinned against thee, but against my
God, who is long-suffering and compassionate ; not against the law,
not against conscience, not even against men and angels, but only

But the Lord

my God

no cruel one,
no tyrant, nor executioner, as thou art, who doest nothing but
But to
terrify us men, and threaten us with death and hell-fire.
those sinners who feel their misery and covet His grace, God is
compassionate, kind, just, and gracious.
Against such a God, not
There
a
as
thou
and
murderer
art, have I sinned.
against
tyrant
against

O

my

God.

is

no

devil,

no right over me, neither to claim nor
is kind and
but
who
;
God,
gracious, He has right
and cause against me. But He has given promise to me, and to
and
all those who confess their sin, that He will
forgive us our sin,

fore,

cruel one, thou hast

to accuse

me

show us grace and mercy

in Christ.

With

those only

is

He

wroth,
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and threatens to punish them, who will not acknowledge their sin
and uncleanness, and will not allow Him to be justified in His
words, in which He adjudges us all to be sinners.&quot;
Such an application of the divine words is the way to resist and
even the greatest and most perilous assault, not with
overcome
to
own
our
thoughts or in self-chosen ways, but with the armour of
God.

29. d.

The Import of

the Struggle as Self-preservation against

Fall and Apostasy.

The

full earnestness

and the

entire

meaning of the struggle

against temptation, ordained for the Christian,

ledge that that blessing of grace

lies

regeneration and appropriated by

him

know

in the

and salvation assigned
in conversion,

to
is

him

in

one that

And

indeed, in the case of the Christian, this
may
attaches
itself to his possession of salvation in such a
knowledge
way, that he knows of a peculiar danger of abuse of the same,
with which the commencement of that apostasy may begin

be

lost (1).

along

which deprives him irrecoverably of grace. The abuse consists in
freedom received from being
this, that we turn away the grace and
are
employed alike in the lordship and in the service which
serve
freedom
Christ, and that we wish to make this grace and

actively
in

for the purpose as well as for the palliation of self-seeking enjoy
ment. Without this perversion, the more or less conscious kind of
which determines not the nature, but the degree of the offence, a

not fall away from that
regenerate and converted Christian could
a
&quot;stedfastness&quot; of which he has become
partaker through grace (2).
there at the
of this
And
in the
perversion

possible
just
knowledge
same time remains with him that salutary fear of God, in which
he has to work out his own salvation, and wherein he possesses the

corrective against false security.
Only where
himself of this fear does the temptation with

over him, so that he forgets to

make

the Christian divests
its

lust gain

power

active use of the grace and

freedom bestowed upon him, neglects the bridling of his old nature,
and thus falls back into the same (3). The relapse occurs where
the consent of the will to the enticement of the desire takes place,
s
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&quot;does

the

will&quot;

an act which

thereof
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is sin, it

SEC.
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matters

not whether this act be an inner one performed in thought, or one
consisting in an outward work, i.e. a work which embraces the soul,

and

at the

same time the members of the body

This relapse does not involve in
are held fast

:

first,

position of a child of

it

as instruments (4).

the loss of grace,

if

two things

the incompatibility of such sinning with the
God ; but at the same time also the certainty,

by promise, of our being able to rise again, in Christ and
through Christ, from such sin in repentance and faith. The first
sealed

knowledge keeps us in a state of receptivity for the inward correc
tion and chastisement, in which the Holy Ghost judges our sin ;
the second protects us from that despair, in which we pervert the
salutary chastisement into a supposed token of reprobation (5).
in proportion as we become steeled against the one as well

But

as the other knowledge,

turn ourselves against the goad of re
and allow the

pentance as well as against the comfort of faith,

mastery to that sin which
apostasy threatens.
initiatory fleeing

incompatible with both, the danger of
Apostasy has actually taken place when the
is

from the corrective

degenerates into conscious
this sin alone led finally to

as well as comforting grace

and persevering blasphemy.
judgment.

For judgment

is

Not

as if

threatened

who suppose

themselves able to have and to keep
against
grace without actively employing the grace possessed in corre
sponding ways, and in such active employment fulfilling the will
all

those

of their God.

But

that sin of apostasy alone is threatened with
no more on earth will find a way
it,

this, that whosoever falls into

of repentance (6).

And

regenerate and converted,

because, in the case of those who are
this can only come about in a gradual

development of the lordship of sin, and no one is able to determine
beforehand when the ripeness for such fruit of corruption takes
place, so much the more does the Christian know that he has to
protect himself against every fall as a possible
apostasy into corruption (7).

commencement

of

(1) There is within the compass of Christian ethics no point
which so much needs to be considered with fear and trembling,&quot;
and to be guarded on every side, as that which lies before us. For
&quot;
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in none is the delicate and sacred boundary-line so easily injured,
which protects the joyousness of believing confidence in the grace
of God, on the one hand against despondency, and on the other
Least of all in this case does a mere theoriz
against presumption.

ing drawing of inferences suffice, without the actual knowledge and
experience of the struggles and temptations which move a Christian
heart.

In order to destroy the dream of a possession of grace which
lost, and of an unconditional continuance in the same

cannot be

promised to the individual, there needs, along with the recollection
of what has been explained in earlier paragraphs as to the relation

and renewal, only a glance at the ad
monitions and warnings laid down in New Testament Scripture.
They not merely hold up before us possibilities and actualities of
of regeneration, conversion,

wandering from the truth (TrKavacrOai CLTTO rfjs a\,r)6eia&amp;lt;$, Luke v.
19), of making shipwreck of the faith (I Tim. i. 19), of apostasy
from the living God (Heb. iii. 12), and of falling into ungodliness
but
of every sort (comp. 1 Cor. xi. 5-12, and other passages)
they also require positive activity in order to make our calling and
election sure (2 Pet. i. 10), and speak of a faithfulness even unto
;

death (Rev. ii. 10), and of a holding fast of the beginning of our
confidence even unto the end, as the condition under which alone

we

are at liberty really to regard ourselves as fellow-partakers or
fellow-heirs of Christ (Heb. iii. 14).
Certainly the prediction of

an impending general apostasy (aTroo-raa-ia) forms the dark back
and
ground to the prophecies which refer to the kingdom of Christ
1
Tim.
3
2 Thess. ii.
its
ff.;
history (comp. Matt. xxiv. 11 ff., xxiv.;

John ii. 18 2 Pet. iii. 3 Jude 18).
of
The
process by which, in the case
(2)
converted and a partaker of the new birth,

iv. 1

;

1

conduct

;

;

is

arrived

at,

is

a Christian

a different one from the

way

temptation acquires the mastery over the natural man.
deed, the latter

is

not without

God

who

is

actual antichristian
in

which

True, in

to such a degree that there

should come into consideration merely his creaturely corrupt nature,
and not also that creaturely relation in which he stands to God by
But in quite a different way
means of the
of his conscience.
spirit

s word and sacrament, and
regenerate through God
and a
converted, acquired a power of withstanding temptation,
is
not
it
of which
possible
capacity of obeying God s will, by virtue
to conceive of his succumbing to temptation without a simultaneous
or antecedent turning away from that which has become his in

has he

who

is
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and make

Now

this
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turning away

II.

SEC.

may

II.

enter

appearance in very different forms, just according
to the manifoldness of the objects for which the fellowship of the
regenerating power of the Holy Ghost is bestowed on a Christian.

in

its

radical injury done to the gracious relationship in which God
stands to the Christian, and the Christian to God, will precede all
And the common characteristic feature of this injurv
these forms.

But a

can be no other (according to the root of sinful conduct in man)
than that he desires to possess, to use, and to misapply in selfish
ways, the grace and freedom bestowed upon him for destroying
selfish conduct (comp. as contrast to this,
19,
28, note (1), and
note (4)). The possibility of this result lies in the way in which
the Christian also, along with the possession of the blessings of
subjected to a test of his freedom ( 27, note (1)). This
freedom, however, is just as much the possession of a definite
ability (Svvao-Qai), rooting itself in the grace of Christ alone, as a

grace,

is

(iroieiv) of this possession (in
to
And the test
opposition
dpybv, d/cap7rov elva^ 2 Pet. i. 8).
consists, on the one hand, in this, whether I seek this
ability

corresponding active employment

my

only in Christ (%&&amp;gt;/H9 ejmov ov SvvaaOe nroielv ouSeV, John xv. 5),
and then also hold fast the full power of this ability in faith (irdvra
evSwa/jLovvrl yLte, Phil. iv. 13 ; irdvra Sward rw Trtcrla^ya) ev
TU&amp;gt;

Mark

;
but, on the other hand, in this, whether I
in
doing
conformity with Christ s doing, i.e. do nothing
I cannot do in the name of Christ, as representing
and

Tevovri,,

ix.

23)

my
keep
which
His will working in me, and regulating
all

Him

my willing and acting
OTL lav TTOLw/jiev ev \oya) rj ev epyw, Trdvra ev ovo/jLari I. Xp.
Col. iii. 17).
Where I neglect the first, I fall away from the way
of grace, on which Christ wishes to go along with me, and to fit me
for right acting, and fall into ways of my own (as e.g. is meant in
that

way

T?;?

^a/HTO?

of the law

e^e-Trec-are,

Gal. v. 4,

if

a

what the gospel bestows and

man

will seek

gives).

And

by the
if

I do

not hold fast the second in faith, instead of that courage which
Christ wishes to give me, I fall either into the presumption of
self-made courage (that vtyri\o$poveiv in contrast with $oftelo-6aL,
Horn. xi. 20, where one strikes out the ev
evSwafjiovvrt /z.e, and
TO&amp;gt;

says, 70) Trdvra tcr^zW), or into the despondency of pusillanimity
(oXijo^v^oVj o\L^o7ri(7Tov elvai,, 1 Thess. v. 14, Matt. viii. 26).

And where, finally, I throw to the winds the third the placing of
all
my acting under the name and the rule of Christ there I fall
with my acting into that lawlessness which is nothing better, if
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(e6e\o0pr]o-K6ia, Col.

one adorns with the name of grace and freedom
the lawless, selfish tendency of life, makes liberty a cloak of mali
ciousness (1 Pet. ii. 16) and an occasion for the flesh
(Gal. v.
ii.

if

13), and turns the grace of our God into lasciviousness (Jude 4).
But whatever form, in the case of the individual, in its further
course wandering from the truth may assume, it can
certainly
occur in no form, as regards the regenerate and converted
man,
without some injury being first inflicted on his fundamental re

consequence of which that is possible which
second Epistle of Peter is so expressively called falling
away from one s own stedfastness (eKiriirTeiv rov IStov a-Trjpiy/LLov,
2 Pet. iii. 17).
lation to Christ, in

in

the

When

I said in former editions, that the

common

characteristic

of eveiy fall in the case of the regenerate and converted man is a
sinning against better knowledge and conscience, in a certain sense
this is to

be maintained even

still.

in such a

Only not

way

that at

every moment

of every fall, the fall is a denial of a distinct better
and
conscience.
It is applicable only so far as in him
knowledge
who is regenerate and converted, the ignorance respecting the

gracious and saving will of God is broken up ; and a violation of
cannot take place without the darkening of a better know
ledge (77 a/corla eVu^Xcocre rovs o$6a\iiovs avrov, 1 John ii. 11).

this will

But

this darkening can just as well
begin at the knowledge of the
root of all Christian right conduct, in such a way that, in conse
quence of this fault, in individual cases of temptation a clear indi

vidual knowledge respecting the special form of right conduct is not
objectively present to the Christian ; as it is also possible that the
Christian, as regards all general knowledge of the divine will, is
wanting in that exercise of the senses which is necessary for dis

And if the latter
tinguishing good and evil in the individual case.
is a
&LO, rrjv e%iv
exercise
to
be
facility
(alo-QijTijpia
acquired by
this
in
then
that
where
Heb.
v.
case,
facility is
^e^vfjivacrfjievaj
14),
not present, we are not forthwith everywhere to take into consider
ation an antecedent blame worthiness, but also a want of that ripe
ness which

All this

is

to

attached to the natural stages of

human

development.

that, quite apart from
childhood to manhood, in regard

be borne in mind, in order

human development from
spiritual birth also, there may not

natural
to

is

the

be expected from the very be

ginning that perfection to which even in Christ we must first grow
up and be trained (Eph. iv. 13, 14). Nay, the very supposition of
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some kind of perfection already reached, is to be reckoned among
the most dangerous enticements to a fall, and hinders alike the
acknowledgment that in many things we all offend (Jas. iii. 17),

makes us blind to our need of the daily petition that God
would grant us eyes enlightened (Eph. i. 18 comp. Rev. iii. 17).
For there comes in addition that other peculiarity of the deceitfulness of sin, that it makes us as it were blind (ru^Xo? yu,u&&amp;gt;7rawz/),
whereby, according to the striking expression, a forgetf ulness comes
over us (XijOrjv \afJLJ2dveiv rov KaOapicrfJiov TWV TraXat, TJ/JLCOV d/maprr)which forgetf ulness
fjudrcov, 2 Pet. i. 9) of what we ought to do
as

it

;

;

disappears, perhaps immediately after the fall, but cannot be called
excusable on this account, because, in the form in which it gains

power over us, it cannot be called the denial of a present and better
knowledge and conscience. And therefore also a Christian may
pray for forgiveness for faults concealed from him with the hope
of being heard
not on this account, however, because they are
concealed from him, but because he regards himself rightly as
being bound to pray for forgiveness for those faults concealed from
him, inasmuch as he knows of no sin at all excusable in itself, but
is
acquainted only with degrees of greater guilt and desert of
punishment, when the servant who knows his lord s will, and has it
;

When the
present before him, does it not (Luke xii. 47, 48).
a blas
him
who
was
before
of
a
extended
to
apostle speaks
mercy
phemer, persecutor, and injurious, and explains the extending of
this mercy to him in this way, that he did these former things
ignorantly in unbelief, he thus as much confesses his guilt in this
unbelief, as by his pointing to grace and mercy he wishes to bring
forward and

to praise the (in contrast with his guilt) marvellous
the chief of sinners&quot; (1 Tim. i.
towards him,
of
Christ
procedure
with his unbelief serves to
connected
while
the
14, 15) ;
ignorance
&quot;

him only so far as the
and
no
conduct
was
hardening against an en
obduracy
apostle
which he had formerly
to
in
and
faith,
lightenment
awakening
explain the mercy that has been extended to
s

participated.

As

apostolic office

:

also,

I

on the other hand, he says

am

conscious of nothing

;

in the days of his

but herein

am

I not

justified (1 Cor. iv. 4).

(3) This same fundamental element of Christian knowledge,
that without Christ we can do nothing, includes in it this other
not
knowledge, that we are able to protect ourselves against falling,

with that which we are or have become in Christ, but only in main
has become
taining the constant connection of that nature which
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ours in Christ, with that
(Phil.

ii.

13).

God who works in us
of God in us takes

Such working

His gracious

will (yTrep T?}? evSotclas).
faith in this gracious will has at the

But

to will

279

and

to

do

place according to

just because

it is

so,

same time, as its salutary
attendant, that fear and trembling with which we work out our
because everything here depends on this working of God
salvation
in us, and nothing on that which we perhaps might ourselves be
able to do and to perform of ourselves, and separated from this
working of God in us (Phil. ii. 12, 13). For this same God is that
;

God who, without
man s work (1 Pet.

respect of persons, judgeth according to every
17) ; and without thinking thereon, there is no

i.

reaching in the fear of God that holiness which lies at the goal
(2 Cor. vii. 1) ; yea, no experience of the comforting consolation of
the Holy Ghost, without walking in the fear of the Lord (comp.

and concerning the nature and import of this fear, as
;
with
25, note (2), and
16, note (1)).
compared
legal fear, above
Yea, the same Epistle to the Hebrews, which in the loftiest strains
celebrates the power and joyousness of faith, holds up before the
reader the alarming word a It is a fearful thing to fall into the
Acts

ix.

31

:

hands of the living

(Heb. x. 31). Certainly the Apostle Paul
directs those already often-quoted words,
Be not high-minded,
but fear&quot; (Rom. xi. 20), to those who stand by faith, and who look
God&quot;

&quot;

on those others who were righteously excluded from the fellowship
of God s people by reason of their unbelief, without reflecting thereanent that the same thing will happen to them if they continue not
in that goodness of God of which they have become partakers (eav
eTT^eo^? rfj ^PTJO-TOTTJTL eVel teal av eKKOirrjar), Rom. xi. 22).
And thus, inasmuch as the Christian, along with the goodness of his
God, holds up before himself at the same time the entire earnestness
of His judgments, he has in this fear of the Lord the defensive
weapon against that forgetfulness of the mere hearer of the word
(aicpoaTr]s

7ri\r]crfjLovr)s),

who

does not think on

this, that if

he

is

and
really absorbed in the gospel as the perfect law of liberty,
continues therein, he recognises it just as a binding rule of free
also a doer
activity, which is not satisfied if the hearer is not
makes
(TTO^TI)? 6/3701;), a f ulfiller of that rule, and one who actively
use of that freedom (Jas. i. 25).
fall into sin, we
(4) Respecting the way in which we come to
refer
28, note (2)) spoken in general with
what was there
to

have already before

(

ence to Jas.

Here we have only

i.

15.

said, in so far as

we have

to deal not

complete
merely with the falling into
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how such
is

a fall

that sin which

It bringeth

it

forth

when rendered fruitful by the consent
sin.
What we are to understand by sin

as infallibly as the desire,

the will, bringeth forth
the first member of the sentence

II.

of
in

(rl/crei, a/jiaprlav),
placed beyond
It is the act of sin which is infallibly
doubt by the context.
and it depends
reached, so soon as one has consented to the desire
on
the
desire
the
nature
of
and
its object, whether this act
only
shall be an inward and spiritual, or an external one, at the same
time accomplished with the organs of the body.
In the second
member of the sentence, where the death-bringing fruit of sin is
is

;

spoken of, the character of sin is defined by the addition,
it has reached its
goal, its maturity&quot; (aTroTekeaOela-a).
addition, the idea of sin in the second
distinguished from that in the first.

&quot;

when

By

this

member of the sentence is
But a growth in that sin

which has manifested itself as sin in act, takes place only in that sin
which has acquired the mastery, has robbed man of his freedom in
It
Christ, and has thrown him again into the chains of slavery.
lies

in its nature, that

to the righteous

special
sin,

remark

is

it

infallibly bringeth forth death, according

judgment of God.

What

is

here deserving of

therefore this, that not some particular kind of

but sin in general, when

nated as death-bringing.
infallibly bringeth death,

it

has gained this character,

That the individual
is

But everything depends on

is desig
act of sin in itself

asserted neither here nor elsewhere.
this, that

we do

not allow sin to reach

that maturity.
in order
(5) As to how the Christian has to conduct himself,
that in his case sin may not reach such maturity, a reference to the

Epistle of John might suffice. There, close beside one another,
stand the apparently mutually exclusive antitheses, by holding fast

first

both of which unitedly, and by that alone, the Christian is able
to protect himself against the over-exuberant corrupting power of

to

sin.

The

first

point

is

the consciousness of the violent contradiction

which the committing of sin stands with our divine sonship in
To have communion with that God who is light, and to
Christ.
Who
walk in darkness, are absolutely incompatible (1 John i. 6).
that
He
v.
soever is born of God doth not commit
18)
(iii. 9,
committeth sin is of the devil.&quot;
So says John. Just as he lieth
who walketh in darkness, and saith that he stands in fellowship with
God, so not less does that man lie, who wishes to walk in the light,

in

&quot;

&quot;

sin&quot;

;
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without acknowledging that he needs the blood of Jesus the Son of

God

to cleanse

have no sin
(i.

we

:

if

him from all sin (i. 7).
we say that we have not

We

we say that we
we make God a liar

lie if

sinned,

and have no blessing from our walking in the light,
10)
confess not our sins, in reliance on the faithfulness and

8,

;

if

right

Him who

eousness of

cleanseth us from

forgiveth us our sins for Christ

In

all

this

s

sake,

twofold

and

know

unrighteousness (i. 9).
ledge alone lies the power of acknowledging thoroughly the great
ness of our -guilt, and yet again rising from our fall by a look to
Christ. Only there is then no rising up, where, along with the light
estimate of our sin, there at the same time enters the contempt of
where confession of sin, and confession to the

the grace of Christ,

sin-forgiving Saviour, alike die away.

But

if

this twofold disposition remains,

then also we do not

withdraw ourselves from that twofold operation of the Holy Ghost
of which we had to make mention at an earlier stage, when speaking
of conversion ( 24, notes (2) and (3)), and whose chastisement and
consolation bring about the permanence of repentance and faith
We preserve the childlike spirit, which discerns
24, note (6)).
(
and even in the mani
in punishment the chastisement of a father
festation of wrath, learn to feel that love which would fain, by
;

means of chastisement, protect from the judgment
Kvpios

TraiSeuet, fjuacrTiyol Se
/c.r.X.,

iva

fJiij

&amp;lt;rvv

Heb.
TO&amp;gt;

yap ayaira
el vraiSeiav

6-8

xii.

/coo-yucp

(ov

Trdvra vlbv ov Trapa^e^erai
KpivojJievoi VTTO

;

Kvplov Tra&evo-

xi.
32).
Kara/cpiOw/jLev, 1 Cor.

Where,

however, we wish to know nothing of deserved judgment where
we accept the confession that in many things we all offend as an
indifferent truth

where, along with the sorrow because of sin, the
there we gradually harden ourselves

need of comfort disappears,
against both things
fort of the
first

and

:

as against the com
against the chastisement
and the last state becomes worse than the

Holy Ghost

who has apostatized from Christ,
becomes worse than the condition

the condition of the Christian

fallen into the slavery of sin,

For all con
ii.
20, 21).
it matters not of what sort the
of
sin,
sin, every slavery
for repentance, and
sin may be,
gradually destroys the capacity
inclination to raise one s self
the
and
the
with
that
along
capacity
up by faith in Christ s power and grace, and to break asunder
For of whom a man is overcome, of the
the chains of slavery.
same is he brought in bondage&quot; (2 Pet. ii. 19 ; comp. Rom. vi.

of the natural

man

2 Pet.
(see especially

tinuance in

&quot;

16, OVK ol Sare,

on &

TraptaTavere

eavrov? SoyXov?

els

VTratcorv,
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a/AapTias et? Oavarov r

(6) After what has been said, I cannot hold it as correct when
one designates some individual and isolated act of sin, or a special
description of the slavery of sin, as that falling away with which
one has unconditionally deprived himself of grace. For if there is

an act

in

which one

the grace of

God

finally rends

asunder the bond between him and

in Christ, then such

an act

is

reached only in

consequence of a mastery of sin, which has arrived at that maturity
of which it will not be possible to assert, that in its beginnings, and
in the further stages of

its

course,

it

must of necessity bear that

character which marks out the act of final and complete rupture.
And if we have found that relapse into the slavery of sin, and the
(herewith, associated) absence of all corresponding Christian activity
of life in general, deprives one of grace, just as little will one be able
to assert that this condition always, and in all cases, must have those

marks which perhaps characterize the actual
rupture with Christ. It would be a very false

fact of the decisive
security, if

any one,
in thinking of God s judgment, wished to comfort himself with
this, that he could not perceive in the state of his soul those marks
which are perhaps alleged to be those of
the sin against the Holy
&quot;

Ghost.&quot;

Of such marks we

certainly find no trace,

^.^.,

in those

who, according to Christ s words, fall victims to the last judgment
Their saying
Lord, Lord,&quot; their acts of pro
(Matt. vii. 22).
&quot;

phesying, of casting out devils in His name, help them nothing,
because they are at the same time simply ep^/a^o^evoi TTJV avo^iav^
i.e. such as in their own
person and their whole conduct toward

God

heavenly Father (ver. 21 comp.
just so in the words of Christ, at Matt. xxv.

do not the will of Christ

with ver. 24).

And

41-46, nothing presents

s

itself to

;

us as a

mark

of those

who

are

rejected in the judgment, but that there was wanting in their case
every practical proof of love towards the disciples of Christ. Now,

even
it is

if

in the last passage, according to the connection of the whole,
much the characteristics of those w ho are rejected, as the

not so

7

importance of the disciples and messengers of Christ, and our con
duct towards these, for the judgment upon the world, that is intended
to be

Matt.

brought forward and if one is thus reminded of the passage
x. 40-42, and if at the same time in the passage Matt. xxv.
;

the lacking practical manifestation of love to those messengers of
Christ who are experiencing the oppression and the enmity of the
world, serves to make visible the want of love to the Sender of these
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messengers, lightly esteemed and persecuted by the world as He
yet this passage also belongs to that series of others (such as

was

;

Matt.

vii.

16-27; Rom.

with which
distinction

is

who

ii.
5-10; 2 Cor. v. 10), by comparison
impossible, in the case of all Christians without
act in unchristian
ways, to hold the approach of

judgment exclusively and alone

the final

common

as the result of a specific

to all alike.

Certainly in Scripture the slavery of
of the most diverse kind, which falls under the collective idea

offence,
sin is

it

of abiKia, aTreiOeia, and the like, and which threatens with the
divine judgment (1 Cor. vi. 9, 10; Gal. v. 19-21;
Eph. v. 5 ; Rev.
xxii. 15).

There are, nevertheless, statements of New Testament Scripture
which come to be considered, and which speak of a specific offence,
for which forgiveness dare not be expected. These are the
passages
Heb. vi. 4-6, x. 26 comp. with Matt. xii. 31, 22 Mark iii. 28, 29;
:

;

Luke
as in

;

10 1 John v. 16. The expositions of these passages
more recent times von Oettingen in his treatise de peccato

xii.

;

in

Spir. Set. cet. 1856, von Hofmann in his Schriftbeweis, Delitzsch in
his Commentar zum Hebrderbriefe^ have furnished them
compel me,

although these parties do not in

all
points coincide with each other,
that
at
least as correct which they brought forward
acknowledge
earlier
treatment of these passages. How far I am able,
against my
otherwise to agree with them, will appear from the discussion, now

to

about to be renewed, of the passages quoted.

The two

passages of the Epistle to the

Hebrews come

first

of

be considered, for this reason, because they speak in the most
definite way merely of a fall and apostasy in such a way as is

all to

possible only in the case of Christians, and is assumed in the epistle
Besides,
conceivable, or as having actually taken place.
the two passages are completely intelligible, and explicable from

itself as

themselves and their immediate context

while the other passages
;
the
receive
their
from
partly
Epistle to the Hebrews, partly,
light
to the question
first
must
be
however,
investigated with respect
whether and how far their being brought into parallel connection

with the statements of the Epistle to the Hebrews is correct. In
this place, however, I can only bring forward that which has im
pressed my mind as an undoubted result for the ethical meaning

and consideration of those passages.
Under what circumstances the author of the Epistle to the
Hebrews arrives at his warnings, may be mentioned merely in pass
It is the apprehension of a falling back into the synagogue,
ing.
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under which he generally
the
writer
has facts in his eye, and
apprehension
mentions also (x. 25) one such, viz. the forsaking of the Christian
This outward fact is, how
assembly, as the manner of some was.
to
him
a
of
a
conceivable
ever,
only
symptom
disposition and state
into Jewish, antichristian conduct,

For

writes.

mind

this

still, of which he had already before come to
There the expression of apprehension and warn
ing interrupts an attempt already begun, by means of introducing
his readers into the depths of Old Testament statements, facts, and
types, to bring about their reception of the glory of the New Tes
tament, and thus to fortify them. He wishes with them to rise to
the perfection of Christian knowledge, and will do so in their case
But that which
by means of His word, so far as God permits
he thinks of as a hindrance to this permission nay, what he lays
down as an impossibility not to be overeome is introduced by him
with the words (vi. 4),
For it is impossible.&quot; The impossibility
of his word producing fruit is then given him, when a fall, and in
consequence thereof a state [of the individual], has occurred, which
(vers. 47) he portrays, and finally compares to the state of the
ground which brings forth thorns and thistles, and therefore is
rejected and nigh unto cursing, whose end is to be burned (vi. 8).
That he hopes this has not yet taken place in the case of his readers,
he asserts in ver. 9 ff. Now it is undoubtedly certain that the
writer of the epistle conceives to himself this fall as the falling back
of such as have fully experienced the power of the gospel.
For he
them
as
those who have been once (aira% ), through a
designates
fundamental act of God, enlightened, and herewith have tasted, i.e.

of

speak

far worse

(vi.

3-8).

&quot;

it&quot;

&quot;

the blessing of grace in
livingly experienced, the heavenly gift
Christ
and have become partakers of the Holy Ghost, and have

word the good divine word of
and herewith the powers of the world to come. Never

tasted the goodness of the divine

promise

theless the writer imagines to himself such as having possibly fallen
away (TrapaTreo-fWa?), for whom renewal unto repentance (jLierdvoia)
is

impossible.

by

A

turning-point, not a state, is doubtless indicated
But what serves as the characteristic of this

this irapa TrecrovTas.

turning-point, is indicated
apostasy manifests itself.
self the

Son

of

God

afresh,

by a course

of conduct in

which the

And
i.e.

this is called crucifying for one s
for one s self making away with the

God, and that upon the cross, as Israel once did, and setting
Him forth as an object of mockery to others (Trapa^ei^fjuari^ovTa^).
It is therefore not said in this passage, that there is a state in which

Son

of
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renewal unto repentance is impossible, but that there is an apostasy
in which such a renewal is not conceivable, because it manifests
itself in

a course of conduct which

Christ.

Quite similar

is

is

the most direct hostility to
ff.
With a

the statement in ch. x. 26

glance at the approaching day of judgment he has censured the
custom of some that of withdrawing themselves from the Chris
tian assembly.
/coucra&amp;gt;5

yap

Immediately on

this there follows,

a/jLapravovTcov rj/Awv,

a statement as to

with the words

how and under

what presuppositions such acting is delivered over
Because a habit, not a single act, was spoken of, it is
&quot;

afjiapravovrcav rjfi&v

:

If

we

to

judgment.

said e/covo-lajs

sin wilfully, deliberately, after that

we

have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more
sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful looking for of judgment,&quot;
etc.

The

writer of the epistle sees in the deliberate avoidance of

the church assembly (which served the purpose of a means of grace)
not a negligence, but the outward token of a complete rupture with

For

he had pointed to the punishment which was
who broke the law of Moses, he proceeds:
Of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be thought
worthy, who hath trodden under foot the Son of God, and hath
counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an
Christ.

after

decreed in the law for him
&quot;

&quot;

unholy thing, and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace ?
In this way (/caraTraT^cra?, ^ryTjaafievo^^ evvftpicra*;) is the matter
represented, because the writer looks upon the outward sinful act
ing (afJbapravovTwv) as the token of an inwardly accomplished,
In
actual, and complete rupture with the truth formerly known.
first
passage the inward act of apostasy (with TrapaTreo-ovras)
stands in the foreground, and is afterwards described outwardly by
the tokens of the state of mind therewith introduced, and of the

the

course of acting resulting therefrom (TrapaSeiyfiari^ovra^) ; but
here an outward sinful acting is first mentioned, and it is after
wards said from what sort of a rupture inwardly accomplished this
over to
is to be
derived, and on this account infallibly handed

judgment. For such a rupture has a much more fearful meaning
than the violation (dOerrjo-as) of the law of Moses, for which the
punishment of bodily death was appointed.

From

that its
then, it is first of all clear,
author has not in view to describe the process of the development
of sin, as it takes place and must take place in a Christian man, in
He is
case he is righteously handed over to the divine judgment.
he
but
not treating of sin in general, and its progressive unfolding;

the epistle

itself,
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has quite definite, historical occasions to hold up before his readers the
apprehension of a quite specific offence, in respect to which renewal
is
The fact that this danger, in the
impossible.
case of his readers, bore the shape of a relapse into antichristian,
Jewish ways, will not become the occasion to any half intelligent

unto repentance

man

to

when

it

assume the possibility of such an apostasy only then,
wears the form of relapse into Judaism. The nature of
the breach is to be determined by those marks whereby it is de
scribed in ch. x., and whereby it leads, according to ch. vi., to an
inward and outward course of conduct whose characteristic mark
in reality is applicable not merely to such as incline to Judaism.
The breach stands there as an outbreak and culmination of the
deepest hostility towards Christ and its greatness and fearf ulness
consist in this, that it is apostasy from the essence of Christianity,
as livingly known and thoroughly experienced.
The truth in its
form
is therefore this, that in the case of those
generally applicable
really regenerate and converted an apostasy may occur, in conse
quence of which an inward and outward course of acting takes place
which directly closes up the way to grace, because it is ripened
;

We

toward Christ, contempt and blasphemy of grace.
cannot speak of an act of apostasy or rupture except in connection
with the existing disposition and conduct, considered as a whole, in
hostility

which the breach already consummated manifests and carries itself
and we cannot speak of a collective disposition and con
duct which brings on the judgment, except in connection with a
breach or apostasy in which enmity against Christ has reached the
ripeness of inward outbreak, and which is the ground and com
mencement of the continued antichristian disposition and conduct.

forward

;

to me to stand in opposition to those who
the
whole
stress
either
lay
upon the act of apostasy, or upon its
For at the
actually existing consequences and manifestations.

Thus the matter appears

mere
act in

its

very nature

is

we can

the less stop, the less such an
conceivable (in the case of those regenerate

act of apostasy in itself

and converted) as occurring immediately, i.e. without a series of
departures from the truth and the life in Christ bringing it about
as means.
Nowhere has an after life and conduct corresponding
to the nature of regeneration and conversion taken place where
and never does the love to God
apostasy from Christ is reached
His
transform
itself all at once by an
love
in
Christ,
produced by
inward act into enmity and blasphemy. But even upon the exist
;

ing antichristian conduct in

itself

we cannot

lay the stress alone,
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because such a course

is not arrived at
by the regenerate and
without an initiatory turning-point, in which he has
rent asunder the bond of love and communion with Christ.
One

converted

man

must

have inwardly trodden under foot the Son of God, counted
new covenant an unholy thing, and done despite

first

the blood of the

he arrives at this the crucifying of
Christ afresh for himself, and making Him an object of mockery
It is only from this last
for others.
point alone that a certain
conclusion is possible, whether I have actually in myself consum

to the Spirit of grace, before

mated the act of apostasy
in

itself

helps

me

fallen irrecoverably

to

;

while no description of an act of apostasy
with certainty whether I have

ascertain

from the

and

state of grace,

am

lost

before

God.

With
to the

all

the fearfulness of the warning laid down in the Epistle
at the same time contain the in

Hebrews, yet the words

estimable benefit of scaring

away

that dark spectre of an act not

be explained, and actually explained,
rightly comprehensible
sometimes in one way, sometimes in another, an act with which
one is alleged to have forfeited irrecoverably the grace of God in
to

Christ.

For here

all is light, clear

not to do with an isolated

and

self-intelligible.

We have

in its connection

incomprehensible
with the whole state of the Christian man in his entirety, indistinct
in its characteristics, but with an act of rupture which is an outbreak
act,

of a ripened hostile disposition towards Christ, whose preparatory
beginnings I am able to watch over, to overcome in continual

repentance and faith, while I can protect myself from the imagina
tion that I have fallen into it by watchfulness over the symptoms

which are here in the epistle mentioned by name as characteristic
marks of the actual conduct in the given case of apostasy. For,
that apostasy has actually taken place, is indicated by this, and
set

Him

arid
myself I crucify Christ afresh,
For such, arid for such
forth to others as an object of mockery.
irre
alone, remains the whole fearfulness of the warning against
this alone, that for

coverable loss of grace.

judgment
to others.

;

And

indeed for them as a mirror of selfinfallible judgment with respect

for

no one

In

this sense also, the passage

as a

sword of

from the Old Testament,
&quot;

Vengeance
quoted in the Epistle to the Hebrews, is applicable :
shall judge
Lord
The
to
I
will
;
and,
me,
recompense
belongeth
His people&quot; (x. 30). For we have to judge ourselves, not others.
And this so much the more certainly in this case, where we are at
&quot;

&quot;

the same time reminded of that other word,

&quot;

The Lord knoweth
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judgment of unpardonable

apostasy takes place only in the case of those who have come to
know the power of the gospel in its whole extent by their own
The symptoms of enmity against Christ, which we
experience.
perceive in others, do not suffice to determine whether such
an one has with conscious aversion renounced the knowledge of
the truth which has become his.
Saul also was a blasphemer and
and
one
who
in
fact
actual
showed himself a reviler, and
persecutor,
that not without the guilt of an unbelief in which he had turned
away from the preparatory light of the Old Testament word, as
well as from the message of the disciples of Jesus.
And yet
mercy was extended to him, and from being a Saul he became
Paul. Then, certainly, he first tasted the good word and the
powers of the world to come, and remained afterwards faithful
But among those who bear the name of Chris
(2 Tim. iv. 7, 8).

may

innumerable who have not yet penetrated
because
tasting,&quot;
they have not turned to the grace of their
and
often
enough blaspheme what they do not know.
regeneration,
tians, there are also parties

to such

And

&quot;

we have not to judge, but to pray,
Father,
for they know not what they
forgive them
(Luke xxiii. 34).
But for us who believe must the possibility of unpardonable apos
in this case

&quot;

do&quot;

;

whole fearful earnestness, be constantly preserved
only that w e may judge ourselves not according to
self-discovered signs, but according to the signs which are laid

tasy,

with

its

undiminished

down

r

;

in the word.

That there
elsewhere

also.

is

a reviling of Christ which is pardonable, is attested
This is done in those words of Christ where the

Son of man is contrasted with the blasphemy against
the Holy Ghost, and only the latter (whether in contrast with that,
reviling of the

This
or in general with every blasphemy) is called unpardonable.
statement of itself leads us back again to the Epistle to the

last

Respecting the reviling of the Son of man, so much
only requires to be said as serves for confirmation of what has been
brought forward a little ago. The blasphemy of the Pharisees, that

Hebrews.

Christ cast out devils only in the power of Beelzebub, the prince

making His declaration
Matthew is the state
22).
(Matt.
ment found, that that man will be forgiven who may say a word
against the Son of man (Matt. xii. 32) while the same statement
of the devils, was the occasion of Christ
xii.

24

;

Mark

iii.

But only

s

in

;

found in Luke (xii. 10) out of connection with that deed of
Christ and with the blasphemy of the Pharisees following upon it.

is
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What
and

is

thus said

not to be shown from the context of Matthew

is

Luke without narrower

that of
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investigation.

That

in

Matthew

the mention of that speaking against Christ appears to be occasioned
by the blasphemy of the Pharisees, is of course to be recognised.

But

that in these words of Christ the
blasphemy of the Pharisees
meant, is not to be supposed. The blasphemy of the Phari

itself is

two sides: one against the Son of man, the other against
Ghost
the one pardonable, the other unpardonable.
;
Holy
Rather is the blasphemy wholly and indivisibly directed against the
Holy Spirit of God, in whose power Christ performed His deeds
and the blasphemy of the Pharisees, whole and entire, directed
in this form against the Son of man, is called unpardonable.
In
sees has not

the

;

this

way

way

of

it

is

understood by
&quot;

explanation,

This statement

spirit.&quot;

Mark

also,

Because they
is

when he adds

said,

He

(iii.

30),

by

hath an unclean

meant when the Pharisees blasphemy,

being blasphemy against the Holy Ghost effectually working in
In what sense, and why, is
Christ, is declared to be unpardonable.
as

The

question which first of all arises is
that
the blasphemy on the part of the
nevertheless,
can
recorded
serve Christ as an occasion
Pharisees,
by Matthew,
to speak in general of a word spoken against the Son of man,
to

be afterwards discussed.

tliis

:

How

is it,

which, in contrast with the pharisaic blasphemy, is designated as
pardonable ? If we stop at what is furnished by the context in

am able to refer only to one
Pharisees blaspheme works of Christ as
satanic, which they look upon in the case of their own as done in
the power of God.
Since in this way their own children will
Matthew

in

answer

to this question, I

point as explanatory.

The

become judges of them and their blasphemy (Matt. xii. 27), their
children themselves must give judicial testimony that this
blasphemy, following upon these deeds, and happening in this way,

own

a deliberate one against the better knowledge of the blasphemers,
and thus uttered with the denial of a known truth. But this is an
unpardonable blasphemy. If, however, on the other hand, a word
may be thought of as directed against the Son of man, which is
in
pardonable, then must it be distinguished from that blasphemy
this
it is not denial and blasphemy of the Christ as
that
respect,
known by the blasphemer. And in the position in which the Son
is

of

man

stood to Israel, and Israel to the Son of man, Christ might
He does not so look upon every

well have occasion to intimate that

word directed against the Son of man as He does upon the blas
denial
phemy of the Pharisees. For the latter bore the character of
T
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and of obduracy against a truth otherwise known by the blas
phemers themselves. To something similar that word of Christ
in Luke (ch. xii.) points, which is directed not against the Phari
but to the

only that here the index to a correct
the
passage] does not lie so plain before us as is
apprehension [of
But the right view is quite evident from
the case in Matthew.
sees,

disciples,

the relations of discipleship in which those addressed stand to the
Lord. From this point of view Christ refers them at the end of

His

discourse, in order to their strengthening against the impending
oppressions of the world, to the assistance of the Holy Ghost (ch.
xii. 12).
As standing in the relation of discipleship, He strengthens

them with the reference
confess those

who

God, and warns them
will

to this, that

fore, Christ proceeds in

him

;

one day

God

His discourse

When,

(xii. 8, 9).

to say,

&quot;

And

there

whosoever

speak a word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven
but unto him that hath blasphemed (^Kacr^^rjo-avTi) against

Holy Ghost

the

will

before men, before the angels of
with the words that His deniers before men

be denied before the angels of

shall

He, the Lord,

Him

confess

it

shall not

be

forgiven&quot;

(xii.

then also can

10),

word, capable of being forgiven, directed against the Son of
man, only then escape being blasphemy against the Holy Ghost,
when it proceeds from those who have nothing before them but

this

the

Son

of

man, and

to

whom

the

Holy Ghost has not yet opened

What think
knowledge the question,
he
?
But
to
the
ye
disciples, denial and
of
the
be
denial
and
would
Son
blasphemy
blasphemy of the Holy
had
whose
learnt
this
Thou art the
Ghost, through
working they
up

in living experience and
of Christ ? whose son is

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

:

Thus, therefore, only then is
Christ, the Son of the living God.&quot;
a word directed against the Son of man pardonable, when it was
concealed from the speaker what Christ was. But if he knows

whom no one in truth can call Lord except by the Holy
Ghost (1 Cor. xii. 3), then is every word directed by him against
this Lord, and
blaspheming Him, blasphemy against the Holy
to
whom
he owes that knowledge which he renounces in
Ghost,

the Lord,

blasphemy.

And
ledge of

are naturally brought nearer to the know
should very
the sin against the Holy Ghost is.

in this

what

way we

badly understand the

way

We

in

which

contrasted with the speak
supposed we were able to measure
it

is

ing against the Son of man, if we
the greatness of this guilt in this way, that the one time it referred
The
to the Holy Ghost, the other time only to the Son of man.
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Holy Ghost is an offence against Christ, and not
Holy Ghost (conceived of outside of His relation to
It can be committed
by such as do not yet stand in
with Christ, as well as by disciples of Christ. But even

sin against the

against the
Christ).

fellowship
by the former not in such a
it

were ignorantly,

way

that they in a certain measure, as
but only in such a way that
;

fall into this sin

they, like the Pharisees, against better knowledge, blaspheme as
satanic what belongs to God in Christ, or, as would be possible in
the case of disciples of Christ, in such a way that they, against the

knowledge of Christ wrought in them by the Holy Ghost, fall
and blasphemy of their Lord. With the former it is
obduracy, and indeed obduracy rising up to the pitch of blasphemy

into denial

against a preparatory knowledge ; with the others obduracy, and
indeed obduracy rising up to the pitch of blasphemy against a full

knowledge, wrought by

God s Holy

Spirit, of

what Christ

is.

From

what is said in the Gospels respecting the sin against
Holy Ghost coincides with what stands in the Epistle to the
Hebrews. And we have and need, as marks of the way in which
this last point,

the

the sin against the

Holy Ghost can be committed by

disciples of

Christ, to say and to place nothing else from our own experience
than what stands in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Everything that
said before in reference to the passages of Hebrews respecting
the inconceivability of such a sin, without an intermediate, gradual

was

the
estrangement from the truth, applies also here. But where
blas
of
estrangement from the truth has reached this highest stage

pheming and blasphemous enmity, there is its outbreak, as being
not an isolated act by itself, but a proof of that state of soul which,
in conscious opposition, bars itself against the fountain of salvation,
the deed of one who, as it is expressed in Mark (iii. 29), will be
ecrrai, alwviov a^aprr]guilty of everlasting transgression (evo^os
a deed which will not
Ataro?) ; or, as it is said in Matthew (xii. 32),

be forgiven him, neither in this world, nor in the world to come.
For in this act there comes to light a ripeness of wicked obduracy,
alike whether
which, as conscious blasphemy, excludes from grace,
the threshold
on
we stood,
virtue of God s
revelation,

by

preparatory

and then by denial of the pre
us or whether we
paratory knowledge blasphemously push it from
had been
introduced into the sanctuary of grace, from
of being able to lay hold of grace,

;

already

fall away.
which, through denial of the truth fully known, we
the
floated
sin
same
According to every estimate, the
before^

mind

of the Apostle

John

also,

when he

writes in his

first epistle
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15), that one ought to pray for forgiveness on behalf of a
brother, if he sees him commit a sin which is not unto death, and
(v.

then proceeds
shall

pray for

&quot;

:

it.&quot;

There

For

I do not say that he
these words are found in connection with
is

a sin unto death

:

the mention of the fact, that whosoever hath the Son, hath life
and whosoever hath not the Son, hath not life. But whoever be
lieves on, hath the Son.

Whoever

believeth not on

Him,

that

;

man

hath not received the testimony which God hath given for His
Son. But the testimony consists in the everlasting life which God

and this life is in His Son (vide v. 10-12). Thus
which tends to the brother s death be precisely this,
that, in contradiction with his own life-experience which he has of
this testimony of God, he turns away from the Son and denies
Him. And here, then, that other word of John applies, &quot;He that
believeth not is condemned already
He that believeth not
and,
the Son shall not see life
but the wrath of God abideth on him
hath given

us,

will the sin

&quot;

;&quot;

&quot;

:

18, 36).
Certainly at the time of writing his first epistle,
in
the
already
present there stand before the eyes of the Apostle
John antichristian manifestations.
What occasions difficulty in

(John

iii.

reference to the passage in John is much less the question what
John looks upon as such death-bringing sin, than how and when
is to be
regulated in accordance with it, i.e. in the
circumstances
to
be
For we shall not be able to
omitted.
given
say, as I formerly supposed, that we cannot make this sin, con

the intercession

sidered in itself, an object of prayer for forgiveness ; but we can
pray for the sinner, that he may turn from this sin. For between
such prayer and God there stands for me, like a partition-wall, the
knowledge that God cannot forgive the sin of apostasy from Christ,
the well-spring of salvation, to him who knowingly and wilfully has

renounced this Lord. But of false fondness this very John, who
has been called not without reason the preacher of love, will least
all know
For he preaches, as scarcely any other does,
anything.
the holy love of Christians.
But it will always be only with fear
and trembling that we shall be able to omit the prayer with fear
and trembling, lest I contemptuously lift up myself, or lest I pro

of

nounce too hasty a judgment on

my

brother.

He who

does not

omit the prayer with deepest pain, will not have the omission con
ducing to his salvation. Only he dare not endanger his own soul
sin of apostasy as not exposed to the
has judged it in His word. But one thing
will he be able to do with a
good conscience, nay, be under obliga-

by looking perhaps upon the
judgment, while

God
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He may preserve him

from
he should too hastily
omit to pray for him, that He, according to the riches of His com
will not allow to be
passion,
recompensed to that brother the offence
which he himself commits through his own fault, and what he
without proper ground omits to perform.
false

it,

judgment

respecting his brother

and

;

if

But

as respects the
application of all these fearful warnings to
and
to
our
own
soul s state, for the purpose of conscien
ourselves,

we must repeatedly refer to what
note
towards
the end) said respecting
28,
(
(5),
that satanic poisoning which makes itself felt by us just
upon the
tious investigation, here precisely

was formerly

domain of the revelation of the wrath of God. For that man
must yet have little experience as to the state of tempted souls,

know how frequently one meets there with a satanic
of
anguish lest the sin against the Holy Ghost has been
perversity
How watchfully in these cases we must look not
committed.
who

does not

merely to the soul

how

carefully

s state,

we have

but also

to trace

to the bodily state of the

and

tempted;

to distinguish thoroughly

what

a struggle of conscience, but an after-working
to all this
of perverted doctrines and views of others, and the like
we can here only call attention in passing. But where we have

is

perhaps not at

all

which has sprung up
from the innermost depths of one s proper self, there let one above
all see to it whether the
struggling one, as well as he who gives

really to do with a purely spiritual struggle,

advice, keeps himself within the rule of the certain divine word,
instead of befooling either others or himself with his own thoughts,
it beino; all the same whether he wishes to comfort or to rebuke
e!&amp;gt;

with such thoughts. For nowhere does the dealing with our own
thoughts, the want of conscientious investigation, pondering, keep
in a frag
ing of the word (of the word, however, as a whole, not
the
mentary, piecemeal wav), revenge itself more fearfully than at
time of severest and strongest temptations.
Everything, on the
other hand, depends on this, that one early and lovingly enters into

merely to the certain word of pro
is
note
mighty in this, that
18, especially
(4)), and
This faith alone
note
it believes
25,
(7)).
against feeling (comp.
is
itself against the strongest temptation
to
strong enough
pillow
If God be for us, who can
upon the apostolic word, and to ask,
be against us 1
(Kom. viii. 31-34.)
which the Christian enters bears
The
(7)
spiritual house into

that faith

which attaches

itself

mise (comp.

&quot;

&quot;

also

the inscription

&quot;

:

Let every one that nameth the name of
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kept by that man

iniquity&quot;

(2

who guards

Tim.

ii.

19).
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not

himself only against this or that

For
renouncing iniquity in general.
our
minds
are
not
on
that
this,
corrupted and
everything depends
moved away from simple, undivided surrender to Christ (2 Cor.
xi.
Where this simple and undivided surrender is corrupted in
3).
any one point, there no one can say what issue of corruption this
he that is begotten of God
beginning may reach. Therefore
specific

offence, instead of

&quot;

keepeth himself, and that wicked one toucheth him

not.&quot;

THIED SECTION,
PERSONAL QUALIFICATION FOR PRESERVING THE POSSESSION
OF SALVATION.

30. Christian Virtue as Fidelity.

JHEISTIAN

virtue

verifies itself in

As

its

sists

good which

is that
personal qualification which
the struggle previously described
(1).

objective distinction from

in this, that

it

mere

commences with

legal virtue con

that freedom to be

the gift of gospel grace (see
23), so its subjective
distinction and its formal character are of such a nature, that it is
is

equally fidelity in its pursuit of an end not yet attained, and pre
servation of a received blessing, by virtue of which fidelity is actively

engaged in the attainment of that end (2). From the character of
the received gift, which Christian virtue preserves in faithfulness,
will result as well the subjective

the subjective

power of

motive and the objective standard,
subjective fundamental

means of preservation and the

virtue, as well as the extent of the

festation (see

same

in

its

self-mani

31-35).

There is a twofold conceivable
(1) The new life is a conflict.
issue of its development.
if
the
Now,
question arises as to what

may

condition this issue, and what

then the chief ethical element

may

protect us against a fall,
emphasize the personal

lies in this, to

That this rests on
qualification and activity of the regenerate.
divine gift and grace, and can only be conceived of in continual
connection therewith, we are taught by what we know of the
essence of regeneration.
But just on this account it is doubly
important to bring into prominence the other aspect of this personal
and
qualification and activity, even in the name of that capacity
attestation which solves the problem of sanctifi cation and renewal
295
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in the strength of the Spirit of God.
Hence the significance of
the name, Christian virtue. It declares that Christian virtue has

formal aspect

namely, the character of personal ability and
manifestation
quite in common with man s general con
practical
This also it partakes with this general
of
virtue
(see
15).
ception
notion of virtue, that it can only be conceived of as the reflex influ
its

ence of continuous practice and

self-realization.

It

is

the fruit of

the yvfj,vd%iv eavrov Trpbs evcre/Sciav (1 Tim. iv. 7), and has its
realization in the arpareveiv rrjv
arpareiav (1 Tim. i. 18).
For one has only SAO, rr]V e%iv ra alo-Orjrrjpia yeyv/Jivao-fjieva Trpo?
fca\r]i&amp;gt;

^LaKpiaiv KO\OV re KOI Ka/cov (Heb. v. 14), as on the other side the
true practical realization of what has been received is only conceiv
able under the form of personal diligence.
Tlavav crTrovSrjv
Trapeto-eveyKavres

2 Pet.

/c.T.X.,

(2)

The

i.

e7n,%opr}yr)craTe

ev

TTJ

iricnei TJ/JLWV TTJV dpeTijv,

5.

characteristic

form of Christian virtue

foundation of the Christian

life.

This

rests

on the

a personal, gracious fel
(In Stoicism and kindred

is

lowship with God, spiritually received.
systems it is the indwelling God, the higher spiritual nature of the
divine Ego, whom as being a son of Zeus man must seek to please,
in order to conquer in the struggle with the fyavracriaL ; Epict. Diss.
In the blessing received lie the seeds of all the bless
18, 19.)
of
The problem is the preservation of this imparted
eternity.
ings

ii.

good.

The only

conceivable qualification and action for the solu

tion of this problem

a^pi

way

OCLVCLTOV).

is

What

of all Christians

:

personal fidelity (Rev. ii. 10, ylvov TTLCTTO^
true of the teachers, holds good in its

is

wSe \OLTTOV

^rjrelrai,

ev rot? OIKOVO/JLOIS tva

Trio-To? Tt? evpeOfj (1 Cor. iv. 2).
Compare our Lord
the servants and the received talents (Matt. xxv. 14

s

parable of

ff.).

More

over, the peculiar nature of this fidelity is determined by the pecu
salvation.
It is not fidelity to a duty
liarity of the blessing of

coming upon us from without to a precept, rule, maxim, or the
but fidelity to an inwardly working principle of life personal
with God which has been
fidelity to that personal fellowship
like,

brought about by the Holy Ghost. It is the fidelity of a child
born again of God (of the SoOXo? d&amp;lt;ya0os /cal Trtcrro? as of the via?
and acting will be deter
TTicrro?), who in his whole consciousness

mined by nothing but by the power of the gift of grace promised
in the word, and which has been sealed to him by the working of
the Holy Spirit, and which is there called regeneration, sonship,
power of life drawn from the spring of imperishable life (Rom. viii.

SUBJECTIVE MOTIVE OF CHRISTIAN FIDELITY

31.]

14-17

Gal.

;

iv.

6

;

2 Cor.

i.

21, 22

Eph.

;

i.

GRATITUDE.
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A violation

13, 14).

consequently nothing less than a grieving of the
Holy Spirit, with whom the regenerate one is sealed unto the day
of redemption (Eph. iv. 30, \VTcelv TO Uvev^a TO ayiov TOV @eou,
of this fidelity

ev

to

is

et? rjf^epav aTroXvTpwcretoS ; comp.
22, note
this preservation of the
gift received is at the same

eo-(f)payL&amp;lt;T0 r]T6

(2)).

That

time an endeavour and striving after an end not yet attained, is
involved in the (already explained) nature of the blessing received,
and its position relative to the nature of the old man and the
general development of the world (comp.

31. a.

The

20, note (5),

Subjective Motive of Christian Fidelity

and

25).

Gratitude.

Christian virtue, as self-realization in fidelity, can be found and

be permanent only where the impulse corresponding to it is present
and maintained (1). But if the fidelity of the Christian is due to
a received blessing, and if this blessing is the foundation of his new
life, then the disposition which corresponds to this relation, in which
at the same time is given the impulse to faithful self-activity, can

be none other than that of gratitude.
the part of the redeemed man makes

As

a breach of fidelity on

pre-eminently felt as
crying ingratitude, and even restrains the resistance of the old man
by the sense of a duty of gratitude, so is this gratitude on the
other side, to

him who

duty, but, so far as

it

is

itself

born of the Spirit of God, not an outward

the characteristic reflex
really lives in him,

working on that subjective disposition with which man recognises
as a free gift of grace that divine communion worked in his heart

by God

s

preventing love.

This tone of mind, which alone corre

sponds to the essential relation of the divine and
of love, gives

and

also

keeps up

strength to maintain this

human

fellowship

the right inclination and the right

communion

in fidelity (2).

free personal activity of the will without
consists one s own inclination, and
impulse of our nature.
with it are bound up our personal freedom and its variously deter
(1)

There can be no

Herein

mined resolve (comp.

5).

So

also,

in the regenerate

man, no

active realization of personal qualification is conceivable without a
divine impulse incorporated with his nature (comp.
22). If I now
that God who
to
faithful
remain
to
Christian
the
ask, What

impels
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has qualified him in grace, by the fellowship of the Holy Spirit
with his spirit renewing his spiritual nature, for the realization of

every Christian virtue ? this can be only designated a frame of
mind which is the concentrated expression of the relation in which
the receiver stands to the giver, and by virtue of which the former
feels himself also constantly impelled to preserve this relation in

love,

For all the workings of the Holy Ghost, such as faith,
and hope, in which the Christian possesses the strength to

fulfil

the will of

violate.

God

in

every particular, point out indeed the

divinely purposed and divinely worked shape of the Christian frame
of mind, but not the disposition or the real subjective motive which

urges me, in a manner consistent with the entirety of my relation
God the Giver, to cleave faithfully to all that has been bestowed

to

upon me by God s grace, in faith, hope, and love. Nay, faith, love,
and hope become themselves weak and degenerate, when they do
not possess as a common characteristic trait, and are not fostered
in, that tone of mind in which one holds and maintains them as

And this tone of mind, as the immediate reflex of
our consciousness of having nothing but what has been received
(1 Cor. iv. 7), is no other than that of a constant sense of thank
gifts of grace.

fulness and gratitude.
And if previously ( 19, note (5)) we have
in
that
love
alone, which is worked in us by the Spirit
recognised

of God, the fulfiller of the law ; so a perseverance in this love, and
a faithful practical realization corresponding to it, in a manner con

formable to the Christian character, are then only attained, when
thankfulness and gratitude are and remain the predominant tone
of mind, impelling us to serve God truly in love. For not through
and thank
fidelity do I attain to gratitude ; but through gratitude
fulness, as a constant sense of gratefulness for the blessing received,

do I arrive at a

free, affectionate Christian fidelity,

answering to the

which God stands to me, and I to Him.
the presence of this fundamental disposition of
Without
(2)
can
be no question of a fidelity which would corre
there
gratitude,

relation in

spond to the nature of the Christian. For by virtue of the relation
which the redeemed man can discover that which now constitutes
the most essential peculiarity of his nature, in his having become

in

through grace a partaker of the divine nature, no feeling or tone of
mind can be thought of as being that which is natural, newly inborn,

and growing up with the

And

Christian, so

much

as that of gratitude.

this not only in reference to the spiritual blessing of salva

tion already received, but also in reference to the whole further
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guidance of
future
Christ,

life,

internal as well as external,

since the Christian

;

knows

he has entered into a

his

by
which in

that,

life

And

to that

up
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day of the

communion with

all

its

relations

is

to this also there
corresponds

governed throughout by grace.
only a grateful frame of mind, pervading the Christian everywhere
and in every relation. This gratitude is a free no less than a bind
ing motive for personal fidelity. For, in addition to its natural root

in the Christian heart, the gratitude of the redeemed is the
feeling
and consciousness of a restored liberty. But this liberty is at the
same time essentially a dependence on God ; and in gratitude this

dependence has the character of that which, it really is, viz. free,
This obligation is of the greatest importance,
loving obligation.

when contrasted with the element
dwells in the nature of the old

of

man.

no-obligation which still
In gratitude the Christian

has a motive for fidelity, in consequence of which, with love and
pleasure, the new man, born again to liberty, binds the resisting

nature of the old

But even

man

in fetters.

in the natural

and with ingratitude (Rom.

i.

man, revolt from God
21).

How could

is

gracious

supposed in

communion

God

be otherwise perfectly maintained, except in and through
It is in its nature not an act, but a constant
gratitude alone ?
frame of mind. Ev^apLarovvre^ iravrore vTrep irdvTwv ev ovo^aTi
with

rov Kvplov

TIIJLWV

^Irjaov

Xpiarov

TO&amp;gt;

Sew

K.CLI

Trarpl,

Eph.

v. 20.

TldvTore ^alpere, aStaXetTrrco? irpocrev^eo-Oe^ ev iravri ev^ap^o-relre
TOVTO jap 0e\r)(jLa Seov ev Xpicrrw I^crov els v/ud$, 1 Thess. v.
It produces the most intimate and tenderest phenomena of
God, in the utterance and maintenance of prayer. Tfj

16-18.
the

life in

Trpocrev^fj TrpocrfcapTepelre &amp;lt;ypr)yopovvres
iv. 2.
Compare 33. As it is given in

communion

into the

of grace

by

ev avrrj ev ev^apLcrria^ Col.

and with our transplanting

faith,

so

does the overflowing

our strengthening
gratitude for this glorious gift itself react upon
f
in the faith.
/2? ovv 7rape\d/3ere rov Xpierbv Iijcrovv rbv Kvpiov,
ev avrut
teal eTroiKoSo/jiovfjievoi, ev avro) KCU
TrepiTrareiTe, eppifojmevoi,,
rrj

Col.

32.

ii.

The

Tr/crret,

leadens e StSa^^re, TrepicrcrevovTes ev

ev%a-

6 f.

Objective

Standard of Christian Virtue, or Christ s

Example and Word

in relation to the

Law.

In the inwardly working principle of life, the maintenance of
which the virtue of Christian fidelity strives after, lies also the
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by virtue of which thankful fidelity, in its practical
knows itself to be bound to an outward rule, which is

necessity
zation,

same time equally
tion,

SEC.

who

intrinsic to

will gloriously

it

(1).

same time

reali

at the

Spirit of regenera

transform us into Christ

even with the
step, refers Christians,
birth, at the

For the

III.

to the

s
image step by
inward workings of this new

exemplar of Christ, as

it

lies

before

us in word and deed, and points out the perfection which is accord
ing to His will, and ought to be striven after by us (2). In this
exemplar, in which Christ at the same time manifests Himself as
the fulfiller of the law, the law also retains its binding character
but the fidelity, in which I comply with the will
for the redeemed
;

of

God

in the law, consists in this, that I undertake the fulfilment

of the law, the schoolmaster to bring us to Christ, in the
Christ,

and look for the standard of

my

right fulfilling

power of
of the law

not in the law
the law.

itself, but in the example of Christ the fulfiller of
For the law, apart from Christ, holds good only for the

unredeemed

;

to the

redeemed, however, the law in Christ

is,

and

remains, the standard of their fidelity (3).
of the law (see
17, note (4) ;
(1) Jesus Christ, the fulfiller
Himself
as
in
such
note
this, that Pie does
18,
just
(1)), proves

not abrogate the essential significance which the law possesses as
the manifestation of the personal will of God, but fulfils it in His
own person, with a view to a permanent reflex influence on His

And the manner in which the
redeemed (comp.
13, note (4)).
Holy Ghost perfects in the regenerate themselves the work of the
The life
24, note (2)).
law, has been previously discussed (see
which from Christ is kindled in His followers, is a life which, by
virtue of its principle, brings to inward accomplishment that will of
God which rules over us both in the law and the gospel. Only the
creature in whom God the Holy Ghost dwells, should know and
keep clear in his consciousness, that this inward event is not an
immanent

state of his

own

being, a principle inherent in

it,

but a

on the gracious will of God with respect
the
to
creature, regulated not by the measure of evolution in the
new spiritual life of the creature, but by the law of a divine will
standing over the creature, and in it first of all gradually realizing
The relation of Christ to His own is of such a nature, that
itself.
of grace, dependent
gift

the head of the serpent

is

being trodden down,

who

is

seeking to
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man

seduce

to a false equality with

as if

God,
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he hore in himself

new spiritual life the law of normal development.
new life makes its appearance not by any means

alone and in his

Therefore the
the
solely in

form of an inward

divine fact a

man would become
Bather

inward testimony.

up

is

spiritual working, of

which

as a

conscious absolutely only through
that which is operated by God held

the same time also before the Christian as that which

at

is

and Christ leaves behind Him not only His Spirit,
but also His eVroXat, by virtue of which that which the Spirit of
God works is also placed before our eyes as God s requisition
willed

by God

;

1

addressed to us.

John

iii.

23, Avrtj earlv

ovo\iaii TOV viov

T&amp;gt;

&quot;KicTTevcrwfJLev

avTov

rj

John

;

ei&amp;gt;TO\r)

CLVTOV, iva

xv. 12, AVTTJ ecrrlv

f

TI

eWoXr/

?]

ejJLTj^

Ta? eWoXa?

fjiov

iva ayairare aXX^Xouv, /c.T.X. (comp.
T^pjjcr^Te, /jLeveire ev rfj aydrrr] JJLOV

eVroXa? rov Trarpos pov TeTrjprjKa, KOL

fjievco

xiii.

14)

;

^Eav

700

Ka6u&amp;gt;s

ra?

CLVTOV ev ry dydrrr)

xiv. 15) ; 1 John iii. 24, Kal 6 Typwv ra? evrciXas
(xv. 10, comp.
ev avrw /zei/et, KOI auro? ev avra) ^W^GKO^V on fievei ev
j
m

etc

rov HvevfjiaTOS ov r^uv eSco/cev (comp. v. 23).
So, too, the
is
brought before us not merely as operated in us by

God, but
cari,

also as

of

definition

commanded by Him

TOV Oeov 6

6e\7]fj,a

:

dyiacr/jios V/JLCOV.

1 Thess.

enlightenment, that those

all

iv. 3,

TOVTO

Therefore also

who

&amp;lt;yap

it is

are led

the

by the

Rom. viii. 14) recognise the working
Spirit (HvevpaTL a^o^evo^
of the Spirit as that which is God s will, and in the will of God
Rom. xii. 2, Mera^op^ovaOe rfj
the true working of the Spirit.
avaKaivaxrei, TOV voos vfJL&v, et? TO ^OKijJLa^eiv v/za? rl TO O^X^^a
TOV
eov TO aja6bv Kal evdpeaTOV Kal Te\eiov ; Eph. v. 17, Mrj
&amp;lt;yiveo-6e

(2)

afypoves,

The

a\\a

will of

(JvviivTes TL TO 0e\7j/uia TOV Kvplov.

God

is

to the Christian that

which has been

is the
The
fulfils.
who
man
of
and
who wills,
personal manifestation of God
The shape of this fulfilling is made public both in word and deed.

fulfilled

in

God-man, Jesus Christ,

Jesus Christ.

the will of Christ to become living, through the
in those that are His ; that is, so to
operation of the Holy Ghost,
their mind and their life, that they should become like to

In this shape

it is

pervade
the

mind and

T7?5 elfcovos

life

of Christ.

TOV viov avTov,

et?

(Rom.
TO

viii.

elvat,

29, Upowpio-e

av^op^ov^

OLVTOV TrpwTOTQKOv ev TroXXofc

of the Holy
Christ, through the operation
also His will
it
is
so
ii.
are His (Gal.
20),
Spirit, lives in those who
consciousness
their
and
them
to remain objectively before
;
lasting
is to consist in this, that they should walk after His example.

aSeX&amp;lt;ot5.)

But

as
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O \eywv ev avrq) peveiv, o^e/Xet, /ea$o)9 exelvos TrepieKOI auro? oimo? TrepiTrarelv ; 1 Pet. ii. 21, &quot;Ori, KOI Xptcrro?
vTrep V/JLWV, V/JLLV VTroXijjiTrdvcov VTroypaiA/Jiov, wa 67raKo\ovr

ii.

6,

rot? i^veonv avrov
Iva,

[FT.

Ka6u&amp;gt;s

;

John

7roir)cra vfuv,

eyco

KOI

xiii.

15, TTroSeiyfJia

vfjueis TroiiJTe.

Not

in the possession of grace, in the contemplation
Christ, is the Christian here below to be blessed

eSco/ca vfuv,
in himself, but

yap

and imitation of
and holy. Even

the last stage of blessedness consists in this, that God is the God of
the redeemed one, and that he, the redeemed, is His son (Rev.

Not

xxi. 7).

sufficiency,

to

be in one

s self

God, nor

to

have in one

s self full

the final consummation, but to see God face to face
12), and over against one s self to- know God as He is

is

(1 Cor. xiii.
in Himself (1

John

So also the training and preparation
consist in this, that God in the redeemed brings the objective God,
that the law in their hearts brings the objective law and the personal
hi. 2).

to ever clearer consciousness, to ever increasing dis
will of God,
tinctness of apprehension and understanding.

(3) Christ being the objective standard of Christian life, in
the law is at the same time the standard.
He is in no respect

Him

a destroyer, but a f ulfiller ; He gives to the word the spirit and the
reality of life, to the letter of the law -its full force, to its pedagogic

power of training its full and perfect fulfilment. He establishes
no rule different from or higher than the law of God, but He
reveals only the inmost nature and the highest aims of this same
And this equally in reference to the law of conscience as to
law.
the revealed will of God in the law and the prophets of Israel
TeXo? jap vo/jtov Xptcrro?, Rom. x. 14 ( O
(Matt. v. 17).
GKICLV e
(7Kia TWV fjLe\\6vTa)V, TO e aw/Jia XpHrrov, Col. ii. 17
6 vofjuos T&V fJL6\\6vT(ov aja0a)v, OVK avT?]v Tr]V elicbva rwv irpayOn which account Paul could
/jLaTwv, Heb. x. 1, comp. viii. 5.
;

;

with right say
yevoiTO

:

NOJJLOV ovv

Karapyov/Jiev Sia rrjs Trtcrrew?

;

Mrj

But should it be asked
vbfjiov tcrrw/xe^, Rom. iii. 31.
here meant, then we must answer with Christ The law

a\\a

what law

is

:

law
revealed concerning Israel, such
it is
perpetually for the human race the divine requisition and ful
filment. This, however, is the law, as it is at once law and prophecy.
as in Christ the f ulfiller of the

For the law

is

the written, abiding prophecy, at once the denuncia

and the setting forth of salvation but prophecy is
the oral, ever newly unfolded law, the continual attestation and
new development of threats of punishment and promises of salva
tion.
Just as little as the separation of law and prophecy avails,

tion of curse

;
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Here

notliino-

so particular that it has not at the same time a universal refer
on
ence, and nothing so universal that it is not at the same time
is

joined

something particular (e.g. the decalogue, the law of the Sabbath ;
comp. Deut. v. 15). These are elements which mutually permeate
each other, and do not stand isolated alongside of each other. The
to

same holds good of the separation into leges morales, ecerimoniales,
It is an arbitrary division, useful for an index to the Old
forenses.
Testament, but perplexing as a designation of the essence of the
the Old Testament, still more unsuitable for the
legislation
definition of the Old Testament revelation in its relation to Christ,
of

Eather is the Old Testament revelation,
and its promises, as well an exhibition of
the preparatory deeds of God and of man s preparatory state, as an
exhibition beforehand alike of God s perfect revelation, and of the
So far as the contents relate
perfect state of the human family.
to the goal of God s revelation, so far are the form of preparation
and the pre-exhibition at the same time abrogated in the fulfilment
through Jesus Christ. So far as the contents refer to the shape of
the life of man, there in and with Christ the state of preparation
has retired before the fulfilment, and the perfect shape of the
inner man has been realized. In this position of Christ, and along
with this in the limitation resulting therefrom, the law in Christ,
afterwards as before, continued to be at once a requiring and a
the fulfiller of the law.

alike in its requirements

What

fulfilled standard.

whom

it is

in Christ, that

is it

also in those in

no more a mere outward requirement,
but an internal requirement and fulfilment at the same time. For
Christ truly lives

everything that
it]

:

is

Holy Spirit [has this to be said of
But this
eari vouos, Gal. v. 22, 23.
not
only attained when the law is approached

a fruit of the

Kara rwv TOLOVTCDV

fruit of the Spirit is

ov/c

outside of Christ, but in Christ, and when it is our will to fulfil
the same not through the power of the law, but through the power
of Christ.

For

to

those

who

act otherwise apply the apparently

After that Christ is come and
paradoxical assertions of Luther
and deadly
revealed, the laws of ceremonies have become injurious
even the
too
;
sinful ; nay, moreover, all other laws besides are so
to
added
not
is
ten commandments are quite deadly, if Christ
&quot;

:

believer should no
Besides, in the conscience of a Christian
law rule or dominate, but only the law of the Spirit who makes
which law of the Spirit we are free and set loose

them.

through
from the law of the
alive,

letter

and of death, from

its

works and the

sins
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Not

in such a

way
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that the law in itself

SEC.

is

III.

evil,

cannot help and serve us in reaching the righteousness
which avails before God&quot; (Luther, Table Talk). For, so far as
Christians are truly Christ s, they are in and with Christ, through

but that

it

Holy Ghost, ewojwi law and fulfilment alike. So far, how
ever, as in them lives the old nature in which Christ does not live,
the

is not yet
put to death by Him, even in Christ the law,
afterwards as well as before, stands over against His followers in
the form of requisition and judgment (comp.
26, note (3), on

or which

Rom. vii.). But in any case, there is no law for the regenerate,
that continues to exist in and by itself, but merely the law in and
Lex hoc
with Christ, in and with the voice of the Holy Spirit.
&quot;

loco

unam tantum rem

significat,

immutabilem

videlicet

Dei, secundum quam homines omnes vita3 suse
consolandi
debeant.
Spiritus sunt duo officio

voluntatem

rationes instituere
et arguendi

.

.

.

Form

Cone. p. 721.
legis.&quot;
The truth, that solely the law in Christ is the standard of
Christian virtue, stands at the same time also opposed to the un
truth, that the perfection of Christian virtue rests on the fulfil
evangelii et

ment

much

For that would be as
of the so-called consilia evangelica.
as to say that the perfection of the Christian consisted not in

the existence of absolute goodness, but merely of relative goodness.
in Scripture of the so-called consilia, is a form
either of absolute right conduct, or of what is consistently required

Whatever occurs

under the supposition of certain individual,

local,

temporal circum
away one s

as, for example, the counsel of Christ to give
possessions under the supposition of slavery to mammon

stances

:

Paul, to

remain unmarried

in

;

or that of

consideration of the calamities of

ihe times, under the supposition of no existing necessity (of the
Matt. xix. 21 ; 1 Cor. vii. 7-9, 26, 35.
non-existing irvpova-Qai).
Wonderful it is, how the terms of the stoical school, officia media et
perfecta ^KaTopOco/jiara fjiecra fcal TeXeta), find in the phraseology of
TeXeiov is the
the church fathers a perfectly reverse application.
&quot;Christ in the
ael KaOfj/cov, fjiecrov TO OVK a el (oiov TO yajuieiv).

whole gospel has only given one counsel, viz. the chastity which
any man who has grace may keep even in the least element. But
they have made twelve out of it, and go about doing what they will
with the gospel. With this view have they divided and broken up
the world measured and regulated their life by the counsels, and
;

the laity
than the

by the commandments they assert
commands of God. In this wav the
:

their life as higher
life and faith of the
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common

Christian have become, as it
were, stale sour beer. Every
has
had his eyes opened, despises the
one
commandments, runs
after the counsels
Modern Eomanists understand the
(Luther).
&quot;

difference as of &quot;common virtue
as if special virtuousness

and moral virtuosity&quot; (Hirscher),
were anything else than a special gift,

which only then continues to be virtue when it
the region of general virtue just by this, that
being something higher and more meritorious.

33.

c.

is

it

not taken out of

plumes

itself

The Subjective Proof and Maintenance of Christian
in Watchfulness and
Prayer.

on

Fidelity

When

the grateful fidelity of the Christian
recognises it as the
of
the
Christian
life
to
hold
fast
to
the principle and rule
problem
of life which was imparted in grace to the
man
the

by
from the same

regenerate

word and

Spirit of Christ, then there also results

blessing of grace the peculiarity of that subjective proof and main
tenance, by which alone Christian fidelity is in a position to solve

the problem.

For

if

the objective means of the

blessings of grace dispensed to

him

in Christ s

new

life

are those

word and sacraments,

which overcome in the divine strength the resistance of the old
nature, so will the thankful fidelity maintain itself and remain
fitted to solve its

problem in the same measure alone in which the

Christian prepares himself to abandon self, and to seek the strength
of his fidelity only in that which is bestowed upon him by God (1).
But this subjective preparation, in which the Christian is able as
well to guard against the enticement of his old nature as to preserve
himself in communion with that God who gives, and thus to solve

the problem of his

life,

consists in

ivatchfulness

and prayer, or in

the inward practice of that humility in which a man steadily turns
away purely and without reserve from all that is his own and of

This watchful
the strength of grace given him in Christ.
ness in a life of prayer it is alone which corresponds to the cha
self, to

racter of the regenerate

which he stands
his conversion,

grateful fidelity,

to

God,

and converted man

to

whom

in the position in

he owes both his new birth and

of a
corresponds as being the practical realization
which is ever returning to its fountainhead (2).

U
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(1) The fellowship of the Spirit is a fellowship in order to liberty,
Even when the Father draws in the
in order to free self-action.
spirit of

the conscience by the excitement of divine spiritual inclina
(John vi. 44, 65), He draws the heart in order

tion of the heart

that in
call to

With this
right tone it may attain to a free resolve.
the
means
established
for
the mainte
freedom,
by Christ
its

nance of the communion of grace presuppose at all times, for their
blessed efficacy, also the right tone of mind, and the spiritual activity
corresponding thereto.

Where

the question

is,

therefore, of the

maintenance of the right relation and conduct towards Christ and
His salvation, it is absolutely impossible to speak merely of the
objective means of grace as the sole means of such maintenance.
in the unregenerate they can furnish the means of his new

As

birth, as they are constantly able to invigorate the regenerate with
new powers of life, so they require in him who has been trans

planted into the kingdom of liberty also the right spiritual disposi
tion, and the corresponding activity of life, in order to be effective.

But, again,

we must

faith, love,

or the like.

not speak of this right disposition either as

These are already important,

positive

workings of the means of grace. Here the point is exclusively
about the disposition and the spiritual activity in which the regene

and converted man

is able to
keep up his receptivity for new
of
and
faith, love,
strengthening
hope, which is constantly to be
derived from the means of grace.
Such a disposition is also dis
the
objective means of grace for maintain
tinctly presupposed by

rate

ing the fellowship of grace, viz. the word of holy Scripture and
the sacrament of the Lord s Supper.
Of those who are Christ s,
is
the word expects that, when its voice
heard, the hearers should
not harden their hearts through the deceitfulness of sin (Heb. iii.
7, 13-15) ; and the word of Scripture has not only a promise, but

an element of correction, opposed to the selfish tendency of the
heart, and it exercises the divinely appointed influence for the right
also

disposition of the heart (777)09 SiScurKaktav, Trpo?
\&y^(ov} rrrpos
2 Tim. iii. 16). And
7rav6p6cdcriv, TTpos TraiBelav TTJV ev Sifcaioavvy,
in the same way, to the promise of grace by the sacrament is

joined the requirement of a preceding strict self-examination (1
Cor. xi. 28).
(2)

of the

Whoever wishes to continue to be a partaker of the grace
new creation, in which, as in the creation of the world, God

creates something out of nothing, must bring to the means of grace
the true and sincere conviction of his nothingness, strip himself of
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own honour, and

all Ills

Ta

God.
i. 28

fjLTj

ovia
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seek only that honour which cometh from
@eo?, iva ra ovra Karapytjcrr}, 1 Cor.

e lfeXefaro 6

-ZTw? Svvaa-06 vfjuels Trio-reva-ai, Boj;av irapa aXX^Xcoy \a/jL/3d;
eov ov fyrelre ; John
vovres, teal TTJV $ot;av rr,v Trapa rov JJLOVOV
This conviction, at the same time, implied in the true
v. 44.

thankfulness in which one thanks

God, humility

@eo?

(o

X^P) J as

alone for His whole salva

feels in himself, is called spiritual
Trvev/jLari,, Matt. v. 3), and as he feels before

TW

poverty (TTTOJ^O?

God

man

which

tion, as a state in

raTreivols

avTirdo-creTai,

vTreprjcjidvois

Se

In reference to true Christian humility,
we may here well recall the following words
By this, above all
else, one may know the pure from the impure.
They who are pure
humble their souls, and recognise and confess their impurity abso
StSaxTW

iv. 6).

-

&quot;

:

;

and

lutely

On

entirely,

know nothing of their innocence and purity.
impure will know nothing of their impurity,

they

the contrary, the

but imagine and pride themselves in a purity with which, however,
they rather make themselves impure, and defile themselves&quot; (Luther).

Compare the same elsewhere
phrase

of heart

whom He

crites,

&quot;

:

greatly hates,

no other semblance of virtue

so

Christ (Matt.

xi.

29) joins the

For He saw in His church hypo
and who get the predominance by

to lowliness.

much

as

by that of humility.

And

deceived by nothing so much as by pretended
humility
hanging the head, humble words, bowing the back,
To be mild and
that does it.
looking
o
O sad, and beins
O singular
the world also

is

:

lowly of heart

that does

it

not.

And

yet under these masks the

haughtiest pride rages, as the examples of all ages demonstrate.&quot;
He, however, who has been saved by grace recognises himself
in himself, not merely as nothing, but, contrasted with God the
alone good, as also vile. Accordingly there is involved, at the same
to trust one s
time, in the consciousness of spiritual poverty, this, not
trust every
to
other
hand,
self; and in the humility of faith, on the
thing to God alone.
to the former side

Now
is

the inward self-behaviour corresponding
that of stedfast watchfulness ; and that corre

sponding to the second, a life of stedfast prayer. Scripture brings
both together before us in close connection, and gives as a reason
the clanger of temptation, as it exists in ourselves, and proceeds
from the devil. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 41, rprjyopelre /cal irpocreviva /Jirj etVeX^re et? Treipao-^ov TO f^ev irvevpa irpoGvpov,
%eo-#e,
t)

e

cap!; aaOevfa.

Mark

xiii.

37,

(comp. Eev. xvi. 15).
,

o&amp;gt;?

/cal

ol XoiTrol,

aXXa

a

oe

vfj.lv

\eyw,

-rraai

Xeyor

6-8,
pa ovv ^)
OL
Kal vri^co^ev.
yp^yopM/mev

1 Thess. v.

&quot;A
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Kal ol f^iedvcTKoaevo^ VVKTOS
Col. iv. 2, Tfj
vtfcfrw/jiev.

^Hfjuels Be r]fjiepa^ 6Vre9,

Trpoo-KapTepelre, ypyyopovvTes ev avrfj ev ev^apio-ria.
6 dvrl&iKos V/JLWV Sta/3oXo9j
1 Pet. v. 8, N^^are, ypr)yoptfcraT
This union of watchfulness
\ecov Mpvofjuevos TrepiTrarel, K.T.\.

a&amp;gt;9

over one

s

self

and communion with God

opposite to all false &quot;absorption in

God&quot;

in prayer forms the

(Eingottung), self-for-

In like
getfulness and self-abnegation of spiritual intoxication.
do
the
riches
of
the
life
of
form
the
manner, however,
prayer
of
false
of
or
self-sufficient
watch
poverty,
self-tormenting
opposite

The import

fulness.

known

of one

s

of prayer, however, is not merely the making
individual wants (o28e yap 6 Trarrjp V/ULWV wv %peiav

And yet an
e^ere, Trpo rov vfjbas alrrjaai, avrov, Matt. vi. 8).
abiding prayerful disposition and prayerful state of the heart is
Luke xviii. 1, Trdvrore irpoaev^ecrGe Kal fjirj e/cKa/cecv ;
required.
1 Thess. v. 17, a8taXei7rrft)9 TTpocrev^eaOe. Prayer is rather the
real substantial expression of the relation of a child, of personal
communion with God through grace in love, and therefore the

emanation and operation of the Spirit, who abides in the redeemed
of Jesus Christ (Rom. viii. 16 Gal. iv. 6).
And as it is an opera
tion of the Spirit, so the word teaches us to look also on prayer as
;

the will and requisition of God, without our fulfilment of which
He does not dispense to us the blessings of His grace. Matt. vii. 8,
?ra9 yap o alrwv Aa^/Saz et, Kal o tyjTWV evpiaKGij Kal
Kpovovri
TO&amp;gt;

comp. Jas. iv. 2, OVK e^ere Sia TO /Jbrj aiTelcrOai, vfj,a$.
For only with His children does God keep up His fatherly com
munion. Prayerful hearts, however, are true children s hearts. In
prayer, too, the communion of sons is maintained against every en
tanglement in the sophistries of pantheistic, fatalistic, and atheistic
falsehood (causal-nexus, moral order of the world, and the like).
dvoiyrjo-eTai,

;

But the true prayer of the regenerate man is the prayer in the
name of Jesus Christ, as through Him he has access to the Father
(John xiv. 13, xv. 16, xvi. 23, 24). In this prayer lies alike the con
sciousness of the justification of the suppliant as to his person, and
of the prayer in its substance.
doubts not of the power of his

It

is

the prayer of the believer

God. Jas.

i.

6, 7,

who

AtTelrco ev Tr/crra,

o yapSiaKpivofJievoseoiKe K\V^
Kal pnri^ojjLevu). Mrj yap oleadco 6 av0po)7ros e
It is also the prayer of him
TI Trapa rov Kvplov.
pivo[Jbevo&amp;lt;;

l

who

is

acquainted with the will of his Lord, and knows wherefore and how
he may and ought to pray. 1 John v. 14, 15, Kal avrrj eo-rlv rj irap-
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p7](rla rjv e^pfiev irpos

avTOV,

a/covet,

qpcov

avTov, OTL edv TL aiTw^Qa Kara TO 6e\r)fj,a
eav o lBa/jiev on. a/covet, rjfjLwv, o av alrco/jieOa,

/cal

oiSa/Aev OTL e^o/juev TO,
on the other hand, Jas.
aiTelcrde,
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iva ev rat?

am^tara a
iv. 3,

r)TrjKa/j,ei&amp;gt;

^Somt?

CLVTOV.

Trap

Comp.

ov \afj,/3dveTe, SIOTI Kaxcos
SaTraz^cr^re.
type for the

^tVetre,

/cal

A

VJJLWV

substance of our prayer is the prayer of our Lord (Matt, vi.)
a
type of the absolutely hearable prayer is (Luke xi. 13) the prayer
for grace, and the gifts of grace
a type for the prayer that will
;

;

be relatively heard, and
xxvi. 39 (comp. Matt.

Redeemer.

is

to

God

is

Matt.

33, 34), the pattern of the praying
The prayer comprised in words has its force as the
of an undefined feeling, as an incentive against slothvi.

clearing up
fulness in prayer, and above
to

be uttered with restriction,

&quot;

importance.

A

as the presentation of divine

true prayer asks not at

makes only much sighing
merely faint

all,

Otherwise the mere

Himself.

&quot;

sounds.&quot;

;

words

human words have no
all for many words, but

and no words follow

Oral prayer, however,

this
is

but what are

not to be dis

pensed with, but is necessary in order to kindle and purify the
inward prayer of the heart&quot; (Luther).
This life of prayer forms the profoundest and most decisive con
trast between the Christian character

and

ancient or

modern heathenish

Self-examination and self -observation are praised by
the Stoics in the words of the poet: MIJ&.VTTVOV fidXakoia-iv eir
illumination.

T&V rjiiepw&v epycov \oyhracr0ai e/cacrTa,
and thanksgiving is unknown to these
told us of the
10). What the ancients have

fyfjuuri TrpoaBe^ecrOaL IIplv

But the

K.T.\.

life

Stoics (Epict. Diss.

of prayer
iii.

into shape
prayers of Socrates, the conceited later writers thus put
GvveTrivevovTwv
ev^ero /Jiev rot? Oeols, \ctp/3av Se Trap eavTov,
:

1

appryv ^f%^9, teal rjav^iap fflov, KOI ^wrjp a^e/^Trroi/,
ve\7riv ddvaTov, TO, OavpacrTa owpa, TO, #eot? Sortt (Max. Tyr. el
Bel ev^eaOa^ Diss. 11).
What the same author there argues, that
an unworthy person receives nothing although he prays, whereas
a worthy one does receive although he prays not, is, as the style
of testing of that vulgar wisdom now again current, not without
/cat,

efcelvcov,

interest.

since
against that Turkish, Epicurean faith,
?
What
of
use
the
is
some say, What shall I do f What
prayer
so it must be.
It is
avails too much care ?
Yes, true it
;
&quot;

is

;

Be on thy guard

what

is

provided
but I
provided comes to pass

but rather forbidden, to

:

know what

I should be certain what to do

is

am

provided.

not commanded,
am bidden that

I

&quot;

(Luther, Vermahnung

zum Gebet
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Thou must learn to call (upon
wider die Turken vom J. 1541).
and
not
sit there by thyself, or lie on the bench,
Him),
droop and
shake thy head, bite and devour thyself with thy thoughts, and be
&quot;

and anxiety how to get thyself free, and look to nothing
how badly things may be going with thee, what woe may
be upon thee, how wretched a man thou mayest be. But up, thou
full of care

else

but

fall on thy knees, and with hands and eyes
uplifted to
and
a
or
a
with
heaven,
hymn
repeating
paternoster, lay
weeping
To
thy need before God, declare thy sorrow and invoke His aid.
pray, to declare thy needs, and to lift up thy hands, are the most
He desires it His will is to have
acceptable sacrifices unto God.
it so, that thou shouldst
lay before Him thy needs, and not that
thou shouldst leave them lying on thyself, and crawl along with
them, tease and torment thyself, so as out of one misfortune to
make two, nay ten, and a hundred others. It is His will that thou
shouldst be too weak to bear and overcome such need, in order that
thou shouldst learn to become strong in Him, and that He should
be praised in thee through His strength. See, there are people

lazy knave

;

;

who

but who are nothing else than
chatterers,
spout forth much about faith and the
Spirit, but understand not what it is, or what they themselves say.&quot;
(Exposition of the IIS^A Psalm, comp. the glorious passages there,
and Exposition of 120th Psalm.)
call

themselves

Christians,

who

gossips and

The Subjective Foundation and Strength of Christian Fidelity,
or the Union of the inward Working of Grace and inward Selfactivity in Christian Conscientiousness.

34. d.

In that thankfulness which has the impulse of continual watch
ing and prayer, are given the personal disposition and spiritual
activity

which render him that

born of the Spirit of grace

is

problem of Christian virtue
This personal disposition and

qualified in faithfulness to solve the

according to the rule of Christ.

on a fundamental personal relation and personal
conduct, in which the Christian no less has the power of such dis
or
position and activity as a gift, than he keeps it as a possession,
activity

must

rest

This
which the power and the act of fidelity coincide (1).
fundamental personal relation and personal conduct, which are at
the same time an operation of grace and self-activity, constitute
in

THE SUBJECTIVE FOUNDATION OF CHRISTIAN FIDELITY.
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Christian conscientiousness.

communion with
and destined

to

God

The

Christian conscience

is

311

that real

originally given in the conscience, restored

be

perfected by the imparted grace of the Holy
which God continually attests His faithfulness to the
redeemed (comp. 22). In this conscientiousness the
principle of
in
Spirit,

divine

life

and

its

communication of strength
become coincident
O

with our act of personal adherence to this principle, or with the

As this principle bears in
personal fidelity of the redeemed (2).
itself the ends and means of the
practical realization of the new
so there

life,

is

involved in the exclusive adherence to

of purity and simplicity no less than that of

it the
power
wisdom and prudence

and herein Christian conscientiousness has in

;

itself

both the essence

own practical realization (3). Inasmuch, then, as
conscientious disposition precedes all acting, accompanies it,
in the consummation of that which has been conscientiously

and form of
this

and

its

its own satisfaction, it thus
preserves for the Christian
the feeling of a good conscience, thus forming the contrast to that
evil conscience which is indeed also a manifestation of conscience,

begun has

but at the same time a testimony to a want of conscientiousness.

That the strength of this fidelity must, from the nature of
regeneration and conversion, be carried back in the last resort to a
(1)

fundamental relation, bearing equally the character of personal
faculty and of divine endowment, was felt at an early date by
men who were nevertheless unable to express this feeling clearly
and also that in its ultimate origin there was involved a union of
endowment and of personal self-effort, was long ago expressed,
Virtus duplicem liabet comalthough in no very sufficient way.
;

&quot;

unam ad id, a quo est,
ad Dei liberalitatem, cujus donum est, et sic dicitur gratia
aliam comparationem habet virtus ad id, quod ab ea est scil. ad

parationem,&quot;

says, for example, Peraklus,

&quot;

scil.

opus

;

scil.

suum,

et sic vocatur

The

virtus.&quot;

truth herein contained

that all the power of fidelity can in its ultimate ground rest
This is the Holy Spirit
on
the one principle of the new life.
only
of regeneration united with the spirit of conscience in the heart.
is this,

But

the operation of this Spirit, as the ground of personal fitness
and activity, can no longer be absolutely regarded in the light of an
has been
endowment, but in that of a personal potentiality which

developed into

habit.

In

this

form

it

does not lose

its

essential
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character of an endowment, but it ceases to be an endowment of
the divine and spiritual ground of our nature which the
Spirit of
in
but
has
has
worked
from
thence
into
man,
regeneration
passed
the centre of his conscious personal volition (comp.
And
23).
is that which the
has
effected
in
truth
6eavSpirit
something

then

QptoTrivov, alike

donwn and

virtus, alike

infusum and

inlicerens, the.

working, of the Spirit of God renewing and endowing the human
nature, and equally the property and attribute of the personal spirit
of man.

This fundamental force of

fidelity, in

which God does

not cease in the least to work everything in His people, and is
nevertheless the last root of a faculty most personal in its nature.,

do we find in this sense in Christian conscientiousness.

A

(2)

specific character of Christian conscientiousness is this,

a desire of adhering to and preserving that which constitutes the
essence of baptismal grace and baptismal efficacy (comp.
22, note
It
is deliverance from an evil conscience.
The
manner
in
(2)).
Spirit of God, from the commencement of His com
munion with man in the sacrament of the new birth, works and will
work this deliverance of the conscience according to His word,

which the

supplies a standard for the conduct of Christian conscientiousness.
this reason, all that was previously stated ( 22) concerning the
efficacy of the Holy Spirit, is likewise characteristic of the conduct

For

of Christian conscientiousness, and requires no special confirmation.
this conscientiousness consists just in this, that we strive to have

For
and

no other way than just as Christ gives
surrender, therefore, our doing and
Holy Spirit.
to
be
determined
conformably to the doing and working
working
we put off the old man, and put on the
of the Spirit of God in us
new, which after God is created in righteousness and holiness of
truth (Eph. iv. 22-24); we renounce the dead works which proceed
it

to

maintain our

life in

We

by the

;

not from the

life

in

God (Heb.

selves to the fellowship of death
through the Holy Ghost will

vi.

1),

and

since

life

we surrender our

with Christ, of which

He

make us partakers, and we seek
from the curse of the law and the wrath of God,
peace of conscience, and communion of the heart with the will of
God in the law in Christ alone, at the same time devoting the
after deliverance

to the
spirit in righteousness through grace
flesh
of
life
of
the
the
of
the
and
22,
fiesh,
(comp.
mortifying
note (2)). This is called holding the mystery of the faith in a pure

life

imparted to the

conscience (1 Tim.
(1

Tim.

i.

19).

iii.

9), or

And from

holding faith and a good conscience

this centre

we

attain first to that perfect
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preservation of a good conscience throughout the whole periphery
of our earthly existence, to that universal conscientiousness which
the Apostle Paul elsewhere also acknowledges to have been his
earnest endeavour to obtain (1 Tim. i. 3 ; Acts xxiii. 1), and in
which he continued to exercise himself (auro? da/cay, a

avveiSncnv e^eiv irpbs TOV Qeov

tcai

TOU? dv0pc*)7rov$ Sia

Acts xxiv. 16).
(3) It is involved in the essence of the Christian conscience, i.e.
in the unity of the conscience with the Holy Spirit of grace, that
there are given alike a divine knowledge and a divine power
Conscientiousness, therefore, comprises in itself not merely

in

it

of

life.

the capacity of moral judgment, or some one aspect of Christian
In
perfection, but the potentiality of perfection in the whole life.
the personal adherence to the one divine principle of life, the efflu

ence of this relation can be only alike purity and simplicity ; in
other words, ungodly impurity of conduct and ungodly contrariety
of motive (of purpose and tendency) remain excluded from all those
doings which proceed from the spirit of Christian conscientiousness.

Purity and singleness of heart mutually condition each other as
2 Cor. i. 12,
objective conduct and subjective motive.
(

TO fjbapTvpiov

Kav^rfcrL^ TJ/LLWV avrr) ecrrl,
ori, ev a-TrXoTTiTt KOI
el\iKpiveia

(Another reading

is

is

ex

&amp;lt;yap

crvveibrjcrews

Seov ave^rpd^fjiev

Whatever

dytornTL.)

79)9

H

eov

ev rcO
is

ef

ma? (see 2 Cor. ii. 17). On the other hand, whatever is directed
It is 97 aTrXor^?
to one aim, without any side view, that is air\ovs.
it does not
when
is
The
Cor.
xi.
cbrXofc
7; et9 Xpiarov
eye
3).
(2

And so also the only true obe
squint (comp. Matt. vi. 22, 24).
dience is that ev avrXor^rt rfjs tcapSias (Eph. vi. 5 ; Col. iii. 22).
This purity and singleness of heart is in itself wisdom and prudence;
for that principle of the divine life on which conscientiousness de
as well
pends in pure simplicity, has in itself the end of its existence
as the

means

what

of carrying out

it

desires.

But wisdom

is

know

know
ledge of aim, and life consistent with that aim ; prudence,
means
those
with
accordance
of
in
the
life
and
(cro(/&amp;gt;o?,
means,
ledge
sapiens, (frpovifAos, prudens ;
in this relation
33).

And

comp.
is

and yvS&is, Eom. xi.
what Christ in another

also crotyla

carried out

point of view testifies as His will and requisition : TivevOe fypbvipoi
In and
at Trepio-repal (Matt. x. 16).
ol 6 (a9, /col d/cepaioi
with the fellowship with Christ there is bestowed the possession of
wisdom
et? 97/^9 eV irdar, aofyia KOI &amp;lt;^pov^crei (Eph.
o&amp;gt;5

&&amp;gt;9

:

i.

8).

E-TrtptWeva-ez;

That

it

may

increase

and diminish, but may ever again be
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obtained by prayer,

wisdom

that this

is

is

shown

in Jas.

in itself life

confirmed by other passages
eV

eTTicmjfJicov

avrov ev TrpavrrjTt cro^ta?
fjizv

/cal

a&amp;lt;yvr)

e&amp;lt;JTti&amp;gt;,

;

SeL^drco

VJLLLV ;

;

i.

5 (comp. with

and the power of
such as Jas.
etc

TT}?

ver. 17,

iii.

Ka\7J&amp;lt;;

*H

[PT.

iii.

II.

15).

life, is

III.

Finally,

abundantly

13, TV? cro^o? KOI

dvacrTpo(j)Y)$

8e avcoOev

For

TO,

epya

Trp&Tov
fjueo-rr) e Xeou?

o-o&amp;lt;f)la

eTretra elp^viKr]) eV^et/o/?, eu7ret#r/9,

KapTTwv dya9wv, dBid/cpiTOs, avvTroKpiTos.

SEC.

it is

which proceeds from the fellowship with that Christ,
crania rj/jiiv diro @eov SiKaiocrvwr) -re KOI ayia&jjibs /cal

the wisdom
05

}

(1 Cor.

i.

30).

The

usual doctrinal definition of an antecedent, accom
and
following conscience, supposes only the formal diver
panying,
of
that
reflex
influence on the personal consciousness which
sity
from
conscience, or of the moral judgments in their rela
proceeds
tion to action.
So far as this doctrinal definition rests upon a
(4)

confounding of the manifestation of conscience with its nature, it
to be rejected
and as a mere formal definition of the moral

is

;

judgment, it is unimportant. What is essentially important is this,
that where the Christian conscience is what it is intended to be
a union of the Spirit of

quently where

it

is

God

with the personality of

really present as

man

conscientiousness,

conse
there

it

antecedent, accompanying, and following con
continually an
in other words, a permanent communion of God with
science
our personal consciousness.
Where such is not the case, there
&quot;

is

;&quot;

conscience

itself testifies to

man

its

instability

consciousness of the wrathful Spirit of
evil conscience.

35.

The

e.

God

and

vacillation

in the conscience

:

the

is

the

The Sphere and Extent of Christian Fidelity.

extent of that domain in which the thankful, conscientious

fidelity of the Christian

has actively to manifest

itself,

consistently

with the law of liberty in Christ, is traced out in the sum of all
those relations which constitute the natural basis of human exist

ence and consciousness, and to imbue which with His

was the object of Christ

s

own coming

into the world,

own

and

in

Spirit

which

the Christian has to put to the test against trials as well as tempta
tions that power of dominion, as of service, which has been bestowed

upon him

(1).

And

inasmuch as the whole domain of earthly and
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things and relations is thus incorporated in the divine
of
the
world s redemption, therefore the conscientiousness of
plan
Christian fidelity consists just in
in
none of these
cr
n-cated

this,
withdrawing
from the true sphere of its
manifestation, and
abusing the distinction between higher and lower relations

relations

in not

such
while displaying fidelity in the
greatest of these, to take
no account of fidelity in the least, but in our
allowing that distinc
tion to conduce only to this
to
the
true
maintenance of a
purpose
a

way

in

as,

just ordering of the higher and lower relations and manifestations
of life, subjecting all of them,
however, alike to the centre-point of
to
Christ.
fidelity
(1) I may here not only refer back to what has been said in
5 and 6 about the natural form of human existence, as it forms

the basis of ethical relation, and in
17 (comp. especially note (7),
about the gospel and about the idea of the kingdom of God) but
even those paragraphs ( 27 and 28) which treat of the ordained
;

conflict

under

trials

and against temptations, show us how manifold
which the Christian is to abide here below

are the relations in

God s will, in order to verify in all of them his
Christian fidelity.
And it is necessary to mention this, because a
false view of our Christian relations, and a no less
perverted con
of
the
of
state
the
founding
world, designated by the term
corrupt
with
the
world
of
created
world,&quot;
things ordained by God (comp.
according to

&quot;

against that,

our Christian

lead to a narrowing of the sphere of activity of
fidelity, which in an ethical point of view is in the
6),

highest degree pernicious.
of our Lord as well as our
of our

life,

We

sever, if I

own from

in order to conceive of

may

so say, the fidelity

a whole series of the relations
it

as concentrated in that

one

necessary, in such a way as prevents us from improving
the talent entrusted to us in all domains of life, and leads us

which

is

as the
arbitrarily to contract the riches of divine bounty, as well
What not without
measure of the task of our earthly life.

full

cause strikes those

who do

barbarous in Christianity,

know Christ as a something
when viewed in its proper light, a

not yet

is,

denial of the all-sidedness of those relations of life in which the

Christian in Christ finds the sphere of his dominion, and the field

For to this domain
for the exercise of the duty of loving service.
life of the creature that the
in
the
earthly
belongs everything
Christian

is

permitted to regard as a gift and providential arrange-
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in

duty, to serve his
also the parable of Christ in Matt. xxv.
(2) In a certain aspect
14 ff., Luke xix. 1.1 ff., applies here. For if, in their more immediate
reference, those talents which the lord, on departing, entrusted to
his servants in definite and diverse shares and quantities for their
management, must certainly be regarded as the collective sum of

those blessings which belong specifically to the kingdom of grace
on the other hand, it is equally certain that these
(xapio-fjLara) ; yet,

very things are the workings of the Holy Spirit, in which, at the
same time, gifts of nature appear sanctified, transfigured, and
ennobled, and that that domain which is Christ s (TO, vTrdpftovra
avrov, Matt. xxv. 14), in its comprehensive relation cannot really

be limited merely to that which we in the narrower sense of the
word call gifts of grace, in order to exclude from it that which He
as the I^ord of nature, Lord of history, Lord of the universe, has,
works, and brings about in the most various of this life s earthly
blessings, in order also to appoint His servants as stewards thereof.

Hence, when the Apostle Paul wishes to point out that which a
Christian ought to strive after in genuine fidelity of Christian life,
he chooses the most comprehensive expressions, and says
What
&quot;

:

soever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report ; if there be any virtue,
there be any praise, think on these
(Phil. iv. 8 ; comp. Trpda-creiv, ver. 9).

if

things,&quot;

them
the twelfth and

in order to do

A glance at

thirteenth chapters of the Epistle to the Romans, or an examination
of all the so-called hortatory portions of the apostolical letters, will

what a manifold variety of earthly vocations
to be performed by us the apostles include in
the sphere of the fulfilment of Christian fidelity. Nay, the very
way in which ordinary modes of thought exclude a series of socalled purely natural aims and activities of life as
profane from
what is sacred or what is sanctified, and so to be considered from

bear witness to

this,

and of earthly duties

God, is foreign to the Christian. Not in any such
and
separation
condemning as profane does the fidelity of a Chris
tian manifest itself to his Lord, who is Lord of all
things, and who
will have all
things subjected to the sphere of His sovereignty, but

its

relation to

his placing all those
things in relation to Christ, and regarding
as objects in which Christian
Re
fidelity is to display itself.
with them that
joicing with them that do rejoice, and

by
all

weeping
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weep (Rom. xii. 15), eating and drinking (1 Cor. x. 31), yea,
everything which we do in word or in deed, is to be clone in the

name

of Jesus Christ (Col. iii. 17).
This is Christian fidelity.
This does not exclude the fact that striving after the kingdom
of God ({flrelv rrjv ftacrikeiav rov Geov, Matt. vi. 53), the care for
that which is the Lord s (^epi^vav ra rov
Kvpiov, 1 Cor. vii. 32),
remains in a specific sense the first and the highest object, and that

we are fully to maintain that of which the apostle thus writes
Think on the things above, not on things on the earth&quot; (Col. iii.).
But just on the earth and in the things of the earth, to think of
:

&quot;

that which

is

above, to secure and to maintain for

all

earthly things

their relation to things above, and not to pervert by exclusion their
subordination to the highest end,
that is the task of the Christian s
fidelity,

who knows

the transitory nature of this world to be destined

not for annihilation, but for lasting glorification on a new earth and
under a new heaven (comp.
17, note (7), towards the end).

36. /.

The Rig lit Knowledge of Christian

and

Fidelity,

the

Errors

of a seeming Conscientiousness.

That knowledge

of the essence, extent,

and the mutual

rela

which the applications of Christian fidelity stand to each
other, which is to be derived from the word of God, forms the
contrast and antidote to that which is called a weak, doubting,

tions in

and erring conscience. That is an error of conscience so far, when
by conscience is meant that consciousness of man in which he feels
himself bound by some obligation standing over him; while the
error consists in this, that in the given instance there is no such
obligation objectively (that

is,

according to

God s word and

will)

this error we
binding on the conscience of the Christian (1). In
lower
either fail to discriminate the higher and
position of blessings,

and of the

fidelity

which

is

to be

shown them

(2)

between conscientious conduct and the objective

;

or

we

relation,

which

mistake

and

in

re

them

relations
present the entering or not entering upon
selves are quite neutral to the Christian conscience as a matter of

conscience, whereas only the personal bearing in
is

a matter of conscientiousness (3).

this

error

is,

to

make one

s

self

The

them

or to

them

distinctive expression for

a conscience beforehand.

The
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this error has all the

danger of a temptation to look upon the subjective obligation as an
absolute rule, and out of the weakness of error to fall into obduracy

The danger of this temptation is met only
against the truth (4).
a
of
means
right insight into the true nature of that Christian
by
which, even in cases of a weak and erring
conscience, seeks for the right standard of conduct both towards
one s self and others not in one s own conceptions, but only in those

fidelity

born of

faith,

rules of right behaviour

which are

laid

down

for

its

guidance in the

divine word.
(1) Here we must refer back, above all, to what has been already
stated (
7, note (5), pp. 46-48) concerning conscience, and in
a
weak conscience. Since hereafter we shall have to take
to
regard

into consideration certain passages of Scripture which partly con
firm by examples what is here to be discussed, and partly serve as
a substratum for general conclusions, it will not be superfluous to

make some remarks beforehand touching
as in earlier editions I took a different

these passages, especially

view of them from what I

do at present. The passage in Rom. xiv., for instance, appears to
and what is there
to apply here only in a more remote sense

me

;

meant by acrOevelv rf} vncrra
with that which in 1 Cor. viii.

(xiv. 1),

7

is

appears not to be identical

Those

called a-wel^cris aaOevfc.

referred to in the Epistle to the Romans were weak in the Christian
faith, in the sense of their not seeking in this faith alone the power
of their sanctification.
TTtcnri? in

the sense

it

In firm and confident conviction (that is, in
bears in vers. 22, 23) they were by no means

On

the contrary, they had such a conviction in reference to
the advisableness of abstaining from certain kinds of food, of their

weak.

keeping holy certain days in preference to others. And this was
done not at all from a sense of legal obligation, or in any other

manner

directly opposed to the Christian faith, as

the case of the Galatians and Colossians

;

it

happened in

but they did

it

volun

and opinions (8taXo7oyot) about
And hence
advisable for themselves.

tarily, in accordance with notions

that which they considered as
the apostle also says, that they were not to be received to

&quot;

dispu

tations about opinions,
a? Siaicptcrei?
carpings at opinions
xiv.
Sia\oyicr/jLwv,
1), since these opinions may well be allowed to
&quot;

(^

on their own merits, provided only one does not, on account of
opinions for or against, sit in judgment on a brother who thinks

rest
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apostle does not keep out of sight that in such

In the Epistle of
opinions a weakness in the faith is revealed.
Paul to the Corinthians, this weakness of the conscience consists in
a customary conception (rfj cruvTjQelciy viii. 7) of a falsely conceived
reality of heathen idols, and the relation they would stand in to

them hy a partaking

of the meats offered.

By

virtue of this idea,

they considered themselves bound in conscience unconditionally to
abstain from such participation.
(To what extent such an idea

was

This weakness of
justifiable, is stated afterwards, x. 20, 21.)
conscience was the result of a want of the knowledge that the idol
no God nor Lord for those who
as such is nothing in the world

God

the Father, and the one Lord Jesus Christ,
justifiable in this weak conscience was this, that they

cleave to the one

But what was

themselves bound in conscience not to enter into any relation
even when they thought erroneously respecting the nature

felt

to idols,

and

possibility of

such a relation.

And

the apostle for this reason

weak conscience spared, and not injured.
The general conclusion to be drawn from these two examples
may be laid down in the following manner First, That which one
considers advisable for one s self as a means for promoting sancti-

wishes to have this

:

fication in a

way not

hostile to the faith,

even

if

not consistent with

the full strength of the same, ought not to be a matter of conten
tion where such a course of conduct is not imposed upon others as
,

a law, or the opposite course made the rule for sitting in judgment
upon them. Secondly, Where a certain line of conduct, not con
formable to the correct knowledge of faith, arises from a desire
of conscientiously avoiding everything which is inconsistent with
the position and duty of believers, there we are bound to spare
this weakness of conscience which arises from defective know
ledge,
its

and

to

honour the conscientiousness even where

it

errs in

motives.

An

opposite line of behaviour towards errors of conscience can

only then be justifiable, when such weakness and error manifest
themselves in open contradiction to the faith and the self -activity
that belong
O to
(2)

To

it.

this

head belong what was formerly designated as

They are the fruit of a false equalization of
the
correctly of the relations of life, in which
Christian has, by virtue of his natural and historical existence,
exercise
as well as by virtue of his
regeneration from God, to
collisions of duties.

duties, or

more

himself by placing in juxtaposition, or in one

line,

things which
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stand to each other in the relation of supe
(properly understood)
riority

and

inferiority,

and which have

to

be viewed and judged

not abstractly, but with an impartial subjection of all these rela
This
tions to the highest relation of the Christian life to Christ.
will

be discussed hereafter.
(3)

To

belongs the strife about the so-called adiaWhen one looks at the relations of life
things).

this category

phora

(indifferent
in themselves, there present themselves, no doubt, not a few which
may be called adiaphord, that is, which in themselves are not the

manifestation of any Christian moral element.
But
expression and
in reference to any particular person, they naturally and
placed
immediately lose the character of indifferent things, because the

whom and such things the relation exists, and on
persons between
whom they exert an influence, cannot be thought of as neutral, i.e.
outside of all ethical relation.

Always according

to the state of the

indifferent in itself, ceases to
person, this relation,

be (in an ethical

point of view) a thing indifferent, whether the person who has
entered into any relation with it may be viewed therein either as

The personal relation therefore in such cases
to his own personality or to that of
relation
the
decides, be
If here scruples of conscience arise, by virtue of which the
others.

active or passive.
it

man

then naturally judges always only relatively,

i.e.

in reference

to personal states, such a judgment is a working of conscientious
ness. If, however, apart from all personal states, the ethical element
of what is allowable or not allowable is attributed to the relation

then the error begins.
logous, Rom. xiv. 13-xv. 2.
itself,

Comp. on the whole question

as

The voluminous, and on both

ana
sides

unrefreshing literature respecting pleasures as things indifferent,
called forth by the controversies in the time of Spener, may be seen

Walch, Einl. in die Rel. Streit. der luth. Kirclie, Pt. v. pp. 821the thing in
841. Spener certainly makes a distinction between
and the way in which it is carried on in these days.&quot; But
itself,&quot;

in

&quot;

&quot;

in connection therewith, he
places, without further qualification,
dancing, for instance,
among the carnal pleasures from which a
&quot;

true Christian abstains

mode

&quot;

of speaking adopted

(Letzte

tlieol.

from him

&quot;

Bedenk.

The

i.

where he is enjoying bodily pleasure, has his eye
and delight in His creatures (ibid.) is, if it

to

&quot;

scruple whether

a Christian

305)

;

and the

Christian even there,
is

God

s
goodness,
not a kind of

may enjoy corporeally in order to
case
in
its form a
any
very unfortunate para
of
the
words
of
the
:
phrase
apostle
Every creature of God is

enjoy corporeally, in

&quot;
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thanksgiving&quot;

iv. 4).

Two

things here present themselves for more careful con
First, in what sense, in the case of a Christian, we can
of
an
error, by which he binds himself, and may consider
speak
himself bound ; and next, to what limit this may go, without be
(4)
sideration.

coming obduracy against the
can be

truth.

Of

the

first,

nothing certain

we

are not in a position to distinguish accurately
said,
between error and untruth, and sharply to define the domain in
if

which an error

which

accompanied by a relative truth.
inconceivable, where the question
turns upon the inner core of Christianity, i.e. of the way in which
we have to procure our righteousness before God. The way and
manner in which this is attained in faith, is absolutely regulated by
the revelation in Christ
and every departure therefrom falls under

An

is

possible,

error of this latter kind

is

is

;

the judgment of a self-chosen service of God (the eOeXoOp^crKela).
And in a no less absolutely binding manner are those means laid
down, by which we have to work out positively, and indeed in a

manner under
tion.

faith

They
;

all

circumstances alike, our renewal and sanctificafrom the nature of genuine Christian

result immediately

and no departure from them could be thought of without

But the case is different in the province
injury to that faith itself.
of things which are to us objects of temptation (see
28), in which
rules of conduct absolutely binding are neither given nor conceiv
able, because here, according to the individual and personal ten
dency and temperament, something may be an object of temptation
and not so to another. Here an error of a double nature
in such a way, namely, that we should deceive ourselves
IB
possible
the
true character and source of the charm of what is
concerning

to one,

:

tempting, as well as concerning the adequate means of resistance
and also in such a way that we should make available the true
;

knowledge of both in face of the erring one, in a w ay in which we
keep in view ourselves alone, and not the weak conscience of others,
and thus make what is right for ourselves a stumbling-block and a
r

o aSeTujbo? crov Trpocr/coTTTei,, Rom. xiv.
to wound,&quot;
vers. 13, 15, 16, 20, 1 Cor. viii. 9 ; TVTrrew,

vexation for our brother (ev

21

a&amp;gt;

&quot;

comp.
Trp awei^G-iv aaOevovcraVj 1 Cor. viii. 12). The last ought un
Nay, it is called a sinning against
conditionally not to be done.
Christ (dfjuaprdveiv ek XpidTov, 1 Cor. viii. 12) when one offends
the weak conscience of a brother, for whom Christ died, and thus
;

walks not according to love (Rom. xiv. 15).

x

In regard, however,
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first-named error, in every case where the error itself is
that even in this weak con
repudiated, this must be acknowledged,
science is displayed a conscientiousness which has striven to keep
to

tlie

from what might possibly tempt, and from temptation. In
no one is to be made out mistaken. For without doubt such
an one, with the views he holds, cannot enter into anything which
him the appearance of temptation, without doing vio
presents to
aloof

this

lence to his conscience.

undone anything within

One

cannot and dare not do or leave

these limits,

with respect to which he has

not the strong confidence (Trtcmv, Rom. xiv. 22, 23) that he may
do it or let it alone.
Happy is he that condemneth not himself
&quot;

in that

which he

alloweth.&quot;

But he

that doubteth

when he doeth

condemned, because he does it not out of strong con
anything
all that does not flow out of
For
viction.
strong conviction is in
is

this

domain

sin

(Rom.

xiv. 22, 23).

This subjective sense of duty, however, ceases to be consistent
with the truth, as soon as one makes what is subjectively justifiable
a rule of objective right, and a standard of universal obligation, by

which he judges others, or measures the propriety of their conduct.
For that would be not less than that judging of the weak on the
an acting against truth and against love and
part of the strong
conscientiousness towards one s self would become a want of it in
;

regard to others.

PART THIRD.
THE PRESEBVATION OF SALVATION;
OR,

THE CONCRETE MANIFESTATION OF CHRISTIAN VIRTUE IN THE
FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS OF HUMAN LIFE.

Christian Piety as the Mother of all the Virtues.

37.

natural to recognise in the one
blessing of salvation and its possession the highest rela

|O the Christian

tion

of

all

it

is

With this recognition
mind and only where

earthly existence.

begins the Christian frame of
this

remains

its

is

leading characteristic,

fitness of disposition in

;

found that virtue or

to be

which the Christian

is

in a position to regard

the preservation of salvation as the problem of his life, and to labour
Thus Christian virtue has only one ultimate
at its solution (1).

and highest
all

relation,

other virtues

lie

without which no virtue

is

This virtue of

as in their germ.

and

virtue,

all

in

which

virtues

is,

however, Christian piety (2).

What

(1)

is

meant by the preservation of

salvation,

and

in

what

comprises a multitude of Christian virtues, comes out
Heb. iii.
the following testimonies of Scripture
from
clearly
12-14 comp. with 2 Pet. i. 8-10. In the latter passage, after the

sense

it

:

;

unfolding of faith (TTLOTT^) into
in ver. 5

ff.,

it

goes on

nrXeovd^ovra, OVK

Kvplov

rj/jitov

TV(f)\os earl,)

to say

ou&e
dp&amp;lt;yov&amp;lt;;

Iqaov XpLcrTov

Aio

kinds of virtue

Tavra

:

&amp;lt;yap

&amp;lt;

co

is

mentioned

vfuv vTrdp^ovra,

KaOla-rrjo LV

dtcdpTrovs

e7rL yvci)crii&amp;gt;

yap

fjirj

et?

rrjv

nrdpO&quot;n

real

rov

Tai&amp;gt;ra,

TOV KaOapicrfjiov rcov TrdXat,
ftaXXoz^, a8eX(ol, cnrovSdo-are fleffatav

uvcoTrdfav, \r)6r]v

avrov daapncov.

many

\a/3a&amp;gt;v
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Tavra jap TTOI/c\ojr)v TroielcrOai.
TrralorijTe Trore.
itself to the Christian consciousness at the
(2) What presents
head of all blessings, the participation of salvation in Christ, is again
rrjv K\r\Giv KCLI

ov

S

fjurj

mirrored forth in the apostle s confession (Phil. iii. 8 ff.). The
before his position in Israel, his blamelessapostle has mentioned
as touching the righteousness which is in
ness in the eyes of men,
And yet the things which were gain to him, for Christ s
the law.&quot;
sake he has counted loss (for they kept him far from Christ). Nay,
&quot;

rather does he count

all

that he has before mentioned even

now

again for loss, for the sake of the surpassing glory of the know
ledge of his Lord Jesus Christ, for whose sake he forfeited all this,

and holds it continually as dung, in order that he may win Christ,
and be found in Him, as one who has his righteousness not from
the law, but that righteousness which comes by faith on Christ,
that righteousness which, proceeding from God, rests on the ground
In the subordination of all the relations of life to the
of faith.
relation to the blessing of salvation revealed in Jesus Christ, the
Christian spirit manifests itself as the fulfiller of the will of Christ

(Matt. x. 37).

The

habitual personal state in which this supreme

object of life remains constantly present, piety (eucre^eta), is virtue,
since it is on the one hand the effect of the operation of God s
1 Tim. iv. 7, 8,
the fruit of ones own practice.
8e
the
creavrov Trpos evaefteiav.
But
central im
TvfJiva^e
Spirit,

on the other

portance of evae/Seia, which is expressed in the following words,
eva-epeia 737309 iravra w0eXt/&amp;gt;to9 eanv e7ra&amp;lt;yye\tav e^ovaa

(

H

&&amp;gt;?)&amp;lt;?

T^9 vvv KOI T7J9 /-ieXXouo-779, recurs also there, where piety presents
itself as the immediate operation and form of manifestation, as well
as the proximate object of the
e

Tit.

ii.

v(o$

KOI

11,

H %apt9 TOV Oeov

Si/caLcos teal

.

.

communication of grace.
.

TraiSevovcra

eucre/3w9 ^awfjiev ev

T&&amp;gt;

17/^0.9,

i

va

vvv al&vi.

.

.

Comp.
.

o-(t)(f)pd-

Evae/Beia,

Wiesinger justly remarks on the passage, is the epitome of Chris
tian morality, according to its fundamental relations.
And the
statement rises here from self-discipline, and the conformity of our
actions to the will of God, to the absorption of our whole nature
as

in the fountain of salvation.
istic

mark

For

of Christian truth, that

this
it

very thing

is

the character

leads to piety, or, as

it is still

better interpreted, godliness
i.
1).
(^ a\i]6eia 77 /car eiW/3etaz/, Tit.
And every doctrine which is consonant with truth has therefore
also the

same mark of being a guide unto godliness (97 /car evcrefteiav
1 Tim. vi. 1).
For that life which is the gift of the
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divine power of Christ has

its existence in
godliness ; for this power
which gives us all things which conduce to life and godliness
(77 Trdvra THUV ra 77/305 farjv /cal evcre/Beiav SeScoprj/jLevT], 2 Pet. i. 3).
This it is which embraces that great mystery which is given in
Christ, and is absorbed therein (TO TTJS ev(re/36ias {JLvarrfpiov), which
is the subject of the
passage 1 Tim. iii. 16. For this cause, the man
who has become a man of God pursues, in his strivings after right
it is

conformity of his actions to the will of God, after
its various forms of
godliness,
manifestation, correspond
to
the
nature
of
the blessing of salvation, in faith, love, steding
eousness,

i.e.

which has

meekness (1 Tim. vi. 11). The exclusive conception of
as used to express our relation to God, is not the
piety,&quot;
one.
Luther
The one is
original
distinguishes a twofold piety.
human
and
social
sense
of
honour.
the
Of
other
he says
every
This one travels and soars far above everything that is earthly,
and has nothing to do with any works. For how can it have works,
since all that the body can do, and that is called work, goes forth
fastness,

the word

&quot;

:

&quot;

?
But now it
and
grace
forgiveness of

where we are
which
is not an
sins,
but
a
not
of
our
own
earthly
heavenly righteousness
doing and
but
s work and
the
God
Sermon
on the
ability,
gift.&quot;
Compare
in the

other righteousness

speaking of

God s

is

this,

Threefold Righteousness , in the year 1518.

38. a.

The
which

The Nature of True Christian

peculiarity of Christian piety,

Piety.

and the condition under

can alone be acknowledged as true, lie expressed in this,
that Christian piety can only be thought of as the frame of mind of
it

a regenerate and converted man.
Only where the communion of
grace has actually taken place is that piety also conceivable which
is

able to serve unto that edification

which

is

the ground and aim of

Christian activity, and therein, above all, of piety (1). And only
where piety is the emanation of actual edification, and likewise
all

desires and strives after nothing but edification in the full extent of
the term (no matter whether this striving wells forth and has its
quiet working from conscious intention, or unconsciously from the

nature of true piety itself, and likewise no matter whether this
of others),
striving has for its object the edification of self or that
there alone

is

life in
piety pure, clinging purely to the source of
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the promises of grace, to the means of grace in revelation, to the
object of grace in the manifestation of Christ ; there only is it a

pure manifestation of that life which comes from God and embraces
a pure, simple heart-devotion in reference to that
the whole man,
heart in which, through the grace of God in
experience of the
Christ Jesus, we are here below translated into the kingdom of

His

Where, on the other hand,

love.

in addition to the direction

towards the blessing of salvation as the

supreme good of life, and
means of grace,

in addition to the use of the divinely-appointed

not the actual possession of salvation, there alone Christian
there is
piety, or the piety of a true Christian, exists not in truth
and
if not that of unreal and
that
of
seeking
presentiment,
only
there

is

:

untrue superstition (2).
(1) The essence of true piety, which naturally arises from the
essence and the peculiarity of the possession of salvation, receives
a further definition through its inseparable connection with the
biblical idea of edification (ol/coBopr)).
This idea, whether used as
ol/coBo/jLij/jia

relation

which

or as

ol/coSofjirjcns

all

whether denoting the fundamental

Christian piety rests, or the end towards
Christian piety strives
springs in every case from a

upon which

all

fundamental view, in which the individual Christian as well as the
Christian world in general appears to the apostles in the light of a
fulfilment of that of which Israel was a foreshadowing and a type.

The

Christian is the habitation of God (1 Cor. iii. 9), and indeed,
as being in Christ, a
living stone in a great temple (1 Pet. ii. 5),
is
just that Christ, who supports the single
stones as well as the whole temple.
To rest radically on this
foundation with his whole nature, and the whole vitality of that

whose living foundation

nature,

is

called a being edified, being a habitation of

to introduce

man s whole

nature, and the whole

God.

And

vitality of his
the foundation

But
nature, into this foundation, is called to edify.
stone is in both cases not to be
the
from
single stones, nor
separated
from the whole temple, i.e. from the fellowship of that great king

dom whose groundwork is Jesus Christ. Consequently, he who is
edified, he who edifies himself, he who edifies others, is and does so
only in the same measure as the character of his being and doing
is this
the incorporation of the whole man, with all his faculties,
in Christ and the
kingdom of Christ.
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PIETY.

therefore, it is a question of the pious employment of
faculties received for the benefit of others, the determin
ing rule is this: &quot;Let all things be done unto edifying&quot; (Trdvra
It forms the limit of
7r/oo9 ol/co^oimrjv rytveo-0ct) 9 1 Cor. xiv. 26).

When,

gifts

and

Christian liberty

Eph.

:

Tldvra e^eariv, aXX ov Trdvra

ot/coSo/^et, 1

Cor.

iv.

forms the aim of Christian testimony in word and work
el rt? dya0os
Rom. xiv. 19,
29, Xo709
irpos o IKO BO/JL^ v
ra T?j9 olfcoSo/jifjs Trjs et? aXX^Xot^ xv. 2, e/aicrT09

TM

7T\r)(7LOV dpO-/C6TCO 6/9

It

x. 23.

:

.

.

.

;

;

TO UTjaQoV 77^09

Hence

eavTovs.

olfcoSo/jLT)

olfCoBofJL^V

Jude

,

much

applies as

20.

to the

special activity of the Christian as to that of the teacher (Eph. iv. 12).
The edifying element is the same as the essential fruit of faith,

This pious love
(1 Cor. viii. 1, 77 dyaTrij otVoSo/^ei).
edifying, in as far as its effort and its operation are directed to
the body of the Christian community (Eph. iv. 12, olfcoSofirj TOV

namely love
is

o-cofjLaros

comp.

;

the Christian

But

xiv. 4).

ver. 16).

community

Hence

the superiority of this relation to
over the mere eavrov ol/coBofMiv (I Cor.

on the whole presupposes the fact of the

this influence

individual being himself already eTroiKo^ofji^Oei^j

T&V diroGToXwv
XpicrTov, ev

a&amp;gt;

a&amp;gt;

o-vvapfJLoKo^ovfJLevr] aufet 6i9

oiKoSofJir)

7}

/cal
vaov ayiov ev Kvpiw, ev
TOV Qeov ev Hvev/jiaTt, (Eph.

TO)

Trpotynrwv, 6Wo9 dfcpoywviaiov avrov

teal

Tracra

namely eVt

avvoLKO^o^elcrOe 6t9 KaToiKrjrrjpiov
20-22). And for this very reason, in

vfjbels
ii.

this effort of Christian piety,

again coincides the operative influence

of the Divine Spirit with the activity of the

human

soul

has permeated. Thus edification is in like manner
God and of the God-redeemed man Acts xx. 32,
TW @eco Kal TOJ Xo^yw rrjs ^apiTo^ avrov,
l,

which

the

He

work of

:

Kal bovvai
Tracriv.

Thus

servation

of

edification

the whole

is

V/JLIV

TOJ

Kkypovofjiiav ev rot9

one with the furtherance and pre

personality in

the

kingdom of

Christ,

pointing out the end to which all pious efforts of the Christian
tend for his own benefit and for that of others, since they all
belong to the builders who are called on to build up the great
In pursuance of this end, every effort of the individual
temple.

has reference to the whole body, and likewise every effort of the
whole has relation to the individual, but always in such a way
that the aim is directed not to this or that side of the spiritual
life,

The

but collectively to

the spirit and the life.
conception is to be carefully dis
one-sided limitation, in which, a later
all

fulness of this biblical

tinguished

from

that

relations

of
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phraseology has in

and

many ways employed

[PART

the words

III.

&quot;

&quot;

edification

&quot;

edifying.&quot;

(2) If

it

and

edified,

said that only the piety of him who is already
that only so far as it desires edification, can be looked
is

and simple piety, that is quite equivalent
upon
to the proposition that that piety alone is Christian which flows out
For what this means, and how
of Christian conscientiousness.
as the true, pure,

there

34
implied herein the purity and simplicity of piety, see
As little as subjective earnestness makes piety to be

is

and the

notes.

It
Christian, so little is it Christian merely because of the object.
of course unchristian whenever it exists without reference to the

is

God

grace of

in Jesus Christ

a general

itself in

putting
Jesus Christ.
this

kind

to

is

but just as little is it Christian by
in
relation to the grace of God in
way
turns on the kind of this relation.
And
;

Everything
be considered as a realization of the

Jesus Christ only then, when

it

will of

God

has become an inweaving and

in

com

the relations of the spirit and life with the collective
relations of the Redeemer to His kingdom.
II av o
av Troivjre

bining of
ev

\6&amp;lt;y(p

iii.

17.

all

n

ev epya), Trdvra ev ovofjuari, Kvpiov I^croO, Col.
This entrance of the whole life upon the collective rela
r)

and power of

tion of that standard
&quot;

in the

name

of the

Lord

which has been revealed

life

demonstrates

its
Jesus,&quot;
pure simplicity
divine object; while, in opposition to every TTKJT&V^IV
Col. ii. 23),
Trapa TO evayyeXiov, to every eOeXoOprja/cela (Gal. i. 8
in distinct and self-conscious knowledge it holds as sacred the rule

above

all

in

its

;

and

word of grace (edv rt? dyaira /^e, rbv \6yov
John xiv. 23 el ns urj Trpoaep^erai, v&amp;lt;yialvovai

limits given in the

p^o-e^

;

rov Kvpiov

TO&amp;lt;?

rj/Jiwv

ITJQ-OV XpicrroO,

la, Terixpwrai,, [JLrjBev eVtcrTa/iez/o?,

1

KOI

Tim.

But the same pure

rfj /car

evcrefteiav

vi.

3; comp.
17).
also in the states of

simplicity exhibits its power
the subject, inasmuch as the latter,
holding as sacred the purpose of
the word not less than the word itself, is conscious that the mystery

of love was revealed not
merely in order to be known, but for the
fulness of undivided, heartfelt,
1 John
holy reciprocity of love.
v. 20, Kal oiSaaev ori, o vio? rov &eov
KOL
SeBco/cev
Sidvoiav
TJ/JLIV
rj/cei,
iva yivoocTKCDiJLev rov d\rj0iv6v

KOI ecr/juev ev TCO d\ir]9iv) ev TOJ via*
Kal rj %corj aloovios.

avrov IijcrovXpio-Tq)- ouro? edTiv 6 aX^^ti/o?

Uas
1

o

John

1 Cor.

dyaTTwv
iv. 7

;

viii. 3.

heart-faith

e/c

rov

el Se rt?

Hence

(KapUa

eov jeyevvTjrai

/cal

eos&amp;gt;

yivwo-Kei, TOV Qebv,

djawa rov Qeov, owro? eyvoMrrai VTT avrovj
the contrast of that piety which rests upon

TricrTeveiv,

Rom.

x.

10) with the semblance of
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Tim. iii. 5), with the mouth-work
with
the profession of piety from
of pious acting (Matt.
5),
subordinate aims (vottl&iv Tropio-uov elvai T^V evo-e/3eiav, 1 Tim.
vi. 5).
Hence the believing piety of the heart is no less joyfid
piety (yLtop0cocrt9 TTJS evcrefteias, 2
vi.

(Heb. x. 35; its root, Eph. iii. 12; the necessity
Heb.
iii.
continuance,
6), in contrast with that little faith in
and
corporeal
spiritual things (the type of which is given in Matt.
xiv. 31, viii. 26, comp. vi. 30
1 Pet. v. 7), and with slavish fear,
confidence, Trappycria

of

its

;

and

the fear

of the

lost

Sov\etas ird\iv efc

;

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6/3ov

teal

tpptcrcrovcri),

than

it

holy earnestness (1 Pet.

Jas.

is

15, ov jap eAa/Sere
19, Kal TO, Saiuovu

viii.

(Rom.

ii.

on the other

side,

with

all its

joyfulness,

iraTepa e7ruca\elo-0e TOV dirpoe/cdcTTov
TOV TTJS
epyov, ev

/cal el

i.

17,
fcplvovTa fcaTa TO

&amp;lt;o/3&&amp;gt;

/cal
%povov dvacTTpdcfrnTe Phil. ii. 12, peTa
eavTwv
note
Trjv
16,
crwTrjpiav KaTepyd^evOe: comp.
(1)).
Hence, lastly, that simplicity of piety in which a man, with all his
precision, fulness, and depth of knowledge, maintains that childlike

v/jiwv

;

(&amp;gt;o{3ov

spirit, that vrpriQV elvai to which alone the mysteries of God are re
vealed (Matt. xi. 25), in contrast with that immature and ambitious
anticipation of future sight (vocrelv Trepl ^Tijcret,^ Kal Xo7o//,a^/a9,

1 Tim. vi. 4 ; a
VTTO TOV
[JEW)] eMparcev e/jiffaTevoDV elfcrj, dtvcriovfjievos
voos r^9 (rapfcbs avTov, Col. ii. 18).
Where this does not exist, there can always be piety in the sub

jective sense of the term ; for it is not the superstition but the piety
of the Athenians that the apostle means, when he says to them,

KaTa

TrdvTa

&&amp;gt;9

SeicriSaiiJiovea Tepovs

vjjias

decopw (Acts xvii. 22).

which does not bear the marks of regeneration and
conversion remains nevertheless a piety which either has not yet,

But

that piety

or has lost

its

either merely seeks it, or turns itself to
the Stoics demand a constant speaking
e.g.,

true object

an untrue one.

When,

;

about God. a continual thinking of Him, in this case the form of
piety is directed to an untrue and unreal God.

39.

b.

Christian Piety in

The immediate
ferent in form, has

is its

most Immediate Manifestation.

manifestation of Christian piety, although dif
essential and characteristic feature in this,

its

that, directed outwardly,

who

its

it

seeks to testify to the

way

in

which he

witness and confessor recognises the fellowship of salva

tion as the highest object

and supreme good of

his earthly life (1).
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And

the essential characteristic of such

made

[I

ART

III

testimony remains the
deed (2) ;

in sign, or word, or

same, whether the confession
whether it takes place in a self-chosen form, or in that of a con
oath or martyrdom, is imposed by the
fession, which, as e.g. an
is

and authority (3).
authority of some earthly power
cases,

however,

this

festation of true piety,

which

right state of

the

when

all

these

is

seeks to be subservient to edification)

it

In

only then a mani
the object of the deed (according to

outward witness-bearing

him who makes

it,

i.e.

coincident with

is

when

the confessor

is

and bears his testimony in the spirit of
regenerate and converted,
Only in this case it is of importance
regeneration and conversion.
as well in the act as in the actor himself, that

from the confession

that is, every
there remains shut out everything falsely selfish,
kind
as that wherein the honour of God and the
such
a
of
thing
o
profit of the

community

are sacrificed to the interests of his

own

Ego.
(1) What men call citltus externus can, from an ethical point
of view, possess its significance and truth only as the manifestation
But by this it is not meant to deny that
of a true cultus internus.

the exercise of the cultus internus

is

not also capable of serving as a
life of the
But in
spirit.

means for the promotion of the hidden
this adventitious

and

element there

lies

neither the essence nor the truth

Rather does

reality of the external testimony.

this

depend on

the reality of the actual state, that
Ere rov Trepio-o-evfAaros rrjs
TO
xii.
Matt.
las
aTo/ia
XaXei,
34, 35
/capo
comp. Rom. x. 10,
:

;

Kap$ la

yap

TriareveTat,

is

Sifcaioo vvrjv,

crrofjiarL

Se

o^o\o^elrai

Hence

also again, in the ethical determination of
a true manifestation of Christian piety, we can set out, in

et? acoTiipiav.

what

et?

But that we
place, only from the state of the individual.
cannot stop at the individual and his individual state, with reference

the

first

to the fellowship of salvation, clearly follows from the
position of
the Christian to the kingdom of God, and comes to be spoken in

discussing

(

47) his influence on the shape of the manifested

46,

But even here the foundation

of true pious testimony is
the truth and the reality of the kingdom in its relations to
individual, but the truth and actuality of the membership of
individual in his relation to the totality of the fellowship of
piety.

kingdom.

And

in

an analogous way

it is

not
the

the
the

not the state and the law,

39.]
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and the loyalty of their individual
constitute the obedience of the citizen a true

fidelity of the subjects

sentiments,
obedience.

that

(2) The equalization of the form in relation to the essential
character of the piety manifested, is not also intended to ascribe an
Rather is the form that
equal importance to the different forms.

which corresponds

the circumstances

to

;

and according

to

the

varying of these will the sign, or the word, or the deed, either ac
company or supply the place of one another. What is essentially
important, consists merely in

this, to assign its importance to every
in
each
its
own
form,
way. One may place the word, the act,
as the more significant, more precise, more comprehensive, above

the sign and symbol.
But again, the want of the sign and of the
action
symbolic
may point to some defect in the word or in the
In truth, the sign and symbol, where it does not take the
deed.
place of some involuntary defect of the immediate utterance of the
spiritual life, is merely an expression for this, that the man is con
scious of belonging to his highest relations of life with both body
and soul that he is given over to them not half, but ivliolly. In
it is not a mere
arbitrary result, but only natural, that the
in
should
fold his hands and bend his knee, and
prayer
suppliant
that he who blesses should lay on his hands. It will ever be found,

this sense,

mind is alienated from the highest objects, there
shown an aversion also to indicate by any bodily act that which

that wherever the
is

only as a symbolical expression of a spiritual act, or as an action of
Hence the import
the whole undivided man, possesses any truth.
ii.
10), of lifting up the hands in
on
of
hands in blessing (Matt. xix.
Tim.
ii.
of
8),
laying
prayer (1
13 1 Tim. v. 22). To the sign, however, the word, the deed,
which may pass as the most immediate manifestation of Christian

ance of bowing the knee (Phil.

;

But con
piety, there is this in common, that they are confessions.
fession is Christian confession not as a deed of man for God, but as
a deed of

God by man s

instrumentality

as a testimony, called forth

by God
on

according to His grace in Jesus Christ, of divine operation
earth.
Only in this sense is the glorifying through His creature,

His own glory in
made Himself known, that man
and whoever confesses himself to Him,
confesses himself to Him
For he alone who
to that man also does He make Himself known.

as

it is

willed

and by man.

by God,

so also the manifestation of

To whom God

has

;

has before become a partaker of the Holy Ghost, can in truth call
Jesus Christ Lord (ovbels Svvarai elirelv Kvpiov Irfcrovv, el f^rj eV
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a&amp;lt;yiWj

1 Cor.

xii.

3)

;

and our confession

[PART
is

&quot;

III.

the fruit of

His name (Heb. xiii. 15 ; comp. 31).
giving thanks to
so confesses that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, abideth
&quot;

our

lips,

He who

God, and God in him (1
fession to the operation of

in

John

iv.

In

15).

this relation of

con

God in him who confesses, and to his
before whom confession is made, there results

those
position towards
also the limitation under

which the difference holds good between

a voluntary confession, and that which becomes necessary by sub
mission to a higher authority. No Christian confession is free in
such a sense, that one might look upon it as an unconditional

voluntary act of the individual, as a matter absolutely of his own
choice and determination.
Only in the ordinary relations of life is
the

form

of confession in so far free, as according to the relation of

the individual to God, according to his spiritual and natural en
dowment, and according to the relations to men and circumstances,

can the same piety appear in different forms; whereas in the case of

and martyr s death, the form of the confession is just only
that one imposed of necessity by higher authority.
On this account,
even in the usual relations of life, the freedom and truth of the
the oath

Christian confession will consist in this, that the act and manifesta

and remain some
us by God, flowing forth from gratitude and love
thing wrought
to God, and not effected by ourselves
and, so far as the confession
affects others and is made before others, that it should conduce, and
tion of piety, just as the piety itself, should be
in

;

be intended to conduce, to the ends of true Christian edification in
the sense of

38.

Hence

it

further follows, that the essence and

truth of Christian confession depend not at all on the mere con
tests of the confession,/ and the fact of confession according
O to its
relation to objective truth, but just as much on the state of mind
of the confessor, in which the true confession is valid only in the

object of the confession
namely, that honour to God, whose glory
dwells on earth in the kingdom of Christ.
Hence a true Christian

confession

is

not made in order to secure the honour of a confessor

before men, but in order, by self-renunciation, with the confession
to serve others for the ends of the kino;dom of Christ.
So little is
O
the subject-matter of the confession in itself the
sign of a veritable
Christian and of a Christian confession, that in Scripture the same
confession which John makes known to us as
being, under given cir
cumstances and contrasts^ a sufficient sign of a true disciple of Jesus
(ev rofTco rytwtfcr/eere TO Ilvev/^a rov
XpiaTov eV crap/d e\7j\v96ra,

Oeov
e/c

rov

TTCLV TrvevjJba

o o/juoKo^el

eov eaTiv, 1

John

iv.
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meets us also as a confession of Christ the Lord with that
ap
on the lips of those who, on account of their other
peal, &quot;Lord, Lord,&quot;
misconduct with respect to God s will, are rejected (Matt. vii. comp.
2, 3),

;

29, note)

who know

nay, even presents

;

Lord only

of the

fJLOVia CL7TO TTOAXtoZ/,

Luke

iv.

41

and before

;

itself to

to their
/Cal

Kpd&VTO,
Matt. viii. 29).

us as a confession of devils,

torment (e^jp^ero Be

\eyOVTCL*

That

others, is true only in the

&quot;On

(TV el 6 ftO?

/cal

Sai-

TOV SeOVy

confession, therefore, in itself
as it flows from

same measure

a living faith, and is the confession of that faith, to whose nature
belongs to be love and hope, purity and simplicity, wisdom and
prudence. This appears in the confession in such a way, that in

it

and vain pushing forward to confession, instead
knowledge (Rom. x. 2), instead of zeal without

stead of the blind
of zeal without

love
hint,

(Luke

ix.

54), the Christian waits for the occasion as a divine
to the confession ; and he makes his

which summons him

confession in just as great fear of God as meekness towards men,
without doing violence to his consciousness, that with such confes
sion

he stands in an antagonistic and condemnatory position

to a

God

*O9

world which has revolted from

yap av

in Christ.

Mark

viii.

38,

XvvOf) pe /cat TOU? eyuou? \oyov$ ev TTJ yevea ravrrj
Ty fj,oi%a\i$i Kal d/jiapT(i)\qj, /cal o vios TOV dvOpcoTrov e
eTraicr

dtjaeraL avrov, K.T.\.

Travrl rc5
/jierd

;

1 Pet.

alrovvn v^a^

TrpavTvjTos

iii.

\6&amp;lt;yov

/cal (j)6/3ov.

15,

eroifjuot,

del Trpos a

XXa

irepl TT}? ev vjjilv eA/Tu So?,

For the

confessors under special oppression
Matt. x. 19, 20.

special promise with

may

which

console themselves, see

(3) The oath has, according to the word and the thing itself,
sanction generally not only from Luke i. 73, but specially also
in its application to the taking an oath on the part of man for
human ends (Heb. vi. 16, 17). For there the human oath itself
its

appears only as the lower analogy of a higher divine relation. The
misunderstanding of the passage Matt. v. 33-37, and of its repeti
tion in Jas. v. 12, demonstrates itself as such, not merely by its
contradiction to the context of the discourse, and to the nature of
the several forms of adjuration there quoted, which collectively and
separately do not bear the character of a confession, i.e. of an appeal
to the living God, but also by the contradiction to the posture of

Jesus Christ to the Old Testament law as a whole.

Lord the Giver
viz. that

of the law has

men were

xxii. 11), that

the

to

commanded

in the

What

the

Old Testament,

swear by His name (Deut. vi. 13, x. 20 ; Ex.
Fulfiller of the law cannot have for-

Lord the
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[PART

III.

bidden, without destroying the law in place of fulfilling it. Rather
does the fulfilment consist in this, that the law commanded, without

being possible from the position of the law rightly to fulfil it
whereas, with the gospel, that has come wherein also the command

its

;

of the oath finds

its

true fulfilment.

For

this

is

what the prophet

Jeremiah points out (Jer. iv. 12) in the words, that Israel then
alone, when he turns himself to the Lord, can truly and holily swear,
So true as the Lord liveth.&quot; What is forbidden in the gospel of
Matthew, is the levity of the forms of swearing of ungodly-minded
&quot;

men.

In contrast with these, the simple

To

as the expression of

&quot;yea&quot;

and

serve

&quot;nay&quot;

the wisdom and love of the

pure veracity.
Christian it is left to decide where, to the simple affirmation, the
further asseveration may and must be added, as the example of the
;
comp. 2 Cor. xi. 11, 31, Gal. i. 20, etc. But the
as the All-seeing, has again its justification
to
witness,
calling
and truth only in the pure consciousness of the invoker. Ov yap

apostle shows

God

ea/jiev,

says the apostle,

Seov aXX
eV

&&amp;gt;?

e

&&amp;gt;?

ol TroXXol, Kairrp^evovre^ ruv

eiXiicpiveias,

2 Cor.

aXX
ii.

ew? e/c

17.

&quot;

@6oD,

fcarevcDTTiov

\oyov rov
TOV @eo{),

When we

swear, we always
upon God for help

XpLaTq)
combine two things together, viz. that we call
and protection, and imprecate His punishments upon ourselves. It
is as if we would
say According as God helps me or not if I
hold to my oath, so may He be gracious unto me if, however, I
deceive any one by it, so may He punish me.
Such is a very
For he who swears makes
beautiful service of God and invocation.
confession that he calls upon God for grace and favour, and expects
from Him that He will protect and help him and that he impre
cates upon himself divine wrath and vengeance if he should deceive
XaXo&amp;gt;yLtez&amp;gt;,

:

:

:

;

any one with

his

God

oath&quot;

(Luther, Ausl. zur Genes, ch.

&quot;

xxii.).

Every

undertaken and appointed
without His command. It is not forbidden, but commanded, to
take an oath
As truly as the Lord liveth (Deut. vi. 13). It
appertains to the honour of God to call upon Him as a witness of
service of

is

ungodly which

is

f

:

the truth, and to be sensible that He watches what we do and
when even thou doest anything against thy conscience, that He will
;

(Luth. Aus. des Prop. Hosea. Com
pare also especially what is said by him in his exposition of Matt, v.,
where he speaks of the oath not merely as the obedience due to the

judge thee on account of

it.&quot;

magistrate, according to God s word, but also as of an act of free
When I see any one in spiritual need and danger, weak
love, as,
&quot;

in the faith, or with a

desponding conscience, or of an erring
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then ought I not only to comfort, but also

like,

besides to swear, to strengthen his conscience, and to say,
As
true as God lives and Christ has died, so verily is this the truth

And

when one has to clear a
honour
against evil and
neighbour
there
one
even
Before
the living
may
say,
poisonous calumniators,
is
him.
this
is
a
done
For
God, injustice
good use of
altogether
God s name, to the honour and truth of God, and the safety and
in

God

s

word,

etc.

character, and

s

similarly, too,
to save his

happiness of our neighbour.&quot;)
The oath itself, however, is something else than the Christian
asseveration and the Christian confession in general, although, as

For in
far as concerns the general idea, it coincides with both.
the asseveration of an oath, which is at the same time the confession
of one s own faith in the omniscient Saviour and Judge of the

up the Supreme Judge Himself

world, the confessor sets

as a witness

of his veracity, and lays down a solemn renunciation of God s grace
in case of his untruthfulness or the non-fulfilment of his own words

on the strength of

From

his oath.

this naturally result the

con

that is, Christian and pious oath-taking, and ful
ditions of a right
The first condition is, that the oath be taken
filment of an oath.

only in virtue of a due requisition. If it is due in general to the
confession, that it occurs in consequence of a given occasion, how

much more

does the same hold good of the solemn, weighty con
But the justification to the requirement of an

fession of an oath

!

oath will ever be present according to the nature and way in which
there are on earth and in human society human bearers of divine

who

God

power and

order,

upon, as

were, in the face of

it

in

s

stead

God

and

in

God s name

are called

demand

a testimony of every
second condition of a Christian, i.e. of a

man s

hearty faith. The
morally blameless oath-taking,

is,

to

that the swearer should be in truth

that his oath should be the expression of a believing
hope really indwelling in him. The third condition is, that the
obligation he enters into by his oath of confession should be such

a confessor,

i.e.

a one as to which that

the swearer confesses.

God Himself
To be willing

can confess Himself
for the oath

s

whom

sake to

fulfil

on the wickedness begun

to
ungodly obligations,
a wicked completion, and to the first impiety to join the second.
The non-fulfilment of what has been sworn is in such cases not a
breach of an oath well-pleasing to God, but the penitent revocation
of a God-displeasing oath.
Actual perjury, on the contrary, i.e.
the violation of what has been sworn to of an obligation wellis

merely

to carry
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a lie under the sworn asseveration of the truth
pleasing to God
is therefore a sin so
specifically terrible, because it is the most open,
most conscious form of mockery of the communion of grace, a

God

in Jesus Christ, which one
gives
to
make confession of it.
To
up by hypocritically pretending
that
is a
and
God
means
to
confess
But
if
swear,
helper
protector.
thou makest a false oath, then hast thou therewith denied God, and

renunciation of the grace of

&quot;

provoked and called down His wrath and displeasure upon thine
own head (Luth. On Genesis).
To have spoken here of vows would, properly speaking, have
been altogether unnecessary, had not a false mode of view imagined
&quot;

we ought

to see in them acts of a very highly exalted
piety
of an especial devotion to God and to His
manifestations
practical
honour. They would so far have belonged to the chapter on oaths,
as a vow is confirmed by an oath either outwardly before men, or

that

inwardly before God. So far, however, as vows are nothing else
than solemn promises to follow a certain line of conduct as before
the eye of

God

procedure

as to

an acknowledgment of certain rules of action and
whose observance we consider ourselves bound

before God, and promise the same to God
it becomes
necessary
first of all to
in
order
to
estimate
justly the value of such
inquire,
it is to which
they refer, and in what manner we regard
them as binding. Above all, it is self-evident that a Christian can
vow nothing which is not acceptable to God, and which He does
not wish to have recognised by Christians as bounden duty.
Such

vows, what

obligations belong partly to the general life-calling of every Chris
and -partly to those divinely ordained earthly callings of a

tian,

special kind, as they present themselves not to all alike, but diffe
These obligations are nowhere self-devised,
rently in each case.

self-imposed, but appertain either to the nature of the general
Christian vocation, or to the special callings of our earthly life.
solemn promise made before God of our resolution to perform these

A

It would become so
deserving of blame.
of
that the duty
only
keeping these obligations is
first rendered
necessary by our promising, while the right promise

obligations
if

is

is

not in

itself

we supposed

only a formal acknowledgment of an obligation already before
To such vows there applies what holds good of the oaths

existing.
&quot;Jus

an tea

tians undertake these

I

am

:

jurandum non producit novam obligationem, sed confirmat
existentem.&quot;
Under what circumstances, then, may Chris
solemn promises without incurring censure ?
here speaking naturally only of such solemn promises as are
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own individual requirements, not
be imposed by virtue of the general public order in

the Christian from his

of such as

may

church or state
vows, and the

as,

like

for example, vows at confirmation,
marriage
without having the form of an oath. If the

question does not concern these, but vows which the Christian
makes for himself before God, what impels him to such ?
If he is
a true Christian, this is done not under the supposition that he now
becomes more certain in the performance of his obligation from his
having formally and solemnly pledged himself, as if his promise
were able to effect what the power of his faithful God can alone
It is done not from a notion that now alone
bring about in him.
lie is bound, whereas he was
already bound before by the will of

God

with respect to him

;

still

less as if

he imagined that he was

God

thereby doing
especial honour, or performing some service of
unusual merit. But it is done in the feeling of his weakness, which
urges him to promise to his God the performance of duties hitherto
a promise

unfulfilled,

which would again be improper

if

the Chris

tian wished to regard his promise as furnishing the certain strength
for its fulfilment, instead of calling upon God in his promise to give
him strength to enable him to fulfil it. Thus a promise may be a

rousing of one s self from weakness and sloth, and may possess in
the recognition of this weakness or sloth a certain moral value ; not,

however,

if

we regard

elevation of

this

promise as evincing a higher degree and
For we are all, by virtue of our

Christian piety.

baptism, promised to God in Christ, and have, in our conversion to
the grace of baptism, taken upon ourselves the obligation of realizing
this grace, and devoted ourselves to our Lord and Saviour.

A

renewing of this dedication may be well conceived of as a necessity
for the sinful weakness of the Christian, only not in such a way as
if we
imagined that now for the first time by our promise we were
betrothed to Christ, or betrothed at all to our promise for long since
Christ has betrothed Himself to us, and we have betrothed ourselves
;

to

Him

all

true

and His power, and not to the power of our promise. For
power for the fulfilment of the divine will comes from the
of
Spirit
Liberty, who enters in where Christ the Lord has taken
His
up
dwelling in the heart. And where this Spirit prevails, there
is

required no

vow

in order that

we should

allow ourselves to be

governed by Him, but He rules us and impels us to the free per
formance of our duties. Only where we feel that this Spirit is
threatening to depart from us, or has departed, there
ourselves,

and vow

to

God

may we

that only in this Spirit that

Y

rouse

maketh

free
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seek that strength which

we

will

is
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required to enable us to do the

whole will of God.
That, however, which has had a most prejudicial influence on
the conception of the nature of vows, and which has led also to a
denial even of their relative propriety, was the circumstance of their

being esteemed justifiable and proper in cases where no antecedent
to their use could be found either in the will of God
obligation
o
with respect to the vocation of the general Christian life, or with
of our earthly life, but where one of
respect to the special calling
his

own

choice devised something special, which was to receive an

obligatory and unconditionally binding force in and with the vow
But the
alone, especially with the vow in the form of an oath.

oath

one

is

precisely then to be rejected when it is wished to impose on
by means of it a self-enjoined obligation, at the basis of

s self

which there lies no duty confirmed by God and already existing.
Rather does one thereby trespass against God, since, without being
called upon by the duties of his vocation for an oath, he makes the
oath a snare to impose upon himself an obligation where none
exists; or renders the violation of some duty actually existing
doubly fearful, by taking upon himself, wilfully and of his own
thus loading the possible vio
free choice, the penalties of an oath,
lation of the duty with the additional crime of the violation of an
But where special leadings of God, special individual gifts,
oath.
or special individual defects in regard to such, present to the indi
in
vidual Christian a special behaviour, and
consilia evangelica
&quot;

&quot;

the true sense of the
his conduct, there

word

36) may be allowed to determine
(see
the percep
this very determining reason

ought
arrangement and leading of God to be and to
continue the sole motive of the act and of this special conduct,
instead of involving the obligation in a special vow which binds to
nothing, as soon as the particular leadings and arrangements of
Providence happen to take a turn which leads us to the conclusion
that these special circumstances by God s will no longer exist with

tion of this special

an obligatory force.
Hirscher, indeed, brings the vow into con
nection with his moral
Whoever has but a
virtuosity, and says
&quot;

:

slight knowledge of himself, must fear that he should begin again
to look about him and divide his heart.
In order to make an end,

in order by
accordingly, of all irresoluteness and half-decidedness,
in
the utmost collection of their
ideal path,
the
seize
on
to
strength
order beforehand to cut off for ever (?) every possible wavering and

looking about,

thousands have availed themselves of an eminent
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and one, too, approved of by the church of the vow
But against this view (quite irrespective of the wonder
397).
(ii.
ful notion of cutting off for ever possible irresolution by means
of such vows) there holds good for general application, that which
Luther says with special reference to the so-called spiritual vows in
his theses concerning vows (of the year 1522.)
&quot;The
evangelical
It brings with it, that
liberty is of divine right and a divine gift.
a man does not necessarily depend on any work, place, thing, and
person but that the use of all such things, however they may have
This it knows
presented themselves to us, should remain free.
well, that a man must needs depend solely and alone on the word
Thus no creature has a right to this liberty. Hence it
of grace.
follows that vows must be so shaped as not at all to militate against
The question is not what is good or better, but what
this liberty.
ought and what ought not to be done. As no man is to spoil the
good for the sake of the better, so also still less is he to do violence
to what is necessary, for the sake of something which is not so.
And so neither also must he destroy the best for the sake of the

means

&quot;

:

;

.

better,

have

.

.

nor the better for the sake of the good. And besides, we
bound ourselves in baptism by the most solemn vow to this

all

liberty.

For

this reason

we dare not

certainly

make

this

vow

of no

account by another, strip ourselves of this, and place other vows
beside it.
Otherwise one vow would stand opposed to another, and

Thus the spiritual vows are abso
the building to the foundation.
That all vows
lutely at issue with baptism and the holy gospel.&quot;
are null which do not keep themselves within the limits of Christian
piety and the edification of one s self and one s neighbour, or wherein
a man binds himself to aught that is antagonistic to the word of
Christ and the spirit of regeneration, is self-understood.
confined, in its significance and truth, to the
limits as confession in general, and the oath in particular.

Martyrdom

sidered in

is

itself,

surrender of his

martyrdom
life,

which a man

(as that in

that he loves

it

less

testifies,

same

Con

by the

than the fellowship with

God in Christ) is the last and highest form of confession of Christ.
No form of self-renunciation upon earth transcends such confession
and in its own way, martyrdom is, in its most stamped and decided
shape, the surrender of that to Christ which Christ surrendered for us.
Hence &amp;lt;$o%detv roiw Oavdrw TOP eov} John xxi. 19 (comp. Rev.
and xix. 1, 2, ^A\\rf\ovlaj
xvii. 6, TO al/AO, TWV fiaprvpcov ^Irfoov
But as a man does
/e.T.X., oTi e^e^lfcrja-e TO al/jia TWV Bov\cov avTov).
in
of
death
not become a martyr by the penalty
general but by this,
;

;
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that he suffers death as a confessor of Jesus, so the truth and
do not lie in the fact of the suf
Christianity of martyrdom itself
of mind of the sufferer.
frame
And the true
the
in
but
fering,
Christian frame of mind does not consist in this, in seeking abso

and on every occasion, to meet the suffering of death for the
sake of the confession of Jesus, but in submitting to suffering for
Jesus sake, when one recognises death as a necessity laid upon him
lutely,

by the Lord, from which he can only withdraw himself by a viola
tion of the Christian conscience, of self-denial, and of the edification
When this is not the case, then is
of himself and his neighbour.
To suffer in selfthe taking up of suffering mere selfish caprice.
unchristian
as
is
as
to
flee from
just
suffering for the same
seeking,
of
out
and
from
cause.
vanity,
Martyrdom
flight
martyrdom from
on
the
as
stand
same
line
cowardice,
perversion, only at opposite
Conversely, therefore, according to varying circum
of
out
the same spirit of self-denial, will at one time flight
stances,
from martyrdom, and at another submission to it, appear to the
extremities.

Christian as agreeable to the will of the Lord, and conducive to the
Thus the Lord Himself withdrew from
objects of His kingdom.
the suffering of death before His hour was come (Mark iii. 7, etc. ;
comp. with John xvii. 1). And thus it comes to pass, that in the
in which Jesus, in opposition to self-seeking, re
that
should
not hold even our own life dearer than the
we
quires
Lord, in the very same place He commands His disciples to with

same discourse

draw from the persecutions

in Israel,

by

fleeing

from

city to city,

because they were not appointed to perish until they had seen the
coming of the Lord in His power. See Matt. x. 39 ; comp. with

Even

ver. 23.

so

(John

x.

13)

it

when

is

not flight unqualified that is
hireling, but

bad shepherd, an

set forth as the characteristic of a

takes place under circumstances similar to those in
which the Lord, the good Shepherd, that type of all shepherds, found
Himself. To resist, even to the surrender of one s own life, the ap

flight

it

proach of the wolf that threatens
ing task of the shepherd.

under
little,

As

to

devour the

little

as the

flock, is the ever-abid

approach of the enemy,

circumstances, threatens the bodily life of the shepherd, so
under all circumstances, is the spiritual welfare of the [Chris
all

tian] community dependent on the bodily abiding of the shepherd.
It is only when the
that
flight of the shepherd bears the character
in it, by the fault of the shepherd, the
life of the flock is
spiritual
abandoned to the enemy, that it avails to do as Christ Himself did
to give

up one

s

own

life

rather than,

by seeking one

s

own

safety,
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to imperil the
safety of

however, what

member

single

of

is

the souls entrusted to him.
In its way,
be said of the shepherd holds
good of every

to

of the Christian
community. The act and suffering
so far Christian truth, as it is the deed of

martyrdom has only

one

who

has been transplanted into the
kingdom of God by reo-eneand conversion, and to whom his own salvation and that of
the community have become one and the same so that all
testifying
and confession of his own faith is regarded by him as
only then
and only so far true, as in it his own salvation, and the salvation of
ration

;

the Christian community, have
equal regard paid them.
Thus it is here shown already, that not even one form, in which
Christian piety has its immediate manifestation, can be
perceived
and exhibited according to its nature, without
beino-

equal regard
paid therein to the individual and to the community, or without the
recurrence in the attestation of piety of what constitutes its essence
Attestations of piety, therefore, whose characteristic
to confine itself to the mere satisfaction of the

38).

(see

would be the desire

communion with God

individual

(justifiable

as

it

is,

when

this

and calls the care for its own soul
its first and
highest duty), must yet, in the exclusiveness of its
relation to one s own person, be
pronounced unjustifiable, and a
retires to its

&quot;

little

chamber,&quot;

spurious piety.

40.

The further Manifestation of Christian Piety

as the

Mother of

all the Virtues.

There
renders

it

a something in the very essence of Christian piety that
impossible for it to stop at its most immediate manifesta

is

This impossibility lies in and with that impulse and motive
to edification which is inherent in piety.
For edification demands
tion.

the promotion and maintenance not only of that supreme relation
which was brought about by our regeneration namely, the fellow
ship of the grace of the Spirit,

but also of

all

those objects which

and others are designed in this earthly existence to be
and
to minister to the highest aim.
Hence the Chris
subordinate,
in ourselves

tian virtue of piety has not merely the one proximate, but several

remoter forms of

end
one

its

realization,

the edification of the
s

self

and one

s

all

kingdom

neighbour,

of

which only serve the one

of God, in the edification of

but that in every aspect in which
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the

life

of this world

and human nature stand

[PART
in

need of an

or education for the kingdom of
edifying, shaping energy

(1)

The

distinction

God

(1).

between direct and indirect attestation of

significance merely in this, that a man
that which, according to its actual manifestation,
side with another and a different form, is in truth of

Christian piety has
recognises
stands side

III.

its

how
by

and that they are a twofold form of one and
the same spirit, and so far the complement one of the other but
not the complement in the sense, as if to piety and its proximate
manifestation something else besides, which in its essence is not
must further accrue, in order first of all to make Christian
piety,
that
which it ought to be. This can only then be maintained
piety
with any meaning, when one makes piety to be the inward and
outward manifestation of a relation in which man only on one side
or in one aspect of his personal life had entered into communion
with God, and had taken up the problem of his earthly life. But
the more that Christian piety has this for its specific and charac
teristic feature, the resting on that regeneration which is the in
one essence with

it,

;

corporation of the personality with all the relations of that earthly
existence into a fellowship of God s kingdom, so much the more
must the attestation of Christian piety bear in itself an inner
necessity of being, in the form of its manifestation, not merely the
expression for that personal fellowship of the spirit of the indi

vidual with

God

in Christ,

new

and herein of confessing and

attesting

but also of bearing a testimony of
the way in which from that one centre the whole sphere of human
the centre of the

relation,

existence has entered into
fore, as the

form of man

s

new

relations to

God.

earthly existence

is all

As

little,

there

comprised in this,
so little can the form of

in being spiritual fellowship with God,
that piety which rests on the removal of all the objects of earthly
existence into a divine fellowship of God s kingdom upon earth,

which it bears testi
and of the indi
vidual s gracious fellowship with God.
Rather will that one piety
be genuine only in the measure in which to this one and proximate
form other and more remote ones come to be added. For in this
same measure only is that realized which is the purpose of regene
the penetration of the whole
ration
periphery of life by a central
vital force. Hence it is that the
phraseology of the New Testament

limit itself to the proximate manifestation, in

mony

directly of the regeneration of the heart,

recognises not merely a eiW/3aa, but evae/Beicu,.

A manifold variety
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of practical realizations are required as manifestations of one and the
same piety (TroTcnrovs 8et virdp^eiv v/jias ev aytai? avavrpofyals Kal
evaefteiais,

2 Pet.

iii.

And

11).

as in faith the

Christian has

received the strength and the call to
good works,&quot; so is that piety
alone the true which is Qeoa-epeia Bt epywv ayadwv (1 Tim. ii. 10).
Hence to that seeming fear of God, in which a man deceives his
&quot;

own

heart while he seeks in the external

cultus,&quot; in the observ
ance of the proximate and direct form of piety, his satisfaction, and
deludes himself with trusting that he is pious, this is held up in
&quot;

opposition, that purification from all that is not virtue, and the
practical manifestation of the love for our neighbour, are the true
service of God (Jas. i. 26, 27).
Furthermore, from the same

ground, the semblance of piety, the form which

is

without the power

of the essence (the /^opc/xwcrt? rfjs eucre/Se/a? without
SiW/u?), is
recognised, according to the Scripture, by the want of every virtue.

See 2 Tim.

5

iii.

;

compare with

vers. 2, 3, 4.

Hence,

lastly,

it

is

manifestation of Christian piety, which
exercises its edifying power on the neighbour, than the multiplicity
of the KcCka epya, of the indirect practical manifestation of piety, in

less

the direct practical

which the Christian
that his heart

faith

s

is

to shine before others,

and

and convince them

confession are not semblance, but
Matt. v. 16 with 1 Pet. ii. 12.
With
his

power and truth. Comp.
regard, now, to the extent and the organic way in which the
remoter manifestation of piety is accomplished, measure and order
will lie just in the relation in which the Spirit of regeneration is
the Fulfiller of the law, and as the Mediator of a true love of God
is also the Founder of a true love
of self and of one s neighbour.

Comp.

19.

41. a. Self-edification in

The remoter

its

Extent and Organic Arrangement.

realization of piety,

which aims

at

promoting the

of God, must first of all smdimmediatefyj
be made good in his own person. In the united
action of regenerate and converted individuals rests the whole con

edification of the

kingdom

in each individual,

tinuance of

God s kingdom on

earth

;

and only in the measure

in

which the individual keeps up the receptivity for the blessings of
that kingdom, does he maintain for himself the qualification for
activity in this

kingdom, and in

his

own

action does he lay herein

the basis for the maintenance of the kingdom (1).

The

universal
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same time implied

in

is,
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man

that a

problem of that renewal which

III.

seeks in
is

at the

and with regeneration and conversion

(see

This self-activity must, however, appear in the form of

25).

different virtues,

inasmuch

domain of

as the individual in the

his

nature and existence recognises and distinguishes different blessings,
over which he has the right and power of ownership, and in whose

and management he has in different ways to
maintain for the Redeemer His right of ownership in the redeemed.
possession, lordship,

The

inner organization of the self-edifying virtues rests on the
right arrangement in regard to superiority and inferiority of the
different blessings

and objects of

as in their reference

which

is

the

general

to

life

character

wherein the redeemed

personality in soul

man

and body, the

virtue

of

the self-edifying activity manifests
self-rule

among each

the supreme good,

itself

and

which he has ever

profit of the other

all in

sway

Thus

35).

(see

in that

and

discipline

recognises the vocation of his

faculties

and endowments of

nature, the possessions of his earthly position in
blessings of

other, as well

a regulative

life,

to administer the

as just so

one

his

many

to the service

reciprocal inter-relations; each,

how

the heavenly calling above the
ever, again placed above the other
earthly; the soul above the body; the vocation of the soul, according
:

to the different aspects of its corporeal as well as spiritual relations,

above the blessing of earthly possession

(1)

man,

(2).

What

viz. to

the impulse of selfishness suggests to the unredeemed
place the care of himself above that of all else, this

very principle reappears in the life-domain of the redeemed, but

from quite different motives, and therefore in quite a different
way. There also the impulse, which urges the redeemed man prac
tically to manifest his own piety first of all in the discipline and
training of his own person, is not that impulse of calculating the
means and the end ; just as also, in the domain of natural life, one
is
disposed and necessitated to acknowledge that care for his own
qualification must go before influence on others, that one must first
be rightly advised himself in order to be able to advise others, and
more of the same kind. That indeed holds perfectly good of the
Christian also
but that which urges him to make the right care
;
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all
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further realization of the virtues

of Christian piety, is something quite distinct from an intentional
It
self-schooling for the purpose of salutary external influence.
is rather the
of
the
new
life
of
vouchsafed
to
him
might
impulse

according to which there

in grace,

o

,

is

in the

redeemed,

o fcaivo?

Kara @eov KncrOels

Eph.

iv.

24.

As

ev SiKaioavvrj /cal oaioTyri, rrjs
in that new birth to &quot;purity&quot; of eternal

truth rests the immediate impulse to self-purification, so through
revelation of the mystery of regeneration there dwells in the

Christian the immediate certainty that the essential shape of the
kingdom of God upon earth has its existence in the fulness of the

man

&quot;hidden

of the

heart,&quot;

that

all

else which, in the further

development of the life upon earth, comes to light is merely an
effort to develop that fulness which the heart of the regenerate
encloses
but that all effort does but imperfectly reflect what the
redeemed one has already, through the rule of the Holy Ghost, in
his heart; so that all fostering of the kingdom of God, which wishes
to go forth from the good already won and the root already planted,
must in the individual apply itself to that which he has received
;

in his heart through the Spirit of regeneration, in order to allow it
to pervade the sphere of his own life, and from thence the whole
domain of earthly existence. But this pervading is nothing else

than the unfolding of that fulness of God s kingdom, which in the
new birth of the heart, has already entered into him. Consequently,
not to

make

the state of one

s

own

heart the

first care,

and

in care

lessness to give it up as a prey to degeneracy, is nothing less than
for the redeemed to destroy not merely the subjective receptivity for
the blessings of the kingdom of God, but the kingdom of God itself,

and indeed

in that very shape in which

it

has

its

fullest

and

richest

BECAUSE THE KINGDOM or GOD ON EARTH,
BOTH FOR INDIVIDUALS AND AS A WHOLE, IS COMPLETELY PRE
SENT ONLY IN THE HIDDEN NEW MAN OF THE HEART, THERE
FORE TO THE CHRISTIAN, ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF THIS
KINGDOM, CARE FOR HIMSELF IS THE FIRST AND HOLIEST CARE.
existence here below.

of the Christian is truly not the selfish Ego, but that
which
Christ lives.
Every redeemed man has and possesses
Ego
Christ in immediate communion of life, only so far as Christ is
inborn in his own heart by word, sacrament, and Spirit. If the
individual has not Christ there, then also he has Him not outside

For the Ego
in

if he cherishes Him not there in his heart, then also
he not with his cherishing find Him outside. To care for

of himself
will

;
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to care for the

and on
kingdom
where here below for each individual it is already con
centrated, and from which also in the individual life, as well as in
In the opposite
that of the whole body, it attains to development.
to this, to think of the mote in his brother s
comes
one
only
way
of Christ

existence of the

first

of

all

in that part

that side

eye, while he perceives not the beam in his own (Matt. vii. 3-5).
What, therefore, holds good for the shepherd of the community

way

all TTpocrj(eiv eavTU), then rco Troi/MVUp (Acts xx. 28)
also applicable to every individual Christian.

of

first

is

(2)

The due higher and lower

in

its

ordering of the different objects

life, which spontaneously results from the position of the re
deemed and the nature of the kingdom of grace, has also found
in the saving word of the New Testament explanations pointing

of

towards

The

it.

striving after the

kingdom of heaven

is

the

first

other gain
everything that is a condition of
existence on earth, or heightens one s welfare in it
is added to
this struggle by God.
Z^jrelre irpwrov TTJV ftaaCkeiav rov Oeov

thing

;

all else

all

ravra iravra (comp. vers. 2532)
In comparison with that which
irpoorreOrjcreTai, vyCiv (Matt.
33).
of
as gaining one s own soul, all
so
Scripture
significantly speaks
/cal

rrjv SifcaLoo-vvrjv

avrov

/cal

vi.

other gain, even were the blessing the whole world, is to be re
garded as loss. See Matt. xvi. 26. Possession and loss of the life

of the body are to be esteemed as nothing in comparison with the

Mr} &amp;lt;o/3etcr0e
possession and loss of the soul s salvation.
aTTOKTeivQVTtoV TO (rco/jia, TTJV Se &quot;fyv%ffit pr) Swa/mevayv
&amp;lt;f)0/3ij0r]Te

CLTTO

Se fJbaXXov TOV Swdfievov /cal Tfrv%r)v /cal aw/ma a7ro\eaai,
Conversely, the life of the body, again, is

ev yeevvrj (Matt. x. 28).

the greater and more important in comparison with earthly good
things, which serve for its continuance and adornment, so that from
the preservation of the former by God we may also infer that of
the latter.
Comp. Matt. vi. 25, ov%l r) tyvxfj ir\elov eVrt TT}?
Kal
TO
On the other hand, in
(TWyCta TOV eVSi^aTo?, K.T.\.
Tpoffis

manner is the earthly good required for bodily existence and
welfare of less account than that spiritual good which is service

like

able for the existence

and the development and perfection of the

be staked against the communi
;
cation of the second, and given up as being the inferior.
Comp.
Rom. xv. 27, el jap rot? TcvevfJbaTHcol^ avT&v eKoivwvrjcrav TO,
e.g.

spiritual

life

so that the first is to

KOI eV

TO? aapKLKol^

\et,Tovpjijaai
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its

redeemed

commenced

it

Heavenly Calling.

communion

the

is

of

in his regeneration.

self-edifying activity, or the further practical manifestation

of piety, has therefore naturally

tenance of this relation.
of faith, hope,

and

love,

its first

aim directed

main

to the

Herein the regenerate man, in the strength
accomplishes in his own soul that which is

the essential task of his renewal (see
25), and the specific kind of
In the maintenance of this commu
Christian virtue (see
30).

nion the Christian recognises and maintains his heavenly vocation.
Care for the preservation of this communion has in the case of the
Christian this for

and

its

characteristic token, that

fruit of that confession

heart,

makes

and then
his

as his testimony also

acknowledgment

made Himself known
tion be laid,

act of

God

by which man
to

that

it is

the consequence

first

inwardly in the

outwardly and publicly
has of His grace
For first must the founda

God who

to us in Christ.

and the Christian have entered on the fundamental

for his redemption with his whole heart as a confessor

of Christ, before he can in a right

way

arrive at that

for the soul, not in this or that sense, but care for

it

which

in its

is

care

heavenly

He

alone who, by virtue of this calling, has gone out
from himself and entered into Christ, can so take care of his soul
vocation.

as to

make

that care fruitful.

For then has

he, in the full percep

tion of the need of his soul for constant self-discipline, at the

same

time also the perception and assurance of the constant nearness of
heavenly Helper, and the consciousness of the way in which He

his

will help

him

rightly to care for his

different
cipline has again totally
to us as direct

own

soul.

But

this self-dis

forms from those which appear

and immediate forms of

piety.

And

it is

precisely

the practical realization of all the forms of spiritual self-discipline
us against perverting the consciousness of the posses
which

guards

sion of grace in Christ into a false

and disposes

and

slothful security,

and guides

us, in the denial of everything selfish, to care for the

preservation of Christ

s

maintenance thereof in

right of property in the soul,
all its

relations
spiritual

and for the

and movements

in
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obedience

exclusive

to

The

Christ.

confession of the
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soul

to

and in this true care of
Christ conditions the proper care for it
of
means
the soul with every
spiritual self-discipline is realized the
And it is alone the union of both these
truth of this confession.
;

elements which gives to the exercise of Christian piety in the care
for one s soul its genuine Christian character.
(1) All Christian truthfulness in the care for the soul consists
in this, that it is the care of a confessor of the grace of Christ.
For

then only does the first care of a Christian rest on the right basis,
and then only is it a manifestation of that piety which bears in
itself the means and the way for reaching the
God-appointed goal.

See 38, in its connection with previous paragraphs. The reason,
however, why, in the first rank, the question turns upon the soul,
results

from the manner and way in which the very possession of
and our experience of it here below, have to do with the

salvation,

soul-life of

the individual, are intended to be taken hold of by it,
Salvation is salvation of
saving of the soul.&quot;

and kept unto the

&quot;

the soul (crcoTTjpla ^Jri^wz/, 1 Pet.

our souls (Jas.
i.

22).

i.

He who

irepwror)&amp;lt;Fiv

i.

21).
Through
of the faith, is

is

tyvftf)?,
&quot;

justly observes,

Heb.

9).

The word

is

mighty

to save

faith are souls sanctified (1 Pet.
so for the saving of the soul
(et?

Delitzsch, on the last passage,
the subject of life and salvation.&quot;

x. 39).

The soul
when laid

is

hold of by the power of salvation, the
lusts carry on their warfare (1 Pet. ii. 11).
And just for this
reason it behoves us to give up and to commend the soul to its

Against

this soul,

faithful Creator in every species of well-doing (TraparlOecrOai, r-rjv
avrov ev ayaOoTrouais, 1 Pet. iv. 19). Thus, in the care of
yfrv%r)V
the Christian for his soul, is that very domain preserved from the

enemy, in whose safety salvation is involved, and into
whose inmost recesses, the heart, it has already entered.
No doubt can therefore be entertained, that that which forms
the immediate manifestation of piety ( 39), is likewise not only an
effluence of care for one s own soul, but that herein also there is to
be looked for the most essential means for the preservation of that
soul in its heavenly vocation.
Just as little, however, as that mani

assaults of the

festation of piety resolves itself into care for the
preservation of
s own soul, so little is
exhausted that which serves for

one

hereby

the maintenance of the soul in

its

heavenly vocation.

It

is

merely

the central activity, from which rays of other forms of practical
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must proceed just as, in that which I call care for one s
soul, only one, and indeed the first, practical realization which
springs from that central source is given, which, starting from the
centre of the soul s awakened life, applies itself to the whole peri
phery of the spiritual relations, faculties, and energies of the same
realization

;

own

life.

of the last importance to bring prominently for
very fact, that where piety is of the true kind, precisely
relation to the individual soul of the Christian, it does not
stop
it

Nay,

ward

is

this

in its

at that

which forms the immediate

practical realization of piety,

but that from this point, and borne on by the
it

may

spirit of this piety,

a means of self-discipline, and which
about
of
the spiritual life in whatsoever is
furtherance
bring

strives after all that

which

is

whatsoever

is honest, whatsoever is
right, whatsoever is lovely,
of good report, if there be any virtue, if there be any
For all these are the inner /cd\a epya of
praise (Phil. iv. 8).
which its immediate and direct manifesta
without
genuine piety,

true,

whatsoever

tion

is

remains unfruitful

(afcaptros).

And

also in the

domain of the

of the soul, genuine Christian piety does not exercise
itself in such a way, that in its care for the soul it
extirpates
whatever in human and creature wise appears worthy of spiritual
spiritual life

cultivation, but that

able

it

nourishes and fosters the same by

all

suit

human means, and merely

strives to give it and to keep it in
also this care purely and effectively pre

that direction, in which
serves its preparatory purpose for the fulfilment of

For

its

heavenly

a mass of spiritual aberrations, which are
not always in their origin anti-spiritual, or opposed to the aims
and the nature of spiritual life, but are excrescences, diseased mal
vocation.

there

is

formations of spiritual instincts incorporated in the nature of our
of the knife, but by turning
spirit, which we cure not by the use

them into the right paths, and by good training helping them to
Yet it does not do to bring the highest
their natural gratification.
and
the
relations
creaturely human ones of the soul s
heavenly
of
spiritual life into harsh discord, but by all means
This
between
the
two.
restore
to
harmony
discipline

spiritual

harmony,

not restored if we keep alive the efforts of our soul
one direction, while we mortify them in the other, but
by maintaining both alive in true self-discipline, not against but
And they are kept alive only by affording both
for each other.

however,

is

only in the

their appropriate nourishment, and thus observing the proper regi
men in both relations. This also holds good of self-discipline with

respect to the spiritual blessings and powers bestowed

upon us by
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operate in a proper manner, unless
enters, towards himself and towards his

They cannot

grace.

with respect to them

man

new

into a relation of self- train ing, of restraining and
spiritual life,
regulating conduct in regard to himself and the movements of his

And

spirit.

this very thing is what is practically important in this
in the first place, that Christian piety, very far from
itself to an intoxicated enjoyment of the
blessings
uses the communion of grace only for the soberest and

knowledge
abandoning

:

of grace,

sharpest watchfulness and regulation of one s own spirit ; in like
manner, secondly, that communion with God, whose possession it
is the struggle of piety to maintain, even in this
sphere of man s
intercourse with himself, does not exclude his efforts upon his
soul, and as little excludes the employment of natural gifts

own
and

powers and modes of

self-training devised by man, but merely
takes them up, since this self-activity, these gifts of nature, and
these human methods, are animated with the principle of the divine

which bears

in itself the force and standard of proper selfcannot, however, dwell too much on the fact, that
from the nature of redemption, this self-training has truth and
life,

training.

We

This

as self-denial.

permanence only

the salt of the

bitter ingredient

is

the wholesome though
which prevents the

sacrifice

of grace with God from becoming
Mecrrol
of spiritual debauchery.
xv.
themselves
Christians
consider
dya0a)o-vv7]&amp;lt;; may
14) ;
(Rom.
but only because so far as Christ lives in them, and they no longer

blessedness of the

communion

an indolent and ungodly

live

state

He

unto themselves.

who, in the confession of his piety, boasts
him be active in his concern to show him

of being TEKVOV Seov, let

self as re/cvov vTraKofjs (1 Pet. i. 14), to preserve his soul undefiled
in obedience to the truth (ras tyv%as v/jiwv rjyviKores ev rfj viraKofj
TT)S a\7]6ela$, 1 Pet. i. 22), and to avoid everything which borders

on
o

self-love (fyCKavria,

0eo?

vTreprjfydvois

iii.
2) and pride (Jas. iv. 6, 7,
raTrewois Be 3/Swcrt ^dpiv VTTO-

comp. 2 Tim.

dvmdao e Tai^

This self-denying discipline of the spirit
as
well
in
its
displays itself,
regard and estimation of the spiritual
bestowed
as
in
its
gifts
upon it,
watching over the tendency of
rdj7]Te ovv rat

&amp;lt;9eo&amp;gt;).

s own
Even in the first relation it is the
spirit and will.
modest limitation to the measure of gift received, in which the

one

gift itself is
(f&amp;gt;poveiv,

fjbirpov

guarded as a blessing.

d\\d

(Mr)

vtrepfyoveiv,

fypovelv et? TO (raxppovelV) eKdo-rw

TTiVreft)?,

Rom.

xii.

denying discipline of the

3.)

&&amp;gt;9

o

irap
eo?

In the second respect

spirit displays itself

o Set

e/jiepio-e

this self-

not only in the con-
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ungodly thought, and every human, external
upon the spirit and opposed to God, but also in
guarding against every false raising of any kind of wisdom or of
any kind of knowledge to a level with that saving wisdom and
knowledge whose foundation is laid in Jesus Christ alone. What
the Apostle Paul says in reference to his own external activity,
with every

test

selfish,

influence working

applies also to self-edification

Kara

:

Ao^Lo-fJiov^ KaOaipeiVj /cal TCCLV injrco/m

ryvwaews TOV @eoi), KOL a^/mAomfoz Te? TCCUV
vTrafcorjv TOV XpicrTov, 2 Cor. x. 5.
Comp. further

eircupojjievov

-7-779

Voynet et9 TJ]V
ii. 8, -BXeTrere prf rt?

Col.

earai 6

v/jids

crv\aya)&amp;lt;yS)V

Sia

7-779

(j)i\o-

aTrar^?, KCLTCL rrjv TrapdSocriv TWV avOptoTrwv, Kara
/col ov Kara
TO,
TOV
Koa-fjiov,
XpiaTov 1 Cor. iii. 11,
(JTOi^eta
\LOV yap a\\ov ouSet? Svvarcu delvai Trapa TOV Keipevov, 09 e

KOI
a-otylas

/cevrjs

,

Irjaovs XpicrTOS

In

TTWV.

this

1 Cor.

;

f

ii.

5,

Iva

rj

TTLCTTIS

fjur)

y ev

crocpia

avdpw-

alone, in this domain of life, is that task accom
has fallen to the lot of the redeemed as the
servant

way

plished which
of obedience unto

&quot;

righteousness;&quot;

comp. Rom.

vi.

16.

For

that

is

the object of our heavenly vocation (-7-779 avco /chrjo-ecos, Phil. iii. 14),
Lord from heaven&quot; to give to man the law and the will
in the
&quot;

own

and to fructify it in the heart through the Holy
spirit,
This purpose of grace is only attained when, in self-deny
ing obedience of the spirit, self-seeking is steadily subdued, and
every spiritual emotion of the soul is turned into the path of its
heavenly vocation. In such active piety in the soul of the indi
of his

Ghost.

vidual there

come

accomplishment in the

to

spirit

by a

spiritual

of the spirit (a^iov elvai
process, the purification and sanctification
TO) TTvevjjiaTi, KaOapl^eiv eavTov atro TravTos ^o\vo-f^ov
Trvev/jLaTos,
34, 2 Cor.

vii.

the care for the preservation of the soul in

its

iva TO TrvevfjLa awOrj
v.

5),

;

comp. 1 Cor.

vii.

1, 1

Cor.

heavenly

calling.

43.

The
life s

b.

The Preservation of

earthly vocation

problem,

is

as, different

the

Soul in the Earthly Calling.

the divinely appointed shaping of our
in gifts

and

direction,

and conditioned

by the manifold variety of the aims of life, which
can be struggled after and attained on earth and in the bosom
as well as limited

of

human

munity,

it

society in general, as well as inside the Christian

realization of his gifts

man

com

forms and kinds of practical
and powers, which correspond to the nature

traces out for

definite
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This calling is the divinely appointed basis in
this world, on which the redeemed soul has to tend and watch over
its
heavenly calling here below (1). In its relation to the heavenly
of that problem.

calling, the earthly appears as the small over against the great, the

compared to the eternal, the preparation to the fulfilment,
means which subserve to the final accomplishment, the tempo
rary diversity to the all-comprehending higher and permanent
transitory

the

But just in this lie the appointment and the necessity
unity (2).
of our being equally faithful in both vocations, not with a fidelity
that divides itself between two masters, but with that fidelity which

the soul preserves, by subordinating and embracing the relations of
the earthly calling in those of the heavenly, by recognising in the

accomplishment of the inferior vocation a test of that faithfulness,
which man has to make on earth even the objects of earthly

in

duty conduce to the ends of his heavenly calling, and in which, in
this inferior vocation, he practises that self-denial which is the

frame of mind.

characteristic trait of a Christian

here authenticates

itself alike in

a divine arrangement,
to the

and

in the right limitation of

ends of the vocation

which makes

and that indeed

;

But

self-denial

the recognition of the vocation as
its

own

activity

in a fulfilment of the

known

equally in that work which tKe
calling demands, as in that rest in the Lord where one indeed expects
no blessing without work, but where also he ascribes the blessing not

calling,

to the

itself

work, but to the Lord.

Only

for such a self-edifying dis

position does the earthly calling remain the divinely-appointed and
consecrated foundation, within whose limits piety finds an ordained

measure of

by

it,

its

which

it

active manifestation,

has

ledge of the will of

(1)

The

itself to

God

and a material

to

be permeated

consecrate and to hallow, in the

herein revealing

Spirit of grace,

who

know

itself (3).

brings about the continuance of

God upon

earth, and prepares the members of the
human
for
earthly
family
recipients of this kingdom, teaches us
to distinguish a twofold
special vocation of individuals, from the
which
and indeed,
heavenly calling
belongs to all Christians alike
virtue
of
the
distinction
which
exists
the
between
by
divinely-

the kingdom of

;

appointed creaturely order of

human

society on earth (as

it

began
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and has continued to display itself in the historical
development of the human race), the shape and order of Christ s
kingdom here below, and the same kingdom in its perfection be
at creation,

From the Lord
yond time, and the future blessings of glory.
of this kingdom of glory goes forth a call of invitation for this
eVoukingdom and to it (97 ava K\rj(7is, Phil. iii. 14 the
pdvios, Heb. iii. 1), which has and which brings for all those
who are invited one and the self-same hope (eic\^OrjT ev fjuia
;

K\rjcri&amp;lt;s

Eph. iv. 4 ; comp. touching this hope,
is addressed to men as citizens of the
and
if.,
19),
Eph.
in
order
in
the
midst
of their earthly calling and its
earth,
that,
become
citizens
of Christ s kingdom upon
fulfilment, they may
and
in
themselves
the
vocation of a citizen of
earth,
may prepare
\7T&i

i.

TT}? #A.?j0-ea)9 vjjiwvj

18

and

this world, as well as in that of a citizen of the kingdom, to inherit
hereafter the kingdom of glory.
That which the will of God the

Creator has appointed as the order of things for earthly citizenship,
accomplished in the discharge of our natural earthly vocation

is

;

that which His new-creating gracious will has laid
order on this side the grave for the citizen of the
Christ,

down

as the

kingdom of

fulfilled in the discharge of the earthly spiritual (irvev-

is

calling ; both forming only two phases of our earthly
Christian calling, both subordinated and made subservient to the
supreme object of our heavenly calling (rcara CTKOTTOV SLCOKCO et9 TO
eov ev XpH7Ta&amp;gt; Irjcrov, Phil. iii.
/3pa{3eiov T?]9 avo) #X^crea&amp;gt;9 TOV
fjuariKos)

These two phases it is which form the basis of the twofold
14).
vocation of the Christian, in a shape out of which particular indi
vidual vocations are formed in manifold ways.
For both man s
earthly social state and the community of Christ s kingdom are so
circumstanced, that the problem which belongs to both collectively
is

only solved by the reciprocal service of their members,

who by

tfre diversity of their gifts and powers, of their courses and positions
in life, are destined to satisfy the requirements of this present state
And
of things in every aspect of the relations of human life.

again, these diverse gifts and powers do not run their course side
by side, in such a way that no kind of internal connection should
exist

between them, so far as the one are pointed out

as serviceable

for the solution of the general problem of human life, and the
others as conducive to the discharge of our task in the community

kingdom upon earth. For that which is called the gift
Holy Spirit, is not in the slightest degree that operation of
the Holy Ghost by which these same gifts and powers, bestowed
of Christ

of the

s
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render him adapted
creatively on the individual man, which
for the accomplishment of his general human vocation on earth,
experience that sanctification, exaltation, and glorification by which

by God

And
their adaptation for the kingdom of God is conditioned.
however distinct may be the form of realization for the objects of
the general human existence upon earth, from that of the realiza
tion for those of the kingdom of Christ upon earth, yet is the
ethical significance and the ethical value of both forms of realiza
tion the same, since in both domains it is the realization of Christian
in the use of gifts and powers, which are serviceable to the
fidelity

one or to the other of these vocations.

For

this reason the call to

the kingdom of Christ upon earth should alter nothing at all in the
general vocation of man on earth, whether we conceive of it as in
collective relations, or as a special vocation of individual men.
Especially where the call to the fellowship of Christ s kingdom on

its

earth by the

word of grace happens

at the time of a fully deve
in
new citizen of the kingdom
there
the
life,
loped position
ought
of God to remain in his old earthly position and calling. 1 Cor. vii.
.
17-24, &quot;E/cao-TOS ev rfj /eX^cret y K\7J07j^ ev ravry fievera).
.

&quot;E/cacrTos

ev

w

dSe\(j)ol, ev rovra) fjieverco irapa @eo5

K\TJ07] 7

.

(com

pare in that passage especially the important declaration about
The earthly vocation
remaining even in the state of slavery).
designates there, as also elsewhere, according to the common use
of words, the standing which the life-problem of the individual

human community, and in which the
human ends of his own earthly exist
of this community. The general Christian

assumes within the natural

individual serves the natural
ence, and of the existence
vocation alters nothing in

corresponding to

all

For

them.

these vocations, and in the activities
this does not create absolutely new

forms of activity in the earthly

but only brings to

life,

all

the spirit

and teaches us to recognise the nearer or mqre
remote relation, in which all particular callings of individuals serve
for the practical manifestation of Christian fidelity, and for its
of true fulfilment,

human

exhibition both in the relations of
itself,

But

and

the

in its connection with the

kingdom

of

God

diversity of vocations,
nature and of grace,

kingdom upon
evi crco/mari,

also, in its continuance upon earth, has a
which rests on a diversity of the gifts of
and contributes to the development of this

earth.

TroXXa

existence generally in
kingdom of Christ upon earth.

fjue\r}

Comp. Eom.
e^o/mev,

ra Be

ovT(o$ ol TroXXol ev cr&fjid

xii. 4, 5, ff.,

/caOaTrep

jap

ev

ov rrjv avrrjv e^eu
yu-eX?; Trdvra
ev
eapev
XpicrTw, o Be naff el?,
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j

elcrlv

TO

.

crvjjifyepov

.

;

.

K.T.\.
e/cao-jft)

also

Comp.

1 Cor.

Be SlSorai

Matt. xxv. 14

rj

xii.

4-7,

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;avepa)o-L&amp;lt;;

ff.,

rou TIvev/jLaro^

the parable of the entrusted
1 Pet. iv. 10, e/eao-To?
;

pounds, and the employment of them
eXafle ^dpicr/Aa, et? eavrovs avrb Siafcovovvres,

ft&amp;gt;&amp;lt;?

KaXol

eov.
TroiKlXijs %dpiTo&amp;lt;;
Here, too, all good behaviour on the
part of Christian piety springs from the recognition of this divinely

vocation. But that heavenly calling, which
appointed difference
all
is the same for
Christians, is something entirely different from
of the individual.
The former is the call
vocation
this particular
of

and glory. No
individuals
as
of
contrasted
with
this
is,
particular vocation
calling,
means
are
all
which
but
contribute
to prepare
a self-aim,
only
they
to

become

in Christ the heir of eternal blessedness

us by them for the attainment of this supreme end, and to qualify
us for it. To the consciousness of this end all particular individual

and adapted, as to the vital root, in
the particular vocation has a real life,
of
fulfilment
the
which alone
vocations are subordinated

corresponding to this one supreme aim, and ministering to imperish
able ends.
(2) The diversity of individual special vocations on earth, and
their due activity, no matter whether we conceive of it as within

the earthly
is

human community

nowhere so constituted that

or in Christ
it

equal validity with that which the

man
of a

kingdom upon

itself exhibit

or the Christian

this activity in

upon to be. Everywhere
means conducing to the realization
is

s

should of

earth,

or be of
is

called

our vocation merely a

common

problem,

there

of humanity for the accomplishment of the ends of the human and
creature life, here of Christianity for the fulfilment of the ends of

and in all these earthly callings
in
a particularly shaped fragment,
to be manifested only as

the Christian
it

comes

kingdom on earth

;

decomposed colours of the one [beam of] light, what man
man, and the Christian as a Christian, or man as a man of God

as in the

as

Therefore all these particular
eov)) is destined to be.
(avOpcoTTo?
one definite arid particular
out
trace
vocations are also, so far as they
have their ethical im
and
form of activity, of a transitory nature,
the
in
but
spirit which animates
portance not in this their form,
this

formal activity of the vocation.

material conditions by which

it

comes

Its

roots never lie in the

to a formal distinction of

vocation (as e.g. in the particular talents and course of life of indi
to race, nation, and the
viduals, in the separation of men according
a
from
higher domain, in which those
like) ; but this spirit springs
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concentrated by which
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man may become newly

born, not for the perfect man of an earthly vocation, but in every
This is the domain of
vocation for the complete man of God.
which
are
concentrated in the God-man
those heavenly powers

Jesus Christ.

whose

spirit

special

and

He

it

is

who

is,

has,

and brings that word of

life,

in every case bestows in the same manner for
every
temporal activity in our vocation that one invariable

is of
enduring and imperishable value. Spring
word
that
which
from
passes not away though heaven and
ing
earth pass away, this spirit works in the fidelity to that high calling
in Christ, which in itself again embraces heaven and earth in one,

element which alone

fidelity also to that transitory earthly vocation

common problem

;

fidelity

towards the

man

on earth within the limits of the par
ticular vocation of the individual
fidelity towards the common
Christian
of
the
community on earth within the same
problem
of

;

limits of the particular vocation of the individual ; fidelity to both,
as the Christian s twofold school of preparation for the gaining of
life.
This is that fidelity which has not for its object to
as a perfect man for his earthly vocation, but
the
Christian
stamp
rather to consecrate every earthly calling as a training school for
In this aim lies the higher
the perfect man and child of God.

eternal

which embraces all particularity of vocation, and within
which the separate vocation as such, and directed to particular
But the sense in which,
ends, does not come under consideration.
the
vocation
comes
into consideration even
special
notwithstanding,
is
that
it
from the standpoint of this unity
this,
displays the divinely
ordained multiplicity in which on earth the fulness of the spiritual
unity is destined to arrive at its attestation, realization, and selfThat is the reason why the apostle
testing in Christian fidelity.
asserts both that in Christ no difference of earthly vocation is valid,
and also that he who is in Christ must keep sacred the distinction
unity,

of vocations.

For

so

it is

said

:

Gal.

iii.

28, OVK

OVK

evt,

lovBalos ovSe

apaev KOI Orj\v
airavres yap u^et? et? ecrre ev XpKrrco J^crou ; 1 Cor. xii. 13, KCU
yap ev evi HvevfJbaTb ^et? TraUre? et? ev crw/za e/3a7rTio-0r)juiev, eire

&quot;E\\7]V,

OVK

evi

SoOXo? ovSe e\ev9epos,

evi

lofSatot, elre &quot;JEXXiyye?, el re SoOXot, eire e\ev9epoi, K.T.\. ; Col. iii.
f/
11, OTTOV OVK evi E\\7)V KOI JouSato?, TrepiTOfj,}) KOI aKpo/Bvo-Tia,

eXevdepos aXXa irdvra KOL ev nacri
But as little as the differences of nations, of ranks, of
families, of callings, disappear from the apostle s mind before the
oneness of the community of the Spirit with Christ, as decidedly
SKvdr}^, SouXo?,
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does even he teach to regard with holy veneration the difference of
natural vocation as well as of the calling in the kingdom of grace,

and as certainly in general does the variety of vocations serve only
for the revelation of the divine riches on earth.
And precisely, in
the holding as sacred these differences, does the Christian, holding
sacred the higher unity, become manifest, since we recognise and
hold sacred as God s will on earth, that just the variety of the
earthly conditions of vocation, according to the manifoldness both
of gifts and of requirements, is the means assigned for bringing
about the end of the unity of the Spirit, and, where it is attained,

TO crw^a ov/c GO-TLV ev /^eXo?, a\\a TroAAa,
of preserving it. Kal
14
1
xii.
KOI
Cor.
avros (Xptcrro?) e&co/ce TOVS fjuev airoa;
/c.T.X.,
&amp;lt;yap

roXoi;?, ToO? &e Trpofajras, /e.r.X., fjue^pt KaravTrja-Wfjiev ol Trdvres ei?
TJ]V

evoTrjTd

K.T.X.,

Eph.

rrjs

iv.

7rta&quot;T60)9

KCLL

rrj? eTTiyvcocrecos

TOV viov TOV 0eoO,

11-13.

(3) To recognise the divine relations of the vocation, and of the
life of that vocation, and thereunto to move
accordingly in the
in
is
to
the
soul
the
vocation.
avrov
vocation,
preserve
earthly

Ef

(TOV Seov) /cal Si* avTov KCU et? CLVTOV TO, Trayra, Rom. xi. 36.
no one learns this from the vocation itself, but only from

But
his

Therefore is the communion with God of
fellowship with God.
the redeemed of Jesus Christ at the same time the spirit of the true

On the other hand, in the
fulfilment of our earthly vocation.
vocation itself the soul is overwhelmed when the vocation is to it
only an earthly destiny, and not at the same time a communion
with God. But to recognise and to adhere to the fellowship with
God in the vocation itself, is to perceive even in the entering into
the vocation the ordinance of God, on the basis of this certainty to
remain within the limits of the vocation as in a divinely appointed
limitation, without that the limits of the vocation should become a

hindrance to the fellowship with God but on the fulfilling of the
the blessing from the assistance of God,
limits, at once to expect
;

and

to see in the glorifying of

vocation.

The

God

divine ordinance

is

the end of the fulfilling of one s
recognised in the entrance upon

the special vocation, if a man, in the relation of his natural and
as well as in the form in which his life has been
spiritual gifts,

guided, has recognised the declared will of God, which determines
the individual to this or that special vocation of life.
Only the guilt
of earlier evident mistaking of the divine will, or special leadings
in life independent of our will, justify the exchange of the calling
once undertaken. Apart from this, change of vocation is self-
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Oat of the same recognition of a divine will toward
inward necessity of holding sacred the limits of
the
follows
also
us,
a vocation.
It is but natural to the Christian mind, Trpdcro-eiv TCL
seeking caprice.

Uia

Tim. v. 13) and
Pet.
iv.
(1
15).
Especially has the overdXXoTpi.oeirlcTKOTrov
which
avoids
the
sweat
of the labour of its voca
busy seeming piety
limits
and
of
its
in
labour
the
tion,
vocation, a God-deter
proper
(1 Thess. iv. 11) in contrast to the Treplepyov (1
elvai,

mined and divinely blessed antidote (Ei TW ov 0eXet epyafecr&u,
effOierto.

A/tovo/uiev

p&amp;lt;ya%0fj,evovs,

r

/dp Tivas TrepiTrarovvras ev vjuv ara/cro)
/c.r.A., 1 Thess. iv. 10-12.

d\\a Trepiepya^o/juevovs,

in general on the necessity and the blessedness of our
labour in our vocation, Eph. iv. 28, and the divine example, John

Compare

ix. 4, efJLe Bel epyd%ecr9ai,
.
limits of our vocation in itself,
.

.

eo&amp;gt;5

rj/uiepa

and

eVrtV, #/r.X.).

No

doubt the

in exclusive limitation to

them,

may become restraining limits for the cultivation of the communion
with God and there is an unquiet and restless activity in one s
;

vocation, which, in spite of all seeming vocational fulfilment, is an
abandonment of the heavenly vocation, and labour without peace
and without blessing.
This, however, is impossible to the Chris
tian, who brings the peace of God into the unrest and labour of
the earthly vocation, and whose heart has equally the need to rest
in this peace, as to realize the power of this peace in the selfMore
renunciation of his toil and the struggle of his vocation.

over,

whatever

may

be

set

over against

as pleasure, has the

toil

moral significance of necessary strengthening for the vocation as,
on the other hand, this relation to the vocation, and the conscious
;

ness of
to the

it

also, at

the same time serve the Christian in deciding as
of that which, as rest from toil, he ought

mode and measure

to seek for (comp. respecting the

form of

this gratification,

and of

community, 47, note (4)). But it is, above
the Christian consciousness which, in the very midst of toil,
comes to rest by this means, that it knows neither the heathenish

its

significance for the

all,

care, nor the heathenish ambition, nor the heathenish confidence
in its own labour ; but expects the fruit, the glory, the blessing of
labour from God s grace, and ascribes it to the power of God and

Thus the soul preserves for itself and its earthly
the peace of God.
In spite of the struggle even of the earthly
it is the life-vocation of a Christian
calling,
ijpefiov KOL rjcru^iov
His influence.

life

:

piov Sidyeiv ev Trdo-y evaefBeiq teal cre/woT??, 1 Tim. ii. 2. With
trust in God, instead of heathenish care or heathenish apathy,
begins the activity of our vocation.

To

every one indeed applies

:

PRESERVATION OF THE BODY FOE SERVICE OF THE SOUL.
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Mr) {JLepipvare TTJ ^TV^TJ vpwv, TL ^ayrjre teal rl TrtrjTe, /e.r.X., Matt.
25 ff. But to acquire every virtue and every praise is also the
aim of the Christian s vocation (Phil. iv. 8), only accompanied by

vi.

the consciousness of being in all things an unprofitable servant, i.e.
of having done nothing worthy of
special thanks, but only of having
f
performed the task of his Lord. ( Orav Troirjo-rjTe iravra ra
vfuv, Xeyere

on

Bov\oi a^peloi

Luke

ea-jjuev

OTI o

But

the Christian rejoices
in his prosperity and success, not as being his own work, but as a
divine blessing: to this alone he owes the fruit of his labour.
Comp. with Ps. cxxvii. 1 the universal application of the apostle s
TreTroirjfcafjLev,

words

xvii. 10.)

every kind of vocational activity ovre 6 (frvrevoov earl r^
7nmW, aXX o av^avwv 0eo?, 1 Cor. iii. 7. In the repose

to

ovre 6

:

of this resignation to the will of God vanishes the anxiety of Godestranged earthly care and working, the unblessed desecration of

the earthly vocation

makes

its

and

;

appearance

in the

outward shaping

also of life, there

as a decisive element, sanctification of labour

God, and sanctification of repose in God. But the measure of
holiday from outward toil stands in the very same relation to our
in

activity in our vocation, as does the struggle of the earthly life as a
The struggle is the
preparation for the rest of the future world.
task, the rest

refreshment for that struggle.

Hence labour

is

ever

the shape of life ; rest from labour comes in merely as a foretaste
of the future rest, as strengthening for one s proper vocation. This
is the sole
significance of that seventh day which makes the end of
a

week

of labour a day of rest.

In

it is

stamped the type

alike for

the relation of labour and

rest, as for the divine destination of man,
to transform the curse of labour in the sweat of his brow (Gen. iii.

The Spirit of Christ
19) into a blessing through rest in God.
of that blessing
the
full
measure
the
vocation
earthly
brings to
and He impels also to the due fulfilment of the law, through equal
;

sanctification of rest

soul also, in
task consists

17),

c.

The

fulfills

to the glory of

Tlie Preservation

In such a shape the

in the Lord.

that wherein above

earthly vocation,
to do all that we do in the

and everything

44.

and labour

its

God

name

all

its

of Jesus (Col.

iii.

(1 Cor. x. 31).

of the Body for the Service of the Soul.

self-renunciation of Christian piety

in the life

and movements of the

movements

of the bodily

is

realized further, as

so also in the life
spirit,

and sensuous nature.

and

For the Christian
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knows that

his

body

The

vocation (1).

also

is

embraced
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in the glory of his divine

practical realization of piety has also

side, just as in reference to the spirit, a twofold shape,

on

this

inasmuch

as in the life of the body there come to light divinely ordained
natural gifts and instincts, as well as seductive lusts (2).
The
for
the redeemed, i.e. for the regenerate
latter element has, besides,
and converted man, an especial significance, since in him the sin

which has been expelled from its rule over the heart has retired
principally into the corporeal and sensuous life of nature
comp.
;

But

26.
life

this is

to self-edification as respects both
phases of the corporeal

common,

that the soul, emancipated for the service of

Christ, strives to rule over the

body for the ends of the heavenly
no less than of the earthly vocation. This rule shows itself on the
one side in the care for the prosperity of the bodily existence, whose
soundness
spirit.

lusts,

is

On

a condition (along with others) of the soundness of the
the other side this rule is a mortification of the earthly

by moderation,

By

sobriety, chastity.

rule the soul retains the

body

both these kinds of

in the service of the earthly

than of the heavenly vocation of the soul (3).
of service, in

which the

But

no

less

in this relation

of the

body stands to the heavenly as
well as to the earthly vocation of the Christian, the Christian
becomes aware that the

not for
soul.

its

own

Hence

life

life of

the body

sake, but only in

its

is

of worth and importance

relation to the vocation of the

and courage of the Christian in
when the preservation of it would be a

arises the justification

surrendering his bodily

life,

violation of his fidelity either in the heavenly or the earthly voca

This surrender of the bodily life to death is, in such a case,
naturally always only an acceptance of suffering from being called
to it, not from one s own choice, nor from
putting forth one s hand

tion.

Both things, however to preserve the life of the body
wickedly.
for the calling, as well as to offer it up for the calling
lie in that
lordship over the body, where one regards the soul in

higher than existence and well-being in the bodily

its

life

calling as

(4).

(1) Only from the spirit of regeneration do we arrive at true
sanctification of the body.
The ancient and modern heathenish

wisdom forms the contrast with

its

unwisdom

in

respect of the

-14.]
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This does not bring it beyond what Epictetus says
To
KOLVOV Trpos ra %wa 6 ^,0709 Be /cal 97
KOIVOV
:

jjuev

&amp;lt;yva&amp;gt;fjL7]

i. 3,
But not so the Christian. For to
1).
717309 row 0eou9 (Diss.
him the body is really a sanctuary, or temple, wherein the Spirit of
God dwells already here below, but which is also destined through
the same Spirit to enter into the glory of the glorified body of
As it is therefore one and the same divine calling,
Christ.
O7 one and
the same divine impartation of the Spirit, which equally applies to
body and spirit, so in the case of the Christian care for the body is
but in and with care for
not, as it were, added to care for the soul
itself
there
manifests
also
care for the body as
the redeemed soul,
for
destined
Christian self-edifica
redemption and glorification.
tion of the soul is at the same time essentially self-edification of
This deeming holy and hallowing of the body is equally
the body.
far removed from heathenish contempt for it, as from heathenish
(modern heathenish) idolatry of the body and bodily objects. Ta
;

crw/nara

V/JLOIV, yiteX^

XpicrTov ecrnv ... TO

(rcopa VJJL&V) vao$ TOV ev

eov
Ao^da aTe
ayiov TIvevfJuaT 05 ecrriv, ov e^ere CLTTO
1
vi. 15, 19, 20.
Be TOP Seov ev
Cor.
(j^^aTiv^wv^
Ne/cpaxraTe
ovv Ta fieXr) Ta eirl Trjs 7/79, iropveiaV) afcaOapcriav, 7ra#o9, linOvfiiav
VJMV

.

.

.

TU&amp;gt;

tcatcrjv, /c.r.X.,

Col.

iii.

5.

glorification of God in the body, and in the care for
the body, consists in the keeping up of that dominion in which it is
God s will to rule over the body by means of the soul, which has

(2)

The

been redeemed by Him.

Such government

is

discipline

and

train

To the
ing, not the extirpation and decimation of the subjects.
who
the
has
heathenish
Christian especially,
recognised
opposition
of the vileness of the body and all sensible matter, in contrast with
the excellency of the spirit and of spiritual things, as a wretched
error, the mastery over the body is, it is true, a mortification of the
sinful lusts, but not a mortification of the body, or of its divinely

For even in the domain
ordained natural desires and impulses.
of the bodily life does the Spirit of the regeneration of all things
impel the Christian to distinguish clearly what is divinely sanctioned
body from its later depravation by sin, and in
the training of the body for the life of glorification, self-actively to
co-operate in this way also, that he should mortify sin, but not
God s ordinance in the life of the body. Were there not such a
in the nature of the

divine element in the life of the body, the words of holy Scripture
could not in any way allow the validity of the supposition that it

was natural

to love the life of the body, the

body of

this flesh.
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But Scripture

does

OvSel? yap irore

and

so,

rrjv
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asserts this supposition
unconditionally.

eavrov crdpica

ejJLiaijo-ev,

d\\

e/crpefai,

/ecu

And consequently, what the struggle of
6d\7rei avrrjv, Eph. v. 39.
annihilation is directed against, is the dominion of sin in the domain
of the bodily

Mrj ovv

life.

ft

acr Severe*

rj

a^apTia

ev rco

vfiwv crcoyticm, et? TO vTra/couew rat? einOvfJuiai^ avrov /u-^Se
vere ra ue\rj vfjuwv 07r\a aSt/aa? rf) duaprla, d\\a Trapao-Tijcrare
1

TU&amp;gt;

w?

@6c5,

TO* 0ec5,

e/c

Kom.

ve/cpwv fwj/Ta?, KOI ra ae\7j
12, 13, comp. ver. 19.

vi.

vuwv 07r\a

Now,

Sucaio-

truly, sin in

not yet corporeity or sensuousness, and in the corporeal
and sensuous character of an impulse it is not yet in the least

its

nature

is

implied that

it

is

therefore

It

evil.

is

rather the perverted selfish

direction of the heart that brings sin into the bodily life, and puri
fication of the soul is therefore at the same time essentially purifi

cation of the

body from

sin.

But

as primarily the nurture

and

discipline of the spirit likewise condition the purity of the bodily
life, so secondarily there is, besides the spiritual means of this

guardianship and discipline of the spirit, likewise a bodily form of
guardianship and discipline of the body, which works hand in hand
with the purification of the soul. And to the Christian who has
actually rendered due obedience to the vocation of grace, is the
observance of this of twofold importance, in consequence of the

by virtue of the regeneration and conversion of his
the
seductive
heart,
might of sin has assumed. There ever comes
to light, accordingly, in the physical and dietetic form of treating
position which,

the body, a spiritual dominion of the soul ; but it manifests itself
not merely as a reciprocal relation of bodily impulse and spiritual
power, but as a discipline and regulating of the bodily life in its
reciprocal relations to other bodies and material substances.
(3) In that moral maintenance of the bodily life which bears

the form of physical dietetic treatment, and has for its aim the
uprooting of sinful desires, the right course of conduct is indicated
precisely in this, that the destruction of sin must also be just as

much due care of the body, and due care of the body must also be
Wherever there is a defect on the
just as much uprooting of sin.
one or the other

the pretended care of the body or
the pretended annihilation of sin is a moral delusion. In different
forms or in different virtues does the pious maintenance of the
side, there either

bodily life show itself, because the bodily life, just as the life of the
has certain fundamental differences in its movements. As
spirit,

the

life

of the spirit

is

divided into receptive and productive activity,
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divided into functions of bodily
recep
the first serving for the preserva

and bodily productivity,

tivity

the others for the propagation, of the mixed spiritual and
In reference to the first, the due mainte
corporeal life of man.
nance of life is manifested in the virtues of temperance and sobriety;
tion,

and

in regard to the last, in the virtue of
chastity.

But

in both

directions the effort at pious self-edification rests on the insight
into the unchangeable reciprocal relation of spiritual and bodily

and the design is to give to the bodily wants and enjoyments
on the path of God-ordained satisfaction, as well as of abstinence,
that position in which the body, free alike from apathy as from
states;

irritation,

maintains also for the spiritual state that freedom from
irritation in which alone the soul is enabled to preserve

apathy and

its
right receptivity and productivity also for its earthly vocation.
That, by this close reciprocal relation of body and spirit, in every
act of right treatment of the body a spiritual virtue, and in every
physical dietetic mistreatment of the body a spiritual perversity,

come

to light,

is

just as little a matter of doubt, as it is indubitable
man towards his bodily life must be

that the ungodly position of
looked upon by the redeemed

man

not merely as a violation of the

dignity and vocation of the spirit, but in the same degree a violation
The so-called cultivation
of the dignity and vocation of the body.

of the spirit at the cost of the body is to the Christian no less an
ungodly and wrong thing, than is the care of the body at the cost
of the

spirit.

Where

abstinence and where enjoyment should occur, is de
pendent on circumstances, in the arrangement of which alike the
absolute will of God, which is binding on all, and also His relative
In all cases
will, which is binding
C5
O on individuals, come to light.
will this will of God be understood, by considering the individual
temporal state and circumstances of the individual, and never
/

7

independently of them. If, according to the words of Jesus (Matt,
nourishment is spoken of absolutely as an object of
vi.), our daily
prayer that will be heard so, on the other side, there lies in this a
;

testimony that even the satisfaction of the unconditional need of
a man can enjoy it
preservation may be accepted only then, when
Neither does the
as a gift of God, not as a self-chosen plunder.
meat and drink
in
necessaries
limitation to the so-called absolute

make our nurture

of the

body a Christian

virtue,

nor does

this

nurture become a sin through the enjoyment of the so-called super
or
fluities.
Everything rather turns on this, whether the limited
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more luxurious satisfaction is actually a gift of God to the
individual, and is recognised, accepted, and enjoyed as a gift. &quot;On
irav K.rl(Tfjia Oeov KO\OV, KOL ov&ev a-Tro/SA^ro^, /zera ev^apiarla^
\afJLJ3av6juievov ay lateral yap $ia \oyov Seov KOI eWeufe&j?, 1 Tim.
Before God it makes no difference whether thou eatest
iv. 4, 5.
the

&quot;

fish or flesh, drinkest

water or wine, wearest red or green, doest

alike are the

good creatures of God, created for
this purpose, that man should use them.
Only to this thou must
look, that thou art moderate therein, and abstainest as much as is
needful for thee, in order to resist the works of darkness.
There
this or that

fore

it is

:

all

impossible that a man can set down any common limit for
all bodies are not alike : one
requires more,

this abstinence, for

another

govern

less

his

:

every one must

body&quot;

(Luther).

It

fix
is

his attention

on himself, and

not in the outward determination

of the quantity and nature of the means which serve for the main
tenance of life, but in the divinely appointed external life-position,
and in the state of the heart towards outward good things (see
45), that there lies the moral standard for the Christian in this
course of conduct.
The measure or the care for the body in bodily

abstinence, as regards bodily enjoyment, forms a moral element
merely as a contrast to self-chosen superfluities, and never has
absolute, but only a relative definableness, according to the will of

God

prescribed to the individual in his bodily and spiritual state
There is an ungodly too little, no less than an

as an individual.

ungodly too much, although in general it may be assumed that the
predominant perverse tendency of a human kind is towards an
excess of enjoyment.
The right division of abstinence and observ
ance

is

therefore the notion of that moderation which recurs in

the case of
sobriety

and

all

bodily enjoyment, and therefore in the virtues of
When and how far abstinence must take

chastity.

place, is to the Christian ever a matter of that consideration which
he makes dependent on the knowledge of his own state, and the
leadings of his own life, and their relation to the highest object of
his life.
There is a free rule in pleasure and love, suitable and
to
the circumstances and to the will of God which he may
adapted

learn from

them a species of that virtoTrla^eiv TO aw/Jia /cal $ov\aof
which
Paul speaks at 1 Cor. ix. 27.
ycoyelv
legal appoint
ment binding all without exception, or only all members of a

A

virtue of which, either for all at a certain time
the injunction to fast), or for individuals throughout their

particular class,
(e.g.

life

(e.g.

in

by

the forbidding of marriage), abstinence

is

made

a
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necessity,

is,

altogether

irrespective

the

of

false
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legality

and mechanical character (Werklichkeit) which clings to it, to the
Christian a mere chimera, in so far as it shoves into the place of
the true will of God, which is to be discerned in the circumstances
of individuals and the leadings of their individual life, a selfinvented law, which each one imposes on himself or allows others
52 on Marriage). The end to which
to impose on him (comp.
the due preservation of the body conduces, is the qualifying of the
soul in its earthly vocation, in which it seeks to subserve the aims
of the

Only

kingdom of God, as well as the aims of earthly society.
this is the peculiarity of Christian virtue, that here also it

its
living impulse, not in the relation of the means to the
attainment of the end, but in this, that the opposite vices are to it,

has

as it were, a desecration of that state and of that dignity of which
the regenerate and converted man has already through grace become
See above, 1 Cor. vi. 15, 19, 20 ; and compare 1 Thess.
partaker.
v. 7, 8,

ev

JET/iet?

rjfJiepa,

Se

K.T.\.

^epa?

OVTGS

vrj^wfjiev, K.T.\.

;

Rom.

xiii.

13,

a&amp;gt;?

Apart, however, even from the vice of desecration

of the body, the Christian knows from the observation of his state,
that abstinence from bodily enjoyments makes his soul freer for ser

highest concerns ; and when in the soul there springs up
the need of special urgency in prayer, of increased and exalted con
vice in

its

templation and adoration of

God s ways

of grace, then

is

abstinence

from bodily enjoyments, as being the course of acting with reference
It
to the body corresponding to the spiritual state, only natural.
and conduct of the apostles refer,
in whose case, under circumstances where they were reminded in
a special way of the highest relations of life, prayer and absti
nence are together brought before us. Comp. Acts xiii. 3, xiv. 23.
That this abstinence at such times refers not only to meat and
from the very nature of
drink, but to sexual pleasure, also follows
the apostle says to
what
confirmed
further
the case, and is
by
is

to this that the exhortation

^n

married people (1 Cor. vii. 5, Mr) aTroo-Tepelre d\\ij\ovs, el
av CK av/ji(j)CDVOV Trpos Kaipbv, iva cr^oXaf^re rfj irpoa-ev^fj tcai
6 ^aravds Bia Trjv
nrakiv eVl TO avro yre, iva pr) Treipdfy
But with equal clearness does it also follow from
vfj.d&amp;lt;;

d/cpacrlav V/JLWV).

the words and examples of Scripture, that bodily abstinence is not
to be thought of as a condition of the praying disposition in general,
but as the suitable and necessary consequence of those special cir

cumstances in which the soul feels itself summoned to singular
elevation of spirit towards God, whether in consequence of more
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whether in preparation for

To the apostle, who
important and very responsible transactions.
looks upon the Christian s life as an unbroken and continuous state
of prayer, abstinence could not appear as a necessary condition of
prayer

;

and the

less so, since

he also allows of no enjoyment being

valid luhich is unaccompanied by prayer and thanksgiving. See above,
1 Tim. iv. 4.
Wherever, therefore, abstinence comes not as a
natural consequence of special admonitions of God to our hearts

^vvavrai ol viol TOV vvu(j)a)vos irevOeiv,
oaov fjier avrwv ecmv
eXev&ovTai
Se
orav
;
WfjL(f&amp;gt;los
rjuepar,
aTrapOfj anf avrow 6 VVU^LOS,

(/JUT)

o

e^&amp;gt;

Kal rore vrjarevo-ovaiVj Matt. ix. 15), there either it has a significance
merely as a dietetic means, and is to be observed or given up,
according as abstinence or gratification makes the individual fit or

not for the fulfilment of his calling
o or abstinence becomes,/ as being
o
an outward legal work or as a piece of display, moral hypocrisy, and
as spiritual corruption (as e.g. that
is,
fasting which Christ mentions),
;

be rejected (see Matt. vi. 16-18). But it is to be rejected not only
as a spiritual perversity; but when abstinence bears the character of
a self-enjoined (not of a divinely appointed) violation of that foster

to

ing care which

is due to the
body, then is it objectionable even in
a relentlessness toward the body (dfaiSla crco/mro?).
This point appears as specially worthy of notice in Paul s censure
of the Colossians in Col. ii. 23.
This alone is, as a rule, ever

this, that

it

is

the general significance of corporeal abstinence, that it watches
against the dominion of corporeal enjoyment over the soul. Wher

ever the end of

life is

sought in bodily pleasure, and

all satisfaction,

(Luke xii. 19 Jas.
v. 5), there the
the
has
become
idol
and
tyrant of the soul,
body
instead of forming its vessel and instrument. V2y o 6eo? rj Koi\ia
like that of animals, resolves itself into this

Kal

T)

$6a

ev

rfj

;

alo-^vvy avrwv, ol ra ejrvyeca typovovvres, Phil,

enjoyment and corporeal
the
is
Christian
further
abstinence,
accompanied with the special
that
here
he
is
consciousness,
coming into a special conflict with

iii.

19.

Besides, in regard to corporeal

worldly sentiments, so as never to be understood by the world, and

under this misunderstanding. For that worldly frame of
mind which loves nothing but enjoyment, but yet at the same time
knows such enjoyment only as something profane, is wont either to
to suffer

see only in abstinence a kind of holiness, and to laugh at the truth
of a holy enjoyment ; or it finds in abstinence a something to

laugh at, because to it corporeal enjoyment alone is of any value,
and it thinks nothing of holy enjoyment in abstinence. *H\0e yap
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eadlcov firjre

/cal

Xey overt

AaifJibviov

evet.

o v /o? TOV dv0pct)7TOV eordlwv Kal TTIVCOV /cal \eyova-iv

ISou,

s

Matt.

TTIV&V
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/cal
(j)dyo&amp;lt;;

otVoTror?;?,

Te\wvwv

ical
&amp;lt;f)l\os

d/juapTcoX&v,

17, 18.
to the sexual relation of the body, and the virtue of
it is first of all
chastity,
merely to be repeated, that here also the
virtue is not abstinence, just as if the sexual relation and sexual
xi.

In regard

enjoyment were sin, but that Christian virtue appears in that
moderation which ever according to the will of God with respect
to the individual, discernible in the state of the individual, in the
aims at this, holily to fulfil, only
course and leadings of his life

within the divinely appointed ordinance of marriage, the destina
tion of the body, alike in abstinence and in the enjoyment of sexual
Comp. further remarks on marriage in 52. Unchastity
delight.
there begins, where a man does not respect the divine destination
of the two sexes for each other, according as it is to be thought of,

within the limits of sexual maturity and fitness of divinely ordained
wedlock, and of that measure of enjoyment which preserves the

marriage where a man does not sanctify,
but overthrow in thought, word, and work, this divine destination
of the two sexes for each other, and the ordinance of its fulfilment.

fitness for the vocation of

Of

the greatest importance for the right management of self, is the
knowledge that all unchastity is primarily a perverted direction of
mind and heart, which leads astray the natural impulse to objects

God s

will (e/c rrjs /capSlas e^ep^ovrai
.
fjioi^elai,
Matt. xv. 19). Spiritual regimen secures more
than bodily regimen against unchaste desires ; and the potency of
the bodily instinct may have long ceased, while unchastity of

opposed to
Tropvelai,,

.

.

K.T.X.,

It is not through bodily
still holds the
spirit in bondage.
old age that a man becomes chaste, but through conversion of heart.
On the other hand, it is equally as important to observe how the
strength of the natural bodily instinct becomes the substratum of

thought

the perverse direction of the heart and this strength is conditioned
not only by the acting of the spirit towards the body, but also by
Christian piety, on
the physical dietetic treatment of the body.
;

this account, will practically realize the virtue of chastity no less in
the right management of the body than in the right management
of the spirit (TTJS (rap/cos irpovoiav fjLrj TroielaOe efc eTTiOvfJbiaSj Rom.

The progress of aberration from thought
14).
deed remains true also in reference to sexual sins.

xiii.

to

word and

The more,

however, that the spiritual foundation of bodily sexual aberration
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to the Christian, so much the more carefully does he
disallow himself even the name of what is shameful.
Tlopveia Be

becomes clear
/cal

/cal

Traaa dfcaOapala
alo-xpoTrjSj

fjbrjSe

tf.r.X.,

oVoyu,aecr#&) ev V/MV

Eph.

v.

4.

3,

Only

(/ca$o&amp;gt;?

TTpeTrei aytois)

such wise

in

is

the

of a Christian a veicpovv Tropveiav, dtcaOapo-iav, iraQos, eTriOvIn like manner, there is a distinction
Col. iii. 5.
fjuiav KaKijv,
life

between the act of sin and the continuance in it those whose life,
and practice is fornication, adultery, and other kinds of
pursuit,
in the kingdom of God
(1 Cor. vi. 9, 10
impurity, have no part
:

;

v. 5).

But even

the act of fornication

especially in
reference to the life of the body, pregnant with special evil for a
For this act is most properly prostitution of the body
Christian.

comp. Eph.

is,

and of the bodily life in its holiest relations, a breach of the
communion between the body and Christ, the Lord and Head of
a surrender of the body to the power and the corporeal
the body,
and spiritual influence of the author of sin, a surrender in those
organs which have the divine destination, in a holy order and in a
Excess in eating and
corporeal way, to keep up the race for God.
is a
other
on
the
of
the
hand,
drink,
soul, in the with
prostitution
drawal of the spiritual strength and spiritual consciousness, a
Therefore
putting to shame of the might and rule of the spirit.
Paul says of the body, which he calls a member of Christ
ovv ra fjb6\rj rov Xpio-rov, Troirjcra) TTOpvrj? fjie\r) ;
Hav dfjbdprri(jia^
:

apa&amp;lt;$

.

o eav

TTOirjo-r)

avOpcoTros, eVro? TOV

cra&amp;gt;//,aTO?

&amp;lt;TTW

.

.

6

e

Tropvevcov, el?

Finally, to the Chris
tian, the doubly horrible character of self-pollution as well as of un
natural impurity, manifests itself not merely in the horror-exciting,

TO iSiov

crwfjia d/jLaprdvei,,

1 Cor.

vi.

15, 18.

pernicious influence on body and soul, but in the utter prostitution
and defiance of the divine ordinance, as, especially in unnatural
impurity, it can only gain the power over a man who is fallen

headlong into the lowest depth of heathen abandonment by God.
For that has taken place where the unnatural indulgence has

become a propensity and passion

Trddos cm/ua?.

See Rom.

i.

21-27.

A

Christian could not be a disciple of the Lord, and an
(4)
imitator of His example, if in that Christian the maintenance and
life were to transform itself into false love of
and into false fear of death. On the contrary,
nothing makes the heart bolder to meet death, arid more joyful in

care of the bodily

the bodily

life,

loyalty to one s vocation to offer one s self to deatJi, than the regenera
of divine love. For this expels all false love of the

tion to the life
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creature, although it is the first rightly to open up the sense and
the love for the life of this body ; and nowhere is death more
willingly accepted, than where the eye has been opened to the full

But as the climax of
glory and significance of this earthly life.
all offence against the body and the life of the
body, and therein
also against the Lord Himself, the Giver of this life, and of the
season of grace vouchsafed in this
however definitely he of all

tian,

life,

men

suicide appears to the Chris
regards himself as the master

and death (nravra v^wv icrriv
. elVe
el re Odvaros,
For even in this his lordship, the Christian recog
22).
nises himself as the servant of Christ (v/jieis Be Xpiarov, 1 Cor. iii.
of his life
1 Cor.

.

.

fo&amp;gt;^

iii.

and only where in Jesus name he can give himself up to
and can recognise the taking upon himself the danger of
death as a divine vocation, does he dedicate himself to it. But

23)

;

death,

every Christian easily recognises his call by this, that in the final
determination something else than his own wish to die decides him.

Even

the thought of the glory of his reunion with Christ does not
allow the apostle to persevere in the expressed wish to die, without
immediately recalling the wish, and submitting himself to the will
of his

Lord

J

(

Euol TO

%fjv

Xptcrro?, KOI TO cnrodavelv /cep&o?.

El

ev (Tap/clj TOVTO JJLOL icapTros epyov KOI TL alp^ao^ai, oy
The thought which can alone determine
Phil.
i.
21, 22).
ryvwplfa,
the Christian to meet death, instead of fleeing from it, is this, that

Be rb

on

this

f)v

path he desires to conquer in Christ

s

name, and

to fulfil

the will of Christ, according as this will is clearly traced out before
him, not in the thoughts of his own heart, but in the shape and

circumstances of his vocation,

and that

fidelity

to

it

which

is

Thus only, in the giving up of life for the sake
required of him.
of the calling and of the will of Jesus, is also the highest act of
an airodavetv TW Kvplq), Rom. xiv. 8 a consummation
devotion
which the Lord requires of them that are His, and to
which His Spirit in their hearts impels them to esteem the life
in Christ, and the dying in His name and in His vocation, as higher
than the life of the body (OVK ^cnrrjaav TTJV ^jrv^rjv CLVT&V a^pi
QavaTov, Rev. xii. 11
comp. with Matt. x. 39, xvi. 25). Compare
the beautiful description in Minuc. Felix, Octav. c. 39 ff., of the
of that

;

death of martyrdom ; together with
significance of the Christian
the correct estimate of the surrender of life by those thirsting after
honour and glory, in Tertall. Apolog. adv. gent. c. 50, and Lib.
de Martyr,

c. 4.
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It

is

The Keeping of Earthly Goods for
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III.

of the Soul.

essential to Christian piety to recognise blessings of this

life

even in other earthly possessions besides the supreme Good.

For

in this recognition alone lies also the

acknowledgment of God

s

purpose with regard to us men in their possession. Whether these
of a material nature, i.e. do not belong to the endow
possessions be

ments of nature, or

to the personal position of

an individual, or

whether they consist in the endowments of the bodily or mental
constitution of an individual, or in the relative position, sentiments,

and testimony of others towards him personally, earthly blessing is
can be thought of as the property

to the Christian everything that

and which, as such, enhances his well-being in this
without its being the necessary condition of his welfare

of a Christian,

earthly

life,

heavenly vocation

in his

already the
itself

(1).

manner and way

In
in

this last relation lies

expressed

which Christian piety employs

with reference to these blessings. Here also it is the cha
and of the subordination of the lower to the

racter of self-denial,

higher, in which the Christian desires

own

things neither for their
gratefully accepts

them

and possesses earthly good

sake nor for his

as additional gifts

own

gratification,

but

and enhancements of

his

and vocation, without courting
passionateness, and greedily grasp

welfare in his earthly existence

them or desiring them

in selfish

ing at them, while he painfully feels the want or loss of them, but
still
regards the possession or the loss of them as of little moment

compared with the possession of the supreme good, the salvation of
his soul (2).

To

Stoicism earthly good things are something vile, because
All tragedy paints the trouble of such people as falsely
cleave to external things (see Epictet. Diss. i. 4, 26, 27, 22, 29
(1)

TO eKTo?.

;

But the notion

of the Christian about earthly
8,
11).
comp.
is different from the bear
as
well
as
his
towards
it,
good,
bearing
and
view
of
sentiment.
ing
Only in this point does he
worldly
iii.

iii.

coincide therewith, that besides a supreme good he recognises other
possessions, which are to him really
good things.&quot; He does not
&quot;

know anything

of a contempt for earthly good things, and of a
denial of their goodness, in which the affectation of a perverted
heathenish virtue might take delight. But he knows just as little
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of that wrong estimation of earthly good things, which not
merely
reckons as good fortune the possession of them by itself,
although
apart from the mode of acquiring them, and the use made of them,
or the bearing

and

disposition of the possessor, but which also so
things on a level with the supreme good, that

places earthly good
to the possessor the aim of his life is identical with their
possession,
and with the want or loss of them his life appears to him purposeless.

The

Christian

existence

recognises earthly blessings, because the earthly
to him not merely the scene of

and earthly destiny are

devilish apostasy, but also the place of revelation of the creative
goodness and kind condescension of his God. Therefore to him

are really good, not because they bring to him
and
enjoyment
gratification, although they do bring this to him,
and although he does enjoy them, but because in his enjoyment and
&quot;

the good things

&quot;

in his happiness he can rejoice at the goodness of his God.
He is
bound and must recognise that the earth also is full of the good
ness of his Lord (Ps. xxxv. 5), and he cannot do otherwise than

loving-kindness of his God in a multitude of
But the specific differ
Ps. xxxiv. 9-11).
&quot;good things &quot;(nitrb^
ence of ungodly joy is just this, that the Christian in his enjoyment

acknowledge

this

good things of God, and that he rejoices in the good
and so far as he sees in them the gift of God, and
because
things only
receives and uses them as such.
@eo9 o %wv 6 Trape^cov ^IMV irdvra
rejoices in the

TrXoiWo)? et9 airo\avaiv, 1 Tim. vi. 17 irav KTifffia Oeov fca\ov,
/cal ovSev airojSKrirov fieTa
ev^apLcrrla^ \afj ^av6fJbevov, 1 Tim.
That element, therefore, which to the Christian forms the
iv. 4.
;

J

between earthly good and heavenly good, is by no means
by itself. Transitory even are also the good things
and gifts of the Holy Ghost; and yet the Christian will not on that
account call them earthly good things, nor subordinate them to the
supreme good. Nay, even that operation of the Holy Ghost which

distinction

transitoriness

here below is his supreme good, viz. Christian
On the
not one permanent and unchangeable in its form.
bad
of
this
distinc
not
know
does
the
Christian
whole, therefore,
tion of perishable and eternal, as if here below all that is everlast
to the Christian

faith, is

as
ing did not present itself before him in a perishable form, and
it is such, were
because
and
the
eternal
imperishable, simply
though

good and divine. Or else does the torment of the un
It is
divine on this account, because it is eternal ?
become
godly
to
are
earth
of
the
that
for
this
reason
only
perishable good things
the Christian not good things in the same sense as the blessing of
in itself the
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he can do without them without losing the

salvation, because

because they stand out of

all

III.

latter,

direct relation to the
blessing of sal

vation, the possession of which is perfectly conceivable, whether
that which is called earthly good is possessed or not.
And thus,
too, in Scripture it is only where a man seeks to hold earthly good
its own sake to be a
good, and in that good thing has not
God, and does not rejoice in Him, that the nothingness of this
good is indicated by its transitoriness, and set in contrast to the
eternal will and being of God.
Comp. Matt. vi. 19, 20 with Jas.

for

1-3; 1 John

KO&amp;lt;T^OS
Trapdyera^ tcai 97 eTTiOvpia avrov
rov Qeov, jjbivei, els TOV al&va ; and 1 Cor.
vii. 31, where, too, the
warning against abuse is supported by
allusion to the perishableness of these good things.
Thus, because

v.

17, o

ii.

6 Se TTOIWV TO 6eXr]/jLa

a

man may have

these good things without in the possession of

them possessing God, and because they do
their

intrinsic nature, bring

eternal being of

God, on

earthly

It

goods.

is

possessor

this

account the Christian names them
to

superfluous
it

not, according to their
into communion with the

to

is

enumerate these manifold
mention their kinds. Thus

earthly good things
enough
the possession which enhances earthly welfare
;

is

partly riches;

partly bodily strength and beauty, intellectual talents and endow
ment partly honourable position in society, fame, respect partly
social, friendly, or domestic intercourse, and so forth.
;

;

From

this character

of earthly blessings it results, that,
of
relation
to the supreme good
the bless
their
quite irrespective
of
certain
conditions
to
be
salvation
under
they cease
blessings
ing
(2)

for the Christian.

This

is

the case

when

a good, regarded as the

God, but has
been purchased by transgression and guilt, or when the individual
forgets in its possession the Giver, and does not hold and possess as
a gift that which is really the gift of God.
In another view the
possession of an individual,

is

really not a gift of

possession of such good things becomes a curse, and the good ceases
relation of that in
to be good for its
possessor, if he destroys the
ferior gift of

God

to the

supreme

God

in a false equalizing or

making

earthly gifts are intended only as a
To ^p^arov
heart
to the eternal good.
of
the
friendly guidance
rov Oeov eh (jLerdvoidv ere ayei, Eom. ii. 4. Thus Christian piety
superior, while

all

of

s

knowledge of the nature of these blessings in the
virtue of that self-denial, where in possessing them one does not
desire to have treasures for himself, but to be rich toward God (JLLTJ
where
Orjcravplfov eauTcu, d\\a ifXovTwv eh Oeov, Luke xii. 21)
will

manifest

its

;
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one \iews the gift as a gift, not as his own property and desert
where one possesses as though he possessed not, since he does not
;

permit himself to become a slave to the possession, and does not

two masters, but, constantly prepared to
God the Giver of
these good things in his heart, who, according to His good pleasure,
may bestow on us these adventitious and contingent&quot; blessings,
Matt. vi. 24, Ovoels Svvarat,
preserve or also take them from us.
oval Kvploi? oov\eveiv, /e.r.X., ov SvvaaOe
SovXevew KOI
1 Cor. vii. 29 ff., Ol e^ovre^ ryumt/ai?, co? fjirj
jAcova
e^ovres
divide his heart between

surrender his possession, strives only to keep
&quot;

@e&amp;gt;

;

ical ol

K\aiovreS)

Kal

dyopd&vres,

01

o&amp;gt;9

/ecu ol
%alpovre&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

/cal ol

KaTe^ovres

pfy

comp. Job

:

pr) Kara-^pcofjievoL

K\aioi&amp;gt;res

pr)

&&amp;gt;9

i.

Not

21.

009

/JLTJ

^put^evoi rov KOO-JJUOV^
in the arbitrary renun

&&amp;gt;9

ciation of possessions, but in the right administration of the gifts
entrusted to us, does the self-denying Christian piety manifest itself.
The words of Christ (Matt. xix. 21) which demand of the rich

young man the surrender of his wealth and the following of Jesus,
were neither meant to say that a man by the renunciation of his
possessions, without the following of Jesus, would become a perfect

man

nor, in short,

;

outward act of

who imagines
only meant

their object to require from the youth the
Rather is this demand on the man

is it

this surrender.

himself righteous according to the law, and perfect,
hidden evil of his heart, and at the same

to disclose the

time to proclaim for what a
following of Jesus.

When

man must
the

hold himself prepared in the
us (not when it

Lord commands

pleases ourselves) to give up for His sake even the dearest good He
has entrusted to us that is the call of Jesus upon us. And this
call

no

man

can follow who has sold his heart to

mammon

or any

The heart, however, is sold as soon as a man
other earthly good.
allows himself to be enslaved by the charm of possession, or of the
and patiently giving up
Passionate yearning for the
of contentedness with that which
possession of earthly good, instead
(according to our rank and calling) belongs to the condition of our
desire after possession, instead of calmly

the heart to the will of the Giver.

the possession is attained
earthly existence, brings corruption, whether
or not. 1 Tim. vi. 8-10 &quot;Enures Siarpocjids KOI o-Keirdcr/jiara, rov:

T&amp;lt;H9

dpfcecrOrjo-ofjieda.

Ol

Be

IBov\6^evoi

TrT^ovrelv,

e/jiTr

LTTTOVCT iv et?

KOI Tra^iSa, Kal eVt#fyiua9 TroXXcW dvoijrovs /cal /3\afivdi^ovcn, rou9 dv0pa)7rov$ els o\e0pov /cal cuntkKziav
.

yap

TrdwrtoV
ev

TWV
TU&amp;gt;

rca/cwv eariv

vvv alwvt,

rj

fyikap^vpia, K.T.\.

Ver. 17

:
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TrXovrou aS^XoT^Tt, aXX eTTt rw
K.T.\.
}
And this is true of every earthly possession.
no one of them a blessing, which, through the perverted
l

Comp.

Ps.

There

is

e&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;

11.

Ixii.

may not become an evil, and of which the loss
would not be better than its possession at the cost of the supreme
Thus, of the unconditional maintenance of that which is
good.
called personal honour the Christian knows nothing, simply on the
ground that he knows nothing of any honour and dignity which
belongs to the person as such, but because he knows only of such
If in such
as accrues to him as a possession of his heavenly Lord.
circumstances honour amongst men also falls to the lot of the
Christian, then does he take it thankfully as an additional gift
state of the heart,

;

but as for seeking
O after honour, or allowing
O himself to be enslaved
or
the
of
the
attainment
this
honour, that means for
by
possession
/

See John v. 44, xii.
TWV dvOpGorrcov
^yaTT^o-av yap rrjv
42, 43, ov-% a}fjid\6youv
this
rev
0euv.
In
jjLoXkov iJ7rp TTJV $6%av
respect no one sins so
much as the most hypocritical saints, who, full of self-complacency,
readily boast themselves, or love to hear their own praises, honour,

him

to lose the

honour which
.

.

is

with God.

.

&amp;gt;6j;av

&quot;

and applause before the world. For this reason it is another work
of the divine command, to guard against, flee from, and avoid all
temporal honour and praise, and indeed not to seek the making
one

s

self a

name, or renown, or loud

plaudits, so that every

should speak of us and sing our praise, which

man

indeed a dangerous
heeded. Every one,

is

and one most prevalent, though, alas! little
indeed, desires to be looked upon as of some importance, and not
so deeply corrupted is
to be the least, however little he may be
own self-confidence.
of
in
its
self and
our nature in its own opinion
Only one holds in the world this terrible vice for the highest
sin,

;

.

.

.

And

name of God is, through our cursed
and seeking for honour taken in vain
and profaned, though it alone ought to be honoured, which sin
But its vileness
before God is graver than murder and adultery.

virtue.

name

thus the holy

our pleasing of

self

not so easily detected as that of murder, because of its subtlety ;
it is committed not in the
gross flesh, but in the spirit&quot; (Luther,
On the Fruits of the Spirit). How, in opposition to this, the Chris

is

for

must shape itself, is shown
Aia 80^779 KOI ar^/a?, Sid

tian sentiment

the apostle:
&&amp;gt;9

TrXai/ot,

forth in the words of

Sv&amp;lt;T(f)r){ALas

real
^

a\r)9eis

KOI ISov
del Se

o&amp;gt;9

dyvoov/mevot,,

co//-ez/

W9

/cal

real

evcfrrj/Jilas

eTTiywwo-Kopevoi,

ft&amp;gt;9

Trcuftevofjievoi,, /cal fir) Oavarov/Jievoi
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fyovres, KOI irav-ra Kare^ovre^ (2 Cor.

1 Cor. vii.

The

29-31, and

8-10; comp.

28).

loss of earthly

comparison
never is.

vi.

property

a matter of indifference only in

is

Painless
possession or loss of the supreme good.
Christian knows nothing of the stoic apathy ; he

ivith the

The

it

recognises in the possession as well as in the loss the
tears

(John
weep (Eom.

xi.

35).

xii.

15).

Matt.

guilt.

Kal SKJO^WO-I, KOI

6VKev
TI

\ Pet. iv.

efjbov.

/cXeTTT?;?,

rj

11

v.

:

/ea/coTnuo?,

15
r)

if it

M a/cap

is

101

Mr) yap

:

&&amp;gt;?

loss is in

the righteous penalty of

eVre, orav oveiSiauxriv

Trovypov prj/ma /ca9

etTTttcrt TTCLV

of his

Christ has sanctified

His apostle bids us weep with
Besides, the ever painful want or

another sense nothing indifferent,

our own

hand

human
those who

comforting or disciplining Father.

vp&Vy

VJJLO.S

i|r

rt? VJJLWV

iraa^erw
aXXorpioeTTiWoTro?* el Se

&)?

Xpicr-

a&amp;gt;?

ald^vveaOa), So^afera) &e TOV Seov ev TOJ /^epei TOVTW.
But even the loss or want of an earthly blessing in righteous retri
bution may become a gain, as a chastisement unto repentance, unto
TLCivoS)

IULTJ

salvation.

(Compare the motive of the

apostolic

chas

judgment

tisement of the flesh for the saving of the soul, 1 Cor.
his view of his own suffering in the body, 2 Cor. xii. 7.)

5

v.

;

and

Only

as

a means for confirmation in the supreme good does the possession
or loss of an earthly blessing become and remain a gain to the
Christian.
(Comp. also here, as a contrast, the artificial deadness
of feeling of the Stoics, in Epic. Diss.

46. B. Self-edification in

On

the

its

iii.

3, 14, 16,

iii.

22, 13.)

Reflex Influence on the Community.

community an immediate and involuntary

influence

is

by the self-edifying activity in the reproving as well as
But the love
in the encouraging power of Christian example (1).
exercised

Spirit of regeneration, and is the root of
Christian virtue in general, as of piety in particular (see
38), has

which springs from the

strength and freedom only then, when, in
addition to the involuntary and unconscious influence, there springs

the full realization of

up the

its

free, self-conscious

neighbour.

The

activity for

characteristic

the

feature of

edification

this

of

operation

is

one

s

that

godly purity and righteousness unto w hich the regenerate man is
new created, and in which, according to the measure of the Spirit
7

of Christ that lives in him, in the

room of Christ and

after the
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righteousness and in Christ s mercy,
he practises brotherly love and universal love, even to the loving of
his enemies
Besides, out of the concurrent action of many in
(2).
of Christ, in Christ

s

frame of mind, there are produced, according to the several
aspects of the edifying activity, different common forms of life, in

this

the preservation and furtherance of which that love makes itself
known, which in itself is true love of self in the love of God and
of one

s

neighbour.

In the working of self-edifying activity, as in the way of
example it exercises an external influence, the regenerate man
recognises not merely a natural and inevitable relation, but a
(1)

special fulfilling as well of the revealed will of the Redeemer as
of that position which Christians have to assume as imitators of
their

Lord

comp. 1 Pet.

21, Xpiaros eiraOev virep rj/jLwv, v^lv
iva
7raKO\ov0r)o-r]Te rot? l^yecnv avrov.
vTToiXijjiTrdvwv VTroypa/jL/jiov,
In this relation of imitation is also founded that double position, by
;

ii.

virtue of which the Christian, like Christ Himself, is to one man the
instrument of salvation, to another the instrument of condemnation

one

unto

the savour of
one and the same testimony bringing forth
as well awakening as reproof and condemnation.
Matt. v. 13-16:
eVre
TO
ecrre
TO
aXa?
TT}? 77)9, /c.rA., vfjueis
TfJiels
c^co? rov KOCTJJLOV
to

&quot;

the savour of

death unto

.

.

.

v. 8,

11:

TO

&amp;lt;a&amp;gt;9

^Hre yap

7repi7raTLT6

.

.

.

life,&quot;

to another

&quot;

in

death&quot;

Xa/&amp;gt;ti|raTa)

life

vfjiwv efJLTTpocrOev

Trove OVCOTO?, vvv Se

KOL

TWV dvOpwircov,

(a&amp;gt;9

ev Kvptqt

K.T.\.

&&amp;gt;?

re/cva

Eph.
(/&amp;gt;&)TO?

crvyfcoivcoveiTe Tot? epyois TO?? aKapTTOLs

fjirj

CTKOTOVS, (JioXXov Se KOI e\ej^ere.

Phil.

ii.

15, 16

f
:

rov

Iva

KOI atcepaioi) re/cva Oeov afjico^ra ev

p*eo-q) yeveds
KOL ^ieo-rpa^fJLevr]^ ev ol? fyaivecrOe
^wcrT^pe? ev tcocr/jiw, \6yov fw^?
In this position it may
eVe^o^Te?, K.T.\. ; comp. 2 Cor. ii. 15, 16.
come to pass that even from the Christian there proceeds an offence

afJie^TTTOL

&&amp;gt;?

((7Kdv$a\ov,

TTpoo-KOfjifjLa),

just as Christ

Himself was a stone of

stumbling (7u$o9 Trpooveo^aro?, Matt. xxi. 44 Rom. ix. 32 ff.).
But to him who gives offence this proves a curse on all occasions,
;

except
Jesus.

when

taken at him as a copy of his prototype
case, and indeed in the proportion in which

the offence

In every other

is

the bearing of him who gives the offence
woe
the word and will of Jesus, that

(Matt,

For

xviii. 6,

7) applies to

to take offence

is

is

a direct contradiction to

pronounced by the Lord
him through whom the offence comes.
a^aprdveiv els Xpiarov, by going astray with
&quot;

&quot;
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regard to Christ and His truth, by giving
ness and loyalty of faith

who by

participates,

tip

Christian conscientious

and

in this sinning against Christ he
;
his guilt causes offence (comp. 1 Cor. viii.
12,

&amp;gt;&quot;

Kom.

with

xiv.

To remain

20-23).

free

from

this guilt,

and

in

truth only as an imitator of Christ to give offence, and where in
that case the offence is theirs who take offence, means, however,

not merely to go forth to meet the world with Christ s word and
truth, but also to take up this position also in the self-denying
of Christ.
Even with Christ s word and truth one may give
a self-criminating offence to another, if he brings them forward,
carries them about, bears testimony to them in selfish and self-

mind

pleasing ways, and for selfish ends (eaimo apecr/catv, Kom. xv. 1).
Hence also here, along with the possession of the truth and the

power of bearing testimony by way of example, the great necessity
of watching carefully over one

and

its

(2)

outward

s

own

position relatively to the truth

attestation.

Already before,

it

was shown how

in the

God-born love of

the redeemed there was implied that impulse of self-action which
leads one to exert influence on, and to share what he has with, his
Christian piety therefore cannot, accord
18).
to
its nature, allow the individual to rest merely in the care for
ing
his own salvation.
Yes, it holds good from the very position of

neighbour (comp.

one who

is

redeemed and translated

into the

communion

of the

kingdom of Christ, that, as a living member of a body, he cannot
in any way at all care for himself, without this same method of

And

at the

same time the salvation of

his neighbour.
o
does
not
prove something
neighbour
to the care for one s self, but the one is involved in

working
o

doing;
o so

thus the care for one

additional

the nature of the other.

s

The most immediate working

of this re

There is, first of all,
lation appears in the influence of example.
an influence all unconscious to the individual ; nay, the force of
this, that a man takes up this
and
undesignedly. This, before all else,
position unconsciously
holds good of the impression of the whole character, of the whole
behaviour of a Christian, which is effective in the same proportions

the example rests essentially in

as nothing of pretension or affectation is perceived, of either the
power or the desire of becoming a model. For what the apostle

marks out the character of every true Christian
though I had already attained, either were already perfect;

says of himself
&quot;

Not

as

but I follow

after, if that I

:

may apprehend

that for which also I
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am apprehended of Christ Jesus. Brethren, I count not myself to
have apprehended but this one thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are
:

etc. (Phil.

before,&quot;

The genuineness of a Christian
12-14.)
he does not consider himself in the whole of

iii.

consists in this, that

the relations of his existence and conduct as an absolutely binding
model. This, however, does not exclude the consciousness of his
calling to be an example ; on the contrary, it involves it.
just this consciousness of his calling to be a model as a

Christ,

which sharpens the Christian

s

judgment respecting

For

it is

copy of
himself.

And

only in such true self-judgment can a Christian really fulfil
this calling as an example.
for this reason the apostle also,

And

in the very passage where he has spoken of the conformity of his
conduct to his self-knowledge, immediately exhorts that they and

others should

become

who

as they

and should take heed of those
had an example in him and them (Phil,
iii.
17).
Hereby it is at the same time asserted, that with all this
of
universal self-knowledge, and the consciousness of one s
accuracy
own imperfection which it supplies in particular relations, as well
as even in this self-knowledge and the conduct corresponding to it,
one can not only be a model for others, but may hold himself up to
them as a model, in the w ay of reminding them, as does the apostle
so

walk

his imitators,

r

also elsewhere in a series of particular instances in his own person
this not because he
(comp. 2 Thess. iii. 7, 9 ; 1 Cor. iv. 16).

And

attributes to his position as an apostle a right of setting forth an
example, but because he knows that in all these particular instances
he has so done what is right, that it may justly lay claim to being

of importance as an example to others.
For not by virtue of this
or that position has any one a right to look upon himself as an

example for others ; but rather in particular positions a particular
duty of setting an example to others is implied. And this in all
cases where, by the divinely ordained nature of that position, others
are directed to emulate and imitate those who undertake such
to their children,
as, for example, of parents in relation
whence are
1
Pet.
v. 3)
of
their
flocks
churches
to
pastors
(comp.
of
the
from
those
Timothy (1 Tim.
apostle
explained
requirements

positions,

;

iv. 12), from Titus (Tit. ii. 7), in which it is not said that they were
models by virtue of their official position, but that in that office
they were to set an example to the church. This is something
to be entitled to
totally different from a privilege of one s calling,

set himself

up

as

an example to others.

Not with

this or

that
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the prerogative of authoritatively
setting forth an ex
ample associated; but to all Christians applies the demand and
obligation of exemplary conduct, and to special positions only in a
special and exalted manner.
position

is

While the fulfilling of this duty of setting forth an example
demands before aught else the practical proof of Christian character
(/jbrj7ra)$

aXXot?

icrjpv^as,

avros dBoKipos

yew JACK,,

1 Cor. ix. 27), and
for wholesome

and ought to remain the most effective means
influence on others, especially where the vocation to
by means of the word (particularly in public and
is

reach

the

iii.

it is

is

active exertion
in

ways which

not the vocation of particular

public community)
persons, as that of women (in the case of which last class also, in
their purely private conduct to their husbands, the force of a right
without the word,&quot; is enjoined upon their hearts, 1 Pet.
conduct,
&quot;

1),

lives in us

self-evident that that other testimony of the Spirit who
the word, and its influence upon others
cannot be ex

cluded from the ways and means by which, by means of a proper
Stedself-edification, we react and have to react upon society.
fastness in every kind of good work and word the apostle implores
from the Lord (2 Thess. ii. 17); exemplary testimony

for Christians

word and walk (eVXo7, eV dvao-rpotyf), 1 Tim. iv. 12) he requires
from his disciples. And a manifestation by word and work is in

in

tended,

when Peter

community, and of

points out as the vocation of the whole Christian
all
belonging to it, to show forth (efoyyeXXetz/)

the manifestations of power (ra? dperas) of Him who hath called
us out of darkness into His marvellous light (1 Pet. ii. 9). How,
then, should not those who are born of the word of truth feel

themselves impelled by their word also to point out to others the
fountain of life
Only that here also Christian self-knowledge
what concerns public
listens to reason, and
especially in regard to
!

teaching, considers it an evil
Christians in the mass desire to

omen when, without any
become teachers

scruple,

(prj 7ro\\ol 8iSao--

Jas. iii. 1).
But that which, in reference to bearing
the
all and at every time, secures, and is
word
for
testimony by
intended to secure, for the word the beneficial effect of its working
KoXot,

&amp;lt;ytve&amp;lt;T06,

of speech which the
charmingness
ev
salt
calls
with
the
word
seasoned
(o ^0709 VJJLWV irdwroTe
apostle
which
element
same
This
iv.
aXart,
Col.
6).
%a/om,
ypTvpevos,
makes the disciples the salt of the earth, must pervade their speech
and that which in themselves conduces to purify and to preserve
&quot;

upon

others,

is

that holy

&quot;

;

from

sloth,

must be

also traceable in their external testimony.
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This the apostle wishes to make rightly understood by his
Let all that you do be done in love (Trdvra VJACOV ev dyaTry
words,
But in order rightly to understand it,
yeveo-00), 1 Cor. xvi. 14).
&quot;

&quot;

we must know, like the apostle, that holy love which is born of
God. And when Christ says,
All things whatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even so to them
for this is the
law and the prophets (Matt. vii. 12), we must first be taught by
the law and the prophets that which we have a right to wish for
&quot;

;

&quot;

ourselves in the acting of our fellow-men towards us, instead, it
may be, of making the measure of our subjective wishes the
standard for ourselves and our actions towards others. But that

which the law and the prophets would have, is revealed in its ful
ness in Christ, the Fulfiller of the law and the prophets.
And in
our inward man it is incorporated in the new man, which is created
after God in godly purity (OOT-OTT?) and righteousness (SiKaioavvrj)
of the truth (Eph. iv. 24).
But this new nature is incorporated in
us by the Holy Ghost, who corrects and disciplines just as much as

He

comforts us. Where, therefore, our testimony in its outward
manifestation corresponds to this relation of the Holy Ghost to us,
and of ourselves to Him, there it has its true salt in the union of

both elements

but in such a way that both appear supported by
;
the compassion of Christ, who has translated ourselves into the
communion with the Holy Spirit. Hence, where the question
turns upon the attestation of our fundamental disposition, there
be of beneficial effect upon our neighbour, every
where shine forth the tender mercy of Christ which we have
must,

if

is

it

to

experienced in our
Ka0a)&amp;lt;$

ijfjiwv,

els

KOL

own

XjOt&amp;lt;7T09

Eph.

v.

2

;

case.

and

d\\rj\ovs ^p^o-rol,

is

This

is

called irepnraTelv ev dyaTrrj,

KCU Trape^co/cev eavrov virep
the fulfilment of that exhortation, yivecrOe

qyaTrrjo-ev

17/^0.9,

evcT7r \a y^(voi )

^apL^o^evoi

32

eai/rot9, Ka0a)$ /cal

comp. Col. iii. 12.
XpiaTO) e^aplaaro vjuv, Eph.
Lord displays His saving compassion also in
discipline and correction, so also the compassion of His followers
would be an evil compassion if it did not desire, where need demands
6

eo9 ev

But

it,

iv.

;

as the merciful

to exhibit the

and

godly purity and righteousness of

its

nature in

(Comp. on

this 6X67^09, Eph. v. 11, 2
discipline
Tim. iv. 2, e\eyt;ov, eVtT/^cro^, irapaKaXeaov ev Trdcrrj ^aKpo6vjji[a

Kal

S&axf)

;

correction.

Tit.

i.

9,

ii.

15.)

Thus

alone do

we remain, with

that

which as the working of God within us serves for our own selfedification, in our outward witness-bearing the salt of the com
munity. Comp. Luther on Matt. v. 13.
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Heavenly Vocation,

Reflex Influence on the Community.

In the influence on others

own

ITS

revealed the right care of one s
which a man keeps all

is

soul as regards that subordination in

proofs of a just and merciful love serviceable to the advancement
of the soul s salvation as the supreme object (1).
Self-denial

manifests

itself

here in the

clusively to that

which

is

which a man has regard ex
another s, and makes himself in his

way

in

method of communication dependent on the
Since in this way
other and his needs (2).
restoration of a

community which recognises

spiritual state of that

activity aims at the

all
its

bond of

society in

supreme end, the right love will realize itself not positively
only in the keeping up of all the forms of social piety, but also
negatively in this, that it makes its aim the putting aside and
this

suppressing of everything which (be it in the way of personal
communication in general, be it in the choice of personal associates,
be it in the form of sociality and of common life), as a spiritual

end of the divine

contradiction to the

weaken the mutual confidence
supreme
(1)

a

in

spiritual fellowship,

co-operation

might

towards this

object.

As

little

as does the care of

one

s

own

soul shut out the

care of other objects in life, but rather involves it, just as little
does Christian thoughtfulness for one s neighbour resolve itself into

a care for his soul, which would shut out other forms of carefulness
and of showing one s love. On the contrary, one recognises the
false Christianity of a so-called care for the salvation of a neigh

bour

s

soul in this,

other elements of
called

when

its

without an active sympathy in the
But the non-Christianity of sowell-being.
it is

sympathy with our neighbour has

in this

its

characteristic

mark, that it either does not think of the soul s salvation at all, or
of that so-called
only in the last place. In this lies all the curse
love which

whereas

by the worldly mind

it is

is

lauded as the

in fact but the sweet poison with

murder one another

spiritually.

On

bliss of fellowship,

which men mutually

the other hand,

all

hallowing

of the fellowship of love, and all the prosperity of that community
to the care for the
itself, spring only out of that subordination
salvation of the soul of all other proofs of love, and from the
But to
reference of all proofs of affection to this great end.
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the Christian such acting towards his neighbour is but a transfer
and application of his own state and requirements to the state and

requirements of his neighbour. That which appears to ourselves
as the supreme good, and in which, above all things, we desire
advancement, in that shall we also before all else strive to further

our neighbour.

In such a relation

to

one

s

neighbour there re

appears in the case of the Christian, in his own way, that which is
Christ s relation to the redeemed as JTOI^V KOI eViWoTro? rwv

In this relation every member, in his own
(1 Pet. ii. 25).
in
is the
takes
that
which
way,
part
predominant vocation of the
life of the
of
the
flock, dypvTrvelv vTrep TWV -^v^wv (Heb.
Shepherd

^rv-)(S)v

xiii.

Hence

17).

Testament ascribe

the high value which the words of the New
to the success of such solicitude : Jas. v. 20,

o eTrKTTpetyas djuapraiXov

Oavdrov,

ical

etc

TfXavrjS oSou auroO,

crcocret

^V^TJV ex

/ca\v^jrei, 7r\i)6o$ dfjbapriwv.

(2) The true mutual intercourse for the end of edification of
the soul is first of all grounded on this, that we should know the

nature and instruments of Christian edification from our

own ex

It is not, however, the adherence to the objective nature
perience.
of what tends to edification, which of itself alone brings about the

edification of our

neighbour arid of the community.

Eather

is

it,

again, the pious, self-denying tone of mind by which the successful
And such
influence on the soul of our neighbour is conditioned.

serving of our neighbour is in an especial manner self-denial ; and
excludes not only the selfish element of the vilest egoism, vanity,
hypocrisy, and the like, but even the selfishness and caprice of good

when one

directs his eyes only on the end and means,
without considering the. state of him to whom these means are to
be adapted in order to reach that end. The general form of self-

intention,

denying love, where one does not seek his own, nor consider himself
and his own concerns, but his neighbour (/i^Sel? TO eavrov tyjTefoa),
d\\a TO TOV erepov, 1 Cor. x. 24 fjurj rd eavrwv e/cacrro? crK07riTO)
d\\d real TO. erepwv e/eaoTo?, Phil. ii. 4), becomes here a special
consideration of what, according to the requirements of each case,
f

;

may

serve for the edification of our neighbour (a considering of
iv. 29;
comp. Rom. xv. 2). This

the ol/coSojLir) rf)s ^petas, Eph.

is
required, is not, however, by any means
to
see
whether
waiting
perhaps, to him who requires this service
for his edification, the service may be agreeable or disagreeable.
The exhortation of the apostle to Timothy to be instant, whether

considering of what

in season or out of season

(eVi&amp;lt;7T?70

2
evfcatpcos d/calpcoSj

Tim.

iv. 2),
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not whether

me

to decide

ITS

it

appears to the other
but what con

serving him

in
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;

know

the nature of his necessity, and to assist him
instead
to
of asking whether it may
it,
according
appear to that
other to be seasonable or unseasonable.
For the true kind of
cerns

is

to

service to one s neighbour
fitness of time,

which

it is

is

made dependent on

not to be

not at

possible to determine,

all

the

but on

the easily recognised need of that neighbour, if
relation to be and to abide genuine servers of

we wish

resistance to every requirement (comp. Matt.
x. 10, 11).
Otherwise have I in all cases to

Luke
10, 14
of God that He

in this

our neighbour.
is said about this in another relation in Matt. xx.
what
(Compare
26-28.) I can only deny him my aid where I perceive an obdurate
vii. 6,

beg

;

eyes to the particular necessities of my neigh
bour, provided I wish to view the edification of a soul in the way
of its salvation as a ivork of God, and herein to be God s helper,

may

enlighten

my

instead of treating it as a work and device of man, and prostituting
it
by self-devised rushing at it. He who will not run the risk of

throwing pearls before swine (Matt.
comfort was applicable (2 Cor. vii. 8,

vii.
ff.

;

6),

of reproving

where

1 Thess. v. 14), of
giving

strong meat where milk was necessary (1 Cor.

iii.
Heb. v.
1, 2
and conversely, must permit his spiritually solicitous
impulse to communicate to be guided by an insight into the require
ments of his neighbour. This is to confer upon others the work of
self-edification for the profit of our neighbour and of the com
munity, to act in the spirit of Christ, and after the example of
Himself and His apostles. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 19-23, 6\ev0epos
wv

12,

;

14),

&amp;lt;yap

irdvTwv, iracriv efjiavrov e&ovXwcra, iva rot&quot;? 7r\etovas
/col eyevo/jLTjv rot? louSa/o/-? w? JoL Sato9, tva lovSatovs
etc

TOt? V7TO VOfJLOV &)? V7TO VOfJLOV

(/AT)

0)V

aVTO? V7TO

Z/OyLtOZ^),

az o/zo? (/?; wv
KepS^aw rot? dvojJiois
K.T.\.
evvofjios XpiGTofy,
/cep^rjcrco dvo/Aovs,

VOftov

&&amp;gt;?

tl/tt

avo/jios

V7TO

TOL&amp;gt;?

eov}

aXX

&quot;va

The

consciousness, the need, the fact of a mutual connection
of the Christian community for the preservation of their souls in
(3)

their heavenly vocation, calls forth the forms of a social worship of
God as their standing expression ; and these forms, in a continually

reacting influence, maintain and invigorate this social consciousness.
The continued existence of these acts of the worship of God from

the beginning, and the (from the beginning onwards) uniform
fundamental types of the same, prove so much the more signifi
cantly the necessary connection of this form of

communion with

the
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no legal injunction summoned them into
46, 47, KCL& rj^epav Trpoo-Kaprepovvres 6//,ooltcov aprov
K,\wvre&amp;lt;; re /car
alvovvres

spirit of Christianity, as

being (comp. Acts
OvjJbaSov eV

TOV

TW

@eoz&amp;gt;;

ii.

.

ip(&amp;gt;,

Col.

iii.

.

.

16, evTrdcrrj cro^ia- Si&do-fcovres real vovOerovvres

eavrovs -v/raXyitofc, v/Jivo^ coSat? TrvevpariKals). The cultivation and
maintenance of these forms through every kind of co-operation
belongs immediately to the vital impulse of the soul really redeemed;
and even when contingent circumstances permit individuals to
derive small satisfaction to their personal needs in the common
devotion, yet it would be a mere selfish procedure to withdraw under
this pretext

from the community, whose advancement

lies

alone in

the personal co-operation of individuals.
As a rule also, it is only
a. bad
pretext under which a certain unchristian state of the heart

impart an artificial quieting of the conscience. When
Christ places in contrast to the hypocrites, who ostentatiously dis
play their praying in the streets, him who in his chamber pours
strives to

God in prayer, in this case He as little enjoins on
the sincere a realization of their piety only in their chamber, as He
forbids their attestation of it before people.
For that hypocritical
out his heart to

piety which, under the pretence of more exalted need and of special
communion with God, proudly shuts itself up in its chamber, and
looks down upon the social fellowship of love, our Lord would banish

from the Christian churches with similar words to those wherewith it
done in Heb. x. 25, where it was a matter of near concern lest

is

in the forsaking of the church assembly a symptom of
apostasy from
the faith might be traced.
But where, under the notion of special
piety, a man considers the common assembly of those met together

for fellowship in the service of God as impure, there Luther s words
are applicable :
Know, when thou seest one who is ready to judge
&quot;

to censure, and who will have such pure perfection in Christians,
that the same is only a mere legalist, a hypocrite, and gaoler, and

and

has no true knowledge of Christ. For as among Christians there is
no longer any law, but merely love, there is and can be also nothing

and finding fault and in that wherewith
one judges another, he condemns himself. And as he is without
compassion, and has nothing but law before his eyes, so also has he
no mercy before God he has never felt and never tasted what the
of judging, condemning,

;

:

mercy
his

of

God

As God

therefore savours to him, so also does
both are nothing but bitter gall and worm
only a communion where is preached a gospel con
is.

neighbour savour

wood.&quot;

It

trary to the

is
&quot;

:

apostle s

gospel&quot;

(Gal.

i.),

and which

in the

form of
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assembly acts contrary to the word of the gospel and the spirit
redeemed man feels himself moved in conscience to
and
even
then not in order to shun fellowship, but in order
avoid,

its

of faith, that a

For against those who condemn and per
secute the gospel the principle does not apply, that my love should
feel pity and endure and.be patient with false doctrine.
What
to seek the right one.

&quot;

regards faith and doctrine, is not a matter of either love or patience
there I must resist with earnestness, and not give way even a hair sbreadth.
Otherwise, where the people do not interfere with the
and
faith,
profess it, although they may be weak in life, I ought
:

ever to be cordial and merciful, not punish, drive, annoy; but
For faulty life
allure, beg, entreat, supplicate, bear, and endure.

does not corrupt Christianity, but rather exercises it ; but faulty
doctrine and false faith corrupt everything.
Therefore in this
latter case neither endurance nor pity applies,
nothing save
anger, opposition, and extirpation, and yet only with God s word
For not where the multitude is, is the church; but where
(idem).

&quot;

two or three are gathered together in His name (Matt,
Separating from necessity is something distinct from the
principle,

xviii.

20).

separatist
the arbitrary selfish limitation to the gratification of the

wants of individuals, with a disregard of the principle of
fellowship, in which the member willingly resolves, even in case of
religious

sickness, to suffer with the body, instead of

sake of

its

own

comfort.

&quot;

abandoning it for the
Therefore those are to be reproved who

wish so to represent and depict and judge Christianity, and the
church s essence and government, as if they ought and must be
everywhere free from all fault and defect or where that is not the
case, there can be neither the church of Christ nor true Christians&quot;
;

(Luther). Every separatist principle is, as a principle, unchristian.
the other hand, the cherishing of those forms which immediately

On

express the union of

under

many

for the

supreme common

object, will be,

circumstances, the attribute and criterion of the genuine
Christian spirit, to which individual and universal salvation are a
all

matter of heartfelt and inseparable concern.
(4) The participation in a common fellowship of adoration of the
common Lord is, however, only the one immediate form in which
in the Christian

community

that state of

mind manifests

itself, to

which the salvation of the soul is the supreme good, and in which,
with this end in view, one endeavours before all things to exercise
influence on another.
For as in the self-preservation of the soul
unto salvation an all-sided discipline of the spirit is associated with

2B
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to this blessing of salvation (comp.
42, notes), so
community the effort after mutual advancement in

it

salvation will necessarily be accompanied by certain social virtues
of spiritual intercourse and interchange, without which an advance

ment towards the supreme object

of spiritual life cannot be
thought
These are in their nature nothing else than manifestations of
that &quot;purity and righteousness of the truth&quot; to which the church of
For the Christian their
the redeemed is born again (Eph. iv. 24).
root lies not so much in claims which the person of our neighbour,
his personal dignity, or whatever other name may be falsely given
of.

to

it,

may make upon

our attestation with respect

to

our neighbour,

which the grace of God makes on him
who is redeemed, in that self-purification to which he knows he is
destined, and in that calling to communion with God which connects
as rather in those claims

the individual with his brethren in such a

manner

that all their

mutual rights
and demands on each other have their sanction
O
merely in their identical relation to God, and in God s identical
relation to them.
But in the community, the impulse which has
its ultimate
origin in the relation of every one who is redeemed to
manifests
itself in a form which conduces to fashion and main
God,
And that fellowship-producing energy which
tain a community.
applies to the social possession of the highest spiritual blessing,

is

maintained only on the ground of that general purity and righteous
ness of spiritual intercourse, which in the personal relation of the
Christian to his neighbour excludes everything which militates
against the truth and holy love, and thus alone offers the guarantees
that the

influence of

the

individual in the

community on the

common maintenance

of the supreme good contributes in a truly
unselfish manner only to the supreme good, and is not a self-seeking
This spirit will penetrate alike the sub
pretext for other ends.

form of communication and the subjective choice of fellowship,
In everything
as well as the objective forms of common intercourse.
it will be made manifest, that in the church of the redeemed we

jective

but purity and righteousness of pure, genuine,
the perfect mani
spiritual communication; and that which prevents
festation of this endeavour is in equal degree the sin of the in
desire nothing

But it is just this
dividual and the sinful state of the community.
side whose perfect subjugation gives to the active realization of
Christian piety in social life its earthly aim and its peculiar form on
Thus the genuine character of this intercourse is a constant
and without us, with the antastruggle against falsehood within

earth.
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gonism between appearance and reality, between that which holds
good as truth before God, and that which is held as such by
men. And thus the holy love in our intercourse is a constant
overcoming of a hostile propensity within us and without us, and
it wins the shape of a peaceable
disposition in long-suffering and
the
under
of
keeping
anger, hate, and revengefulness
placability, by
in ourselves, and by bearing with the anger, hatred, and revenge
And thus is shaped the fundamental relation of a true
of others.
as an overcoming of evil with good (fj,rj VIKW
spiritual interchange,
UTTO

TOU

tca/cov,

a\\a

VLKCL ev TCO

d&amp;lt;yada&amp;gt;

TO KCLKOV, Horn.

xii.

21)

;

in the penetration of all mutual spiritual relations by this
the guarantee of that reciprocal confidence, without which
rests
spirit
social furtherance towards the possession of the supreme good is

and only

This does not mean to desire to foster this spirit, to the
impossible.
end that mutual confidence may exist. For it is not the result that
is

But whether we

the motive of the conduct.

excite confidence

or not, one tiling is indispensable, that we should cherish the spirit
Of this
in which alone the guarantee of true confidence rests.
security the individual will perhaps first of all experience nothing
but the personal love and honour of others, and his confidence will
In fact,
resolve itself into the form of a confidence in persons.

however, the guarantee in such kind of spiritual reciprocity of
relation lies not in personal position, but in this, that this very thing
is already the
operation and manifestation of the SPIRIT OF GOD,

whose communion embraces all the relations of the spiritual life, and
realizes itself in social life just in the purity of every kind of spiritual
For the lie, which works the violation of confidence,
intercourse.
is

in

nature, even in cases where

its

it

appears only a sinning against

men (tyev&evOai, et? aXX^Aou?, Col. iii. 9), and moves in the sphere
of human conditions and relations, a denying of God and His will
an offspring of the devil, who from the beginning
respecting men,
is a liar and a murderer
(John viii. 44); and it brings to pass, in the
destruction of a fellowship of mutual confidence, a destruction of
the divine basis of society, which consists not in mutual human con
fidence, but in truth, in which all men ought to be united
fjievoi,

avrov-

TO i/reOSo?, \a\elr6 T^v oXijOeiav, e/caaros pera rov

on

ecr/jLev

this truth in the

according to His will
conditions of

Eph. iv. 25). To speak from
and before the eye of God, and
with respect to men, and to the things and

a\\r)\a&amp;gt;v

communion

men

this is to

ev Xpio-ro) \a\elv, 2 Cor.

yu-eX^,

of God,

avoid the

xii.

19).

lie

Hence

(Karevaymov TOV Geov,
also even that (in a
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certain

sense) unconscious entering upon the lie, in repeating
slanders and the like, is a result of that lying disposition, in which

the heart, instead of rejoicing in the truth alone, on whose basis
to be united, finds a mysterious charm and comfort in
that wickedness which infests human society.
Hence the designa

men were

tion of those

who

iracrav /ca/ctav

are born again of the divine truth as aTrotfe/^ot
KCLI iravra ^6\ov KOI
VTTOKpiaeis Kal (f)06vov$ /cal

For

which does not
and with the
truth of God, where man desires for himself and his neighbour
before all things the soul s salvation, and has but this one con
sideration for the highest and final aim of all speaking and
acting.
(At this stage I have formerly discussed what is called the neces
I confess that on this point I have become very doubtful,
sary
and indeed not only with respect to the nature of my previous
Tracra?

KaTa\a\id&amp;lt;$

(1 Pet.

ii.

1).

came

flow from that love which

all is

a

lie

into the world in

&quot;

lie.&quot;

argumentation, but with regard to the thing itself. It is well
variously this question has been treated in the church

known how

since the attack of Augustine on Priscillian and the Priscillianists,
and also how the subject of what was called the necessary lie was

viewed outside the
Christ

;

how

circle of that

they limited

it

saving truth revealed by

to the

things, relations, and conditions;
assertion of the opposite of what

God

in

domain of creaturely human

how they understood
was known

to

the

lie as

an

be the real state of

the case, and sought its extenuation, if not justification, in this,
that they assumed a disturbance and disorder of the personal and
individual or general relations of society, in consequence of which

they could neither admit the right in another to hear from me the
nor could they discern in my conceal
;

actual state of the matter

ment

or distortion of the real facts of the case a violation of the

duty of love towards this other. And in support of this, they
casuistically brought forward as proof a series of partly imaginary,
partly actual instances, taken in part from the history of the Old,
or even

from that of the

New

Testament.

On

this

domain of

But antecedently there
casuistry I should not now wish to enter.
remains the almost invincible suspicion, whether then, when the
question really turns in such instances upon a lie, i.e. on an asser
tion

which perverts the actual

state of the fact into the opposite,

does not appertain to those evil things which one
venture to do that good may come of it ? [Rom. iii. 8.]
this

may

not

I admit

a distinction, whether I do this sort of thing from a
desire and love of lying, or under the supposition of being able

that there

is
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only in such a way to ward off evil from others, as perhaps, e.g.,
in the flight of the persecuted from their persecutors, murderers,
hostile warriors, and the like, who desire to be informed by me as

what I know, and of the refuge of the fugitives, or the direction
I should not be justified in such cases
of their flight, and so forth.
in putting such lies on the same footing, with respect to the great
ness of their guilt, with those which proceed from a pleasure in and
to

but could I assert that they are absolutely not sinful,
love of lying
and that no kind of guilt lies upon them f Let us only examine
;

in

how many

cases,

with the endeavour to avert

the wish does not also coincide to secure one

means of a

lie.

The above argumentation

from others,
from harm by

evil

s self

in favour of that

which

so far something right, as there
lie, has only
exists no universal obligation under all circumstances and to every
one to declare the truth, i.e. the actual state of the case which I
is

called a necessary

in reality

whom

happen

to

know.

I

am

not bound to do so to those of

know

that their possession of the knowledge of the true
state of the matter would only serve for persecution and the attain
ment of ungodly ends, perilous to the safety of their own souls or
I

those of others, and such as I am in no wise in duty bound to further.
This truth cannot be subverted by the strange proposition, that it
is

a Christian duty under

all

circumstances and to every one to

declare the truth which I happen to know, or the actual state of
For there equally exists a
the case with which I am acquainted.
withhold
it.
But withholding it
in
to
certain
circumstances
duty

cannot be called lying. Lying it would be only if one desires, in
a case where he really knows, and not merely thinks he knows, to
But silence continues to be truth
assert that he does not know.
where one acknowledges that he does indeed know, but does not
declare

it,

because he

is

under no obligation

so to do.

Hundreds

may be conceived where one indeed, by such a declaration,
might bring down an evil threatening another on his own head.
But how many cases, where the denial that one knows that which

of cases

he refuses to declare consistently with his duty, admit of being
As
others?
proved to be justifiable or necessary for the safety of
a rule, one puts forward others because he desires to protect himself
by a lie, or calls that necessary and morally justifiable which only
the attainment of an end
springs from that prudence which, for
to
not
hesitate
in
does
employ unpraiseworthy
itself,
praiseworthy
means. To acknowledge this appears to me now, at all events,
more dutiful than to devise a state of necessity which might allure
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us to regard that which in itself is not right as absolutely without
But here we may repeat what we have before said, that
guilt.

such a denial of the truth does not stand, in the measure of its
culpability, on the same footing with that lie which springs from

an absolutely unchristian pleasure in and love for lying.)
Love, which unites as a bond of personal spiritual fellowship the
individual to a collective body, has, according to the constitution
of the individual as of the collective body, in its continuous and

permanent need of renewal, to hold itself prepared for this, that
maintains and preserves its peculiar essence only in constant
For just to this end the power
struggle against hostile powers.
dwells in it of endurance, faith, hope, and stedfast perseverance
TldvTd crreyet, irdvTa iTKneve^ irdvra e ATnfet, Travra L7ro/zez/et,

it

:

1

Cor.

It

xiii. 7.

is

not only the nature of the old man, which, as

in the individual, so in the collective body, makes itself continually
felt here below, but it is also the world s unconverted mind, in

which

in the world the purity of Christian love

must prove

itself.

And

thus the possibility of selfish personal emotion against the
person of another in enmity, anger, vindictiveness, is taken for
granted even in one regenerate, but equally only under the expec
tation of immediate repression, let the wrong of personal offence be

on the side of him who
the offender.
xviii.

21

ff.

angry because of injustice, or on that of
Comp. Eph. iv. 26, Matt. v. 23, with Matt. vi. 14 ff.,
There will, moreover, in society on earth never be
is

wanting those who persevere
it

said also in

is

Rom.

xii.

in their personal animosity.
(Hence
18, el Swarov, TO ef u/ctcoz , fjuera

TrdvTwv dvdpcoTTcov elpTjvevovres.)

But with

Christ

s

kingdom there

enters into society, instead of hate against hate, the endeavour to
s
enemy by kindness (Rom. xii. 20) ; and even where
the hostile feeling withdraws itself from such active proofs, there
remains for earthly society that great invisible power prayer, in

win over one

tercession, in short, the blessings which Christians supplicate
God for their enemies (Matt. v. 44 ff ; 1 Pet. iii. 8, 9).

from

.

This

and

remains under all circumstances, even where
a
of personal relation must proceed from the Christian;

last relation

the dissolving

and purity of his love must display themselves in that
word and behaviour he opposes himself to
in word and deedj not
mind
shows
ivhich
of
itself inimical

the holiness

chastisement in which by
that tone

Christian personally, but to the business of his Lord (compare
That the holy love of a Christian is at
the following paragraph).
to the

the same time, and must be, a chastising love, has already previously
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and in this very relation it is the salt
46)
which preserves earthly society from corruption. But even in the
case where chastisement must take place, since this hostility is not
of a personal nature, but has reference to the ordinance of God in
been recognised (see

;

the kingdom of nature as in that of grace, the spirit of Christian
rectitude practises long-suffering, just as the Christian himself has
experienced, and daily experiences, so much of the long-suffering of

God.

(Gal.

vi. 1,

eav

.4SeX&amp;lt;ol,

TrapaTTTco/mar^ v/Jbels
irvevaaTi, TTpaoTTjros

teal

ol TrvevuaTiKol

r

rrpo\ r]$6f) avOpcoTros ev TLVL
i

KarapTi^ere rov

TOLOVTOV

ev

atcoTrwv aeavrbv, /j,r) KOI
TreipacrOys.)
the bounds of social life just only in the
within
increases
Severity
same measure as in a similar case the individual himself would
&amp;lt;rv

to double the severity against himself, viz. where the
of an isolated fault, a single sin, but of perseverance
not
question
in sin.
(Comp. the increase in the degree of refractoriness and the
occurrence of punishment, as Christ indicates both in Matt, xviii.

have cause
is

15-17, where, in conclusion,

it

is

said,

eav Se

/cal

r?5?

e/c/eX^crta?

But it would
reXco^?.)
TTapaKova r))
be a gross error to suppose that the Christian could satisfy himself
with punishing the thing itself, and the tendency, but that under all
eorrco croi cocnTep o eOviicos teal 6

circumstances he could preserve his external personal relations to
such an one the same after as before. Kather does the blessing

which the Spirit of Christ brings

to society rest essentially in this,
that in the choice of personal fellowship the consciousness of that
true oneness which ought to unite the community is kept alive by

which the Christian,

that external separation in

so

far as

it

de

1

pends on his own choice and is consistent with his calling, avoids the
be objec
society of those whose sentiments he has perceived to
tionable.
It is only the want of a Christian tone of mind which

can explain as Christian love the seeking and fostering the fellow
manner
ship of one s own choice in a perfectly indiscriminate
throughout

all

1 Cor. xv. 33.

the world.

And

even

tfrOelpovaw r)Qj) ^prja-ra ofJLikiai tca/cal,
the individual supposes that he would

if

himself suffer no detriment, yet is it the Christian common feeling,
which on a brother s account cannot endure the thought of giving,

by such a choice of companionship

to the

ungodly tendency of

his

For in the
of others.
associates, a certain sanction in the eyes
heart s choice of personal intimacy we are wont justly to see an
hearts.
The preacher of
expression of the sentiments of our own
for
the
example, that no
evangelist John, wishes,
evangelical love,
one should receive as an inmate of his house a promulgator of anti-
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evangelical doctrine, and should treat him as a brother with the
Christian brotherly greeting (el rt? ep^erai, TT/JO? fyia?, /cal ravryv
rrjv SiSafflV

avrw

ov

(frepei,

avrov

Xa/jL/Bdvere

/JLTJ

et&amp;lt;?

olfciav,

Kal %aipeiv

\eywv avrq) ^aipeiv^ Kowtovel rot? epyoi?
avrov rot? TTo^jOot?, 2 John 10 ff. comp. v. Hofmann, Schriftb.
ii.
A sower of divisions, who does not desist from
2, p. 339).
asunder
the unity of the Christian church by his false
rending
after
doctrines, shall,
repeated and fruitless warning, be treated as
no longer belonging to the community (alperiicbv avdpcoTrov /jLera
fir)

Xeyere* 6

&amp;lt;yap

;

Sevrepav vovOeaiav Trapairov et Sco? on e^ecrrpaTrrai 6
Kal
Totouro?,
comp.
a/jbaprdvei,, wv avTOKardfCpLTos, Tit. iii. 10 ff.
as an example, 1 Tim. i. 20, 2 Tim. ii. 17).
He who dishonours

fjbiav

/cal

;

the

name

of Jesus Christ

and cannot be regarded
to be done away with.
/j,i&amp;lt;yvvo-0ai,

K.T.\.,

TU&amp;gt;

by

as a

persistent immoral conduct, ought not
member, and all fellowship with him is

1 Cor. v. 11 ff., eypatya v{uv, fir) crvvavaedv Tt? aSeX^o? ovo^a^ofjuevo^ y TTO^O?, r) TrXeoveKr^y
TOLOVTM fji rjSe avvecrO ie iv.
And the consciousness

which leads the Christian

to such strictness of separation, is

no

other than that of the holy love which, in such exclusion, neither
satisfies

pharisaical self-conceit nor exercises heartless severity, but
of the community

means alone recognises the preservation

in this

in holiness (OVK ol Sare, OTL /JLiKpa

^VJJLT]

o\ov TO fyvpafia

and the possible improvement of the offender

v. 6),

vTraKouei* rat \6yfp rjfjiwv Bia Trjs eVtcrToXTj?,

avvava/jiLyvvcrOe avrco,

fjirj

a\Xa
hand

vovOereire

&&amp;gt;?

wa

do\&amp;lt;f)6v,

evrpaTrfj

2 Thess.

Kal
iii.

TOVTOV
/JUTJ

^V/JLOL; 1

(el Se

ov%

o-rj/AeiovaOe

Kal

w? e%0pbv

14, 15).

Cor.

TLS

On

tfyeicrQe,

the other

most rigid personal separation does not prevent the
continuance of that fellowship in which the Christian by prayer
and intercession stands even to him to whom, on account of his
sin,

also, this

he must keep at arm s length. For never does even the most
judgment on our brother amount to condemnation (Matt.

severe
vii.

1

;

1 Cor. iv. 5).

And

it

is

only the openly manifest, ripe

fruit of decided apostasy from Christ, which forms the
line of available intercession.
this see
29, notes.

boundary

On

Out

of this spirit alone of holy earnestness and compassionate
and by nothing else, will be banished from the forms of social
from the words in common use, from common social customs,
life,
from common social intercourse, the evils from which society suffers
love,

in

its

spiritual interchange

not only the forms of open or hidden

the
frivolity, of open or concealed grossness of spirit, but above all,
forms of that specious intellectual affluence with which society
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gifts of the Spirit with

out holy earnestness, and renders the soul incapable of finding
pleasure in the two-edged power of divine truth.

48.

b.

The

The Preservation of

Soul in

its Earthly Vocation, in
on
Reflex Influence
Society.

Christian

s

the

regard for his earthly vocation exercises on the

prosperity and permanence of the earthly community,
this

its

advantageous influence, that all the forms, rights,

first

of

all,

and duties

the sphere of man s earthly community, the
especial exercise of the individual s activity in his calling has its
But especially
limits, should be recognised as a divine ordinance.

in which, within

does Christian self-denial display itself in the un en vying higher
and lower classification, with which one lovingly recognises and

promotes the aims of the divinely indicated position according to
lineage and rank, in their common effort, as well as views and

same light as serving God and serving one s neighbour
the ruling over his fellow-men, or rendering obedience to them.
Herein is the Christian sentiment the foundation of all civil order ;

treats in the

and
of

in the place of a false equality,

all

men

before one and the same

in reference to

Him,

in

the social

it

recognises only one equality

Redeemer and Judge
community

(1).

And

likewise the recog

between the earthly and heavenly vocation
a twofold manner. First in this, that we acknow

nition of the difference
realizes itself in

the means for its
ledge in general a purely earthly vocation, and
willed
as
nature
its
to
by God ; and con
maintenance, answering

law in which the natural
sequently hold sacred that right and
finds its
arrangement of the earthly vocation of human society

and that within the
and generally received sanction
and
promotion of that
community we strive after the maintenance
vocation in a common effort in the way of order and rectitude

external

;

but at the same time hold up before the
of our fellow-men, as it promotes the
legally established community
ends of the earthly calling, the cherishing of the communion of
consistent therewith

;

of a true sanctifying of that
grace with Christ as the sole means
solution of its problem (2).
earthly vocation, and of a complete
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Secondly, however, from this recognition of an earthly vocation for
society, in its distinction from the heavenly vocation, springs
this blessing for the ordinances of this society which have reference

human

to vocation, viz. that, just

by the pure observance of the

peculiar to both life-domains of

keeping alike to the

mutual relations

limits

human

society,

principles

by an equally

strict

on either side as to their alternate

in all that is called public right

and law of human

allowed to intrude which would be prejudicial
society, nothing
as obedience in the one sphere to that which is obedience in the
is

other

which would

;

distort the true

classification in reference to both

form of the higher and lower
and which, by a false

domains

;

fixing of boundaries and limits, or by a mingling (unsound in
principle) of the various laws

and

duties of life

which have

their

exercise in both domains,

might lead to a desire to give currency, as
a
claim
generally valid, to any requirement as a pretended
being
duty of the heavenly vocation against fidelity in the earthly voca
tion, or as a pretended duty of our earthly calling against fidelity
in the

heavenly vocation.

We

are here for the present still leaving out of considera
tion the social community as it is established by civil law, the
(1)

importance which
obligations which

it

it

has for the Christian in this arrangement, the
has imposed on him, in so far as here the

question does not turn upon the laying down of the ethical signi
ficance which national vocation and the positive institution of a

but only upon
and
effect
attach to the
precise importance
Christian s peculiar acknowledgment of the variety of special
as
callings, conditioned by birth, sex, natural and spiritual gifts,
well as by the process of historical development and leadings in
For not only from without, but from within,
life (comp.
43).

legally governed
our statement of

nation has for the

Christian

;

what

out of the spirit of true Christianity, even the appreciation of the
earthly vocation of man s natural social state shapes itself to the

This Christian recognition of the divinely ordered
Christian.
vocation stands opposed to that corruption which springs up in
social life from the pseudo-Christian as well as from the antichristian selfishness.

The

pseudo-Christian selfishness abuses the

the
unity of our fraternal relation in Christ, in order to set forth
differences as they are based by the providence and the gifts of
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development of the human race

as opposed to Christian
The antiequality.
christian selfishness knows no law other than that
given in the
life,

equal struggles and desires of

men

acknowledges no order
but
grace,
only the results of
the exertions of men s own strength, whose possible attainment is
open to all in the same manner. But, in fact, both these phases
all

arising from God and from God

;

it

s

of sentiment are only the outbreak of that selfishness where no one
is
willing any more to serve, but each desires to rule and to subdue.

And

this selfishness is supported by the assumed notion, that all
have an equal capacity and calling for everything. To this the
sentiment of Christian piety and its realization form the direct con

It knows, as included in the idea of dominion, the reciprocal
one of serving, distinct only in form, according to the higher and
lower ordering
O of rank and vocation. For the iplacing
O himself
in an inferior rank under the divinely willed honour of others, is
trast.

rank a matter of honour to the Christian

in every

Taireivofypocrvvr) aXkrfkovs yyov/jievoi, vTrepe^ovTa?

:

Phil.

kavT&v

;

ii.

3, TTJ

Rom.

xii.

aXX^Xof? TrpoTjyov/jLevoi. This unenvying recognition
of the honour and claims of the position of others is only the reflex
working of that knowledge, in which the individual acknowledges
the honours and claims belonging to his own vocation as a divine
10,

TY) Tifjifi

Hence, in the place of a yielding to the claims of
from considerations of prudence or slavish constraint, we
have the observance of the common order from conscientious
Aio avdy/crj vTroTacro-eo-Oai, ov [JLOVOV Bia r^v opytjv, d\\a
motives.
ordinance.
others

KOI &ia rrjv avvelSTjo-LVy Rom. xiii. 5 ; aTroSore ovv iraai ra?
TO) TOV (fropOV, TOP (&amp;gt;OpOV, /C.T.X., TU) T7)V Tl/jL7]V, TT)V Tl/Ji1]V, Xni.

6&amp;lt;pei\d&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

For

in the various claims of

honour due

7.

to rank, vocation, age,

not a personal demand, but a divine appointment, that is
in social
acknowledged. And in this alone lies the guarantee that

sex,

it is

life,

by virtue of the tendency

of the

common

due fulfilment.

to each vocation for its

For

spirit,

room

is

given

this reason also, in

of the divinely
Scripture the arbitrary prevention of the fulfilment
in the forbidding of marriage,
as, for example,
appointed vocation
the fulfilling of the vocation and proper honour of the sexes
appears

an apostasy from the faith on the part of Christians.
crovTal TH/69 TT}? TT /erred) 9, Trpoae^ovre^ Trvevfiaa-i

ATTOO-TYJ-

as

StBaa-fcdKiais Saipovitov

.

.

.

K&amp;lt;o\v6vTO)V

&amp;lt;yanelv,

ir\dvot,&amp;lt;s,

K.T.\

,

I

Tim.

teal

iv.

But, at the same time, this mutual recog
1, 3; comp. with ii. 15.
the
nition of the divine authorization of vocation
just because
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is conscious of
in
serving only God, not men
slavish
fear
a
base
of
from
man.
and
in
serving
ruling
O
O is
For by virtue of the conscious
free from selfish, wicked tyranny.
ness of their unity IN Jesus Christ (Traz^re? ... el? e&re evXp. Irjo-ov,
Gal. iii. 28), and of their equality BEFORE Him as their future

Christian herein
is

free

Judge (TrpocrcoTToA/^/a OVK

ecrri,

Trap* aura),

Eph.

vi. 9),

the effort

directed simply to fulfil in his vocation the will of God ;
out of the relations of service there vanishes eye-service,

of each

and

is

pleasing of men (oc^aX/^oSoiAe/a, dvOpwTrdpecrKov elmt), and out
of those of lordship and command selfish hardness and threatening
(aTreikrj) in the reasonableness of the Christian character (laor^).

Comp. the passages Eph.
of master and slaves, and

vi. 5, 9,

Col.

iii.

22-iv. 1, on the relation

its

general analogy.
further blessing which arises to the community from
our regarding and fulfilling our vocation in the spirit of a Christian
(2)

The

recognition of a divine right in that vocation, consists again in a
twofold opposition to a pseudo-Christian and an antichristian view and
treatment of that privilege of vocation. The first comes to regard

what

is

opposed

said in the gospel of a Christian spirit of patient love, as
to the maintenance of the honour and claims of our voca

and although they do not actually
of right and law
from
this way, yet they doubt of its Christian
themselves
emancipate
The antichristian view obstructs the welfare of social
character.

tion in the

way

;

and honours paid to vocation
or
by abolishing by a selfish use of
through practical disrespect,
order
in which right and law are intended to
that
law
and
right
minister to holy love, and earthly order is to be a discipline of

life,

by destroying the

either

privileges

training for the ends of the
Christian view is wont, where

kingdom

God.

of

The

pseudo-

adopted, to take its stand on
declarations as those in which Christ
it

is

a misunderstanding of such
contrasts the selfish, vindictive, and unloving employment of right
and law with the spirit of patient and anticipating love, as in the

passage Matt. v. 39 ff., where it is said that when a man is smitten
on the right cheek, he should turn the other also that in a lawsuit,
where one demands a coat, we should give him our cloak also ; that
;

when one

asks us to

miles with

him

accompany him on the road, we are to go two
and so forth
all this instead of

instead of one,

;

fundamental principle of the divine law of punish
appealing
u an
an eye,&quot; and the like. Here, therefore, instead
for
ment,
eye
with the connection of the whole dis
in
accordance
of recognising,
our
Lord
of
against the improper and selfish
course, a testimony
to the
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application and transfer of the righteousness of the law to the
relations of personal fellowship, a contrast between pharisaical and
God-pleasing sentiments in brief, between the selfish nature (con
sidering only its own rights) and love
they saw in it a contrast

between the law and the gospel, an entire abrogation of the first,
and its power on earth, by the entrance of the second. But then as
to the reason

why, notwithstanding, the father, the guardian, the
judge, and so forth, could not be expected, on receiving the first
blow on their cheek, to offer to the child, the ward, the appellant,
this remained under this view perfectly
their cheeks for the second
undetermined.

One

places himself as an evangelical Christian, ac

cording to the state of circumstances, under the dominion of a law
(as was alleged) unconditionally abolished, and acts contrary to the
alleged words of the gospel, but yet wishes still to have the repu
tation, in addition, of interpreting in an especially rigid and holy
Free from such a misconception
manner the words of the Lord
!

would destroy all discipline and
the Christian view
justice on earth
secures the prosperity of the collective body, by recognising as the

whose

stern, consistent carrying out

order, all

permanence of divine

fundamental object of the earthly vocation the maintenance of the
justice of God and of His administrative righteousness on earth
the guardianship and preservation of the rights of vocation by the
power of the law the warding off and punishing their violation in
;

;

and the not mixing up of the personal communion
a legal way
of grace, and its external attestation and manifestation, with that
;

divine and legal determinativeness in which the nature of man and
his earthly existence, in the individual as in the collective body, are
found, and for whose free and perfect fulfilment the spirit of evan

freedom and love
right and law under the
gelical

will only qualify us, instead of destroying
title of freedom and love.
Nay, even the

no violation
apostle suffered in his person and in his civil vocation
manner
in
a
it
of his rights, and protested against
(Acts xvi.
legal
37, xxii. 25, xxv. 10, 16).

In

like

manner

will

he have judges

for the maintenance of civil

appointed by the Christian community
And while the Christian thus accurately
right (1 Cor. vi. 1 ff.).
of life, in which God s
distinguishes the domains and relations
have
s
gracious compassion, each by itself,
righteousness and God
of
mode
his
their complete and definite manifestation,
thinking
of earthly society for the ends of its
alone secures the

permanence

existence on earth.
in

which the

But

social state

since he acknowledges the subordination
on earth promotes the kingdom of God,
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the earthly vocation promotes the heavenly one, the fulfilling of his
vocation promotes the exercise of divine righteousness, and not his
personal selfishness, he thus guards himself against the abuse of right

and law, the failing in the highest aim, and the falling away into
an evil state of mere legality. For only where Christian public
does one understand where the question turns upon
spirit prevails,
and
personal relations, and he has to forego his rights in love
where the question turns upon his vocation, and he has to exercise
holy love in maintenance of his rights, and in the form of legal
Herein alone appears the complete application of those
justice.
words of Christ in Matt. xxii. 21, a-TroSore ovv TO, Kaiaapos Kate-apt,
Then in both cases neither the object
Kal ra rov Geov
the
form
of
nor
but the
rendered,
rendering, is one and the same
it
enables
us
to
render
is one and
in
both
cases
that
spirit
rightly,
the spirit proceeding from God.
the same
For, above all, it be
comes possible for the Christian only to understand in a right and
complete manner from his insight into the specific difference of
his own heavenly vocation and his human and earthly one, and into
the inseparable mutual relation nevertheless subsisting between the
two that which is called man s earthly vocation with respect to
;

ra&amp;gt;

@eo&amp;gt;.

;

the race of man, to a popular community, to the politically ordered
commonwealth. It is for him a matter of absolute impossibility to
to Csesar with that which belongs to
cannot
be brought to regard the funda
(Matt.
mental conditions, the moving powers, and the forms of realization,
the ultimate aims of the kingdom of God, as identical with those

confound that which belongs

God

xxii. 21).

He

which determine the peculiar shape and task of the kingdoms of
this world.

The

knows that Christ

Christian

s

kingdom

is

not of

the kingdoms of the earth, however,
36)
this
world.
The sphere of dominion and
for
and
are of this world,
in
the
the means of that dominion
kingdom of God, are essentially
this

world (John

xviii.

:

from those in the kingdoms of this earth the sovereignty
and the exercise of power take place and are accomplished in the
one domain by other instruments and for other aims than in the
That which
other (Matt. xx. 25; Mark x. 42; Luke xxii. 25).
builds up and preserves the kingdom of God consists of divinely
established and divinely furnished means and powers of the grace
different

God
human
of

in Christ

:

;

but the

creation (1 Pet.

ii.

political

ordinance

men

is

for the Christian a

for the ends of their

13), serving
earthly calling, and securing their fulfilment by right and law, by
This is the
the authority which right and law bestow upon them.
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yet again, with all this difference, an analogy and
that which is called man s creation, because it

form by man

attains its external

no

ITS

founded in

its

s own
energy, is for the Christian
ultimate ground on the will of God with

human race. The systematic organism which also
the base of political communities and their order, manifests
itself in the variety of the objects of
and their
earthly vocations
exercise is no thing of human devising, but the result of the will
respect to the
lies at

;

of the Creator, and the creative endowment of man s race for the
fulfilment of its collective vocation on earth.
This natural basis of

human

society on earth is nowhere the result of the coming
of
men ; but they find this as a- pre-existing act of their
together
divine Creator, in order from it to develop in human creation
all

ordinances whose object is the preservation of the divine purpose
For there exist no form and main
of creation by right and law.
tenance of earthly social life except in the form of right, which
regulates
social life,

by the obligation of law the external order and shape of
and the external or practical conduct of the individual

with respect to the collective order. And as in the kingdom of
grace it is not the isolated vocation of single members which in
itself bears the law of the whole body, but the whole body, and
its
spiritual life and its spiritual health appointed
form
the
by God,
supreme law of the conduct of its individual

the conditions of

members
privileges

;

so also in

the political order it is not the particular
will, not the individual task and the

and the particular

individual vocation, but the collective task and the collective voca
tion, public and general right and law, that form the supreme rule
of the conduct of

its

members.

such form of order merely by

man

Nowhere, however, does
s

pleasure

;

it

attain

but everywhere

it is

of God s providence in the
gift, and a working
becomes
of
it
alone
which
nations, by
possible for a people
history
to estimate rightly its vocation as a people, and to create by human
energy those ordinances which serve for securing its vocation.
Thus, since for the Christian all that is meant by order of political

a natural created

communities, establishing of the earthly calling in

man s

social state,

traced back by him in its ultimate origin likewise to God, to the
divine will, to divine bestowal, and to a divine government of the

is

world, he has also found the point of union in which both ordi
nances on the domain alike of creation and of new creation exist on
For he knows from this
earth for each other, and unite together.
and gives to this God
to
this
that
he
when
God,
source,
only
belongs
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what belongs to Him, viz. himself and his whole being and life,
can he be and render to Csesar, i.e. the worldly and natural order,
that which he ought to be and to give to it.
In this consists the
moral perfection of the individual, in his obedience to the rights and
laws of the commonwealth. And if the fundamental law of those
ordinances which serve the ends of man s natural social state rests
upon the immutably ordered, creative, and yet creaturely endow
ments of the human race, and is established by men in forms of
human right and law as a recognition of this will for the object of
maintenance, then the Christian neither rejects this as something
purely human, nor does he make of this community with its rights
and laws in itself an authority to legislate in the kingdom of Christ

its

and of His grace

;

but he knows, indeed, that the

fulfilment even in the

domain of

this

creaturely

of true

spirit

human

society

comes only from the Spirit of grace, whom he has obtained as a
citizen of the kingdom of Christ, and according to the vital law of
kingdom. To reverence as holy the earthly vocation of the
race of man, and of the special social community, is not less an
affair of the Christian, than to seek the right strength for such
reverence in the communion of Christ s kingdom, in which he has
this

his proper and permanent
realization of life (com p.

(3)

The

home, and the source of

all

genuine godly

54).

blessing of this Christian public spirit fixes itself in

community by penetrating the natural and historical
forms of society in the family, the nation, and the state and here
reacting against everything which might be in a position to disturb
the earthly

the solution of the problem of our earthly vocation, and the pure
This common
relation of our earthly calling to the heavenly one.
spirit will regulate

by common

habit,

common

custom, and

common

of rest and labour, and will lead back
right, the natural relation
the requirements of those who command, as well as the services

who

obey, in their labours and in their rest, to the true
standard, excluding alike that excessive rest which is contrary to
the duties of the vocation, and that excessive labour which puts it
of those

The permanent type in this matter is that of the six
and the one of rest in the week (comp. 43, note (3)).
days
working
The same common spirit will, in common habit, common custom,
and common right, guard the relation of the earthly vocation to the
to

shame.

heavenly from a false position with respect to each other, by keeping

pure the reciprocal principles and the appropriate standard for their
It will permit no common custom and no common
realization.
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and fix itself where we might desire to make the
right to intrude
obedience to the master of our earthly vocation a principle of con
duct in our heavenly vocation, and might perhaps desire to make

God in our heavenly calling, the
substance and attestation of our faith, dependent on the command
of an earthly master and the order of things in our earthly vocation.
the nature of our conduct towards

same spirit, no common custom and no common
be able to gain a standing which should fix for the indi
vidual a degree of activity in the one vocation, which either entirely
or in its true measure and proportion should do away with our

By

virtue of the

right will

energy in the other, as perchance a form of earthly obligation to
our calling which should exclude the pious manifestation of care
for the soul in our observance of the social worship of God either
altogether or out of its true proportion, or a form and custom of
devotional practice and churchly piety which should stand out of
just proportion to the measure of exertion in our earthly vocation.
And in place of all false forms of society in which the relations of

both vocations

a spurious confusion or independence, out
of Christianity there will spring forth those
clearly display the mutual adaptation of the

fall into

common spirit
common forms which

of the

earthly and heavenly vocation, and render attainable a just realiza
tion of both callings as well for the individual as for society. (Com

pare further,

49.

c.

51

ff.)

The Preservation of
its

the

Body for

the Service of the Soul, in

Reflex Influence on the Community.

The view

the Christian takes of the body and the bodily life is
alike in the care which is the result thereof, in the discipline and
in its perception of the obli
it, and finally
a
of
the
life under certain circumstances
gation
sacrificing
bodily

restraint belonging to

blessing for earthly society.

In one relation

this

becomes manifest

the setting up and maintenance of praiseworthy customs in
a second relation, in the recognition of a legal claim which the

in

;

human society (as the supporter and administrator of
divine right and divine righteousness) has upon the bodily and

earthly and

it
earthly existence of the individual, no matter whether
the surrender of the same as a self-offered sacrifice for the

good, or whether

it

demands

common

imposes that surrender in punishment affecting
2

C
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an atonement for very heinous transgression

committed against those blessings entrusted by

God

to the legal

From

the care for the body,
protection of the earthly community.
and from the restraining of the lusts thereof, there spring those

forms of society and of social life, which, as common customs,
partly exclude the occasions for excessive excitement of a mixed

mental and bodily nature, and for a mixed mental and bodily
stupefaction in feasting and banqueting which partly also banish
;

not only the acts of mutual sexual pollution, but also the temptation
thereto in the common observance of external decency, and in the
etiquette of society

;

and, finally, which partly also, in a positive

shape, in social institutions for instruction
attention to bodily training,

of the

body that

also of the soul (1).

Christian knows already
in

which he

dom,

to give

is

and thus tend

and education, devote

to

But

promote in the health
as a second thing, the

from the cheerful readiness for

prepared, for his confession of Christ
life

up

and limb

(

sacrifice

and His king

39, note (3), towards the end), as

own

well as in the subordination of his

individual existence to the

aims of the earthly problem of human society, and to
those privileges of law and authority entrusted (in accordance with
collective

the divine will) to this society for the securing of its common task
that he cannot make the preservation of his own individual bodily
life hold
good against higher and legally grounded claims to it on
the part of the

community

(as, e.g.,

his right to this bodily life,

when

in the case of war), nor regard

forfeited

by

offences, as a pos

which the divine right of punishment in force in the
earthly society, and to be carried out by human agents called
In both cases the
thereto, might not be entitled to deprive him.
session, of

Christian subordinates the bodily
for whose maintenance
rization

:

in the

public society

human

life to

those higher ethical aims

society on earth has a divine autho

one case for the security of the earthly rights of

when threatened by

illegal violence

;

in the other

case for satisfaction to that penal justice of. which the ordained
authorities of the same society are the executors (2).
But as the

Christian acknowledges no right in the individual as such to do
violence to his own life by his own act ( 44, note (4)), but only
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save that of

deny the right to the indi

vidual as such, of his own arbitrary will to abandon his own life to
the hazard of death through others, or to threaten that of others

with destruction, except that he has, in the absence of the ordained
authorities of the

general vocation, or in case of the absolute
of
the
interference of these authorities, to
impossibility
represent
in his own person the right and
power of earthly society against
assaults

unjustifiable

of violence

justifiable acts

For

defence (3).

on person and

by a

in these

life,

and

justifiable

to resist such

un

exertion of force in

the previously mentioned
cases, it is proved to be for the guard and protection of that legally
established order of things which must be maintained in
also, as in

society,

we should

recognise the fact that the higher ethical ends of
the earthly community, the preservation of the bodily life of the
individual both in respect to his own person and to that of others,
that

is

to

be subordinated to the higher ethical ends of the earthly com

and in general, that preservation of the life of the body is
;
end nor highest good of earthly existence, in the
the
ultimate
not
securing of which the vocation and duty of the individual to that
munity

earthly society, or the vocation and duty of society to the individual,

should be wholly comprised.
(1) In every human society there exist social forms for the
care of the body and the augmentation of bodily well-being, in
which not only the spirit of the community is reflected, but whose

upon the form
enjoyment forms one

existence also reacts in turn

which

is

called social

of this spirit.
side of these.

That

Now

the Christian sentiment recognises, above all, neither in the fact
that they are connected with bodily well-being, a something in
that they are intended to contribute to
anything in itself good. At least neither
here nor in other relations does the Christian spirit, which sets its
seal on the form of true Christian social life, start from the bad
itself

bad

;

nor in

the care of the

this,

spirit,

its estimation of the value of
opposition between soul and body in
the forms of Christian society, i.e. from that depreciation of what
in opposition to a recognition of the importance
relates to the

body,

which the body has of

itself

as being that organization

which
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supports the spiritual life of the soul, and here below conditions its
actual state (5, note (5)), and of what it signifies to the Christian
as being the receptacle of the soul, which has become a partaker of
For although the
fellowship of the Holy Ghost ( 44, note (1)).
Christian calls that which ministers to the body, and whose aim
bodily pleasure, in so far the inferior, as the Christian, for the

is

ethical quality of his will,

has the power of his self-determination

not in the body or bodily well-being, but in his spirit, which the
Spirit of God has laid hold upon ; and although, consequently, that

which serves for the care of the soul must, in his view, stand in a
higher position than that which tends only to the care of the welfare
of the body,

yet in the care of the soul the important point is not
has the soul for its object, but of wliat character the care for
And again, the value of our care for the soul is not
really is.

that
it

it

measured by the degree in which it abandons all consideration of
the body, but by this, whether this care is so constituted that it
does not oppose itself to the divinely appointed care of the body.

When, therefore, we are engaged in determining the value of
common customs of mutual intercourse, in which we may conceive
them

as distinct in their form, according to their relation to bodily
or spiritual well-being, it is not in the formal relation by which they
are distinguished
that their higher
or lower value or worthlessness
o
o

but in the quality of that which

is called care of
bodily or
welfare.
For
the
care
in
the
maintenance
consists
spiritual
right
of those material relations on which the normal relation of body

lies,

each other depends, and on whose basis not the soul or
the body, i.e. an abstraction in this shape impossible to be thought
is subordinated,
of, but the entire mixed spiritual and bodily life,

and soul

to

and ought to be subordinated, to the ends of the general-human as
If we apply this to the
of Christian culture and improvement.
common customs and forms of social intercourse, it does not natu

from this, that in every single instance the form of
intercourse can only then be justified when it equally directs its
attention to bodily and spiritual welfare, as if perchance in any
rally follow

sense the meeting together for purely spiritual intercourse were
But this follows there
inadmissible without bodily enjoyment.
no kind of social
with
that
sentiment
from:
Christian
puts up

customs and forms of intercourse wherein bodily welfare should be
so cared for, that it should become inimical to the preservation of
the body in holiness, the care of the
soul.

If, therefore,

spirit,

forms of sociality

exist

and the concern for the
whose shape has a pre-
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pon derating relation to the bodily phase of existence, this is equally
as inoffensive to the Christian sentiment as its
eating and drinking,
and so forth, are inoffensive and this alone need be a matter of
offence to it, if this form of sociality were that which
predominated
;

over social intercourse generally.
laden with tribulation and sorrow,

&quot;

The

may

saints,

especially

when

well revive and delight

themselves in bodily fashion, inasmuch as Scripture says
(Prov.
xxxi. 6),
Give wine unto those that be of heavy hearts ; also,

glad the heart of man (Ps. civ. 15). For to this
end ought good cheer to be especially directed to make the heart
For God is an
joyful, and to revive the spirits again after trouble.
t

Wine maketh

to

enemy
praise

sorrow

God

;

neither can the heart oppressed therewith either
Him. For this reason let this text be well

or thank

considered (Gen. xxi. 8) against gloomy and austere hypocrites&quot;
(Luther on Gen. xxi. 8). But, in general, it is not the measuring

out the more and the less of those relations in which the form of
the spiritual or the bodily side of our
the specific relation of the bodily life and well-

sociality inclines either to

existence, but

it

is

the service of the soul in its earthly and heavenly
from which the Christian spirit penetrates the forms of
social life, and gives them their true scope and measure.
It will no
less react against that spiritualistic mode of
appreciation in which
mutual intercourse is allowed to be legitimate only in so far as it
serves, as they are wont to say, for the satisfaction of spiritual
wants, than it will oppose itself to those socialities established under
the pretext of taking care of the body for purely sensual and cor

being of the body to
calling,

poreal gratification, in which not the body, but the sinful flesh, is
fostered, and by common custom both the bodily and spiritual
existence are thrown into disorder.

And

here, moreover,

it

is

far

from being the forms of rude intemperance only in which sin
against the body is effectively accomplished, but not less those forms
which in a more refined and hidden manner attract the thoughts and
senses to the profanation of the body, and plunge men, with respect
to their earthly and
heavenly calling, into a mixed spiritual and
For according to
bodily sluggishness, indifference, and apathy.
the character of mind and susceptibility, more refined debauchery
corrupts the morals of society in the same manner, and often more,
than the indulgence of open and gross intemperance (KU^OI teal
And wanton attire
piOai,, Eom. xiii. 13 ; comp. Luke xxi. 34).
(Prov.

vii.

/cal
10, in contrast with Karao-To\rj /eooyuo?, pera alSovs
in short,
vi. 25)
1
ii.
Tim.
wanton
j
9),
gestures (Prov.
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that phase of conduct which the Germans (since they no
longer
by their right name) have named coquetry (Koketterie)}
and which constitutes the soul of so many social forms eats its way.

call things

in certain circumstances,
the heart, and allures the

more deeply and more unobservedly into
body to sinful concupiscence, than keeping

company with open and complete shamelessness

Rom.

(those Kolrau KOI

13), because companionship of this latter
nature repels the finer feelings; but the former nuisance more easily
ensnares, by the refinement of its mode, even those of refined feel
acreXryeiai,)

xiii.

ings. To such nuisances in society and general habits the Christian
sentiment puts a stop, as before said, not by sending us off to the
spirit and the care of the spirit, in the general sense of the word
(as if in the history of nations the periods of the greatest wealth in

human

intellectual culture did not oft

enough coincide with those
[same Christian] spirit, which

of the greatest profligacy) ; but this
of sanctification of the mind as well as of the body, will
is a
spirit
in
the
community the right forms to the evil forms of cor
oppose

poreal enjoyment, since

and

it

redounds to the honour of a community,

practices, to care in its pleasures and
the
strengthening and tempering of the body, for its
discipline, by
due excellence. In the last relation I here expressly include that

in its customs

which

is

social

incumbent on human society not only

in the

form of

social

enjoyment, but as established means of training and exercise for

The error so long indulged by
the care of bodily qualification.
of
the
that spiritualistic depreciation
body in the name of a one
sided and therefore erroneous culture of the rnind, ought not to be
pronounced good in the name of Christianity, nor ought we to
oppose its suppression from a perverted view of Christianity. We
can in reality only do so if we either place Christianity out of all
connection with man s qualifications for his earthly calling, or if we
are ignorant of the bodily conditions of a sound and fresh state of
the mind, or if we are averse to bodily exercise because perverted
forms thereof, or a perverted and exaggerated estimation of their
value, exist.
itself

on

But who has ever

rejected anything commendable in
abuse, or because it has been wrongly
one provide for the proper form of such exercitation,

account of

its

1
Let
and for a just and commensurate recognition of its utility this
becomes a Christian, instead of rejecting the matter on account of
In this
its
being vindicated and carried out in an improper way.
matter the apostle s words have permanent significance, that, com
all things,&quot; bodily
pared to godliness which is &quot;profitable unto

lauded
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spirit of

&quot;

besides, that coxcombical bodily
discipline and gymnastic system, carried out as it was for show,
was already a subject of ridicule for antiquity itself. See Epict.
Diss. iii. 12.)
But, as opposed to the prostitution of the body, &quot;it
profiteth

little.&quot;

(And

and the Christian spirit, inasmuch as it is one
profiteth much;&quot;
which justly appreciates the value of the body, must manifest itself
in the

community

likewise in reference to social habits of
proper

care of the body, and thus bring a blessing on the social body.
(2) It is, however, by no means merely the Christian conscious
ness of a divinely appointed care and maintenance of the bodily life
which conditions and effects the welfare of earthly society. This is
rather based just as much on the perception that the maintenance
of bodily life must give way to the higher aims of existence.
We
have already treated of the way in which this manifests itself in the

Christian

even

community

life itself

for

its

of the kingdom, in the willingness to surrender
confession thereof.
The Christian, however,

recognises the same necessity also in his relations to the earthlyhuman and civil community, as soon as he has justly estimated its

48, note (2)). And this perception con
recognise the totality of humanity organized in
communities
as
bearers and executors of a divine vocation, to
public
ends
the
whose
bodily and earthly existence of the individual is

essential character (see
sists

herein, that

subservient)

we

and whose nature

the upholding in

consists in this

integrity in the public administration of right

and

justice,

and

its

in a

equally binding on all its individual members, God s will as
Creator and Ruler with respect to these communities. Here the
question does not turn so much upon showing how this idea lies in

mode

the very essence of the state, as in indicating the point where the
Christian moral consciousness coincides with that whose impress in
the sphere of man s earthly society appears in the maintenance of
individual has not to oppose
right in a righteousness to which the
an unconditioned right to his own existence, but to consider this
even (as it is conditioned by his earthly and corporeal existence) as

subordinate to the higher ethical ends, whose representative
and justice.
earthly community in its administration of right

is

the

The

Christian moral consciousness, however, coincides with the conscious
ness of mankind, touching the importance which the maintaining of
order in human society possesses in that idea of divine justice. The
reflex of this in the relations of
justice.

It has for its

man s

social

community

fundamental presupposition Right,

is

i.e.

civil

not a
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norm and order of man s social life, but one ap
down in creation, and historically worked out.
pointed by God,
The object of right is this external order and form of the social
devised

humanly

laid

state,

and indeed

as

something always

to

be realized and observed.

The popular
for

its

consciousness respecting this right establishes itself
executive in law, as the expression of this knowledge of

right in a legally formed society carrying out this right,
nized and constituted for its executive accomplishment.

Justice,

nothing else than the inviolable maintenance of this

is

however,

and orga

social order, living as right in the popular consciousness, and formularized as law for its judicial execution.
Its inviolability can only
be established in reference to external actions, and, indeed, in an

external claim which, as a means for its satisfaction, has also only
external constraint.
For all legal obligation has reference merely
to external actions in their relation to the collective or general order
of things ; and the compulsory enforcement of conformity of the
actions of individuals to that general order of things, such as the

restraint or

punishment by outward force of actions which are con

trary to

is

it,

the accidental but inseparable character of

all

that

justice which conduces to the carrying out of right, and which
maintains and confirms that right, whether in the shape of a pro
tective or retributive power.
And even in the last relation, in the

manifestation of penal justice, the import of justice lies only in the
re-establishment of respect for a violated system of right ; and
punishment in itself, as an atonement for outraged law, has no
other aim than that of proving the inviolability of that law practi
cally to the general conscience (compare with what is here said,

und

Staatslehre^ vol. ii. 2d ed. book ii. p. 161 f.).
certainly, therefore, as the preservation of the life of the indi
vidual belongs to the objects of legal protection, so certainly can

J. Stahl, Rechts-

So

that individual existence, which

is

only a part of a whole united

together in a legal system, not claim such a right to its preserva
It
tion, if it has by crime forfeited the right to this protection.
does not belong to this place to determine the nature and range of

by which the bodily life of individual existence appears
Thus much only may be established, that it is not con

those crimes
forfeited.

trary to Christian knowledge to recognise such a forfeiture as
conceivable, and the decreeing of death-punishment as admissible.
For even Christian knowledge sees in the order of man s social life

on earth, and the authorities which carry
execution of purely

human

propositions

;

it

out, not only a

but

it

sum and

that
perceives in
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justice which maintains inviolate the rights of earthly social order,
a realization of the will of that God of
who is Lord

righteousness

and death.
human
and
another,
over

life

No

man, as man, has a right over the

life

of

society just as little, if in the maintaining of
its order against individuals it could
only plead for its execution the
But since this order in its ultimate
collective will of men.

ground

of divine arrangement, and the result of the divine will, it is not
repugnant to the protective power of this order of things to punish
the highest degrees of culpability against it with that penalty which,
is

in the

name

of the

God

of righteousness, carries out the divine

and death in capital punishment. Nowhere in the
power
New Testament do we find that abrogated which on this point was
recognised as right by the Old (compare v. Hofmann, Schriftbeiveis,
2d half, sec. ii. 2d ed. p. 436, with pp. 431-35). And I can under
stand in no other than the most literal sense what the apostle (Rom.
xiii. 4)
says, that the ruler bears not the sword in vain.
War also, when justifiable, bears the same character of com
of life

pulsion with full right; for its justification lies in the legitimate
duties of nations, which flow from the divinely ordained special

vocation of public communities for their mutual relations to one
another, and whose violation the organized public community has
a right to punish.
It is the consciousness of a divinely willed col
lective right

belonging to the vocation of a nation which constitutes

the order of the national members, and of the collective totality of
the human race, whose violation no single people can perpetrate
with impunity, although de facto the compulsory force of the right

no incontestable certainty. Since the Christian
his
recognises
earthly vocation as an individual member of a popu
lar community, he neither wishes nor can he withdraw himself
in this case has

from the obligation to punish the violation of national rights. Nay,
since he also here understands not only how to stand in the service
of an earthly master, but also to serve God as a warrior, to whom in
the execution of His justice on earth he owes person and life, there
the Christian soldier the
is manifested
precisely in the form of

perfect spirit of purified devotion to the carrying out of the right
and the righteousness of God upon earth. For to the Christian as

a soldier, the courage to lose even his life in the struggle springs
own choice, from self-confidence, or from that which

not from his

otherwise works

among men

from the conviction,

a disregard of their bodily

in the special duty entrusted to

life,

but

him by the

authorized powers of the public community on earth, and in obe-
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more

highly than the honour, advantages, and rights of that community,

whose peril and injury he, in the name of his God, and
command of those above him, has to draw the sword.
(3) Even from the divinely ordered relations of our own indi

in case of
at the

vidual

life to

our neighbour, and to the general rule that each ought
own, but that which is his neighbours, there arise

to seek not his

cases

where the Christian, not

as executor of a public

and legal

duty, but as one who performs a duty of love, has by the disregard
of his own life to realize in actual fact the blessing of Christian

This occurs in all instances where, in case of the life
public spirit.
of another being threatened, he exposes his own life to the peril of

him who was so endangered.
O
than
nothing
practically to display the conviction
does not possess the life of the body in order only to have

destruction, in order to save the life of

For

this is

that

man

else

its
strength and energy to serve
the
even
to
renunciation
of that life.
And herein
neighbour
in
a
weak, earthly imitation,
appears, although
complying with that
to
in
reference
which
it is said in
John, real ^efc
example,

it

for himself, but in order with

his

o&amp;lt;et-

ra? tyv%a$ Oelvai (1 John iii. 16).
That which, in opposition to this, is cited as a duty of self-pre
servation, i.e. the defence of our own bodily life against unlawful

\ofAev VTrep

TWV

a&e\&amp;lt;j)c*)V

on

as a justifiable self-help even to the slaying of
it, and,
has
had
another,
given to it the name of necessary self-defence,
as
self-help merely for the purpose of preserving one s
possesses,

assaults

own

life,

no

sufficient justification.

state of the case is different.

the

life

For

But

in fact here also the real

is

not the violent assault on

it

of the individual as such which here comes under con

is at the same time involved, of
of
the divinely ordained social order
things which condemns the
slaying of a human being as a crime against the public rights of
And that which is called self-preservation, or the
the community.

sideration, but the infraction,

which

preserving of one s own life, comes into consideration here not in
this sense, but so as if one asked whether in such an instance the
individual

was

in

duty bound to suffer the crime against the public

it.
The necessity
rights without using all possible means to prevent
in which the individual finds himself does not usurp the place of
the implied impossibility of claiming the
right, but only points out

authorities of society in the case
legal protection of the established
This involuntary defect here
of unlawful assault and violence.

the
brought into play does not exonerate the individual from

obli-
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gallon, as far as in him lies, to prevent the crime against public
law; but this defect only occasions the necessity that the individual
in his person should vindicate the public law
against violent assault

means that serve for the prevention of crime. For this
this duty belong to the individual not as an individual,
and
right
but as a member of a public organized society, whose order every
one has to maintain, against whose person an offence against public
law is going to be committed. This is not demanded by a duty
towards one s self, but by a duty to the public rights of the com
munity, whose vindication becomes the privilege of every individual
member thereof, when there exists an impossibility that the public
with

all

authorities established

There only

fere.

by

society for

will a limit to this

protection should inter
duty exist, where the indi

its

by violence on account of w hat he is or does in
that vocation, in which he has to bear testimony not to the rights
of earthly society, but to the truth and nature of the kingdom of
Christ, and to answer in his own person for the laws of that king
dom. For this is not a kingdom of earthly punitive justice, but
one where man conquers and rules by enduring, and fulfils in

vidual

is

r

assailed

In this sense I might now
patient endurance the law of Christ.
as a saying of Luther s
has
been
related
refer
to
that
which
again
Then H. asked him &quot;whether,
&quot;Needs must,&quot; said Dr. Luther.
:

he were attacked by robbers, he would choose to defend himself.&quot;
for then I should be judge
Yes, certainly,&quot; replied the Doctor ;
and ruler, and would wield the sword in comfort, because no one else

if

&quot;

&quot;

would be with me who could protect me ; and would take the holy
sacrament afterwards, and should have wrought a good work. But
s sake, then
if I should be attacked as a
preacher for the gospel
would I with folded hands raise my eyes to heaven, and say, My
Lord Christ, here am I. I have confessed and preached Thee, and
so forth

and

so

;

if it is

is

time, I

commend my

spirit

into

Thy

hands,

&quot;

to die

(Table Talk).
the duel to be placed on the same footing with that
called self-defence, nor is it to be judged by the view the

Neither

which

now

would I choose
is

For the unjusti
Christian takes of the value of his earthly life.
fiable surrender of one s own life, or the unjustifiable endangering of
that of another, is here something purely accidental ; and where in
to take place, the judgment
reality neither one nor the other ought

on the unjustifiable nature of duelling is nothing affected. This
taken of personal honour,
unjustifiable character lies in the view

and in the disregard of the means appointed by the

civil

community
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for obtaining satisfaction for our rights.

The

[PART
violation of

III.

that

mutual respect which the Christian recognises as a duty (rfj rijjifj
Rom. xii. 10 ry Tanreivofypoo-vvr) d\\rj\ovs
Trpoiyyovjjievot,,
;

Phil. ii. 3),
the violation, I say, of
vTrepe-ftovras eavTwv,
this duty is also, according to the civil social order, so far as it lies
in acts, an offence for whose punishment not the individual, but

the established authority of the community, is appointed, no matter
this community as the whole state, or
according
to its organization in ranks, corporations, and the like.
Suppose

whether we view

also that the community were deficient in appointed means for this
purpose, then is the imagined injury to personal honour to be
sacrificed to the good of that community.
It is not in this way

we

manner withdraw the right of punishing the
our honour from the community, and seek to right
ourselves by a means which is not even a proof of the violation of
our honour, but at best only a proof of personal courage that we
if

in a self-willed

injury done

to

render the community better. Rather by the proportion in which
we make over in full confidence to the community the guarantee

own honour, will this guarantee be afforded, and the social
order hereby bettered. And for the decision of this question at the
present time, we may not, in the place of established social order,
of our

substitute states of previous deficiency of law and protection, of
which it might perhaps be said with some show of reason, that then

the protection of honour and right was confided to the strong arm
of individual prowess, and that in the idea of honour connected with
the ability in the use of weapons, which absorbed all other honour,
may have been possible to see in the victory of the individual in

it

combat of arms at the same time a judgment of God. Abnormal
states give no standard for our decision of that which is right.
But a Christian can least of all regulate his conduct by that which
is deemed honour
amongst men, or perhaps nothing more than a
conventional notion of honour, untrue in itself, of man s devising,
but solely and alone by that which is honour with God, and with
all

men who know,

50. d.

fear,

and love Him.

The Preservation of Earthly Blessings for
Soul, in

From

its

the Service

of the

Reflex Influence on the Community.

that trait which

is

characteristic of the Christian preser

vation of the blessings of this world, viz. self-denial,

is

developed
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that public spirit which in custom, law, and mode of
action, offers
the best security for all social
for
civil
blessings,
well-being, civil
civil
and
domestic
In the recognition of the
honour,
happiness.

divine right of the inequality of possessions, the
public spirit of
hand
in
hand
with
the
of
the civil order
Christianity goes
spirit

of society, which opposes itself in right and law to
every arbitrary,
selfish invasion, every encroachment,
every attempt at a false
equalization,

which might threaten the rightful inequality of pos

But this public spirit of Christi
(1).
the
to
contributes
use
of our possessions, in distinction
anity
proper
from self-seeking exclusiveness and selfish enjoyment, partly by the
session actually existing

forms and customs of society, and the exercise of charity, regulated
by vocation and rank partly by the proper observance of those
;

ordinances and laws by which, together with the security of spi
ritual and temporal possessions, a provision is at the same time

made

for spiritual

and bodily

destitution

;

partly also in the

main

tenance of the proper relation between the legal form of provision
for need,

room

is

and the exercise of that freely giving social love, by which
afforded to this love for practically realizing the Christian

spirit of

subordination of earthly blessings to the higher and the

highest by an equally self-denying and wisely-regulated dispensing
to the genuine wants of distress (2).
Finally, this spirit keeps up
in social life that highest nobleness of character, namely, with all
just appreciation

and

liberty of self-sacrifice,
interests of

all

lawful possession of earthly goods the

when our

our country or of

earthly or heavenly calling, the

God s kingdom, admonishes

us in

times of oppression, for the sake of the possession and preservation
of the higher blessings, in cheerful zeal to give

up what

is

of less

value (3).
that the object is not to con
(1) It may be here also premised,
ceive of or to set forth the public spirit of Christianity as the sole

factor in the right ordering of man s civil community, but to show
in what way the sphere of civil rights and civil order named in the
its recognition and its
paragraph finds through the Christian spirit

The first thing from which out
true ethical stamp and fulfilment.
to the earthly community
comes
of the Christian spirit a blessing
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III.

the recognition of the vai led distribution in
good as of divine right and divine appoint
this applies naturally to all that the Christian calls

well-being,

is

the possession of earthly

ment.

And

As the Christian does not perceive
45).
earthly good (comp.
nor suppose an equality in all individuals in their mental and
bodily endowments, just as little does he look for equality in their
course and condition of life, and in the honours and possessions of
the

And

God, according to the judgment of man, permits
to man s judgment, is unrighteous and ungodly
to prosper in reference to earthly good and its
possession, Christian
neither
commits
nor
suffers
of this possession,
violation
feeling
any
latter.

if

him who, according

except it should be the result of a notorious invasion of the rights
of others to be legally punished ; but it considers even the posses
the apparent good fortune and prosperity, in the light of
something in which the hidden judgments of God are being pre
sion,

In
pared, which in such cases man is not justified in anticipating.
Christian
contents
itself
with
whether
general,
knowledge
knowing
the want or the possession of earthly goods may be a blessing to
the individual it honours, in the one as in the other, the ways of
:

God s

training; and as much as the want appears to it to be a
demand of God for the exercise of the riches of Christian love

towards him

who

is

needy, so

little

does

it

regard as Christian love

besides impracticable
the wish by its own absolute
to
abolish
this
of
Ista temporalia
authority
inequality
possessions.
bona et mala utrisque (piis et impiis) voluit (Deus) esse communia,

that which

is

&quot;

ut nee bona cupidius appetantur, quas mali quoque habere cernuntur,
et boni plerumque afficiuntur.

nee mala turpiter evitentur, quibus

autem plurimum, qualis sit usus vel earum rerum quge
prospers, vel earum quas dicuntur adversse. Nam bonus temporalibus nee bonis extollitur nee mails frangitur
malus autem ideo
Interest

:

infelicitate punitur, quia felicitate corrumpitur&quot; (Aug.
8). Thus Christian love honours this inequality of riches

hujuscemodi
Civ.

D.

i.

it does not arise from
injustice, which it has to punish as
a duty of its calling as a divine right of divine dispensation. And
it concedes this honour to
every kind of good honour with men,
domestic happiness, material prosperity, and the like ; and it battles

so far as

against every unjustifiable encroachment

by slander, misleading,
overreaching, deceit, thieving, and robbery, as against an offence
against God in the person and the property of one s neighbour.
All such encroachments, and all these spoliations of a mental and
material kind, are to the Christian the result of a heathen state of
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mind which has no part in the kingdom of God
1 Cor. vi. 10). This same
spirit of Christian insight
into the significance and the rights of property also recognises no
false description of love or of godliness, which, at the expense of
mind

(Eph.

a state of

iv.

28

;

a justly possessed wealth entrusted to

its

management, wishes

to

display itself as generous in giving ; as, for example, an excess of
pious, compassionate outlay on the part of the father of a family to

the prejudice of the lawful property of those connected with him
(o(e/Aet Orjffavpl^eiv . . ol 70^9 TO? re/ow?, 2 Cor. xii. 14 ; el rt?
.

TOOV

i$ta&amp;gt;V

Kal jjid\iaTa ra)v

airlo-Tov ^elpcov^ 1
at the expense of his ward,
real

e&amp;lt;7Tiv

ol/celcov

ov Trpovoei, rr)v

TT KJTIV

rjpvTjrai,

Tim. v. 8), on the part of the guardian
and more of the same kind. No pre

tended right, and no pretended duty of sacrificing love, have any
weight with the Christian public spirit, if in its exercise were
involved the violation of a right and duty with respect to that
divinely entrusted good, in whose administration Christian fidelity

had

to

be practically realized.

distribution of riches,

In

Christian

this sacred respect to the varied
public spirit stands opposed to

destructive tendencies, of which the one denies in general the
divine appointment and authority for that difference in possessions
but the other views the Christian virtue of self-denial in the use of
;

earthly goods in a manner which contradicts the divine intention
The two tendencies
in the dispensation of differences in wealth.
an
to
establish
concur in the error of desiring
equality or com
as it sees in the
inasmuch
of
first
does
The
so,
munity
property.
its
of
difference
distribution, the
possession of property, and in the
result only of a perverted organization, or properly mechanism of
human society, and falsely assigns to every man a right to an equal

enjoyment of earthly goods, because it knows only this enjoyment
as happiness, and understands nothing of a divine blessing, or of
a divine means of discipline in the school of denial. The other
love the
opinion, instead of seeing in devoted and self-sacrificing
consecration and hallowing of wealth, looks upon giving and having
two mutually antagonistic opposites
sees, instead of divine
of
and
in
the
divine
property, in the main
possession
purpose
right
as

tenance of

;

its

a deed of selfishness, of
inequality of distribution,

which perfect Christian virtue can only free itself by renunciation
and thus leads (since, by the entire surrender of property to those
who have none, the relation would remain certainly only the same,
the selfish
except that those who before possessed nothing become
;

possessors) in another

manner equally

to the idea of setting

up a
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III.

hears this form of a community of

goods frequently lauded as a perfection of the apostolic community,
to whose type degenerate Christianity must be
brought back.
in proof of this, an appeal is made to the narrative in
as an apostolically founded
ff., and this
community of

When,
ii.

44

A its

goods
regarded as a primeval, universal Christian institution, a double
error is thereby committed.
For, in the first place, the relation of

is

the church in Jerusalem

is

not a community of goods in the proper

sense of the word, but a giving up of their wealth on the part
of those possessing it, for the purpose of dividing it according as

the distress of

individuals

laid

claim

to

support (vra^e? Be ol

TTiaTevaravTes eVl TO avro el%ov airavra Kotvd, teal
ra&amp;lt;?

virdp^eis eTriTrpacrKOv teal

avra

Siejuepifyv

ra

7racrtz&amp;gt;,

Kr^ara

/cal

/caOori,

av

rt? %pelav el^ev). Secondly, it was not a universal apostolical
church-institution, but a voluntary sacrifice of love, which the
peculiar state and the peculiar distress of the church at Jerusalem
rendered necessary, which is abundantly proved by the fact that

the Apostle Paul, in the various churches which he counselled, in
no place called into being an institution of this nature, but rather

everywhere collected and enjoined the collections of alms for the
poor church in Jerusalem (Rom. xv. 26 1 Cor. xvi. 1-3 2 Cor.
viii. 9).
And besides, in the narrative of Ananias and Sapphira,
;

;

the right to the possession of the proceeds of the
perfect right to
v.

(Acts

vTrfjpxev

4,
;)

its

free disposal,

is

ov%l jjievov, aol e/Jievev,
an assertion totally inconceivable

goods had been the order of the

sale,

arid the

expressly conceded to Ananias
KOL irpadev, ev rfj afj e^ovaia
if

a community of

Christian community. Where,
state
of
need occurs as existed at that
such
an
therefore,
especial
time in Jerusalem, there, even at the present day, the true senti

ment

first

of a Christian society may and will so manifest itself as
But the so-called apostolic institution of a

in Jerusalem.

it

did

com

munity of goods is founded on a palpable misunderstanding.
(2) While the self-denying public spirit of Christianity preserves
property from selfish attack, the same spirit excludes those evils
which arise in a community out of the selfishness of possession
selfish withholding (avarice of every kind), as well as out of
For
the selfish pleasure in spending (extravagance of every kind).
unselfish possession works, from its nature, a reciprocal distribution

out of

that
; but, at the same time, self-denial extirpates
seeks
in
and
in
where
one
even
bestowing
giving,
giving
corruption
The
after his own gratification, instead of the benefit of others.
in the

community
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self-denying ministration will, in its mutual sharing of earthly good
things, where Christian public spirit prevails, embrace all and every

For none can be thought

blessing.

cable

and

but in every one

;

it

will

of as absolutely

incommuni

be manifest, that in one
aspect indeed,

one part, it will be inalienable, and belonging to its
possessor
so
long as God preserves it to him, but that in another phase
only,
it is destined to be
and
imparted for the service of the
in

community,

does not exclusively minister to the
enjoyment and the
of
the
Thus
is
possessor.
gratification
only
accomplished in Chris
tian possession, and indeed in all relations of
earthly good
that

it

things,

that ei9

eov irXovrelv

contrast with

in

the Orjaavpi^eiv eavrw
xii.
which
alone
(Luke
21) by
every possession of the individual
becomes a common good and a common blessing ; and even the loss
of earthly prosperity, the evils and sufferings of the earthly com
munity, must, as an occasion for fellow-feeling and active

sympathy,

men

experience the blessing of the compassionate love
of their fellow-creatures {icKaieiv jjuera K\ai6i&amp;gt;ra)v, Rom. xii. 15

serve to let

;

arycLTrav

ev

KCLI a\/r]6eiaj

epya)

1

John

iii.

18

;

Luke vi. 36 comp. with
where
declares
Christ
that in the sufferings
ff.,t
O of
is He Himself who comes before us, in order that we

/ca6a)$ KOLI Q Trarrjp rjfjLwv oiicrip[Jiwv eVr/,

Matt. xxv. 34
the brethren

it

elvai

OLKrlp/jiova
;

should show in them our active affection for Him).
however, where even the bitterness of this earthly

Such
life

blessing,

becomes an

occasion of a joyful experience, there only falls to the lot of the
earthly community where that spirit is a prevailing spirit, in which
every possession is recognised and possessed as a gift of grace. For

there the possession and ministration of good is not considered the
having its abundance for one s self, but for mutual help with such
good things in the spirit of divine grace and love (Luke xii. 15, ovtc

cv

rw TrepKraeveiv nvi

avrov

;

17

for}

avrov

ecrTiv

etc

rwv v

1 Pet. iv. 10, e/racrro? tcaOoos e\afte ^dpio-fia, els

avrb Siatcovovvres,

e&amp;lt;

/ca\ol OLKOVO/JLOI, vrot/c/X?;?
And there every individual possession of itself conduces to the
common welfare, where, in accordance with the words of the Lord,
&&amp;gt;?

than in receiving (Acts xx.
is found in
giving*
the
the object of giving
and
is
serves
where
received
all
that
35),
the
for
and
for
communication
and
endowments
bodily
spiritual
greater blessedness

:

serving of one

s

neighbour (Koivwvelv rot?

ev rot? aap/afcol^

Rom,
of

i.

11)

;

7rvev/j,ariKols,

\eirovpyeiv

Rom.

xv. 27; fteraSibovai, %apt&amp;lt;rfjiara Trvev/nariKd,
the honour of one s own position in life as a means

honouring and making others happy (ry
2

D

rip.f)

d\\rj\ov&amp;lt;;

Trporjyov-
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10)

the prosperity of our

;
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own household

and

associates of that household (in the
analogous: 1 Pet. iv. 9, Heb. xiii. 2;

friends

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;i\o%evia

III.

for the

and

all

Tim. v. 10, iii.
the wealth earned by our own efforts, and the riches
2, Tit. i. 8)
which have fallen to us, for the appeasing of need, and the increase
that

is

comp.

1.

;

of the prosperity of others (KOTndra), epyaty/jLevos rat?
%rj

TOJ

fjieraBiBovai,

xpetav e^ovTi, Eph.

iv.

28

;

rofc

ftepcrlv,

iva

7r\ovcrioi&amp;lt;$

/e.r.X., 1 Tim. vi.
17-19; r?79 evTrouas KOI Kowatvias JJLTJ e7ri\av6dveo-6ai, Heb. ix. 13).
And such dispensing love will not merely confine itself to the
special and vocational intercourse of individuals with each other,
.

.

ev/JieraSorovs elvai, KOIVWVLKOVS,

.

7rapd&amp;gt;y&amp;lt;ye\\

as, for example, to the position of the shepherd to his flock, of the
master of the house to his dependants, and so forth, and conversely,

but will extend

community in which a
i.e.
by that lot in life
which he may view and acknowledge as God s will, and in which
the wants of his neighbour become known to him, which he is
enabled to satisfy by the divinely ordained means in his possession.
itself

man

finds himself a

And

so far as in

happen

over

all

member

of

that social
its

order,

such case the parting with his wealth does not

to militate against the rights of possession, the

duty of

its

possessor, and the immediate objects of the property entrusted to
him, its communication [to others] is the natural manifestation of
that spirit of love in which the Christian possesses all his earthly

good things. But just because the object of his giving is not that
his neighbour may have, but that the gift may render him a service,
the spirit of Christian love, which is at the same time a spirit of
wisdom and prudence, will under certain circumstances equally
realize itself in refusal and withholding, or in that manner which
appears harsh, while it is only an exercise of true, wise, and holy
love.

And

which

is

this also pertains to that self-denying Christian love
of other and higher aims than the mere self-

cognizant

satisfaction of giving and bestowing ; and just on the right distri
bution of refusal and granting rests that blessing which the spirit
of Christian love
a spirit equally of compassion as of correction

and training brings upon the earthly society.
The same spirit also determines the form and position of those
permanent ordinances and institutions in which the benevolent
impulse of Christian love practically realizes itself in the com
munity. Without such forms the existence of this spirit is incon
ceivable.

They

alone are the historical testimony that this spirit
its
energy within the social body,

has found a historical sphere for
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and continues

to possess one,

and that the community recognises

this spirit to

be genuine and authorized.

are the laws

and the

ance

is
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The

expression of this
whose continu

legally established institution,

intended to subserve the ends of generous Christian love.
spirit will realize itself in a threefold way

In them the Christian

for the blessing of society.
First, in the extent of the relations in
which, by means of law and institution, the form of social life
desires to

conduce

to the right
general use of earthly blessings.
necessity will remain

There no kind of possession and no kind of

disregarded rather will the general care have reference to all the
needs of the intellectual as well as of the material existence, and
;

display itself as a

common duty and common acknowledgment

in

law and

institution.
Secondly, this recognition will be guided by
the right higher ordering of superior blessings above the lower, and
the adaptation to the purposes and requirements of particular times

and circumstances.

The

Christian spirit will at

all

times battle

against our estimating as equal, spiritual, mental, and material
wants, and against ordinances which spring or have sprung from

favour charitable institutions at the expense
of those whose object is education, or forms and laws of intellectual
In
cultivation at the expense of a care for religion, or conversely.

such error.

It will not

any kind of preponderance or exclusiveness,
in which the practical recognition of the various necessities, and of
the common care for their satisfaction, becomes a violation of the
relation in which earthly blessings stand to the supreme good, or
short,

it

will not suffer

The

Christian spirit will react
of divinely
against every form which, disregarding the variety
on all
same
the
bestows
and
offers
appointed ranks and
earthly blessings to each other.

callings,

are artifi
which, in the satisfaction of necessities which
makes
and
rank
calling, falsely
cially raised above the standard of
alike, or

a display of a particular solicitude,

e.g.

in establishments for the

all
up to an equal degree of culture, in demanding
and granting such culture beyond the limits or contrary to the
aim of the future calling, in charitable institutions too luxurious in
endowment, and the like. Not less will this spirit of the ol/coSo/j,})

education of

which,
every abstract principle with
the
of
community, one
disregarding the existing circumstances
deems it possible once for all to give practical expression to the

rr)&amp;lt;;

xpeias oppose

common

care for the maintenance or distribution of earthly good

same form and in the same measure. Kather will
be the perception of the changeful nature of the relations and

things in the
it

itself to
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requirements by which Christian public spirit will know how to
shape ever new forms of its exercise. Finally, as the third bless
ing of this Christian public spirit, we must name the fact, that
it maintains a
right consciousness of the position which the legal
of
society has to assume with respect to individual efforts,
provision
as well as the individual with respect to the legally established

arrangement.

The more

clearly the insight of the Christian per

ceives that the blessing of charity essentially depends on its adapta
tion to the special needs of the particular time; that these individual
relations reveal themselves only to the affectionate individual

com

munity; and that it is not so much the external satisfaction of wants
as the maintenance of the spirit of love that is rich in blessings for
the

community

;

so

much

the

more

will the Christian

community

against giving to legal prescription a character or extent
voluntary private effort is crippled or abrogated, or against

itself

guard
by which

assigning the carrying out of legally ordered charity to the care
of instruments whose vocation and character render it difficult,

not impossible, for them to enter into the circumstances of the
individual
that duty which half assumes the nature of the care

if

of souls.

Defects of this kind, which always have

new

defects for

their result, are, e.g., excessive poor-rates, handing over the care of
the poor to police boards instead of the clergy, the members of the

Christian community, and the like.
But another danger also, which
even with right organization adheres to legally established forms,
is set aside
by Christian public spirit, the danger, namely, that
the individual should suppose that, by his taking part in what was
of dis
legally prescribed, he has accomplished all that the spirit
the
love
of
him.
where
For
right public spirit is
pensing
requires
the participation
there
recognised as the exercise of voluntary love,

what has been

neither as
legally prescribed can be characterized
The Chris
the scope nor the essence of a true common feeling.
tian spirit recognises in this participation rather one form only of
the practical realization of free love, which has no Christian value,

in

not of free love, and
it does not partake

exercise

is
only the effect of prescription,
insufficient
for the true common weal, if
totally
of the free exercise of individual love.

if its

Moreover, the denying, correcting, punishing love of righteous
in which
its forms of
legal ordering and arrangement,

ness has also

the care of Christian public spirit for the protection of property
and the defence against and punishment of ungodly encroachment

and robbery declares

itself.

The

Christianity of this public spirit
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will practically realize itself, therefore, not only in the

maintenance
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of
it

these forms of retributive justice, but especially in
places the forms of punishment which conduce to the
all

this,

that

preserva

tion of the earthly welfare of society (in those cases where by them
the condition and the development of the life of the individuals

punished are determined by external authority) in a right relation
to the ends of the educating grace of God, and that it suffers no

forms of punishment which

in their nature exclude the communica
and training for the higher and highest ends of
Hence within the Christian community the ardent desire for
life.
a union of instruction and intellectual cultivation with the punish

tion of blessings

ment

of prison discipline

things, which only

is

that blessing of a Christian view of

converted into a curse where one thinks that

the forms of retributive justice should be framed absolutely for the
the standard of righteous retri
object of improvement, and not by

whereas the true relation is this, that in the case where the
form of punishment, as in imprisonment, also at the same time

bution

;

determines the shape of the personal life-development, that common
love which, trains us for the community of the kingdom of Christ

must be brought

to

bear upon the offender even within the system

of retributive punishment.
of the social life on earth,
(3) That guarantee for the well-being
as it lies in the Christian impulse to sacrifice earthly blessings for
is not
ends, has its divine nobleness in this, that necessity

higher
the source of this disposition, but only the condition under which
the instinct of self-sacrifice practically displays itself in conformity
with God s will while one thing which remains immutable in all
;

circumstances, independent of all human power
source of that enthu
earthly motive, is the deep and hidden
siasm which manifests itself from time to time namely, love to the
to whom fidelity in vocation and the sacrifice
Lord of its

times and under

and

all

all

salvation,

is rendered, and compared with whose fellowship of
brotherhood lightly esteems all other kinds of
the
Christian
grace

to its duties

prosperity.
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The Fundamental Forms of Earthly, Divinely ordered Society,
and their relation to the Practical Realization of Christian

51.

Virtue.

It not only belongs to Christian piety to be energetic in that

which penetrate the different relations of
with
the
true spirit and the true character of their
earthly society
fulfilment, but it also recognises certain fundamental forms of that
multiplicity of virtues

society
his

which the Christian

life,

finds already existing

and determining

as of such a nature that in their very existence they are

the realization of divinely appointed bonds of community, and thus
in themselves have an ethical significance.
For marriage, and the
that
from
lie
at
the
base
of all human earthly
it,
family
springs
society, as a divinely ordered natural

foundation of moral personal

fellowship, whose bond of union is that mutually giving and re
a bond which
ceiving, guided and guiding, piety and affection,
bears, in the

names

of husband, wife, father, brother,

and

sister,

the natural prototypes of that highest fellowship which in Christ
is intended to bind men to God and to one another in sacred and
glorious perfection on a divine basis.

The

relations of life

and

ground of marriage and the family, further
and
develop
mutually limit one another so far as they in those
very limits and determination keep in view moral aims, which the

society which, on the

community has
limits

lead to

the state and

guard and to secure from a violation of these
that form of human society as it organizes itself in
to

system for the sovereignty of right, as the
external guardian of the moral ends of all the relations of life and
society.

As

its

the

political

human and

earthly

embodiment of that divine

righteousness which rules and watches over the moral purposes of
the order of creation, and in opposition to the individual caprice
of individual liking, as well as to the mere natural tendency which

has a consciousness of moral ends, the ordinance of the state
the

Christian a

human

earthly and human, but

is

to

institution, which conduces not only to

also to divinely appointed aims,

and which,

ultimate source and origin, bears the
stamp of a divine authorization. But inasmuch as the Christian

in

its

connection with

its

FUNDAMENTAL FORMS OF EARTHLY
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has, at the same time, a consciousness of discord, in which the
moral faculty and will of the individual and of the whole
body
stand as well to the moral aims of the natural
of

love-fellowship
individuals, as to that fellowship of rights (resting as it does on

determination, and historically worked out) of political
order, and the legally constituted state of nations ; and inasmuch

natural

as he recognises Christ alone as the Keconciler of this
discord, as
being Him in whom the foundation of the all-renewing fellowship

of grace

is

kingdom

of the

laid,

which upon earth has its existence in the social
members of Christ s body; therefore the Chris

tian perceives, as the perfection of all
earthly forms of fellowship,
a third the church in which the human society, which has been

apprehended by the grace of God in Christ, and which revolves
round the fundamental law of the kingdom of Christ, and strives
after Him, has its embodiment in this world.
Since the conscious
ness of the Christian recognises the reciprocal relation in which
these three fundamental forms of society mutually limit and inter

penetrate each other in their earthly existence, it is just as remote
from wishing to change, for the sake of this reciprocal relation, the
essential peculiarity of the

as

it is

also far,

one form of society to that of the other,
its aims after moral
perfection, by

on account of

which these several forms are supported, from seeing in their
empirical form the perfect copy of that truth which constitutes
its

original form,

and

lays

down

its

On

aims.

the contrary, these

forms of fellowship in marriage and family, the state, the church,
remain for the Christian earthly and human realizations of a natural,
individual,

and personal fellowship of love

;

of a fellowship of rights

to the existence of society, and ensures its perma
and a fellowship of grace which serves for the purification
and sanctification of both these social forms, none of which is in

which ministers
nence

;

a perfect realizing of the idea which lies at their basis, or of
each in itself and all
the real divine will which conditions them
itself

:

united

also, in their

most ideal form, are only preliminary stages

and conditions of a future perfection of the moral world in God s
kingdom of glory, and all destined, according to the fundamental
law of the kingdom of Christ, and in the

spirit

of the regenerate
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in purity
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knowledge, that also which in the

in a domestic, civil,

virtue, gains in the

and in a

religious

Christian community,

its relation to family, state, and church, a
specific character,
a
and realization in a specific form (1).

and

(1)

The

Christian has in Christ not only the Lord in the
Him by whom and for whom all things

of grace, but also

kingdom
were made

16), who upholds all through the word of His
and
who has directed His work of redemption
3),
power (Heb.
on earth to the end that this complete whole
whatever is in
heaven and on earth in Him should be delivered from its dis
memberment and division, and that the lost centre of unity should
be again recovered for the same in Christ (Eph. i. 10). Thus, at
the basis of all creatively established and historically maintained
creature order, lies a primitive original world-plan, which has its
root in Christ, whose real power mirrors itself in continual selftestimony in every form of human society, but which is only pro
Herein
perly recognised and followed by those who are in Christ.
on the
lies for the Christian the twofold necessity and justification
one hand, of looking upon nothing which is an ordinance of the

(Col.

i.

i.

:

creature as something standing out of connection with Christ
on the other hand, however, of regarding everything which in
the same sphere of arrangement is subject to human regulation
and realization, as needing to be referred to its divine centre of
union in Christ, and capable of such a reference, and appointed
with a view to the same. Thus the Christian excludes no form of
earthly and human order from a connection with the world-plan
but he includes them all also in their need of
of God in Christ
redintegration through Christ, since he distinguishes that which
is the work and realization of man on the ground of a divinely
appointed order, from that which lies at the root of all human form
and strivings after the maintenance of order, as the eternal and
;

;

And

much

the more, because the
realization of this idea has, in every form of earthly and human
its disturbance by human
society, its stages of development, and
sinfulness ; and all forms of community in this world, the church
not excepted, are only preparatory and transition forms, which are
divine idea of order.

this so
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to find their perfection and the accomplishment of their
purpose
alone in a new earth and under a new heaven in the
of

kingdom

But

for this very reason, that no form of human
society
lies out of this relation to the aim of that future
perfection of man,
it is not true that to the Christian it is merely the
community of
glory.

grace in Christ, and the earthly form of

its

and

social attestation

realization, that are essential, and everything else unimportant.
The other forms of society are to him not transitory in such a

way,

that they should have to resolve themselves here below into the
but he recognises in all
earthly form of the community of grace
;

these forms stages of preparation and transition, in none the eternal
and perfect form of the realization of the divine idea, none ap

pointed to experience this perfection before the future appearing
of Jesus, but for this very reason, all three being ordained, each in
its separate peculiarity, to minister to that plan of training designed

by God

s

redeeming wisdom.

Bat

if

all

these fundamental forms

minister to one and the same idea, so, in the measure that the per
ception of this penetrates the race, will the separate speciality of

the one form not become an isolation from the other
will

;

but there

ensue a mutual relation, in which every fundamental form of

man s

Christian

community

will partake of the other, without,

how

ever, this participation becoming an obliteration of the speciality of
The state of the family and of the church will partici
that other.

pate in the right ordering of the state, and will step into a relation
to the order of the social community which is not contrary to the

independence and self-maintenance of the spirit of the family or
In like manner, conversely, will the spirit of

that of the church.

family affection and the spirit of the community of grace pervade
the ordering of the public community, without that public order
love and that
ceasing to be distinct from the spirit of the family

This recognition of their mutual
of grace.
it is, which, without interference or
for
each
other
appointment
confusion, guides Christian virtue to its realization in the funda

of the

community

mental forms of

52.

A.

a.

human

society.

Marriage, and

its

Relation

to the

Realization of

Christian Virtue.

As concerning

marriage, Christian virtue

in the recognition of

its

is

realized primarily

ordained nature.
peculiar and divinely
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the highest and most perfect form of
a communion entered into for all
personal fellowship on earth,
the relations and circumstances of life, resting on the natural dif
the Christian, marriage

is

ference of sex, which in marriage, by the union of the sexes, has
found its divinely appointed end ; and in this union as a mutual
giving up and forgetting of one s own Ego in love and care for the
other, there is in itself a moral relation, just as much as it calls for
the purification from that self-seeking which clings to everything
is natural
In the knowledge of this, the Christian desires
(1).

that

marriage as the divinely appointed means for the gratification of
but its gratification in marriage alone, and
the sexual instinct
marriage only as the highest, most unselfish personal fellowship
;

and therefore the fellowship of the body on the
ground of mental and corporeal attraction, and the fellowship of
on the ground of that spiritual relationship which itself, in
spirit
of two individuals,

not merely love of man, but love of the image of
Thus, inasmuch as the natural love is supported
(2).
by divine love, the relation finds not only its right recognition,

its

essence,

God

in

is

man

recognised as divinely ordained, though also needing its
consecration through Christ (3) ; but it also gains from the spirit

since

it is

of this recognition
in

which man

its

due and actual fulfilment.

For

this love,

loves himself in Christ, secures not only the right

mutual subordination and superordination of the sexes in common
submission to the ordinances of God their Creator and Redeemer (4),
but also guards

it

also against the violation of

since

it

excludes

upon this relation, and
and
by infidelity
ungodly divorce (5)
of
which
is the
love,
poison of
passion

against frivolity in entering

all selfish

it

;

marriage, and inwardly teaches the Christian to desire and to have
a spouse merely like any other blessing, so that the love of this
blessing should not

weaken the love

or for the supreme good, or separate

for one s heavenly vocation,

him from

it

(6).

The

recognition of marriage as a divine ordinance embraces
for the Christian a series of conditions, in which for him marriage
(1)

The one side refers to the history
possesses a divine significance.
of the race, and the counsels and deeds of God therein, as when,
the separation and destination of the sexes are recognised as the
e.g.,
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divinely ordained condition of the creature, under which the rule of
the race over the earth and, after the fall, the birth of the Son of
man, the Lord and Kedeemer of the world, and in this birth the
restoration of the true rule over the earth of the human race, were

be brought about. The other side of those divinely significant
constituent elements refers to the relation of the destination of the
to

sexes,

and of

its

of individuals in
side

fulfilment in marriage, to the normal development
all times for the
kingdom of God ; and it is this

alone which

is to be taken into consideration for our in
In the relation of the sexes, therefore, the Christian

vestigation.

recognises a condition of nature which to him, simply according
to the express declaration of Christ, the Creator and Eedeemer of
human nature, must bear the character of a divine institution.

The

saying of Christ, in which the words of the Old Testament

are repeated,
c-L- i/efeu^ez/,

is

to

/e.T.A.,

him an

From the same
22).
that that which makes
which

express authority on this point (o o

Matt. xix. 6

comp. with Gen.

6&amp;gt;eo?

27, 28, ii. 18,
the
also
flows
testimony for this,
passage
a marriage to be a marriage, and without
;

i.

not what

it should be, and wherein lies its distinguish
from
ing peculiarity
every other form of communion, is the object
of sexual union (evovrai ol Svo els crdpKa fiuiv, Gen. ii. 24 Matt,
it

is

;

xix. 5

;

Eph.
Se KOI

aXX

v.
TI

31

;

rfj
TU&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;yvvrj

o avrip

&amp;lt;yvvaiKi

av opi

o/z-ot o)?

c)e

o

avr)p

TTJV

o^eiXr/z/

aTroStSoTW

TOV l&lov crco/mro? OVK egovKal 6 avrjp TOV l$lov CTCO/ULCLTOS OVK

rj

fyvvT)

aXX 77 71^77, 1 Cor. vii. 3, 4). But that which distin
dget,,
in marriage from the unmarital intercourse, is
communion
guishes
the consciousness that this sexual communion is only intended to be
the natural basis (corresponding to the natural sexual duty of man)
for a relation which is a personal and vital communion for the
for the purpose of mutual
whole duration of
and is entered
life,

upon

of life appointed
participation in all the relations of that problem
Hence
for man by God (Matt. v. 32, xix. 2 ; Rom. vii. 2, 3).
of the sexes makes up in truth
insight, that the union
the peculiar essence of marriage, but that the sexual communion
of a wedlock pleasing to God cannot be thought of without that
which is
reciprocal personal confidence and that spiritual esteem,
the necessary condition of a voluntary union of the lot of life for
its whole duration.
For the aim of marriage does not resolve itself

comes the

into its natural basis, but this is only the peculiar substratum of
wedlock for a relation of communion which comprises in itself all

those higher moral and personal postulates and requirements by
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which the God-pleasing solving of the problem of a community of
life and vocation, entered into for the whole duration of
life, is
conditioned.
Therein also is the moral significance of marriage
determined. It is in itself a moral relation, not on account of that
which perhaps may further be looked upon as the fruit and result
of marriage.
In particular, the propagation of children is not to
be named as the aim of marriage union, as if marriage and the
conjugal fellowship, apart from the attainment of this object, were
displeasing to God.
Nay, rather the Christian knows that the fruit
of the marriage union is not a
thing lying absolutely within his

own power, but

as the grant of the divine blessing (Gen. i. 28
Ps. cxxvii. 3), which God according to His grace attaches to the
fulfilment of marriage
the sexual union
without its being
O
O the case
;

where God does not give the blessing, or where the
is effectuated
apart from the certainty of being

that in cases

marriage fellowship

able to beget children, that marriage fellowship should be contrary
On the contrary, the word of the

to the character of
marriage.

apostle holds

good

(1 Cor. vii. 5),

the sexual intercourse simply of
of marriage

(//,?)

from which

itself is

it

fully follows that

the fulfilment of the end

aTroo-Tepeire tXX?;Xou9,

el JJLTJTL

av

e/c

avfj,(j)a)vov

44
TO avrb ^re, iva pr] ireipa^rj v/jias o aaTavas
SLO, T7]v aKpacriav vfjb&v).
If now this sexual intercourse of mar
riage is a divine ordinance, there must be in it simply as such a
good, a divine blessing. Now this lies, apart from the granted
blessing of children, and the other accidental gifts and virtues of
comp. the note (3),

7T/509 icaipov Iva cr^oXdo-Tjre ry Trpoaeu^rj

KOI 7Ta\iv

7rl

the husband, just in the sexual intercourse

itself,

as a contrast not

unnatural and ungodly self-gratification, but also to that
self-denial which is also opposed to God and to nature, as a divinely
only to

ordained service with body and

spirit

in the vocation of sex, as self-

forgetting and self-renouncing
one s self, as one s own body,

love,

wherein one loves another as

as

eavrov

v. 28,

other

crwfjia,

is

s

own Ego

eavrov, Eph.
33).
same time gratification of

o&amp;gt;9

at the

one

(ayaTrav

o&amp;gt;&amp;lt;?

TO

That

this love of the

self, is

just as natural

that every attainment of a God-appointed end of life is a
But that the sexual intercourse
pleasure and joy of the heart.
as

of marriage possesses quite a different character from the selfish,
ungodly sexual enjoyment outside of marriage, lies just in this,
that a man by virtue of sexual intercourse in wedlock places him
self in the service of self-denying fellowship of life

and that the

satisfaction

and vocation,

of the sexual instinct here

is

but the
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foundation of a relation in which a man, both in spirit and in
body, and for all circumstances of life, actually renounces all
selfish aims, and has entered into a
fellowship of life, since he

knows he is indissolubly bound
his body and spirit.
its

to another, to serve that other with

This blessing the divine ordinance of marriage hints at through
very form. So far as, on the way of natural inclination of heart

and its divinely ordained gratification, it is possible to experience
what is really a self-sacrificing communion of life, which comprises
so far as it is possible, on the soil of this
both body and soul
natural and earthly life, and in the form of such fellowship of life,
;

to understand

by one

riage

s

own

state the nature of divine love

;

so far,

mar
understanding brought nigh
For it is also only the earthly embodiment of a rela
which the thought and eternal divine truth are not opened

but no further,

to us in

this

is

itself.

tion, of

up by the relation itself. Marriage is the divinely appointed ordi
nance and form, within which the spirit of divine love can find on
earth, and agreeably to nature, its most unlimited exercise, and in
such operation can teach us to measure the fulness of divine love
but marriage itself brings not nor effects this spirit of pure, divine
;

the spirit
love.
It is merely the vessel which is prepared for it
and the power of divine love come not out of the earthly copy of
this divine communion of love.
Kather does the Christian recog
:

nise that the ordinance of itself does not at

pollution and desecration by

nature the heart of every
divine

institution

;

that

selfishness of

man

the

is

guard against the
that by
every kind
all

;

inclined to the abuse of the

fulness

of

protection against

such

abuse comes not to the heart out of the divine ordinance of
that this
wedlock, but from the grace of the new covenant and
but
is
for
not
him
through the
through marriage,
procured
grace
the faith of
and
the
s
the
Lord
repentance
word, baptism,
Supper,
the New Testament
on which account it is impossible for him to
;

;

divine ordinance (through a misunderstanding of Eph.
v. 32) a sacrament in the same sense that baptism and the Lord s
Supper are so called.
the natural
(2) On the ground of such knowledge, therefore,
The
is a desire for marriage.
of
victory
the
Christian
procedure
here in the subordination of the desire
over all selfishness
call this

appears

to the

guidance of God, which

endowment,

Where such

the

is

to

be discerned in the bodily

and providential dispensation of
position

life.

do not allow us to recognise
especial circumstances
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the suppression of such a wish as the will of God, there the desire
is natural and ordained of God ;
and, on the other hand, abstaining

from wedlock

is

circumstances

may

capricious and arbitrary.
in a measure be known

The nature

of these

by their analogy to
those conditions of things which the apostle had in view (1 Cor.
even there he only speaks of conditions which make
vii.), although
abstaining from marriage advisable, and not of such as allow us
to recognise abstinence as the absolute will of God with regard
to individuals.
calls the remaining single something good

He

(/cd\6vj vers. 1, 8, 26) ; nay, in a certain relation, the better (/cpelcraov iroielj ver. 28; comp. the fjiatcapicorepa eVrtV, ver. 40), although

not done in depreciation of marriage, which even there

is

called

ver. 38), but in respect to the care
and affliction peculiarly belonging to this time and this world, and
from a desire to be able to bestow undivided care upon that which is

something good (/eaXw?

the

Lord s (comp.
416

Trotet,

vers. 26, 28, 32;

and

v.

Hofmann,

ScJiriftbeweis,

And

since the apostle places &quot;the better&quot; under
2, p.
f.).
the point of view of what is expedient for them (TT/JO? TO vfjuwv
avTwv (TVfjL(j)opoVj ver. 35), and of forbearance toward them (7(0
ii.

8e

VJJLGOV

&amp;lt;peL&ofjLat,\

in

which he

desires to

spare

them extreme

afflictions (9\i^rLv rfj aap/ci, ver. 28), it is self-evident that, in

con

he cannot and does not call (vers. 28, 36) marrying
or being married a sin, just as certainly (and even at the present
time) as it remains true, that for undivided attention to that which
trast to this,

(

belongs to the Lord celibacy is more desirable than marriage, where
For in
other circumstances do not make marriage more advisable.
this,

according to the words of the apostle, regard must be had to
is bestowed
upon each individual as his peculiar gift of

that which

grace (e/cao-ro? ISiov e%et %dpicrfjia
Here from the context it

ver. 7).

e/c

is

Seov

o

fjuev

difficult to

oimo?, 6 Se oimt&amp;gt;9,
conceive any other

given to the one class to be able to renounce
marriage, in order thus, in a way undistracted by the earthly cares
of marriage, and undividedly, to serve the Lord, but to others even

meaning than that

it is

in marriage so to
undergo the earthly cares, that they should form
no hindrance in their devotion to their service in the kingdom of
Christ.
The apostle took this view not only indefinitely and in

general, but in reflection on his own person in comparison with
Peter and the other apostles (1 Cor. ix. 5), to whom their being
married formed no obstacle to their performance of the duties of
their vocation in the

kingdom

clear to the individual,

of Christ.

Whence

whether the strength

is

it

should become

given him to re-
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and where the opinion of possessing this gift has
;
the apostle states immediately afterwards. It is that
incapacity for abstinence which declares itself in a state of pas
sionate desire under the influence of the sexual instinct, in which
nounce marriage
its limits,

wedlock is much better than refraining from
Se OVK eyfcparevovrai, &amp;lt;yafjLr)o-dTa)(Tav
/cpelrrov yap earns
irvpovo-Oai) ver. 9 ; Sta ra? iropveia^ e/ca&amp;lt;jT09 TIJV eavrov

state the entering into

marriage

(el
TI

rya/jLTJcrai,

yvvaifca

Tim.

nai
e^era&amp;gt;,

v. 14).

e/cdcrTTj

rov iSiov avbpa e^era), ver. 2 ; comp. 1
deliberately ignore the whole context

Only we would

of the discussion given in the Epistle to the Corinthians, and other
statements of the apostle, if we wished to abuse the reference to

the possible case of a lapse into unchastity, as if it were the
of marriage that it should be merely
apostle s view of the import

a safeguard against fornication. The apostle says nothing more
than what is to be considered if one, without reference to his own
in opposition to his state, perversely renounces marriage
gift, nay,
or the use of

ment

it.

That marriage, considered

in

itself,

is

no impedi

proved by that
declaration of Christ, in which some, with the guilt of an equally
find that a higher
perverted ignoring of the context, have wished to
to cases of lapse into unchastity or adultery,

is

enlightenment, by virtue of the mere consideration of the heavenly
vocation of Christians, could move a Christian to remain unmarried.
that statement, There are some eunuchs who have made them
selves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven s sake
(Matt. xix. 12),
has exclusive reference to the remark of the disciples, that in such

For

&quot;

&quot;

a case

it

would be a grievous thing

to

become married

a

if

man

and it
might divorce his wife only in case of adultery (see ver. 9)
hard
be
it would
says neither more nor less than this, that certainly
itself
take
to
for selfish fleshly lust under such condition
upon
would under
marriage as a heavy yoke, but that such Christians
stand Christ s word, to whom by Christ s grace it should be given
even to make eunuchs of themselves for the kingdom of heaven s
;

sake,

i.e.

to root out the fleshly lust for the sake of

God s

will

(compare my treatise, die Ehescheidungsfrage, Stuttgard 1861, p.
53 ff.). Thus it remains clear from the statement, that it is only
the consideration of especial circumstances, which are independent
of human
which make the desire of marriage and entering
self-will,

un advisable, but by no means either one s
own caprice or the caprice of others, and that in the last case

upon

it

advisable or

the Kw\veiv ya^elv
(1

Tim.

iv.

3).

may

be designated as unchristian in

Finally,

we

its

nature

find just as little in the divine dis-
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by virtue of which marriage is dissolved by death, or a
separation is brought about by divorce (see afterwards), any im
pediment for him on whom such loss has fallen blamelessly, to the
pensation,

desire or entrance into

communion which by

its

a second marriage.
Marriage is not a
and exclusive character binds two

peculiar

individuals together for this life and the life to come.
On the
the
the
of
state
of
wedlock
is that of a relation
contrary,
peculiarity

limited to this world (comp. Rom. vii. ; 1 Cor. vii. 39 ; the passage
in Matt. xxii. 30, ev jap TTJ dvao-rdo-ei, ovre fya/juovaiv, ovre efcyafjiityvrai)

aXX to? ayje\oi TOV Seov ev ovpavp
recommend a second marriage to

elai).

Even

so does the

young widows, on
vii. 8, 9 ; 1 Tim. v. 14).
Cor.
When, therefore,
grounds given (1
the apostle in the same epistle names it as a reproach to widows, to
apostle

the

deacons, to bishops, if men should say of them that the woman was
not the wife of one man, the man not the husband of one wife
1 Tim. iii. 2, 13, v. 9;
dvbpbs
comp.
reproach in the first passage is placed on
the same line with gluttony and covetousness, and the like, and in
(fjuas yvvaiKos
with Tit. i. 6),

dvijp, evbs

&amp;lt;yvvtf,

this

if

the four passages forms a part of the contrast to the traits of a
good father of a family, of a good housewife, then the immediate
context should have guarded us from understanding by the ex
pression husband of one wife, and so forth, one that had only once
been married. Still more impossible would be the view, according

which those many times married would be like husbands of
would be living, therefore, in a kind of polygamy
several wives

to

when we compare
apostle in the
vii.),

[the passage] with the counsel given

by the

same

and with

epistle to a second marriage (comp. with 1 Cor.
his distinct declarations of the perfect lawfulness of

1
a second marriage after the loss of the first consort (Rom. vii.
The expression, consequently, can mean nothing else
Cor. vii.).
;

than fidelity

to tlie

marriage vow, in opposition to every violation of

in actual bigamy, or in adultery, or in arbitrary divorce
it, whether
and re-marriage; in all which cases a person is no longer ei/o?
a God-pleasing father
71^77, /ua? dvijp, and has lost the honour of
housewife
before God and
of
a God-pleasing
of a family, or of that

men.

How much

soever, therefore, especial circumstances

may

be

conceived in which one repetition of marriage or several has in it
something repugnant to the Christian or the general sentiment of

mankind,

so

little,

when

these circumstances disappear, or other

make such a step advisable, is
special circumstances justify and
second marriage against God s ordinance; but the contrary assertion
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instead of with

the truth of God.

The
spond

to

character of the desire for wedlock will and must corre
the essential nature of marriage.
That which under

when

entering into marriage does not appear
decides
for the entering upon it, namely,
unconditionally advisable,
this same thing lies, whether we
the sexual instinct (1 Cor. vii. 9),
special circumstances,

are conscious of it or no, at the root of the desire, by which a man is
induced to enter into marriage as a true marriage, and for the ends

of marriage.
Hereby it is not asserted that the divinely ordered
basis of marriage is to become predominant in the mutual attraction
of the sexes, and that the desire of marriage
shall only

marriage

be recognised as

and of entering

into

justifiable in the proportion in

which we are sensible of the sexual impulse, without before all things
asking for the influence of that moral and spiritual appreciation in
which the communion of our life with the other appears worthy to
be desired. On the contrary, the moral and spiritual esteem of the
is the fundamental condition for the right entering into a
which is to bind together man and wife for their earthly life
time and the true virginity of the entrance into marriage rests in
this very thing, that it is not the idea of the natural and sexual aspect
of marriage, but of the spiritual and moral value of those who love
each other, which satisfies the wakeful consciousness, and forms the
true germ of personal attraction.
But, on the other hand, there is
no greater self-deception than when one desires to make the purity
of the desire dependent on the absence of the sexual instinct, or on
the so-called purely spiritual affection in which one pretends to
For
desire the state of wedlock with a person of an opposite sex.

character

tie

;

where the attraction of two persons of different sex is purely intel
sexual nature, there
lectual, not of a mixed spiritual and corporeal,
their mutual relation revolves within the limits of that respect and
to a desire for the
esteem, from which of itself it never comes
Christian virtue preserves itself, there
of marriage.
entrance into wedlock, not by disregarding the sexual
itself only, and as an isolated
attraction, but by not allowing this for
so doing, but by subordinating
for
motive
to
be
the
cause,
deciding

communion
fore, in

its

to that higher moral and spiritual attraction in
the guarantee for a happy state of marriage.
it

conduct corresponds

also to the nature of the

which alone

And

this

communion

lies

right
of the

sexes in wedlock, in which communion of the sexes is only the
natural foundation of a moral personal communion of life and
2

E
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and thus becomes the

communion upon

earth.

As

this

definition of marriage excludes the impurity of desire, where the
sexual impulse seeks its gratification outside of marriage, so does it

also exclude

this,

that

we should

seek in marriage nothing but

sexual gratification ; that the personal relation before marriage and
after entering
o on marriage
o should resolve itself into the sexual and
corporeal aspect only

;

and

that,

by the exclusion

of all personal

mental and spiritual alternation of relation, or by ranking in a
higher order the transitory communion of sex, which constitutes
the foundation of marriage, above the spiritual communion, wherein
the imperishable charm and the crown of the marriage relation
consists, we should approximate or level the human tie of marriage
to the sexual fellowship of the brutes.
Nothing of this can occur
where the spirit is alive, which sees in the communion of the sexes

only the natural basis of the highest bodily and mental personal

communion
this

of life

also for

shape
This spirit of

a monogamy.

and vocation,

man

itself

as

it is

appointed for man, and in

alone.

impels us to the preservation of marriage as
the sexual instinct arrives at an exclusive

But where

and unjustifiable ascendency, and, in place of a personal com
munion of love, the possession of the spouse appears the possession
of a mere object and means of gratification, or where man seeks
the end of the marriage communion of the sexes not in that com
munion itself, but in its further consequence in the propagation
of children
there is polygamy, no matter in what form, a natural
predominance of this perverted sentiment. This last
was which caused, for example, the polygamies of the
a rela
patriarchs of the people of Israel (Abraham and Jacob),
tion which nowhere in the Old Testament is mentioned with

result of the

error

it

approval ; nay, rather, is actually set down as something abnormal,
since the theocratic blessing, according to God s will, passes on to
the sons of the

first

and lawful wife,

as to Isaac,

Judah, and not

to

the sons of the concubines or of the additional wife, as Ishmael,
Joseph, etc. And it has justly been found to be significant, that

began with one of the
it is a violation of that original
That
19).
shown by the words of Christ and His apostles in the

this violation of the original order of things

race of Cain (Gen.
order,

is

iv.

i.
appeal to the divine creation of one wife for the first man (Gen.
and ii.), an original order, by the way, which continually finds
renewed confirmation in the continued numerical relation of the
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apostles, the

ungodliness of adultery consists in this, that the adulterer, by virtue
of his sexual intercourse with another, is no longer the spouse of
one other, but of more.
Where more than two have become one
flesh,

there a violation of the original order of the

communion

of

the sexes has taken place (comp. Matt, xix., 1 Cor. vii., 1 Tim. iii.,
with Eph. v,). And this relation of monogamy is then the only
natural one, when communion of the sexes coincides with personal

and vocation. There occurs, but in a more
that
exclusiveness which, for example, is the
powerful manner,
characteristic trait of personal friendship, in which it is justly

communion

of life

called unnatural

when one shows the same spiritual and confidential
whereas we find it only natural when one
all

devotion towards

;

in such a way as none other, is the beloved
others,
In order perfectly to enter in the communion of the
of the heart.
sexes into the highest form of the communion of personal life, the

before

and

all

is
highest personal attraction and the greatest personal confidence
the natural and necessary preliminary condition ; and when this is
in this sexual, mixed
truly found, it can by its very nature thus

bodily

and

spiritual,

personal

manner

exist

only between two

into the place of the highest personal
persons, or else there steps
of that communion of the sexes,
distortion
an
as
devotion,
ungodly

the exclusive dominion of lust in transitory animal gratification.
Then, further, from marriage, as the sexual and personal com

munion of life, Christian knowledge attains to the just understand
attraction which
ing and right appreciation of that sort of mental
As on one
conditions the prosperity and happiness of marriage.
the merely spiritual attraction, without that of the sex and
the person, is looked upon by it as incongruous with the aims
and nature of wedlock, so also it could not permit, as a motive for
for life, an inclination which
entering into a personal communion
side

a mere appreciation of endowments of an intellectual nature, and
not of the personal character, or mere approval of the personality
in itself, but not of that personality in its position with reference

is

to the

kingdom

of

Christ.

For

that life-communion which

we

enter into in marriage, embraces all the life-relations of the person
in any personal partiality, is conscious
ality ; and if a Christian,
that he will be obliged to exclude from his estimate of the other
one phase of the personal life, perhaps entirely in its highest rela
union be contrary to the
tion, then would a desire of personal
nature and the purpose of marriage, and contrary to the individual
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position of the desirer to Christ. In a Christian communion of life,
the chief condition is certainly mutual confidence and mutual love,

that they should look one upon the other as being
fellow-heirs
And thus the consciousness of
of the grace of life&quot; (1 Pet. iii. 7).
a communion of mutual grace and faith must be present to the
&quot;

Christian, as the chief condition for a blessed entrance into wedlock.
Christian insight will, however, exercise itself in its requisitions in
to the right limits.
One will not devise these or those
external tokens for the hidden man of the heart, and estimate by

keeping

sucli exterior signs the worth of a future spouse ; but will hold fast
the fact that the incorporation into the kingdom of God is a work
the working of His word and sacra
of God s grace in the heart,
the
divine
with
ment, growing
training in the earthly course and

maturity of

life,

and

will therefore, especially

where one

at a

youthful age wishes to enter the married state, not lay down as a
condition of the Christian marriage-tie the fiction of a Christian
maturity, which at such an age rarely if ever exists, and is just
only attained in God s own way in the development of the earthly
life.
But, instead of wishing to recognise in outward behaviour
the presence of the grace of God, one will at once proceed in God s
to the bond of wedlock, where no actual evidence is given in

name

or deed, in sentiment or mode of behaviour, that the object
of our choice has consciously abandoned the grace of that kingdom
in whose community he has been planted by the sacrament of

word

baptism.
(3) This consciousness of the Christian, that he desires as a
Christian to enter on his marriage; that he needs for the prosperity
of the same the blessing of his Lord, and that purification of the

heart which
a

is

His work

;

that he desires

and may take

this step as

member of

blessing.
o/

the Christian community, before its eyes and with its
this it is which makes the entrance into wedlock without

the blessing of the church unnatural and impossible for the Chris
tian, quite irrespective of the fact whether the Christian state makes
the civil recognition of such marriage dependent on such blessing
or not.
For certainly it is not the blessing of the church of Jesus
Christ which makes a marriage a true and genuine one, but rather
the blessing of the church is the attestation of a true and virtual
marriage-tie, which the Christian, as a member of a Christian com

munity, must desire as necessary for the ratification of marriage, if
he will be married in the Lord (yafjielv ev Kvpicp, 1 Cor. vii. 39),
&quot;

&quot;

and

in taking this step wishes to present himself before Christ

and
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His church, and has no reason in such a step to hide himself from
the eyes of Christ and of His church.
But just because it is

only
the consciousness of a Christian marriage, and one well-pleasing to
Christ, which impels the Christian to desire the church s blessing,

and in which he may hope to receive its blessing; and because,
conversely, he knows that such a tie entered into in opposition to
God does not become by the church s blessing a God-pleasing, true,
and genuine bond of wedlock, therefore does the Christian guard
himself against the delusion that an invalid and surreptitious mar

by fraud or

force, or that a blessing dispensed unthe
of the church, can render a
servants
conscientiously by
marriage
in opposition to God s will a valid one, even if the civil code of

riage, perpetrated

laws should permit the mischief of allowing such marriages entered
into in an unhallowed way, or blessed in an unhallowed way, to be

regarded and treated in a

civil
light as virtual and valid marriages.
into in Christ, and cherished in the
entered
(4) Marriage itself,
for
married the blessing of its natural
of
the
Christ, preserves
spirit

objects,

by the maintenance

of that distinction of the sexes appointed

by God in its mutual relation, viz. in the proper dominion of the
man and the- true obedience of the wife. This the Christian knows
to have been established at the original creation of man and wife
;

not that, apart from or independent of the marriage communion,
the vocation of the woman should be merely service, and that of the

man
dvrip

the

ovre ywr}
dvBpos, ovre
maternal
in
the
vocation
Kvpiw) for, e.g.,
even for the male child to represent the train

sovereignty (1 Cor.
%&&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;l?

xi.

11,

yvvatfcos, ev

woman s

office is

ifXjrjv

%&amp;lt;w/3t9

:

ing sovereignty of God with respect to her son (wairep yap f) yvv?}
IK TOV dvBpos, GVTO) teal 6 dvrjp Bid TT;? yvvcuKos rd Be Trdvra IK,

But in the relation of marriage as man
rov
eoO, 1 Cor. xi. 12).
with respect to his wife, and as wife with respect to her husband,
there

is

the

man

in

his

rule the

image and glory of God, the

in her service the glory of the man ; and in this relation
that reaches its fulfilment which the manner of the original creation
in the
(and, indeed, for the communion of marriage) incorporated
Be
eltccbv KOI B6i;a @eov
nature of the two sexes

woman

(dvrjp

virapywv

&amp;lt;yvvr)

ICTTLV dvrjp e/c ryvvcu/cos, d\\d ^VVTJ eg dvBpos
dvBpor ov
Bid TOV dvBpa,
OVK
6KTla07} dvrip Bid TTJV ryvvalfca, d\\d
yap
But that
1 Cor. xi. 8, 9; comp. with 1 Tim. ii. 13, Gen. ii. 22).
relation to an
in
this
was
of
the
curse
changed
sin,
which, by
absence of blessing (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 14 with Gen. iii. 16), which
reached its accomplishment in the wicked, selfish tyranny on the

B6a

KOI

&amp;lt;ydp

&amp;lt;yvvrj
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part of the man, and the wicked throwing of herself away, the
selfish surrender of the woman to the desires of the
man, that
is on both sides done
away with in Christian wedlock, by partici

pation in the same grace, by membership in the same body of
Christ through the spirit of Christian love, where the love of the

man

honours the vocation of grace of the woman, instead of enslav

ing the

woman

in selfish severity (Col.

iii.

19,

/JLIJ

iriKpaiveade

73730?

where the proof of the self-forgetting love of the husband
aura?),
is
only guided by the affectionate consideration of the natural weak
ness of the woman, which is to find its strength just in the minister
ing sovereignty of the husband (comp. Eph. v. 25-31 with 1 Pet.
iii.
avvoiKovvres Kara ryvwaiv^
7, ol avpe&amp;lt;$
acrOeveo-repw
.

M

.

.

&amp;lt;yvvai/ci(p

0)779);

o&amp;gt;?

dirovefjiovTes

while the reverence of the

her obedience, applies not to the

man

as

KOI

&$?

rt,/j,r)v,

woman

G-vyK\7]pov6/jiOL

man, and
him in his

for the

man, but

to

godly vocation, or as to the Lord (vTroTaacreo-OaL
av$pl, (fro{3el(T0ai
TOP av$pa &)? TOV Kvpiov, comp. Eph. v. 33 with ver. 22
1 Pet.
iii. 7 f
vTroTda-oeo-Oai ev Kvpiw, Col. iii. 18) and thus the respon
T&&amp;gt;

;

.

;

;

sive self-forgetting love maintains that^mre gentleness which
pre
serves the ruling will of the husband from selfish harshness, so that

the love of both husband and wife only

makes them mindful how

they should both be mutually subject to one another in the fear
of Christ (vTroraoro-ofjievoi, aAA^Xot? ev
Xpic-Tov, Eph. v. 21).
&amp;lt;f)6/3a)

which
(5) Frivolity in entering upon marriage
the spirit of Christian knowledge, to which marriage
tion of life

and a holy personal communion of

life

is

excluded by

a holy voca
consists in that
is

unholy frame of mind, in which the choice cannot be kept within
bounds by a regard to the necessary qualities of the spouse, or to
the will of God in the individual course and position of life, or to
the right of consent on the part of those in obedience to whom the
In regard to the
individual as a member of a family is placed.
last point, it is

the Christian insight into the nature and importance
from wedlock which herein leads us on

of the family which springs

the right road (compare on this point the following paragraph).
But since here already, where the question turns upon the right
entering upon marriage, the question presses itself upon us, how far
the force of the parental will may be justified in opposing limits to

own

choice, this point may at once and briefly be settled in this
not in the sense of a positive legal determination,
naturally,
place
as the community of the church or state settles it, but in the light

our

of moral justification

and duty,

in the

way

in

which parents have
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down a standard, and children to recognise the regulative
wishes of their parents.
What Paul (1 Cor. vii. 36, 37) says with
to
a
father
s will,
respect
may serve analogously to show how far
it may decide the question of the
marriage or non-marriage of a
to lay

daughter. The apostle places this, in neither of the two cases, in
such a way as if the parental decision was a matter of purely
The father must first have become convinced in
arbitrary caprice.
his heart,

and indeed

in such a

way

that he

makes the

decision of

depend upon the way in which he has come clearly to
understand the position of the child. According to this he judges
whether he is master of his own will, while he knows his own will
his heart

be free from any determining necessity

e^cov dvdjKTjv) which
in
the
of
his
child
with
state
exist
/z?) e%ew dvdyfcrjv,
(comp.
may
ver. 37, the consideration which in ver. 36 is claimed for the
to

(^

.
.
edv y vTrepaK^o^). By analogy with this, we should
in
justified
saying that even there, where it was not a question
of marrying or not marrying, but simply of the latter, the expres

da-^/jiovelv

.

be

sion of the wish of the parents is justified, and son and daughter
And the moral affection of
are bound to give it consideration.

children will

not

demand

the

majority and independence, but

of
recognition of the just right
in all cases will seek for the con

The
sent of their parents as for a blessing on their marriage.
that
or
this
to
of
command
person
marry
positive
parents, however,
from the
nature of that unconstrained inclination which the
very
very essence of marriage lays claim
is,

to,

out of the lawful jurisdic

And

an unconditional authority to
parental authority.
to parents, nor can a duty
conceded
be
can
neither
forbid marriage
of unconditional obedience be imposed upon children, if the refusal
and the right is conceded to
of
is tainted with
tion of

injustice;
parents
son or daughter by public law to free themselves from the unjust

invasion of their free independence on the part of their parents.
For Christianity recognises no right of parental authority without
a moral motive ; and in the case of children who have grown up to
of obedience apart
independence of resolution and decision, no duty
from a moral feeling. Neither under the appeal to parental right
may an immoral pretension be hidden nor may such be granted
or
under the name of filial obedience, whether this pre
;

recognised
tension assume

the shape of
is

command

or prohibition.
Purely
on that of the parents
and on that of the

excluded on both sides

:

arbitrary authority
by the moral and religious care for the child,
children by moral and religious affection towards the parents.

No
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must decide in
whether children and parents can
individual instance

down

:

the nature of the

The main

all cases.
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point

is,

and answer for their

conduct, not to each other, but to the Lord. That, moreover, the
future fate of marriage is essentially determined by the mode of

forming the

tie

in the married relation,

possible afterwards to rectify

what

and that

done in

it

is

seldom

matter against
God s ordinance, may be considered scarcely to need mention, if
this sin were not one of almost constant occurrence.
is

this

To guard

against any breach of marriage in our social inter
with others of the opposite sex, is, irrespective of the
earnestness in which marriage and the sanctity of marriage is held

course

by the Christian

(jifjuos 6

yapo? ev

Tracrt,

Kal

7)

KOLTTJ

a^iavro^

Heb. xiii. 4), and of those
iropvovs 8e Kal yLtot^ou? Kpivel o
of
he
which
grace
possesses for the struggle, an easy
weapons
6)eo&amp;lt;?,

matter for the Christian frame of mind, because the Christian re
cognises the beginning of sin, and because for him even a glance
of concupiscence on the wife of another

is

a commission of adultery

in the heart (77^9 o /3\7ra)v yvvaiKa Trpbs TO eTriOv/ArjcraL avrrjv
iv rfj KapSta avrov, Matt. v. 28).
/j,ofyeucreir avTr\v

77877

Finally, for the Christian sentiment, to which the sexual com
of marriage is an entering into an association of life and

munion

which from

nature is to have a life-long permanence, two
from
the sundering of the tie by death, can be
grounds alone, apart
conceived as dissolving this bond by human culpability. The one
is
by the sinful violation of the substantial character of wedlock
brought about by a fault on the part of one of its members, by
reason of which the guilty party forfeits a right to the continuation
of the tie, and hereby gives to the blameless partner a justification
duties,

its

for dissolving the still existing marriage, or for causing its dissolu
tion.
One offence alone is mentioned in Scripture (Matt. v. 32,
xix. 9, and the parallel passages in the other evangelists) as a

ground for a moral right to dissolve an existing marriage that of
Another reason which we may conceive for the dis
adultery.
solution of the married communion which is entered upon for life,
consists in the sinful disruption of the tie itself, i.e. in the culpable
deprivation of possession which one spouse inflicts upon the other,

manner

that there can no longer be a question of the
continuance of marriage. This is that culpable separation which
Paul has in view (1 Cor. vii.), and in which he pronounces one so
of the duty
deprived of possession, without blame on his part, free
in such a
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of considering himself still bound to the depriver
aino-TOS %a)p%Tai, ^wpi^eaOw ov Se&ovAwnzt o
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15, el 6

(vii.

a&amp;gt;eX(/&amp;gt;o9

r)

f)

dSeXfir)

Neither in the one nor in the other case is
declared that the innocent party must there dissolve the still

ev ro49 Totourofc?).
it

existing marriage or cause it to be dissolved, here look
dissolved and disrupted wedlock as also for him dissolved

upon the
and torn

asunder; but only that he has a right in the one case to dissolve the
still existing marriage, in the other case to be allowed to consider

own person free, and no longer bound to a marriage
which has already ceased to exist. On the ground for so viewing
the two expressions of Scripture, and on the way in which they are
destined to regulate the conscientious behaviour of the Christian, and
how from them are developed privileges for the community, with

himself in his

out these declarations being of themselves of the nature of legisla
tive rules, I may refer to a work of mine I have before mentioned

The question of the law of marriage does
die Eliesclieidungsfrage.
not here come into consideration, but only the moral sentiment of
the Christian, which prevents him from thinking of a dissolution
of the marriage-tie, except in the case of ungodly crime on the part
of the partner, by which such a one either forfeits his right in
or has in matter of fact robbed the other party of the

marriage,

And

if civil society in its sphere and by its
in the case of Israel, admit, on account
as
legislation may perhaps,
of the hardness of men s hearts, other reasons for divorce (comp.

state of marriage.

Matt. xix. 8), yet will the genuine Christian in his own person
never lay claim to such grounds of divorce, nor will he ever or in
form be able in the name of Jesus Christ to pronounce such

any

The protec
divorce or such re-marriage on these grounds good.
tion possessed by the Christian against the misery and trouble of
the married state by which the world is polluted and troubled, is
Christian conscientiousness in entering upon and in the cherishing
of marriage.
(6)

The

evil passion is the selfish selling of the heart to the

possession and

an under

will of one s spouse, accompanied by
of
of God in the vocation of marriage, and in the
the
will
valuing
vocation of the married with respect to the kingdom of God, as
well as in the disregard of that difference in which even in the state
of wedlock the common possession of inferior blessings must be
subordinated to the mutual possession and mutual guardianship of
Hence the fulfilling of household and
those of a
nature.

higher
other virtues of the calling not for the sake of the spouse, but for
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God and

of His divine word (comp. e.g. Tit. ii. 5); the
placing
rank of the relations to one s partner as compared with
our relations to God (according to the analogy of 1 Cor. vii. 16)
in short, the having a wife as if one had not (1 Cor. vii. 29).
But
in the sanctity of self-denying love alone the married relation is
and remains analogous to that mystery in which the love of Christ
stands to His church
and the latter also is, like the wife from her

that of

in a lower

;

;

husband, flesh of His

53.

A.

flesh,

bone of His bone.

The Family, and

I.

its

Relation

See Eph.

to the

v.

21-32.

Realization of

Christian Virtue.

The

distinct character

to the family as the result
or blood-relationship.
descent
marriage,
virtue of this, every individual human being finds himself in

of the tie of

By

which belongs

is

a social relation which

whose natural
as a

means

existence,

regulate,

is

that of

independent of his own choosing
moral aims, and

totally

force, as the supporter of the higher

of education for the ends of our earthly
it

and

is

the problem of

to sanctify.

And

Christian virtue to

human

social

recognise, to

wherever that family

state

which

the result of marriage has concentrated itself into the narrowest
circle of the household, and separated itself into a community of
which we allow not only the members of the family, but also other

is

inmates of the household as helpers and servants in the family
vocation, to partake, there Christian virtue manifests itself, by
transferring also to all members of the household that which it has
recognised as the power, right, and duty of a true family affection.

That everything which

is called a household should be
supported
is
the
most
immediate
of
that
true
the
object
by
family love,
spirit
The sincerity of this family love,
of Christian family virtue (1).
however, as it is destined to be the soul of the household, shows

itself

further in this, that

it

maintains intact the self-denial of

affection, as it is involved in the natural and mutual higher and
lower rank of the members of the family and the household, i.e.

equally preserves the display of family affection in the
that personal higher and lower rank which properly
and
belongs to the vocation of the different members of the family
lower
and
of
that
the
as
it
higher
accomplishment
household,
keeps
that

it

limits of
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ordering in the limits not alone of the natural, but of the divinely
sanctioned affection, and thus not less checks the worldly absence
of love, than inordinate affection in the relations of the members of
the family and household to each other (2).
As, however, the
maintenance of the vocation of each member in its proper limits

and

proper tasks is a problem of Christian family virtue, so
does the same hold good for the maintenance of those divinely
appointed natural limits, in which individual family groups are
its

The more

comprised and separated from those of others.

closely

and intimately, through consanguinity and affinity, the moral ties
of connection of piety and of higher and lower rank are already
fixed in nature

and unnatural

by divine appointment,
it

is

so

much

the more ungodly

for the Christian to break this order of con

nection, once for all and already laid down, by a disregard of a
reverential dread of the already existing family ties, in its stead to

a
place the matrimonial bond of sexual fellowship by wicked exercise
to traverse one order of things with another,
of arbitrary power,

and thus

to destroy both.

Herein

lies

the moral ground of the

horror of marriage within near degrees of blood-relationship, and
of the duty of the Christian family spirit to guard as holy those
natural limitations which lie in this relationship against the con
fusion of

But

it

is,

sexual attraction, as being a divine arrangement (3).
above all, the business of the Christian family spirit to

affection itself
keep the appreciation of the natural force of family
within its just bounds, and even in it to recognise only the natural
basis of higher moral relations and duties ; to check the blindness
and pretended despotism of purely human and natural family love ;
and to take heed that we do not raise up, out of the limitation to the

possession of earthly

and human family happiness and enjoyment,

a barrier and a rampart against the coming in of the Spirit of God
and against the just subordination of all family

into the house,

relations to the higher ends of the

community

of

God s kingdom

;

social community, which
nay, also, even to the higher task of the
the spirit of family (4).
than
rank
For,
is to be
a
in
higher
placed

affection and family privi
superior to the private bond of family
of the community and of public law, to
leges stands the ordinance
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which the family and its vocation only stand in the relation of a
part to the great whole which comprises the family in it, but is
;

not comprised by

it

;

and for which the family

real fellowship of love, without being able

by

offers types of a

their

means

to

main

due force the objective bonds of the community while,
conversely, the public community guards by right and law the

tain in

its

;

existence of the family in

its

society as a legal institution;
offers to us as

fundamental import for the public

and while, again, that which the family

an earthly type of a natural innate love reaches only,
kingdom of Christ, its perfect and holy

in the fellowship of the

realization in that brotherly

God

and

sisterly affection

which

is

born of

(5).

(1) That marriage and family are as closely related to each
other as foundation and superstructure, is evident of itself.
But
is the
which
is thence derived, that we should
strange
requisition

not take into consideration the nature of the family and the spirit
For the communion of the sexes, as it
of the family by itself.

determines the nature of marriage, does not come at

all

into con

sideration in regard to the family which springs from marriage ; so
that it either must be directly excluded from the relations that bind

together the members of the family, or in any case may not be
named as the bond of union in which, under all circumstances, the
nature of the relations of family associations lies. The existence
of the family
of marriage.

is

therefore the natural and divinely blessed result
personal communion of two individuals of

The

different sexes enlarges itself in the family to a community of
many persons in dependence on the founders of the family. The

blessing which marriage confers upon those whom it has united
extends itself, by means of the family state and in the family, to
the human race.
But as the family condition itself is by no means

the free union of two persons for the fulfilment of the natural
purpose of the sexes, but presupposes this, and is its natural result

and consequence, therefore also the blessing which, by virtue of
the family state, comes to family affection is brought about in a
There are, it is
different way than to the married in wedlock.
true, the same elements of unselfish affection, of higher and lower
ordering in personal position, in which the moral and educational
importance of the family relation

is

shown.

But, whereas with
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the married the spirit of a true community of the sexes supposes
these moral elements by the voluntary establishment of a new re

and finds itself with them in this self-formed relation, these
same elements are found in the family apart from all reference to
a communion of the sexes, by virtue of innate and natural instinct,
by virtue of an innate social relation, by virtue of a personal and
mutual relation founded on birth and descent, and on a spirit of
and affection resting on this. This is a divine dispen
good-will

lation,

sation of the greatest moment, that, just by virtue of the family
the existence of the race continually renews and
(in which
increases itself, and which is the foundation of all future human

ties

individual life of
society), the

man

is

destined to find

itself in

a

fellowship whose intrinsic nature and order suggest to man the
sentiment and display of a self-subjecting, self-denying love, as
that

which

but

&quot;naturally,&quot;

is

natural

;

only not in the sense of a natural necessity,
which are innate, of a

as a result of instincts

and corporeal nature, and according to the nature
of that community which has surrounded man from the commence
ment of his existence with the charms and impulses for him peculiar
To recognise this as a blessing given by God to His
to its nature.

mixed

spiritual

creatures,

and

to feel as a severe affliction the destiny of being

deprived of this family society, as
all this suggests
the fault of men

may

occur through death or

itself to

the Christian as readily

it

as he, on the other hand, knows how often family impulses can
become a curse to men, how closely to all that is inborn sin and
in order to be
first be
purified
corruption cleave, from which it must
is
a creaturely
such
which
in
sense
a natural determination in the

ordinance of God,

and how

little

on

this

account the empirical

for the Christian that moral blessing
state of the family in
which is to be struggled for and obtained on the ground of this
union and within its sphere, but only the vehicle of a divinely
on which with due care the plants of natural
ordained fruitful
itself is

soil,

human and God-pleasing
minate.

&amp;lt;As

an

affection

can and are intended

to ger

institution established in the order of creation for

the education of man, the family union has a divinely moral signi
fication
but whether it remains what it is and should be, lies not
;

but depends on the moral
magical influence of the ordinance,
who stand within its
those
of
the
on
estimation of this
in the

blessing

sphere.

part

order of the community which associates individuals more
But
in blood-relationship itself.
closely with each other is given

The
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more intense effect is that
founded on marriage, it com
So
In this
prises those united together by the fellowship of descent.
sphere has to be developed that which is called natural and inborn
the outward form in which

of the household.

it

attains a

far as this

is

family affection. The first sign, however, that this family love is
not of a selfish nature, and does not resolve itself into egotistical
covetousness and selfish pleasure, must be shown in this, that it

forms the atmosphere of the house in which one
to let all take a part
tion with the house,

who stand

in nearer or

feels it incumbent
more remote connec

above all those who by the family have been
admitted
therein in order to be helps and servants in
voluntarily
the family vocation.
This is a point which expressly characterizes
the true Christian family feeling, and renders it necessary, in the
definition of the family, along with the narrower and proper family
circle to mention in a wider sense also the members of the house

hold.

That which, independently

of the family

and household

presents itself as a relation of mastership and servitude, has
its law in the division of vocations
appertaining to the human and
civil community, and to that
spirit of the kingdom of Christ ap
circle,

pointed to penetrate the social community.
Since it lies in the nature of all divinely bestowed creature

ordinances and endowments, that man should receive from them
the impulse to seek and to find in them that which he has to
recognise as the moral idea imparted to them by God, and the selfrealization answering to it
therefore the blessing of that natural
;

family order and family love)
goes only so far as to lend to man natural relations and natural
instincts, on whose ground the personally free conduct may develop

impulse (as

it

exists in the innate

and exercise itself in a God-pleasing form, and learn to discover
and to love within the domain of the creature life the divine idea
and the divine truth which God has placed within the reach of
every one in the innate relations of his life on earth. But the
more man is disposed not only totally to misapprehend and misappreciate the purpose of that natural impulse which has become
his portion from God, but also to pervert the divine ordinance in
this way, that he loses, in his love for the means of his education,
the love for the divine ends of that education, and thus, in the
cultivation of the natural love of family, loses sight of its peda
gogical importance for the understanding and the requirements
of that community of love which prevails in the kingdom of God,
so much the more is shown also in the family and its divine object
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the spirit of the Christian sentiment as the spirit of true fulfilment
of that which is ordained by nature.
(2) The blessing which the limits of the vocation of the in

members of the family circle, as of that of the household
or wider sense, are
narrower
a
in
designed to bring in personal
dividual

and subordination, may by selfishness be destroyed in
either by perverting the law of love into a false
two ways,
the vocation of the members, or by not
of
equalization
fulfilling
the law of the ordering of vocation and its maintenance in a
of love, but making it felt in a manner repugnant to love.
spirit
superiority

viz.

This unnatural violation of the order of nature may, under certain
Thus the
circumstances, assume a pseudo-Christian appearance.
weak, ape-like love of parents, the neglect of righteous severity
and discipline, borrows often the name of Christian mildness

and indulgence.
7rapopyl%6ii&amp;gt;

ra

Harshness and bitterness of training (e pe#/e/,
re/cva. Col. iii. 21, Eph. vi. 4) calls itself, on the

Under the pretext of
contrary, Christian denial of natural love.
often emanci
children
or
Christian
Christian maturity
resolution,
Matt,
pate themselves from that paying of honour (r^av, comp.
xv. 4, Eph. vi. 1-3) which under all circumstances, even when
direct reproaches ought to reach parents, must remain the form

Not less is it to transmute the relation
of childlike testimony.
of Christian brotherhood (under which pretext servants from of
old have cherished their lusts), the divinely appointed relation
between masters and servants, into a false equality or under the
name of Christian liberty, and of Christian duty of reproof, to give
themselves up to disobedience and opposition in place of obedience.
and Peter
(Comp. the reciprocal exhortations of the Apostles Paul
;

to the slaves

OTI
/col

:

ol Se ITLCTTOV^ e%pvres SecrTrora?, prj

a&amp;lt;ya6ol&amp;lt;;

&amp;lt;f)6j3a&amp;gt;

rot? o-AToXtot?.

rk

KaTa&amp;lt;f)poveLTa)crai&amp;gt;j

d\\a ^a\\ov Sov^everwcrav, oil TTIGTOI elai
Ol oltcerai,, vTrorao-o-opevoL ev iravrl
1
vi. 2.
Tim.
djaTTi-jTolj
KCLI eineiKecriv, d\\a KCU,
rot? SecTTTorat?, ov [JLOVOV rofc

d&e\&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;OL

elo-iv

Tovro yap %a/H5,

a&W,

el

1 Pet.

Bid

&amp;lt;7welSrj(riv

18

But

Oeov

inrtxfrepet,

the

perverted
ff.)
AuTra?, Trdaxwv
a perverted bearing
bearing of servants is also just as often met by
of masters, who either think, in the abandonment of their rights
as masters, to make the servant sensible of the benefit of the
under the mask of a
or
relation of Christian
ii.

who,
brotherhood,
Christian assertion of their rights, disguise selfish and unloving
and hypocrisy of this kind
harshness.
Against all self-deception
reacts that one spirit of Christ,

transfers
by virtue of which a man
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to the relation of family only that which he has
recognised as the
his
of
and
of
his earthly position in
earthly calling,
signification

general that is, that in the family also the fixing of limits is a
divine order of things, which is not to be set aside, but maintained
maintained by the power of the Spirit of Christ, who is just as
;

much

a Spirit of righteousness as of self-denying, merciful love.
relation of parents to children becomes TrcuSela KCLI

For then the

vovOeala Kvplov (Eph.

vi. 4), in

that training in which

God

the power and after the model of

Lord trains us men, His children
12, Heb. xii. 5 ff., ov ayaira Kvpios,

the

(cornp. especially Prov. iii. 11,
TrcuSevei /juaariyol Se Trdvra vlbv ov
7rapa$e%eTcu,

and Prov. xiii. 24,
of parental care and labour
is n9t the obedience of the child in
general, but vTratcoveiv ev
vi.
and
if
there is once that obedience in the
1) ;
Kvpla) (Eph.

xxiii. 13, 14, xxix. 15).

For the end

Lord, then

also it will not be wanting in the self-denying love of
the child, who is far removed from being embittered by righteous
chastisement (comp. Prov. xiii. 1), or from denying, in any way

soever, pious, active love to his parents (Prov. xxiii. 22 ; comp. as a
contrast to hypocritical piety, Mark vii. 11 ff.).
And thus, through
the one transference of the God-designed family relations into the
relation to the will

and

spirit of just fulfilment

spirit of

make

a Christian, everywhere does the
without any disturbance of

itself felt

divinely ordered limits. For, according to the apostle, slaves render
obedience to their masters &quot;as to Christ&quot; (Eph. vi. 5); and masters
cause their servile condition to be forgotten by their treatment of

them

In this way nothing is changed
form (1 Cor. vii. 21), but all is new through the spirit of
liberty in Christ, which alone gives to every earthly form its right
character, and excludes every perversion of earthly forms by selfish
as brothers (Philem. 15).

in the

abuse (comp. 1 Cor.

vii.
22).
of
nations bears in law and morality evidence to
(3)
history
the fact that the relation here touched upon is rooted in an ellios

The

human nature, and did not first become the object of the moral
This is expressly
consciousness through the revelation of Christ.
confirmed by the Apostle Paul, when he reproaches the Corinthians

of

that they allowed a scandalous connection which does not take
in
place even among the heathen (as a res licita), viz. that a man,
violation of blood-relationship, should have intercourse with his
The tracing out of
father s wife, i.e. his stepmother (1 Cor. v. 1).
boundaries, as to how the knowledge of the ties of relationship

within which marriage and the intercourse of the sexes

is

a sin,
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differently defines the forbidden degrees in right and law, belongs
not to the object of our work. But only in illustration of that

upon which the question turns, it may be mentioned that this
horror naturae&quot; holds good unconditionally of
marriages between
and
children
as well as between brothers and
parents
sisters, between
and
as
well
as
between
step-children
step-parents
step-brothers and
and
more
between
uncle
and niece, aunt
step-sisters
conditionally
and nephew, and between cousins.
And when we call this a
&quot;

;

horror naturae,&quot; it ought not to be forgotten that this horror has
reference not only to the naturally existing awe and piety towards
those relations of the community hereby laid down for individuals,
&quot;

but at the same time

rests

on the dread of violating that natural

vocation by which the race should form and shape itself out of the
family in historical succession, not as one family, but as one out of
distinct and remote groups of families, by means of the marriage
connection ever newly replenishing, extending, and diversifying
itself. From a consideration of both these points, results that moral

which lies at the root of this natural feeling of horror,
and with which principle we are here only concerned. From their

principle

consideration also, we arrive at the understanding why this natural
horror must necessarily follow a historical development. It could
not hold good where, as in the days of the first creation, the whole
race of humanity consisted of and was represented by one family.

must necessarily have arisen when, by the diffusion of the human
race, the difference between family arid race, the vocation of the
family and that of the race stood out in a light growing ever
It

and the duty of its vocation suggested to the family that it
should watch over the natural and specific basis of its special organi

clearer,

zation (established through blood-relationship and intermarriage),
and the relations of piety thereby given, with just as much awe as

conversely

it

must have become a matter of conscience

to the

com

munity
keep sacred the specific basis of the family organization,
and to separate it from that specific way in which, through entering
not yet united
into
connections, the members of the race
to

marriage

by family

ties,

nor bound

to

each other by specific and moral piety,
new family associa

are naturally destined to enlarge and extend in
tions the articulated organization of the whole.

The

horror of an

and mixture of the specifically distinct natural basis of
the organization of families and the race, and of the moral relations
of attraction and of fellowship, which condition in a manner speci
this it is which
of both these states,
distinct the

obliteration

fically

organization

2F
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of that general conscience with respect to the

different degrees of family relationship which forbid wedlock. This
has also come to be expressed in the law of Moses (Lev. xviii. and

and indeed not only in reference to the relations of the nation
of Israel, however much the exceptional case of the Levirate
marriage (Deut. xxv. 5 ff.) rests on the specific importance of the
xx.),

individual family descent of the Israelites.

This case can only serve

in general analogy to make us understand that, in the more distant
degrees of family relationship which arise from affinity, the rule
is not an inviolable one, but
only opposes its violation becoming a

practice of general morality or immorality, while in individual cases
of a peculiar character a justifiable exception is not inconceivable.

But
its

the more definitely the question turns upon the family bond in
relation to the general association of race, and conversely not

upon the moral advantages of the individual s private possession,
but upon those of the community so much the less can the con
science of individuals decide upon the right preservation of these
advantages, but the general conscience of the community by public
right and law, the observance of which then becomes a duty of
;

On

Christian conscientiousness.

the development of this right,

uud

Staatslehre, 2d ed. p. 354 if. ;
e.g.
some pertinent remarks in Marheinecke, System of Theological
Morals, pp. 500-502.
(4) In the full recognition of the blessing and of the divine
appointment and importance of the family and the family spirit,
yet even here to assert its right limits and true liberty is essentially

comp.

J. Stahl, Rechts-

also

a power of the spirit of Christian piety. This exerts itself first of
The Christian spirit excludes
all in life within the family itself.
here also

all

human

slavery,

and

all

deification of

man.

In an

orderly way, the energy of this spirit is brought into play by the
Christian deportment of parents, and the training of their children
in this spirit, which is something quite distinct from mere instruc
tion in the doctrines of the Church, discourses concerning Chris
tianity and Christian truth
[not that], but the personal attestation
Then will
of Christian truth to the child in act, power, and life.

the liberty in Christ be preserved to the child, by which in the
will
years of knowledge it will be able to decide how far the divine

has been presented to him in the will of his parents, and how far
For Christian parents do not wish to train their children to
not.
an unconditional subjection to their will. In such a spirit, then,
also

will

brothers and

sisters

be guarded against an idolatrous
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mutual admiration, and servants from a blind surrender to
every
godly or ungodly act of will of their masters. But if this Christian
family spirit does not take its rise from the heads of the family
themselves, but makes a way for itself through the hearts of the
subordinate

members

and perception of

of the household, in that case it is the
power
which preserve the family from the

this spirit

misfortune, that the natural higher ordering of the heads of the
family should become an ungodly obstacle to the influence of the
Spirit of God, and the family obedience and family love should

become an unholy impediment to the divinely willed attestation of the
For it is not family spirit and family pleasure which are the
truth.
end of the ways of God upon earth, but a spirit of family which is
subservient to the kingdom of God, and a family happiness that
is
happy in the peace of God. Therefore, even when the family
happiness and the peace of the household should apparently give
way before the entrance of the truth and the peace of God into a
house, this does not deceive the Christian, nor entice him in any

way

to a denial of the truth for the sake of the

maintenance of

this

For that saving truth here below is taken possession of
happiness.
with a struggle, the Christian has already experienced in his own
and that peace and that happiness which give way before
the blessedness of the peace in Christ, show themselves in this very
circumstance to be the peace and prosperity of ungodly self-delusion.

heart

;

the chastising judgments of the Spirit of truth come
upon the false peace of a household, the Christian is not terrified,
and does not resist it, painfully as he feels and much as he sorrows
under the infliction. For he remembers the prophetic declaration
of his Master (Matt. x. 34-38, Mrj vo^ia-^re OTL rjKOov (Ba\eiv
If, therefore,

elptfvrjv

eVl

rrjv

7?Jz/,

K.T.\.

E%0pol rov

av6pu&amp;gt;7rov,

ol

ol/cta/col

avTov, K.T.X. Comp. Mic. vii. 6). And equally well he knows what
his task is, if the love he has for his own family should become
a temptation to him to renounce the love and the imitation of his

Master (Luke
Trarepa eavrov

xiv. 26,
fcal

Ei

rt?

rr\v fjiTjrepa,

KOI ov pivel TOV
epxercu irpos pe,
KOI
ra re/cva, /cal
ical rrjv yvval/ca

ra? aSeXQas, en Se ical rr)V eavrov -tyvyj)V, ov
This is the sacrifice of no slight
Svvaral /JLOV fjiaO^r^ elvai).
but the sacrifice of a
happiness for the possession of a higher,

row

/cal

aSeX(/&amp;gt;OL&amp;gt;?

delusive and sin-corrupted happiness for the possession of that
which is the true. And thus also is accomplished the gracious will
of God not
towards the individual, but towards the family

only

itself,

when

the

man

learns

and teaches how

to discriminate in his
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family between the family blessing and the blessing of God.
precious as
children in

is

the

parental blessing,

accordance with

God s

in
will

which they

For

bless

(comp. Eph.

vi.

III.

their

1-4),

they bless in opposition to the will of God,
and equally powerless is their curse if it contravenes the blessing
of God (tfcn *6 D3P1 rttj?, Prov. xxvi. 2).
equally valueless

(5)

The

is it if

Christian estimation of the family spirit and the family

love preserves the divine blessing not only for the family, but also
for the public community.
On the one hand, namely, the Chris
tian understands right well, that in the manner of family affection
given the natural type for the character of the social fellowship,

is

way in which
human race in

in the

the

intended to unite together the members of
general ; that every vocation of superior rank,

it is

by virtue, age, and profession in life as in the case of the old man,
the teacher, the master has the honours of a father, and finds its
accomplishment in the manner of a father (comp. 1 Tim. v. 1,
irpeafivrepto fjirj enwX^f^j a\\a irapatcakei w? Trarepa ; in reference
to teachers the apostle s exemplar, 1 Cor. iv. 14, 15, 1 Thess.
ii.
11) ; that the right equality in personal friendship, as in the

intercourse of mutual vocations, is intended to bear the character
of brotherly love, etc. ; nay, that the active operation of the Spirit

kingdom aims at training men in brotherly and
communion, so that the whole conception of this community

of Christ in His
sisterly

and

its

(1 Pet.

affection resolves itself into this, TVJV a^e^^orrjra ayairdv
ii.
the other hand, in this very thing the Christian
7).

On

recognises the fact that this form of community is the end of all
earthly society, and is not the result of the natural spirit of the
family, but of the Holy Ghost, and therefore cannot be obtained
by the spirit of family; nor will it exist as the general form of
human society, apart from the kingdom of grace and of glory.
&quot;What,

therefore, the Christian

knows

as a result of the Spirit of

the grace of God in Christ, that he cannot conceive as being
restored by the spirit of the family and the natural family affection
in the family itself, to say nothing of its being so in human social
existence.
He cannot do so even in reference to that species of

empirical family and social state which needs sanctification and
But he cannot do so also in
purification by the grace of God.
consideration of the difference which exists between the aim of the

mere family

life

and that of the

collective

body of the human

as well as of the condition of individual nations.

The moral

of the family belongs to the divine plan of the world, but

this

race,

idea

plan

THE FAMILY, AND
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into the idea of the family.
its relations excludes the

itself

and

isolation of the family

regarding

ITS

form and

spirit as

453

The very
possibility of

the spirit and form of the

com

munity. Nay, the oecumenical idea of the sovereign destiny of
man over the earth cannot make itself felt as being able to be
accomplished by the family and the family spirit. For a vocation

which embraces the totality of all earthly life-relations, cannot attain
to shape and understanding from the nature of that one relation
of life which, like the family, ever determines only one isolated
The common ethos, the national ethos,
life-sphere of individuals.

has the existence and the moral import of the family for a factor
but this one factor does not comprise all the factors which condition
;

the existence, the moral significance, and the problem of the com
munity, of the conditions of peoples, of the collective body of man s

As the

race.
itself,

family, in its purely natural aspect, does not exist for
it the destination to be the natural root of the

but bears in

existence and the diffusion of the race, the species; so, conversely,
the race, the species, with its life-relations, not merely for the
of life which belong
family, but bears in itself the universal aims

is

to the

whole

human

race,

which the consciousness of the

social

body has to embody in public law for all divisions of the community
as a higher power, to which the community, in the unity and con
nection of all its members, is subjected as to common ends and

commands which stand over

all

of them.

Like the existence of

the individual, so also that of the family, as a separate but perfect
but the subject of law is neither
part, is an object of public law ;
the individual nor the complete section consisting of the family,
in the organization of all its
but the
of human
totality

society
as supporter of the idea of law

which embraces
destined for a
community
the family for a pro
not
but
the
and
of
family,
protection
guard
tection and guard of the community, neither on the side of its
the source of its exist
power nor on that of the idea, which lies at
as well as the peculiar form
and conditions its

natural social
all

ties,

the relations of

ence,
of its association.

life.

As

such, the

is

peculiar spirit

From all these reasons taken together, the restoration of a
universal family community appears not only like a Utopian dream,
but also as a misapprehension of the essence and vocation of the
of the public community
family, and a violation of the destination
and of the problem (individualized therein) belonging to the human
race and to man s social existence.
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man s

all

social state

the moral aims of

exists individualized in the national

community,

organized by legislation and authority to secure the dominion of
right
possesses for the Christian the significance of a human in

which a divinely ordered arrangement and a divinely
order
form the basis. For there are moral intellectual ideas
arranged
and aims of man s collective existence which, living in the common
stitution, of

convictions of the people, and first established by them as the right
of custom, and afterwards by legislation, constitute the essence of
those political institutions, in whose bond of common association the

Christian in his natural

human

existence finds himself,

and regulate

are destined to limit

and which

his actions in all that

which

works upon the whole body, and not merely relates to the man
himself, or is embraced in his influence on the relation to other
individuals (comp.

vidual to the

In

48, 51).

common

or national ethos as the

concerning the moral aims of

what external form of

this subordination of the indi

all

political

the relations of

common
life

conviction

no matter in

popular constitution a people has

the establishment of

its
the Christian
rights
organized
sees a moral obligation towards the actually existing community of
rights ; which duty is at the same time a religious one, because he

itself for

recognises the order that lies at the basis of all these human in
stitutions as a postulate of the divine will, and as a providential
arrangement in the divine government of the world (1). Since,

however, the divine will and God s providential government of the
world are never carried out in human society without the instru

mental co-operation of man ; nay, since on this very co-operation
the moral significance of human society rests; and since, moreover,
there constantly clings to it not only the weakness of human imper
fection, but also the tendency to a disregard or perversion of the
divine will,

therefore in the established legal and political

com

munity the knowledge of the Christian clearly distinguishes the
imperfections of the human form from the perfection of the divine

51.]
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or that of the fundamental idea which

human development; and

lies

at its basis
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from

with the recognition of the divine

foundation of social order the Christian

is

far

removed from the

opinion that what is actually established is absolutely the morally
reasonable, or that the human form of the institution is uncon

an expression of what is divinely intended.
On the
contrary, the sense in which the Christian surrenders himself to
the empirical form of the system of right which belongs to the
ditionally

political

community,

is

rather this, that he sees in the fact of a

social state, organized for the carrying out of law, the realization

of a divinely willed and divinely purposed ethical order, whose
moral significance he honours, notwithstanding all its conceivable

shortcomings in

detail,

by conforming

his

conduct and actions, so

far as they in their object or operation have relation to the com
munity, to the laws of the community (2). And it is not the laws

of this or that particular state which have in the eyes of the Chris
of God, a binding and obligatory force ;
tian, as it were like the law
virtue of his connection with the public community within
but

by
which he

his duty to obey the existing ethical
to reverence it as a bond
and
law
right, and
system as laid down in
which he is just as little justified in disregarding or violating by a
lives,

it

becomes

wicked exercise of arbitrary power as this very connection with his
that maintenance of the moral system of
people (3). As, however,
the community which is rendered possible by public law, is,
the realization of the positive
the
from
very nature of law, not
nature of the idea, but only the establishment of its external limi
which a line of action becomes a violation of the

life in

beyond
moral idea of the community, and must be tested not by positive
at its root, whether these external
law, but by the idea which lies
so it is hence to be inferred, that
limits have been
traced;

tations,

justly

order which regulates and binds the actions of the
members of a community, cannot be the rule which constrains the
and immutability of the legal
judgment concerning the propriety
from the existence of a
deduced
be
cannot
that it

that legal

institutions

;

legal system

and

destined to a permanent and immut
of
this reason also it is not the actual shape

in itself, that

able existence.

For

it is
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the laws and institutions in existence which the Christian looks

something immutable, but he finds the immutable element
only in the most general and highest principles of positive law
(the JRecJitsidee), which, although in themselves they do not contain

upon

as

the framing of law, do yet contain the standard for opinion on
every positive law, and a guide for its continuous development.
And for this very reason, because the Christian cannot transfer

the immutability of the principles to the nature of those positive
legal ordinances which are formed by man in accordance with

them, and which are capable of free shaping and historical modifi
cation, he cannot view the duty of the public community in framing

and maintaining the laws, and the participation of individuals con
of that human
sistently with their vocation, as the mere maintaining
but always at the same time also as the preservation and
furtherance of the idea which lies at the root, and of the corre

institution,

sponding proportion of support and development of the existing
state of positive law ; and he can regard all this on his part as a
In like manner, however, as the Christian
Christian duty (4).
recognises as his guide for his service in the earthly duties of the
individual the relation of the same to his service to the kingdom of
Christ,

and

strength

is

is

aware that in the

spirit of this

kingdom alone the

given for a due performance of his earthly duties, so he

expects also the proper fulfilment of the collective

order only in the measure in which the
the popular sentiment both of those who

And

obey.
state

spirit of

vocation and

Christ pervades
those who

command and

conversely, he recognises no ordinance or

which either can or dare determine him

power of the

to act contrary to the

ordinances of the kingdom of Christ, instead of battling against
the contradiction between human and divine law, and, if need be,
of suffering
O for Christ

human

s

sake for disobedience to the claims of

authority (5).

(1) What has been said in the above paragraph may directly
be compared with those positive assertions respecting this question
to be found in the Scriptures of the New Testament, in order by
just deduction to throw a light from them on that which has in
dispart here been given and which in part will be afterwards
?
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cussed, touching the significance of a constituted public community,
and its existence for the guidance of the Christian s conduct. It

me

would, to

at least,

appear in more than one sense doubtful to

take into the circle of our consideration that which the Old Testa

ment presents us in laws and history as the type of the public
community of Israel. For, quite irrespective of the peculiar and
especial vocation of Israel among the nations of the world, here all
so rigidly determined and regulated by positive law and continual

is

God s will towards this people by prophetical
that
no
announcement,
question can be entertained of an immediate
transfer of the origin and regulative value of the legal state of
Israel to the framing and force of the laws of other popular socie
divine declaration of

ties

;

and a recourse

exceptions, has in

it

law of analogy, on account of constant
something ambiguous and unstable. The his
to the

tory of Christianity also offers sufficient warning as to what results,
if we would arbitrarily strip the unique history of Israel of this

and would make of the popular constitution of this
both
considered in itself as well as in its relation to other
people,
a
nations,
type or a rule whereby to estimate the shape, value, and
character,

significance of the legal institutions of other popular communities,
So much merely to
or to frame and legitimate their legislation.

explain

why

in this place a reference to the

Old Testament has not

been accidentally but intentionally omitted.

What we

find,

however, in the writings of the

New

Testament,

few passages, whose substance bears evidence alone to
the fact that, and why, the members of the newly-formed Christian
themselves as withdrawn from the civil
societies were not to regard
CD
ordinances of the state in whose association they found themselves,
is

limited to a

but were to consider themselves bound
to

to

obey

what concerns the established order of

state

its

ordinances.

As

government, Israel
to that of the

in the time of Christ assumes a position analogous
To the actual sign of their
apostolical Christian communities.
Koman emperor, Christ re
the
of
dominion
under
the
subjection

fers the Pharisees with their hypocritical question (Matt. xxii. 19) y

in order to
fact that

it

show by the image and superscription on the money the
to Caesar, not
was, and why it was, their duty to render

the things which were
only the tribute, but in every other matter,
Caesar s.
It is the act of submitting to the government of a foreign

and whose actual existence
sovereignty whose reality is undeniable,
binds those subjected to it to a corresponding obedience. Further
than this the passage does not go, although we know also from the
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how just was the dispensation in which that people,
God what belonged to God, was bowed under the
The relation is a different one in which
foreign master.

history of Israel

who gave

not to

yoke of a

the apostle finds the members of the Christian community at the
same time members of the Roman state. Since Paul as well as

Peter exhorts the members of the Christian community to obedi
ence,
civil

infer

and

to the fulfilment of those duties required of

order of the state, these exhortations themselves permit us to
what importance the apostle attributed to the nature of this

ordinance

itself.

that this order
it

them by the

is

Two
a

things are here asserted at the same time
establishment and institution, and that

human

proceeds from God, and comprises in

Peter declares the
dience

to

first,

human

every

itself

when he urges
ordinance

(Trdarj

a divine substratum.

the Christian
avdpcoTrlvy

to obe

KTiaei,

1

13) which serves ends which a king has to carry out, or
governors appointed by him. But since Peter requires such obe
dience for the Lord s, for Christ s sake (Sia TOV Kvpiov), and
includes
the giving honour to the king
(TOV ftaaCkea r^are)
in the sphere where the freedom of the servants of God is duly
exercised (vers. 16, 17), there must lie in this &quot;ordinance of man&quot;
a relation which is not of a human, but of a divine character. A
human ordinance certainly is that civil community of which Peter
knew his readers to be members and a human ordinance it is
Pet.

ii.

&quot;

&quot;

;

(except in Israel) in all public communities, since in them all legis
But it has a divine relation,
lation is the product of human effort.
because that which the law is intended to protect is moral aims

man cannot originate in himself, but
been
have
which
engrafted by God in the human race. Touching
this hereafter.
Paul, on the other hand, since he declares every

of the community, which

one, without exception, bound (rraaa ^rv^ Eom. xiii. 1) to be
obedient to the existing authority, immediately declares the whole
For,&quot; says he,
weight of the reason on which this duty depends.
&quot;

no power which is not of God&quot; (01) yap ecrnv e^ovcrla el
and the powers that actually exist are ordained
/jLTj
eov)
of God&quot; (al 8e ovaai VTTO TOV Qeov TeTayfjievat, ela-iv, Rom. xiii. 1).
For this reason he calls resistance to authority resistance to the
ordinance of God (SLaraytj, ver. 2), and says it is their (i.e. of
those who resist) fault and blame when (that which they fear in
the magistrate) punishment comes upon them (ol Be avdecrTij/coTe^
eavTols Kpl/ma \rj^ovTa^ ver. 2). And now in what follows there
us to
is
brought forward just the moral import which teaches
&quot;

there

CLTTO

is

&quot;

;
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recognise the idea of authority in itself, as well as the vocation of
those actually appointed to exercise it, as something

proceeding

from and ordained of God. For, so
evil, and not he who does right, has

declared, he who does
to fear the ruler ; he, how
it

is

who wishes not to dread the magistrate, let him do what is
For to the good applies the
good, and he will have praise of him.
relation (efc TO aya66v) in which the magistrate is for us the
But if we do evil, then may we fear for the
servant of God.

ever,

;

magistrate bears not the sword in vain, for he

the servant of

is

God

in vengeful promptitude for wrath against him who does evil.
Hence the necessity of obedience, not alone because of this wrath,

And

but for conscience sake (vers. 3-5).

this

same moral element

punishment of evil-doing, and praise

in the idea of the magistrate
of well-doing
is also mentioned

by Peter (e/c^i/cTjcn^ KaKOTroi&v,
1
understand from this
Pet.
ii.
GTraivos Se cvyaOoTroiwv,
14).
to obedience, to sub
which
we
are
exhorted
passage the sense in
and
is
called
authority (ap^at?,
jection to that which
government

We

vTrordo-crea-Oai,,

e|ou&amp;lt;7/at&amp;lt;?,

and

TreiOapxeLV, Tit.

iii.

and why kings

1),

Traz^re? ev rfj
other rulers are pointed out (/SacrtXets
the
on
a
claim
have
prayers of
vTrepo^rj 6We?) as objects which
and
a
lead
the Christian, in order that we may
peaceable life
quiet
/cal

all

and honesty (1 Tim. ii. 1, 2). It is a different
which the
object from that of the mere external order of things

in all godliness

They are moral aims of the
appointed to serve.
forms the vocation
maintenance
government of the world, whose
than the nature
no
farther
This vocation goes
of the magistrate.
magistrate

is

of the magistrate extends, and
of men, but not to their senti
actions
intended to extend, to the

of the relation admits.
is

ments.

doing
as

;

He
to

The power

to punish evilappointed to reward well-doing,
men should do
that
desires
which
God
watch over that

members

is

of

human

society,

and that which

He

desires

they

upon a divine
authority
as a divine
viewed
be
existence
foundation ; and its historical
may
of
maintenance
the
is
existence
its
of
institution, as the object
moral and divine aims, to which all human society ought to consider
These are the aims which are
itself subject for the sake of God.
on
in
men
their conscience, and not from fear of authority
binding
alone.
And not to the human institution as such does the Chris
should leave undone.

Thus does

tian feel himself bound, but to

it

rest

as the divinely appointed bearer

and guardian of divine and moral requirements made on human
In what form and manner among men the power of the
society.
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on this point the writers
magistrate is to be established by them
of the New Testament say nothing.
But that wherever men look
establishment as an affair merely of human choice, or for
ends alone, or where authority is regarded merely as carry
ing out mere human will, whether of individuals or of the whole
body, there Scripture declares plainly that it is established on a

upon

its

human

Such an ordinance

false foundation.

is

not for the satisfaction of

man s

will, but of his consciousness, that the ordinances he estab
lishes for the preservation of these moral aims of the community

Not

are consistent with the divine will.

course of

less,

however,

is

this the

existing ordinances of society, that every human
action without divine direction is insufficient for the

moral view of

all

maintenance and preservation of such order. No man no human
is in such a
authority
way master of the conditions of the people,
that the maintenance and preservation of the powers that minister
to the moral ends of human society can be thought of without the
providence of the divine government of the world.

Even

in this

point of view the authorities which exist, and which are sub
servient to this order, may consider themselves as appointed by
God. Nowhere, indeed, for the sake of the person, but for that
of their office

and vocation which they

exercise.

This bestows on

right to an exercise of power which is just as much the
In
discharge of duties towards God as towards human society.
this divine authorization, however, all members of public consti

them the

tuted power have their share, each in his own order.
For the
order of this membership alone, and not an exclusive prerogative
of vocational right derived from God, is intended, when the apostle
places the king as exalted above the others (co? vTrepe^ovra), over
Si? avrov
against the governors (rjye/jLocriv) as sent by him
7re/&amp;lt;t-

(&&amp;gt;?

Obedience for the sake of God applies
whose
to all rulers and powers
office it is to minister to the pre
servation of the divinely purposed order of things in society ; and
the measure of respect given to them differs only according to the

Trofjievois, 1

Pet.

ii.

13, 14).

And not any
position occupied by each as a member of the body.
a supreme
kind
of
whether
monarchical,
particular
organization,
senate, and the
Testament but

like,

is

prescribed

by the Scriptures

of the

New

as the apostles found them, so they describe them,
their
without
and,
calling them in question, merely say in \vhat
service consists, so that we might recognise in it a service towards
;

God, and our vocation
proceeding from Him.

in such service as

This

lies in

one

\villed

by God and

that right whose nature in

its
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of divine
and in the execution of right
origin
power and dominion have the character of a divine
Not that we might
mission, let them bear what name they may.

ultimate ground

is

;

all

alone,

not draw, according to the naturally-organized division of the
human race, a conclusion as to the kind and manner in which

forms of constitution for the administration of law correspond
either

more

or less to the natural tendencies of the

human

race in

general, or to those of a people in itself and its historical develop
ment. But no divine rule is given for this ; and if a judgment has

been pronounced on

this subject, it is

a judgment of the

human

understanding, not that of a Christian bound in his conscience by
a divine rule. Therefore Christian knowledge does not shut out

judgment as to the different political forms of the polity of
but it destroys that
nations, and a preference of one before others
which
the
fanaticism
declares
existence
of one order of
political
because
its
form
does
not answer to
to
be
no
order, merely
things
In order to
this or that theory of the best form of government.
all

;

be obedient to any order of things, it is enough for the Christian
that it exists as a legal order and for the maintenance of law,

whether that order

may

be called monarchy, aristocracy, democracy,

or by any other name.
*

(2) Submission to the existing order of things gains its true
character by means of the other side of the knowledge, that accord
ing to the ground of its existence it is indeed divine, though as

regards the means of bringing about and the form of its exist
it is human
av6 pwirivr]). It is not therefore to the
(KTICTI,?

ence

Christian an incarnation of the divine will on earth, but only a
and all the diffe
copy, with very many defects and faults ;
rent state forms constitute only so many ways of approximating to

human

God s government of the world in right and right
from the divine model,
one
eousness,
nearer, another more removed
a model which Christ alone will
and no one ever equal to it,
realize in the revelation of His kingdom of glory.
Hence, because
the Christian knows that every form of government will be accom
one
this, another by that defect, it would appear to him
the method of

panied,

by

the postulate of the lest form the determining
of
to the existing order of things in which he, in
obedience
ground
a manifestation of God s government
of
all
honours
defects,
spite
of nations ; and because, on the other hand, this divine order of

absurd to

make

things appears in an earthly and
his

mind equally

foolish

and

human

copy,

it

would appear

to

sinful to identify the existing national
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God s divine will, and idolatrously to
as the absolutely conditioning standard of life.
All
that
of
the
of
conduct
legal duty, moreover, only regulates
portion
men which has reference to the community. In this sense alone is
constitution with the law of

venerate

it

the individual under obligation to observe the laws ; and the com
munity organized in the magistracy for the execution of the law, to
administer it. For from the external and already realized order of
the state arises the legal obligation for the members of the com
munity, and has only the maintenance of this external order for its
object.
ment of

The inward

perfection of

man

is

as little as the establish

Each is a moral
right in its true ideal a legal duty.
has
for
its
obligation.
Legal obligation
object, that the
merely
its
regulated form should not be violated, and
should be carried out by a course of action consistent with it.
Hence also the result, that the fulfilling of the law is compulsory,

realized order in

and must be insisted on for the maintenance of
which is totally inapplicable to the law of moral

a relation

order,

And
perfection.
in
to
see
of
all
for
the
least
Christian
possible
the fulfilment of legal duty the fulfilling of the law of human
for this reason

it is

How

the true moral fulfilment even of legal
obligation is attained, the Christian knows out of a law of liberty
and of life, which neither is a human institution, nor does it impose

moral perfection.

legal obligation; nor does it aim merely at the order of human
society, but at the communion of God with man and of man with

God, from which he derives the power for that doing of what is
good, and for avoiding of what is evil, for which, and not against

human society also exists.
in
every case a naturally given order of things.
supposes
It is
does not found, but only establishes its recognition.

which, the order of

Law
This

it

not law which

first

forms

social order,

nor does

it first

bring

it

into

a unity, but it presupposes the originally and naturally constituted
unity of the nation, and superior to this that of the human race, as
a collective and morally established existence.

In the connection

of the individual with this morally formed collective existence, lies
the obligation to recognise its order as realized in law and discerned
as

common

ethos,

and

to

obey

it.

In

this sense

and for

this reason

the existing order of things binds the Christian also on the side of
his earthly vocation to this aim, that the fulfilment of his individual
vocation should correspond to the earthly collective vocation which
the people, and the families of nations, the human race, have to
fulfil.

In

like

manner

this order of things binds the Christian in
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existing state, inasmuch and so far as the Christian, with the
vocation of his earthly life, finds himself within an existing order
In such an order of things the individual is
of things.
generally
It is for him the given order to which he owes
born.
obedience, so
long as he in his earthly vocation belongs to it. But if its existence
its

comes to an end, so with it ceases the obligation of obedience which
binds the Christian in his earthly calling, and no further.
The
existence of a present order of things can for the Christian cease to
be, either in this way, that he believes that he ought on grounds of
his vocation to withdraw by emigration from the people and the

region in which

it

of things ceases

prevails

;

or in this way, that the existing order

by a destiny independent of the resolution of the

and gives place to another
Christian character realizes itself in

individual,

seeking arbitrary

way

through birth and by

one.

In the

this, that it

dissolve the relation in

first

case the

does not in a self-

which the Christian,

his lot in life, belongs to the order of things

existing in a particular people

the individual lot in

new

life,

;

but only either when compelled by

which never even then bears the character

of caprice, or in the clear perception of a duty of his vocation,
whether earthly or heavenly. For wherever the condition of a

people renders the fulfilment of a

compels him

to a violation of

it,

he

man s vocation impossible, or
may withdraw from the griev

is in no wise
calling, and in that respect
or duty of
some
in
unless
duty
legal
justice,
particular
prevented
The Christian sentiment
his vocation binds the sufferer to the soil.

ance on account of his

of
forms, however, the most decided contrast to that unsteadiness
adventure.
love of
self-seeking, gain- seeking, or trouble-shirking

the state of the case under the second hypothesis, viz.
that the existing order of things ceases through an event indepen

Different

is

change is according to
there occurs in due order a change in the person of

dent of the resolve of the individual.
order,

i.e. if

him who
by a new

If the

invested with the exercise of power (by succession, or
different forms), or if there
election, etc., according to the
is

invested with the power of regulation and
with the existing rights
legislation a change in the laws consistent
and in furtherance of good order, then the Christian will find
in his vocation no hindrance to his submitting to the change as
But if the change in the order of things
a new order of things.
comes to pass through the fortunes of nations, through the issue
of a struggle entered irito for the sake of the God-given vocation of
a nation, in which the ordinance of a new rule is imposed upon a

proceeds from him

who

is
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conquered people, in that case there lies, neither in the violence
by which the new order of things has been produced, nor in the
legitimacy of that which previously existed and in the fact of having

sworn to observe the same, nor in the mere fact of the abolition of
the former state and the introduction of a new system, in itself a
rule to determine the conscientious conduct of a Christian, i.e. the
question whether to render obedience to the new order of things, or
That which rather has to determine his conduct, is
it.

to refuse

the question whether the law in the given case is compulsory,
whether and how far the attempt at its enforcement belongs to the
individual legally and in accordance with his vocation, and if and

how

far the nature of the

new

order of things is repugnant to the
Now there exists in the very

conscience of a Christian citizen.

nature of the case, according to national right,

i.e.

for the right .of

one nation over against another, or of one ruler over against another,
no compulsion of rights in the sense that we might hold the
attempt to maintain the former possession or the former state of
independence by force, as a legal duty unconditionally valid and
one to be carried out.
It is a misconception,&quot; therefore, justly
&quot;

Stahl (The Existing Parties in Church and State, Berlin
that the principle of legitimacy, as a rigid logical
1863, p. 303),
doctrine in favour of an absolute unalienable nature in dynastic

says

&quot;

rights, should ignore the events of the whole history of the world,
and oppose itself to all the necessities that belong to that history,

and thus censure the history of the world.&quot; And it is precisely
Christian who knows of the calamitous fates of nations
which by God s appointment are destined to happen either for the
purpose of a righteous judgment or of wholesome chastisement ; so
that for the question, what conduct in such cases the people or the
the

individual has to observe, the Christian is unable to derive any
satisfaction for his conscience from any general rule, but only from

an understanding
O of the concrete case, and from the consideration
whether the compulsory character of the right is actually involved,
/

With respect, however, to the legality of the previously
existing order of things, and of fidelity sworn to it, just as little
can be decided therefrom, since the oath of the citizen and the
or not.

subject binds him to the existing order of things, not to an order
of things which, without any violation of the oath of those who
have sworn it, has ceased to exist. But all that we can hence

deduce is nothing more than that in* such case the oath formerly
taken forms no obstacle to our submission to the existence of a new
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our binding ourselves thereto by oath. On the
not
even in this a decisive motive given, whether
contrary,
a man should, on account of conscience, submit to the new order of
And this so much the less, as it is not only con
things or not.
but
a
matter
of historical fact, that individuals are allowed
ceivable,

state of things, or to

we have

and suffered

to unite themselves to a
people and a state, without the
of
the
of
an
oath
to the new order of
obligation
requisition
things on
the part of the ruling powers. The mere fact, however, that in the

place of the former legalized order of things, a new system has
arisen, is just as little a motive by which to determine the conduct.

For not an

us in regard
the
character of
recognise
ing
a genuine order of things in a social community in this, that it does
not destroy, but maintains, the universal moral ends of those lifeit

existing order, realized in
as a real order of things ; but

any way,

justifies

we

which are the support of human society, and those parti
cular objects in the vocation of its members which are naturally
given in a public community. Something which, under the name of
relations

a system of things, suffices to destroy the one or the other of these
aims, or has such a tendency, cannot be looked upon as an order of

things binding on the people or on its individual members, although
that cannot be called a naturally established vocation for a people,
that one nation should rule over another, or one be subjected to
another,

i.e.

should discharge the duties of the calling of its national
dependence on another people.

peculiarity in independence, or in

this very thing is not an original and inborn system of things,
but the result of a higher dispensation belonging to the history of the
world. But whether in the independence or dependence of a people,
that order of things has no claim on Christian recognition for con
of the vocation and
science
which
the national

For

sake,

by

peculiarity

moral ends of human
people militates against the universal
Never
realization of the same.
individual
and
the
society,
against
the particular
said
be
here
would
concerning
theless, nothing yet
line of conduct in which this non-recognition for conscience sake
has to realize itself. It is at least not yet given in the subjective
of

its

claim of a system
opinion of the individual on the non-obligatory
of things ; but it takes its measure and its form at the same time,
of the individual, and the actually
according to the special vocation
Herein lies the subjective
force of the law.
existing compulsory

as the legal limits of our conduct.
objective, the moral as well
of those who for the common
it is one
thing, the position
law to represent and to carry out the
weal are

and
For

appointed by public

2

G
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laws of a people, for the preservation of the national vocation and
again, it is a different thing, the position of those whose duty as
simple citizens is to contribute, by conforming their personal con
duct to the popular order, to the maintenance of the public rights
;

The former

of the community.

are obliged by their vocation to
which
has a tendency to destroy those
contend against every power
aims which belong to man s social state and that of nations. This
the latter can also do, but have no vocational obligation so to act
for the community s sake. The latter have only to consider if, and
to what extent, the new state of things renders impossible the ful

filment of their

own

individual calling in

its

moral aims, as these

upon them as members of a naturally constituted
popular society, by its civil and religious relations. In the case of
are imposed

the one, as in that of the other, the nature of the maintenance of
violated law will depend upon the measure in which this mainte

nance can be asserted in a legal form, i.e. in such a case made
They must distinguish what social good is attain
relatively valid.
able in a legal manner for the nation as a whole, and what for the

That which, in the case of its subjugation,
individual personally.
the people as a whole body have not succeeded in, the individual
must in his own person, for the sake of the whole community^
and to maintain. If he is convinced that he can
remain in union with his native community, while the

strive to rescue

and ought

to

new shaping

of

its

order of things violates his conscience, he can

not do so without protest against the obligation of such a state of
If the
things for him, and refusal of the oath of allegiance.
authority which has subverted the legitimate constitution of the
people permits such persons to remain members of the state, then
to the

If
ground.
not permitted, then will the same authority compel the
recusant to depart, if it does not rid itself of him in another

any conscientious question of leaving

this

it

falls

is

manner.

to bring about either one or other by means of a,
be better than to shun the duty of protesting, and that

But

protest, will

The latter will
of refusing the oath, by flight and abandonment.
where
the cer
or
not
then
only
reprehensible,
appear justifiable
the
that
to
right will,,
tainty previously exists,
every attempt
guard
put into execution, be rendered nugatory by autho
If, however, it does not turn upon a defence against such a
rity.
state of things as is in itself a subversion of the moral aims of
human society and the vocation of nations, but merely upon the

even before

it is

question of the independence or dependence of the nation

;

in that
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case at least, the justification of

any resistance we may think of as
founded on justice and morality, is not to be looked for in a
pre
tended inalienability of national independence founded on divine
For the natural separation of a people into an independent
right.
unity may be forfeited by their own fault. And the

inviolability

of the so-called principle of nationalities is an untruth, if it is
desired to make this principle valid, in
opposition to the decrees of
divine justice and divine judgment in the world.

More
is

difficult is

assailed

the question

and overthrown within

when an

existing order of things
system of the com

the established

in opposition to that order, whether it be done by those
appointed to its rule or by those subjected to their sovereignty.
For in the maintenance of order the power of authority and the
obedience of its subjects coincide; and a man cannot be called upon

munity

in the

name

of obedience to destroy, or to allow to be destroyed,

an existing order of things in opposition to order. Where, conse
quently, an existing state of things is threatened by an antagonism
to that order, then every Christian feels himself called upon to take
part in the resistance to this order-destroying power, yet in such a
manner that the form of this resistance and the individual partici
pation in it keep themselves rigidly within the limits of the existing
popular order of things and the calling of the individual, in the

shape of a protest framed in accordance with the law and his own
Force opposed to law and order is never wielded by the
calling.
Christian against revolution ; nor does he advocate such a course,

whether the revolution originates from above or below.
indeed that injustice gives birth to injustice, and violence

He knows
to violence,

judgment of God is brought
sin-burdened instruments
that
the
aware
equally
of such judgments do not escape their own destruction, and that in

and that
about

;

in such universal disorder the

but he

is

the Christian the justice of God is thereby conqueror, that the
Christian opposes justice only to injustice, and in making a stand
for rights, instead of by violence, disarms the might of the aggressor
by patience and perseverance. For the doctrine of the rejection
of all active resistance, and of the unconditional obligation to passive
veneration of rights, as
obedience, contradicts equally the Christian
the opinion that authority is to be obeyed merely because it is
of law and justice it divests
authority, while by denial and disregard
which it does not possess of itself, but
itself of the claims to

power

and dispenser it is
only on account of that right whose guardian
its vocation to be.
I shall venture, in proof of the truth of this
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assertion, to quote Stahl as a testimony above suspicion, when, in
reference to the doctrine of Filmer and others in the times of the

Stuarts, touching &quot;non-resistance,&quot; or the rejection of all active right
This doctrine is carried to the extreme, viz.
of opposition, he says :
that an exception to the principle is never admissible, that in no
&quot;

possible or conceivable case resistance can be

permitted&quot;

(Parties in

Church and State, p. 288). The coup d etat which is called revo
lution has no sanction in the fact, that it proceeds not from below,
but from above. Hence also no renunciation of the duty of resist
ance in the name of Christian obedience holds good. If, however,
the resistance by means of just and constituted authority is over
powered, whether it be from above or from below, and in place of
the old legitimate order of things a new one has been established,

how

then has the Christian to conduct himself?

Even here no

general rule can be laid down, but a decision must be made according
to the nature of the individual case, and the position of the indi

For an obligatory
vidual with respect to his particular vocation.
order of things is not restored by the fact that perchance, in place
of antecedent anarchy, a so-called law of order has been established.
Eight and rightful order are not made by the law, but rest on
nature and history, and are something naturally and historically
handed down. Law is consonant with order, if and seeing that it
produces the recognition of this right wrong does not become
If a law establishes the
right by its being declared right by law.
;

principle of arbitrary tyranny or permanent revolution, since it
subjects order to the mere will and caprice, whether it be of the

ruler or of the people, then is such a law contrary to right, and
changes order into disorder, since it constitutes, as the foundation

human

order, human caprices instead of divine arrangement and
such a law, or one similar, i.e.
nature and history.
in
guidance
binds
to
this, formally
(which is not intended to be
approximating

of

When

denied) those who are members of that community in which the law
has been established, then they cannot desire so to remain members
of the community, as not at the same time constantly to stand up for
the right against the law which is opposed to right, and to endea

way consistent with their calling and with right,
end that right may be maintained against the law. They
will not take part in any act of violence against the law, and also
will not reject a law which does in effect protect legitimate order,
because it has been brought
about by an act of violence which they
o
have neither sanctioned nor shared. Where, however, a law has

vour

to strive, in a

to the

/
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violates the right, there lies in the limitation
efforts not only the exclusion

and counteracting

of revolutionary opposition to the existing authority, but also the
exclusion of that false so-called patriotic enthusiasm which, by over

looking the diversity of gifts and vocations, supposes every member
of a popular community in the same way and to the same extent,

according to his own discretion, appointed guardian of popular
order, giving to such a perverse course of conduct the name of the
virtue of political citizenship.
in which the Christian, conformably to law and
(4) The way
takes
an active part in the maintenance of the
to his vocation,

has a double aspect, which is also
existing popular constitution,
the
Christian
conditioned by
insight into the nature of national

they exist on earth. If it is impossible for him to
any attempt which assumes an antagonistic position to

state systems as

take part in

the existing. public order of things, there is not the least ground
from this for concluding that Christian sentiment resolves itself

This could
merely into maintaining that which actually exists.
that
convinced
to
feel
ceased
the
Christian
when
case
only be the
all
him
if
to
or
sees
he
constitutions
in existing popular
avOpwTnva,

which belongs thereto were an unalterable Oelov. The more the
Christian recognises the fact that, under the name of existing order,
is to be found, so much the
very much that is destructive of order
the
identical
as
less can he regard
conception of the maintenance
If
of that which exists.
maintenance
the
with
order
of existing

the expressions &quot;conserva
party phraseology has placed
which the one tendency
of
as
and &quot;reformer&quot;
contrasts,

political
tive&quot;

excludes the other, there is implied, if we consider merely the
abstract notion, and not the tendency which lies hidden under the
the
in the Christian conviction a determination neither for

name,
one nor for the other

side,

but for both at the same time, or more

the other, since it is impossible for Chris
correctly for the one in
a maintenance of the existing order of
to
conceive
tian

knowledge

and the rejection of what is
things without a constant renewal,
with
a
of
or
change produced in conformity
opposed to that order,
exists.
that
order
the
of
Only
maintenance
order without the
consti

in the human and legalized popular
or nothing but divinely
divine
tution either no
obligatory right,
and renewal meet each other
maintenance
can
there
obligatory law,
as uncontrolled innovation and falsely
as irreconcilable opponents
side of renewal
Moreover, as well on the
controlled immoveabilitv.

where we acknowledge
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as again on that of maintenance, the limitation to efforts conform
able to law and vocation excludes all disturbance arising from un

authorized political meddling.
And just as little can Christian knowledge limit all share in the
preservation and renovation of the popular constitution simply to
those

who

are appointed to rule, and exclude all such as are subject
For if the form of the existing popular constitution

to this rule.

itself in this, that some command and others
obey, yet its
substance does not resolve itself merely into the abstract relation of
ruling and obeying, but has in its appointed character of a ruling

completes

exercised agreeably to its duties and to law, and obedience agree
ably to its duties and to law, a plenitude of relations which makes
it
impossible to view the mere act of obeying and the mere act

of

commanding

as fulfilment of the duties of our vocation.

The

rather this, in command duly exercised
to
vocation and law, and in obedience of a similar cha
according
racter to maintain the vocation of the individual, and that of the
fulfilment of a vocation

is

body for the welfare of the whole.

collective

That order of things

which, grounded on right and acknowledged in law, is binding on
all, determines the fulfilment of vocation, and makes, under certain
circumstances, alike the refusal of obedience in compliance with
duty, as well as the withdrawal of a

command, a matter

of conscience

and subjects. For command, like obedience, has
and the same limits which exclude the self-seeking abuse

to Christian rulers
its limits

of

;

command,

also exclude the self-seeking obedience as well as the

That

self-seeking arbitrary refusal of obedience.

refusal of obe

dience consistently with our vocation, which
every further consequence of that refusal, without on its
own side leaving the ground of duty and of right, is as distant as
in self-denial surrenders

itself to

the poles from that CLVT IT da veer 6 at, which the apostle forbids (Rom.
is
xiii.
expressly
2), and which, through the connection with ver. 4,
a
TO
KCLKOV.
designated
Trpdaaeiv

But while such

is

the state of the case,

while

command and

obedience have right and law equally for their foundation as for their
limit, ruler and people are equally called upon, not indeed to the
execution and exercise, but to the preservation, of that right which
is
guarded by law, it is in the highest degree necessary that this
similar calling (which differs only in the form of its exercise) should
have also in the community appointed methods of its fulfilment,

by which a mutual participation
and in case of a conflict between

in active realization

ruler

and people,

is

obtained

justifiable

;

resist-
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ance is released from the
necessity of an arbitrary choice of means,
and regulated by public order. Such is the characteristic of those
political constitutions which are termed limited monarchies, because
they not only keep the ruler in bounds, but also the people, to
the end that both should take their
part in the preservation and
guardianship of the right only in efforts constitutionally regulated.
Their value should least of all, in the name of Christian
piety
towards the sovereign, be misunderstood or denied on this
account,
because they, like every human institution,
may be abused by dis
honest intention, or in one way or the other are affected
by failings
or deficiencies with regard to the
principle of their foundation, or
to their formal shape.
take this as my
starting-point,&quot; says
that
the
true
unlimited
Stahl,
monarchy is neither in itself the
&quot;I

&quot;

more

perfect form of state polity, nor one more suitable to the
German peoples ; consequently that the
existence of a popular representation which limits the
power of the
rulers under sound relations and with a sound
is a
historical relations of the

arrangement,

development and enrichment of the constitution that it is, in fact,
an element of German state policy.&quot; And he starts therefrom,
because he has rightly recognised the fact that such a constitution
a matter of necessary requirement where the previous character
of the bonds of association
one of private rights has ceased, and
is

into

of

its

place public right, the public import, and the political unity
and powers and rights, have entered. For there

all institutions

&quot;it

a precept, that the relations of mere personal authority
develop
themselves into institutions and ordinances in internal conformity

is

with law
limited

that the magistrates rule as members of these institutions,
It is, before all, the idea of
their conformity to law.

by
which the

the state,

feudalistic party rejects as revolutionary or as

a mere abstraction, and which signifies nothing else but just that
that inner necessity and that ministration
legal order of things
limit and the
for the higher
problems of the state which are the
as in a republic.&quot;
a
under
well
as
for
rulers
its
monarchy
precept

From

which is the
view results that of
political citizenship,
essential fellowship and the essential equality of all members of the
state.
There every one is immediately and of himself accounted a
member of the nation and of its community&quot; (Stahl). And on all
this

&quot;

and the need of a popular representation. But
and highest value is not that in it is given a
on the part
guarantee against unjust and unlawful encroachments
such as is
and
of its rulers, and the means of regulated opposition,
this rests the
right
its most essential
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consistent with vocation against such attempts ; but that the people,
trained by living, active realization to a veneration for right and
law, at the same time acquires in this very exercise, according to
the manifold variety of the rank, calling, and education of the mem

who are its representatives, room to bring to light from the
most immediate perception the problems and requirements as well
as the wrongs and deficiencies of actual life of the living present,
and so to contribute to that development of positive right against
which only that false immoveability or &quot;reaction&quot; sets itself, which
indeed no one has so well traced out as Stahl himself
False
reaction consists in mistaking and opposing itself to those problems
which are actually incumbent on the present, and which revolution

bers

&quot;

:

has only misunderstood.

The well-grounded demands

for the

protection of personal liberty, for the guarantee of civil rights, for
political and social privileges of the higher citizenship, for an

and legal order, to reject and oppose these,
because the manner in which Liberalism puts them forth and
struggles after them leads to commotions, and, on the other hand,
to defend the arbitrary aims of the government, the ancient and

inviolate constitution

exclusive

privileges of

the

that

aristocracy

Afterwards Stahl goes on to say

is

false

reaction.&quot;

false reaction ivhen it
reacts not only against the material of disease, but also against the
seeds of development, and when it desires not only to destroy and
&quot;

:

It

is

paralyze the disease, but the members which are affected with
(Present Parties, etc., pp. 334, 335).
(5) Where, in the case of the Christian, the line commences
it&quot;

within which he feels himself independent of popular ordinances
and the laws of the state, there exactly begins the domain of that
Spirit by whose operation alone the Christian looks for the right
fulfilment and impression of all the ordinances of the popular com
munity. This is the domain of the spirit of the grace of Christ.

Where

kings and rulers no longer govern
and their subjects no more render obedience

&quot;

by the grace of

God,&quot;

name of

God,&quot;

&quot;in

the

there will even the best form be corroded by the deceitful spirit of
selfishness ; and to the ruler who says,
I am the state,&quot; will the
&quot;

other lying extreme follow, viz. that of the
sovereign will of the
But there, on the contrary, will the people be wisely
people.&quot;
counselled, where ruler and people are reminded by law and justice
&quot;

that the object of order is to secure to the members of the com
munity the possibility of together contributing, in the spirit of the
love of Christ, to their

common

vocation

;

and where the divinely
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appointed vocation reminds all equally of the divine judgment
(comp. e.g. Ps. Ixxxii.), and of the gifts of grace, without which
even natural qualification in the earthly calling cannot in blessing
fulfil its duties

(compare in reference to rulers, Prov. xx. 28), so
power comes to aid the bond of law and justice
which unites rulers and subjects the spirit of prayer and inter
cession for each other (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 2 with 1 Kings iii. 6-9)
by virtue of which God Himself dwells in the government of
that an invisible

nations.

But

the order of things which secures the blessings and means
is different from that which contributes to the
earthly
And as it was not by means of the divinely
vocation of a people.

of salvation

purposed order of popular society that the power of redemption
their sins came to the nations, so is it even now still, after the

from

revelation of grace has appeared, not the legitimate sovereignty of
the state which of itself, and from the divinely bestowed supreme
power of its office, is permitted to determine this relation of the

members
itself

The

of a nation to the ordained revelation of grace, or to turn
completely against the decisions of this kingdom of grace.

spirit of Christianity,

which honours the manifold wisdom of

the divine training of nations by keeping distinct their different
And if the misconduct
vocations, reacts against both these things.
of the powers of the state ventures, in arbitrary determination of
to determine against
religious and ecclesiastical conduct, so far as

the manifest and ecclesiastically acknowledged will of God in Jesus
TleiOap^etv Bel @e
Christ, then the Christian refuses obedience.
Acts v. 29. El Si/ccuov eo-riv IV^TTLOV TOV
IJ.aXkov TI
dvOptoTTois,

The
0eoO, vjjiwv aKoveiv /jidX\ov i) TOV OeoO, /cplvare, iv. 19.
Christian character of this refusal will, moreover, consist in this,
that the refusal is kept within the limits of vocation and right; that
the renunciation
petitions, representation, and complaint precede
of obedience ; and that the refusal of obedience is never converted
an unlawful attack upon divinely appointed authority, but
rather opposes nothing to the abuse of power but the force of
The ground of
justice and self-denying patience and endurance.
into

divine authorization, however, is
vocation ministers
this, that the system of the earthly collective
vocation ;
collective
in subordination to the system of the heavenly
for its
law
a
has
that each, by virtue of its destination,
peculiar
the
of
the
that
movement and
pecu
;
transferring

the refusal of obedience and

liarity of the

its

accomplishment
one sphere to the domain of the other, and the false
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super-elevation, or indeed interference, with the one order on the
ground of the power of the other, is a confusion of the divine order
earth, to prevent which, and in every way to do battle with
to the position of his earthly vocation, every Chris
it, according
his
in
tian,
calling as a Christian, has a divine authorization.

upon

The Church^ and

55. C.

its

Relation to the Realization of

Christian Virtue.

How

it

is

that the believer

s

consciousness of Christ

is

in

separable from that of a kingdom established and maintained by
Christ on earth, had already to be explained (see especially
17).

The

specific peculiarity of this

community, and

the family and the state, consist in
not rest upon a natural basis ; that

only the present

and

life

this,
it

that

;

its

difference

and the human race

foundation does

in its limitation to itself

and nationally diverse

and that for the attainment of these ends

means which are of human

directed to impulses and

from

has no aims which concern

to the temporal purposes of its collective

existence

its

is

not

origin,

and

it

which consequently partake of a natural and human character.
Rather is it that community which has its foundation in an act

and doing

of

God

which

in Christ,

is

from God and

for

God,

purpose our training for future glory and perfection,
and possessing for the attainment of this purpose those means in

having for

its

word and sacrament which owe

their existence

and legitimacy

to a

divine operation and establishment, and as such are designed to
and promotion of a communion

effect the foundation, maintenance,

of

God

with man, and of

man

with God.

For these means cannot

be separated from the person of the only Mediator between God
and man, but they are the instruments of His mixed spiritual and
the church
corporeal (geistleillich) presence upon earth, by which
it
has
which
of Jesus Christ is founded, and by
unceasingly to

maintain

itself,

to

extend

itself

outwardly and inwardly, to con

these means of
firm and promote itself.
specific peculiarity of
grace is alone the real basis on which rest alike the new life-relation

The

and the new problem of the life and the vocation of the church
of Jesus Christ. Both taken together the fellowship of the Spirit
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by word and sacrament, and the community
and of faith, realizing itself in and by word and sacra

faith, effected

of the Spirit

form the idea of

ment

this kingdom
upon earth as the church,
and condition as a community of the Spirit
in its divinely
appointed means, by which it

invisible in its essence

and of
exists,

But

faith, visible

and

not resolve
of

in

which

arid

through which

it

verifies its existence
(1).

the outward existence, the empirical form of the church, does

its

itself

nature.

social life,

it,

merely into that which it is by the internal necessity
since the church attains to one form of man s

For

as such, also

becomes an object of man

conscious

s

ness of rights, which embraces all that is called human society, and
consequently also Christian society in its working reality, and is

thereby impelled to peculiar forms of right, determined by the
nature of this social life, but not identical with it. Inasmuch,

namely, as the church recognises the relation of

life

and

society,

worked out and appointed for her by God, in its organic form at
the same time as a rule and order of her common life which exists
law for the community, and consistently with this creates exter
nal ordinances, by which she strives to guard the proper realization
by and in the word and sacrament, and thus out of herself sets
as

forth a system regulated according to churchly rights ; therefore
she is and becomes a churclidom as a human establishment, a legal
institution,

which stands

in the

same

relation to the essence of that

of

brought about by the grace
and
God, as does the state to that natural moral order of family
of
will
the
determined
and
realized
is
by
popular society which

kingdom

of the church which

is

New

the revelation of the
just because
Testament in the word lays down legislatively no positive rules of
that side of
it is
precisely
right for her existence as a churclidom,

God

its

Creator.

And

forms of churclidom which have been limited and regulated by
of which, as being facts histo
according to churchly rights,
what course with respect to them it
rically given, it may be asked

man

behoves Christian virtue to follow.
all

Christian virtue

faith,

is

the

For while the divine

source of

word and sacrament apprehended

upon which the kingdom

constituted church establishment

of the

church

in

rests, the legally

the churclidom

is

the histori-
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cally given

human

object

on which Christian virtue has to realize

to faith.

self

conformably
church and churchdom

[PART

is

The recognition
the

first

III.

it

of this difference between

requisite for a just realization of

a legally constituted church system (2). This recognition, however,
with all its relative analogy with the moral appreciation of the legal
ordinances which belong to the

civil

and

social life of

man, has

The resemblance

consists in the percep
a legal institution, a human
system resting on a divine foundation, and from the nature of law,
as from the accidental constitution of all that is human, neither a

again

specific difference.

its

tion that

churchdom

as well as state

is

nor a perfect realization of the positive nature of

faultless

foundation, consequently

also

subject

to

all

its

divine

the further conse

quences which have been previously traced ( 54) in reference to
the leo;al
O order of civil society. But an essential difference is found
/

not only in the fact, that in the positive law of man s civil life it is
only the naturally moral determination of all the relations of man s
earthly life which finds expression objectively, but also in this, that

by

this right,

determination

members

being made valid in law, this naturally moral
only laid down as a power binding society and its

and
is

its

and hereby the social order of things, so far
with
the nature of law itself compulsory, is
consistently
framed and realized in the only way which is possible for it, while
as

it

objectively

;

is

the case

is

different with the legal shaping of

nature of the church.

For

in this case there

what belongs
is

to the

antecedent a moral

religious community, founded on grace and the operation of
grace, and called into existence by grace, i.e. realized and actual,

and

and not simply resting in the idea of its divine Founder, which has
the fundamental law of its existence not in a legal order of things,
but in an order of salvation, which for its part rests not on a new
revelation of law, but on a new revelation of grace, and which does
not set forth as the definition of the community subject to it, that
they are a people of the law, a legal community, but a people of
To this its legal constitution
grace, a community of salvation.
stands in the relation of something accessory and secondary, which
this community adopts, not indeed only from some imaginary or
actual reference to the legally ordered civil society, but out of
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only, however, just as a

human

society, subjected also to the

earthly conditions of an established and

on account of which
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common

order of
things,

necessary, not only in respect to
human weakness, caprice, and perversion, but mindful of the call
to a realization of obedience to the divine law of that order of
life

which

man

is

finds

it

peculiar to

it,

it

to establish this order,
consistently

with

consciousness of law, as churchly law and legal institution,
and herewith an external and subsidiary support for the attainment
s

of the object of

its

existence

upon earth

(3).

Hence

it

follows, that

for the Christian conscience the legal ordering of the institution of

the church (Kirchenthum) never may or can be primarily, but only
secondarily and in a derived measure, a binding power ; since what

has its legitimacy in itself,
belongs to the church as a right never
or in the obligation of law as such, but in that relation in which
it

stands to the divinely appointed conditions of a true community
and salvation with Christ, and in which the specific and

of life

remains inviolate. Inviolate,
peculiar nature of these conditions
if we do not make primary that which is
it remains

however,

only
ordered establishment church only secondary, putting the legally
the
dom in the place of the church,
community of the Spirit and
of faith,

which

rests

on the means of grace, and do not attribute

to the legal institution as such that divine authority which belongs
will embodied in the word and
only to Christ, and to His gracious
For as certainly as it accrues to churchdom (as to
the sacrament.

every

human

the
society) to establish legally

to that order of life, external

by her

as a public

law

;

and

internal,

common

which

is

obligation

acknowledged

so little is the doctrine prevailing in the

and office, constitution
church, and the external order of worship
and government, derived from it, in the fact that it is clothed with
the force of public law, in itself alone that external and internal
on the conscience with divine
churchly order which is binding
authority.

She

with Scripture,

is
i.e.

so rather only conditionally,

in the proportion in

which

by her agreement

all

these institutions

and functions conduce to help forward the sole dominion of Christ
makes
in His word and sacrament, and to establish the faith which
of law laid down in churchdom, but
blessed, not on
propositions
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on Christ

s

word and sacrament alone

Herein

(4).

[PART
is

III.

same

at the

time given the standard for a conscientious Christian decision, and
the conduct answering to it, as well in reference to that form of

churchdom

in

which a man

by birth and baptism,

finds himself

also in reference to the relation to

each other of Christian

as

societies

If, namely, churchdom
ecclesiastically separated from each other.
in itself and in its legal shape were the church, as the
kingdom of

the

communion

of Christ, then could the conscience of the Chris

tian find itself determined to
nothing less than an unconditioned

obedience in faith.

Its

judgment would be bound by nothing

else

than the law of this community, and

any

certain standing-point in

we

and by God

could not speak of

for testing

it,

which

might be found outside of it. Just as little would it be possible to
conceive of a plurality of churchly communions to which the name
of church could apply.
For the church, as the community of the
kingdom of Christ, is at all times one and the same, has an im

mutable law of

always self-consistent no means being afforded
for recognising and experiencing its nature and efficacy, excepting
life

;

alone the believing apprehension of Christ, according to the pre
sence of His will and essence in His word and sacrament. But
just because such

is

the case

because the essence of the church

cannot be resolved into a legally constituted churchdom, and

it

is

not in the legal proposition of the latter, but in the word of the
grace of Christ, upon which the essential church rests, that a stand
ing-point

is

given which

is

derived from God, and has in

God

its

there
certainty for testing every form of ecclesiastical existence
fore has the conscience of the Christian, bound by the word of God,
liberty to test,

and the

justification, nay, the- obligation for

measur

ing the value and the divine validity of the forms in which church

dom

exists,

according to the measure in which the possibility

is

afforded of becoming a partaker, by means of the word and sacra
ment, of the incarnate Son of God, arid of the efficacy of His

Where

grace.

such possibility

is

present, there

must

it

be acknow

ledged and the connection (hereby maintained) of the separately
must
existing ecclesiastical organization with the essential church
not be denied on account of errors which cleave to separate forms
;
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of churchdom.

the (at

all

Only where, as a principle, the connection with
times one and the same) church of Jesus Christ, and

the object of desiring to lead to the Incarnate One, and the pre
sence of His grace in the word and sacrament, are refused and

must every claim to the name of a Christian church be
withheld from a community. Where, however, such a denial in
denied,

principle does not take place, there the

not to

be made

name

of Christian church

is*

a matter of contention, but not in the sense of

viewing them indifferently as equal, but with a testing of the dis
tinctions and their value, according
O to the measure in which one or
/

the other form of churchdom either promotes or impedes our access
to the spiritual-corporeal presence of Christ, and the efficacy of His

and by His word and sacrament, i.e. to their incorpora
The tie of
tion into the essence of the kingdom of His church.

grace, in

the particular church in which the individual finds himself by
birth and the baptismal rite, has no right or power over his con
science, sharpened by the word of God, to prevent him separating

from that church for conscience

sake,

whose shaping,

either in

an anxiety to his conscience, in
principle or in actual fact, becomes
of that relation and obligation in which a man is imme
respect

diately placed to Christ

virtue of the

same

and His kingdom by baptism

association

by baptism

is

also

(5).

By

determined the

which the Christian has to observe towards that
church in which he believes he can remain with a good conscience.

positive behaviour

to every external legal order of things for the sake
of that order, and for the sake of love and peace, for the Chris
tian notwithstanding this order of things is neither the law of

Subject as he

is

his inner life,

nor

its

to a legal obligation,
fulfilment, as obedience

the fulfilment of that obedience which, as a free and moral per

formance in Christ, he owes to Christ his Lord, to say nothing
of the act of an obedience in which he has his justification before
it as his task and duty to
God. Eather does the Christian
regard

set the

law of

life in

the church of Christ

s

kingdom above the law

of right in churchdom, and regulating the last by the first, to keep
churchdom in connection with the vital
all the
legal ordinances of

law of the

essential church,

and

to penetrate with the living spirit,
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of the kingdom of Christ all legal forms of churchdom ; and in the
same spirit not only to fulfil all requisitions of churchdom which
have their O
ground in the essence of the church, but to assist it also,/

according to the particular vocation of individuals in the familv
and the people, to ascendency in all the natural moral relations of

For only that spirit of churchdom which is falsely
and severed from the essence of the true church, regards
society.

domain of

its

realization

limited
as the

the external association of churchdom

while the true spirit of the church of Christ and its members
recognises all the relations of human life and society, without dis
alone

;

placing their limits or setting aside or restricting the fundamental
principles peculiar to them, but rather in preserving intact and
sanctifying their mutual alternate relations, as the sphere of the
sovereignty of that Lord to whom also the individual Christian,

from baptism onwards, is bound as a member in faith, and in whom
he has to exert himself in every one of these spheres of life, to the
end of preserving the original order of things, and for the renewal

and

setting right all that has fallen

where

this spirit is the living

away from

impulse in

an

that order.

Only

ecclesiastical society,

be realized in churchly fellowship also, that vocation of
be the salt of the earth, and to guard themselves against

will there

disciples to

that slothful indifference which threatens alike a dead Christianity

and a dead church.

The

object of the last paragraph was to show what ethical
the
natural forms of human communities have for the
significance
(1)

in what way his realization in them shapes and has
from the spirit of regeneration. The question now
is
respecting that supreme community into which the Christian is
respecting the community
transplanted just by regeneration itself,
of the kingdom of Christ, and respecting the sense in which here

Christian,

and

to shape itself

below

from

this is called the church, in its
all

natural forms of

human

nature

is

specifically distinct
its his

communities, and yet in

it
it, in which
partakes of
has
an earthly
and
on
earth,
public
and human character, and thus becomes an object in which, in the
is
Spirit of regeneration, and for the ends for which this Spirit

torical

and earthly form has one

the peculiarity of

man

s

side in

life

bestowed by God, the Christian has to realize his

faith.

The
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consequently here our chief

The essence of the church is only so far
object of consideration.
to be taken into our consideration, as may serve for a just
compre

connection with the earthly and empirical manifesta
tion of churchdom, and of the difference between the two sides of

hension of

its

For the one

the real existence of the church.

other as idea and manifestation

each

is

not related to the

equally a historical reality,
but the conditioning principles of their real existence are not the

same on both

:

is

sides.

Consequently our first question has respect to the community
s kingdom, to the
specific difference of this in comparison
with every other natural and human community, and to the sense
Of this also
in which it is, and is called on earth, the church.
alone do the Scriptures of the New Testament treat. That which,
in a sense of the word hereafter to be investigated, is called church-

of Christ

dom,

is

the product of a later historical development, which did not

exist at that time in a complete shape, and which, not in its mani
festation, but only in its essential principles, is the subject of the

New

Testament testimony.

We find the most concentrated

sion for this in the Epistle of the Apostle

Paul

expres

to the Ephesians.

Hofmann

2d edition, pp. 116-142), in my
(Schriftbeweis, ii. 2,
the
has
discussed
testimony in this epistle in the most
opinion,

And to this
comprehensive, profound, and pertinent manner.
to say, and
better
I
have
since
I
would
refer,
nothing
exposition
that I previously remarked in my exegetical analysis of the
But that does not apply
corrected.
passages of this epistle is there
taken of the substance
to the fundamental view that I have

much

already

of the declarations in the

New

Testament concerning the nature of

the church.

been said on the idea of the essential
found partly in Hofling, Grundsdtze
in
ev. luth, KircJienverfassung, 3d edition, 1853, pp. 8-10
partly
In a remarkable
Harnack, die Kirche, ilir Amt, i/ir Regiment.
manner coincides with this also what H. Karsten says on this point

would

refer, for what has
to
that
which may be
church,

I

;

in his Symbolikfiir Theologen und Nichttheologen. He starts rightly
from the point, that the church in its inmost essence is a vital rela

indeed

and

spiritually
community to the ever present, and
removes this com
What
Christ,
Jesus
Lord
corporeally present,
it has the beginning and
munity from the world, and that in which
end of its faith, is the belief in this presence of its Lord, who out

tion of the

both
of the fulness of His nature imparts blessings which embrace
2

H
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soul

and body

reconciliation

since

tification

and redemption,

[PART

justification

He communicates and imparts

Himself.

III.

and sancthis His

In

eternal presence has its work in the church; and this present Christ
to her
the continually sufficient and sole ground and source of
&quot;

is

reconciliation

and

redemption.&quot;

By

virtue of this vital relation to

Christ the church knows herself as being an organized unity, a
living organization (not establishment or institution) ; also as the

Lord carries out effectively and continuously
His mixed spiritual and corporeal presence in personal intercourse
between Himself and the church. For she knows her existence
not as one ever becoming new in such a sense that Christ takes
immediately out of the world individual souls, and transplants them
into the fellowship of His salvation (perhaps as Stahl says, that
place in which the

&quot;

according to Protestantism the church, as

anew springs immediately from the word

it

of

were, at every moment
but she knows

God&quot;)

;

by the divine act of her Lord as the communion
of salvation, in which and through which the Lord desires to have
the sphere of His presence and efficacy.
This was done on the day
herself once founded

when by the outpouring of the Holy Ghost all were
with this personal Spirit of God, and by this act the church
of our Lord was formed out of individual believers.
The [Chris

of Pentecost,
filled

&quot;

tian] community, therefore, since it is a church community, a funda
mental factor of the church of Jesus Christ, has been constituted

by God for this object, and is itself not any particular class in it,
and not particular establishments and institutions, but itself fur
nished with specific and divine qualifications, owing to which it is
appointed to have an existence of an entirely peculiar nature in the
world&quot;
(Ears ten). Its peculiar existence, however, which renders
it

in its essence

and import

totally distinct from,

any other associa

inner nature, taken once for all out of the
devised
of
and humanly maintained associations,&quot;
sphere
humanly
is
to
be
and
to
continue
the community of the Holy Ghost
just this,

tion in the world,

&quot;

in

its

virtue of the promise of its Lord :
Lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the world&quot; (Matt, xxviii. 20).
And as in the days of its commencement, so for all time is the
so to continue

&quot;

by

assembly destined and impelled, from the nature of this fellowship of
the Holy Ghost, by an inner necessity to attest itself outwardly. For
as the first act that lies at its basis was the fulfilment of a promise

made by

its

Lord (Acts

i.

5), so is the

church ever and ever urged

being the same which derives its true exist
ence from the effect of that promise of its Lord, and recognises as its

on

to testify to itself as
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appointed task to preserve and extend, by its ministry of the word
and sacrament, the fellowship and the community of the Holy
Ghost. Thus, from the nature of her origin as of her problem, this
church is not at the commencement of her existence, as it were, an

which would only gradually become visible but she
become
a church by the promise of her Lord, accord
is,
having
and
to
the
impulse
self-testifying of her inner essence, also the
ing
invisible
and
visible church in one,
the
but always the
visible,
invisible body,

;

as

former the spiritual community, as the cause of the latter
visible attestation, as the working and self-realization of its

the

own

inner essence (Karsten). And as the essence of its internality is
created by God, so also the factors of its visible form are divinely
created and the order according to which the two belong to each
;

a divine creation,
not, however, as an institution, but as a
law of the organization of the community of the Holy Ghost.
For the vital law of the church is this, that just as she herself has

other

is

vital

become by the word of promise of her Lord the community of the
Holy Ghost, and only in a word of promise possesses the security
that she will remain so, she should also in like manner let nothing
of her visibility, but the visibility of
pass as the essential ground
those organs and means provided by God in word and sacrament,

means
through which Christ Himself, in His essential presence by
of the service of the church, takes up and transplants individuals
But even the
from the world into His present life
(Karsten).
itself merely into this visibility.
empirical churchdom does not resolve
as well rightly to estimate
it is of
above
And
&quot;

&quot;

here,
all,
importance
the difference which exists between churchdom and church, as to

meet the double error, whereby one either looks upon what belongs
to the churchdom as an inner essential necessity of the church, and
because this is inadmissible,
absolutely identifies it therewith ; or,
holds the ecclesiastical existence of the church in itself as nothing
but a corruption of the essence of the church.
the meaning of the distinction between
(2) As to what respects
church and churchdom, I should like first of all to bring forward
church
the
above
what follows. There
difference of the
is,

all,

specific

and human communities, which is preserved
from
what is
intact by rightly distinguishing what is essential from
institution con
an
of
idea
the
To churchdom
all other earthly

belongs
accessory.
indeed not
stituted by law, legally regulated, and brought about
divine
a
law,
of
confirmation
by a divine law, and not by human
it is
church
the
With
and

but by

human law-making

legislation.
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The church is one and the same with the organism of
so.
the body of Christ upon earth ; but church dom is not so. The
latter has its vicissitudes of temporal and historical development
and formation the church has not. The church, as the living
has
fellowship of the community with Christ, is always the same

not

;

always like fundamental conditions and fundamental characteristics
of

its

faith

existence
is

at

for the fellowship of the Holy Ghost and of
saving
different one in its nature and its means.

;

no time a

Churchdom, however,

as the

humanly

this vital

not only subject to the temporal human
external shaping, but also to human vacillation

communion,

conditions of

and institutionbecome conscious of

constituted

shaping expression of this society which has
its

is

and error. He who identifies churchdom with the church, not only
makes essential that which is only adventitious, and that which is
human, and in fact formal, a means of the fellowship of salvation
(a means of grace), but he deprives himself of the possibility of
recognising that continuity of the nature and existence of the church
which always remains consistent with itself as the sole work of her
Lord and Saviour. For in the place of that Christ who is always
spiritually and corporeally present, and actively operating, appears
the human and formally established.
The temporal and earthly
working of existing vital communion with Christ becomes the pre
tended founder and mediator of the life in Christ; and the actual
historical diversity of these institutions and forms of constitution
makes it perfectly impossible to adhere to the identity of essence,
so soon as we conceive of the same as an immutable institution, in
place of viewing it as a permanent communion of life, brought
about wherever Christ is present working through the word and

sacrament, guaranteed not by institutions, but by the faithfulness
in promising of a present Christ.
Thus, for example, that church

which

is

named

after

Luther

is

not without that shape which, as

something constituted in an established form, is called churchdom.
Not, however, that she knows herself to be the church of Christ on
this account, but because and provided that she does not pass off
anything which

is

merely formally established as the true essence of

the church, nor puts

it

in the place of the

Lord s

spiritual

and

He

alone dispenses, by means
bodily presence, by
of the service of the church in the word and the sacrament, His
virtue of

which

healing efficacy.
Is it therefore the case, that for this reason the ecclesiastical
form is against the true nature of the church, because the essential
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His believing ones does not consist in their
existence as a rightly composed, legally regulated and established
ask, on the other hand, Can we draw, from a just
community ?

relation of Christ to

We

appreciation of the nature of a relation alone, the inference that its
even in its formal character, must be similar to that in which

effect,

Is it contrary to
the essential peculiarity of that relation consists ?
the essence of a Christian community, as a community of faith,

that in

its

result

it is

also a

community

of those

who

are zealous of

good works ? Is it repugnant to the character of a human society
which is born of God, that it has its life also in the form of human
Is the essential relation of those who
life and human realization ?
have been regenerated by the Spirit of God, whether it be of each
or in their social relation to each other, so
particular individual
it
does
that
constituted,
away with the creaturely organization of
individual or collective convictions of the community and their

natural

nature

human

it down as
repugnant to its
expression, and puts
of grace so present itself to man s con

Does the order

1

removes the natural and creature order for the
We have an analogy in the
consciousness ?
These rest by their nature on
natural relations of human society.
natural tendencies not on positive right, or on
sciousness, that it
expression of this

divinely appointed
the legal promulgation of this right. Is it perhaps repugnant to the
nature of the thing, that the human consciousness of this natural

and confirm it
tendency should put it in the form of positive right,
Positive right and
of this right?
the
for
administration
law
by
law would then only be repugnant to the nature of a divinely
that a
if
natural
by the same were denied
tendency,

appointed

formed

its basis.

But

equally
divinely appointed natural tendency
would it be a contradiction to the nature of the human spirit and
and legally
its creature organization, if man did not reproduce
confirm the divinely appointed and moral determinations of the
nature of the relations of all human society in the form of positive
^

that law and justice, as
indeed, he supposed
of
established by him, supported and conditioned the world-system
the
to
the creature, this would indeed be a perversion repugnant
human
nature of things. But it would also be a perversion of his
he
that
might
nature and of his human duty, to hold the opinion
human law that which is in its
not
in the form of

human

law.

embody

If,

positive

his
nature a divinely given natural tendency in its effect upon
we
that
establishment
its
of
It is not in the mode
consciousness.
This
its
of
nature
principle.
can look for a contradiction to the
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takes place only when the substance of human law is at issue with
the nature of divinely appointed and natural tendencies, or when it
ignores and disowns its divine origin out of which it has sprung.
to this is the state of the case with
respect to the for
mation of law within the church, or with the establishment of
churchdom. It does not belong to the essence of the divinely

Analogous

constituted

of grace, that it should take the shape of a
but it does indeed belong to the nature
;
of the divinely constituted organization of men and of man s social
consciousness.
The nature of the church on earth exists for this

community

churchly code of rights

end, that

it

may

possess a

human

manner

world-reality in such a

perhaps of having nothing to do with the human
consciousness of right, it should apply in its operation to this also,
and fill it with a new and determinate character, from which man

that, instead

arrives at new,

churchly, codes of rights.

i.e.

For thus

says

A.

Scheueii with perfect right
Man brings his sense of right
into the church with him.&quot;
And that relative freedom in law-

v.

&quot;

:

its character as human
not immedi
(i.e.
from
and
ately proceeding
God), statute-framing,
legal appointment
consists, has its ground in the nature of the church, because the
essential church itself does not rest upon law.
The collective

making wherein

precisely

&quot;

has for
(which appertains to the church)
basis certain expressions of the will of her divine Founder, but

consciousness of right
its

&quot;

&quot;

free in its development, in so far as, for the legal shaping of the
relations of the churchly community, the ascertainable will of the
Lord with respect to the fundamental principles of the same admits
of different possibilities&quot; (idem).
But this will of Christ is in
is

&quot;

itself
it

not legislative

;

in the consciousness of the

church alone does

The church has, by virtue of
principles of right to her.
divine foundation, just as little of a legal constitution as any

become

its

particular

state;&quot;

or, as

I would rather say, any naturally detached

In the church, as in a popular community,
popular community.
the original law is the law of custom, i.e. law which arises imme
diately, without legislative effort
only subsequent to this follows
&quot;

;

statute-making by means
is

legislation.&quot;

When the

further remark

made, that this consciousness of right has developed itself in the

church in opposition to
its

of

false brethren,

historical justification, as I believe

then will this have equally
it would, out of an imma

nent necessity of human nature, even without this opposition, have
come to the formation of a system of law. However this may be,
code
as Scheurl justly says: &quot;This
(of a churchly
supposition
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spoken, and

still

And

speaks.
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we speak

of legal
precepts
such, however, man has
from this source legal enactments

Of

have been framed which are false in
principle, and exercise a
disturbing reflex influence on the essential and vital relation of the
church. This is the modern, as I might call it,
of the idea of the nature of the church

juristic corruption
while at a more ancient

;

period a prejudice was done to the church in her essential import
and peculiarity, by transferring to it the religious and legal de

terminativeness of the Israelitish people, ordained by God for a
pedagogic purpose the legal constituting of a special priestly race

and the

like, at least in part.

nor the other presents

itself,

Where, however, neither the one

there

we

find

human

legislation, as

it

the basis of churchdom, in its due force, and not opposed to
the nature of the church so long as the rightly constituted church
lies at

establishment does not

and has not in

its

itself
pretend to be the essence of the church,
character tendencies opposed to the true essence

of the church.
(3) If a parallel were drawn between law-making in the natural
society, in the public community, and the same in the

human

church,

we

them.

These systems of law are

law

dare not overlook the distinction which exists between

unlike in their substance

:

alike in their formal character as
alike, in respect of the historical

not one
reality of their basis, a community already existing, and
the
here
constitution
first to be formed by means of law and legal
in reference
public community, there the society of believers ; unlike
these
communities
of
which
to the divinely ordained root out
sprang:
alike in their object and aim to fix by human law and right the
ordinances of the
divinely appointed fundamental conditions and
of
common
as
one as of the other community
recognition
objects
to give them an objective existence, and hereby to secure the
common welfare against disturbance; unlike in the import, the
For
the legal enactment.
authority, and the obligatory force of
are
which
of
the moral idea of those relations (not
proper
conduct)
to the natural state of human society, finds in law that realization

which

is

possible for

men.

relations themselves, but

is

This idea
formally

lies,

as to its substance, in the

set forth

incorporated in words,

This is
established as law only
legislative activity.
In
also.
church
the
to
from
far
not
a relation which is
applying
her case we have to do not with an idea, the laying down of an
in the existence of the church,
object which in latent form indwells

by man s own
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an act and working of God by which she is herself called
and continually upheld, made public in the word,,
in
powerful
working through the word, spirit, and life in the word
and the Lord of this word, which is a word of grace and not of
law, and makes known, as the essence of this community, the fact
but

with,

into existence

its
being a community of grace. To wish to realize the essential
peculiarity of this community, in the form of a legal communityr
would be an internal contradiction. It is, however, no contradic

of

tion, to desire to give an expression to the common recognition of
this essential peculiarity of the society in right and law, in such a

manner

that it may be perceived therefrom hoiv the community
views this essential peculiarity, and adheres to it, as its common
sanctuary, so that it is recognised as a common right and common

duty to permit nothing to crop up within the community which
might tend to alienation and perversion of this essential peculiarity.

Then, however, it must
churchdom, to be and

also
to

be the desire of

remain what

this legally constituted
not the realization of

it is,

the idea of the church, but, as Stahl has previously very justly
observed (Reclits und Staatslehre),
purely a means of help and an
external support.&quot;
For the church, in its original nature, belongs
&quot;

purely to the domain of ethics.

For

justly estimating the church as a legally constituted
not less important to recognise and distinguish its
institution,
constituent factors, in their proximate or more remote connection

(4)

it is

with the essentiality and the essential problem of the church, in
their immediate or only mediate determination by the divine factors
of the essential church,
in their greater or less degree of control
by the divine message of salvation, and the (consequent) greater
or less degree of liberty for human legislation. For on this depends

the dignity, the higher or lower ordering, the real placing first and
is
last, of the several institutions which support churchdom, which

grounded

in the nature of the church.

The precedence

is

taken by

those institutions wherein that which, according to the gospel and
in the same, is laid down as a condition of life and a living realiza
essentially the church, is given back as a legally
valid expression of the social churchly consciousness. Standing next
to these are those legal forms whose purpose it is to serve for the

tion of that

which

is

maintenance of external order within the churchly union.
right

is

form

in

In the

that which, according to the gospel, is of divine
to be distinguished as the substance from the particular

case of the

first,

which the same

exists

in

churchdom

as churchly valid
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This distinction finds no place in the second class but the
as in the created natural order of all human
here
is,
object
society,
the consideration of that fitness and suitability which have for their

right.

;

criterion the negative result, that the institutions do not run counter
to those conditions and practical manifestations of life belonging to-

To the
the essential church, which are laid down in the gospel.
last domain belong those external ordinances, in which the eccle
community, in its constitution and government, desires
and protect the essential life-activities proper to the
but
does
not aim at bringing them, as such, to a legally
church,
valid expression, according to their divine fundamental conditions.

siastical

only to shelter

On

domain there manifest themselves those forms, in
community lays down that which is peculiar
of the essen
of
the
nature
inner
the
to
life, and to the life-activity
x. 10),
Kom.
of
the
sense
and
tial church,
confessing (in
believing
as the legally
of
means
of
the
and
grace,
offering
appropriation
and bestows upon
valid expression of the common consciousness,
church doctrine,
valid
and
of
form
in
the
public
confessing faith,
and upon the receiving and offering of the means of grace, in the
and order of divine worship and
official
form of
the

first

which the

ecclesiastical

regulation
public
the form and significance of a legally binding order of life
These last fundamental forms of the eccle
for the community.
stand in essential and direct connection with
siastical

the

like,

community

the divine system of salvation, derive their existence from a divinemandate laid down in the gospel, participate in the divine authority
of the dispensation of grace revealed in the gospel, but are neither
this authority itself, nor the divinely appointed organs for carrying
out this dispensation of grace, but are in their origin, as in their
an effect which, from the
form, only a reproduction by man of
of grace in Jesus Christ, has passed
means
the
and
will
gracious

mirrorsinto the consciousness of the society of the faithful, and
itself in the sense of right belonging to the [Christian] community.
And just because it is so because the churchly sense of right
on
of an effect which rests in the same
in

springs up

consequence

and divinely authorized meansdivinely given, divinely effective,
which have been created by theit
canno^pretend that those forms,
Christian consciousness of right, are in themselves divinely given,
authorized means for the production
divinely effective, and divinely
of a consciousness of Christian faith as of Christian right,

law do not for the
shapes and forms of ecclesiastical
set

forth that which in itself would

first

time

have divine authority and
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but they only express, in the form of law, that which the
;
consciousness of the church has, on the ground of divine authority
and divine agency, recognised as the principle and rule of the
claims

life-fellowship

and

life-activity in a Christian

community

(&quot;

non

imprimunt credenda, sed exprimunt credita&quot;). And the expression
consistent with this knowledge has only to set forth the aim, the
nature, and manner in which this divine system of salvation is
reflected

munity

;

in the sense of right belonging to the Christian com
it does not
possess the right to attribute divine autho

but

established right as such.
In this authority the
of
so
far
shaping
rights only
participates, as the substance
of legally established public doctrine, and of the legally established

rity to

humanly

human
public

official

authority (in accordance therewith),

is

actually in

conformity with the nature of God s gracious will, and with the
divinely-willed nature of the administration and the use of the
divine means of grace.
For churchdom is wholly a rightly organ
ized service in the essential church, not a realization of that church

and has

divine legitimization not in its legally valid con
dition, but in the conformity of its state with the vital conditions
and life-activities of the essential church. The legally established

itself,

its

doctrine cannot be recognised as of divine force, because it is so
legally established, but because and if it is the expression of a
faith which has actually sprung from the Source of life, the word

of salvation, whose substance

by which word
administration

is

it

it

has appropriated, and before and

can legitimately establish

itself.

The

official

not for this reason the fulfilment of the divine

mandate, because it is legally established in the church, but be
cause and provided that the divine mandate is so executed by it as
to be, in respect to the nature of the divine dispensation of grace,
right in God s sight, and is able to legitimize itself before and by

Divine authority is not inherent in the system of
law in the form in which it lays down what is to have
currency in the church ; but divine authority is only to be attributed
to its substance in the way of derivation, provided that and because
the same contains the substance of the system of salvation inviolate,
the divine word.

ecclesiastical

and makes

this serve as its only and supreme norm.
If this relation
not preserved intact, great danger is incurred of falsely binding
the conscience of attributing to churchdom what belongs only to
valid docthe essential church
of assigning
to the ecclesiasticallv
*
O
Ci
trine, and to the ecclesiastically established official administration,

is

rightly constituted conformably with this doctrine, in themselves
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divine authority, divine efficacy, and divine
authorization, and of
them with those divine attributes and
promises which
belong indeed to God s word, but not to churchly constituted doc

clothing

and belong indeed to the office as administration of God s
word and sacrament; not, however, to the
established
trine,

churchly
but only in proportion to the
pure maintenance
of the divine basis both of the doctrine and the office.
not
officialism in itself,

This,
withstanding, is strictly peculiar to churchly doctrine, that it
neither pretends nor can be an absolute and
exhaustive, but only a
relative expression of that faith which is born of the
word, and
indeed in a twofold aspect first, in that relation in which faith
:

born of the word has attained through historical
disposing to a
common recognition, and as such has become the foundation of the
establishment of a regularly ordered Christian community ; and
secondly, in the relation in which this knowledge has shaped and
separated itself in opposition to a supposititious knowledge, but one
antagonistic to the nature of the faith. For this reason all churchly
doctrine is not an absolute, but only a relative expression of this
cognition touching the nature of the faith ; and if it were not so,

nothing would be more contradictory than, in the place of a mere
verbal repetition of the churchly doctrinal formulas, not merely
to allow to prevail, but expressly to demand, individual liberty in
preaching and instructing in the common faith, limited only by the
substance of the divine word and the doctrinal teaching of the
It is just the fulness of the faith and of the word which

church.
is

destined to attain in the ecclesiastical community, only relatively
by the doctrine which is held in common to be valid, to

restricted

expression, to application,

and

to a

and

manifold character of attestation

efficacy ; and in this way the words
a living realization by the community.

of Scripture are to obtain

With

to
respect, however,

the ordinances of the
objective forms of doctrine, and
ecclesiastical community derived from them, what Harnack has
There exists no absolute form of
justly observed holds good
doctrine, worship, discipline, or constitution.&quot;

the church

s

&quot;

:

of the government which
Certainly not of constitution, nor
itself has for the ecclesi
in
that
conduces to its maintenance. As
not
a primary import, and
and
astical community only a secondary
as we
may well make the doctrine not, however, the constitution
and its form in themselves our criterion of an ecclesiastical com

munity constituted

in accordance

with the word of

God;

so

is

the form, of the constitution and of the government, or the legal
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shaping of the external order of the ecclesiastical community, in no
ways restricted by a law of the divine will, through pretended

New

positive rules of right derived from the Scriptures of the
Testament ; since neither are the Scriptures of the
Testament

New

a revelation of law, nor is the community of grace of the New
Testament, the true church, a community of law, an institution
The charismatically
legally regulated by external ordinances.
ordered membership of Christ s body, as it is given us by the

Apostle Paul (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 4-30 with Horn. xii. 4-8, Eph. iv.
7, 11 ff.), refers, irrespective of the peculiar nature of the endow

ments of the [Christian] community in that first period, and of the
questionable meaning of the word fcvpepvrjaew (1 Cor. xii. 28), not
system of constitution, but to the
for promoting the inward life of the
does not establish external ordinances, but only opens

to the relations of the external

functions of the

whole body

;

members

way of promise the prospect that at no period will persons
be wanting who shall be qualified and endowed for the due perfor
mance of the services manifold in nature in Christ s body; disperses,
up

in the

however, at the same time also every notion of the setting up by
man of constitution and government, through which perhaps the

church could be charismatically endowed with that which the Lord
had reserved to Himself to bestow. Nothing can be derived from
such passages but the fact that the established organization of the
ecclesiastical

community must not be repugnant

the organism of Christ

s

to the

nature of

a law of external order, however, in

body
and government, an obligatory precept and ordinance
of right for her formal character, least of all allows itself to be
Rather with the exception of the
discovered in these passages.
;

constitution

general will of order expressed in creation, the divinely appointed
moral tendencies of nature, which support all human society, and
from whence also take their rise the declarations of the apostle

35 1 Tim. ii. 11, 12 comp. Wiesinger on the
of woman in the Chris
on
the
passage)
position and vocation
tian church, nothing has validity for the external form of the
ordering of the ecclesiastical community and its government, except
the rule that we should not reckon such and such constitutions of
(1 Cor. xiv. 34,

;

:

last

community and forms of government as the essence of the
church, and that even in the ecclesiastical community we should
not make them instead of the doctrine the centre of our care, and
least of all should expect from constitution and government saving
the

efficacy,

but should only estimate their value according

to

the
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in which they so further and maintain external
order, that
the
sole dominion of Christ in word and sacrament is in
thereby
nothing injured or impeded. For there alone where He as ruler

measure

embodied and lives in a community is the true church, the
s
people, which in the glory and fulfilment of the New Tes
tament bears the predicates of the people of the Old Testament,
is

Lord

a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a
peculiar
To transfer this definition to the members
(1 Pet. ii. 9).
&quot;

namely,
people&quot;

who belong

as a matter of church right to the ecclesiastical com
to make it the ground for the constitution and
and
munity,
govern
ment of churchdom under the title of the universal priesthood, is
the most monstrous perversion of divine truth, as well as of the
a perversion which ought scarcely
principles of the Reformation,

Possible to be conceived it is only as
to be conceived as possible.
a caricature of the truth, that there exists no order of human

dominion privileged and
with respect to the

instituted

last point, in this

by Christ

in

For

His church.

without doubt

all

way
striving
after anything approaching to this
nay, all prevalence of anxiety
about constitution and government as a supposed guarantee for

Christ abides in the government may be taken in general
as a sign that a churchly community has fallen away from the true
centre of its life, or threatens to do so ; since, in lieu of the suffi
this, that

of grace, and
ciency of the Lord s presence in His divine means
the believing confidence in the exercise of the Lord s power in the

preaching of His word,

it

begins to place

its

reliance on

means of

human

It is
manner idolizes them.
ordering, and in a perverted
a matter of urgent need in a time like the present, when so many
look to an arm of flesh, that the church should remain true to her
that she should with exhortation hold up her true form to the
self,
&quot;

anxious and desponding, the unbelieving ministers of human schemes
and provisions, as the incontestable guarantee that those will not
be put to shame who look to the Lord alone for help. What can
faith and condemns works, which are to
it
profit if she preaches
if nevertheless she herself places
serve to deliver hearts and
souls,

the confidence as to her existence and her development on
institutions

human

and

ordinances?&quot; (Karsten.)
the marks which distinguish church
the
recognition of
(5)
from churchdom, of the conditions under which the two have and
maintain their proper connecting tie, instead of diverging from
each other as true church and false churchdom, and in the indepen

With

dence,

visibility,

and comprehensibility of the divine foundation, on
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which the true church and the right churchdom are equally built
and have to be built, is therefore also the basis O
mven for the ri^ht
^
and conscientious line of conduct in regard to all that may put
forth a claim to the

title

of a Christian church.

For

this

know

ledge derived from God s word is in itself Christian freedom of
conscience, and herewith a capability of discerning the spirits, even
the spirits

of the churchly communities

between church and churchdom

;

and in the due discrimination
same time, in a derivative

at the

measure, a safeguard against chmchly fanaticism as well as churchly
indifference.

There exists no holier palladium for the Christian than freedom
of conscience, and there is no sanctuary which men have more pro
faned than the word
freedom of conscience.&quot; What freedom of
&quot;

conscience
the

is

how inseparably it is connected with
own life in Christ, and how precisely

to the Christian,

commencement

of his

with this beginning of

life

church and churchdom

the relation of freedom of conscience to

supposed, will become manifest of itself
from what has been said in the above paragraph. If I have here
in view both the birth of the body and regeneration by baptism,
For even in the first
that will be liable to no misapprehension.
it is determined
by Divine Providence to the child of Christian
parents, in what churchly communion it should find itself at the

beginning of

its

is

But

existence.

this

dispensation has not that

importance which attaches to birth within this or that popular com
munity. In the latter case is established, according to God s will,
a bond of love and piety, a type of national character and belong
ings which we reverence as sacred, and in certain ways never can
or dare deny, and which remains for us, even if one should be con
strained and justified by after events in life externally to dissolve
the ties of this association. That, however, which is decisive for

the conscience of a Christian with respect to belonging to this or
that churchly society, is not the birth after the flesh ; nor can it be
so.

It

not in

is

a dispensation carefully to be weighed, which has its root
consideration, that in the administration of the sacra

human

ments that relation remains intact, by virtue of which the baptized
child in and by baptism is incorporated into the fellowship of the

Lord Jesus
this

Christ, the true church, not this or that particular church,

or that churchdom.

cherishes

and

If,

when

arrived at consciousness, he

fosters this relation in faith,

word adoringly enters into
free, as one bound alone by

and according

to

God s

as
meaning, recognises himself
then
of
His
word
Christ and
grace,

its full
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he also perceive what that freedom of conscience really is,
which for our life in God owns no lord and master, neither human
but the Lord
authority, nor any human ecclesiastical system
Jesus Christ alone, the Head of His body, the Lord of the essential
church, who can be found by every man in His word. Happy is
he who, from a knowledge of Christ and His word, feels himself
free in conscience, and enabled to remain in that churchly society
in which he, through the determination of his birth in the flesh,
was presented to the Lord Christ in baptism. But there exists no
piety proceeding from this dispensation, which may free the Chris
tian from the right
nay, the duty
according to his freedom in
Christ, to examine (o irvev^aTiKo^ avaKpiveu ra TrdvTa, 1 Cor. ii.
15) how that church is constituted, in which he, by an act of
God in Christ, was made a member of His church. For church
and churchdom are not essentially one and the same. Were it

will

;

otherwise, there would exist no standing ground for the Christian,
from which he, bound in Christ, might freely examine how matters

may

stand with that community which, not without a near approach

For the
to misconception, is called briefly by men the church.
vital law of the church it is which binds the Christian conscience,
not the law of this or that ecclesiastical community.
call the latter without further heed or reservation the
church, then there presses itself upon us from another empirical
that this mode of expression labours
perception also the certainty
under a defect. For with our Christian conscience we stand over

but

it is

If

we

which call themselves
against a plurality of church associations,
is really the church,
such
as
If the churchly association
churches.
For the
in
of churches a contradictio
then is a
adjecto.
plurality

of her Lord, only one, at
by the will and the promise
times one and the same, powerful, by the same means which

church
all

is,

If the
called her into existence, also to be preserved in the same.
less
or
more
the
of
church,
several church societies are fragments
this
has
then
very promise of
the church, more or less the truth,
of
these diverse
the one church come to a failure.
however,
If,

one only
pseudo-churches, then has

church
to

societies,

be the

pillar

is

the church

;

and

if

the others are

all

the church of the living God,&quot; destined
and ground of the truth for the world and in the
be
either never existed in such a way as to

world (1 Tim. iii. 15),
as one and the same, or it only
powerful to preserve the church
centuries when it did not exist.
of
began to do so after the lapse

In the one

of hell
as in the other case, the promise that the gates
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shall not prevail against the

unaccomplished.

To

all

church (Matt.

[PART

xvi. 18) has

we
He who

these false conclusions

falsely identifying church with churchdom.
criminates their difference is alone capable of

III.

remained

are

led

by

rightly dis

guarding himself

against confusion of conscience and judgment in reference to
churchdom, whether he finds it in the world as a single or as a
For he never and nowhere
plurality of churchly associations.
transfers the promises and attributes which hold good of the church
to the churchdom.
He cannot do so, for the churchdom is not the

church, but only the

human community regularly

organized for the
All the factors which constitute churchdom

service of the church.

as such are not the organs by which the Lord of the church has
His efficacy for building up and preserving the church ; but they

can and would be only the guides and pointers of the way
to the Lord of the church and the organs of His efficacy.
The

are, or

churchdom doctrine, church order, church
their nature not destined to remain one and

constituent factors of
constitution

are

by

the same in their form, as in matter of fact they never have re
mained, but have, as human institutions, the object of continually
increasing in everything which renders them appropriate for serving
as guides and pointers of the way to the church and to her Lord.

The Lord Himself, the manner of His agency, its divine media,
word and sacrament, and the nature of the saving faith effected
by them and making them its own, abide what they are, undergo
no change, are unsusceptible of increase or decrease, and are the
divinely-human constituents of the church. But the constituents
of churchdom, the

human

expression for the conception of the

word and faith in public doctrine (the confession), and the church
order and system framed according thereto, must not only, when
they are of the right kind, have a constant increase in reference to
the expression and shaping of what
order, but

and

may

is

required for knowledge and

equally well, in consequence of

human weakness

and become more or

less unsuited
sinfulriess, decrease, perish,
for the service of the church.
human
as
creations, the
For,
being
one thing befalls them as the natural tendency of all that is human,

the other as the destiny of human fallibility. Against a possibility
of the last holds good and remains the promise, that the Lord of
the church is mightier than all conceivable or actual corruption

of churchdom, and that He builds up and preserves His church
wherever in a churchdom word and sacrament remain, through

which the Lord builds and preserves His church.

So long

as

an
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community does not deny that Jesus is the Christ, the
come in the flesh (1 John ii. 22 ff., iv. 2 ff.),
efficaciously working in word and sacrament, so long has it still part
in the church, still stands in connection with her, and
may still call
ecclesiastical

Son

of the Father,

churckd&m, although not the church and has only so far to
be tested, whether it permits, along with the other arrangements of
its system, the way to the Lord of the church, and His word and
sacrament, certainly to be found, and consistently with the vital

itself

;

conditions of the church, or doubtfully and in disagreement with
But he who wishes to prove and determine this must not

them.

only be acquainted with that scaffolding destined for the workman s
service in the building of the church
churchdom but he must
:

know

also the Builder, the building plan, and the manner of the
Builder in shaping and adapting living stones, in order hereby to

decide whether the scaffolding which

man

has ejected, really more

or less furthers the design of the Architect, or not at all. And this
the Christian can and ought to know from God s word. If he,

from

this

knowledge of any particular churchdom

such scaffoldings, leaves

it

because

it

appears to

as being

one of

him awry and

dangerous for him to stand on, or alters and improves it, neither is
such a departure in itself a departure from the church, nor the
alteration and improvement in itself an altering or improving in
a work with respect to or in churchdom,
in a human
just and end-answering form,
manner and with human means, is the continual task of the man
the church

;

to labour for

but

it is

whose

the Lord of the
belongs to a churchly association. For since
church does not wish to build His church in such a way as not at
the same time to admit those who confess His name with all their
human powers, endowments, and energies, to a trial service in His
of a church
church, therefore is such a labour in the restoration
dom in
with the church in the highest degree worthy and

who

harmony

human solicitude and effort. Since, however, men s
works and actions themselves have first to undergo a fiery ordeal
the human edifice is constructed in the
(1 Cor. iii. 10-15), whether
of
her
and
of
the
church
Lord, it can therefore be asserted
spirit
no churchdom on earth, that it is not equally capable as needful of
constant testing, sifting, improving, and setting right.
deserving of

This twofold perception is the antidote against that twofold
of church and churchdom.
fanaticism which clings to the mingling
For the one party, since they see that those predicates of the
2 i
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church which are consistent with the promises are adapted to noone form of churchdom, are furious against every form thereof

human contrivance, as a distorted representation
of the church, as a Babel instead of the kingdom of Christ, and
would wish, the sooner the better, that all that is churchdom, and
as being a purely

pretends to the name of church, should be extirpated.
Against
the pretension they have a relative right but for the rejection of
;

churchdom

as such they

have no right at

all.

Nay,

a just

as

wont to overtake them
speech
though scarcely freed from this or that form of
churchdom, they impose upon themselves churchly regulations,
and name their communion alone the church. So little do they
perceive, that wherever any spirit, no matter what, has instituted
punishment,
selves,

a

is

that,

human

them

this confusion of

to

society, the

very nature of the

spirit of society

impels

human expression to that which the united body
common right, and although it should be set forth

give a

hold as their

with purely negative formulas, as the positive right of the society,
that they should not admit the validity of any formal maxims of

The others, however, while they give
name of the church, and then become

right.

to

churchdom

in itself

fully aware that they
such a case claim for churchdom the predicates of the
church, strip the ecclesiastical community to which they belong
hold the institutions in which it has its
of its human character

the

must

in

;

existence, collectively and separately, and without any distinction
between its divine foundation and earthly form, for divine and
saving creations; apply the perfectly true proposition, that we have

salvation in Christ not outside of the church, but only within the
church, to their form of churchdom ; and thence exclude, with

perfect consistency,

all

who do not belong

also externally

churchly right to this churchdom from salvation in Christ.
from its
first
place, this fanaticism is to be justly condemned,
the blot of being historically

false.

For should the

and by
In the
having

constituents

be
churchdom
doctrine, church order, church constitution
maintained to be the constituents of the church, and that therefore
also churchdom is equivalent to church, then must they also have
of

been at all times one and the same. If forms of church communi
ties which
sprang up at an after period such as those at the time
wish to refuse this test, then must they also re
of the Reformation
nounce the pretension of being the church, but ought not in any way
a churchly
to grieve at not possessing such a claim.
If, however,
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community like the Roman Catholic, which asserts its existence to
have lasted from the days of the apostles to the present, stand upon
the proof of the unchanging character of her doctrine, order, and
constitution, such an attempt can in no wise be made without doing
violence to historical truth, which does not even present a picture
and proof of constant uniformity of constitution, to say nothing of
Thus even in her case does
doctrine, but rather to the contrary.
the fanaticism of setting herself up as the church fall to the ground,
in the same manner in which it cannot crop up in the opposite
party without causing perplexity to that better knowledge, as well
of the nature of the church as of the essential character and task

of churchdom.
effects

And, indeed, on both

on the moral and

sides with

is able, even in
in Scripture, or in its
merely to look upon it with the eyes, to hear

perversity

down

bad reactionary

For although
o human
respect to the word of salvation laid
substance confirmed by word of mouth,

sentiments.
religious
o

it

with the ears, to

it
penetrate
impress it upon the memory without, however, letting
and thus is able to refuse to accept it in
the heart and conscience

in its form
penitence and faith, yet is the divine word of salvation
that
the
and nature so truly an appeal to the conscience,
sting of
can
variance between such word and such conduct
only

open
But in the form
remain unfelt in cases of unqualified obduracy.
of that which churchdom establishes, and naturally must establish,
in the intelligible expression of doctrine and formula, of legitimate
order and constitution, if we hold the acceptance and observance of
these forms alone and of themselves merely to be a life in the spirit
of the church of Jesus Christ, the danger is imminent of accepting
all this as a matter of the understanding, of observing them as
of all godly change
law, and at the same time continuing devoid
life and love
of
void
but
nay,
of mind
orthodox from top to toe,
often within full of arrogance, hatred, envy, bitterness, and the like ;
and with all this, being also of opinion that we are sure, by reason
all matters of church
as
of our own incontestable
respects
orthodoxy
as a means of salvation.
law, of the blessedness of our churchdom
takes the
he
delusion
Into such a soul-perilling
fall, who
may
does not
church
the
that
and
churchdom for the church,
forgets
the
churchdom
but
only for
exist for the sake of churchdom,
it maintains
when
character
true
its
and abides in

only
church,
the true and legally valid forms of its existence in constant depend
ence on the Spirit and the vital law of the church of Christ.
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the knowledge of the origin, vocation,
churchdom which protects us from the

it is

and true significance of
danger of indifference. We are not here speaking of that indiffer
ence of unbelief which asks with a shrug of the shoulders, with
u What is truth ?
and which is unwilling to know any
Pilate,
&quot;

We

mean rather
thing at all of positively revealed religious truth.
the indifference of so-called believers.
The root of this is of a
twofold nature, and is connected with a false supposition both of
the nature of faith and of that of churchdom.
Faith is viewed as

something which, more or less, has nothing to do with certain and
distinct knowledge (see on this,
as a
18, note (4), pp. 157-162),
faith in which the chief point is not so much as to the
what,&quot;
but as to the
how
an excitement of feeling, a flight of enthu
&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

siasm, a general moral elevation, and the like ; in short, a somehow
or other conceivable, but ever a religious and moral, only not a

and

definite

fixable, relation to Christ.

But touching churchdom,

the idea has been more or less entertained, that it is purely of
human origin, a garment of man s weaving, that has just as little
direct connection with the inner soul as a man s vesture with his

heart

and

;

able to save

that, since the possibility is not denied that the Lord is
some in every Christian churchdom, it is also a matter

what form of churchdom one may
Thus, or nearly thus, will run the ideas of all indifferbelong.
entists
and if I do not venture to give what I have just said as a
definition of indifferentism, as one determined and equally appli
of tolerable indifference to

;

is
this, that in such opinions every
be
and impalpable. Now it lies at
indeterminate
thing
once in the nature of a true faith born of the word, to recognise

cable in every case, the reason
is

itself

wont

to

very distinctly as a definite and divinely effected knowledge.
is
acquainted with such knowledge belonging to faith,

But he who

distinguishes from it its intelligible and
doctrine and confession of churchdom.

human

reproduction in the

If the latter, however, is
then
the nature stated
of
actually such
namely, the reproduction
is it also not
purely human ordinance. And if, therefore, repro

ductions of this nature

lie

before us as the foundation of separate

churchly existences that is to say, various churchly confessions
and doctrines then in the points in which perhaps not only the
form of the expression is distinct, but the contents of the formu
;

the substance
is
opposed contradictorily to the substantial
contents of the others, the reason of such difference must be looked

laries
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for only in an alteration of the knowledge belonging to faith on
There indifference of merely human
the one or the other side.

modes
points

of expression ceases, and becomes an essential difference in
of that faith and knowledge which God desires to effect by

as something indifferent and conceivably different,
but as essentially one and uniform in relation to the substance of
Now it is pefectly true, that it is by no means so
its contents.

His word, not

of churchly confes
easy to ascertain in what points the difference
of expression,
modes
in
human
sions is perhaps only a difference

and where an alteration of that knowledge of faith which is effected
truth which is in
by God s word is involved, a departure from the
into separate
division
the
that
it
is
more
certain
But the
Christ.
essence of
the
and
of
Christ
the
will
to
churches is not conformable
from
deduced
be
it
the church, the more definitely
this, that
may
church
the
and
Christ
sin
with
; so
this division is associated
against
hold up to the con
absolutely impossible to
in respect to the
listlessness
or
indifferentism
science of a Christian
conscientious
a
as
constitution
difference of churchly
duty, instead
conscientious
most
and
keenest
the
his
as
of

much

the

more

is

it

duty
representing
examination into the reason why he believes himself

able,

with a

churchly confession, or
good conscience, to look upon
that
or
this
of
confession, as the place in
better, the churchdom
of that certain
conscientious
a
which he can live without
this or that

faith

which he has derived from God

contemptible to hold one

s self

s

burdening
word. For

out to be a

member

it

is

morally

of a churchdom,

and hereby in fact to be willing to acknowledge its authority,
whose objective churchly rules he holds as either something indif
s
to that which he has learned from God
ferent, or as contradictory
of
and
the
of
essence
church,
and
nature
word to consider as the
the living faith and knowledge which belong to her.
At this stage some one might ask me why then I profess my
the name of Lutheran.
self a member of that church which bears

And

consistently with

what

lies

in the context of the foregoing

I cannot, indeed, give as my
a reply.
investigations, I will give
is
Because the Lutheran church (Lutheran churchdom)
reason,
one
the
be
to
the one holy universal church,&quot; or &quot;professes herself
can
I
say : I or
only
Karsten
says).
holy universal church&quot; (as
one
the
this reason, because she holds herself out as being for
knows
she
universal church, whose ever unchangeable existence
her conthis faith at the head of
faith, and on this account places

m
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This she could not do, were she not cognisant of roots of
her existence, which are given in the one church, and that lie at
the foundation of her own particular churchdom.
The one church,

fession.

however, she would be obliged to declare herself, did she not know
that the existence of the one church is not involved in her existence

Inasmuch as she is fully aware that the factors of that one
holy and universal church (word and sacrament) are also the
factors of her own existence as a community, she asserts her identity
with this church. But she denies that its existence only dates from
that of the Lutheran church.
What she has called into existence
as an established churchdom, gathered and gathering, she knows
as the working of that Spirit who belongs to the one holy and
universal church.
But she denies that this her established church
dom is alone the sphere in which this Spirit manifests His activity,
or that her established form is the spring and mediator of the
working of this Spirit. And of her confession, which belongs to
the factors of her churchdom, she knows indeed that its expression
and substance are conformable to the design of leading the com
munity for its fellowship in salvation, i.e. for its reconciliation and
redemption, justification and sanctification, exclusively to the effec
tive presence, spiritually and corporeally, in word and sacrament,
of the Lord of that one holy and universal church. She, however, at
the same time denies that only by her doctrine as such, not to speak
of its intelligent adoption, the relation is rendered possible, in which
the ever present Lord bestows the fruit of His saving deeds by
word and sacrament as a living possession. The Lutheran church
dom knows herself in her historical existence and shape to be a
alone.

fruit of

as

the

church.

the one holy universal church already existing, but not
founding and exclusive focus of the one holy universal

And

for this reason simply, because she does not attribute

churchdom that which is the result of the presence of the faithful
This is the
Lord, and of His efficacy in word and sacrament.
men
wished
have
rests.
If
church
on
Lutheran
which
the
principle
to make of her some other thing, that does not concern me.
Up
will be
till now the
principle stands fast, and human devices again
scattered like chaff.
According to this principle must be measured,
the
church to other confessions. For
relation
of this
moreover,
since the Lord suffers Himself to be found only in His word and
sacrament and even errors of confessions, or the darkening of the

to

&quot;

&quot;

general conviction with respect to the nature of the church, cannot
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become an absolute hindrance to the presence of Christ in His
word and sacrament the Lutheran church, therefore, notwith
standing of her conviction of the substantial correctness, i.e. of
the harmony, of her confession with Scripture, does not limit the
existence of the one universal Christianity to the sphere of her own
creed, but believes that in all Christendom (sparsi per totum orbem
Apol. Conf. Art. vii. and viii.) some may be saved, whose

Head

is

Christ,

whom

as

members

For we know well one

worship.

difficult the

;

life-giving
in the obedience of faith
they
false churchdom, which renders

a churchdom in which, however, so
Son of God is confessed, it is not
the power of Christ in word and sacra

way of salvation,
the incarnate
as
Christ
long

absolutely impossible that

ment should be proved. &quot;With such convictions,&quot; I therefore
cheerfully say with Karsten, &quot;the Lutheran church feels herself
equally free from that unionistic confusion of churches, as from
that false and unbelieving intolerance which scarcely admits the
of other Christian confessions being
possibility of the members
And all this for this reason, because the Lutheran church
saved.&quot;
herself the centre-point of her consciousness in her
confession of faith, but faith, knowledge, and the essence of the

does not

make

one holy and universal church.
the foregoing investigations, we may now also con
with the nature
clusively deduce what may be viewed, consistently
that form
within
of Christian conscientiousness, as the right conduct
(6)

From

of churchdom to which one

may

belong not only externally, but

God s
inwardly by a free and conscientious conviction regulated by
behaviour
of
The spirit of a proper course
word.
springs even
vital rela
that
from
but
there not from any churchdom in itself,
and
to
Christ
onwards
tion in which man is placed from baptism
has
and
in
His kingdom, is thereby impressed
through
faith,
this faith become powerful in that love which desires to serve
in Christ, and not to enjoy that which one has for himself as a
To fulfil and vivify what belongs to churchdom in the
spoil.&quot;
it forth into the world
and to
of faith and
&quot;

power
and into

love,

carry

that is to
life and society
of Jesus
church
of
the
the
after
stand in the churchly bond
spirit
s
church
the
of
solution
the
problem in
Christ, and to labour for
much a
is
this
And
world.
just as
this world and for this
spirit
that
with
alike
contrast
in
subjectiv
spirit of true churchmanship,
ism which refuses all obligations, as well as with external legality,
all

the relations of

human
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and in contrast with that churchmanship which
to

[PART
limits

itself

III.

only

churchdom.

peculiar to the true faith, that it makes itself felt as a
and
individual possession of the freest nature, as a deliver
personal
ance from human authority, freedom in Christ alone, bearing the
law of its life in that Christ who rules and lives not only above
and without us, but within us. But as we are incorporated with
this Christ as the Head of His body, and therefore not merely in
individual and personal isolation, but in the relation of membership
to other members under the same head and as out of this faith that
love is born which longs after fellowship among the members, and
It

is

;

readily yields itself to the service of the members, there
in the divine nature and destination of this faith, that

know

itself as a faith

common

to

of faith and love in brotherhood.

all,

is
it

implied
should

impelled to a common display
is the divine foundation of

Such

ties of churchdom.
Now, as we have seen, the churchly tie
in itself certainly is not the realization of the divinely purposed
and divinely effected community of faith and love, and has its
existence in the form of law and right,
which form can neither

the

in itself be called

that

of

the vital law of

the

Christian, nor

has arisen absolutely out of relations to the essential life-conditions
and life-activities of Christian fellowship, but has reference to a

which the churchly community, from
and
the
conditions
of its external existence, stands
world-reality
A whole series of
and must stand in this its earthly existence.
be
ordinances
could
named
which
owe
their existence to
churchly
the purely human and earthly phase of all social community, and
possess in no wise a divinely obligatory force, except in the general
sense in which all legally established ordinances of a human com
munity are conformable to the divine order of God s will expressed
in creation.
But even here there holds good for the members of
the churchdom, who have not ascertained its system of ordinance
as being in essentials contrary to their faith grounded on the word
It
of God, what applies to the members of a political community.
series of external relations, in

its

appertains not to the convictions, to say nothing of the will of the
individual, to lay down the law, but to the consciousness of the

whole community in common organized action.
been established, the individual submits himself

If the law has
to its injunctions.

Christian liberty in the individual does not become a charter for dis
order and caprice ; least of all under the pretext that a number of
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human origin. It would be very bad if a
church dom had nothing to show of purely human
For
shaping.
this would only be a proof that the divine foundations and forces
ordinances are purely of

by which

it is
supported in its ultimate ground, had remained with
out fruit, faith without works, the working of the Divine
Spirit
without any reproductivity in the spirit of man.
human regula
tion, however, in the most objectionable sense of the word, is not

A

churchdom proceeds from man, but that which, while
origin, is put forth as divine, and of divine obliga
tion, as necessary for salvation, as a means of grace or as a divine
law, on whose observance salvation, favour with God, justification
before God, depend.
Against such ordinances must Christian
freedom in Christ oppose itself. But whatever else is an ordinance
that which in
it is

human

of

deserving of praise,

and of peace

(TTOLVTCL

we

observe for the sake of order, and of love,
evcr^y/mova)? fcal Kara TCL^LV ^iviaOw, 1 Cor.

xiv. 40).

Such observance, when it flows from the spirit of faith and love,
has not then, however, in this domain of churchly ordinances (on
whichever of them one may choose to think), the nature of the
Here applies what was
54, note (2)), with reference to the state, on the
and the observance of law in comparison with the
And the more that a churchly legal
of moral perfection.

performance of a mere legal obligation.
previously said (
meaning of law

problem

system desires to rest in the service of that divine order of life
and society which has for its vital rule the means and powers of
of grace, so much the less is it a fulfilling of the
service
of the legal code of churchdom, if, determined
appointed
in external conformity
the
merely by
legal rule of the community,

Christ

s

kingdom

of action with the objects of this law, and by a due legal obedience,
we satisfy that which belongs to the church as her right. This
mere legal correctness, which does nothing that is against these
external ordinances, but which in its actions has no other aim than
the observance of the outward ordinance, is, where it attains the
sole
fatal to all
churchly life. For not only

genuine
ascendency,
be exhibited without any corre
conduct
of
such
a
conformity
may
those legally obedient, with that
spondence of the mind and spirit of
which the church s legal ordinances took their
spirit and faith from
but this mere external legality reacts in an equally pernicious
It impedes the
way on individuals as on the churchly community.
the church,
of
essence
the
development of that which constitutes

rise,
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the fellowship of the Holy Ghost, from being a community of those
regenerated to the liberty of the children of God in evangelical

and love.
The whole internal character of the church and
her members becomes, through this mere legality of churchly ob
servance, mere externality, a dead work, a worship of legal institu
tions, of legally valid form and order, of legal obedience, which,
itself void of spirit and life, neither fosters nor
produces spiritual
faith

and

life,

reduces

in place of the
worship of God in spirit and in truth, but
to a legal and ceremonial character.
Such is the natural

it

and unavoidable

result, if the

legal ordinances of

churchdom, in

place of being kept to their purpose of instrumental service in the
church, are regarded as an end in themselves and identified with

the church, if her legal forms are viewed as means of grace
and
if
obedience
to
these
is held to be the fulfilment of their
legal
;

object, instead of our labouring for ourselves and others, in order
that these churchly forms should find their fulfilment not in a kind

of external legal observance, but in the spirit of the church of
Jesus Christ, her faith and her love. Where this is not done, all

merely legal churchly obedience, as an external and dead work,
profits nothing.
little is he who sees in the
legal code of clmrchlegal observance at once the problem of the church and
its members
realized, and suffers it to be exhausted therein, in

Finally, just as

&amp;lt;lom

and

its

a position to take a just view of that relation which the highest
earthly community, the church, is called upon to occupy with regard
to the other forms of human society.
For the legal regulations of
the church serve in themselves only for marking off the sphere in
which the religious community has, with a view to the preservation
and securing of its common existence and duties, given an expres
sion to the fundamental law of the order of

its

inner

life in

the

shape of external laws and order. These legal rules of churchdom
cannot, nor are intended to become, the legal rule for other human
common objects they cannot, nor are they intended to have as
:

their object, to lay down as church law those natural moral ten
dencies on which, for the aims of this earthly existence, the other
relations of human society depend.
It is not the natural system of

human society established at creation, but that com
God with man and man with God, restored by God s

the relations of

munion

of

redeeming act

in Christ,

and the aims hereby

set before us of that

future perfection, which form the basis of that relation of fellowship
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from which springs the peculiar nature of the legislation of churchdom, whose duties thereby defined are specifically distinguished
from the legal duties of the relations and ordinances of other
communities. Here it cannot be objected that the church also
recognises such ordinances as have for the Christian a churchly
obligation of right in connection with the relations of the Christian
to the naturally established associations of society.
This, for
in
reference
to
note
the in
example,
marriage (comp.
52,
(3)),

stitution of the

state, in

churchly acts of benediction, churchly
of
lawful
authority and lawful order, and the like.
recognition
For all this respects not the ordinance itself, but the Christian who

What takes place on the part of the
church does not first establish the ordinances in their legality, but
is
only the church s legal expression for the Christian s obligation

enters into such ordinance.

to recognise, partly the divine basis of such ordinances, partly their
sanctifi cation by the Spirit of God s grace.
The particular

need of

and

specific right which belongs to marriage and the married, to
the state and the bearers of its order and authority, is not first

established by the church, as w as the doctrine of the middle ages.
There is only laid down in the form of churchly right, the Chris
r

tian s duty to verify the Christian view of such social relations
resting upon a divinely ordained natural foundation, on his entering

into them, by the performance of a legal churchly ordinance.
By
such an actual procedure, however, the inner sanctification of these
relations

far from being accomplished, as the church strives to
and the means of this can neither here nor in other
be or pretend to be the legal institutions of churchdom in

is

realize it;

relations

themselves consistently with their nature. Hence also the danger
of a so-called churchly frame of mind, which falsely confines itself
to the legal duties of churchdom, but not as if these forms of
churchly rights had in themselves sprung from evil, but because

one attributes to churchdom an import which it does not possess,
and so views the same, or enjoins it to be viewed, as if the legal
ordinance of churchdom in itself were the realization of the destiny
of the church, and the accomplishment of these churchly obligations
the fulfilment of the life-problem of the members of
Christ s kingdom, the essential church, in this world and for this
of Jesus
world.
Conversely, it is rather the destiny of the church
Christ and its true members to stamp all the relations of human
in itself

society with the spirit of the churchy the spirit of Christianity

to
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enjoin men to seek, and to assist them in seeking, moral perfection
in the solution of those problems of life which are placed in these
domains, and are peculiar to them, only in the spirit of Christianity;

and all this in that character of free action which belongs to the
moral personality of the Christian, which neither in its origin nor its
form is the mere fulfilling of a legal obligation of churchdom, nor
makes legal rules of churchdom the legislative principle of the forms
of natural human society, but rather in all earthly relations of the
communities of
to bear

men

brings the influence of those relations vitally
spirit and the life of regeneration, and

which flow from the

which verify their renewing, sanctifying, and glorifying power, in
everything which belongs to man s earthly existence. If this object
is not
kept in view, and if churchliness of sentiment confines itself
to churchdom, to the mere care for the public forms of the church,
the legal institutions of churchdom, then arises that unwholesome
separation, in which the churchly institute may indeed remain a
sanctuary but the outside world, the family, the state, the whole
life of the spirit, is
given and abandoned over to the profane spirit.
Such a separation can only then be looked upon as natural, or con
sistent with the nature of the church, if in some quite inconceivable
manner we regarded the church as a creation out of nothing, which,
I know not how, happened to be placed alongside the spheres and
;

life-domains of the order of nature connected with

man

;

or

if

we

identified the latter with that corruption of nature against which
the church of Christ on earth has certainly her work,
not, however,

as a destroyer of that order of nature, but as a restorer, by purifi
cation and sanctification, of the minds of those who belong to such

natural ordinances.

And

to

such ordinances of nature belong

all

who

are or will be Christians, and as such do not cease to
to
the household, the family, the public community, the
belong
in
which
state,
they are by their natural human existence rooted.

those

What

the church, therefore, owes to her members in this aspect,
cannot be better negatively expressed than Nitzsch has done, when
he says
She (the church, i.e. churchdom) may not operate either
&quot;

:

as doctrine, or as morals, or ritually, in a spirit

opposed to what

is

citizenship, or the household, or nature&quot; (Prakt. TlieoL). And since
the whole of man s intellectual life, in its efforts to understand the

natural aims of his being, to cultivate those means which minister
both to the perception and realization of these aims, and to foster

a rational and moral

spirit,

in

opposition

to

the blindness and
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life

of

civilisation, whose fruits are not, forsooth, one and all civilised
corruptions (and would be such only in Rousseau s view), but bless
ings of that divinely-willed human development which is natural
to man s spiritual organization
therefore we might even venture
further to say with the same good reason, that the church may not
operate in that which she establishes in her external form as church;

in a spirit hostile to this civilisation.
All these are negative
in
all the business of the
and
a
certain
sense
are
not
at
definitions,

dom,

church, as an institution, to enter upon. For vital relations and
the moral or intellectual impulses of life, which have for their root

and dispositions, which belong to man
and hence must be so left to human fostering, that this fos
to follow no other rules than those which are
tering
O can and ought
O
in
the
given
development (belonging to the history of civilisation)
for such relations
of those natural tendencies and dispositions
and impulses of life the church cannot pretend to create positive
institutions, without taking up a ground which does not at all
belong to her as such. For the church has not for her foundation
that natural basis on which the social relations of man s earthly
existence rest, within which the general human culture develops
and she would on
itself in a human, creaturely, historical manner
her part abandon her essential task, if she wished to become an
creative natural tendencies
as such,

;

institution for

but within

it,

her members
duties

human

culture.

which appertain

members not

But

it

does not

lie

outside her task,

that she should not permit anything to crop up among
which would alienate them from the care of those
to

man s

earthly life

;

and

it

behoves her

to allow the household, the state, to stand beside the

church, and without relation to it, but to sanctify and ennoble all
domestic and civil virtue, all struggle and action of the human
spirit,

with the influence of those sentiments, of that faith and that
is not churchdom in its external form, but rather

love whose spring
its

for

inmost sanctuary, that Christ who works in word and sacrament,
whose service the church community is established. For this

reason churchly sentiment consists just in this, to allow in nothing
either a false separation or a false mingling of those vital ordi

nances to

arise, in

which the Christian

finds himself placed

by

his

with one
heavenly vocation, either to be confused
each other.
another, or to be torn asunder, but to be maintained for
in
This, however, will also only attain a practical accomplishment,
earthly and

his
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proportion as the churchly sentiment guards churchdom and church,
the kingdom of Christ, from false blending as well as from separa
tion, neither confounding them together nor rudely dividing them,

but maintaining them for each other. Otherwise man looks upon
immediate and sole reality, and divinely ap
churchdom as the
out
of
the kingdom of God
whereas it is only
pointed carrying
the mountain fortress of the divine institutions of grace, from whose
&quot;

;&quot;

believing acceptance there flows forth that spirit of divine life,
which has the task and the power to introduce, in sentiment, word,
and deed, every domain of creaturely life into that vital power of

Christ

s

kingdom which renews and

glorifies the world.
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS.
Conscience, essential to, 65.
manifestation of, 66.
a. ferment of ethical development,
testimony of, 70.
the spirit considered as, 72.

Ethics, Christian, 5.
subject of, 17.
Extravagance, 416.

68.

Faith, 150, 153, 158, 191.
Falsehood, the second, 233.
Family, the, 442 ; union, 445.
Fanaticism, twofold, 497.
Faults, concealed, 278.
Fear, 125, 128; servile, 131.

evil inclination, 70.

a preparatory teacher, 72.

working

of, 73, 79, 82, 99.

disturbs fallacious peace, 77.
shows the freedom of the will, 79.

darkening of, 88.
a depository of divine. command, 100.
-4-

sum

Luther s sermons on, 128.
Fellowship of grace, 227, 306.-

of its yearnings, 135.

of Christ, 228.
of the Spirit, 306.

Conscientiousness, Christian, 311, 313.
Consciousness, self, 3, 23, 29, 40.
of the Christian, 1, 4, 7.

regarding

God s

Fidelity, 295,
354.

will, 9.

Flesh (ffAp, 237, 239, 248.

concrete, 19.
of

one

own

Filmer, 468.

nature, 32.
working of gospel on, 149.
Conversion, definition of, 199, 205.
Luther s definition of, 205.
nature and permanence of, 206.
s

social, 403.
Fornication, 368.
Frame of mind, churchly, 507.
Freedom, 238, 243.

Forms,

changes confounded with, 211.
course

marks

Frivolity, 438.
Fruit of our guilt, 126.

214.
of, 219.
of,

&quot;Conservative&quot;

297, 305, 310, 314, 317,

and

&quot;Reformer,&quot;

469.

Genuineness of a Christian, 378.
Gerhard, John, 44, 84, 190.
God, consciousness of, involuntary to

Consilia, the so-called, 304.
one given by Christ, 304.

Crucifying the Son of
Cultus, 330.
Cyprian, 105.

God

afresh, 284.

man,

42.

Goods, earthly, for the soul

s

service,

370.

community
Damascenus, John,

Gospel, 133, 144.
Grace, 147, 152.

83.

Delitzsch, 22, 24, 47, 74, 140, 214, 239,
283, 348.
Depravity, human, 263.

not indefectible, 275.
Gratification, self, 17.
Gratitude, 299.

Diogenes Laertius, 5, 25, 35, 37, 110.
Discipleship, conditions of true, 141.
Divisions, sowers of, 392.

Dogmatics,

Harnock, 481, 491.

2.

Duelling, 411.
Duties, collision

of, 416.

Heraclitus, 97.
of,

Heart, the, 91, 93, 116, 368.

319.

Hermas, Pastor,
Edification, self, 343, 375.
of soul, mutual intercourse for, 382.
Ego, 12, 16, 23, 28, 32, 38, 76, 83, 203,
235, 240, 263.
aims of the human, 34.

Hofmann,

239, 283, 430.

Hollaz, 205.

Horror

natures, 449.

House, spiritual, inscription on, 293.
Hope, evangelical, 174.
has in common with faith, 175.
double sense of, 177.

consciousness, 24.
individual personal, 27, 39, 428.
egoistic isolation of self, 31, 75, 345.

-

104.

Hildebert of Tours, 84.
Honing, 481.

surrender of, to the universal, 33, 37.
the sensuous, 35, 77.
objectively present to the will, 85.
the Christian, 267.
the divine, 296.

that peculiar to a Christian, 178.
perverted opinion about, 179.
confidence, 180.

Humility, semblance

of,

307.

Epictetus, 25, 26, 35, 37, 43, 92, 240,
296, 309, 361, 370, 407.

Ethical determination of conduct, 143.
Ethics, delusion prejudicial to, 21.

i

|

j

Impulses, 15, 17, 19.
Imputation, 136, 138.
Indifference, danger

of,

499.
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Indifferent, things, 320.

Israel,

339.

Martyrdom,

out of vanity, 240.

Intellectus, 85.
Irenaeus, 22.

Master and servant, 447.

rock on which

it split,

Maximus

154.

special vocation of, 457.

Tyrius, 42, 43.

Mind, change of (^sravo/a), 209.
Minucius Felix, 369.
Miracle of tongues, 147.

James, St., compared with St. Paul,
John, St. the preacher of love, 292.
Judges, human, 397.

lf&amp;gt;G.

,

Monarchy, limited, 471.
Moral knowledge, 12.
5, 6, 38.

Morality,

Justice, 408.

Justin Martyr, 44.
Juvenal, 45.

Nagelsbach, 37, 45, 78, 92, 93, 112.

Nation and State, 454.
Nature, totality of
Karsten, 481, 482, 503.
Kingdom, Christ s, 147, 148, 354.
Knowledge, fundamental element

man s,

Nationalities, principle
NazJc,

critical

467.

says Luther, 411.

&quot;Needs must,&quot;

of

23.

of, false,

meaning

210.

of,

Christian, 278.

Oath, 333, 335.
Obedience, legal, 115, 462.

Laotze (Chinese), 44.

Law, two meanings
-effect

of, 108, 121.

passive, 467.

of, 112.

Oettingen, 283.

import, etc. of, 95.
Christian knowledge
of old covenant, 118.

Organisms, 34.
of, 96, 107.

of

Israel, analysis of, 110,
- differs
from Gesetz, 102.

111.

Parents, 429, 448.
Passivity, 203.
Peace, work of, 204.

terrors of, 130.
relation to faith, 154.
threefold division of, 303.
principles of, 453.
Liberalism, 472.
Lie, 387.
&quot;the
necessary,&quot; 388.
pleasure in, 389.

the inner,

Life,

Penance, 105.
Pentecost, 482.
Peraldus, 311.
Perception, mental, 89.
Personality, proof of a ruined moral, 87YIiipK^oftzvei,

13, 181, 226, 295, 301.

social, 34, 399.

manifestation
activity, 27.

bodily, moral maintenance of, 362.
Limits, legal, to our conduct, 465.
Lombard, Peter, 84.

Love, evangelical, 163.

and hope,

165.

perfect, 167.
Luther s definition of, 168.

- self,

17.

14, 20,

118, 124, 128,

Magistrate, the, 459.
21, 40, 86.
the new, 183, 224, 230, 232.

Man,

Marriage, 422, 428.
432.
434.
rights robbed, 441.
Levirate, 450.

peculiarity

a

289.

95.

Piety, a perverted, 44.
Christian, mother of all virtues, 323.

- nature of, 325.
- Luther s twofold,
which

- of the

rests

325.

on heart

faith, 328.

Athenians, 329.

most immediate manifestation,

329.

hypocritical, 384.
the only true, 343.
Plato, 38, 44.

etc. etc.

-

of,

Philosophers who rob the heart of plea
sure in religion, 28.
Philosophy, Grecian, whole effect of,

in its

Christian, 47, 390.

Luther (quoted),

244.

Pfaff, 206.

Pharisees, blasphemy
Philo of Larissa, 27.

of, 27.

distinct from faith
family, 453.

Origen, 66, 105.

of,

monogamy,

Platonism, the new, 38.

Power,

vital, 139.

Pollution, self, 368.
Possession, Christian, 417.
Prayer, import of, 308.
- life of, 309.

Preservation,

self, 17.

Presumption, 162.
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Soul, sensitiveness

Prison discipline, 421.
Probation, 242.
Property, loss of earthly, 375.

Punishment,

preservation

of,

347.
care of, 348.
Spener, error of,

capital, 408.

decreases, 90.
in heavenly calling,

of,

9.

Holy, first negatively reveals
Himself, 201.
work in our hearts, 207.

Spirit,

Quenstedt, distinguishes between
generation and conversion, 206.
Quintillian, perplexity of, 6.

Redeemer

of the world, idea
formed, 3.
Reformation, 498.
Regenerate by faith, how, 187.
Regeneration, what, 182, 184.
the primal, 188.

of,

re

-

gift of, 383.
Stahl, 408, 464, 468, 471, 482, 488.
Stobeeus, 10, 25.

how

begins at baptism, 189.
appropriation of, in conversion, 198,
480.
spirit of, 209.
result of, 235.

may be fallen from, 237.
Relapse into old ways, 200.
Renewal, 11.
form

of a struggle, 224.

Repentance, not piecemeal, 215.
Luther s sermon on, 217.

and faith, always together, 222.
Reviling, a, of Christ which is unpar
donable, 288.
Roman Catholics, 498.
Roth, 38.
Rousseau, 508.

Salvation, the keeping of, 13.
possession of, 181.
Sanctification, self, 226.
Satan, power of, 270.
Scheurl, 486.
Security, false state of, 266.
corrective of, 273.
Selfishness, 344.

supported by, 395.
Self-denial, 28.
Self -gratification, 31.

Seneca, 78, 110, 177.
Sensation, language of concrete, 22.
Sensualism, 68.
Sentiment, churchly, 509.
Sexes, relation of, 433.
&quot;Shall,&quot; twofold, 67.
Sin, 112.

Stoics, 17, 25, 27.
ethics of, 37.

deadness of, 375.
the Christian, 239.
Struggle, spiritual, for the possession of
artificial

Strife, inner, to

salvation, 224.
as self-preservation against fall and
apostasy, 273.
- the Christian, 259.
Submission to existing order, 461.
Suicide, 369.
Synagogue, a falling back to the, 283.

Temptations, manifold, 247.
ungodly, the struggle against, 249.
what, 252.
distinguished from trials sent by God,
253.

threaten from every side, 259.
to avoid and resist, 264.
certainty of a struggle with, 265.
satanic and iion-satanic, 268.
Terrors, false, guarded against, 249.
Tertullian, 16, 21, 42, 66, 94, 108, 269.

Tholuck, 44.

and

Trial, as such,

as temptation, 245.

Virtue, an offering, 11.
used in what sense, 123.
Christian,
296.

significance of the

name,

found, and permanent only, 297.
objective standard of, 299.

standard of, 304.
Vocation, activity in our, 358.
of individuals, twofold special, 352.
special, 355.

earthly, 357.
Vows, 336, 338.
- Luther on, 339.
of

whole Christian community, 379.

continuance and slavery in, 181, 283.
against the Holy Ghost, 285, 290,

War,
Slavery, 450.
Smalcald, Articles

of, 223.
Society, blessings of, 418.
divinely ordered, 422.
Socrates, saying recorded of, 38.
Soul, living, 22.

409.

Weasel, 106.

Wickedness, what

it

properly consists

in, 78.

Wiesinger, 102, 324, 492.
Will, the first unconscious manifestation
of,

15.
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Will, self, 18, 202 ; self-conditional, 18.
end of actual activity of, 24.
of God in the highest sphere, 28.

World

-

a wrathful, 35.
the, considered as a substance, 79.
in what lies its power, 80.
a, which is only half good, 81.
inclination of, 84.
the conscious, of the natural man,
192.
distinction between self-will and freewill, 202.

Wisdom,

(Kof^e;),
29, 33.

j

j

used in a twofold sense

in the abstract, 35.
present natural state of, 36.
reconciliation and redemption

Xenophanes,

44.

I

Yearning for earthly good, 373.

self, 91.

manifestation of the love of, 94.
Works, good, mere external show of 81,
,

Zeno, his i/toXoyovftivus
Zerschewitz, 210.
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The idea
attach very great value to this seasonable and scholarly production.
On a scheme of
of the work is most happy, and the execution of it worthy of the idea.
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positions or propositions which a full and sound doctrine of the Atonement embraces.
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! have always looked on Eitter s
Comparative Geography of Palestine, comprised in
his famous &quot;Erdkunde,&quot; as the
great classical work on the subject; a clear and full resume
of all that was known of Bible Lands
up to the time he wrote and, as such, indispens
able to the student of Bible Geography and
This translation will open up a
History.
flood of knowledge to the English reader, especially as the editor is a man
thoroughly
imbued with the spirit of this noble-minded and truly Christian author. KEITH JOHN
STON, Esq., Geographer in Ordinary to Her Majesty for Scotland.
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One of the most valuable works on Palestine ever published.
Author of The Land of Israel.
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BEV. H. B. TRISTRAM,

By far the most important of Messrs. Clark s publications is this very handsome
and complete edition of Eitter s Palestine.
The great Berlin geographer can never be
out of date; and though he did not live to complete his great work, by availing himself
of the discoveries of recent explorers, yet the present editor has to a considerable extent
supplied the deficiency ; and we may say that, among the voluminous products of the

press, few exceed this publication in importance and complete
Christian Remembrancer, Jan. 1867.
To clergymen these volumes will prove not less interesting than instructive and useful.
Theological students will find in them the most exhaustive storehouse of facts on the
subjects existing in the language, while upon all the moot points of Palestinian and
Sinaitic geography they will meet with a condensed summary of all the arguments of
every writer of note, from the earliest ages down to the period of the author s death. In
a word, these four volumes give the essence of the entire literature of the subject of every
The readers of these volumes have every reason to be satisfied
age and language
But it would be impossible to mention all the good things in
with the result
these volumes.
must, however, say a few words upon Eitter s magnificent monograph
Eitter s
on the situation of Ophir, which we regard as one of the gems of the work
treatment of this apparently hopeless question is a masterpiece of mature scholarship and
What we are
sound judgment. The whole monograph is a model of its kind
now saying of the monograph on the&quot; situation of Ophir, is, however, applicable to every
Spectator.\
thing our author wrote.
Mr.. Gage has, with a perfect knowledge of the matter in hand, and by the use of a
clear and lively style, produced a thoroughly readable book.
Daily Revieiu.

well-known Edinburgh
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By the publication of this geography of Palestine, Messrs. Clark have placed within
the reach of a large number of students, clerical and lay, an exhaustive and comprehen
sive work on biblical geography, which will greatly facilitate the study of the sacred
writings.
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Dr Murphy has
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conferred a great service on a difficult department of scriptural learn
Clerical Journal.
work of most massive scholarship, abounding in rich and noble thought, and

remarkably fresh and suggestive. Evangelical Magazine.
This is emphatically a great work the subject is great, and so
;
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the management.
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THE EARLY SCOTTISH CHURCH:
THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND FEOM THE FIRST TO
THE MIDDLE OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY.

THOMAS M LAUP.HLAN,

BY
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air of thoroughness and originality, which will justify its
do not now undertake to analyse the work,
claim to a permanent place in literature.
Journal of Sacred Literature.
but we are able to bear witness to its genuine character.
To those who delight to trace in the distant past the germs of the present, The
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instruction.
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We

regard the work before us as the most important contribution which has been
many years towards the illustration of Early Scottish Church History. United
Presbyterian Magazine.
An able, honest work, conscientiously executed, after extensive reading, with a
Inverness Courier.
thorough knowledge of the ancient language and history of Scotland.
A work marked by sound judgment, great candour, and extensive reading. Noncon
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BY WILLIAM

G. SHEDD, D.D.,
PROF ^SSOK OF THEOLOGY, UNION COLLEGE, NEW YORK.
reputation of Dr Shedd will be increased by this remarkable work. The
and penetrating. No one can master these volumes without being quick
American Theological Review.
ened and strengthened.
We do not hesitate to pronounce the work a great improvement on anything we have
had before. To the young student it will be valuable as a guide to his critical reading,
and to the literary man it will be indispensable as a book of reference. Bibliotkeca Sacra.
We hail the appearance of the volumes as being much wanted at the present time in
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